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FOREWORD 

I feel that the foreword to the edition of the proceedings of the 7m 
International Symposium on Ship Construction in Antiquity should be short, as 
befits scientific encounters that have been held with success and during which 
all that should have been said has indeed been said. So, in the foreword to 
Tropis VII, I will limit myself to acknowledging the contribution of those who made 
that success possible. I will start with the Ministry of Culture of Greece and the 
Prefecture of Messinia, as without their financial assistance and generosity, the 
Pylos Symposium of 1999 would not have been as well organized nor would the 
participants have enjoyed such a pleasant stay. The personal interest of the 
Secretary General of that Ministry, Dr Lina Mendoni, an archaeologist herself, 
cannot be sufficiently stressed. Her interest was real and continuous, with 
unfailing assistance before, during and after the conference. 

It must also be acknowledged that the event was jointly organized by the 
Hellenic Institute for the Preservation of Nautical Tradition and the Ephorate of 
Underwater Archaeology of Greece. The contribution of the Director of the 
Ephorate, Miss Caterina Dellaporta, was decisive at all stages. 

This was the last conference for the twentieth century and it was decided 
to have, in addition to the usual sessions where scholars present their individual 
papers, special sessions devoted to underwater and nautical archaeology in the 
Mediterranean and the Black Sea. Scholars who had participated in, or could 
describe, such activities in a particular country or area were requested to 
contribute to these special sessions. 

Because of the great number of papers presented, this edition has over 
one thousand pages and is divided into two volumes. So, Tropis VIl consists of 
both a volume I and a volume II and there are two parts, part A and part B. Part 
A includes the general papers presented, while part B deals with underwater and 
nautical archaeology of the Mediterranean and the Black Sea. This is clearly 
shown in the Table of Contents. 

It is hoped that this most recent edition in the Tropis series, with its 81 
papers, will add new information in the field of ship construction in particular and 
marine archaeology in general. 

In concluding, let me thank all those who have contributed to the 
organization of the Symposium and the editing of the proceedings; the 
participants-contributors, the members of the Organizing Committee and those 
friends and colleagues who are mentioned in the acknowledgements, as without 
their patience and perseverance you would not be holding these volumes. 

Harry Tzalas 



During the editing process of the Tropis VII volumes, we heard the news that 
Professor Michael Katzev had passed away. It was a shock for my 
colleagues and myself, and we were all greatly saddened. 

Michael had participated in our early Symposia and contributed to the Tropis 
series. 

I, in particular, had the privilege of having benefited from the collaboration of 
Michael Katzev and his vast knowledge in ancient shipbuilding, throughout 
all the stages in the construction of the Kyrenia I1 replica. 

His name will certainly remain, and he will be remembered as a leading 
figure, in the history of underwater archaeology for his methodical 
excavation of the Ancient Ship of Kyrenia, the most prestigious find in the 
field. 

The Organizing Committee for the ath International Symposium on Ship 
Construction in Antiquity - Hydra, August 2002 - has decided that the 
conference will be dedicated to the memory of Michael Katzev, one of the 
great marine archaeologists of the twentieth century. 

The Editor 



EDITOR'S NOTES 

The following contributions were made only verbally and no written text 
was sent to the editor: 

Angelova, Kristina (Dr.), read Dr. Kalin Porozhanov papers "Some 
observations on local shipping and Roman marine activities along the West 
Pontic Coast" and "Underwater Archaeology in Bulgaria". 
Babouin, Andrea, "Sources on Byzantine shipping: 4th through loth 
Century". 
Christopoulos, Menelaos, "Representation of a ship and Skylla on a sherd 
of H. Tzalas' collection - catalogue no 647" [Will be published in Tropis VIII]. 
Dellaporta, Caterina, "The 16Ih century AD shipwreck at Zakynthos 
harbour: New data." [Will be published in Tropis VIII in an updated 
version]. 
Hall, Jerome, "The first-century CE boat from lake Kinneret". 
Hatzidaki, Elpida, "A possible Minoan harbour in South Crete" is 
published in: Crete 2000, American School of Classical Studies, Athens (in 
press). 
Kapitan, Gerhard, "Errors in the reconstruction of Cheops ship nOl?" 
[This contribution was read in the absence of Mr. Kapitan; because of 
limited space in the present edition it will be published in Tropis VIII. 
Lianos, N. & Samiou Chr., "Nauay~o aap~ocpaywv crqv N. Av6po". 
Linder, Elisha, "The two so-called 'Phoenician Shipwrecks' discovered 
recently in deep waters by Robert Ballard off the coast of Israel - Maximum 
technology versus minimum archaeology". 
Marcus, Ezra, "Evidence for prehistoric seafaring along the southern 
Levantine coast". 
Rogers, Edward, "Boat construction in Old Kingdom Egypt: Evidence from 
tomb reliefs". 
Rouskas, Yiannis, "~poEAcuuq KaL TEXVLKE~ TWV '~apapthv' q q  anocrlpa- 
pCqq Aipvqq KapAaq". 
Spathari, Elsi, "nhoia q q  cnofiq TOU Opfipou and TO Apyoq". 
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THIRD MILLENNIUM BOAT GRAFFITO FROM MEGIDDO? 

The graffito appears on a stone, measuring some 20x40 cm. It was 
found among other such stones in an area which is assumed to have been 
used as a cult center from a very early time: the Neolithic period until the Iron 
Age. Arranged rows of stones, of about 30-40 cm in length were at first 
placed in an open area, a courtyard, which with time was incorporated into 
a high place. At first the courtyard was placed as joining temples 4050 and 
4047, a, time as Kempinski felt (1989: 170-175), equalling that of the epsidal 
buildings, dated to the Chalcolithic and early Bronze I period, levels XIX and 
possibly XVlllb, although recent excavations conducted seem to support the 
Early Bronze I period. The arrangement of such stones was noted in other 
places, such as Gezer and Dan, and it was felt that in later periods, the Late 
Bronze, these kind of cultic stones were placed upright. 

Among the stones at Megiddo are representations of animals: 
quadrupeds, possibly deer or cattle, ox, fox, jackal and hyena. There are 
also human representations, interpreted as being hunters, although others 
exist as well, such as a group of headless figures, and a possible goddess 
figure bearing a scepter and musicians associated by some interpretation to 
her cult. Engberg and Shipton (1934: 30) point out similarities of figures on 
incised shards originating from Megiddo as well. It is there that Beck 
(1 995: 1 1) followed by Marcus (1 999: 108-1 09) find representation of boats. 
Although Megiddo is situated ca. 25 km from the coast, it guards routes 
leading from the coast of the Mediterranean to the Jordan River and beyond. 
We would thus place it as part of the economic hinterland of the coast. 

Beck felt that some of the forms which Kempinski represents as 
signs, or even logograms (fig. 1A) could be, when turned upside down, 
representations of boats (1989: 173). Her arguments are not completely 
convincing and her comparable material (fig. 1 B) bears little resemblance to 
the inscribed boats or logograms (Beck 1995: 11). An Egyptian expansion to 
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the area of Megiddo was noted already in the past and thus Kempinski's 
analysis might have been tainted by his enthusiasm. 

The engraved stone presented in this paper (fig. 2) has been 
published in the past by the excavators of Megiddo (Loud 1948: Plate 2735). 
But the drawing presents only part of what actually appears on the stone. 
Beck's treatment of the figure uses only the parts which were shown by Loud 
(Beck 1995: fig. 6a). The main figure is that of a human being with a lyre next 
to him. The man has a rather unusual face, which seems to suggest a bird 
beak or possibly a beard (fig. 3). The person seems to be at least partially 
naked wearing a wide belt; he holds his arms up with outstretched hands, 
accentuating the fingers. He is facing a lyre, which may or may not be part 
of the same composition. Behind him, or rather engraved under the figure 
and possibly the lyre, appears what might be taken as a boat. 

We present here a possible reading of some of the engravings on 
the stone that have not been published previously, although a small part of 
it was noted in earlier studies, but were not addressed. Figure 4 presents a 
photo of the area on the stone under discussion as well as a photo of a 
rubbing done with lead. The appendage, which had not been addressed 
previously, seemed to have been an engraved boat on which the figure had 
been superimposed. It is quite likely that the lyre player was superimposed 
on the older engravings using, when possible, the older elements. The 
unusual wide belt on the naked figure is situated amid ship, hiding an 
important component in its wake. The lyre itself is situated on the right 
proximity, possibly the stem of the boat. That part of the lyre makes little 
sense in its position. It looks very much like a bunch of papyrus, which could 
well be a part of the previous engraving that had been incorporated into the 
newer composition. Papyrus was an available commodity for raft 
construction in 3rd Millennium Egypt. Such vessels may actually be 
presented in rock carvings assembled by Landstrom (1970: 16). One does 
have to admit, however, that the high extremity and the outward protrusion 
are not a common element. 

We concentrated on the engraving surrounding the lyre player, but 
the stone presented here (fig. 1) has more engravings on it which we have 
not dealt with. The stones in Megiddo, including this one, bear signs of 
having been engraved repeatedly. A vertical incision, part of the several 
appearing on the stone, might be construed as being a part of a mast, but if 
it is, it is a strange one. Although Gerzian boats did appear with masts 
(Basch 1987: fig. 79-81), this case cannot be attributed to these types of 
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boats. Beck points out that it is possible that adding to stones already 
engraved was a common practice among frequenters of cultic areas, a 
practice we have noted in later engravings which are associated with ex-voto 
(Basch and Artzy 1986: 235). Another element on these stones which is 
mentioned by both Kempinski and Beck are the enigmatic engraved lines 
which look a bit like a net on several of the stones. Beck (Beck 1995: 11-12) 
points to yet another place, Gezer, where these net-like engravings appear 
as reported by Anati (1963: 295). 

In an attempt to reconstruct a possible chronology of the 
engravings, we would propose that the boat and the repetitive net-like 
engravings and others, which have nothing in common with one another, 
preceded the engraving of the figure of the lyre player. An attempt to verify 
the depth of incision carried out, by means of a computer program, 
surprisingly showed that the lyre might have been engraved by a different 
hand than the one which incised the lyre player. 

Who were the people involved in the engravings? Amiran felt that 
there was an Egyptian artist involved in at least one of the incisions, one 
which presents a clothed figure holding a spear or a scepter appearing on 
one of the stones in Megiddo (Amiran 1972: 31, Beck 1995: fig. 5a). It is hard 
to accept this conclusion particularly when one considers the quality of the 
engravings, usually very simple line incisions. These seem to have been 
carried out by untrained hands, probably of people needing to express some 
form of religious philosophy in graffiti in either cultic or impressive areas, a 
common practice. They did not seem to have the models of their objects of 
their expressions available. 

As to the dating of the engraving of the lyre player itself, although it 
may not have to do with the topic of the conference, it is of importance. The 
special facial characteristics of the figure have caught the interest of Beck 
who tried to compare it to a human figure appearing on a clay tablet in Uruk 
Ill (Beck 1992: fig.6~). If indeed that is to be accepted, the engravings on the 
stones bear testimony to the appearances of both Egyptian and 
Mesopotamian elements concurrently. This view, of the simultaneous 
appearances, may now be considered possible, bearing in mind the 
appearance of both Egyptian and Mesopotamian elements in graves dated 
to the period found on the route from the coast to Megiddo, ca. 7 km from 
the site (Yanai: personal communication). There is one more suggestion 
presented lately, that the pointed head of the lyre player is similar to bird-like 
faces found on several ancient rock carvings in Addaura in Sicily (Otto 1999: 
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18). This comparison places the lyre player in a much later period, namely 
13" -llth centuries BCE, the time of the so-called "Sea Peoples". The 
immediate question, which should be considered before any such 
comparison could be entertained, is whether the stone was above ground 
and thus available to an engraver at that period. 

The title of this study is followed by a question mark. While possible boats 
from Megiddo were presented by Beck, Marcus, and lately here, they could 
be conceived as a 'scorpion's tail' (fig. 1A) or logograms on shards (fig. 1B). 
They appear only partially, but they seem to bear one important common 
denominator and that is the period and the area in which they appear. Thus 
they should be considered. Megiddo, during that period, and let us not 
forget its position, could well have borne signs of the Egyptian expansion. 
Present excavations carried out by the University of Tel Aviv could well throw 
more light on these questions. 

Michal Artzy 
University of Haifa 
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FIGURES 

1: Possible boats on stones and shards from Megiddo (according to Beck) 
2: Engraved stone from Megiddo 
3: Lyre player from the engraved stone 
4: Photograph and rubbing of lyre player 
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RECHERCHES SUR LES ENTAILLES CREUSEES DANS LE ROC 
SUR LES ILES DE PAROS, ANTIPAROS ET REMMATONlSl 

L'ile de Paros et ses alentours proches ont connu une occupation 
quasi permanente attestee depuis le Neolithique. C'est une des iles les plus 
importantes des Cyclades, une des toutes premieres cites qrecques a 
fonder, autour de 680 av JC, une colonie a Thasos, bien loin de la a 400km 
au nord face a la Macedoine, riche en bois et en minerais. Elle a cependant 
peu retenu I'attention des archeologues - sauf exceptions que nous 
signalerons - depuis les recherches faites par I'allemand 0. Rubensohn au 
debut du siecle. On trouve pourtant dans plusieurs sites disperses autour de 
I'ile de tres curieuses excavations de rochers au bord de I'eau ou legerement 
submergees de nos jours, entailles tres longues, peu larges ni profondes 
dont personne n'a donne un compte-rendu exhaustif (ceux qui les ont 
remarques d'un c6te ignorent celles qui existent a quelques kilometres de la 
de I'autre cate de I'ile) et leurs interpretations souffrent effectivement d'un 
manque de vision globale de ces artefacts. Un travail de plusieurs annees 
dans I'ile nous a permis de relever six sites jusqu'a ce jour - et nous ne 
pretendons pas qu'une observation plus approfondie ne permettrait pas 
d'en relever d'autres mais nous allons neanmoins tenter d'en effectuer la 
synthese ici dans I'etat de nos connaissances. 

1 Au sud-est de I'ile de Paros (fig I), se trouve le site de Drios. C'est le seul 
qui soit completement emerge bien que se trouvant exactement au bord 
de I'eau. C'est aussi par consequent celui qui a subi le plus de 
degradations de par le developpement des installations portuaires 
modernes et plus recemment purement touristiques, degradations que 
nous avons pu remarquer allant s'aggravant au cours des dix dernieres 
annees. C'est ausi le seul ou les entailles soient tres rapprochees I'une de 
I'autre. Malgre une petite jetee moderne et quelques maisons qui coupent 
I'installation et peuvent faire croire a deux ensembles separes, on voit se 
dessiner de longues entailles paralleles entre elles (orientation NIS +40°) 
d'environ 40 a 50m, ayant chacune environ 80190cm de large et 
profondes de 40 a 50cm. L'espace entre chacune d'elles est de 1,20 a 
1,30m (fig 2 et 3). Nous avons pu en compter une quinzaine plus ou 
moins decelables sous les diverses constructions qui se trouvent 
actuellement sur le lieu, une plage assez frequentee de nos jours. 

2 Au nord-est de I'ile se trouve une grande presqu'ile qui porte plusieurs 
sites interessants (fig 4). Sur la plage appelee encore de nos jours Santa 
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Maria, on trouve, cette fois ci legerement submerge comme tous ceux 
dont nous allons parler ulterieurement (40 a 50cm sous la surface), 
I'ensemble le plus etonnant : deux tres longues stries d'environ 150m. La 
premiere seule est bien verifiee (fig 4bis); a 6,40m de part et d'autre de 
cette entaille, on voit des trous de 80 a 95cm de longueur, de mQme 
profondeur (environ 50cm) et espaces entre eux de 1,40m. L'ensemble 
est colossal car si on peut attester I'existence d'une deuxieme entaille de 
I'autre c6te de la deuxieme serie de trous (2eme entaille que nous n'avons 
pu qu'entr'apercevoir et non pas mesurer) nous aurions un ensemble de 
150m de long sur plus de 25m de large. Toujours parallele a la c6te, 
I'orientation est approximativement E/O. De I'autre c6te de la plage se 
trouve un petit ensemble assez particulier lui aussi puisqu'il comporte une 
entaille de 80cm de large dont on peut ma1 deceler la longueur et des 
grands trous de 2m sur 0,50 formant des bassins communiquant. 

3 De I'autre c6te de cette presqu'ile se trouve le site le plus complet autour 
de la petite presqu'ile d'oikonomos (Economou): cinq series situees de 
part et d'autre du cordon littoral qui relie la presqu'fle a la terre ferme (fig 
5): a gauche deux ensemble de cinq (6 et C) se faisant face plus deux 
autres encadrant un ensemble de trous (A). La largeur des entailles et des 
trous est identique a celles de Drios et Santa Maria (sauf une .double. 
d'environ deux metres de large), leur longueur est d'environ 40m. Leur 
espacement entre elles varie de 1m a 3,5m (fig 6 et 7). De I'autre c6te du 
cordon littoral, 15 longues entailles de dimension .standard,, (80-90cm 
sur 40m)(D) font face a trois autres sur la presqu'ile m6me (E). 

4 En continuant plus vers I'ouest, juste avant la ville de Naoussa, se trouve 
une plage (Agh. Anargiri) avec une petite ile fermant la baie la aussi. 
L'ensemble est moins impressionnant mais C. Photion' y a note des 
installations portuaires sur I'ile mQme que nous n'avons pu verifier; a 
contrario on trouve d'un c6te cinq entailles bien erodees dont seuls 
quelques metres sont visibles et une de I'autre cote de la plage, toutes 
paralleles entre elles avec la mQme orientation N/S. Par contre nous 
n'avons pu retrouver la n07 qui n'a pas la m6me orientation (fig 8). 

5 Nous devons maintenant nous rendre tout a fait de I'autre c6te de I'fle de 
Paros, au dela de la baie de Parikia, face a la c6te ouest oh se trouvent 
I'ile d'Antiparos et les ilots de Saliagos et Remmatonisi (fig 9). 
A Antiparos mGme, sur la c6te est d'une petite presqu'ile du nord de I'ile, 
nous avons releve cinq entailles que nous avons pu suivre sur 65m de 
long, larges de 90cm, paralleles a la c6te avec une orientation N/S (fig 10). 
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D'un c6te nous avons trouve deux trous de 9Ox60cm formant une ligne 
parallele a 1 metre des excavations. La distance entre chacune de celles- 
ci est variable entre 2 et 3m. 

6 Juste en face de ce site, se profile I'ilot de Remmatonisi. Son aspect 
verdoyant contraste avec tout I'environnement aride des Cyclades, mais il 
est completement artificiel car I'ile est en fait privee et appartient a Mme 
Goulandris. C'est grgce a sa courtoisie que nous avons pu retrouver sur 
la cote ouest de I%lot, juste en face du site precedent, separees par un 
chenal de 300m, cinq excavations apparentes sur plus de 30m, paralleles 
avec la mQme orientation NIS + 10" que celles d'en face; elles sont larges 
de 1m a 1,30m et espacees de 2,50m a 4,30m. Une photographie 
aerienne de I'ile que nous a fait parvenir ulterieurement Mme Goulandris 
montre, outre les entailles face a Antiparos que nous avons pu relever, 
deux autres ensembles sur les c6tes sud et est. Sur la c6te sud on en 
devine trois qui sont en fait la continuation de I'ensemble precite (mQme 
largeur, mQme orientation) mais, ce qu'il y a de plus curieux, tout un 
ensemble perpendiculaire a cet ensemble (et donc parallele a la cbte, 
orientation EstIOuest). On decele 6 grandes lignes qui semblent de la 
mQme largeur mais I'ensemble est recouvert d'autres stries non 
continues, qui ne sont pas toutes peut Qtre artificielles. Sur la c6te est, on 
retrouve un petit ensemble parallele a la c6te de cinq ou six entailles sur 
pas plus de 20m de long. 

La premiere constatation que nous pouvons faire apr6s cet expose 
de chaque site, c'est qu'il est indubitable que ces artefacts sont 
contemporains et participent tous d'une mQme fonction, probablement 
maritime. Sauf I'exception de Drios, exception qui doit pouvoir avoir une 
explication geologique liee a la specificite du site, leur situation a 40-50cm 
sous I'eau indique une montee generale du niveau de la mer dans les temps 
historiques. Les entailles situees du c6te d'Antiparos et de Remmatonisi ont 
ete reperees pour la premiere fois par l'equipe de J. Evans et C. Renfrew 
travaillant sur ce probleme de ['elevation du niveau de la mef . En effet pour 
expliquer I'existence d'une civilisation sur le minuscule ilot (sans eau) de 
Saliagos, il fallait que celui-ci fQt a I'epoque -il y a six mille ans - relie a 
I'une ou I'autre ile, Paros ou Antiparos. Les etudes de morphologie sous- 
marine qu'ils ont effectuees montrent le peu de profondeur de ces parages 
et un changement de cinq metres du niveau de la mer permettrait a Saliagos 
d'Qtre rattache a la fois a Paros et Antiparos (fig 11). Un scenario d'un 
changement de 2m qu'ils ont egalement dessine permettrait a nos entailles 
de se situer juste en bord de mer en une periode intermediaire entre 4000 
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av JC, datation de la civilisation mise au jour par Renfrew, et nos jours. 
Les autres traits communs a I'ensemble des entailles rocheuses relevees 
sont: 

- le parallelisme des ensembles, mkme lorsqu'ils sont simplement 
associes entre terre ferme et ile ou presqu'ile faisant face: a Oikonomos 
par exemple. Par contre Remmatonisi fait exception et c'est le seul 
ensemble ou toutes les c6tes de I'ile, du moins celles qui s'y prktaient et 
n'etaient pas trop exposees comme la c6te nord, ont ete utilisees. 
- Ce qu'il y a de plus troublant c'est qu'on trouve la mQme 
structure a des echelles differentes: les tres longues entailles 
de Santa Maria sont de mkme largeur et profondeur que les autres 
mais leur espacement entre elles et entre elles et les trous est 
deux a trois fois plus grand. 
- Elle sont toutes dans des endroits proteges d'un point de vue 
maritime, souvent des ports attestes tout au long de I'Antiquite 
et des temps modernes (Drios et Santa Maria). 

En fait lorsqu'on considere ces ensembles, I'idee qui ressort est de 
I'utilisation maximum de plates-formes rocheuses se trouvant le long des 
c6tes pour en tirer la plus grande longueur possible - utilisation maximum 
en longueur et non pas en general car, sauf a Drios, les intervalles entre 
chaque strie sont souvent importants. Si les stries avaient ete creusees non 
pas parallelement a la c6te mais perpendiculairement, elles auraient ete 
beaucoup plus courtes car les a-plats rocheux suivent en general le rivage 
et ne se projettent pas comme des eperons. Mais malgre cette disposition 
grossierement parallele au rivage, ces entailles ne sont pas fermees au bout 
mais ouvertes sur la mer puisqu'elles occupent le rocher jusqu'au bout. Si 
I'on avait voulu en faire des bassins fermes, il aurait ete facile de n'en creuser 
qu'une partie. Or quand on peut voir parfois un c6te ferme, I'autre est 
toujours ouvert et donne sur un espace libre. 

Quelles sont les hypotheses qui ont ete suscitees par ces artefacts? 
Nous allons les enumerer et en faire une critique a la fois technique et 
historique, si possible. 

Le commandant Graves qui a fait la premiere bonne carte de Paros 
en 1842, en fait pour la premiere fois mention en citant d'ailleurs a c6te les 
vestiges de Filizi et dlOikonomos beaucoup plus visibles a I'epoque que de 
nos jours. II les appelle <<trous a seb (salt-pans, qui a d'ailleurs en Anglais le 
sens plus general de   saline^')^. Le premier archeologue, 0. Rubensohn qui, 
nous I'avons dit, s'occupe de faire des releves scientifiques sur I'ensemble 
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de I'ile, nettoie un de ces <<canaux>, mais reprend telle quelle I'hypothese de 
Graves en les appelant <<salines>>'. D'un strict point de vue d'efficacite, cela 
peut sembler bizarre: le propre des salines est d16tre a la fois les plus plates 
et etendues possibles. Si la necessite se faisait sentir d'en faire sur un site 
rocheux - ce qui est deja contre-performant en soi - des grands bassins 
rectangulaires seraient plus appropries. D'autre part, nous I'avons dit, les 
stries sont ouvertes sur la rner et cela semble difficile a concilier avec cet 
usage. D'un point de vue des references historiques, le meilleur naturaliste 
de I'Antiquite, Strabon, qui ne manque pas de signaler les curiosites, soit 
contemporaines a son epoque soit plus anciennes, dont il a pu entendre 
parler, ne parle jamais de telles entailles. II se refere surtout a des <(fleuves 
sales,, et les seules <<salines. qu'il mentionne sont en Troade <<ou le sel est 
naturellemnt asseche par les vents Etesien~)~. 

L'hypothese la plus curieuse se trouve chez C. Renfrew qui y voit 
des tranchees pour la culture de la vigne (vineyards). II est vrai que le releve 
qu'il en fait ne correspond pas a ce que nous avons trouve (fig 12) et il 
indique des <<vineyards,> la ou nous n'avons vu que des champs de terre et 
non des rocs creuses, sur Antiparos. Neanmoins I'hypothese de creuser des 
rochers en bord de rner pour faire pousser de la vigne a de quoi surprendre 
quand on sait que ce plant est parmi celui qui reclame le plus de profondeur 
pour ses racines par rapport a sa hauteur (cinq a dix fois) surtout quand la 
terre ne manque pas sur les deux iles de Paros et d'Antiparos. Nous nous 
sommes neanmoins interesses a ce que disait ce grand connaisseur de la 
vigne antique qu'est Pline I'Ancien (d'autant que nos auteurs datent ces 
<(vineyards>> de I'epoque hellenistique, point trop eloignee de celle de Pline). 
Pour cet excellent connaisseur qui consacre presque deux livres de son 
Histoire naturelle a ce sujet, le terrain doit Qtre expose au soleil et le plus 
vaste possible et pour planter la vigne, il faut effectuer un bQchage a trois 
pieds (environ un metre) de profondeuf. Les seules mentions ou I'eau de 
rner est associee au vin, c'est pour deplorer que les vignes plantees trop 
pres de la rner donnent un mauvais goirt a celui-ci et egalement I'usage de 
couper les vins d"eau de rner ou de plonger les vases dans la rner pour le 
faire vieillir artificiellement7. Les <<canaux,> pourraient-ils 6tre des sortes 
d'entrepets baignes d'eau de rner pour ces jarres de vin vieillies en 
accelere? L'hypothese serait amusante mais il semble difficile de croire qu' 
un tel travail de creusement du roc s'avererait necessaire alors qu'une 
simple grande cuve d'eau de mer, ou mQme un bassin protege par un mur 
suffirait amplement. Mais nous avons voulu insister sur cette hypothese et 
comme les <<vineyards>> deviennent parfois des (vine trenches., voire des 
((wine trenches,,, nous sommes alles voir du c6te de la fabrication elle-m6me 
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du vin et des pressoirs. Un ouvrage recents montre effectivement des 
installations dans ce but directement creusees dans le roc. Ce sont des 
manieres tres anciennes de faire le vin mais qui dans certains cas se sont 
perpetuees. Mais ces trous ovoides ou le plus souvent rectangulaires pour 
recueillir le vin ont une moyenne de 1m2 et sont accotes a des surfaces ou 
on ecrasait les grappes en pente douce vers eux. La configuration de nos 
entailles ne peut donc la non plus Qtre rattachee a cette technique. 

Les stries pouvaient-elles Qtre des carrieres? La aussi la 
configuration peut sembler inopportune: lorsqu'on a procede a la taille d'une 
premiere serie de pierres, pourquoi laisser un ou plusieurs metres de la 
mQme bonne pierre inutilisee et se fatiguer a faire une autre strie au lieu de 
continuer sur la meme ligne? Par contre il est plus que probable que les 
pierres ainsi obtenues par le travail des entailles aient ete utilisees par 
ailleurs (c'est le cas signale dans les pressoirs cites plus haut - et c'est 
mQme la raison pour laquelle la forme rectangulaire etait preferee). II serait 
extremement instructif de verifier le type de materiau utilise dans les sites 
proches d'oikonomos, Filizi et Kargadousa pour voir les similitudes. 

Daniele Berranger qui a fait une etude historique et 
prosopographique de Parosg - donc non essentiellement archeologique 
evidemment - ne connait pas les entailles d'Antiparos et Remmatonisi mais 
toutes les autres I'ont frappee profondement. Elle y voit des chantiers navals 
pour Santa Maria et des installations pour bateaux exportant le marbre car 
les routes anciennes menant des carrieres jusqu'a la mer aboutissent a cette 
zone. Si I'auteur a le grand merite d'y reconnaitre quelque chose de 
maritime, I'existence de mQmes stries de I'autre cdte de I'le interdit de 
penser qu'il s'agissait d'installations liees a I'exportation du marbre, 
hypothese deja affaiblie par leur presence sur la presqu'ile d'Economou. 

Le premier a faire un releve tres serieux - du moins de celles de la 
partie nord-est de Paros - est C. Photion deja cite. C'est le premier qui a 
emis I'hypothese qu'il pourrait s'agir de cales a bateaux et il a I'avantage 
d'avoir trouve, profitant de la construction de routes agricoles, des tessons 
tout autour qu'il declare avoir ete deposes au Musee de Paros et que nous 
n'avons pu retrouver. Mais nous ne pouvons le suivre lorsqu'il pense 
qu'Oikonomos est le site de la capitale de Paros et celui du lieu de 
debarquement de Miltiade apres sa victoire de Marathon en 490, quand il 
vient conquerir - sans succes - I'le. 

Cette hypothese de cales a bateaux est pour notre part celle que 
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nous avons retenue car elle correspond a ce qui semble le plus pertinent 
d'emblee. Nous I'avons dit, la recherche de la longueur dans le dessin de 
ces entailles et surtout leur association dans I'espace a des sites du IXeme- 
Xeme siecle font immediatement penser aux superbes representations de 
bateaux longs sur les vases proto-geometriques et geometriques (fig 13). 
Ces bateaux sont les veritables ancQtres de tous les bateaux de ce type de 
la Mediterranee antique: triacontores, pentecontores puis triremes etc ... 
Cette civilisation des <<Chevaliers de la rame. dont parle Victor Berard dans 
ses commentaires sur I'Ody~see'~, on peut la voir s'installer sur nos 
promontoires : Filizi, Kargadousa, Oikonomos, voire Remmatonisi. Dans le 
cas d'oikonomos, on a trouve des vestiges d'un site fortifie de forme ovo'ide 
d'environ 120m sur 83m, agglomeration en terrasse avec un mur d'enceinte 
dont I'epaisseur varie de 0,75m a 1,50m. On y a egalement retrouve des 
vestiges d'une construction a abside qui pourrait Qtre un temple et une 
necropole elle aussi en partie submergeell. Nous avons tente une 
reconstitution figuree de ce site avec des cales a bateaux associees (fig 14). 
Les habitants de ces enceintes etaient essentiellement des marins et peut- 
Qtre des pirates, dans leurs forteresses tout pres de leurs bateaux, et on peut 
penser avec D. Berranger que ~I'activite de la baie de Naoussa a ete plus 
importante que celle de Paroikia tout a fait au debut de la periode 
geometrique>>12. On peut en dire autant de la zone entre Antiparos et 
Remmatonisi qui correspond aux mQmes caracteristiques topographiques. 
Dans cette hypothese de cales a bateaux, il pourrait Qtre tentant de voir dans 
les trous associes parallelement aux stries, des emplacements ou planter 
des poteaux qui auraient pu soutenir des toits couvrant ces cales. Certes 
leurs dimensions sont un peu grandes pour cette utilisation mais leur 
disposition indique bien une fonction en liaison avec les grandes entailles et 
toute interpretation de celles-ci necessite que I'on prenne en compte cet 
artefact particulier. 

La seule difficulte soulevee par I'hypothese des cales a bateaux est 
leur horizontalite. Toutes les autres cales a bateaux repertoriees sont plus ou 
moins inclinees mais on peut penser qu'elles s'inspirent toutes de 
I'amenagement d'une plage, premier reposoir nature1 des bateaux primitifs. 
En I'absence de plages et sur une c6te rocheuse, I'idee de tailler des formes 
pour recevoir des bateaux sur des a-plats rocheux, par definition 
horizontaux, n'est pas absurde. La station horizontale est mQme meilleure 
puisqu'elle ne necessite pas de calage dans le sens vertical. La difficulte 
n'existe que dans la manoeuvre de mise au sec et mise a I'eau. Mais d'une 
part nous n'avons pas les veritables extremites de ces cales qui peuvent 
avoir ete inclinees; d'autre part des echelles de bois peuvent avoir ete 
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utilisees pour faire basculer le bateau sur son rail comme on peut le voir de' 
nos jours dans I'ile de Milos12. Les bateaux de pQche reposent dans des 
hangars creuses dans la roche formant le rez de chaussee des maisons 
d'habitation des pQcheurs et ils sont tires horizontalement. Quand ils 
arrivent, mQme s'il est vrai qu'il existe une pente presque insignifiante, ce qui 
est frappant est que le quai tombe a pic dans la mer et que I'echelle 
d'echouage sert non pas seulement a aider a glisser le bateau mais 
reellernent a le faire basculer sur le quai (fig 15). 11 semble difficile d'affirmer 
que tout ce qui est incline, quelles qu'en soient les dimensions, est une cale 
a bateau et tout ce qui ne I'est pas, ne peut pas I'Qtre. Nous pensons en tout 
etat de cause que de toutes les idees avancees sur la nature de ces entailles 
rocheuses, celle liee a I'installation etlou la fabrication de bateaux est celle 
autour de laquelle il conviendrait de travailler. 

Pour conclure signalons le seul autre site qui jusqu'ici, a notre 
connaissance, presente une similitude morphologique avec nos entailles : il 
s'agit de celui d'ognina, pres de Syracuse signale par E.F. Castagnino 
(1996). Dans un schema de presentation de diverses formes creusees dans 
la roche que I'on trouve dans cette region, on voit une quinzaine d'entailles 
apparemment de dimensions proches de celles des nhtres, certaines 
emergees, d'autres legerement submergees perpendiculaires a la c6te au 
sud du site. L'auteur ne se prononce pas sur I'usage qui pouvait en Qtre fait. 
II serait important de confronter I'ensemble de nos donnees ci-dessus 
decrites avec une analyse approfondie de ce site, car il faut bien admettre 
qu'une de nos interrogations les plus importantes provenaient jusqu'a 
present du fait que nous ne pouvions comparer ce qui existe a Paros et ses 
alentours avec rien de semblable. Ce rapprochement, si la resemblance 
s'avere exacte a y regarder de plus pres, est donc tres important. 

Daniele Auffray 
Laboratoire d'Histoire et d'Archeologie Maritime 
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DlSPOSlTlF DU HALAGE DES HANGARS NAVALS ANTIQUES: 
ETUDE ETHNO-ARCHEOLOGIQUE 

De nouvelles donnees archeologiques relatives aux installations 
portuaires ont fait progresser les recherches portant sur les methodes de 
halage et I'infrastructure en bois des neosoikoi anciens. Par ailleurs, 
differentes reconstructions contradictoires ou complementaires ont deja ete 
proposees. Le probleme crucial qui persiste encore concerne le risque du 
mouvement lateral de la coque du vaisseau lors des operations de halage et 
de lancement. Certaines solutions ont ete etudiees comme le halage a I'aide 
d'un systeme de cordages, de poutres transversales et I'utilisation des 
diverses structures de support de la quille. Lors de ce mQme symposium, M. 
Coates propose comme support lateral des trieres halees dans les neosoikoi 
de Piree, les colonnes qui divisent les loges et supportent la toiture. 

Une etude ethno-archeologique pourrait donner des indices sur 
des pratiques maritimes antiques, en particulier au sujet de I'utilisation 
eventuelle d'une sorte de structure de soutien de la coque, c'est-a-dire d'un 
type de traineau (berceau, cradle, vazia). 

ETUDE COMPAREE 

Aujourd'hui sur les chantiers navals traditionnels (carnagia) des 
les d'Egee, on utilise une infrastructure en bois relativement simple et 
pratique, qui sert au lancement et au halage des embarcations de pQche et 
de bateaux de grand tonnage sur des plages de faible declinaison. Une 
etude ethno-archeologique peut reveler la persistance historique de 
methodes techniques qui se sont imposees a travers les siecles du fait de 
leur simplicite et leur efficacite. 

L'etude presente a ete realisee dans des chantiers 
traditionnels de la Grece (Spetses, Heraklion de Crete, Perama, Paros, 
Patmos, Chios, Lesbos)'. Les mQmes systemes operationnels sont attestes 
sur plusieurs c6tes de la Mediterranee occidentale (Sicile, Marseille, 
Espagne), et orientale, en Turquie, en Chypre, au Levant jusqu'en Egypte et 
en Inde2. 
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A. L'INFRASTRUCTURE DES CARNAGIA 
Dans les carnagia, le halage des bateaux se fait a I'aide d'une 

infrastructure presque entierement en bois disposee sur une plage de faible 
declinaison. Elle est composee (Fig. 1): 
1. D'escarres en bois faites de troncs de cypres longitudinaux relies par 

des traverses (falaggia- cpahawta). 
2. D'un chemin de glissement sur la plage fait de falaggia (chevrons- 

echelons) perpendiculairement poses sur le littoral a la continuation des 
escarres. Ils atteignent d'habitude une longueur de 30m. 

3. Des vazia, structures de support en forme de traineau. 
4. D'un cabestan, manuel ou mecanique. 

1. ESCARRE 

L'echelle de lancement et de halage est constituee de poutres paralleles 
posees perpendiculairement au littoral, sur lesquelles s'ajustent des 
chevrons transversaux (falaggia)3. Quand 1'6chelle constitue une 
construction permanente du chantier, elle est ancree dans le sol, formant 
plut6t un chemin de glissement bien defini allant de I'endroit de la 
construction jusqu'a une certaine profondeur dans la mef. Des echelles 
libres se deplacent pour chaque halage (Fig. 3). Leur longueur normale 
atteint 12 ou 15m et leur largeur varie de 2,20 - 2,50 - 2,70m. Selon les 
dimensions du vaisseau a haler, on peut prolonger la partie submergee de 
la cale en attachant deux echelles. 

2. FALAGGIA (palato, palancho,  pal^)^ 

Les falaggia sont des chevrons poses sur le littoral en declinaison vers 
la mer, au prolongement de I'echelle du halage. Ils sont bien ancres dans le 
sol et positionnes en intervalles reguliers formant, ainsi, un chemin de 
glissement (Fig. 2). 

Federico Foerster Laures a remarque qu'actuellement dans la 
Mediterranee sur les c6tes espagnoles et franqaises les barques sont tirees 
a sec sur des poutres en bois, qui s'appellent pals et qui sont normalement 
graissees avec du suif. Le halage se fait de telle faqon que seule la quille ou 
les quilles secondaires se mettent en contact direct avec les pals. Lors d'un 
voyage, les bateaux portent avec eux au moins deux pals, pour qu'ils soient 
capables de se haler a sec n'importe oh, si le mauvais temps I'impose. Un 
vieil adage dit que ceux qui n'ont pas des pals peuvent utiliser les avirons 
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pour creer un chemin de glissement et tirer le bateau a sec6. 

3. VAZO (letto, cradle, slade, berceaou, base, lit, ber, berceau, vaso)' 

Vazo designe une structure particuliere en forme de berceau, une 
sorte de lit mobile qui porte le vaisseau. II peut Qtre utilise comme un 
traineau ordinaire, qui soutient la coque du bateau et qui, glissant sur les 
echelles puis le chemin de falaggia, I'amene jusqu'a sa position definitive sur 
la plage a I'aide d'un cabestan manuel ou d'un treuil mecanique8. 

La charpente se reduit a deux longerons relies par des barres de fer 
ou par des traverses (Fig. 4-5). Ils se placent parallelement a la quille et a 
une distance de 113 de la largeur du vaisseau. Generalement, leurs 
dimensions sont 0,50 de large, 0,60 m de hauteur et environ 5m de 
longueur. A la difference d'un traineau traditionnel, les patins n'ont pas un 
ecartement fixe, et ils peuvent ainsi servir a des embarcations diverses. En 
consequence, les deux patins s'attachent avec des chaines et des barres de 
fer, qu'on appele &tdta (cles). Pour assurer I'immersion de la structure 
dans la mer, afin que celle-ci receive la coque du bateau lors de I'operation 
du halage, des pieces de metal sont clouees sur les parois exterieures des 
patinsg. 

Le terme au pluriel vaza ou vazia (pacia= structures de soutien) est 
aussi employe en italien. D'ailleurs, les mQmes structures sont egalement 
attestees dans les chantiers navals d'ltalie, sur les plages siciliennes et 
ailleurs, et mQme dans le fameux Arsenal de Venise. En ce qui concerne la 
terminologie, dans les chantiers navals contemporains grecs, on constate 
que les deux poutres oblongues en bois qui forment les vazia sont appelees 
olkoi ou chamoulkoi. Sur les olkous, on fixe des supports (unoorar~q ou 
unoyaorpia) destines a caler la carene. Ainsi, on construit le likno (lit - letto) 
du vaisseau, qu'on appelle justement traineau (&;AKu€Jpo) et qui glisse sur des 
escarres stables, celles-ci suivant la declinaison du fond du littoral. On 
retrouve le mQme type de disposition sur une representation d'un berceau 
du XVle siecle. Dans sa structure fondamentale, il est constitue de coittes 
(DEKC: pieces oblongues paralleles), de collombiers (EF: etais) et de la 
ventriere (GH: piece courbe qui epouse le ventre du bateau) (Fig. 7)''. 

Toute la partie inferieure des vazia ainsi que les falaggia sont realises 
en bois d'eucalyptus, qui resiste bien au halage. L'ensemble de 
I'infrastructure en bois est peint de poix qui protege contre I'erosion marine. 
Le cas echeant, on utilise du petrole, de I'huile ou d'autres matieres. 
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Le processus du halage 
La largeur de deux vazia s'adapte aux dimensions du bateau a haler 

et s'ajuste a la declinaison de la coque ,du bateau (stella) mesuree a 
I'avance. Une ou deux escarres attachees sont partiellement immergees 
dans la mer, pour faciliter les manoeuvres (P~pap~apa). Les escarres, les 
falaggia et la partie inferieure des vazia sont enduits deux ou trois fois de 
graisse animale pour diminuer les frictions pendant le glissement et faciliter 
I'operation (Fig. 6)". 

Apres la lubrification, les vazia sont diriges dans la mer jusqu'a 20m 
de distance de la plage pour recevoir la coque du vaisseau. Un nombre 
limite de 6 ou 7 personnes peuvent manoeuvrer la structure a I'aide de 
cordages, qui s'appellent p o u m a ~ ~ a  (moustaches) et qui embrassent 
I'ensemble de la coque afin de la stabiliser au centre du berceau. La 
structure portant la coque, tiree par un treuil mecanique, glisse 
successivement sur les escarres et puis sur les falaggia, jusqu'a atteindre la 
position finale souhaitable dans le chantier. Une fois hales sur la plage, les 
vazia sont demontes. Le vaisseau est stabilise a I'aide de poutres oblongues 
(des etancons - pountelia) et de structures en bois (tins, takoi - skaria)". 

B. DlSPOSlTlFS DU HALAGE ANTIQUE 

Les escarres, les falaggia, les pountelia et les skaria sont les 
solutions pratiques et communes adoptees jusqu'a la fin de I'epoque pre- 
industrielle dans les communautes maritimes. Les sources litteraires et 
iconographiques ainsi que les vestiges archeologiques attestent leur 
presence et utilisation des I'antiquite. 

1. ESCARRE 

Les escarres de lancement, communes partout, sont attestees des 
I'epoque d'Athenee pour le lancernent du vaisseau celebre de Ptolemee 
Philopator (Deipnosophistae 5, 204c): ~aB&tA~l\aBrl 6b ~ l j v  pbv apxljv an0 
Cmapiou TWO$), comme le note egalement Eustathe de Thes~alonique'~, P, 
1575,44. 'ABrjva~oq 66 ~ a i  kmap~ov napaycbywq o i 6 ~  6t' oir ~ a e C A ~ o v ~ a t  
vqeq eiq BaAaaaav. Etymologiquement, le terrne n'a pas change de sens 
jusqu'a aujourd'hui: (kqapiov, kmapa, mapa). 

Des representations de telles echelles, utilisees aussi dans les 
chantiers navals sous I'empire ottoman (Fig. 5)'" sont fournies par des 
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gravures du XlXe siecle sur les Monasteres de Mont Athos (Fig. 8). Ils font 
partie du dispositif des arsanades (les neosoikoi du Moyen Age) et leur 
presence est attestee jusqu'a recemment (Fig. 9)15. Notons cependant la 
similarite du plan de I'installation de Thurii, du fin du Ve siecle av. J.-C., ou 
le plafond des cales conserve clairement des traces d'un reseau de rainures 
destinees a recevoir une structure en bois en forme d'echelle d'echouage a 
trois montants, avec le plan d'amenagement de I'echelle du halage de 
I'arsanas byzantin (Fig. 1 1)16. 

2. PHALAGGAE 

Le terme est utilise des I'antiquite pour designer un type de 
'machines navales' de halage. En general, phalanga (QaAayC)l7 designe la 
bille de bois ou le rondin (fustes terretes), c'est-a-dire le rouleau commun 
utilise lors du transport de petits fardeaux. Le terme falaggae a egalement 
une signification technique par excellence maritime et designe des poutres 
de bois couramment utilisees pour le halage encore de nos jours. 
L'utilisation des falaggae dans les pratiques maritimes est attestee d'ailleurs 
par un passage d'Apollonios Rhodios (Argonautica B.843)I8, quand Orphee 
invite son equipage a placer sur la tombe de Idas, un compagnon decede, 
I'une des falaggae qui servaient au halage a sec d'Argo. La falagga en olivier 
sauvage (vfltoq &K KOT~VOLO QaAayc) aurait servi a identifier le defunt, 
comme la rame plantee sur le tombeau d'Elphenor. 

Bien que dans la litterature le terme soit traduit d'habitude comme 
'rouleau', il designe probablement aussi de simples  chevron^'^. Ainsi, 
pendant le lancement celebre du mkme vaisseau mythique decrit a nouveau 
par Apollonios Rhodios (Argonautica, A 367-39120), des falaggae sont 
disposees dans le chenal creuse qui amene a la mer. Le navire se porte en 
glissant sur eux (oA~o0aivouaa), ce qui demontre clairement qu'il s'agit de 
chevrons. Egalement, dans les hymnes orphiques (Argonautica 270-I), Argo 
se lance si rapidement qu'il disperse les falaggae disposees sous la quille: 
'0ap~vaq ... QaAawaq'. 
A Alexandrie, elles sont utilisees a la fin du llle siecle pour le lancement d'un 
autre navire celebre, le tessarakontiris de Ptolemee Philopator. Athenee 
(Deipnosophistai, 5.204 c-d) cite d'apres Callixene de Rhodes (On 
Alexandria I) comment un mecanicien phenicien a construit 
exceptionnellement pour ce vaisseau une cale a sec2'. Dans un chenal de 5 
cubiques de profondeur, il a dispose transversalement des chevrons de 1 
cubique de hauteur (QaAawaq inu~apaiaq ~ a ~ a  nha~oq ~ i i q  ~aQpou 616- 



oaq auvsxsiq ~s~panqxuv  siq 6680q ~ o n o v  anohsmouaaq) . Apres avoir 
inonde le chenal et tire le vaisseau a I'interieur, il a pompe I'eau jusqu'a ce 
que le navire se soit pose sans risque sur les chevrons: fi6paa0q TO nhoiov 
aocpahaq C n i  TQV n p o s ~ p q p i v ~ v  cpahciyywv. 

Les falaggae servent, d'ailleurs, a une remarquable operation de 
transport terrestre des vaisseaux militaires. Polyaenius (5.2.6) raconte 
comment Denys I a transporte dans le port de Motya ferme par lmilicion ses 
80 trieres en une journee. II precise que le passage ou se faisait le transport, 
etait regulier et boueux et avait 20 stades de longueur. Pour amenager le 
chemin, les soldats avaient pourvu tout le chemin avec des falaggae: ~ o n o q  
fiv opahoq ~ a i  nqhh6qq, ecpoq E~KOUL ma6~a.  TOOTOV oi u-rpaTLaTai 
SOAotq @ a h a ~ h ~ a v T & q  linepljvsy~av oy6o l j ~ov~a  ~ p u j p e ~ q  fipCpq pig. 

Cette partie de I'infrastructure en bois est, en outre, mentionnee par 
des ecrivains latins comme Nonius Marcellus en tant que dispositif du 
halag e maritime (1 63, 23: phalangae dicuntur fustes teretes, qui nauibus 
subiciuntur, quum attrahuntur ad pelagus, uel quum ad litora subducuntur)". 
Cesar (BC 11, 10, 7)" les caracterise comme des 'machines navales' et les 
utilise pour le deplacement d'un tour lors d'une operation militaire. On pense 
alors a Horace (Od. IV, 2) qui mentionne que les machinae font glisser les 
quilles a sec 'trahuntque siccas machinae carinas'. 

Le terme apparait dans les gloses des lexicographes tardifs, comme 
Photius et Suidas dans un sens moins restreint et se retrouve aussi sous la 
forme de diminutifs (cpahayyia et cpahayyhpa~a)~~. II designe en general les 
poutres de bois, qui soutiennent la coque du vaisseau une fois hale a sec, 
c'est-a-dire soit les chevrons, soit les etan~ons. Ainsi, Photius les considere 
comme ypereismata du navire cpahayysq ~ a i  vshq linepsiapa~a, tandis que 
Eustathius Thessaloniceus les designe comme ermataZ5. Dans le 'Megisti', le 
Code Byzantine de I'Athos, il y une reference au verbe cpaAayyhvw, qui 
signifie le positionnement des falaggia sur I'escarre pour le lancement du 
bateauZ6. On retrouve cette signification chez Polyaenus, comme deja cit6, 
dans le cadre de I'amenagement d'un chemin terrestre des trieres. 

Pour finir, Pollux precise que les falagges ne constituent qu'une 
partie des engins de halage (VII, 190 : v&WhKoi ~a 6~ TQV VEWAKOV Suha, 
oiq Ono6hq0eTa~v ~ @ & ~ K O V T ~ L  a i  vqsq, cpahayysq~ai cpahayy~a). L ~ s  
autres composants meritent une etude separee, sur laquelle on reviendra 
par la suite. 
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Vestiges Archeologiques 
L'etude des installations portuaires confirrne les donnees 

litteraires. Les vestiges archeologiques des hangars de Cos, de Rhodes et 
de Thurrii attestent de I'encastrement des escarres en bois et des chemins 
d'echouage sur les rampes en pierre ou en mortier. D'autres, cornme 
Carthage et Marseille conservent de faqon exceptionnelle des vestiges des 
transverses en bois de charpente 

A Carthage, trois cales (nos 16, 13 et F762) conservent a la 
surface des poutres transversales posees parallelement et a intervalles 
reguliers (Fig. 13). Les traces d'un trou de mortaise preservees sur une des 
traverses marquent probablement la position d'un chemin de glissement 
pose verticalement qui aurait servi pour guider les quilles des vaisseaux 
hisses et portes probablement sur un berceauz7. A Cos, a I'interieur des 
mhles, qui delimitaient les loges, il y avait des ranges paralleles d'assises de 
pierres, sur les parois interieures desquelles se trouvaient des encoches 
carrees qui servaient a I'encastrement des poutres transversales du plan de 
glissement. A mi-distance entre les rangees de pierres, on a revele quatre 
pierres isolees avec une cannelure a I'etendue superieure qui assurait le 
soutien des transverses (Fig. 14)". A Rhodes, pendant la deuxieme phase 
de construction, on trouve egalement des encoches sur la paroi interieure 
des rampes laterales, qui servaient plutht pour I'encastrement des poutres 
transversales, que pour caler les etanqons, bien que ces derniers aient ete 
aussi certainement employes. On suppose que le systeme des poutres 
transversales reposait, selon toute probabilite, sur une rampe solide, qui 
supportait les tensions du poids du navire2@. 

Pour finir, a titre egalernent d'une comparaison ethno- 
archeologique, on constate qu'a Canton en Chine, dans un chantier de 
construction navale de la periode de Chin (246-207 av. J.-C.), les trois cales 
seches degagees comprenaient chacune deux rangees paralleles de 
poutres glissieres posees sur des traverses en bois. Sur les poutres, des 
billots de bois verticaux places I'un en face de I'autre se correspondaient 
d'une poutre a I'autre30. 

3. SCUTALAE 

Les rouleaux sont par excellence designes par le terme grec 
o~uraAq (scutulae en latin), et sont traditionnellement employes au 
lancement des vaisseaux jusqu'a aujourd'hui. Pendant I'antiquite, ils sont 
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employes a une autre operation militaire de transport terrestre des 
vaisseaux. Ainsi, on apprend par Cesar (BC 111, 40. 2) que durant la Guerre 
Civile, Pompee le fils, apres etre entre dans le port de Oricum ou Acilius 
defendait la flotte, a fait passer quatre de ses biremes dans le port interieur 
par dessus la digue naturelle qui protegeait le port a I'aide des scutulae 
manoeuvrees par des leviers (uectibus) 3'. On a ici une mention directe de 
I'emploi de rouleaux pour le deplacement des vaisseaux militaires de grand 
tonnage a travers une sorte de peninsule. L'operation est tres similaire a 
celle entreprise par Denys I, bien qu'a cette occasion on a une reference 
unique sur une operation complete de transport terrestre des vaisseaux 
effectuee a I'aide de rouleaux et de simples machines, a savoir des leviers. 
En ce qui concerne I'utilisation de leviers, notons qu'ils apparaissent deja 
dans un contexte maritime chez Homere a I'occasion du lancement du 
bateau d'Ulysse construit sur I'ile de Calypso (E 261: po~ho io~v  6'apa T ~ V  

ye K ~ T E ~ ~ U O & V  E ~ S  iiha 6 T a ~ ) ~ ~ .  

Cependant, on peut facilement reconstruire un systeme de 
halage en rouleaux grice aux fouilles du port antique de Marseille. En effet, 
les fouilles recentes ont degage la partie du port militaire qui comprend les 
zones du littoral amenagees en 'cales ouvertes' et en neosoikoi. Le dispositif 
fouille atteste de faqon incontestable I'utilisation d'un systeme de halage a 
I'aide de chevrons et de rouleaux mobiles attaches aux cordages (Fig. 10, 
12)33. Pourtant, I'utilisation de rouleaux semble plus probable sur des plages 
ouvertes ou des chemins de halage de faible declinaison, a I'exemple du 
dispositif fouille a Marseille. Dans les neosoikoi, leur utilisation est 
consideree comme redoutable, surtout a cause de I'inclination de la rampe. 

4. ETANCONS 

Dans la litterature, on retrouve les termes Bppa~a, linepsiapa~a, 
6~epe iopa~a~,  qui designent en general les supports qui calaient le 
vaisseau lateralement et maintenaient la coque en position verticale. II 
pourrait s'agir d'etan~ons (ou 'epontilles'), de tins ou de simples cales. 

Dans I'lliade, les navires noirs apres avoir ete tires a sec sur la plage 
sont soutenus par de longs etais (Homere, lliade 1, 485-486: vija pdv o'i ys 
pdha~vav 6n'ljneipo~o ~puaoav 6qoO 6ni *apa80~$, lino 6'BppaTa p a ~ p a  
~avuaaav). Par ailleurs, lorsqu'il s'agit de lancer de nouveau un navire tire a 
sec, I'equipage nettoie le chenal de glissement et retire les etais (Homere, 
lliade 11 153 : oOpoOq T ' ~ ( E K ~ ~ ~ ~ P o v  ... 61-10 8?psov Bppa~a vq8v). 
Morrison traduit les hermata comme des piles des pier re^^^, qu'on construit 
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d'un c6te et de I'autre du fosse creuse, ou le vaisseau repose. II se fonde 
davantage sur le texte de Hesiode, Les Travaux et les Jours, 624-625: vfla 
i5'h-t' fineipou Cpuoal nu~aaa l  TE Aieo~al nav~oesv, o@p' i ' qwd  av6pwv 
~ E V O S  ljyflbv ~ E V T W V .  

Le terme designe sans doute les supports de la carene halee, qu'il s'agisse 
de poutres oblongues ou de pierres. Cependant, les hermata makra sont 
probablement de longs etanqons, qui soutenaient le navire des deux cbtes, 
tandis que des pierres ou des billots des bois (tins, skaria) servaient 
egalement a caler la quille sur la plage. 

De plus, les termes ljnspeiopa~a, 6~&p&iapa~a, qui apparaissent 
deja chez les lexicographes pour la glose de falaggae designent soit des 
epontilles qui maintiennent le vaisseau en position, soit des echelons sur 
lesquelles repose la quille. Un inventaire de Delos (ID, 1403, Bb, col. I, 1. 39- 
40), sur le Neorion, un edifice en forme de cale seche destinee a abriter un 
navire de guerre dedie au temenos d'Apollon apres une victoire n a ~ a l e ~ ~ ,  
mentionne [ ~ a i  6lEp&i~paT]a ~a ljno T [ ~ L  T.]~', se referant probablement aux 
chevrons transversaux qui portaient la quille du vaisseau sacre. 

En outre, dans I'lnventaire Naval d'Athenes, on a des references 
diverses aux parastates (IG 112 1611, 38-41: 454 parastates pour 227 
vaisseaux), qui sont catalogues comme des composants importants de 
I'agreement d'une triere, deux pour chacune. II est deja suggere qu'ils 
designent probablement des etanqons qui supportent la quille3', bien qu'ils 
soient egalement interpretes comme supports du m8P. Le fait qu'on n'en 
enumere que deux pour chaque triere favorise la deuxieme interpretation, 
tandis qu'etymologiquement parastatis peut avoir plusieurs significations. 

Dans I'iconographie, les etais apparaissent sur la fresque connue de 
Pompei, dite 'shipsheds frescoe', qui represente des navires tires dans leurs 
loges*. De plus, les dpuoxoi (dryochoi) et les rponidia (tropidia)", c'est-a- 
dire les supports de la carene lors de sa construction dans le chantier, 
attestes dans les sources antiques sont graves sur la stele de P. 
Longedienus de I'epoque imperiale, representant une scene de chantier 
naval (Fig. 15)42. Les tropidia et les dryochoi assurent la stabilisation de la 
coque, comme auparavant les piles de pierres (Hesiode, Les Travaux et les 
Jours, 624-625). 

La presence des etais est, en outre, demontree par les vestiges 
archeologiques des hangars de Rhodes" et les fouilles recentes au port 
antique de Marseille. Un dispositif fortement original a ete decouvert gr8ce a 
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la conservation exceptionnelle des matieres organiques sur le site. On a 
ainsi pu degager une cale ouverte creusee dans le sable avec des tins 
centraux pour supporter la quille, des epontilles eparses sur le bord de la 
fosse, mais dont les cales sont encore en place (Fig. 16)". 

L'utilisation des structures en traineaux (carcasses) pour le 
halage antique n'a pas ete consideree probable. Pourtant, il s'agit d'un 
systeme de halage qui minimalise le grand risque du mouvement lateral 
pendant le lancement et le halage dans une cale, sur une plage ou sur un 
plan incline. D'ailleurs, comme on peut facilement constater, il est atteste 
des une epoque tres precoce comme moyen de transport sur terre instable 
des fardeaux et mQme des vaisseaux. Avant d'etudier son emploie plausible 
dans les neosoikoi classiques, revisont sa structure fondamental et la 
maniere de son utilisation comme ils ont atteste dans les civilisations 
antiques et surtout en Egypte. 

Le Traineau, moyen de transport des fardeaux 
Atteste des 7000 av. J.-C. en Europe du Nord, le traineau est 

repandu presque dans toutes les civilisations comme le moyen le plus 
courant pour le transport des charges lourdes sur des sols instables. II 
constitue donc le moyen de transport par excellence des Egyptiens et des 
Assyriens utilise des la troisieme millenaire av. J.-C. et demeure en Egypte 
un instrument de travail mQme apres I'introduction de la roue a I'epoque 
d'Hyksos, surtout pour le transport des fardeaux de plus de 20 tonnes qui 
ne peuvent pas Qtre voitureP. D'ailleurs, il est massivement utilise par les 
Grecs du Vle et du Ve siecle dans les carrieres et les chantiers de 
con~truction~. 

Des paralleles ethnographiques montrent que la pratique de tirer de 
statues monolithiques ou des troncs de bois se poursuit jusqu'aujourd'hui 
dans les iles de Pgques, en Malaisie et ailleurs (Fig. 17)47. En outre, le 
traineau de forme Y est d'un dessin si elementaire, que son utilisation 
n'implique pas necessairement de contact historique ou culturel. 

1. Indices iconographiques 

Plusieurs paralleles iconographiques de I'epoque assyrienne et 
egyptienne, de valeur incontestable pour la technologie ancienne, 
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representent le transport par traineau de materiel de construction et 
d'equipement funeraire, tires par la force humaine ou animaliere sur le sol ou 
sur un chemin de glissement lubrifie. 

La celebre peinture murale egyptienne dans le tombeau de 
Djehutihotep a Gebel El Bersheh (Xlle dynastie) (ca. 1880 av. J.-C.) est un 
document fondamental qui represente le deplacement d'un colosse 
egyptien de 60 / 70 tonnes fixe sur un traineau par I'intermediaire de ciibles 
et tire par 172 ouvriers tracteurs en quatre doubles files (Fig. 18)". Les blocs 
des pierres extraites de la Carriere a El Maasara (XVllle dynastie) sont hales 
sur traineau tire cette fois-ci par force animaliere, par trois paires des bceufs 
(Fig. 19)". Les deux obelisques de la reine Hatshepsout lors les carrieres 
sont embarques de Assouan a Karnak fixes sur des traineaux, comme 
illustrent les peintures murales du temple de Deir el-Bahari a Thebesso. Les 
traineaux devaient 6tre plus de 30m de long et construits de troncs de bois 
entiers. Les bas-reliefs assyriens de Kouyunjik a Nineve montrent une 
technique pareille utilisee environ 700 ans plus tard par le roi Sennacherib 
(Vlle siecle av. J.-C.) pour le transport des statuaires des dimensions 
immenses de la carriere de Mosule au long de Monts Kouyunjik au palais et 
dans la bibliotheque (Fig. 21-22)". Notons la disposition des chevrons (et 
pas des rouleaux*) devant le traineau aux intervalles reguliers, afin de 
preparer un chemin de halage ferme pour le traineau. D'ailleurs, il est deja 
suggere que le chemin de glissement soit lubrifie pour reduire la frictions3. 
Cela est plus manifeste sur les representations de transport des statues en 
patins sur plusieurs registres du tombeau de Ti. Un homme verse de liquide 
devant les patins, ce qui semble plus un acte de lubrification qu'une scene 
de purification (Fig. 23)". Cependant, la lubrification du chemin (avec de 
I'eau, du lait ou d'huile5') semble plus manifeste sur des representations des 
tombeaux de pyramides de Abusir- SakkaraW, a la tombe de Tetaky a 
Thebes" et sur la peinture murale de El BershehW, cite auparavant, et 
demeure sans doute une etape importante de I'operation jusqu'a 
aujourd'hui5'. 

En ce qui nous interesse le plus, des bateaux egalement tires sur 
des traineaux apparaissent souvent dans I'iconographie egyptienne. 
D'ailleurs, le transport rituel de la statue de culte ou de la barque funeraire 
sur traineau est frequemment represente sur les parois des cercueils de la 
Deuxieme Periode Intermediaire. Le traineau est indique par I'engin que 
represente le signe hieroglyphique tm.t 60. 

A Mirgissa dans la necropole M X, sur le cercueil de la tombe 130 
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-12, un panneau lateral aux couleurs vives represente le transport de la 
barque funeraire sur traineau tire par des taureaux (Fig. 24)='. Egalement, 
dans le 'Livre des Morts' des anciens Egyptiens, a la vignette generale dans 
la premiere grande division du Livre des Morts, qui presente en brefs 
episodes juxtaposes la marche du cortege funebre vers la necropole, le 
sarcophage se trouve dans une barge placee sur traineau hale 
originellement par des taureaux". 

2. Vestiges archeologiques 

Des vestiges archeologiques confirment les donnees litteraires et 
iconographiques. Des traineaux ceremoniels de chQne ou de hQtre de 
dimensions reelles, ainsi que des modeles, ayant servi vraisemblablement 
au transport du materiel funeraire ont ete reveles dans les debris des 
pyramides du roi Se'n-Wosret I a el Lisht, de Hawara et dans le tombeau de 
Tutan~hamun~~. De plus, un somme de 36 modeles des traineaux constituait 
une partie du dep6t du temple de la reine Hatshepsout a El-Deir el-Baharis4. 

Le plus grand trabeau en bois de 4,21m de longueur sur 0,78- 
0,80m de largeur, qui date de la Xlle dynastie, a ete decouvert a c6te de la 
pyramide Se'n-Wosret Ill a Dahchour, enterre dans des decombres a c6te 
des barques en bois. Constitue par deux fortes pieces de bois formant 
patins, assembles par des traverses encastrees a tenon et mortaise, il avait 
probablement servi au transport du bateau royal de 10m de longueur (Fig. 
20 )~~ .  

Chemins de glissement 

Le deplacement par traineau impose la regularisation et la 
lubrification du sol. Aujourd'hui, on a repere des traces de certains chemins 
de glissement dans les carrieres d'extraction des materiaux et a proximite 
des chantiers des pyramides. Ils presentent generalement la msme 
disposition qu'on observe dans ['architecture des hangars de I'epoque 
classique et hellenistique, ainsi que dans les chantiers navals modernes: 
disposition des traverses de bois encastrees, afin de constituer un chemin 
de glissement. 

a. Rampes de construction 

En Egypte, en particulier, on a repere un certain nombre des rampes 
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de construction en briques crues ou en pierre, qui servaient posterieurement 
de rampes d'acces au temple funeraire, sur lesquelles etait tire le traineau 
qui portait le coffre ou le bateau funeraire lui-mQmess. Certains de ces 
rampes reperees sont armees de poutres de bois d'acacia ou des troncs de 
dattiers poses transversalement pour constituer un chemin de glissement et 
distribuer le poids des fardeaux sur une surface plus ample. Ainsi, au temple 
de Mentuhotep a Deir el Bahari, la rampe de construction se constituee 
d'une serie de 18 poutres d'acacia, tandis qu'a la pyramide de Amenemhat 
a Lisht des poutres de bois de construction navale reutilise ont ete inserees 
dans la terre et le mortier (largeur de 6,5m)='. Autour de la pyramide de 
Senwosret I a Lisht un grand nombre des rampes de mQme type de 
construction ont ete egalement fouillees. Quand la largeur de rampe 
I'imposait, deux poutres de bois ont ete posees de facon que leurs 
extremites se recouvrent au centress. 

b. Glissieres de carrieres 

Au Moyen Empire, une disposition similaire se trouve dans les 
carrieres de Lahoun. Le chemin de glissement a ete amenage a flanc de 
colline pour la descente des blocs de pierre et a ete repere a proximite de la 
pyramide de Senusert II (Fig. 25-26). Les poutres qui arment la piste (3,6m 
de largeur), inserees dans le rocher ou encaissees dans le gravier 
provenaient des bateaux. Placees en travers du chemin, il semble qu'elles 
servaient de support a de longues poutres transversales. II est possible que 
les patins des traineaux glissent sur trois poutres transversales a la fois, bien 
qu'il n'y ait pas des traces d'usure au-dessus des poutres6O. 

Les carrieres antiques grecs fournissent des exemples de chemins 
de glissement presque identiques70. Les vestiges des chaussees empierrees 
des carrieres nous indiquent les differentes methodes d'evacuation des 
produits des carrieres. Pour ceux dont la descente etait totalement effectuee 
par glissieres, comme a Pendeli7' et aux carrieres romaines d'Eubee7', des 
ornieres peu profondes qui jalonnent plusieurs tronGons de la route 
empierree permettent la reconstruction des patins des traineaux. En ce qui 
concerne la mecanique de I'operation, notons qu'aux glissieres de Pendeli, 
on retrouve au long du chemin des cavites pour des potelets de bois 
destines a amarrer les cordes de traction pour retenir le traineau sur la voie 
(Fig. 28)73. En Egypte, une disposition pareille a ete revelee a la Khor Sud de 
la pyramide de Senwosret I a Lisht". 
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c. GlissMre de bateaux 

Notons enfin la decouverte exceptionnelle d'une glissiere 
decouverte a Mirgissa en Nubie qui servait par excellence au transport 
terrestre des bateaux hisses sur des tralneaux. Datee du Moyen Empire ou 
de la Deuxieme Periode Intermediaire, elle doublait la zone de la Deuxieme 
cataracte ou la navigation n'est a la rigueur possible qu'en periode de crue. 
La piste etait une bande etroite de limon du Nil, posee sur le sable et armee, 
de place en place, de poutres de bois enrobees transversalement dans le 
limon (Fig. 27)75. Des empreintes longitudinales, dont le fond est plat et lisse, 
sont visibles sur la totalite de la longueur de la piste et constituent des traces 
de patins de bois soigneusement rabotes et assembles par paires pour 
former un sort de traineau. Le glissement etait facilite probablement par 
I'arrosage du sol, surtout puisque le limon du Nil a une certaine viscosite, qui 
le rend particulierement glissant lorsqu'il est m~uille'~. 

La disposition de la glissiere de Mirgissa est assez relevante et peut 
offrir une parallele valable pour le transport terrestre des vaisseaux, 
conforme d'ailleurs avec les sources litteraires. La description de Polyaenus, 
cite ci-dessus, sur la preparation d'un chemin boueux avec des chevrons 
pour le transport des trieres semble Gtre la plus proche, bien qu'on n'ait pas 
des details sur le dispositif utilise. On peut, pourtant, presumer que les 'cales 
ouvertes' classiques, c'est-a-dire les chemins en bois pour le halage des 
flottes militaires sur des plages auraient fonctionne de la mQme faqon. 

Ainsi, on constate en general, qu'en Egypte antique, le deplacement 
des bateaux, comme d'autres fardeaux, se faisait sur traineaux qui glissaient 
sur des chemins proprement amenages et equipes et qui etaient tires par la 
force humaine ou animaliere. Puisque de telles glissieres sont attestees 
dans les hangars classiques par les vestiges archeologiques et les 
vaisseaux sont des fardeaux assez considerables a deplacer, peut-on 
supposer que des structures en forme de traineau faisaient egalement partie 
du dispositif du halage? 

LE TRAINEAU DANS LES HANGARS CLASSIQUES 

Jusqu'a aujourd'hui, on a considere comme douteux I'utilisation du 
traineau dans le cas du halage antique, en particulier pour la triere, vaisseau 
long et fin77. Des questions techniques, I'absence d'une denomination 
explicite dans les sources litteraires et le 'manque de vestiges 
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archeologiques ont contribue a renforcer cette opinion. Cependant, certains 
points doivent Qtre reetudies et reconsideres. 

Comme on a deja constate, I'etude du profil longitudinal du plan 
incline des cales fouillees revele des traces de bois ou des encastrements 
pour recevoir des traverses. II reste, pourtant, a eclaircir si la quille glisse 
directement sur les falaggia ou si la triere est halee a I'aide d'une structure 
de soutien. Le glissement de la quille sur les chevrons est atteste par les 
traces d'usure qui portaient les poutres fixes des cales ouvertes du port 
hellenistique de Marseille et se deduit implicitement par la constatation de 
Theophraste (V.7.2) qui specifie que la quille des trieres est faite de bois de 
chQne pour endurer le halage7'. Cette remarque est davantage conforme 
avec les vestiges de I'archeologie sous-marine et la decouverte des fausses 
quilles (~&Auopa) sur les epaves antiques*. Par consequent, il est evident, 
que sur certaines cales et sur des plages ouvertes, les navires glissent sur 
leurs quilles. 

Cependant, pour ce qui concerne les grandes bases navales de 
I'antiquite, on peut supposer une 'mecanisation' de I'operation de halage et 
mQme I'installation d'une infrastructure plus permanente et performante. 
L'architecture des grands complexes de neosoikoi suggerent que le halage 
des navires de guerre constituait une operation tres precise, effectuke sans 
risques pour les installations et surtout pour les vaisseaux, qui etaient d'un 
coQt tres eleve. Par consequent, on peut supposer que les anciens ont dQ 
essayer de limiter les risques quant au mouvement lateral du vaisseau. 
L'operation apparait a priori comme courante et banale vu qu'on ne retrouve 
aucune allusion a d'hypothetiques accidents ou difficultes lors de sa 
realisation. Cette constatation nous conduit a penser que le dispositif utilise 
etait assez sQr et pratique a manceuvrer. 

Avant de proceder a I'etude des donnees litteraires et archeologiques 
certains points doivent Qtre eclaircis au niveau technique: 

A. La pratique moderne montre qu'un vaisseau de coque en forme de V, 
qui pese 100 tonnes et mesure 25m de longueur et 7m de largeur est 
hale sur une plage de faible declinaison a I'aide de deux vazia de 15m 
de longueur. Une triere qui pese 35 tonnes environ peut s'accommoder 
sur un traineau d'au moins 15m de longueur et de 2,5 a 3m de largeur. 

6. Les vestiges des cales de Carthage impliquent I'existence d'un chemin 
de glissement de la quille perpendiculaire aux chevrons encastres dans 
la rampe. Le meme dispositif est a ete probablement utilise dans les 
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hangars d'Apollonia et de Rethymno qui disposent une rainure centrale 
probablement pour I'encastrement d'un chemin de glissement en bois. 
I1 est deja suggere que ces cales auraient necessite I'utilisation de 
berceaux afin d'eviter la tension accumulee au point central de contact 
de la quille avec les chevrons longitudinauxaO. 

C. Dans les hangars fouilles, la construction et le profil des rampes, ainsi 
que certains details architecturaux suggerent, comme on I'a deja 
evoque, que differentes techniques de halage soient employees. En ce 
qui concerne les loges qui possedent des encastrements pour recevoir 
des chevrons, comme Cos, Carthage, Rhodes et Thurii le chemin de 
glissement du traineau est bien defini. En ce qui concerne les hangars 
possedant des rampes en pierre de 3m environ de largeur (Piree, 
Kition), ils peuvent egalement accommoder des structures de soutien 
en forme de traineau, mQme si les rampes ont un profil concave comme 
dans les hangars de Rhodes ou de Carthage. Le traineau qui soutiendra 
la partie horizontale de la quille ne doit pas Qtre de plus de 15 a 20m de 
longueur. Par exemple, a Carthage, ou les rampes se divisent en deux 
parties de declinaisons differentes, la partie destinee a recevoir la quille 
a une longueur de 24m, tandis que la partie concave pour la poupe 
n'est que de 10m de longs'. 

D. Le halage en berceau demande, en effet, une longueur supplementaire 
de la partie immergee de la cales2. Cependant, des traineaux peuvent 
Qtre utilises mQme dans des cales, dont la partie immergee n'est pas 
consid&able, pourvu qu'une infrastructure en bois en forme d'escarre 
prolonge le plan incline. Pourtant, la declivite des rampes ne doit pas 
depasser le 12%. Cette restriction convient a la plupart des hangars 
fouilles, a I'exception des cales de Sounion ou de Seteia par exemple, 
qui de toute faqon ne servaient pas au halage des trieres, mais des 
vaisseaux de patrouille plus petits. 

E. En ce qui concerne la modification de la hauteur du neosoikos, les 
patins longitudinaux etant seulement environ 60-70m de hauteur, ne 
soulevent pas la triere de faqon considerable. La modification de la 
hauteur peut Qtre insignifiante, surtout si des cordages relient les deux 
patins et non des traverses, qui soutiennent la quille 
perpendiculairement. II faut, pourtant, preciser qu'il existe de differents 
types de berceaux, dont certains possedent des patins avec des 
montants verticaux et des cales qui s'ajustent a la forme de la coque du 
vaisseau. La presence de tels berceaux, qui atteignent une hauteur 
considerable. est souvent attestee en Italie. 

Ainsi, les berceaux en forme des simples poutres obliques pourraient 
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jouer le double r61e de soutien et de guidage de la quille, au mQme titre que 
les chernins de glissement trouves a Carthage et indiques ailleurs. Places 
parallelement a I'axe de la quille, ils constituent un support lateral et vertical 
de la partie inferieure de la coque, support mobile qui glisse sur les 
traverses. 

Le traineau reste un moyen de transport tres courant dans le monde 
classique et est souvent mentionne dans les textes. 

La structure et I'utilisation du traineau (XEA6v-q = tortue) en tant que 
moyen de tirer des fardeaux sur le sol, est explicitement decrit par Heron 
d9Alexandrie (ler siecle ap. J. -C.) (Mechanica 111, 1): x&Ahvq. ~a p8v o h  
ayop~va 6ril xeAhvaq aye~al. 'H 68 x&Ahvq nqypa Cmiv, f i ~  T E T ~ ~ Y ~ V W V  

~uAov  oupn&nr)yoq, hv  ~a a ~ p a  ava aeaipw~al. T a l i ~ a ~ q  o h  & n l ~ i e e ~ a i  
T h  6apq Kai EK TUV aKpwv ~ U T U V  fiT01 nohlimama & K ~ ~ V V U T ~ L  fi 0 n h O . l ~  

apxai. 'Les fardeaux qui sont traines a terre le sont sur la tortue. C'est un 
corps solide forme d'une piece de bois equarrie et arrondie aux deux bouts. 
Sur cette piece sont places les poids; a ses extremites on attache des cibles 
ou quelque autre chose que I'on tend et par quoi on tire la t~rtue"~. 

D'ailleurs, il etudie trois possibilites pour que le traineau avance, 
representees par Pappus dans le Manuscrit de Vatican (Fig. 30). Si le 
fardeau est leger, le traineau est tire sur des pieux de bois arrondis ( 0 ~ ~ ~ 6 1 -  
Aa~q ~ p q a e a ~  6ei); si le poids est considerable, on emploie des chevrons 
(~a iq  uvia~v), parce que le mouvement est alors moins rapide; parfois, on 
place aux deux extremites des roues robustes (~poxoirq vamoirq) sur 
lesquelles le fardeau se meut. 

II precise d'ailleurs, que I'on tire le cible a la main ou a I'aide de 
differents instruments et que la tortue est trainee sur des rouleaux ou des 
chevrons disposes sur la terre: ~a[Oa 6k ~ ~ T O L  an0 X E L ~ O ~  E A K E T ~ L  fiv eiq 
6pyaraq ano6i60~a1, hv  nsplayopCvwv I\ x&Ahvq kni TOO t%a@ouq aup&- 
Tal fino6aMopCvov o ~ u ~ a h i w v  fi aavi6wv. 
On peut sans risque supposer que dans les hangars ou les traineaux etaient 
utilises, ceux-ci glissaient plut6t sur des chemins en chevrons lubrifies et pas 
sur des rouleaux, dont I'utilisation dans les cales pourrait mQme se reveler 
tres dangereux, surtout a cause de I'inclination des rampess4. Heron (Mech. 
111, 1) precise le danger: ai yap a ~ u ~ a A a l  KIJhtbp&~a~ K ~ V ~ U V O V  &ouol TOO 
Qopriou ~ p p f i v  Aa6ov~oq. 
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Cependant, est-ce que I'utilisation du traineau est attestee dans les 
sources litteraires pour le halage des vaisseaux? 

La structure n'apparait pas dans les lnventaires de la Marine 
d'Athenes ni dans les inscriptions parmi I'agrement des vaisseaux, bien que, 
comme Coates le remarque, il serait un engin assez considerable. 
Cependant, notons qu'aucun element de I'infrastructure de halage n'est 
inventorie. On croit en general que cela est dO au fait qu'une fois les 
vaisseaux cales, les engins de halage restent au-dessous des carenes et 
donc ils ne font pas partie du dep6t des skeuotheques". 

De plus, les sources litteraires qui se referent a I'operation du halage 
sont rares et eparses et, dans la plupart des cas, il s'agit des textes 
poetiques ou de gloses de lexicographes tardifs. Des quelques phrases des 
oeuvres litteraires, on deduit des termes comme: olkos, chamulcos, 
machinae, dont la signification est etroitement associee a I'operation de 
halage, mais dont I'interpretation reste obscurem. Ainsi, surtout pour le terme 
de holkos on trouve des traductions et des interpretations aussi diverses que 
hangar, cale, port, lieu d'embarquement ou encore machine a tirer. La 
confusion persiste chez les lexicographes, entre le sens premier du terme et 
son extension semantique qui designe I'endroit ou se trouvent les engins de 
halageE7. 

L'absence d'une reference explicite a une sorte de berceau lors de 
I'operation de halage peut aussi s'expliquer par le fait que, d'habitude, ce 
type d'infrastructure est designe par le terme general pqxav-r) ou machinae 
sans autre precision. A titre d'exemple, Pollux (X, 147-148) parmi les outils 
du maqon, il ajoute la pqxavfiv AtBayoyov, qui correspond selon toute 
probabilite a la Cqapa Aleqyoq mentionnee dans un inventaire de Delos (IG 
XI, 2, 203 B, 1. 97), et qui designe la 'tortue' (traineau) utilisee pour le 
transport des blocs de construction (Fig. 28). De mQme, Herodote 
mentionne que les Egyptiens ont utilise des machinae pour la construction 
de pyramides et, comme deja suggere, il se refere probablement aux 
traineauxa8. 

La mQme ambiguite apparait dans les recits des historiens. A titre 
d'exemple, pendant une operation de voiturage des navires militaires lors de 
I'episode celebre de 212 av. J.-C. a Tarente, Hannibal a transporte sa flotte 
bloquee dans le port interne par les Romains a travers la ville jusqu'a la mer. 
Par divers propos", on apprend que les bateaux qui mouillaient dans le port 
interieur ont ete hales a sec a I'aide des machinae; un chemin a ete prepare 
a travers la ville jusqu'a la mer exterieure; les navires ont ete montes sur des 
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plaustra et tires a I'aide d'hommes et de bceufs. Parmi les machines 
employees, Silius ltalicus (Pun., XII, 444-446)'' mentionne les termes 
substramina lubrica, dont I'interpretation reste controversee. 

II a deja ete demontre que le terme substramina ne designe pas des 
rouleaux, qui seraient difficilement conciliables avec les plaustra de Tite 
Lives1. Conformement a I'etymologie du terme, il peut aussi s'agir du materiel 
depose par terre pour aplanir la surface pour le passage des vehiculesg2. 
D'ailleurs, I'amenagement du chemin pour faciliter I'operation du voiturage 
est mentionne par Tite-Live (minitumque iter, quo faciliora plaustra). De 
I'autre cete, Raepsaet et Spaltenstein ont presume avec raison que les 
termes substramina lubrica et plaustra se referent a des operations 
differentes et a des moyens de halage et de transport alternatifs bien que 
complementaires. L'operation devient parfaitement comprehensible en 
supposant que les bateaux etaient premierement hales a sec a I'aide de 
planches suiffees, puis montes sur des chariots et finalement transportes a 
travers I'isthmeg3. D'ailleurs, une decomposition identique presque se 
propose pour I'operation de voiturage dans le cadre du fonctionnement de 
Diolkos en Corinthe, ou les vestiges 'suggerent des moyens de transport 
differents, avec transfert d'un type de support vers un autre. Peut-Gtre les 
trieres passaient-elles d'un traineau vers un  har riot...''^. 

D'ailleurs, un autre terme latin qui correspond probablement au 
'berceau' dans le contexte maritime est le pulvinus-i, d'etymologie 
indeterminee, qui designe en general tout objet ayant la forme d'un coussin, 
de lit, ainsi que I'oreiller ou le traversin. Le terme est utilise par Plaute (Casina 
557)'' quand dans une plaisanterie il associe le lieu ou les vaisseaux 
reposent sur leurs coussins a la chambre a coucher (pulvinarium). II se 
refere, donc, a une cale seche, une sorte d'abri ou on retire le vaisseau, 
peut-6tre aux traversins m6me ou un vaisseau hale se repose. Pourtant, Jal 
critique I'identification du terme comme falaggia et il est convaincu que cette 
machine etait une construction analogue des Vasi du Moyen Age. II precise 
que 'dans son acceptation la plus etendue, Letto a un sens analogue a celui 
de Pulvinus, defini par Forcellini: Lectulus brevis, etc., au Ber des 
constructeurs modernes, et non pas de simples rouleau~'~~. II cite davantage 
Isidore: 'Pulvini sunt machinae, quibus naves deducuntur et subducuntur in 
portum'. 

Revenons a la terminologie grecque et au terme de holkos. Dans 
I'Onomasticon, Pollux (X, 148-149) nous donne la description des 'outils' 
d'un neolkos, a savoir ceux utilises par le personnel qui assurait le halage 
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des vaisseaux a sec. II precise que le dispositif comprend les falagges- 
falaggia, les holkoi et les ouroi :vsoh~oO a~s i rq  $iiAawEq cpahaw~a, ~ A K o ~ ,  
olipoi. 

Parmi les termes cites, on a bien identifie les falaggia (chevrons), qui 
constituent en principe I'infrastructure en bois des engins de halage 
(vswA~8v 513Aa)~~. II reste aeclaircir la notion des deux autres composants 
du dispositif, les 6AKoi et les oirpoi. Notons que la signification des ouros est 
le fosse creuse sur la plage pour le lancement et le halage des vaisseaux, 
comme mentionne egalement par Homere (Iliade 11, 153): oirpoirq T'C(EK~- 
Ba~pov ... lino 6' ijpsovgB. D'ailleurs, si I'on prend la citation de Pollux a la 
lettre et si I'on considere la disposition de la cale seche trouvee a Marseille, 
oli on a mis en evidence le fosse (ouros) et les chevrons (falaggia), a quoi 
peut correspondre les holkoi ? 

On ne va pas reprendre la terminologie du holkos deja suffisamment 
traitee. Notons seulement qu'il correspond manifestement au terme latin 
sulcus, qui inclue les mQmes notions propres et metaphoriques. Le sillon, le 
tracement d'un sillon, le fosse, la tranchee, la trace d'un vaisseau en 
mouvements9. A part son utilisation au Diolkos de CorintheIoo, il est 
mentionne trois fois dans les Inscriptions de Delos et contrairement a Th. 
Homolle qui pense qu'il s'agit d'un cabestan ou d'une machine de halage, 
J. Treheux a suppose pour le holkos de I'lle que 'un simple plan incline de 
planches suiffees faisait I'affaire et que les coques y etaient tirees a bras'. 
Cependant, selon Th. Homolle, un holkos aurait pu fonctionner dans un port, 
sur une plage ou dans une baie et cette hypothese reste fort probableI0'. 

Cependant, ce qui semble encore plus interessant pour notre etude 
est la reference de Pollux 0111, 191) aux soit-dites 'chamoulkoi mixanai' qui 
sefvent par excellence au halage des navires: ai 66 ~ a h o u p ~ v o ~  xapouh~oi 
pqxavai 6iGv & ' ~ ~ K O V T O  <ohKoi>. 
Le X ~ ~ O ~ ~ K L O V ,  en general, ou ) ( ~ ~ o u ~ K o $  pqxavrj (EAK~) designent une 
infrastructure de halage, mais I'interpretation de ces termes reste aussi 
controversee que celle de ~ A K o ~ ,  puisqu'il s'agit evidemment de mots 
derives. Notons cependant que le terme inclut la notion de glissement sur la 
terre (xap oAKo~), et si I'on considere comme un composant de 
I'infrastructure du terme general oh~oi ,  il peut correspondre a une structure 
en forme de berceau ou de traineau. A la terminologie moderne, comme on 
a vu, les chamulcoi designent precisement les poutres oblongues qui 
forment le 'lit' du vaisseau (likno, ~ A ~ u e p o  = traineau). 

D'ailleurs, sa transcription en latin chamulcus est cite par Ammien 
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Marcellin (XVII, 14, 4) et designe probablement I'engin en forme de traineau 
sur lequel un obelisque a ete transporte. Plus precisement, pour le transport 
de I'obelisque connu aujourd'hui comme 'obelisque de Laterane' par 
Constantin le Grand jusqu'a Rome, Ammien mentionne que I'obelisque une 
fois a Alexandrie unde chamulcis inpositus, tractusque lenius. Selon 
Gorringe, le terme chamulcus est traduit comme traineau (cradle or sledge) 
et correspond selon toute probabilite au trahae, qui designe egalement le 
traineaulo2. 

2. LES VESTIGES 

Les vestiges archeologiques du dispositif du halage sont assez 
rares, ce qui n'est pas etonnant, puisque toute I'infrastructure en bois des 
hangars et des chantiers navals a disparu sans laisser de traceslo3. Le seul 
vestige en forme d'un berceau ou d'une petite escarre a ete fouille dans le 
Lac de Kinneret, a la Mer de Galilee. Dans un cimetiere de bateaux, sous la 
'barque de Kinneret', on a degage une partie d'une structure faite de bois de 
construction navale. Selon les fouilleurs, la structure avait 
vraisemblablement la forme d'un berceau ('cradle') pour supporter la coque 
du vaisseau (Fig. 29)'". 

Pour conclure, sans exclure I'utilisation simultanee dans 
I'espace ou le temps d'autres pratiques deja attestees, une structure 
intermediaire en forme de traineau ou berceau, comme decrit par Heron 
d'Alexandrie, s'avere fondamentale lors de I'operation de halage. Moyen de 
transport efficace sur la terre sablonneuse, il represente une methode simple 
et economique, qui s'adapte aux differentes embarcations, d'autant plus 
qu'elle minimalise le risque de mouvement lateral. Bien que I'existence de 
cet engin navale ne soit qu'implicitement suggeree comme tel dans les 
sources litteraires et qu'il n'ait laisse que des traces archeologiques tres 
rares, il pourrait eclaircir la signification des chamoulkoi michanai et 
constituer un des elements du dispositif de halage de certaines cales et des 
neosoikoi anciens. 

Or, le terme de holkos implique selon toute probabilite une 
combinaison des machines de halage comprenant des traineaux 
(chamoulkoi michanao, des escarres (iqaptov), des rouleaux (a~urCIAai- 
scutalae), des cordages et des poulies, dont I'utilisation separement ou en 
combinaison assurait le halage des navires de guerre. 

Avant de mettre une terme a notre etude ethno-archeologique, 
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ajoutons qu'en ce qui concerne la mecanique de I'operation, le tirage du 
traineau se fait soit a la force seule des bras, soit a I'aide de machines, de 
treuils et de cabestans, comme Heron le precise: (Mech. Ill, 1): TaOTa 66 
~ T O L  an0 X E L ~ O ~  E A K E T ~ L  fi siq Cpya~aq ano6i60~ai. Le manuscrit du 
Vatican fournit la representation d'un traineau sur des skyfalai tire par un 
cabestan (Fig. 31)lo5. D'ailleurs, dans le cadre de I'etude de la technologie 
ancienne egyptienne et assyrienne, on a deja etudie le deplacement d'un 
traineau sur une surface plate lubrifiee ou un plan incline1%. 

En ce qui concerne le halage des navires de guerre de I'epoque 
classique, I'equipage d'une triere etait certainement suffisant et capable de 
faire face a I'operation pour echouer un navire a tout moment sur une plage. 
Sur les plages ouvertes, on a pu mQme utiliser des animaux, comme il est 
atteste dans les civilisations anciennes et mQme jusqu'a recemment sur les 
c6tes mediterraneenneslo7. Pourtant, dans les neosoikoi organises, on 
pourrait s'attendre a une mecanisation de I'operation et mQme I'installation 
des engins plus permanents, comme deja explicite ci-dessus. L'utilisation 
dans les neosoikoi des engins de halage, comme des treuils et des 
cabestans, est donc plausible, mais les indices archeologiques ne sont pas 
encore suffisants pour tirer des conclusions. 

Or, un des vestiges archeologiques qu'on possede appartient 
probablement a un cabestan manuel decouvert a North Ferriby. La datation 
n'est pas certaine, mais I'engin fait probablement partie du debris qui 
entourent les vestiges de barques en bois, datees d'environ 1500 av. J.-C. 
Selon le fouilleur, il appartient donc vraisemblablement a I'Age du Bronze. 
D'apres sa reconstruction hypothetique, il s'agit d'un simple cabestan 
assemble en tenons et mortaises, tout pareil aux cabestans traditionnels 
(ergates) installes et utilises dans les berges de la Grece et de la 
Mediterranee pour I'echouage des barques de pQchelo8. Ancres a proximite 
du littoral, ces cabestans manuels pourraient mQme s'utiliser en 
combinaison pour le halage d'un vaisseau de grand tonnagelog. 

CONCLUSION 

L'infrastructure de carnagia modernes ne peut certes donner 
que des indices sur les pratiques nautiques anciennes. Cependant, on peut 
conclure de cette premiere etude que le halage traditionnel semble se 
reveler assez proche des methodes anciennes attestant ainsi de la 
continuite des traditions maritimes. 

La realisation du projet de la reconstruction d'un neosoikos 
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classique a Phalere pour loger I'Olympias, nous aidera sans doute a mener 
une etude plus approfondie sur les manoeuvres nautiques a travers les 
experimentations techniques. II serait souhaitable desormais de tester 
experimentalement differentes methodes et materiaux, afin d'infirmer ou 
confirmer les diverses hypotheses emises sur le fonctionnement de 
dispositif du halage antique. 
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NOTES 

Pour une repartition geographique et une etude historique des chantiers navals 
traditionnels grecs, voir: DAMlANlDlS (1996), pp. 21-38; pour I'infrastructure, surtout pp. 
35-38. 
Je suis reconnaissante A Mme Honor Frost et Mme Arenson de m'avoir indique d'autres 
paralleles ethnographiques surtout en Chypre, au Levant et en Inde. 
BEKIAROGLOU (1994), p. 60, note 53, fig. 7 
FAMILONIDIS (1995), figs. 9.1-9.2; GOURGOURIS (1983), p. 451 
JAL (1 847-1850), S.V. palato 
F. FOERSTER IAURES, 'Comment on 'A trireme displacement estimate' (IJNA 11: 305- 
318)', IJNA 12.2 (1983), p. 176 
cf. JAL (1847-1850), S.V. ber, vaso, pour la description et I'utilisation des Vasi du Xllle 
siecle. 
lntroduit en Grece contemporaine par un constructeur naval de Chios au XVlll e siecle 
d'apres K. Nikodimos, cf. DAMIANIDIS-ZIVAS (1986), pp. 31; PROlKlOU (1991), pp. 73- 
75; GOURGOURIS (1983), pp. 482-483; DAMlANlDlS (1996), pp. 36-38. Cf. TZAMTZIS 
(1972), p. 105 et fig.; ZOUROUDIS (1974). pp. 170-173 
POULIANOS (1977), p. 590 et fig. 
PROlKlOU (1991), pp. 53, 73-75; d. JAL (1847-1850), S.V. ber; Reproduction d'un 
berceau du XVle siecle, p. 285. 
TZAMTZIS (1972). p. 105: ' Z $ ~ K L  rj 6AE1ppa'; PROlKlOU (1991), p. 73: 'oanouvi fi napacpi- 
vq'; GOURGOURIS (1983), p. 483: 'tljy~i'. 
Cf. JAL (1847-1850), S.V. tirac Le halage 'se fait au moyen d'un folt Palan (Paranco), d'un 
cabestan et de Palate. Le navire est presente au rivage par I'arriere, les Palate garnissent 
le chemin qu'elle va suivre, on accroche la paloma, on garnit la Gornena (garant) du 
palan, on vire, et I'on maintien droit le navire avec des bequilles (etais, cales, supports) 
quand il glisse sur les Palate'. 
KOUKOULES (1950), p. 307 
BEKIAROGLOU (1994), pl. I : Partie du chantier naval de Constantinople sous le regne 
de Selim Ill. 
Ports et bateaux dans le Musee Byzantin, Catalogue d'exposition, Ministere de la 
Culture, Athenes 1997, pp. 76-77, no. 31; pp. 78-79, no. 32; pp. 80-81, no. 33; pp. 88-89, 
no. 37; OPAANAOI A.K., Movamlpra~tj Ap~mnrov~~r f ,  1927, pp. 85-87, fig. 133 
P. ZANCANI MONTUORO, 'Uno scalo navale di Thurii', dans Sibari e Thurii, Atti e 
Memorie delle Societh Magna Grecia NS 13/14 (1972173) (1974), pp. 75-79; G.P. 
GUZZO, 'Casa Bianca', Notizie di Scavi (1974), Suppl., pp. 419ff, fig. 385. Cf. 
BIACKMAN D.J., 'Review of Sibari e Thurii, P. ZANCANI MONTUORO et G. Pugliese 
Carratelli (eds), Atti e Memorie delle Societa Magna Grecia NS 13/14 (1972173) (1974)', 
IJNA 6 (1977), pp. 357-359, fig.1 
Le terme phalanga ( cp6AayU est la forme aspiree grecque, emprunt6 par le latin palanga, 
employe surtout au pluriel. palagga, palanga, phalanga = rouleau de bois, 'palanche' de 
portefaix. Cf. Pline, HN, XII, 17; cf. Hesychius: cpahayy~a mpoyyuha SdAa ~ a i  adppe- 
Tpa 'ATTLKO~ 6 h  ~ o p a ~ a q ;  Vitruve, X, 3, 7: perche qui repose sur les Bpaules des 
porteurs (phalangarii).; Pline, HN VII, 200: 'Proelium Afri contra Aegyptios primi ferece 
fustibus, quos uocant phalangas'; IG XI, 287 B 145 : cp6Aayyeq n6€,iva~ M; 
IG 11 2' (I), 1673, 1.41: jAol600 eiq ~ a q  cpaAayyaq; Hpoi. 3.97: cpahayy~q if3Cvou ; 
Dictionnaire des Antiqun6s N, 1, p. 424 S.V. phalanga (G. Lafaye). Cf. JAL (1847-1850), 
S.V. palato: 'Rouleau ou piece de bois ayant la forme d'un demi-rouleau servant a faire le 
chemin sur lequel glisse le navire qu'on veut tirer a sec sur le rivage'. ; F. WOTKE, Pauly- 
Wissova, Realencyclopedie, XIX2, pp. 1646-1647, S.V. phalanx 
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18 Apollonios Rhodios, Argonautica 2.843: 
Kai 6 i  TOL K ~ X U T ~ I  TOUS av6poq Cv x0ovi K E ~ V ~  ~up6oq' q p a  6' Enem1 ~ a i  6@1y6vo1- 
otv i66oea1, v jloq CK KOT~VOIO Quay6 0aA60~~6C TE @ljMo~q-, 6 ~ p q q  T U T ~ O V  Ev~pe' 
'A~~pouoi6oq. 
Traduction: F. Vian, BL, Paris 1974, p. 216 et pp. 278-279, note 844. 

19 BLACKMAN (1995), pp. 74-75 et no. 6: 'The translation 'rollers' conveys a slightly 
misleading impression'. 

20 Apollonios Rhodios, Argonautica, A: 
375 (...) 'Ev 6 OAK@ c ~ m a q  mop ioav~o  @dayyay 
Tilv 66 K ~ T ~ V T ~  ~Aivav C n i  nphTqa1 @aAayStv, 
6q KEV 6A~o0aivouoa bial i~awv @opCo~~o. 
388 Ai S6p h 0  Tp6nL6L mt6apfi ~ T E V ~ X O V T O  @uayy&q 
~pt66p&va~, nepi 66 o@~v  at6vfi K ~ K L E  Aiyvliq 6ptBoalivq.( ...) 

21 HUMPHREY J.W.-OLESON J.P., SHERWOOD A.N., Greek and Roman Technology: A 
Sourcebook, London and N.Y. 1998, p. 481. cf. CASSON (1971), pp. 108-109, note 48. 

22 Nonii Marcelli, De Compendiosa Doctrina, Libros XX, (Wallace M.Lindsay), Lipsiae 
MCMIII, p. 240. 
Non. 163, 23 : phalangae dicuntur fustes teretes, qui nauibus subiciuntur, quum 
altrahuntur ad pelagus, uel quum ad litora subducuntur ; unde etiam nunc phalangarios 
dicimus, qui aliquid oneris fustibus. Varro de uita populi Romani : Quum Poenus in fretum 
obuiam uenisset nostris et quosdam coepisset, crudelissime pro palangis carinis 
subiecerat, quo metu debilitaret nostros. 

23 Char, B.C., 11, 10, 7 : hoc opus, ..., machinatione nauali phalangis subiectis, ad turrim 
hostium admouent. 

24 Suidae Lexicon, Ada Adler (ed.), Teubner Stuttgart 1997, S.V. p. 693 
31 @6Aayy~q : (...)~ai veci.q bn&p&i~paTa' (...) EVIOL ~ a i  TO mpoyyljhov cljhov Kai odp- 
~ E T ~ O V  @aAayy~a. 32 06Aayycq : (...).@Mayyeq TQV VEQV, napa TO mciv eiq Ma.  
Phrynichus, Praeparatio Sophistica 124 B: cp6hayE:~o 56Aov <Co-riv> fi @aAayS, 6 v[Ov 
@aha~hpaTa ~aAoirot). 

25 O~auaAovi~rlq Eucrraefou, Ta Aaoypacpi~a A', fl, 140, 7: OaMClyy~a. o i i ~ o  nap'bKEiv01q 
6KahoirvT0 T h  SljAa ... i ~ q  6b Kai Tb ~Oiq  nhoiolq 6n0TL86p~~a EppCITa C V T E ~ ~ ~ E V  0i 

noMoi KahoOaL @aA&yyLa. 
fl, 194,27: NqQv6b ~ a i  virv Eppa~a ~a l j n o ~ ~ i p s v a  ~ a i q  vauoi A6ye1 SuAa Eco napa 
j v  Bppov, E@'&v oxobpeva~ ai  v q ~ q  b6pa<ov~a~ ~ a i  bp~i60vTal. 

26 KOYKOYAEI (1950), p. 290, note 6; cf. JAL (1847-1850), S.V. lancer Palancar = mettre 
des rouleaux dessous. 

27 HURST (1994), p. 17-18, fig. 2 ; HURST H. R., 'Excavations at Carthage 1977-78: Fourth 
Interim Report', The Antiquaries Journal 59 (19791, p. 30, pl. Vllla; GIBSON in HURST 
(1994), p. 33, figs. 2.1, 3.2, 12.2-3, PI. 2a. 

28 KANTZIA Ch., 'Anaskafes Ko', Denion 42 (19871, 6' Chronica 2, pp. 632-635, pl. 355- 
357; PARIENTE A., B.C.H. (1994), p. 795, fig.120. 

29 BLACKMAN et a1.(1996), pp. 400-401 ; BLACKMAN (1990), pp. 42-43, 52, figs. 3a-3b 
30 LEI C., 'D6couverte des cales seches d'un chantier naval de 2200 ans', Archeologia 

118 (19781, pp. 70-71. 
31 C6sar (BC 111, 40. 2): Eodemque tempore ex altera parte molem tenuit naturalem obiectam 

quae paene insulam oppidum effecerat; 1111 biremes subiectis scutulis inpulsas uectibus in 
interiorem portum traduxit. 

32 Dans la traduction des editions Belles Lettres, ('enfin, sur des rouleaux, il mit le bitiment 
A la vague divine') les mochloi sont traduits comme rouleaux. Notons que presque tous 
les termes associes a I'operation du halage (machinae, mochloi, falaggae) sont 
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d'habitude traduits comme 'rouleaux'. 
33 HESNARD et al. (1999), pp. 21-41 et figs, PI.11, p. 156; HERMARY et al. (1999), pp. 125-130 

et figs.; HESNARD A., 'Une nouvelle fouille du port de Marseille, Place Jules-Verne', RAI 
janvier- mars 1994, p. 206 

34 LIDDELL-SCOTT, S.V. Eppa (prop used to keep ships upright), unCpe~apa (under-prop, 
support) , 6tdpe~apa (supporting beam). 

35 MORRISON-WILLIAMS (1968), p. 65, cf. p. 293, 'parastatai' = etan~ons. 
36 Selon les dernieres hypotheses par Demetrios Poliorcete : TREHEUX J., 'Sur le NeBrion a 

Delos', CRAl 1987, pp. 180-181, et bibliographie sur le sujet. 
37 TREHEUX J., 'Sur le NeBrion a Delos', CRAl 1987, p. 174, et note 45; Cf. R.Vallois, 

Architecture Hell6nique et Hell6nistique a Delos I ,  Paris 1944, p. 40, restitution 1.46: 
(kpsiapa~a) 

38 BIACKMAN (1990), p. 43; MORRISON-WILLIAMS (1968), p. 293, 183 et note. 
39 TORR Cecil, Ancient Ships, Cambridge 1894 (repr. Argonaut Library of Antiquities, 

Chicago 1964), p. 83; LIDDELL-SCOTT, s.v.; MORRISON-COATES (1986), p. 160, note 1: 
changement d'avis, surtout parce que le terme convient bien aux supports du mAt, qui 
seraient necessaires a une triere. 

40 Aujourd'hui au Musee National de Naples, no. 8606, 8604; MORRISON (1996), pp. 245- 
246, fig.43a-b, reconstruction des vaisseaux loges comme des penteres et indication de 
la position des etan~ons par J.F. Coates, pp. 312ff, fig. 71; Traits obliques sous la 'caisse 
de rames' interpretes autrefois comme des rames. Cf. ASSMAN E., 'Zur Kenntnis der 
antiken Schiffe', Jarhbuch 4 (1889), p. 100 ; BASCH L., 'Caisse de rame' hellenistique et 
relief no 13533', Cahiers #Histoire 33 3-4 (1988), p. 295, fig. 8 ; BASCH L., 'Roman 
triremes and the outriggerless Phoenician trireme', MM 65.4 (1979), pp. 292-294 

41 LIDDELL-SCOTT, s.v.; CHANTRAINE P., Dictionnaire 6tymologique de la langue 
grecque, Paris Editions Klincksieck, 1984, sv. ~pbno,  pp. 1132-1 133; LEHMANN- 
HARTLEBEN K. (1923), Die Antiken Hafenanlangen des Mittelmeeres, (Klio Beiheft 14), 
(Scientia Verlag Aalen 1963), pp. 119, note 4; 
BREUSING A., Die Nautik der Antiken, p. 28 ; CARTRAULT, La Tridre Athenienne, Paris 
1881, p. 37 

42 H. GRUMMERUS, 'Darstellungen aus den Handwerk auf romischen Grab- und 
Votivsteinen', Arch. Jarhbuch (1913), pp. 92-93, fig. 15 

43 A Rhodes, des entailles irregulieres a des distances diverses sur les parties inferieures 
des rampes en pierre etaient destinees, en partie, a recevoir des etais qui supportaient la 
poupe. Cf. BIACKMAN et al. (1996), pp. 400-401; BLACKMAN (1990), pp. 42-43, 52, figs. 
3a-3b 

44 HESNARD A., 'Une nouvelle fouille du port de Marseille, Place Jules-Verne', CRAl 
janvier- mars 1994, p. 206; HERMARY et al. (1999), p. 126, fig. p. 127 

45 BERG (1935), pp. 74-84 et passim ; COlTERELL-KAMMINGA (1990), pp. 216-217; 
PlGGOlT (1992), pp. 16-17; PIGGOT(1983), pp. 3639, fig. 8: Pictographs du IVe 
millenaire av. J.-C. de Uruk, Iraq; HEIZER (1969), pp. 826-827 ; COULTON (1988), pp. 
45-46; COLE S.M.Il954). 'Land transport without wheels', In SINGER C.-HOLMYARD 
E.J.-HALL A.R., (eds), A history of technology. Vol. I ,  charenton Press, Oxford 1954, pp. 
706-712 

46 KORRES M., From Pentelicon to the Parthenon: the ancient quarries and the story of 
a half-worked, column capital of the first marble Parthenon (trad. du grec par D. 
Turner et Dr. W. Phelps), Athens, Melissa Publishing House 1995 

47 Malaisie: SMMHIES B.E. (1951), 'Timber extraction in the third division, Sarawak', 
Empire Forestry Journal 30, no 1, pp. 47-51, pl. VI ; SMMHIES B.E. (1952), 'Extraction 
by kuda kuda in Sarawak', Empire Forestry Journal 31, no 1, p. 42, pl. I-IV : En Malaisie 
des traineaux en bois lubrifies tires sur une serie de poteaux de bois poses 
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perpendiculairement sont appeles panglong ou kuda-kuda et ils etaient utilises jcc:-''* 
tres recemment pour le transport des troncs de bois. COTTERELL-KAMMINGA (1990), 
pp. 218-222; cf. archeologie experimentale: MOHEN J.- P. (1980), 'Aux prises avec de 
plusieurs dizaines de tonnes', Dossiers de I'Archbologie 46: pp. 58-67 
NEWBERRY P.E. (1897), El Bersheh- Part I, The tomb of Tehuti-hetep. Archaeological 
Survey of Egypt Exploration Fund, pp. 19-22, pls. XII, XV; HABACHI (1978), fig. 9, P1.4; 
CHEVlER (1970), pp. 21-23, PI. 1 et 1A : Reconstruction en maquette par R. Engelbach 
realisee en 1933 a I'occasion d'un congres international des transports; ARNOLD (1991), 
p. 277 
DARESSY M.G. (191 I), 'Inscriptions des carrieres de Tourah et MQarah', Annales du 
Service des Antiquites de I'Egypte XI, Le Caire, pp. 257-268, esp. 263: Bas-relief de la 
stele VI du roi Amosis I, grave a I'entree de galeries contigiies des carrieres; CIARKE- 
ENGELBACH (1930), p. 88, fig. 84; WlLKlNSON (1878), p. 302, fig. 428 
NAVILLE E. (1 908), The Temple of Deir el-Bahari, VI (Egypt Explor. Fund), pl. CLlll et 
CLIV; ENGELBACH R. (1922), The Aswzin Obelisk, Le Caire, p.32, fig. 7 
LAYARD A.H. (1853), Discoveries In the ruins of Ninevah and Babylon. John Murray, 
London, p. 104-1 15, pl. 10-17(aujourd'hui au British Museum nos 124820, 124822, 
124823); DAVISON (1961), p. 16, fig. 2; HEIZER (1966), p. 826: documents sur le 
transport; cf.CHOISY (1904), p.78, fig.61; COTTERELL-KAMMINGA (1990), pp. 219-220, 
fig. 8.15 (representation et restitution), analyse des forces exercees. 
Theorie critiquee par DAVISON (1961), pp. 12-14; cf. Davis N. de GARIS (1943), The 
Tomb of Rekh-mCRe' at Thebes, NY, p. 55, pl. 58: interpretation des chevrons comme 
rouleaux. ARNOLD (1991), pp. 273-275: mQme si des traineaux sont occasionnellement 
transportes sur rouleaux, cela ne constitue pas la norme. 
COTTERELL-KAMMINGA (1990), p. 224 ; ARNOLD (1991), p. 280; DAVISON (1961). p. 
14-15: Utilisation de pieces des bois (non representees) lubrifiees avec de I'huile, 
disposees sous le traineau pour que celui-ci ne s'enfonce pas dans le sable. Son calcul 
de la force de friction et de la force de traction humaine necessaire a I'operation est trbs 
proche des 171 hommes representes. De plus, il considere que les hommes devant les 
porteurs des pieces de bois, portent 6 pots de lubrifiant. 
EPRON L., DAUMAS F., GOYON G. (1939), Le tombeau de Ti, Fasc. I, Le Caire, pl. LII- 
LV; CHEVlER (1970), pp. 23-24, fig. 3; LAYARD (1853), p. 115 : '...probably grease, on 
the ground to facilitate the progress of the sledge; Au contraire selon COTTERELL- 
KAMMINGA (1990), p. 222: sur la representation, I'homme qui jette de I'eau fait partie 
d'un rite de purification. 
CHNIER (1970), p. 20; HAYES W.C. (1968), The Scepter of Egypt I ,  Cambridge, Mass. 
(1953, 1959, rep.1990), p. 193 
LEPSIUS C.R., Denkmaler aus Aegypten und Aethiopien, zweite Abteilung vol. Ill et IV, 

Abth II, BI 64a-b, Genke 1972 
N. de Garis DAVIS, 'The Tomb of Tetaky at Thebes (no. 15)', JEA XI (1925), pp. lOff, PI. 

V: p. 17 et note 2: L'inscription: 'casting water under the [sled?] and milk (?) for the 
amakhy; the royal son, Tetaky'. Or possibly 'The assistant casts water and milk for ....' 
FAKHRY A. (1969), The Pyramids, Chicago, (Ire edition en 1961), p. 12: apres avoir 

examine les couleurs originales des copies du debut du siecle, il suggbre que le liquide 
verse devant le traineau est du lait. Lally propose que le liquide jete est du limon humide, 
dont la mixture avec de I'eau peut donner I'impression du lait. Cf. IALLY M. T., 
'Engineering a Pyramid', JARCE 26 (1989), pp. 207-218, p.213, note 21; GOYON (1977), 
Le Secret des Bzitisseurs des Grandes Pyramides, Paris, p. 123, p. 302, note 157; 
Goyon cite un cas oh les Egyptiens n'ont pas hesite A verser du lait de vache sur le sol 
argileux, peut-Qtre pour en augmenter la viscosite; cf. CHOISY (1904). p.78 
COTERRELL-KAMMINGA (1990), p. 222: etude de lubrifiants differents, calcul sur la 



reduction du coefficient de la friction : 'on peut facilement presumer que les ingenieurs 
du monde ancien pourraient reduire le coefficient de la friction entre des surfaces 
glissantes jusqu'A 0,15-0,20 sans probleme'; DOWSON (1969), pp. 4-5, fig. 2; BOWDEN 
F.P. et TABOR D., The Friction and Lubrnication of Solids, Oxford 1950 
VERCOUlTER (1970), p. 21 1, note 25; PETRIE W.M.F. (1900), Royal Tombs of the First 
Dynasty I ,  pl. XXVII, 68; W. BARTA, 'Das Gotterkultbild als Mittelpunkt bei 
Prozessionsfesten, MDAIK 23 (1968), pp. 75-78; DUMICHEN J., Der Grabpalast des 
Patuamenap I ,  Leipzig 1894, p.41 et Tafel XIII: la statue de culte sur un tm-traineau. 
VERCOUlTER J. (1970), p. 21 1 et figure 18 
BARGUET P., Le Uvre des Morts des anciens Egyptiens, Paris 1967, pp. 40-41, p. 35, 
note 3 
Cf. ARNOLD (1991), pp.276-277, fig. 6.36; HAYES W.C. (1968), The Scepter of Egypt I ,  
Cambridge, Mass. (1953, 1959, rep.1990), p.193, fig. 118; Plusieurs sarcophages ont ete 
faits de faqon A 6tre montes sur des traineaux, comme le coffre en boi de Yuya ou le 
sarcophage en granite de Papa'messu du Musee du Caire. 
Aujourd'hui au Musee de Caire; NAVILLE E., The Temple of Deir el Bahari VI, London 
1908, p1.154: exemplaire d'un petit modele; CLARKE-ENGELBACH (1930), p. 92, fig. 89; 
HAYES W.C. (1968), The Scepter of Egypt, I, Cambridge, Mass. (1953, 1959, rep.1990), 
p.193, pp. 85-86, fig. 47 
Certains de ces modeles ont ete interpret& comme des ascenseurs oscillants, engins en 
forme de berceau consideres comme ayant ete employes A la construction des 
pyramides et plus precisement au transport des blocs de pierres A des niveaux 
superieurs. FITCHEN J., 'Building Cheops' Pyramid', Journal of Architectural Historians 
37 (1978), pp. 3-9; CHOlSY A. (1904), L'Art de btitir, Paris, pp. 80ff, fig. 63; CLARKE- 
ENGELBACH (1930), p. 94-95, fig.89; Interpretation des modeles comme des traineaux 
ordinaires: Voir ARNOLD (1991), pp. 271-273. Utilisation combinbe: PETRIE W.M.F., 
Tools and Weapons, London 1917, p. 41: 'for shifting large building stones the 
Egyptians seem to have placed them on a cradle of wood, so that they could be readily 
twisted round, drawn along, or rocked up an inclined plane', PI. XLI: 837: modele du 
depot de Deir el Bahri. 
J. de MORGAN, Fouilles a Dahchour, (Mars- juin 1894), Vienne, p. 81-83, fig. 204; 
CLARKE-ENGELBACH (1930), p. 89, fig. 85; pp. 34-35, fig. 34-35: the royal barque; 
REISNER G.A., Models of Ships and Boats, Catalogue general des Antiquites 
Egyptiennes du Musee du Caire, Le Caire, p. 89, fig. 326 (no.4928), (Catalogue du 
Musee no. 4798). Cf. GOYON G., 'Les navires de transport de la chaussee monumentale 
d'ounas', BlFAO 69 (1971), pp. 11-41, PL.3-5, PI. VI; FISCHER H.G. (1975), 'Two 
tantalizing Biographical Fragments of Historical Interest', JEA 61, pp. 33-37, p. 34, fig. 2; 
d. CHOlSY (1904), pp. 117-120, fig. 90: reconstruction du traineau du tombeau de 
Djehutihotep. 
ARNOLD (1991), pp. 79-98: Presentation chronologique des chemins de construction et 
des diverses rampes; ARNOLD (1994). S.V. Baurampe, pp. 37-38; ARNOLD D. (1981). 
'ijberlegungen zum Problem des Pyramidenbaues', MDAlK 37 (1981). 15-28: sledges 
rampes; CERNY J., 'A Note on the recently discovered Boat of Cheops', JEA 41 (1955), 
pp. 75-79; JONES D., IX Model Boats from the Tomb of Tut'AnkhamrSn, Oxford 1990; 
STROUHAL E. (1992), Ufe in Ancient Egypt, Cambridge 1992, p. 179-182 
ARNOLD (1991), pp. 85-88, pl. 3.38-3.40; GOYON (1977), p. 68-69 
ARNOLD D., The South Cemetries of Usht, 111, The Pyramid Complex of Senwosret I ,  
NY 1992, pp. 92-95, pl. 101-109 
PETRIE FI., BRUNTON G., MURRAY M.A., Lahun 11 ,  BSAE, XXXIII, Londres 1923, p. 9, 
12, pl. XV, (photos 13), pl. Xlll ('Timber Causeway'). Le chemin se trouve a I'ouest d'une 
fosse, qui est localisee A I'exterieur du grand mur, environ 230 pieds A I'ouest. Pendant la 
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fouille, les archeologues ont detruit le chemin utilisant les poutres pour transporter le 
cercueil en granite de Paramessu a Ghurob. 
Jusqu'a aujourd'hui les methodes de transport n'ont pas change profondement. Elles ont 
6te conservees intactes au moins jusqu'au XlXe siecle. cf. WARD-PERKINS J. (1971), 
Quarrying in Antiquity. Technology, Tradition et Social Change, Proccedings of the 
British Academy of Rome 57, p. 8, pl. XVla: Dessin du Salvioni, (d'environ 1800) sur les 
carrieres de Carrara, qui represente le trainage d'un monilithe par des animaux sur un 
traineau qui glisse sur un chemin de rouleaux qui s'appele lina. 
ORLANDOS (1968); lnternazionale Marmi e macchine Carrara, I1 marmo nella Civilti 
Romana, La produzione e il commercio, (a cura di E.Dolci), Carrara 1989, Tav. 1, fig. 1,4 
VANHOVE Doris (1996), Roman Quarries in Southern Euboea and the associated 
Road Systems, E.J.Brill, Leiden, NY, Koln 
ORLANDOS A. (1968), p. 24, fig. 8 
ARNOLD (1991), pp. 89-90: photo, fig. 3.42, 3.43: plan isometrique de la rampe en 
brique a la Khor Sud de la pyramide de Senwosret I a Lisht; ARNOLD D., The South 
Cemetries of Lisht, 111, The Pyramid Complex of Senwosret I, NY 1992, pp. 94-95, pl. 
109 
VERCOUTTER J. (1970), pp. 13-15, 171ff, 204-214, fig. 13-20. La piste qui est parallele au 
Nil et qui est a une distance d'environ 350m de la berge, devait avoir un parcours total 
de 2km (fig. 1). De la structure, il subsiste deux tronqons dans le m6me alignement (76m 
et 59m). En coupe transversale, d'est en ouest, la glissiere est legerement concave. Une 
bordure de briques crues est disposeee parallelement a I'axe de la structure. Les rodins 
encastres dans le limon, disposb A des intervalles variants de 20 b 70 cm sont de 5 a 8 
cm de diambtre et longs de 180cm. L'ecartement des patins devait 6tre de 1,20 a 1,70m. 
COTTERELL-KAMMINGA (1990), p. 222: Ils presument que les Egyptiens auraient trouve 
que la terre cuite mouillee a un grand potentiel comme lubriiant; CHOISY (1904), p.78 
COATES (1999), pp. 104-105, 109; ERICSSON C.H. (1984), Navis Oneraria, Abo, pp. 99- 
102 
Theophrastus V.7.2 : fiv 6C ~pontv TPII~PEL ~ E V  6puivqv Iva av~bxq npoq ~ a q  veoh- 
~ iaq .  Taiq 6C bh~aot  neu~ivqv bno~t9Caat ~ ' L T L  ~ a i  6puTvqv Cnav VE~AKOUL Taiq 
6'CAarroow ocu'Cvqv ~ a i  6 A q  CK T O ~ T O U  TO ~CAuapa; MEIGGS R., Trees and Timber 
in the ancient Mediterranean World, Oxford 1982, p. 118 
P O ~ ~ U X  1.86: TO 6' bno a v  Tp6ntv T E A E U T ~ ~ O V  n p ~ c Y l l h ~ l j p & ~ ~ ~ ,  TOO pfi Tpie&aeat fiv 
~pomv  xdhuapa ~ahs i~a t ;  S. AMIGUES, 'Termes techniques de construction navale 
dans Thbophraste, HP, V, 7, 1-3, Revue Archt5ologique, 1990 (I), pp. 85-96; CASSON 
(1971), p. 221; cf. BLACKMAN (1990), p.45 Le bateau de Kyrenia a requ au moins trois 
fausses quilles en chbne. Voir : J.R. STEFFY, 'The Kyrenia Ship: An Interim Report on its 
Hull Construction', AJA 89 (1985), p. 89, 97 
COATES-SHAW (1993), p. 89 
HURST (1994), p. 35; Hurst (1993), p. 45; BLACKMAN et al. (1996), p. 402 et no. 77 
COATES (1999), p. 109 
Hbron d'Alexandrie, 'Les mecaniques ou I'elevateur des corps lourds', Traduit et etabli 
du texte arabe par B. Carra de Vaux, Commentaires A.G. Drachman, Les Belles Lettres, 
1988. Reproduction de certains dessins du manuscrit de Vatican. Dans le Manuscrit de 
Hieron il n'y a pas de figures a ce chapitre. 
COATES (1999), pp. 109, 114; COTERELL-KAMMINGA (1990), pp. 223-224 
Federico FOERSTER LAURES, 'Appendix to 'The use of tallow on the hulls of ships (IJNA 
15 (1986): 161)', IJNA 16.2 (1986), p. 171 
RAEPSAET (1993), p. 248-9: pour les differentes propositions. 
H6suchius, S.V. dkjlr; Photius, S.V. egalement Suldas, s.v.; Pollux X 134, 148-9 et VII 
191 
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88 GOYON (1977), pp. 122-123 : Ces machines ont ete interpretees comme de simples 
traineaux ou d'ascenseurs oscillants. 

89 Tite Live XXV 1 1, 17-19: 
Via quae e portu per mediam urbem ad mare transmissa est, plaustris transueham naues 
haud magna mole. Contracta extemplo undique plaustra iunctaque inter se, et machinae 
ad subducendas naues admotae,minitumque iter, quo faciliora plaustra minorque moles 
in transitu esset. lumenta inde et homines contracti, et opus inprigre coeptum; 
paucosque post dies classis instructs ac parata circumuehitur arcem et ante os ipsum 
portus ancoras iacit.; Polybe Vlll 34,9-12: nopeiov dno~poxov ~a~ao~euaaBCv~wv ;  
Strabon VI, 3, 1 : ~a nhoia l i n ~ p v ~ o A ~ ~ i a B a t  pa6iwq b K a ~ d p ~ 8 ~ ~  TanetvoO BVTOS TOO 
alixCvoq; Appien, Hannibal34 

90 Silius ltalicus (Pun., X11, 444-446): 
Lubrica roboreis aderant substramina plaustris, 
atque, recens caesi tergo prolapsa iuuenci, 
aequoream rota ducebat per gramina puppim. 

91 Traduction du terme largement acceptee par des commentateurs. Cf. E. De SAINT- 
DENIS, 'A Tarente, en 212 av. J.-C.', Latomus 13 (1954), p.30, note 1; Cf. Verg. Aen. 11, 
235: pedibusque rotarum subiciunt lapsus = sous le pieds du cheval on met le 
glissement de roues (des roues qui glissent, qui tournent); cf. Verg. Aen. 1, 147 et 11, 225 

92 GLARE P.G.W., Oxford Latin Dictionnary, Oxford 1976: s.v. substramen- inis (substerno 
+ men) 

93 RAEPSAET (1993), p. 250; F. SPALTENSTEIN, Commentaire des Punica de Silius 
Italicus, Genke 1990, p. 184; cf. J. TREHEUX, 'Retour sur I'Artemision de I'ile', Recueil 
Plassart, Paris 1976, p. 199, note 1 

94 RAEPSAET (1993), passim et pp. 257-261(Annexe: Considerations techniques et 
mecaniques, par M. Tolley). 

95 Ibo intro, ut subducam nauium rusum in puluinaria. (= je vais) a la maison, remettre mon 
vaisseau a I'abri en cale seche). Traduit par E.ERNOUT, BL (1970). p. 193, et note 1. 

96 JAL (1 847-50), s.v. pulvini 
97 cf. Pollux VII, 190, cite dessus 
98 cf. LIDDELL-SCOTT, s.v. olipoq; d. Photius : oupoliq o ~ u ~ o v c q .  ~a vshpta ~ a i  nepto- 

p iapa~a TQV v ~ 9 v .  Par extension, Photius les considere comme des cales a sec, des 
neoria. 

99 d. LIDDELL-SCOlT, s.v. ; Glare P.G.W., Oxford-Latin Dictionnary, Oxford 1976, s.v. 
su1cus 

100 RAEPSAET (1993); WERNER (1993) 
101 ID 442, A, 1.154 : o ~ A K O S  o Cv Njawt; ID 369, A, 1.39 : o OAKOS o Cv ~ f i i  iaBpQi Cv 

Mu~ovot ;  ID 442, A, 1. 153 : 6 ~ A K O S  o Cv 'AnoMwviwt; voir aussi HELLMAN 
M.Ch.(1992), Recherches sur le vocabulaire de I'architecture grecque, d'apres les 
Inscriptions de Delos, EFA de Boccard, Paris, p. 305; 
RAEPSAET (1993), p. 249; Th. HOMOLLE, 'Comptes des Hieropes du temple d'Apollon 
Delien', BCH 6 (1882), p. 67, n.3 : 'akjlr est proprement un instrument pour tirer, 
elever ; en particulier celui dont on sert pour mettre a sec; par derivation il peut 6tre 
employe pour le lieu 06 I'on tire et remise les navires'; J. TREHEUX, 'Retour sur 
I'Artemision de I'ile', Recueil Plassart, Paris 1976, p. 197ff 

102 GORRINGE H.H., Egyptian Obelisks, N.Y. (1882), p. 156; d. SABBAH G., BL 1970, p. 48: 
'Puis il est place sur des rouleaux, tire doucement ...' ; p. 169, note 34 : 'La transcription du 
grec xapouAxoq designe, d'apres les glossaires, les trahae ou phalangae, c'est-A-dire les 
rouleaux de bois servant a faire glisser les vaisseaux vers la mer'. La traduction du terme 
(comme des autres) comme 'rouleaux' n'est pas surprenante. Notons, cependant, que le 
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terme trahae dksigne egalement le traineau. 
103 Cf. HERMARY et al. (1999), p. 126: 'Si ce dispositif traditionnel n'etait pas connu pour 

L'Antiquite, c'est parce qu'il etait constitue uniquement de bois et de cordages qui 
disparaissent habituellement'. 

104 S. WACHSMANN et al., The Excavations of an Ancient Boat in the Sea of Galilee (Lake 
Kinneret), Chapter 5. The Boat. A Preliminary study of its construction (by J. Steffy), 
Atlquot XIX, Jerusalem 1990, English Series, pp. 45-46, fig. 5.16. Je rernercie beaucoup 
M. Wachsmann de m'avoir signale la trouvaille. 

105 L.NIX-W.SCHMIDT (eds.), Herons von Alexandria, Mechanik und Katoptrik, Teubneur, 
Leipzig 1900, p. 295 (Mechanicorum Fragmenta), fig. 75 

106 GOYON (1977), pp. 122-125; COTTERELL-KAMMINGA (1990), pp. 27-29, fig. 2.2 (etude 
de friction), pp. 86-89 (plan incline), fig. 4.10 (plan incline), pp. 221-222 (transport 
terrestre); d. Raepsaet (1993) 

107 M. Honor Frost a eu la gentillesse de me faire remarquer que par exemple a Famagusta, 
elle avait observe que la traction des traineaux, qui portaient des vaisseaux, se faisait par 
des moutons. 

108 WRIGHT E.V. (1986), 'A Bronze Age Beach-Capstan', Oxford Journal of Archeology 5 
(3), pp. 309-321; DAMlANlDlS (1996), pp. 35-36, p. 38, fig. 19; POULIANOS (1977), pp. 
590-593 et figs.; EMqv~~l f  cpnop~~lf  vau~~Afa (1453-1858), ABjva, EBvkmj TpClneZa TIIS 
EMa60q, fig. 32: trainage de bateau de peche sur vazia par un cabestan manuel. 

109 DAMlANlDlS K.A.- H~JSEYIN COBAN (1999), 'Pereme Kutugu' from Inebolu: The last 
'shell first' construction S U N ~ V ~ ~  in the Black Sea', Tropis V,  p. 135, fig. 1 (Shipyard at 
'Inepoli' (1906). Carte Postale, collection A.S.Mailis. Je remercie M. Damianidis d'avoir 
attire mon attention sur son article. 
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une bchelle a moitib submergee dans la mer.(Photo de I'auteur). 
2) Chemin de glissement de falaggia en dbclinaison vers la mer dans le carnagio de Paros. 

(Photo de I'auteur). 
3) Vaisseau halb reposant sur des vazia. Traces de lubrification sur I'bchelle et les falaggia. 

Carnagio de Spetses. (Photo de I'auteur). 
4) Paire de vazia reposant sur un chemin de glissement dans le carnagio de Paros. (Photo 

de I'auteur). 
5) Coupe transversale d'un vaisseau hale sur un chantier naval d'bpoque ottomane. 

D'apres BEKIAROGLOU (1994), p. 60, fig. 7 
6) Dbtail de la fig. 3 

PLANCHE 2 
7) Reprbsentation d'un Ber (Berceau) du XVle siecle. Reproduit par JAL (1847-1850), p. 

285, S.V. ber 
8) Gravure du monastere Filotheou. Arsanades au littoral munis des escarres a deux 

montants. In: Ports et bateaux dans le Musee Byzantin, Catalogue d'exposition, 
Ministere de la Culture, Athenes 1997, pp. 88-89, no. 37. 

9) Plan de I'arsanas de Moni Docheiariou, d'apres OPMNAOZ A.K., Movamqpra~fj 



A~XITEKTOVIKI~, 1927, pp. 86, fig. 133 
10) Marseille. Cales seches avec rouleaux de bois. In: HESNARD et at. (1999), p. 37 
11) Plan de I'installation portuaire de Thurii. P. ZANCANI MONTUORO, 'Uno scalo navale di 

Thurii', Sibari e Thurii, Atti e Memorie delle Societa Magna Grecia NS 13/14 
(1972173) (1974), pp. 75-79, fig. 7 

PLANCHE 3 
12) Plan de loges a navires de Marseille (Place Villeneuve-Bargemon). In: HERMARY et al. 

(1999), p. 128 
13) Plan des hangars dans le port circulaire de Carthage. Vestiges des poutres transversales 

sur la cale F 762. In: HURST (1994), p. 16, fig. 2.1 
14) Hangar de Cos. Vue de la cale a sec avec encastrement pour des poutres transversales. 

In: KANTZIA Ch., 'Anaskafes Ko', Deltion 42 (19871, 6' Chronica 2, pp. 632-635, pl. 357 
15) Stele de P. Longedienus de I'epoque imperiale. In: H. GRUMMERUS, 'Darstellungen aus 

den Handwerk auf romischen Grab- und Votivsteinen', Arch. Jarhbuch (1913), p. 93, fig. 
15 

16) Cale seche a Marseille. On distingue le fosse creuse dans la plage, les rouleaux en bois, 
les tins, les epontilles et les cales. In: HERMARY et al. (1999), p. 128 

PLANCHE 4 
17) Malaisie. Transport des troncs de bois sur panglong ou kuda-kuda. SMMHIES B.E. 

(1952), 'Extraction by kuda kuda in Sarawak', Empire Forestry Journal 31, no 1, p. 42, 
pl. IV 

18) Peinture murale dans le tombeau de Djehutihotep a Gebel El Bersheh (Xlle dynastie). 
Reproduit par COTERELL-KAMMINGA (1990), p. 220, fig. 8.16 

19) Bas-relief de la stele dlAmosis I et reconstitution d'apres DARESSY M.G. (191 I), 
'Inscriptions des carrieres de Tourah et Mlsarah', Annales du Service des Antiquit& 
de I'Egypte XI, Le Caire, p. 263 

20) Reconstruction du traineau du tombeau de Djehutihotep d'apres CHOISY (1904), p. 118, 
fig. 90 et representation du traineau de Dahschur. Reproduits par ARNOLD (1994), S.V. 

schlitten 
21) Les Bas-reliefs assyriens a Kouyunjik a Nineve. Reproduit par COlTERELL-KAMMINGA 

(1990), p. 219, fig. 8.15 
22) Les Bas-reliefs assyriens a Kouyunjik a Nineve. Reproduit par SINGER C.-HOLMYARD 

E.J.-HALL A.R. (eds), A History of Technology. Vol. I ,  Charenton Press, Oxford 1954, 
pp. 452-453, fig. 283 (Part I et 11) 

23) Registre de tombeau de Ti. Deplacement des statues en patins et lubrification du terrain. 
D'apres EPRON L.-DAUMAS F.- GOYON G. (1939), Le tombeau de Ti, Fasc. I, Le Caire, 
pl. LV 

PLANCHE 5 
24) Bateau funbraire sur traineau tire par des taureaux, reproduit par VERCOUTTER J. 

(1970), Mirgissa I, Paris, p. 211, fig. 18 
25) Dessin de la glissiere des carrieres de la pyramide de Senworset I1 a Lahun et sur la 

mdme Bchelle representation du traineau de Dahchour. In: ARNOLD (1991), fig. 3.44 
26) Glissiere a Lahun. In: PETRIE FI., BRUNTON G., MURRAY M.A., Lahun / I ,  BSAE, XXXIII, 

Londres 1923, pl.XV, (photo 3) 
27) Tron~on de la glissiere decouverte a Mirgissa. Les traces de patins de traineaux sont 

indiquees par les fleches blanches. In: VERCOUlTER J. (1970), Mirgissa I,  Paris, p. 207, 
fig. 13 
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PLANCHE 6 
28) Glissiere des carrieres de Pendeli avec reconstitution du systeme du halage. D'apres 

ORLANDOS (1968), p. 24, fig. 8 
29) Traces d'une structure en forme de berceau decouvert sous une epave a mer de Galilee. 

D'aprBs le dessin de E. Amos in: S. WACHSMANN et al., The Excavations of an Ancient 
Boat in the Sea of Galilee (Lake Kinneret), Chapter 5. The Boat. A Preliminary study of 
its construction (by J. Steffy), Atiquot XIX, Jerusalem 1990, English Series, p. 46, fig. 5.16 

30) Representation de I'utilisation de la 'tortue'. Reproduit par B. Carra de Vaux, Heron 
d'Alexandrie, 'Les MBcaniques ou 1'6levateur des corps lourds', Traduit et etabli du texte 
arabe par B. Carra de Vaux, Commentaires A.G. Drachman, Les Belles Lettres, 1988, fig. 
34 

31) Representation d'un traineau sur rouleaux tire par un cabestan. D'apres L. Nix-W. 
Schmidt (eds.), Herons von Alexandria, Mechanik und Katoptrik, Teubneur, Leipzig 100, 
p. 295 (Mechanicorum Fragmenta), fig. 75 
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ANATOMIE D'UN STATERE D'ARADOS 

Avant la conquQte de la Phenicie par Alexandre le Grand, trois cites- 
etats de la c6te levantine ont emis des monnaies au type du navire de 
guerre : Sidon, Byblos et Arados. Ce navire, qui symbolisait evidemment la 
puissance de I'etat, etait, en fait, une triere - sauf sur les monnaies emises 
a Sidon sous le regne du roi Tennes (355-351), qui representent tres 
probablement une quinquereme (MIMA, p. 339, fig. 722). 

Si les monnaies de Sidon et de Byblos montrent toujours le navire de 
maniere stereotypee, la proue vers la gauche, celles d'Arados montrent 
toujours un navire dont la proue est dirigee vers la droite. En outre, a Arados, 
le navire n'est jamais montre de maniere identique : pratiquement, bien qu'il 
s'agisse toujours du mQme navire, une triere, les graveurs paraissent, dans 
cette cite, avoir rivalise d'imagination pour representer de maniere 
personnelle le mQme sujet. Cette originalite s'accompagne curieusement 
d'une indifference tres generale quant a I'integralite totale de I'image du 
navire : alors qu'a Sidon et a Byblos, le bstiment est toujours figure 
scrupuleusement en entier, a Arados, tant6t la proue (ou I'eperon 
seulement), tant6t la poupe sont amputes. On en trouvera ici quatre 
exemplaires inedits du Cabinet des Medailles de Bruxelles (fig. 1 a 4)' ; ces 
navires sont tous figures de maniere sommaire, mais mQme cette maniere 
est chaque fois differente. 

J'ai eu a deux reprises I'occasion de commenter trois stateres 
d'Arados tres particuliers, tous au British Museum, qui permettent, par leur 
originalite, de saisir certains elements distinguant les trieres pheniciennes 
des trieres grecques (Basch, 1969 ; Basch, 1977 ; MIMA, p. 325, fig. 692 a 
694). 

Un quatrieme statere d'une originalite au moins aussi grande a fait 
son apparition en 1982 (Bourgey, 1982, p. 34). 11 a ete mis en vente publique 
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a Paris le 10 juin 1982 (catalogue de la vente, Nouveau Drouot, no 152). Ce 
statere (d'argent), date de la periode 350-332, d'un poids de 10 g. 48, 
represente a I'avers la t6te barbue et lauree de Melkart (fig. 5). Sa plus 
grande largeur est de 19 mm. On voit bien (fig. 11 a 14) que le graveur s'est 
ingenie a representer le navire d'une maniere infiniment plus complexe que 
ceux des fig. 1 a 4, ce qui necessite plus qu'une analyse : un dechiffrement. 

Dans les trois eudes que j'ai consacrees aux trieres pheniciennes (voir 
ci-dessus), j'ai cru pouvoir etablir, parmi les elements qui les distinguent des 
trieres grecques : 
- I'absence de toute parexeiresia (apostis ou, en anglais outrigger w ) ,  

cadre exterieur a la coque proprement dite, portant un rang de rames, 
absolument essentielle sur une triere grecque ; 

- la presence d'une rangee de boucliers ronds au niveau du pont 
superieur, sur lequel etaient postes les soldats de marine ; ces boucliers 
n'existent sur aucune representation d'une triere grecque. 

Ces deux caracteristiques se retrouvent sur un modele de triere en 
terre cuite trouvee a Erment (~gypte), conservee au Musee National de 
Copenhague (fig. 6 ; aussi MIMA, p. 329, fig. 703 a 712). La fig. 7 indique, 
sur ce modele, les differents niveaux des rames et du pont superieur : 
A : rangee de rames inferieures, qui passent par des sabords de nage, 

perces dans la coque ; 
B : lisse de plat-bord, qui constitue le point d'appui de la rangee 

intermediaire de rames ; 
C : lisse supportee par des epontilles, qui sert de point d'appui a la rangee 

superieure de rames. 
D : pont superieur, quasi-dissimule, lorsqu'il est vu de profil, par la rangee 

de boucliers. 

Tous ces elements se retrouvent sur le statere d'Arados du British 
Museum, fig. 8, a I'exception, toutefois, de la rangee de sabords de nage, 
indiquee fig. 9 par une rangee de cercles traces en pointille ; certes, il s'agit 
la d'une hypothese, mais je la crois tout a fait legitime : la surface de la 
coque laissee libre est a peine superieure au diametre des boucliers, ce qui 
est irrealiste et elle ne permettait pas, en raison de son etroitesse, au graveur 
de << percer >, une rangee de sabords de nage. On notera que le pont 
superieur, au lieu d'6tre dissimule par les boucliers, est rendu visible par une 
convention qui consiste a le faire figurer au-dessus des boucliers. Cette 
convention a egalement ete utilisee a Arados sur d'autres monnaies : MIMA, 
p. 325, fig. 689, 692 et 694 - ici fig. lo2. 
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Le statere apparu en 1982 est different de toutes les autres monnaies 
d'Arados citees jusqu'ici. Pour comprendre ce qu'a voulu representer le 
graveur, il convient de soumettre son oeuvre a differents eclairages : fig. 11 
a 14. On distingue dans tous les cas une figure humaine, particulierement 
sur les fig. 11 et 14 : on y voit un personnage debout, le bras gauche leve ; 
il pourrait s'agir d'une representation du dieu Reshef, posee sur un socle 
reposant lui-mQme sur I'eperon. On observera sur d'autres monnaies 
d'Arados un personnage debout au bras leve : Elayi, J. et Elayi, A. G., 1986, 
p. 2, fig. 2 et MIMA, p. 325, fig. 691, mais aussi un personnage assis : MIMA, 
p. 325, fig. 687. Ces personnages rappellent un passage d'Herodote (111,37) 
parlant de pateques (na~at~ol). L'historien rapporte que la statue de Ptah 
(assimile a Hephaistos), a Memphis, << ressemble aux pateques, ces images 
que les Pheniciens promenent sur les mers a la proue de leurs vaisseaux ; 
pour en donner une idee a ceux qui n'en ont jamais vu, je dirai qu'elles 
representent un pygmee 3 .  

II est certain que les personnages figurant a la proue des monnaies 
d'Arados ne ressemblent pas a des pygmees (a I'exception, peut-Qtre, de 
celle figurant dans MIMA, p. 325, fig. 691), mais Herodote a visite la c8te 
phenicienne vers le milieu du V" s., alors que les monnaies examinees ici 
datent du IV" s. ; en tout cas, il n'existait pas, a Arados, un type unique de 
pateque. 

Les fig. 11 a 14 presentent deux caracteristiques communes : dans 
tous les cas, on remarque clairement, au sommet du navire, le trait qui 
represente le pont superieur ; dans tous les cas aussi, il est evident que des 
sabords de nage sont representes. 

Fig. 11 et 12. Ces deux eclairages sont tres proches. Au-dessus d'une 
espece de feston qui surmonte les sabords de nage, on remarque des 
c6nes qui supportent des objets de forme circulaire ; si I'on considere les 
trois premiers de ces << objets ,> a partir de la droite, on serait tente de penser 
a des tQtes d'Qtres humains dirigees vers la proue et dont les c6nes seraient 
les torses. Cependant, cette tentative d'identification n'est pas valable pour 
les autres << objets >> circulaires ,,. En fait, il s'agirait plut8t de la trace d'une 
frappe passant par la partie inf6rieure de ces << objets >>. 

Fig. 13. Cet eclairage souligne le festonnage. Les (( objets circulaires >> 

portent un creux en leur centre. Une monnaie d'Arados (MIMA, p. 324, fig. 
685 - ici fig. 15) montre des boucliers avec un creux identique, ce qui permet 
d'identifier egalement comme des boucliers les << objets circulaires ,>. 
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Fig. 14. Ici, on distingue non seulement les creux des cinq boucliers a 
partir de la gauche, mais surtout la trace d'une frappe d'une << barre >>, cette 
fois a la partie superieure des boucliers (particulierement visible sur les 
boucliers 2 et 3 a partir de la droite). 

Cette fois, tous les elements de la triere phenicienne sont reunis : fig. 
16 : 

A : rangee de sabords de nage (qui n'etaient qu'hypothetiques sur la fig. 
9) ; 

B : lisse de plat-bord ; 
C : lisse supportant la rangee de rames superieure ; 
D : pont superieur. 

Les epontilles en forme de c6nes peuvent surprendre, mais on les 
retrouve, identiques, sur le statere de la fig. 8. 

Enfin, le statere apparu en 1982 permet de mieux comprendre un 
statere d'Arados du British Museum, fig. 17. Sur cette monnaie, tres usee, a 
figure (en A) une rangee de sabords de nage : il n'en subsiste que trois, a 
droite. 

En conclusion, le << statere de 1982 >> constitue I'exemple le plus 
acheve de I'ambition d'un graveur phenicien soucieux de representer tous 
les elements d'une triere sur une surface minuscule, au risque de produire 
une oeuvre a premiere vue deconcertante. 

Lucien Basch 
Ave. Armand Huysmans 206 

Bte. 9 
1050 Bruxelles 

NOTES 

1 J'exprime ma profonde gratitude a la memoire de feue Madame Jacqueline Lallemand, 
conservatrice du Cabinet des Medailles de Bruxelles pour m'avoir, avec sa gentillesse 
habituelle, autorise, en 1982, a prendre les photos des fig. 1 a 4, et a les publier. 

2 Cette convention n'est jamais utilisee a Sidon. Sur les monnaies au type du navire de cette 
cite, le pont est habituellement masque par la rangee des boucliers ; toutefois, de maniere 
exceptionnelle, le pont apparait clairement, entre les boucliers lbgerement espaces (MIMA, 
p. 323, fig. 682), comme sur une monnaie, elle aussi exceptionnelle, d'Arados (MIMA, p. 
325, fig. 687). Une autre convention fut tres generalement en usage a Sidon : les rames 
sont regulierement representees sous la quille, dans le but manifeste de pouvoir montrer 
la coque toute entiere, sans aucune interference : MIMA, p. 322-323. A Byblos et a Arados, 
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les rames ne sont jamais representees. 
3 Sur les pateques : voir Morenz, S., 1954 et Elayi, J. et Elayi, A. G., 1986 (nombreuses 

references). 
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LEGENDE DES ILLUSTRATIONS 

Fig. 1 a 4. Monnaies d'Arados, 350-322. Cabinet des Medailles, Bruxelles. La monnaie de la 
fig. 1 est exceptionnelle, a Arados, en ce qu'elle represente le navire en entier, de 
I'bperon A la poupe. 

Fig. 5. Statere d'Arados (350-332), en vente en 1982. Avers : tbte de Melkart Collection 
particuliere. 

Fig. 6. Modele de triere de type phenicien, trouve a Erment (~gypte). Musee National, 
Copenhague. 

Fig. 7. Schema de la triere dlErment. 
A. Rangee des rames inferieures. 
B. Lisse de plat bord. 
C. Lisse supportant la rangee de rames superieures. 
D. Pont superieur. 

Fig. 8. Statere d'Arados (350-332). British Museum (Catalogue [BMC Phoenicia], pl. 11, 14). 
D'aprBs un moulage. 

Fig. 9. Statere de la fig. 8, schema ; pour le lettrage : voir fig. 7. 
Fig. 10. Statere d'Arados (350-332). BMC Phoenicia, pl. 11, 13. D'apres un moulage. 
Fig. 11 a 14. Statere d'Arados (350-332), en vente en 1982. Photos de I'original sous differents 

eclairages. Collection particuliere. 
Fig. 15. Monnaie d'Arados, IV" s., BMC Phoenicia, pl. 1, 2. 
Fig. 16. Interpretation du statere des fig. 11 a 14. Pour le lettrage : voir fig. 7. 
Fig. 17. Statere d'Arados (350-332). BMC Phoenicia, pl. 11, 9. Photo d'apres un moulage ; 

lettrage de la fig. 17 B : voir fig. 7. 

Toutes les illustrations sont de I'auteur (0) 
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THE EXCAVATION OF A FIFTH-CENTURY B.C. 
SHIPWRECK: 1999 CAMPAIGN* 

In 1999 the Institute of Nautical Archaeology (INA) at Texas A&M 
University, with support from the National Endowment for the Humanities, 
the National Geographic Society, and Turkish Airlines (THY), began the 
excavation of a ship wrecked at Tektas Burnu, Turkey, in the fifth century 
B.C. Most of the staff of up to forty people, representing ten countries, were 
students serving apprenticeships under experienced INA veterans who have 
worked together as a team for a quarter century or more. George Bass 
served as excavation director, with Deborah Carlson as assistant director. 

The wreck was discovered on 3 September 1996, during an INA 
survey directed by Tufan Turanli and sponsored by Shell of Turkey. Diving 
from INA's 20-meter, steel-hulled vessel Virazon, two of his team spotted the 
remains of a cargo between 38 and 45 meters deep near Tektag Ada ("Lone 
Rock Island"), west of Sigacik (ancient Teos), which lies south of better- 
known Ce~me. About 60 amphoras of two major types lay visible on a sandy 
bottom just off the point, Tektag Burnu, that takes its name from the tiny 
island. The upslope concentration of amphoras extended between two large 
rock outcrops, while a larger concentration, lower on the slope, covered an 
area of approximately four by nine meters at a depth of about 42 meters. A 
little hand-fanning at the time revealed additional amphoras under the sand. 
Still farther down the slope, the sea bed drops almost vertically. One of three 
amphoras raised for identification was filled with pitch. 

Drawings of the amphoras were, on the advice of INA Adjunct 
Professor Carolyn Koehler, sent to Mark L. Lawall of the University of 
Manitoba, who had written his doctoral dissertation on one of the types. After 
preliminary correspondence, Dr. Lawall visited the Bodrum Museum of 
Underwater Archaeology in July 1997 for firsthand examination of the 
amphoras. He concluded that one of them came from the northern Greek 
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city of Mende, and is best dated to the third quarter of the fifth century B.C. 
The origin of the other is uncertain, but some clues point to the west coast 
of Asia Minor for its manufacture, also in the third quarter of the fifth century 
B.C.; Lawall's suggestion of Klazomenai as a possible manufacturer of the 
jar is especially intriguing because of the short distance between that ancient 
city and the place where the ship sank. 

The third quarter of the fifth century was, of course, the Golden Age 
of Classical Greece, the time when the Parthenon was being built, the time 
of Pericles, Socrates, Sophocles, Herodotus, Thucydides, Pheidias, 
Polykleitos, and so many others whose names remain well known to this 
day. Although archaeologists, historians, and art historians are intimately 
familiar with the architecture, pottery, sculpture, coinage, and clothing of this 
period, little is known of the ships that allowed Greece to prosper at that 
time. This fact led to our decision to excavate the wreck. 

We devoted June to the preparation of the equipment needed for the 
task. Tekta~ Burnu presents the most hostile environment any of us had 
faced in four decades of underwater excavations. The site lies open to the 
prevailing northwest wind of summer, without a completely sheltered cove in 
which to moor support vessels. Further, millennia of waves have eroded the 
cape into sharp teeth of rock, so that walking on shore was impossible on 
our visits to the site prior to 1999. Thus, with a few workmen from the nearest 
village, Zeytineli, about 40 minutes away by boat, an advance team from INA 
began to flatten some of the rocks and pour concrete platforms for heavy 
equipment. During that month, we used Saros, chartered from the Rahmi 
KOS Industrial Museum in Istanbul through TINA (Turkish Institute of Nautical 
Archaeology), a group formed by INA Director Ayhan Sicimoglu to support 
INA. Saros was able to place on shore the two one-ton generators that 
supplied electricity to compressors, fresh-water makers, lights, computers, 
and even air-conditioning for the cabin devoted to computers on Wrazon, 
which was moored in the lee of the cape that offered only partial protection 
from the wind and waves. 

On 3 July, the entire staff moved onto Artemis, a former U.S. Navy 
wooden minesweeper, built in 1942, that had been converted into a cruise 
ship in Greece, but flew the flag of Belize (Fig. 1). Because of her much 
greater length, Artemis was not as well protected by the cape as Virazon, and 
on one occasion even the heavy bow lines running to shore parted under 
gale-force winds, leaving the ship at the mercy of her anchor and chain, 
which luckily held. 
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Meanwhile, we prepared the site for excavation by putting our airlifts 
and underwater telephone booth in place, laying a rope grid over the site to 
aid excavators (Fig. 2), and cleaning and mapping the site. While Robin 
Piercy supervised construction of a camp and dive platform on the cape, 
diving proceeded from Virazon, although this necessitated a surface swim of 
several minutes to the cape, and an underwater return of up to eight minutes 
from the wreck to the decompression stop beneath Virazon. 

Mapping was accomplished largely by Tufan Turanli and Berta Lledo 
using a new computerized system based on photogrammetry. In this, the 
excavation area was photographed with calibrated 35 mm and digital 
cameras and later, on the surface, the resultant images were processed by 
programs that convert the data into three-dimensional models 

When these preliminary stages were completed, full-scale 
excavation commenced. The first artifact brought to the surface was the first 
of eight intact oil lamps found in 1999 (Fig. 3); the round, handleless bodies 
of these lamps seemed reminiscent of sixth-century lamps, but other finds, 
mentioned below, soon reinforced the date of between 450 and 425 B.C. 
suggested by Mark Lawall. The first lamp was found near the shallower, 
upslope end of the wreck, and the nearby discoveries of a black-glazed 
kantharos, a jug (Fig. 4)', and a coarse-ware hydria initially led us to believe 
that we were excavating the stern of the ship, since galleys were normally at 
ships' sterns. We were soon persuaded otherwise, however, by the nearby 
discovery of a marble disk, flat on one side and convex on the other, 
approximately 14 cm in diameter and 2 cm thick (Fig. 5). Dark stains, the 
remnants of pigment, show that the convex side of the disk was painted with 
a central circle about 3 cm in diameter, encircled by a dark band 8 mm wide 
about equidistant from the center and the rim of the disk; the band is 
bounded by faint, incised lines. A metal fastener ran through a central hole 
in the disk, extending from its plain, flat side. Troy Nowak, who has prepared 
an article on the disk for submission to IJNA, was the first to recognize that 
it was one of the ship's eyes (ophthalmo~], an identification confirmed by a 
visit by William Murray, Carlson and Bass to the Piraeus Museum in Greece 
where we examined half a dozen marble eyes that had been excavated from 
a storage area of the famed ship sheds that housed Athenian triremes in the 
fifth century B.C.' Although those eyes are more natural, representations of 
ship's eyes in Greek art show that some of them were round3, like that at 
Tekta9 Burnu, as if they represented only the pupils and irises. 

This is the first ship's eye ever found in association with an actual 
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ship. The concretion on the metal rivet suggests that the disk was pinned to 
a plank about 3 cm thick, which further suggests the thickness of the ship's 
strakes (lines of hull planking). We hope that the future discovery of the other 
ophthalmos will give proof to some of these suggestions. 

Meanwhile, at the deeper end of the site, household ceramics began 
to appear, including nine one-handled drinking cups, mostly 16-17 cm in 
diameter, but three only 6-9 cm in diameter (Fig. 6);4 five more lamps; a terra- 
cotta mortar (Fig. 7);5 and cooking pots (Fig. 8), including a spouted chytra." 
Among them lay an intact alabastron, a stone vessel associated with 
perfumed oil in fifth-century Greece (Fig. 9).' Here, too, lay the two lead 
cores, each approximately 50 cm long, of a wooden anchor stock into which 
the lead had been poured to provide weight (Fig. 10). These, the earliest 
evidence of the first, embryonic steps toward metal anchors, are the subject 
of an article being submitted to IJNA by Ken Trethewey, who excavated 
them. They exemplify Haldane's Type IIA anchop, and are similar in size to 
the anchor stock fillings from the Capistello wreck of the late fourth or early 
third century B.C.', and the earlier Ma'agan Michael vessel of c. 400 B.C.I0 

Such discoveries did not mean that the upper end of the wreck 
ceased yielding artifacts. Indeed, along with two more lamps, an extremely 
fine black-glazed kantharos with stamped decoration appeared there," as 
well as all the pieces of another undecorated kantharos. Lastly, Gokhan 
Bozkurtlar located a pocket of artifacts farther downslope than we originally 
thought the cargo extended, suggesting a larger ship than we had 
anticipated excavating. Finds there included a third type of kantharos (Fig. 
1 1)12 carried on board; its handles must be nearby under the sand. 

The majority of nearly 200 amphoras uncovered during the course of 
the 1999 excavation campaign were of the pseudo-Samian type, one 
containing over a hundred cattle bones, mostly ribs cut to approximately the 
same length, suggesting cured beef of some kind.I3 Shipments of beef ribs 
are known from literary sources in antiquity, but if these bones represent part 
of the ship's victuals, they may indicate that the ship's last voyage began 
somewhere near where the ship sank, if the amphoras of this type were, as 
suspected, fired in that vicinity. Additional Mendean amphoras also 
appeared, as did two amphoras with the swollen neck typical of amphoras 
from Chios. Tektaq Burnu lies almost equidistant between Samos and Chios. 

With the near completion of our camp coinciding with the end of the 
two-month charter of Artemis, the staff moved ashore at the end of August. 
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There, diving from a platform almost directly above the site greatly improved 
efficiency. Further, we extended our campaign from the end of August, when 
we had planned to stop diving, until September 21, when cold weather 
brought the 1999 expedition to its end. 

Conservation of artifacts continues in the Bodrum Museum of 
Underwater Archaeology, where once cleaned they are drawn and 
catalogued in final form. For the latter we use the Tekta9 Database Solution, 
a computer program designed by Berta Lledo, a Spanish graduate student 
who has worked with us for the past six years. This should be used by 
excavations around the world. On a single CD-ROM, each of the principal 
staff members now has a color illustrated catalogue of all artifacts, with 
descriptions, published parallels, and any other data that will aid in the 
publication of the site; a complete register of everything brought up from the 
sea bed, including the smallest fragments; the conservators' records for 
each artifact; an illustrated daily journal of the excavation, kept by staff and 
students on a rotating basis; the complete log of all dives made in 1999; 
financial records; hundreds of images of the camp, the site, and the artifacts; 
complete files of all staff and visitors; and more. When I recall the boxes of 
catalogue cards, pages of photographs, stacks of field notebooks, shelves 
of dive logs, and myriad legal pads filled with handwritten notes from our 
past excavations, I realize how much more quickly and easily it will be to 
publish this site than any we have previously excavated. 

In conclusion, because much of the 1999 campaign was devoted to 
developing the infrastructure for full-scale excavation and experimenting with 
a new mapping system, we feel that we have not yet reached the heart of the 
wreck, for we are not deep enough in the sand to come across coins, tools, 
weapons, or whatever the ship may have carried to the bottom. 
Nevertheless, finds made to date suggest an extremely rich site that not only 
will probably yield the largest well-dated closed deposit of fifth-century B.C. 
ceramics ever found, but will continue to reveal unique knowledge of the 
ships and sailors that allowed Classical Greece to prosper. We anticipate 
two more summers of excavation. 

George F. Bass 
Institute of Nautical Archaeology 

at Texas A&M University 
P.O. Drawer HG 

College Station, Texas 77841-5137 
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NOTES 
* 

Photographs are by Donald A. Frey. Abbreviations are those used in 
American Journal of Archaeology. During the initial phase of the project, 
Harun 0 z d a ~  served as commissioner from the Turkish General Directorate 
of Antiquities and Museums, followed in August by Gokhan Bozkurtlar. 

1. Similar, but with a slightly higher ring foot and seemingly rounder, rolled handle, and 
from a slightly later date, 425-400 B.C., is Sparkesnalcott 1970: 350 no. 1617, with pl. 73. 

2. Saatsoglu-Paliadeli 1976: 119-35; Bass 1972: 45 with fig. 11. 
3. Casson 1971 : fig. 91, of a late sixth-century merchantman. 
4. Cf. SparkesKalcott 1970: 127 and pl. 30. 
5. Cf. EisemanIRidgway 1987: 31-32 G10, with fig. 3-10, for a slightly later shipwrecked 

mortar. Lawall 1998: 16-23 for revised date of wreck. 
6. Sparkes/Talcott 1970: 373 no. 1953, with pl. 94 and fig. 18. 
7. Arnyx 1958: 215. 
8. Haldane 1990: 21. 
9. Frey/Hentschel/Keith 1978: 292, 295-96. 
10. Rosloff 1991: 223-226. 
11. Cf. SparkesKalcott 1970: 115-16 no. 633 with pl. 27; Pease 1937: 276-79 no. 49. 
12. Cf. Sparkesnalcott 1970: 114 no. 629 with pl. 27. 
13. The bones were identified by David Reese of the Field Museum during his visit to the 

Bodrum Museum of Underwater Archaeology to study the bones from the Bronze Age 
shipwreck excavated earlier by INA at Uluburun. 
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FIGURES 

Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2. 
Fig. 3. 
Fig. 4. 
Fig. 5. 
Fig. 6. 
Fig. 7. 
Fig. 8 
Fig. 9. 
Fig. 10. 
Fig. 11. 

Camp, Virazon, and Artemis at Tektag Burnu. 
The site at the commencement of excavation. 
Five of eight oil lamps, approximately 7 cm in diameter. 
Jug, 35 cm high. 
Marble ophthalmos, 14 cm in diameter. 
Smaller one-handled cups, 6-9 cm in diameter. 
Terra-cotta mortar; estimated diameter 37 cm. 
Cooking pot. 
Alabastron, approximately 14 cm high. 
Lead stock cores, approximately 50 cm long. 
Kantharos, missing handles, approximately 10 cm high. 
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SEWN PLANK BOATS OF THE ROMAN ERA 
IN THE UPPER ADRIATIC SEA. NEW EVIDENCE 

In the last few years, our knowledge of the sewn plank technique for 
the construction of ships in the ancient Mediterranean has increased 
significantly thanks to new evidence and to the study of previous 
discoveries. 

Both Pomey's study of the Bon-Porte wreck (Pomey, 1981) and of the 
other sewn ships of the Archaic era (Pomey, 1985; 1997) and the French 
scholar's analysis of the two boats recently discovered in Place Jules-Verne 
in Marseille (Pomey, 1998) have allowed us to learn many aspects of this 
technique for ship construction, which, until a few years ago, was known 
only by a few references in ancient authors. 

Discoveries in the area of the delta of the Po river in Italy allowed 
Pomey (1985) and Bonino (1985) to demonstrate that this system of 
construction, which began in Egypt in the third millenium BC, did not 
disappear at the end of the Archaic era. Rather, it continued to exist during 
the Roman period but in a limited geographical area, along the Italian and 
Dalmatian coasts of the Adriatic Sea. 

In fact, the discoveries of evidence of sewn boats of the Roman 
period have steadily increased of late, and they have given us a clearer idea 
of the area of diffusion of these crafts and of the technological differences 
between these vessels and those constructed by Greek shipbuiliders. 
Unfortunately, we must warn the reader from the start that this type of 
analysis is complicated by the poor quality of the finds (which often consist 
in small sections of wood only) and by the lack of attention that the 
institutions charged with the protection of the archaeological evidence pay 
to the remains of ancient hulls. 

Here, we propose a summary of the most recent discoveries of 
Roman sewn wrecks.' 

From 1993 to 1997, along the shore of the Venetian Lido, numerous 
fragments of a sewn ship were recovered (Beltrame, 1996). The vessel from 
which they come may have been wrecked during maneuvres to enter the 
harbour of Malamocco, which, during the Roman period, was at the mouth 
of a river. The finds consist of various sections of planking (fig. 1) and one of 
the floor timbers. The planking is made entirely of elm and has diagonal 
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holes, closed by lime treenails, along the edge of the planks. There is a 
trapezoidal cavity corresponding to each of the holes which provides a 
better housing for the joining rope (figs. 2 and 3). 

The fragment of an oak (Quercus sez. robur) floor timber is 
rectangular in section and has holes for fastening to the planking. 

The available remains do, however, allow us to recognize a boat with 
very similar characteristics to the Comacchio vessel. The most evident 
technical similarity is in the sewing system used on the planking with the 
juxtaposition of trapezoidal cavities through which the ropes were then run 
out. One further point of particular interest is the preference of the builders 
of the two ships for identical types of wood: in particular, they both used elm 
for planking, oak for frames, and lime for the majority of the treenails used to 
fix the ropes. 

C 14 testing has given a date somewhere between 1 to 144 AD. 

In 1988, in the ancient Anfora channel of Aq~iileia, two 10 meter-long 
strakes, a section of a third one and an unconnected piece of framing were 
discovered (fig. 4) (Bertacchi, 1990: 242-243). 

The strakes still had the remains of a roll of caulking material and of 
rope along the seams. The central timber has, at one end, an S-scarf and, at 
the other, a sewn repair. 

Unfortunately, it is still impossible for anyone to gain access to the 
find and the kind of excavation carried out to recover it does not allow us to 
deduce anything about the date, which lies sometime in the Roman era. 

The remains of the ship of Cewia, recorded by Marco Bonino (1968; 
1971) and recently analyzed by us, consist of seven fragments of planking 
in elm and five rib sections in oak (Quercus sez. robur). 

Along the edges of the planks are diagonal holes where he noted 
several treenails which are now absent. On the edge of some strakes, there 
are nearly trapezoidal cavities corresponding to each hole. Remains of metal 
nails are still visible where the ends of the planks are cut obliquely for joining 
with other planks. The ribs have holes for the insertion of treenails. 

The anchors, associated with the wreck, suggest to us a date in the 
seventh century (see also Maioli, 1986). 

At Corte Cavanella of Loreo, near Rovigo, the remains of a Roman 
settlement are conserved. The archaeological site, which dates from the end 
of the 1st century BC or early in the following century, consists of a system of 
navigable channels connected by structures. 

The water system was principally a channel cut artificially after the first 
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phase of the settlement (sometime after the reign of Caligula) and then 
partially covered to form a dock for sheltering boats. The roofing-over of this 
building consisted in a double sloping roof of tegulae and embrices which 
probably collapsed in a flood. 

The settlement could be the mansio Fossis, a stop along the littoral 
way documented by the Tabula Peutingeriana (Sanesi, Bonomi & Toniolo, 
1 986). 

In 1983, a wooden hull was found inside the dock under the layer of 
collapsed eaves (Sanesi, 1985). 

As the wreck was left in situ and covered, we have meager resources 
for an analysis. The vessel is preserved for a length of m 7,45. The hull is flat, 
without a keel, and has side strakes that form an obtuse angle with the 
bottom. 

Pottery deposited over the hull dates the collapse of the dock, and so 
the boat, to a period between the end of the first and the beginning of the 
second century (pers. inf. by A. Toniolo). 

Two years later, in the same settlement, a water gathering and 
percolation system was discovered consisting of small wooden channels 
and a waterfront. Between the small channel and the bank, a boat (Corte 
Cavanella di Loreo II) was discovered which had evidently been reused as 
a platform after partial dismantling (fig. 5) (Sanesi, Bonomi & Toniolo, 1986). 
The boat is 4,13m long and consists of three strakes of red fir or larch, which 
have slanted holes along the edges to insert the ropes blocked with cypress 
treenails. The planks have been cut with a precision unusual for shell-first 
construction: in fact, they are very straight and quite symmetrical. The 
central strake, near the end, has a V joint for connection to the stem, which 
has not been conserved. 

The boat has a flat bottom, without a keel, and is missing side strakes 
and an extremity which appears to have been sawn off in antiquity. It is still 
conserved, positioned upside down on the wooden board used to recover it. 
For this reason, only the bottom is visible while, for the upper part, data are 
provided by some photos of the excavation. In these photographs, three 
floor timbers are recognizable, and chestnut treenails, visible on the 
planking, indicate the position of two more floor timbers. 

The presence of a Nerva dupondium, under the bottom of the boat, 
and the dating of the waterfront give a terminus post quem for the deposition 
of the craft at the end of the first century. 

There are no other clear elements for fixing a period of use of the 
boat, though this is unlikely to go beyond the first twenty years of the second 
century. 
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In the north lagoon of Venice, one wooden element, which perhaps 
could be regarded as a fragment of sewn planking, was recovered in 1971 
(Dorigo, 1983: 247 and fig. 153). The piece was cm 130 in length and had 
slanted holes along one edge with five treenails still inside. C 14 testing has 
dated the find to 530 BC +/-60. 

An excavation conduced in Padua, in 1991, led to the discovery of a 
large wall from the Augustan period, lying near the ancient bed of the Brenta 
river. This was interpreted as a harbor quay. At its base, many interventions 
of drainage designed to stop the processes of erosion have been identified. 
To build the last one, the end of a boat, 4,40m long, was utilized. It was 
composed by four planks in elm still sewn and two others not connected. 
The frames, no longer preserved, were eight in number. 

The stratigraphy suggests that the planks were reused around the 
beginning of the second century (Balista, Ruta Serafini, eds., 1993). 

In the Stella river, at Palauolo, near Udine, in 1998, a wreck of a 
cargo of tegulae, dating from the first half of the first century, was located in 
1998.2 On a part of the hull, at a high level, mortise and tenons have been 
recorded, but, on the bottom, a number of segments of rolls of caulking 
material held in place by ropes, tied in an X pattern, have been noted; it is 
possible that these ligatures were not repairs but fastenings between the 
planks. As in the case of the Comacchio ship, it could be that the bottom of 
the hull was assembled by sewing while the upper works were assembled 
with mortise and tenons. 

Finally, at Oderzo (Treviso), during the digging of a channel designed 
to drive a hydraulic wheel that dates to the end of the second century, it was 
noted that some planks of the construction were connected by ropes, which 
passed through small holes closed by wooden pegs (Tr~vo, 1996). Even if 
we could not see it directly, the photos that we have analyzed indicate that, 
given the notable thickness of the boards and of the absence of any trace of 
framing on them, we can say that this is not a piece of boat reused but a part 
of the system. Nonetheless, it is very probable that the use of this technique 
in hydraulic engineering was influenced by local nautical carpenters. 

The evidence of Roman sewn boats, here presented, allow us to 
make some summary observations. 

We know that, in the Mediterranean, the sewn plank technique was 
used simultaneously with the mortise-and-tenons system till the beginning of 
the Classical age. The last evidence for the sewn technique in the 
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Mediterranean, in fact, is on the extremities and along some breaks of the 
hull of Ma'agan Mikhael, in Israel, which is dated at 400 BC (Kahanov, in 
press). Subsequently period, in the Mediterranean area, it seems that this 
technique was completely superseded by mortise-and-tenon construction, 
which allowed the construction of bigger, stronger, and more <<developed,, 
hull forms (Pomey, 1995: 199). However, it is important to note that the 
mortise-and-tenon technique required less frequent maintenance: in fact, the 
ethnographic evidence of sewn boats in the modern age shows the 
necessity of fully overhauling the ligatures annually due to their slacking with 
use (Mc Grail, 1987: 135). The sewn system next appears only at the 
beginning of the second century BC and in a peripheral zone of the 
Mediterranean Sea, precisely in a river, near Ljubljana (Gaspari, 1998 a, 
1998 b; Karinja, 1998). 

For successive centuries, we have both archaeological and written 
evidence of its existence. While written sources seem to refer to the 
existence of sewn boats between the second century BC (see Pacuvius, 
Niptra, fragm. 250) and the fifth century (see St. Jerbme, Epistolae, CXXVIII, 
3), the finds which have been made in recent years confirm this dating. After 
the sewn boat of Ljubljana, the most ancient wreck is that one of Comacchio, 
dated to the last quarter of the first century BC, while the Cenfia ship is the 
most recent and probably dates to the seventh century. At that juncture in 
history, the silence of sources and the absence of archaeological evidence 
seem to indicate the disappearance of the technique. Only the Pomposa 
wreck (Bonino, 1968; 1978: 53-54; 1985) appears as an exception, but we 
ought to consider the question of its dating more cautiously than has been 
done in the past. 

It is very important to note that the known Roman sewn boats and 
those recently discovered are all located exclusively in the upper Adriatic 
area along the Italian coast, from Aquileia to Cervia, and along the Dalmatian 
one. 

The discoveries of Nin (Brusic, 1995) and Ljubljana seem to confirm 
Varro's testimony (in Aulu Gelle, XVII, 3, 4) regarding a tradition among 
Liburnians shipbuilders to use ligatures, and Verrius Flaccus' account (in 
Festus, 460 L) regarding a variety of sewn boats called serilia in use among 
the Liburnians and the Histrians. With this in mind, lllyric and north Adriatic 
boatbuilders appear to be the only naval carpenters of the Roman period 
who kept alive this technique, inherited from the Hellenic tradition, in order 
to construct the entire hull. 

Sewn plank boats from the Greek age and those of later periods 
exhibit several differences within a single technical approach. 
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The most obvious difference is the presence, in the Greek age, of 
tetrahedral cavities along the inner joints of the planking, used as guides to 
thread the ligatures into the holes (fig. 6) (Pomey, 1998). Subsequently, in 
their place, we find simple holes (fig. 3). Moreover, on the Comacchio, Lido 
and Cervia wrecks, on the edges of the planks there are no longer simple 
semi-circular carvings to house the ropes so that they do not protrude, as 
found on Greek ships, but trapezoidal cavities (figs. 2 & 3). On the Cavanella 
I1 boat, on the contrary, the grooves are simply rectangular. It seems that the 
former solution was adopted on planks not much more than cm 3,5 thick. As 
proof of this, on the Comacchio hull, both this technique and the latter one 
may be found together: one applied to planking - of considerable thickness 
- the other on the planks of the ((hatch>> - which are of reduced thickness. 

During the Roman age, horizontal treenails between planks seem to 
disappear almost completely. These were typical elements of Greek ships 
(fig. 6) and served a dual purpose of making, sewing operations easier 
during the construction stage and, subsequently, of hindering longitudinal 
movement between the planks (Pomey, 1981: 236). Floor timbers of later 
vessels were spaced closer together (passing in fact from a gap of cm 95 to 
about cm 50): this solution, creating greater longitudinal cohesion between 
the planks, perhaps, made treenails unnecessav. 

Only the Roman (Comacchio) and later (Cervia) periods see the use 
of nails in the joinery of the planks. This technique is used only in fastening 
strakes to posts (only Comacchio) and in fixing some angle joints (Berti, 
1990: 29). 

The shape of the frames during the two ages is another distinctive 
element. A profile with sloping walls (fig. 3) replaces the heavily flared sides 
and the round back of the Greek period (fig. 6). This simplification is the 
result of the fact that frames .are now no longer fastened to the hull by ropes 
which of course stretch more along the second kind of section (Pomey, 
1998: 152). Now, in fact, the fitting of the planking to the frames is made via 
wooden treenails alone: the Comacchio vessel is an exception to this style 
as it has ligatures as well as treenails (see Berti, 1990: 29-32). 

Except for the Nin I wreck, which has a real keel and should be 
considered separately as a seagoing vessel, the construction of sewn boats 
in the Roman age seems to have followed a preference for flat-bottomed 
crafts, used, prevalently - but not only - on inland waterways. 

A clue to explaining the preservation of the sewn technique in the 
Roman age in the north Adriatic alone and, on the contrary, the paucity of 
evidence for use of the mortise-and-tenon system, may be found in the 
environment. The western littoral today consists of many channels, marshes 
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and lagoons and, despite changes, this situation doubtless existed during 
ancient times (see Cacciaguerra, 1991). Inland navigation was thus of 
primary importance, either along natural waterways or along artificial 
channels. On the Adriatic littoral, then, an inland passage that connected 
Ravenna and Altinum through fossae per transversum and the Septem Maria 
is well documented by written sources (Plinius, Nat. Hist. 111, 119-21; 
ltinerarium Antonini, XXXIII, 6, 7). This waterway, perhaps, continued all the 
way to Aquileia and the Anfora channel (Uggeri, 1990). 

Some of the boats which we have documented have been found in 
ancient river-beds of inland water-ways and others were found along the 
shorelines. Since the latter were near river mouths, they were probably 
exiting or entering the mainland. This type of geography would certainly 
have required small and, especially, flat-bottomed craft. Livy, on the other 
hand, recounts that the citizens of Patavium (Padova) attacked Cleonimo's 
fleet on boats planis alveis fabricatas, that is with flat-bottoms, and ad 
superanda vada stagnorum apte, that is well suited for local hydrography 
(Livius, X, 2,4-15). Then, we have to consider that either Cassiodorus' words 
and the numerous planked and paved banks which border some ancient 
channels document the diffusion of towing along the upper Adriatic littoral: 
of course this mode of navigation required flat-bottomed boats. 

Concluding, we have said that the mortise-and-tenon technique, in 
comparison with the sewn one, allowed the construction of more 
<<developed,, and bigger hulls. Now, because of the upper Adriatic 
boatbuilder's unpretentious need for the assembly of boats with limited 
dimensions and flat bottoms, we do not have to be surprised by the small 
number of discoveries of vessels constructed by mortise-and-tenon 
technique in comparison to those assembled by ligature. This need, in fact, 
could be fully satisfied by continuing to use the ancient and simple system 
by ligature instead of moving to the other which, because of its complexity, 
would have required longer and perhaps not justifiable times for the 
construction. 

Carlo Beltrame 
Dorsoduro 269 

301 23 Venezia, Italy 
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NOTES 

1 For more details see also Beltrame, 1996-97; in press. 
2 F. Bressan and S. Vitri's communication at Conegliano in 1999. 
3 In any case, it should be noted that, on two fragments of planking from the Venetian Lido, 

there is a horizontal treenail which is not fitted in the planking but presents a completely free 
side. Comparing it with those on a Greek wreck of Marseille (pers. inf. by P. Pomey), we could 
suppose this is a repair joint made in a way similar to that in the mortise-and-tenon hull of 
Kyrenia (Steffy, 1999: 397-398). 
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1) Sewn planks from Alberoni beach (Venice) (after Beltrame, 1996). 
2) Detail of the trapezoidal cavities along the edge of the sewn planks from Alberoni beach 
(Venice). 
3) Technique for the assembly of planks by sewing in Roman crafts. 
4) Sewn planks from the #Anforam channel in Aquileia (photo: Museo Archeologico di Aquileia - 
Minister0 dei Beni e delle Attivita Culturali). 
5) Sewn plank boat from Corte Cavanella di Loreo (Rovigo). 
6) Technique for the assembly of planks by sewing in Greek crafts (after Pomey, 1997). 
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FROM SITE TO PRESENTATION - FOR WHOM THE NAUTICAL 
TRADITION? 

This paper addresses the role played by presentation of the 
underwater archaeological resource - both in and ex situ - as central to 
the notion and preservation of a nautical tradition. 

The way we present our UW archaeology is the clearest expression 
of the value that we place on our historical resource. Ancient coastal sites 
become potentially accessible to the onlooker throughout the various stages 
of excavation. But they soon can come under threat when their interpretation 
and presentation come into conflict with the demands of development due 
to contemporary national objectives. Shipwrecks, once excavated, create 
still a different dilemma; a consideration on the part of us, the archaeologists, 
exactly what we intend to do about them - to extricate a ship means 
removing it from its original context - if we choose to do so, we must know 
why, how, where will we place it, how will we study it? It then involves a 
physical transport to another environment, a permanently foreign context, 
one for which it was never intended. Once done it requires us to interpret 
and explain to an audience of all ages and from all backgrounds and walks 
of life, both local and foreign: why this was done; what was the process of 
doing it; what it may represent in terms of the cultural and nautical tradition 
of the place, and what it can mean - to the visitor, today and into the future. 

The ultimate knowledge gained is, for most of us, the reason that 
justifies what we do. We share that knowledge amongst ourselves in venues 
such as conferences or in the classroom with students at our various 
universities, and through our publications. But there are other values 
attributed to these nautical resources which allow entities having nothing to 
do with education or archaeology, history, or the tradition that these artifacts 
represent, to take charge, ultimately dictating the path that we, the 
professionals, must take. It is here that decisions occur which, once taken, 
cannot be reversed. These values are primarily political and economic - or 
what has become known as "cultural tourism", most often led by national 
interests via their respective tourist ministries or bureaus, and have their 
ultimate expression in seemingly instant national parks which once were 
excavation sites, or purpose-built museums to house the ships removed 
from their original context.' 
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What are the questions we ask of our resource? More than asking 
about a specific harbor construction technique, or how a ship might have 
been built, or what route might have brought it to this or that place, are we 
using our knowledge and voices to allow the public, whose history is 
represented by these artifacts, a clear understanding of what it is we do, and 
why, and what it might mean to them? In other words, what is the role that 
we - the archaeologists - play in determining the ultimate fate of these 
resources by presenting the whole picture? 

For there to be a nautical tradition we need to recognize that a 
harbor and a ship require the 'hand of man'. These are things that have been 
built by people who were actively involved in trade, battle, exploration and 
settlement, ultimately leaving behind a picture or landscape of the culture 
they represented. Without this there would be no tradition for us to search 
out. It represents a part of human history. Reversing our perspective for a 
moment, one could ask; "Was a harbor built to become a national park"? 
No."Was a ship constructed to be placed in a museum"? Certainly not. 

But what, then, is our alternative? 
To illustrate my points, I would like to refer to two familiar models in 

Israel. The first is the coastal site of Caesarea Maritima, and the other, the 
ship found at Ma'agan Mikhael - a wreck which has been excavated, 
preserved, and is about to be re-assembled in a purpose-built museum. In 
the context of this paper, they are examples for the purpose of illustration, 
only - and not commentary on the excellent academic work that has gone 
on throughout their study. 

Very briefly, the submerged, 2000 year old Herodian Harbor of 
Caesarea Maritima, lies about mid-way along the length of Israel's 
Mediterranean coastline and has been extensively excavated and well 
doc~mented.~ Figure 1 shows an aerial view overlooking the entire site and 
figure 2 is a sketch that gives an artist's rendition of what the harbor may 
have looked like when fully functioning. The table3 (fig. 3) lists the various 
habitation levels that have been uncovered and studied (fig. 4) in the inner 
harbor, the area that silted up as a result of earth tremors which began the 
destruction process of the harbor. 

The full site (Fig. 5) extends to a total length of about 1200 meters 
and is a few hundred meters wide. It saw activity for hundreds of years that 
followed the harbor's construction and ultimate demise. Today, the area that 
one sees appears to be basically two separate areas of the overall ancient 
city; the northern, Herodian harbor area in what has become known as the 
Crusader City (since the later Crusader walls surround the earlier harbor 
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site), and the large, southern portion of the city which contains mainly 
Roman and Byzantine ruins and extends to a theater and promontory which 
was Herod's pa la~e.~  

Excavation and Development of the site 

While there had been some excavation during the 19th and early 
20th centuries, the first systematic excavations were carried out in 195g5 and 
from that time almost all excavation has been based on research goals set 
out by various academic institutions, with the exception of surveys done in 
1976 and 1978 on behalf of the Israel Electric Company to advise on tectonic 
stability of the coastline6 (Fig. 6). 

In 1991, a change occurred in the motivating force behind the 
excavations, brought about by the sudden necessity to employ recently 
arrived immigrants to Israel living in neighboring communities. It was an 
enterprise handed down by the Ministries of Labor, Welfare and Social 
Affairs, and was turned over to the Government Tourist Bureau to implement. 
The two stated goals became employment and the promotion of cultural 
tourism.' 

A five-year plan was put into operation, creating a site which was 
being excavated as a job-placement scheme, spearheaded by a non- 
archaeologically oriented government body.' The idea here was that such a 
large work force would facilitate the more rapid excavation of the site, and by 
so doing, the sooner the site could be developed to attract tourists. Quite 
rapidly, by exploiting this unique archaeological resource, the site began to 
be looked upon as a potential "money maker", first and foremost. One must 
then ask; for whom and what the archaeology here? - the government, the 
workers, the archaeologists, the tourist agencies, the public who ultimately 
will view the remains? And what about the archaeology itself - will the 
inestimable historic, cultural and educational values benefit or suffer as a 
result? 

What happens when expediency - in this particular case one of 
integrating a population - meets up with the necessity to carefully uncover, 
research and understand the past lying under our feet? So long as 200 or so 
newly arrived former engineers, hairdressers, technicians and homemakers 
are employed who cares what we find? One could argue that the expanded 
labor force enabled much more extensive and rapid excavation. But at what 
cost? 

Another major factor affected the site's development. For certain 
historical reasons, no less than 6 different entities - the National Parks 
Authority, the Israel Antiquities Authority, the Government Tourist Bureau, 
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the Caesarea Development Corporation, Kibbutz Sdot Yam, and the Wakf 
- have legal jurisdiction, essentially a form of ownership, of the land on 
which the archaeology sits, each with its own political, economic and cultural 
agenda, and have been unable to come to consensus as to how each will 
participate rather than oppose any movement forward - as Caesarea 
should be moving ahead into the stages of interpretation and presentation. 
And at this particular point in time, the archaeological community have less 
and less of a voice as as to what is the message that should be said. 

Interpretation and Presentation 

Currently, presentation of the site is potentially three-fold. The first is 
an underwater park (Fig. 7) in the outer harbor area which has been 
presented in this forum before.'' It saw operation for some years but recently 
became inoperable and fell into disrepair. This is unfortunate, for it offered a 
wonderful way for the diving community, at least, to enjoy an undersea 
museum, in situ. 

As for the second, the overall site itself, there has been some 
consolidation and restoration of certain buildings in the southern area of the 
city, and the addition of a newly built promenade along the edge of the sea 
(Figs. 8 & 9). Initiated at the hands of the tourist bureau, its two stated goals 
were: to establish a continuous connection between the theater and the 
Crusader City to convert the site to a unified facility; and to create the 
conditions for the site to become a tourist anchorage combining visits, 
expanding commercial activity, and extending the time spent on site 
(currently about 20 minutes)." 

With the building of the promenade, this portion of the plan has 
already been completed, but the message that comes through begs 
addressing. Here, a recently discovered hippodrome becomes the easily 
viewable main attraction in the southern Herodian-Roman-Byzantine city. 
The ancient Herodian harbor is unavailable to the general public, and the 
inner harbor area is presently referred to as part of the Crusader City and is 
currently grassed-over (Fig. 10) until a donor can be found who is willing to 
take on its development.I2 In other words, the facility is being approached 
and presented as two parts of a potentially whole picture - one in the north 
and one in the south, separated by Crusader period walls, rather than as an 
integrated site which was built originally to accommodate the harbor. After 
all, so long as tourists visit and spend money there, who cares about the 
message? 

Movement through a site is not the same as movement through time. 
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The introduction of a newly designed and built promenade at the water's 
edge, running the length of the area - from the theater to the Crusader walls 
- does not say much for historic accuracy13. Interpretation of a site should be 
done to help explain the past - and not create a new past. Here, such a 
structure confuses and changes the perspective of the visitor as to what was 
built, why, and when. 

If we relate to the archaeological findings, as well as our historical 
resources", we see that first and foremost this was a harbor and remained, 
throughout its history, a maritime center - the very reason the city which 
grew around it was built in the first place. And that is just the point. That 
information is currently sitting with the professional and academic 
community. How does it get across to the public? Aside from the sea here, 
the only sign that this is a maritime site is sitting at the entrance to the 
Crusader City - and that is a lovely set of carefully placed ersatz amphoras 
and different types of anchors.15 (Fig. 11). Increased input on the part of the 
archaeological community is essential here to provide the correct historical 
message of the presentation. 

Lastly, there is an entirely new theme park which has been 
proposed, but not yet built, at the southern extremity of the area. Strictly 
entrepreneurial in nature, it is called "Caesarea Maritima - the Revival of a 
Vision" (Fig. 12). The idea is fairly straighfforward: it is to construct a totally 
new facility, on available land adjacent to the southern-most end of the site 
(Figs. 13 & 14).16 In the plan of the New Caesarea Maritima, all the newly-built 
structures throughout the actual facility would be represented here 
"telescoped" one onto the other, as an imitation of the way it originally was 
(Fig. 15). The sense of place, the way the city was, or might have been lived 
in and used, its magnitude and atmosphere, would be seriously 
compromised by placing these structures out of context (Figs. 16 & 17). It 
would become a manipulation - a sexy media interpretation but manifestly 
unsupportable view of history - and only distort the information about past 
events or conditions represented by the actual resource nearby. 

By communicating through spectacle, this plan ignores the most 
important point about what has been happening over the many years of 
archaeological investigation, and that is research for the purpose of 
knowledge. By emphasizing attractions, the opportunity for the visitor to 
question or understand the site is eliminated - through sheer confusion. 
And any possible future educational role which it might offer, if presented 
with its full archaeological integrity intact, would also be seriously lessened. 
It would thereby render irrelevant the location of the park, which could just 
as well be placed in the desert, the hills of the Galilee, or in Lake Havasu, 
Arizona, alongside the real London Bridge. What Caesarea Maritima has to 
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say, would really not matter, and now represents a singular opportunity 
being missed, slipping away by the inability of addressing the real point 
which is: to focus on the uniqueness of the site and let the archaeology tell 
its story, consistant with the evidence. Increased input on the part of the 
archaeological community is essential here to provide the correct historical 
message. 

Caesarea's current role can best be defined by its potential 
contribution to knowledge and public awareness. Interpretation of an 
archaeological site is supposed to explain the past and, in so doing, tell us 
about ourselves and our attitudes toward the resource, first. 

It is clear that the process of moving Caesarea Maritima from 
archaeological site towards its presentation, is at an impasse. In asking why, 
I think the reasons are threefold. The first has to do with the complications 
brought about by the different entities having their respective jurisdictions to 
maintain. Each one recognizes the importance of the site and the value of 
the resource, only from different perspectives. The second reason is that the 
body which has taken the initiative to develop the site is the Government 
Tourist Bureau and doing so with its main agenda being that of attracting 
tourism. The third, and to my mind the most critical factor here, is that it 
seems no one has a clear idea of what should be said. 

A few kilometers north of Caesarea is Kibbutz Ma'agan Mikhael. By 
chance, in 1985 while swimming, a member of the Kibbutz came across 
some debris on the sandy, very shallow sea floor, about 50 meters into the 
water off the bathing beach. After some inspection and surveys, this turned 
out to be a 2400 year-old wooden hulled ship, in an excellent state of 
preservation, about 13m long and 5m wide, lying more or less perpendicular 
to shore." A team was brought together and excavation began. Excavation 
took place over three seasons during which the contents and ballast were 
extricated from the sea and the ship's structure was photographed, recorded 
and fully dismantled, put into sweet water baths, and underwent over a four 
year period of immersion in polyethyleneglycol. The preserved pieces now 
await re-assembly in a beautiful museum recently built for the purpose of 
displaying the ship. As a new and unique museum attraction, certainly in 
Israel at least, it will also allow students, scholars, and visitors to watch 
throughout the various stages of re-building before becoming another static 
remnant of the ancient past. 

For lack of any other means of identification, we refer to ancient 
ships mostly by the name of the place where they were found (the Kyrenia, 
Yassi Ada, etc.), sometimes according to the period of their context 
underwater, or sometimes by the style of their construction (sewn boats, 
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clinker-built, or shell-first construction, for instance). Unlike later vessels, 
such as the Wasal8 or the Mary Rose,Ig or the yet-to-be-raised Am~terdam,~' 
where there may be written records, names carved on the sides of the ships 
themselves, or other accessible information, ancient vessels reach too far 
back in time for any records to exist - except perhaps for anecdotal clues. 
When named according to the place they were found, we have an excellent 
means of identification for a data bank, to marine archaeologists, and other 
professionals dealing with the information. However, these ships then 
ultimately become identified with that particular place. This ship is now 
called The Ma'agan Mikhael Ship and will become known to future 
generations as The Ma'agan Mikhail Ship. But is it, really? Do we not 
perhaps create a "new past" here, as well? 

The sea-going ship represents movement between places. But a 
shipwreck points to a moment in time where, due to any number of possible 
causes, the vessel went down. Consequently, we cannot be certain as to the 
origin or intended destination of our ancient, sea-going vessels. This poses 
some challenging dilemmas when faced with presentation: how can we 
express the cosmopolitan nature of these vessels? And just whose heritage 
does the ancient, sea-going ship repre~ent?~' There are those who will 
argue that these ships represent the heritage of the place they were found 
simply because they were there longer than anywhere else. Perhaps this is 
so. But it. is an issue all the same and must be addressed in its interpretation 
to the public. 

Conclusion 

Interpretation of our past is not solely for the purpose of tourism. Its 
done to satisfy society's demands and is expressed as its values. What we 
choose to display and how we choose to do it reflect the current state of our 
knowledge and it is that knowledge rather than spectacle that should lead 
any discussion. We cannot know today what past future generations will 
want to know or deem important. 

A maritime site and a shipwreck are the most dramatic examples we 
have of past interaction with other cultures, proof of movement between 
places, and are cosmopolitan by nature. This needs to be expressed and in 
such a way that is clearly understood. Consequently our presentation should 
be clear, vivid, and flexible. Questioning the resource need not cease when 
the archaeologist concludes his or her work. It can and must continue via the 
public who can only appreciate them if they know of their existence. 

As the researchers and managers of a site or shipwreck, who have 
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had intimate contact with the resource throughout all the stages of discovery 
and study, we must take an active role at the pivotal point in the 
determination of their ultimate fate by becoming the advocates of the 
message that must be put across, and see to it that the nautical object is 
presented in a way that makes it accessible, physically and spiritually - so 
that it will stimulate public interest and encourage public involvement. 
Otherwise there will be no movement forward except in the academic, 
professional, or political arena to prove an empirical objective. While this is 
not shared with the public they cannot know. Interpretation clarifies what 
happened and allows us to transmit the rapport we have built with the 
resource to the viewing public. Presentation, then, becomes our vehicle for 
achieving this. 

Eve Black 

NOTES 

1. As "... a notable feature of recent years, (site) interpretation has been embraced by the 
tourism, leisure and public relations industries ... as a novel way of pepping up tired 
tourist attractions". (Uuel 1994:298). 

2. Hohlfelder 1987, Holum, et al. 1988, Raban, et al. 1993. 
3. This table was originally prepared by the author in Raban, et al. 1993:9, from material by 

Raban and Holum. 
4. Hohlfelder 1987 and Holum, et al. 1988. 
5. Vann 1992. 
6. Black 1997:29, compiled from Holum, et al. 1988, Vann 1992:275, and Raban 1990, 

1993, and 1994. 
7. Ibid: 30-31. 
8. Ibid: 31-32. 
9. Ibid: 34. 
10. Raban 1992. 
11. Hushba 1995. 
12. The idea is to bring this area back to irs original "inner harbor" status. 
13. Caesarea was seen differently by different inhabitants at the same time, depending on 

their social station. Also, throughout different periods of time, the site was utilized very 
differently. This needs expression. And lastly, as we look at the site in today's light, there 
is yet another possible set of interpretations - what about the Rabin Orot Power Station? 
It surely cannot be ignored. A walk through a city reveals many facets, not just one story. 

14. See Josephus' description of the harbor in Holum, et al. 1988:72-3. 
15. Non-representative of the area and made from polyester. 
16. By placing it here any possible involvement into the intricacies of the jurisdictional mire 

discussed before are avoided. 
17. Linder 1992. 
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18. Kvarning 1993. 
19. Rule 1982. 
20. Marsden 1971. 
21. After all, throughout more than 2000 years of history, there has been fluidity of 

populations with new borders replacing older ones, and entities which were not part of 
the ancient world at all have risen to become part of the contemporary scene. Therefore, 
is there really any point - for one country or another - in trying to claim as their 
heritage our ancient, sea-going vessels? 
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Fig. 3 Stratigraphy / Chronology - Inner harbor Habitation Areas 
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Fig. 6 Archaelogical Expeditions to Caesarea 
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NEW RESEARCHES ON THE ANCIENT PORT OF SICILIAN NAXOS 
(1998-99) * 

In October 1997 1 was invited to attend the "XI1 Rassegna di 
archeologia subaquea" at Giardini Naxos, in order to speak in a Round Table 
discussion on the protection of the underwater cultural heritage. During the 
weekend, guidebook in hand, I visited the site for the first time, and was 
particularly interested by some parallel walls shown on the plan, at right 
angles to the coast and at some distance from it (ca. 160m). I learned from 
the Director of Antiquities at Naxos, Dssa Maria Costanza Lentini, that the 
remains had been excavated in 1982-83, and had not been fully understood, 
but had been preserved from building development. Learning that the walls 
were not horizontal, I checked their clear width (5.5m) and suggested that 
they might belong to ancient slipways, despite their elevation and distance 
from the sea1. 

Dssa Lentini, who had already suggested that the remains were 
related to the ancient port, invited me to return and join her in a re- 
examination of the remains in order to test this interpretation. I spent one 
week on site in June 1998; with architect Maria Ricciardi, a student assistant 
and two workmen, the site (cleared of undergrowth in advance) was planned 
in detail and a test trench (A) was cut across part of one compartment, 
approximately at mid length, beside an opening in the side wall (Fig. 1). 
Under what I interpreted as the destruction debris of 5m-century AD houses 
and a relatively sterile deposit accumulated over centuries, the bedrock was 
found to slope eastwards (seawards), as do the side walls of the 
compartments (Fig. 2). Pottery from the fill of pits in the bedrock dates no 
later than the last quarter of the fifth century BC, indicating construction not 
long before the city was destroyed by Dionysios I of Syracuse after the 
Peloponnesian War (40413). 

This summer (since writing the abstract of this paper) I have been 
able to spend another week at Naxos, with the same small team of 2 
workmen. Work in trench A was completed, with removal of the 'step' on the 
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west side of the trench and clearance of a pit which may have been at least 
partly a foundation trench for the east side of the doorway. (It was also 
possible to take photos from the nearby school roof: Fig. 3). 

The trench was then continued further south as trench B, as far as 
wall 2 and the doorway there (not fully in line with the doorway in wall 1, but 
ca. 50cm farther east). At first a 1m baulk was left. South of the baulk the 
stratigraphy was very different from that to the north - the shallow 5m century 
AD destruction level became so deep (just over Im) that it reached virtually 
to bedrock, with no intervening levels of long-period accumulation (Fig. 4). 

We decided to remove the baulk in order to excavate the rest of the 
trench as one unit, in view of the abrupt change in stratigraphy, but it was 
not possible to complete the work this season (Fig. 5). The bedrock is 
appearing in places, but the situation is not yet fully clear (Fig. 6). 

What did become clear to us, on reinspecting the areas to the east, 
dug in 1982, is that a similar abrupt change is visible there, with a destruction 
level of (apparently) the 5'" century AD deepening sharply southwards 
(Fig.7). A workman who took part in the 1982 excavation remembers finding 
bedrock somewhere in this area (or the next trench to the south) which is a 
priority for the next phase of our investigation (along with the area at the top 
of shipshed 1 which could provide evidence for hauling machinery). 

The gradient of the structure was approximately 1 in 9 (the N wall 
descended by 2.92 over 27m, from +6.54 to +3.62m); on the hypothesis of 
a normal trireme shipshed slip with a dry length of 38m plus, we have here 
evidence of considerable uplift (ca. 1.5m) since the end of the 5'h century BC. 
This finding has interested geologists who have assumed an uplift of 130m 
over the last 125ka in the Taormina area but are not used to such precise 
figures.' 

It is hoped to carry out further investigation to confirm the 
identification, the gradient of the slips as opposed to the side wall, and the 
dating. 

Two final points. There have been no finds so far of stone column 
drums or fragments, which indicates that the roof supports were of timber. 
The roof probably descended in a series of horizontal steps (like the wall 
constr~ction).~ Secondly, the circular pit in a doorway in wall 1 needs 
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explanation. Maybe it was one of a series holding vertical timbers to hold the 
ship steady as it was hauled up or down (this seems to me more likely than 
reliance on roof supports, as John Coates suggests in his paper at this 
Symposium) .4 

Unfortunately the key area of the supposed ancient shoreline is 
probably now lost under modern buildings. 

David Blackman 
24, Quarry High Street 

Headington 
Oxford OX3 8JX, UK 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 

1. Plan of the shipshed walls, showing the 1998 (A) and 1999 (B) test trenches 
2. Trench A, looking south 
3. View of the excavations from the north 
4. West face of trenches B & A, May 1999 
5. Trench B, looking north: removal of the baulk 
6. Trench B: reaching the bedrock 
7. Trench of 1982 excavations (foreground), looking west to 199819 trenches B & A 

* I am grateful to Dssa Giovanna Bacci for her support and to Dssa Maria Costanza Lentini for 
her help and encouragement and for her agreement that I give my first report on the 1999 
season at Pylos. 
1 Early reports in Lentini 1982, 1998; Pelagatti 1993, 278. 

Lentini 1998, 78 & n.10 takes account of the suggested identication (a good plan 
appears on p.72, Fig. 1). A preliminary report on the 1998 season will appear in 
Blackman 1997-98, and on the 1998-99 seasons in Blackman (forthcoming). 

2 1 benefited from discussion of this subject at the Corinth conference in September 1998 
with Gianluca Valensise and others. See Bordoni-Valensise 1998. 

3 For a parallel see Callot 1997. 1 am grateful for comments on shipshed roofing from John 
Coates and Richard Tomlinson; a debate is now under way. 

4 See pp 00-000. 
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RESEARCHES ON THE ISLAND OF ALlMNlA NEAR RHODES 

Introduction (DJB) 

In 1991 and 1992 1 had paid brief visits to the now uninhabited island 
of Alimnia off the coast of Rhodes at the request of loannis 
Papachristodoulou, Ephor of the 2Pd Ephoreia of Prehistoric and Classical 
Antiquities, in order to check the identification of remains discovered by 
Adamantios Sampson in 1980 during excavation of a Neolithic site on the 
island. I was able to confirm the existence of 10 and 1 1  shipsheds in the bays 
of Ag. Georgios and Emporeio. Their remarkable feature is the apparent 
great width of the rock-cut slips - much greater than that of the standard 
trireme type - combined with short surviving length. They may have been 
'double' shipsheds; however, so far no remains have been found of any 
internal divisions within the slips, cut in bedrock which is now very 
weathered, nor any evidence of roofing or hauling machinery. I reported on 
these remains at our Symposia in 1991 and 1993'. In view of the importance 
of the site, which seems to have been a naval base for guard-ships of 
Hellenistic Rhodes, underwater investigation has now started in cooperation 
with the Ephoreia of Marine Antiquities, in order to complete the survey 
already carried out above the surface. A preliminary reconnaissance was 
carried out in August 1995 with Angeliki Simosi of that Ephoreia, and a first 
season took place in November 1997*. 

In the first season we concentrated on the bay of Emporeio (Figs 1- 
2). Search of the sea bed revealed no clear indication of the underwater 
continuation of the slips on the south side of the bay (before the season was 
cut short by the arrival of winter storms), but a number of interesting piles of 
stones and sherds were located mainly towards the north shore of the bay. 
Analysis of the pottery is not yet complete, but the sequence seems to start 
in the Hellenistic period; investigation of the north shore led to our discovery 
of a major settlement, with wall remains and considerable concentrations of 
sherds, indicating occupation until the lgm century, on the slopes up to the 
ridge above. This investigation was not pursued since it would have been 
outside our permit area. 
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On the south shore few remains were found on the slopes above the 
shipsheds. Excavation of one shipshed was started, but was not completed 
before the onset of storms. 

The shipsheds on Emporeios Bay (DJB) 

In all there are 11 compartments cut in the limestone bedrock (the 
three referred to by Sampson as 'very damaged' were not located). The 
shipsheds can be divided into three groups, of four, two and five. 
The four of the first group have the following dimensions. The westernmost 
(I) is the largest (18.50m wide and 17m long); the width of the other three 
varies between 8 and 10m and the length between 17 and 18m. Between 
these compartments are unhewn sections of sloping rock 3m wide (1-II), 2.5- 
3.5m (11-Ill) and 1-2m (Ill-IV). At a distance of 26.5m to the east we have a 
second group (shipsheds V-VI). Their width varies between 9 and 10.5m and 
their length is 21m; the unhewn space between them is 2.5m (Fig. 3). There 
follows a distance of about 20m before we reach the third group: 5 
shipsheds varying in width between 8 and 10.5m and in length between 18 
and 20m. The unhewn sloping sections between them vary in width between 
5 and 8.50m. 

The seawards gradient of the floor of the shipsheds will be 
calculated more accurately in the next excavation season; our first 
measurements gave a gradient of 1,75-1,95". 

Shipshed V was chosen for excavation as the best preserved (Figs 
4-5); a test trench 2x2m was opened in its south-west corner (Trench 1). The 
depth of deposit is 85cm, and we went down to a depth of up to 1.70m below 
our reference point (on the top edge of the back rock-cut wall of the 
shipshed) before reaching the floor (Fig 6). The sherds collected which are 
datable are mainly Early Christian. A second trench (2x2m) was excavated 
to the north of the first, leaving a 1m baulk. In the middle of this trench a 
circular hollow was found about 50cm in diameter at a depth of 1.81m (Fig 
7); because of the weathering of the rock we cannot say if it is natural or 
man-made. If man-made, its use is not yet known; we presume that perhaps 
a timber was placed in it to support the ship. 

A third trench (2x2m) was opened on the rock above the south-east 
corner of the shipshed, and a fourth immediately to the east (2.80x2m), on 
the unhewn section dividing shipsheds V and VI (Fig. 8). The last trench 
could not be completed but a hollow was found in the rock; again we are not 
certain whether it is natural or man-made (Fig. 9). If it is man-made, our first 
impression is that here could have been placed the mechanism for hauling 
up the hulls. 
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No traces of roofing of these compartments have yet been found; 
possibly our next season will do so. West of Trench 3 and above (south of) 
shipshed V a row of stones may form a wall, possibly of a later building (Fig. 
9). 

Rain and storms terminated work in November 1997; we hope to 
continue excavation here in a future season. 

The Underwater Research (AS) 

In the sea were located 12 stone piles - massive heaps of unworked 
stones, highly concreted, with a large number of sherds, mainly amphora 
fragments of the Early Christian period. The stone piles can be divided into 
4 groups. A group of 3 lies in front of shipsheds I-IV; the second (of 2) in front 
of shipsheds V-VI; the third (of 6) has one in front of IX and the other 5 in front 
of XI; the twelfth and last lies to the east. Their distance from the shore varies 
between 20 and 40m and their depth between 3 and 7m below sea level. 
(Figs. 10-1 1). 

Many similar stone piles (again incorporating Early Christian 
amphora fragments) were found on the seabed along the north shore, but 
they have not yet been plotted. However, a large number of isolated 
amphora fragments were located, dating to the Early Christian and 
Byzantine periods (Fig. 12). The use of the stone piles is not yet clear and 
there is no other published example of such stone piles so far as I know. 
However we may distinguish such an example on the island of Aegina. In 
1987 during an autopsy for permission for new installations in the modern 
harbour of Aegina a diving-team of our Department directed by 
archaeologist-diver D. Haniotis located underwater about 45 stone piles. The 
first stone pile lies 65m east of the ancient breakwater at a depth of 10m 
below sea level. The stone piles follow a roughly straight row on the bottom 
and they have a height of 5rn and a diameter of about 20m. A lot of sherds 
are incorporated among the massive heaps of unworked stones. This row of 
stone piles extends from the northern ancient breakwater 200m outside the 
two ancient harbours, the so-called "military" and "commercial". 
The existence of this harbour work, not only outside the two harbour basins 
but also outside the perimeter of the sea walls of the ancient city, shows that 
it had a protective purpose. It protected the two harbours from the winds and 
rough seas, thus making the anchorage safer. In addition, it could certainly 
provide a form of defensive fortification beyond the sea walls for the inner 
space of the two harbours which were without any doubt an integral part of 
the cik the case of Ahhnia the existence of stone piles along fie bay 
Would have protected the ancient maritime settlement of Emporio. However, 
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they would have impeded access by ships to the slipways. 
Therefore, the most likely explanation is that they result from the 

jettisoning of ballast before hulls were drawn up the slipways. This, however, 
would mean that the shipsheds may have been used by merchant ships for 
repairs, rather than by warships which did not carry ballast. 
The gradient of the shipshed from 1,75-1,95O is very slight as now preserved. 
This does indeed make it difficult to believe that hulls wintered there, and we 
incline to the view that the compartments were used to haul up hulls for 
repair. The excavation data do not define the date of construction of the 
rock-cut compartments, since we cannot excavate any foundations. We can, 
however, say that they were widely used in Early Christian times, on the 
basis of the pottery from the fill, which has not been carried far since there 
are no other ancient structures at a higher level. There was, however, 
certainly an earlier phase, shown by the pottery and walls of Hellenistic date 
found in the area. 

Shoreline structures (AS) 

In fact there are significant ancient remains all along the shore of the 
bay which is about half way down the East side of the island. On the South 
side of the back of the bay are visible the foundations of a large rectangular 
building built of unworked stones visible in one or two rows width. At the 
centre of the back of the bay there is the apse of an ECh Basilica with two 
phases; also visible is the east wall of the north aisle. Also distinguishable 
along the shore are other foundations of buildings, probably structures 
contemporary with the basilica to judge from the construction methods, that 
is, unworked stones with mortar and tiles. At the same time, however, one 
may note traces of earlier settlement in the area, to judge from the surface 
pottery finds which besides ECh sherds include also Hellenistic (for 
example, bases of sharp-pointed amphorae of the late 4'h Ct and rims offish- 
plates of the 3"'-2nd Ct BC). Another indication is the presence of a wall on the 
shore near the basilica preserved to two courses of ashlar headers above 
the foundations. 

However, along the whole north side of the bay there are buildings 
which are clearly ECh, to judge by their construction and the surface pottery. 
Walls are preserved on at least 3 parallel man-made terraces created 
recently with ancient building material. This is clear from the fact that these 
terraces cut through foundations of ECh walls which run parallel to and at 
right angles to the shore. The latter run down to the shore and stop before 
they reach the sea; they are preserved in places to quite a height and 
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occupy the north shore as far as the north machine gun emplacement. On 
the second terrace, walls of the same period are preserved up to 2m high; 
they seem to belong to large buildings. 

On the south shore of the bay stretches a line of 11 compartments 
cut in the rock, described above; they have been identified as shipsheds and 
belong to a Rhodian dockyard of the Hellenistic period. 

At the south-east end of the bay, on a terrace above the last 
shipshed (xi) modern pens have been constructed re-using ancient building 
material. The floor of the terrace is literally strewn with pottery, mainly of the 
ECh period, and tiles; a small double column of grayish marble lies fallen 
and it is difficult to distinguish modern from ancient structures. 

A little to the west is a cistern lined with hydraulic mortar, with a clay 
pipe preserved in section on one side. On the south shore there are no other 
structures at higher levels above the shore - clear also from the lack of 
pottery. 

Conclusions 

It is at all events clear that there was a significant coastal and 
maritime settlement in Emporeios Bay in the Early Christian period (4"-7m Cts 
AD), yet another of the many staging posts in the Dodecanese on the sea 
route for corn transport in that period from Alexandreia to Constantinople 
(Bakirtzis 1995). This settlement had a basilica like all the others to protect 
seafarers, but also an important ship repair facility, as we would now say, 
which seems to have started already in Hellenistic times and served the 
Rhodian military fleet which had about 200 vessels in Hellenistic period. But 
also for Rhodian merchant ships of that period, which crossed the 
Mediterranean to the great commercial and economic centres of the Greek 
world, Emporeios bay was probably an interesting intermediate supply point 
before a long voyage. 
In the Hellenistic period Emporeios bay served as a fleet station for the 
Rhodian fleet. It continued to be used later too, until Early Christian times, 
where a significant coastal settlement developed precisely opposite that of 
Kameiros Skala and the shore of Glyphada to the south. In Byzantine times 
it seems to have continued to be used as a harbour. 

David Blackman 
24, Quarry High Street 
Headington 
Oxford OX3 8JX, UK 

Angeliki Simosi 
Department of 

Underwater Antiquities 
Athens 
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NOTES 

1. Blackman 1996, with full bibliography on Alimnia 119 n.12; 1999. 
2. We wish to thank the Ephorate of Maritime Antiquities (EEA) for supporting this project by 

inclusion in its work programme, and the Ministry of Culture for approving a permit. It has 
unfortunately not been possible to continue the work since 1997. On 1995: Blackman - 
Simosi 2000 
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ON THE RECONSTRUCTION OF A ROMAN RIVER BOAT 
FOUND AT OBERSTIMM NEAR INGOLSTADT, BAVARIA 

In 1986, an archaeological survey took place immediately outside the 
ramparts of a Roman camp at Oberstimm, Bavaria, southern Germany. To 
investigate the area west of the fort, a trench was drawn by a dredger which 
cut two ship wrecks. The vessels discovered rested in a silted river bed that 
had obviously been an ancient tributary of the near river Danube. 

Although only small parts of the midship sections have been uncovered, 
it could be shown that the wrecks represent a type of oared river craft which 
had been constructed according to Mediterranean ship building tradition 
(Hockmann 1989; 1990; 1991). As dendrochronological examinations of 
some of the timbers found proved, the wood was cut in Emperor Trajan's 
reign at the latest (datings A.D. 90 resp. 102 +I- 10 years) when the Roman 
camp was still garrisoned by troops (Becker 1989; Schonberger 1978: 143- 
1 50). 

With regard to the archaeological situation, i.e. either the neighbourhood 
of a contemporaneous Roman fort, the Mediterranean ship construction, and 
the supposed highspeed capabilities of the boats found, the wrecks have 
been interpreted as remains of Roman military craft employed for service on 
the river Danube resp. as troop carriers, too (Hockmann 1989: 349-350; 
1990: 217; 1991: 16-18; 1995: 85-87). 

Because of the importance of these ship finds, the protection of which 
being endangered by a low subsoil water level, the complete excavation of 
the wrecks seemed to be reasonable and necessary as well. Organized by 
the Museum of Ancient Navigation the field investigations took place in 
collaboration with other authorities in 1994. Over almost eight months the 
wrecks were uncovered (figs.1-2) and - after a systematical documentation 
- raised (Jahresber. RGZM 1994; Hiissen et al. 1995a; 1995b; Kremer 1997); 
provided for display in a local museum in Bavaria, the ships have been 
treated in the labs of the Mainz institute where they are at present under 
restoration. 
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Both wrecks are well preserved, no. 1 at 15.1, no. 2 at 14.5 metres 
length; wreck 1 is almost complete on starboard, ranging from the keel to the 
sheer-strake with a broadened gunwale; no. 2 consists of the ship's bottom 
on both sides of the keel; from the more complete walls on starboard only 
the uppermost strake is missing. The oak keels are slightly rounded over 
their whole length, that of wreck 2 with the after end preserved. The 3.5 to 4 
centimetres thick shell is made of pine wood planks running through without 
any joint, the seams with a relatively wide-spaced arrangement of mortise- 
and-tenon joints (most distances approx. 20 to 25 centimetres). Because the 
carpentry of the seams were poor, it is less surprising than remarkable that 
they had been luted by cords of lime-tree fibres (tilia; analysed by Archeo 
Tex, Switzerland). The inboard and outboard skins of the vessels were 
pitched, probably restricted to the wetted areas (internally to the bilge). 

Strakes nos. 3 and 5 (wreck 2) resp. no. 5 only (wreck 1) are stealers. 
The seventh strake of each wreck is shaped as a prismatic profile; almost 
twice as thick as the planks it protruded the carve1 built shell outboards. So 
far, that element can be identified as a combination of longitudinal stiffener 
and permanent fender. At the upper edges of these wales series of approx. 
20 centimetres long releases are visible (fig. 2), appearently each with a 
single peg in the center; where the regular arrangement of slots seem to be 
interrupted, an iron nail marks the position of a thwart originally fastened on 
top of the wales. Two of such transversals are preserved as fragments in 
wreck 1 indicating that the oarsmen were banked on oak thwarts with 6 
centimetres thick flanks reduced to 3 centimetres towards the centre (fig. 3). 
If all traces are considered, the boats had been oared by crews of 18 (no. 2) 
resp. 20 men (no. 1). 

The upper half of the sheer strake preserved in wreck 1 (strake no. 8) is 
thickened to nearly 8 centimetres; squared plug holes had been driven into 
the flat top side, most of them containing thole pins with conical bases; the 
latter were secured by wooden pins driven from inboards horizontally to the 
plugs wedging them in their sockets. A few centimetres forward of some of 
the tholes clenched iron spikes had been driven into the gunwale pointing to 
some protection, probably from leather, to avoid a too quick abrasion of the 
oars. 

Whilst the arrangements of thwarts and thole-pins prove a regular 
scheme of crew accommodation and oar propulsion (Bockius 2000a:116- 
119 fig. 7; 2000b:79 fig. 4), the distribution of the ribs seems to be non 
homogenous (fig. 2). The frame system is compound of sequences of floor- 
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timbers and pairs of half-frames, the former completed by futtocks fastened 
to the shell in the same transversal axis as the floors but not joined to them. 
All of the ribs are attached by strong wooden pegs with rounded heads, the 
shafts turned on a lathe (shaft diameter approx. 1.5 to 2.0 centimetres), a 
good deal of them additionally tightened by wedges inboards. As far as 
examined for most of the frames natural bent oak wood was used but 
sporadically other hard wood, too. Only single floor-timbers of wreck 2 are 
signified by limber-holes cut into the lower face at the centre. As intimated 
by small pegs a pair of stringers was attached to the ribs by treenails, each 
girdle at a distance of about 0.4 metres from the centre line (fig. 4). 

In wreck 2 an oak keelson was found, almost 7.5 metres long with an 
oblong log-like segment in the foreship section; here, a mast-step formed by 
a squared hole is visible whereas a system of much smaller plug-holes 
carved into the more slender parts of the keelson corresponds to the 
arrangement of the thwarts indicated by the releases in the wale mentioned. 
So, there is good reason to assume that the thwarts had originally been 
reinforced by stanchions along the centre-line of the vessel (Hockmann 
1989:328 fig. 4; 340-341), and, self evident, that the benches were one-piece 
elements (figs. 2; 8). The same seems to be true for wreck no. 1 where only 
a fragment of a keelson was found, made of pine wood, the girder slightly 
different in shape to that from wreck 2 but with identical features, i.e. mast- 
step and small plug holes. Releases cut into the lower sides of both keelsons 
are corresponding to the frame arrangements. The almost complete element 
found in wreck 2 makes sure that the keelsons were fastened to the ribs by 
single iron nails but not to the keels. The fragment of wreck 1 had been cut 
off almost amidships, and there are a few more indications for that this ship 
was already dismantled in antiquity after being wrecked. 

Concerning her cross-section, no. 1 is better preserved than wreck 2 but 
the latter delivers more reliable information and three-dimensional data 
about the geometry of the ship body. Moreover, the original after ends of 
strakes nos. 1, 2 and 4 are preserved with bore-holes for iron nails used to 
fasten a stern post; remains of that timber being characterized by bevels and 
traces of a strong nail have been discovered under loose finds which 
perfectly fit either to the contour of the aftermost portion of the shell and to 
technical features indicated by the keel (fig. 5): Here, two solid iron nails 
protrude vertically, the after one nearly 10 centimetres higher than its 16 
centimetres long neighbour. Both nails pierce an almost 0.5 metres long 
release cut in the upper face of the keel end which can clearly be identified 
as the joint of some kind of a stern post. Because of the extraordinary long 
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nails for this element, a voluminous body has to be assumed, just for its 
lower part. The fragments found also point to a strong stern post, supposed 
to have been slightly rounded at the after and forward faces, the elevation 
shaped like a sack to cover the nail shafts (fig. 8). 

Although the bow of boat 2 is destroyed, a certain part of the foreship 
missing, there are clues to be found which help to estimate the original 
length. The starboard half of the ship body can be transformed into 
coordinates by measurements of the frame curves and even by the planking 
system (fig. 6). If these data are replaced to stations of regular spacings to 
trace back ship shape, more than a tentative reconstruction seems to be 
possible. On the supposition that the ship body was symmetrical at either 
side of the centre line and, too, that the sheer strake of no. 2 had been of 
identical size as the one found with wreck 1, also the maximum beam and 
hight of boat 2 can be derived from the water lines. 

By this method, lines plans have been developed (fig. 7), initially based 
on body plans of wreck 2 which were added and - unessentially - 
corrected by data available from the planking. The run of lines towards the 
bow may include an error that influences the ship length to plus-minus some 
ten centimetres extent but as calculations of the hydrostatics indicate (see 
below) the missing bow section lay more or less completely above the 
supposed line of flotation. The water lines available for the upper parts of the 
ship body, which run to positions shortly forward of the rotten keel end, point 
to a bow construction characterized by a concave stem (figs. 7-8). So, the 
keel composed the foremost point of boat 2, and it had been completed so 
that the extremity protruded the line of flotation to a degree which is 
indicated by an archaeological hint, too: about 2.4 metres from the after end, 
the keel shows a hump-like increase that was also found in the foreship near 
the rotten keel end (fig. 3). According to the reconstructed ram-like bow 
construction, each distance would have been equal, and such a symmetry 
seems to me to be convincing. However, the minimum length of boat 2 can 
be supposed as 15.4 metres. 

Because of the near relationship of both vessels, particulary because the 
level of thwarts is also known for wreck 2 (of which the sheerstrake is 
missing), it appeared to be reasonable to complete boat 2 by the 
measurements of the sheerstrake found with ship 1: if the width of her 
uppermost strake is added to the curves of the frames preserved, the ship 
body of Oberstimm 2 can be reconstructed to a depth of 1.05 metres (keel 
inclusive) and - assuming that the port side was identical to starboard -to a 
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maximum beam of a little more than 2.7 metres. 

Based on the three-dimensional data found some calculations may be of 
interest (table fig. 9). Because of the comprehensively preserved wreck that 
indicates a complex system of internals and even the number of the oar 
crew, the ship weight can be estimated at approx. 4 tons (including rates for 
different moistures of the timbers and approximations for men, rigg, rudders, 
oars etc.). This caused a draft of less than 0.5 metres resp. a freeboard of 
almost 0.6 metres. If the gear of oars and the room athwartships needed by 
each pair of oarsmen are considered, the crew were doubtless seated nearer 
to the centre line of the hull than to the sides where the thickened flanks of 
the thwarts (figs. 3; 4) were not provided for crew accommodation. So, 
Hockmann's theory about the Oberstimm boats as troop carriers that could 
take over a third or even more "passengers" between each pair of crew 
members (Hockmann 1995:85-86) seems to be most improbable, the more 
so as at least 0.8 metres room athwartships is needed per single man for 
oaring, not to mention the inboard length of the oar levers (fig. 4). 
Nevertheless, as particulary the hydrostatic data and the coefficients imply, 
boat 2 can be interpreted as an extraordinary light, slender vessel of 
relatively low resistence. Though the mast step suggests the existence of a 
rigg - presumably for auxiliary propulsion (fig. 8), all calculations point to 
high speed capabilities under oars. Comparisons with data of other ancient 
and medieval water craft (e.g. Timmermann 1956:610; McGrail 1987: 192- 
201 tables 11.2-4; 1988; 1990; Coates 1996:323; 345 appendix D; Jensen 
1997:312) prove an astonishing high state of ship architecture (fig. 10). Apart 
from their Mediterranean ship construction, north of the Alps solely found on 
sites with a military background the know-how to develop resp. to build such 
vessels is most easily imaginable for Roman military authorities. Obviously 
representing a variant of ancient moneres the Oberstimm boats are 
connected with the frontier defense at the upper Danube, probably acting as 
patrol units or appointed for communication between the military camps 
situated along the river (Bockius 2000b:75-80 fig. 3-4). 

Ronald Bockius 
Romisch-Germanisches Zentralmuseum, 

Forschungsinstitut fur Vor- und Fruhgeschichte 
Forschungsbereich Antike Schiffahrt 

Neutorstrasse 2b 
D - 551 16 Mainz 
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ON THE RECONSTRUCTION OF A ROMAN RIVER BOAT 
FOUND AT OBERSTIMM NEAR INGOLSTADT, BAVARIA 

CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1 Oberstimm, Bavaria. Ship wrecks under excavation. 
Fig. 2 Oberstimm, Bavaria. Section of field plan showing wrecks in a 

heeled position, disturbed by pales of Roman harbour installations or embankment 
(scale 1 to 1601. 

Fig. 3 Fragment of thwart preserved on Oberstimm, wreck 1 (scale 1 to 15). 
Fia. 4 Cross-section of Oberstimm, boat 2 at section of frame A7 hear - 

amidship), completed by components mentioned in the text (scale 1 to 160). 
Fig. 5 Oberstimm, wreck 2; details at the after keel end seen from 

starboard. 
Fig. 6 Body plans of Oberstimm, boat 2, with the outer faces of frames 

outlined; left: uncomplete curves; right: curves adjusted, rendered with the run of 
seams (scale 1 to 50). 

Fig. 7 Oberstimm, boat 2; lines plans based on three-dimensional data and interpolations of 
the hull's extremities (scale 1 to 120). 

Fig. 8 Oberstimm, boat 2, reconstruction; top-view, elevation and 
longitudinal section (scale 1 to 120). 
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ON THE RECONSTRUCTION OF A ROMAN RIVER BOAT 
FOUND AT OBERSTIMM NEAR INGOLSTADT, BAVARIA 

Ship data of Oberstimm Boat 2 (reconstruction) 

15,40 m 

14,66 m 

2,66 m 

290 m 

0,50 m 

0,55 m 

1,05 m 

4,83 m3 

4,8 t 

18,530 m2 

Fig. 10 

161 

Waterplane coeff. [Cw] 

Midships coeff. [CMS~ 

Block coeff. [CB~ 

Prismatic coeff. [CP~ 

Volumetric coeff. [Cv] 

0,635 m2 I I I 
I Fig. 9 

Coefficients of Greek, Roman and Viking Vessels 

% 0,576 

CMS 0,576 

CB 0,297 

CP 0,516 

! ' &  8,691 

L/B 

L/T 29,32 

B/T 4,4 

i 

FN 0,4 

R 9,3 Kn 

A / c m  267 kg 

AS 28,5 m2 

RAS 3,165 

'Olympias' 
( for = 47t) 

Ireplica] 

0,77 

0,485 

Oberstimm i Osekrg -boat 2 - 
[reconstruction] 

0,576 

0,576 

Ireconstruction] 

0,548 

0,559 

0,297 

0,516 

0,295 0,339 1 
I 
! 

0,528 1 0,704 
I 

8,691 1 9,175 1 
1 

8,84 





NqOc 'Obuuu~joc yAa@uptj, ~u~pyr jc ,  ~uavonpqpo~: 
ZXOAIA NAYnHrlKHI ZE IlAPAITAXEIZ IlAOlRN TOY O A W E A  

A U ~ ~ E K U  v f l & ~  ,!ld~OlT~pnOl ~ E T ~ @ E ~ C I V  TOUS noA~p~mCq TOU 

6aolhta ~ q q  1Ba~qq mqv Tpoia (B'637) Kat ps Ta i 6 ~ a  nhoia apxlos TO 

~ac i6 l  ~ q q  &nlmpo@rjq T O U ~  (~'159).' H opyrj 6pwq ~ w v  0&hV an6 ~ l q  
u6psiq ~ w v  vomouv~wv six& wq aIT0~8h~apa TQV au~av6prl 6ir81q ~ o v  
E V ~ E K ~  U U V O ~ ~ V  rrh0i~V CJTq xhpa TUV /\al~plJybVwV  PET^ TqV T U @ ~ W -  

q TOU Klj~hwna nohu@rjpou (K' 121-123) aMa Kal ~ q q  16iaq ~ q q  psya- 
K ~ ~ T O U ~  (0' 223, A' 5) vauapxi6oq p e ~ a  ~q o@ayrj ~ w v  <hwv TOU Hhiou m q  
Oplva~ia (p' 407-425), a@oO npoqyoupCvwq 6 0 ~ ~ p a o B q ~ s  TO nhrjpwpa 
~ q q  m o  n~paopa an6 ~q xhpa ~ w v  tstprjvwv (p' 157-200) Kat ~ q q  
t~6MaC', (p' 235-259). tUp@hVwq npoq TqV opqpt~rj 6 l f i ~ q q  O 06uooCaq 
npoo~oMrjBq~s mqv anoxwp~a0siaa ~pont6a Kal TOV tmo (p' 424-425) 
yla va awBsi aM6 avay~aoeq~e va Ta ~ y ~ a ~ a h e i $ s l  ~ q v  snopsvq qpCpa 
mqv avapC~pqurj TOU pe ~q Xapu66q (p' 429-447). EvvCa qpCpsq apyo- 
Tspa o vauayoq C@Baos mqv Oyuyia, onou ouv~po@~uoe yta s n ~ a  xpo- 
Via Tq V U P @ ~  KaAu$h. H T E ~ E U T Q ~ ~  aVayK60@qK& an0 TOUS OAupniouq 
Bsorjq va npopq0slioet TOV vomahyo O6uooCa ps Ta anapa i~q~a  U ~ L K ~  

yla TqV K Q T ~ U K E U ~ ~  plaq me6iaq. H K ~ T ~ U K E U ~  Tqq 6lflpK&a& T ~ U O E ~ L ~  

qpCp&q. A E K ~ O K T ~  qpCpsq  PET^ TOV alT0nh0~ TOU 6pCBqK& aVaioeqT0q 
os a ~ ~ r j  TWV Oala~wv an6 ~ q v  NauolKa, ~ o p q  TOU apxov~a ~ q q  xhpaq. 
ME ~cvqa pCAa~vav ... ~ ~ U T O ~ ~ O O V ,  ~06pw 6C 6601 Kai ~ E V T ~ K O V T ~ ~ ~  (q' 
34-36) au~o l j  TOU 6aotA~iou Ba ~a~opBhos t  o n0h6nhayKT0q rjpwaq va 
@0aoet mqv 1Ba~q. 

H apxaia ypappa~eia -pe npoe~apxov~a Ta o p q p ~ ~ a  no~r jpa~a  
Kat 'Ypvouq- Kat ~Cxvq siva~ 01 K U ~ L O T E ~ E ~  rqyCq nhqpo@opthv ~ E T L K ~  

ps Ta nhoia, Ta onoia U U V ~ ~ O V T ~ L  ps TOV 06uoaCa. Ta T E X V L K ~  oupts- 
paopa~a an6 T L ~  napamaaslq a u ~ h v  ~ o v  nhoiwv o@sihouv 6 ~ 6 a i q  va 
Aap6avouv U ~ ' O $ L V  TO ~ & ~ o v o $  OTL 0 1  KC~MLTEXVLKC~  6qptoupyisq ~ E V  

o~onsuav mqv ntm av~lypa@rj ouy~povwv ~ o u q  ~ a ~ a o ~ s u h v ~  aMa 
no tq~u~q 66sia a@a~poOoav rj npooBs~av motxsia Kat unanouav avaho- 
ya pe T ~ V  snoxrj as ouy~~~ptpCveq  apxCq yla TI~V ano6ocq ~p~a5 iama-  
TUV ~ V T L K E ~ ~ ~ V O V .  H CJE psy6Ao 6aBpo oup@wVia 0i.lq ~ E T ~ S O  K E L ~ ~ V W V  

Kal ~~~ovoypa@iaq  ouvqyopsi yla ~ q v  actontmia ~ q q  T E A E U T ~ ~ ~ ~ .  H 6s 
~a~avoqur j  ~ q q  uno6oqBsi~a~ nspat~Cpw Kal art6 suprjpa~a apxaiwv 
vauay iov. 
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ITO &no< Ta nhoia TOU 06uoa&a, onwq Kat ~ w v  unohoinwv 
Axa~hv, eival ~wnr jha~a  (vijeq 6mjps~pol: 6' 559, E' 141) Kal lmlo~popa.~ 
Ta eniOe~a, Ta onoia avaq6pov~a~ a& a u ~ a ,  neplypaqouv C(EPLK&~ Baal- 
 KC^, y&vlK&q L ~ L O T T ) T & ~  TOUS fi lKapan&pn~Uv oTqV K ~ T ~ U K E U ~ ~  Kal TVV 

ecap~umj TOUS. 'ETUL xapa~~qp i<ov~a t  yprjyopa, paupa Kal KOiha (av~l-  
moixwq Boai, pCAalva1, yhaqupai, KOIhal). To paOpo xphpa U U V ~ & & T ~ ~  

pc TO mphpa niooaq, q onoia e&aaqah~7$ ~q m e y a v o ~ q ~ a  TOUS. Eav TO 

E ~ ~ ~ E T O  K U ~ V O T T ~ U ~ O ~ ,  TO 0n0i0 a1~06i6&Tal OTO i61o C J K ~ ~ O ~  TOU 

06uoa&a 6ev ano~ehei ~ O L ~ T L K O T E ~ O  uuvhvupo TOU pCAa~va, TOTE q 
auy~e~p~pCvq nhcbpq 8a E ~ X E  6a86 ~ u a v o  xphpa. 'OTL TO ~pr jpa  a u ~ o  TOU 

nhoiou 6la@opono~ei~o p e p ~ ~ & q  @OPES x p w p a ~ l ~ h q  ~ ~ O K U ~ T E L  Kal an6 
TOV ~ 1 6 1 ~ 6 ~ ~ ~ 0  X ~ ~ ~ K T ~ ~ L U ~ O  TwV nh0iWv TOU 06uoa~a  plArorraprj- 
U V ,  U U V ~ V U ~ O  TOU O ~ O U  @ 0 1 ~ 1 ~ 0 ~ 6 p ~ 0 1  ( K O K K L V O ~ ~ ~ Y O U ~ ~ ) .  r I ~ ~ q  ~ U T Q  rl 
pe~aqopa eiva~ una~v~ypoq m o  <euyoq TWV oQ8ahphv, 01 onoio~ <wypa- 
@ ~ < O V T ~ V   MOTE ~ U U ~ O K ~ ~ T L K O T E ~ ~  Kal dlhhOT& U)(qpaTl~~T&pCl an6 TqV 
YE lllr Kal ecrjq e~a r~pw8ev  ~ q q  ~ ~ A h p q q . ~  H Cvvo~a plaq aslpaq aMwv, 
ouxvhv en iqq  entB&~wv, 6uoaehpoq (~aho@~~ayp&vo nhoio. pe wpaia 
~ a ~ a m p h p a ~ a  mqv npupvq Kal ~ q v  nhhpq), ap~t8A~aoa (epxopevo Kal 
an6 T L ~  600 ~a~eu8Ovas~q. pe 61nhfi Kapnljhq Kal m a  600 a ~ p a , '  EUKO- 

A 0  (JTO ~ ~ ~ p l a p o ) ,  K O ~ W V ~ ~  ( K ~ ~ ~ ~ o u  n&p lypappa~o~,~  p& ~ T ~ V O ~ O ~ @ O  

aqhamo r j / ~ a ~  ~ K ~ o ~ o ~ L O ~ ) ,  nohu~Afiiq (pe noMouq 0Kahp06q fi ~ a 8 i -  
opaTa epe~hv~),  6ev eival ec iaou aaqfiq Kal povompav~q. 

nav~wq Ta o p q p ~ ~ a  nhoia TOU 06uao&a9 r j ~ a v  acppa~~a pe npw- 
paio Kal npupvaio ~ a ~ a m p w p a  fi~pia). ITO ~ ~ A e u ~ a i o  K ~ ~ O T ~ V  o nq6a- 
Atouxoq yla va o6qysi TO nhoio pe dva rj E V ~ & X O ~ & V W ~  Kal 660 mqdaAia. 
Eixav ~pont6a, q onoia anihqys m o  npoo8lo ~p f ipa  ~ q q  m q  meipa, evh 
m o  aMo a ~ p o  q npljpvq T&h&iwv& ae aqhamov, ~ a 8 i o p a ~ a  epe~hv 
(<uya fi Khfi'i6eq) Kal yopqouq ~ a ~ a  pr j~oq TOU nepl~ovaiou (Khrji'6eq) yla 
Tq OTEP&WUT~ TWV K O ~ K ~ V  ( ~ P E T P ~ ) .  0 lm6$ TOU ~ O V ~ ~ L K O ~  T[CIVLO~ naKTW- 
v o ~ a v  as ev~oppia vopCa m o  K ~ V T ~ O  TOU nhoiou (peo66pq), q onoia 
nept6aMo~av an6 pla Bfinq (imon~6q). 'O~av ~a~&Ba<av  TOV lmo, mfi-. 
p~<av T ~ V  avh~epq a ~ p q  TOU mqv lmo66~q.  To navi K ~ E ~ O T ~ V  an6 opl- 
<ov~ la  ~epa ia  (6ni~p~ov) Kal mepewvo~av pe qolvta Kal npoq TO pCpoq 
~ q q  nhhpqq (npo~ovo~) Kal npoq TO pCpoq ~ q q  np0pvqq (6ni~ovol). 
K C ~ T O V O ~ ~ < O V T ~ ~  T & u u & ~ & ~ ~  aK6pq K ~ T ~ Y O P ~ E ~  U)(OLVL~V -6nhwv, 6nwq 
ano~ahol iv~a i  mqv 06uoos~a- yla ~q m s p d o q  Kal ~q h&lTOUpyia TOU 

lmiou (meipa, Ijngpal, Kah01, n66sq). Ta npupvrjala Kal Ta neiapa~a 
f i ~ a v  qotvta yla npoo6eq. H a y ~ I J p 0 6 6 h ~ ~  e n s ~ u y ~ a v e ~ o  pe 61aTpfi- 
T O U ~  Ai8ouq (e6vai) nov~~<opCvouq an6 ~ q v  nhhpq. 



ZXOAIA NAYflHrlKHI ZE nAPmAZEI1 nAOlf2N TOY OAYIIEA 

Movq dv6etcq yla TO pCye80q TWV nhoiwv TOU 06uoaCa -KaL 
ouvsnhq TOV ~ u n o  ~ouq -  eiva~ o aplepoq ~ w v  ~wnqha~hv,  01 onoio~ f i ~ a v  
a u ~ s p d ~ a ~  ~ a i  p b ~ p o ~  (OOUK. 1.10.4 aMa KaL m o  B'719-720). 'Eypsq 
ava@opa mov ~ l i n o  TOU nhoiou -yla e ~ ~ o a a ~ w n o -  yive-ra~ m o  ~ne~oo610 
~ q q  anomohfiq rou O6uaoda pe e i ~ o a ~  epd~eq yla ~ q v  en~mpo@fi ~ q q  
Xpuqi6oq (A'309). K a ~ a  Ta Aoma ~ o a o  q vauapxi6a TOU, o ~ a v  npooky- 
yioe ~q xhpa ~ q q  K ip~qq (I' 203, 8'289, 31 1, 344), oao Kal TO nhoio ~ q q  
&n~mpo@ljq, TO onoio TOU 6td8eaav OL aaia~sq, u n o ~ i 8 s ~ a ~  OTL f i ~ a v  TOU 

~ u n o u  T T ) ~  ~ E V T ~ K O V T ~ ~ O U ' ~ ,  a@ou enav6pcbvov~av ye nsvfiv~a av6psq 
Kat 600 actwpa-roOxouq, av Kat 6sv sival ~ U V ~ T O V  va ano~he~oesi TO 

&v6&~opevo 011 E ~ ~ O K E L T O  YLa & L K O O O ~ O U ~  p& TO nhfipopa Va KwllqhaT&i 
ae 6ap6~eq.l' Aq q p s ~ o 8 s i  eniuqq OTL suhoyoq dxe1 unomqp~x8ei OTI o 
x a p a ~ ~ q p ~ m l ~ o q  ~ u n o q  o~a@ouq ~ a ~ a  T ~ V  ava~oAi<ouaa Kal apxai'ltfi 
&nO)(fi Kal pd)(~ l  TqV 0plOTl~fi E I ~ L K ~ ~ T ~ C J T ~  Tqq ~ & V T ~ K O V T O ~ O U  fiTClv q 
T ~ ~ ~ K o v T o ~ o ~ . ' ~  I& Kae& n&pinTCOUYl ~ ~ O K E L T ~ I  yla nOh&plKa nhoia, KaTa 
naoa n t8avo~q~a  povo~po~a.  H Onapcq epnopl~fiq s~~ooopou (8' 323: 
@ O P T ~ ~ O S  &up&iqq) ~ V ~ ~ O V E ~ E T ~ L  m T ) V  O ~ U U U E L ~  aAAa OX[ mqv lAta6a. 
To u-rolxeio a u ~ o  ent6~6a~hve1 ~ q v  anoqq OTL q 06liaos1a, T) onoia 
U U V T E ~ ~ K E  npoq TO T C A O ~  TOU 8"" a[. n.X., a v ~ a v a ~ h a  ~upiwq TOV UALKO 
nOhITl~p6 an6 TOV 10" Coq TOV 8" a[. n.X., evh q lA~a6a, &pyo ~ o v  apxcbv 
TOU 8"" at. n.X., ava@dpe~a~ mqv nepio6o ano TOV 13" doq TOV 10" a[. 
n.X.13 

Av KaI nhoia ans~~ovi<ov~at  ouxva ae y e w p s ~ p ~ ~ a  -~upiwq a m -  
~ a -  ayyeia, povov mov Aatpo plaq a ~ ~ ~ ~ f i q  O L V O X O ~ ~  (n. 730 n.X.) qaive- 
TaL va CXEI anorunw8ei TO vauay~o TOU fipwa y e ~ a  ~ q v  0 p ~ v a ~ i a . I ~  To 
avempappCvo a~a@oq a~ohoueei n q  E L K O V O Y ~ ~ @ L K E ~  uup6au~1q ~ q q  
E T I O X ~ ~ ~ .  'EXEL O K T ~  K U K ~ O T E ~ E ~ ~  0ndq E€,O~OU yla Ta )(apdva K O U ~ T L ~  Kal 
nq6aA~0, o@BaApo mqv nhhpq p& TO K&paTO&d&q a ~ p 0 ~ 0 A l 0 ,  L U O U ~ & ~  

K E K ~ ~ ~ E V O  a@Aamo KaI 6pu@paKT0 UTqV lTpCyvTl. 

H npo'ivo~epq 666a~q napamam sne~oo6iou ~ q q  06uaoeiaq 
qe~~<opCvou pe nhoia )(povohoy&i~al nspi TO 600 n.X. I h < e ~ a ~  anoma- 
0paTlKh$ as dva o m p a ~ o  Kal npdns~ va ane~~ov i<e~  r q  6 ~ 6 6 a q  TOU 

fipwa Kal ~ w v  auv~po@wv TOU an6 T L ~  I e ~ p  f i v~q . ' ~  To 8Cya 8a ano6e~x8ei 
TO 6qpo@~Admepo mqv e~~ovoypa@ia uno e e d ~ a q .  napouata<s~a~ oq 
~Oplo 8dpa as ayyeia b~a@opov ~Onov pdxp~ TOV 3" a[. n.X., E T ~ O U U K L K C ~  
T & @ ~ O ~ O X O U ~  K ~ O T E ~  ~AAqv~u-r~~f iq ~lloxfiq, ~ h h q ~ o ~ ~ y C l i ' ~ 0 6 q  ~ ~ u I T T o u ~  

Aieouq, pwpai~a Auxvapla, <oypa@l~oOq niva~eq ~ w v  npoipwv auToKpa- 
T O ~ L K ~ V  xpovov Kal x p ~ m ~ a v ~ ~ d q  aap~o@ayouq TWV umdpov popa'i~hv 
XPOVUV KaeGq Kal a& l&l@I60~dl p& V ~ U T L K ~  ~ ~ C ( Q T C I  OTq Phpq Kal Ullq 
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6opetoa@p~~avt~dq snapxisq ~ q q .  Asv anouata<s~ sn iqq  an6 s M q v ~ m ~ -  
~ o u q  K G K A O U ~  E ~ E L U O ~ ~ W V  ~ q q  06uaosiaq mouq A E ~ O ~ E V O U ~  <<opqp~- 
KOUS U K U @ O U ~ ~ ~  an6 T L ~  @816~~6&q OrjSeq, as sMqvtmt~a avayhu@a 
n ~ v a ~ l a  KaL mqv nepi@qpq as~pa ~ w v  yparrrhv ~on~oypacpt~hv ps~onhv 
~ a ~ a  TOV 6'nopnq'iavo puepo an6 TOV Ea~ou'ihivo Ao@o ~ q q  Phpqq. Z T L ~  
avayhu@sq a~qvkq  TUV <<opqpt~hv,, a~O@wv Kal ~ w v  ntva~iov neplhay 
66v&TaL Kal q a u v a v ~ q q  TOU nhoiou TOU rjpwa ps ~q IKuM~. H nahq ~ w v  
~ n t 6 a l ~ 6 ~ T w ~  m o  a~a@oq ps ~q I K u M ~  ana0ava~iaeq~s as X ~ ~ K L V O  

~qyavouxqpo ayysio s M q v ~ m ~ ~ r j q  snoxrjq KaL m o  Bhpa~a TOU av6pta- 
vTa ~ r l q  npoawnono~qpkvqq O6uaaaiaq mqv Ayopa ~ w v  ABqvhv ~aechq 
Kat us as~pa vop~apa~opop@ov s~6oaswv (p&TaMiwv), ~ o u q  Contorniati, 
KaTa TOUS P O ~ C ~ ' ~ K O U ~  ~ U T O K ~ ~ T O P L K O U ~  XPOVOU~.'"~ T O L X O Y P ~ @ ~ E ~  Tqq 
06uoosiaq an6 TOV Ea~ou'ihivo Ao@o KaTaypa@ouv Kal ~ q v  ~ a ~ a m p o @ r j  
TWV nhoiwv an6 ~ o u q  Aa~mpuyovsq, r q  6 laawq TOU nhoiou TOU 

06uaaka Kat TOV anonhou TOU yLa TOV ~ o a p o  TUV vs~phv.  AOo a ~ o p q  
<wypa@t~oi n iva~sq  ~ a ~ a  TOV 30 nopnq'iavo puOp6 an6 villa m o  
Boscotrecase (pe~a  TO 11 n.X)17 Kal ~ q v  O l ~ i a  TOU lspka Amandus mqv 
noprji'a, OL onoiot npaypa~suov~at TOV dpw~a TOU llohu@rjpou yLa ~q 
raha~e~a ,  6sv napahsinouv va aneu~ovioouv as ~ E U T E ~ O  snins6o avn- 
mokwq TO h ~ ~ o 6 o h ~ u ~ o  rj T ~ V  khsuq  TOU nhoiou TOU 06uaoka m o  mrj-  
halo TOU Ku~Awna. Tqv ano6i6aq m q  neploxrj TOU llohu@ljpou 6si- 
XVOUV aMsq E T ~ O U U K L K ~ ~  T E @ P O ~ O X E ~ .  H K ~ T ~ ( T C P O @ ~ ~  Kat TOU n h O i 0 ~  

au~oO a u v a v ~ a ~ a ~  m o  onrjha~o TOU Tt6spiou m q  Sperlonga Kal us 
o m p a ~ o  <<o~\ r lp l~ou l~  o~G@ou an6 ~ l q  @816~16&q Orj6sq. 1s kva ahho 
o m p a ~ o  T ~ T O L O U  OKO@OU a n s ~ ~ o v i < s ~ a ~  q ~ a ~ a a ~ s u r j  ~ q q  as6iaq, svh 
m o  ~ ~ U K O  pwpai'~olj AUXVOU q u~qv r j  ~ q q  ~a~ao-rpo@rjq ~ q q .  H ELKOVO- 

ypa@ia 6qh. TOU nhoiou TOU rjpwa18 E ~ L A E K T L K ~ ~  nep~opi<s~a~ us ouy~e- 
~ptpkva sns~o66ta T ~ V  paqw6~hv ~'kwq p '~qq  06uuu~iaq KaL so-r~a<st TO 

sv6iaQkpov ~ q q  m o  nhoio TOU apxqyoO ~ q q  anomohrjq. 

'Evaq ~ o p t v e ~ a ~ o q  ap66aMoq an6 ~q BOLOTia (575-550 n.X.)19 
sivat q apxato~spq a ~ k p a ~ q  a n e l ~ o v t q  ~ q q  6ta6aqq spnpoq an6 T L ~  

660 Zs~prjvsq (EIK. 1). 0 06uao6aq sival 6spkvoq mov lmo, OL ul jv~po- 
@oi TOU ~wnqha~oGv ps a u ~ i a  Qpaypkva pc Kepi yla va pq napaaupeoljv 
an6 TO ~ ~ ~ C U T L K O  Tpay0~61 TOUS. 0 K~M~T&xvI~$ ~ E V  6qhhv&L TO navi U& 

aupqwvia ps T ~ V  o p q p ~ ~ r j  6 ~ r j y q q  aMa <wypa@i<&i nhoio ~ q q  snoxrjq 
T O U . ~  Eiva~ pLa a @ p a ~ ~ q  povrjpqq ps ~ ~ L E U K ~ ~ V L ~ O  aptepo E ~ E T ~ V  

~ E ~ O ~ E V O U  OTL 01 &~KOVL<O~&VOL T T ~ V T E  lT0h~p10T~q-K~nqhaT~q &ivaL 
E V ~ E L K T L K O ~  ~ O V O V  TOU ~ O ~ E ~ L K O ~  ~ClpaKTfipCI TOU nho io~.~ '  H o ~ ~ < o v T L C ~  

ypapprj snavw and Ta K&@ahla 6qhhve~ n teavo~a~a  ~ q v  ~ounamrj. H 
nhhpq TOU sivat 6~apop@opCvq as wrjpa K&@ahfiq ~anpou, onwq ouvq- 
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8 i < ~ ~ a ~  mqv apxai~rj ayyetoypa@ia. ITO npupvaio ~ a ~ a m p w p a ,  TO 

onoio a u ~ f i  T ~ V  ~nox f i  a n o 6 i 6 ~ ~ a l  q p a v ~ t ~ a  u Q q A 6 ~ ~ p a  an6 TO Enins- 
60 TOV &PETC;)V, Kal OlI) e6(Yfl TOU ~ V ~ ~ E V O ~ E V O U  ~TPO(T~~TEUTLKOU KIYKAI- 
66pa~oq TOU 6 ~ a ~ p i v e ~ a t  q anapa i~q~q  yla ~ q v  ~n i6aq-ano6 i6aq  KAi- 
p a ~ a ~ ~  Kal pta 0Ul.mayfiq 6tapop@wq. MEPLKO~ TqV T ~ U T ~ < O U V  pE TEA&- 
TOU~YIKO u@aopa (npupvoo~~naopa~a) 6aust p ~ ~ a y ~ v s m 6 p w v  KaL 
aa@sm6pov - a p ~ a i ~ O v  Kal ~ A a a t ~ h v -  napamaa~wv.~~  To ysyovoq opwq 
OTI ~ n a v w  an6 a u ~ o  ~ i v a t  o p a ~ o  TO K E @ ~ A L  TOU nq6aA~ou~ou Kat q ha60 
TOU nq6aAiou (;) iooq va 6 t~a l~VEt  ~ q v  anoQq TOU R ~ l l a n d , ~ ~  OTI n p o ~ ~ t -  
Tat paAAov yta a ~ o p q q  an66oq TOU npupvaiou 6p0@paKTOU, onwq @ai- 
vsTa1 Kat m o  opoiwpa an6 TO ~ U ~ E L O ,  6py0 ~ a ~ a  TOV Hockmann KaMt- 
~6xvq  ~ q q  apxa'i~qq ~ n o x f i q . ~ ~  

Mia p&Aavopop@q o~voxoq (n. 520 n.X.) anet~ovi<&t TO i6to Enst- 
CJ66tOx (EIK. 2). H CJKqvfi 6p0$ ~ Q ~ O U O I ~ < E I  pu00Aoy~~Cq ~ O U V ~ T [ E I E ~  Kal 
pta T E X V L K ~ ~  1 6 t a t ~ ~ p o ~ q ~ a .  OL I ~ ~ p f i v ~ q  CXOUV Y ~ V E L  T ~ E I ~ ,  TO navi ~ i v a t  
avansmapCvo, EVO 01 E P ~ T E ~  ~wnqAa~ouv avop066ota p~ TO K E @ ~ A L  
mpappCvo npoq ~ q v  ~anpouxqpq nhhpq. Av ot 600 n p O ~ ~ q  aueatpsoieq 
EiVal ~ ~ T o T ~ A E u ~ ~  Tqq ~A~ueepiaq TOU K ~ M I T C X V ~ ~  yla 6~@pam,  0 T ~ O -  

noq K~nrlAaaiaq ~ q q  povfipouq ~ X E I  avay~q  p&yaAIjT&pqq npoaoxfiq. 
Eav OlqV aVTEOTpapp6Vrl a u ~ f i  UTaq Ot V ~ U T I K O ~  K W ~ ~ ~ ~ T O ~ U ~ V  KaT6 
TOV ouvq~topCvo ~pono ,  TOTE TO nhoio €la o n t a ~ o ~ w p o 0 a ~ . ~ ~  To aKpo- 
moAio eival ~ a ~ a ~ o p u q o ,  Ta ~ounta  Cxouv m~pewesi  mqv ~ounamfi  p~ 
6eppa~tv~q eqAt6q (opqp. Tponoiq Cv 6 ~ p p a ~ i v o ~ a ~ ) .  

Eivat nohu nteavov OTI Kat 01 600 apxai~oi  ~ a M t ~ 6 x v s q  6avsi- 
u ~ T ~ K ~ v  x ~ ~ ~ K T ~ ~ I O T I K ~  TUV U U ~ ) ( ~ O V U V  TOUS ~EVT~KOVTO~COV, 01 0n0iEq 
p6xpt T L ~  apxdq TOU 50u at. n.X., O ~ O T E  apxtuav va ~ ~ ~ o n i < o v ~ a t  an6 ~ t q  
T P L ~ ~ P E L ~ ,  fiTav 0 & ~ K I K ~ ~ T ~ ( J T E ~ O ~  T I ~ O ~  n h O i 0 U  UTOUq O T O A O U ~  TWV 

EM~VIKOV n6A~ov yta noA&po fi netpa~eia .~~ rpan~&q  nqy6q aMa Kal 
apxai~6q anst~ovia~tq nhoiwv pap~upoljv yta ~ q v  Onaptq 6taQopwv 
&t6hv ~ ~ E V T ~ K O V T O ~ O U .  A60 nh0ia OE 106ptep~q llapaOT60Elq pE 06pa TO 

n6paopa an6 T L ~  Ictpfivsq ouv66ov~at pc TOV nov~onbpo a u ~ o  ~6rro. 
Mla p&Aavoypa@q E I K ~ V ~  a& olvo~oq TOU ~6houq TOU 6"" at. n.X. (EIK. 3) 
~EWPE~TQI  Wq 0 ~ P ~ T T )  ~ ~ E I K O V I ~  6 t f i p 0 ~ ~  TOU 06uaoba, 6qA. O K ~ @ O U ~  

p~ 600 o~tp6q ~ a 8 '  Owoq E ~ E T O V . ~  01 660 ostp6q ~ w v  onhv yla Ta KOU- 

nta ( ~ p q ~ o i )  6 x 0 ~ ~  avoty~ i  K ~ T W  an6 TO x~ ihoq TOU nspi~ovaiou UE 616- 
~ a t q  Aocfi, KAtpaKwTfi. 0 Hockmann e&wp&i OTI aUTo TO U K ~ @ O ~  npdnet 
va ~ I E ~ E T E  6va ~ i 6 0 q  npoetoxfiq (napet~tpeoiaq) m o  ~nine6o ~ q q  KOU- 

naOTfi~ ~ ~ O K E ~ ~ ~ V O U  Va X U ~ ~ U O U V  Ot E P ~ T E ~ .  Eivat a@paKTO, pE KalTp0- 
q q p q  nAOpq. 0 npwps6q -fi o auy~u6epvf i~qq TOU 06uua6a, 
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Eup6Aoxoq;- K ~ ~ E T ~ I  uTa un&puqwp&va 'i~pla nep~6aAAopeva an6 
KlyKAi6wpa. TO KaTaOTpwpa TOU nq6aA~o6xou ~ P ~ U K E T ~ L  xapTlhi)T&pa. 
niao TOU 01 aavi6eq TOU d@Aamou pap~upocv yla ~ q v  ~a~aywy f i  ~ w v  
~ & T ~ ~ & V & C J T ~ ~ C O V  K O P ~ ~ V  ~uuC~VOOX~~~OV K O U ~ T ) ~ ~ T O V  UTq 8 6 ~  CIUT~~ .  

To a@Aamo mqv epuOp6pop@q mapvo TOU <wypa@ou ~ w v  Ie~pfivwv 
TWV apxdv TOU 50u a[. n.X. eival pla - K ~ T '  ecaipecq C{w ve6ouoa- nTq- 
~0np0~0pf i  Kahupp6vq an6 npupvoo~6naopa.~ H K ~ T C ~ K ~ ~ U @ ~  nhdpq 
E V L ~ ~ ~ E T ~ L  pe tdtai~spa ~ov~opCvo Cp6oAo. 0[0@8aApoi av~u~a~6mqoav  
T ~ V  npo~opfi TOU ~anpou. 'Eva u@aopa~~vo mCyampo Qaive~al OT! npo- 
ma~eue  ~ q v  npwpaia nepioxrj. Ta ~ounta  a v ~ i  va mepeo8oljv m o  nepl- 
~ovaio, onwq ouvq8i<&~al mlq povrjpelq, & ( ~ ~ X O V T ~ L  an6 on6q xapqA6- 
TEpa an0 ~ U T O .  H a)(&OTl TOUq pE TOUS E ~ ~ T E S  ~ E V  E ~ V Q L  K ~ T ~ V O ~ T ~ .  

Y ~ ~ ~ X O U V  &nTa 6c1 K O U ~ L ~  K ~ ~ T ~ u u E ~ & ~ ~  ~.JOVOV E P ~ T E ~ .  H KaT6- 
m a w  8upi<e~ T ~ V  A L Y O T E ~ O  oxAqpfi avav~lmolxia mqv o~voxoq. 'looq q 
Bewpia TOU Tilley3' nspi npo6oArjq nspiooo~6pwv epe~hv, an' ooouq eiva~ 
OpaTOi, Va ~ P ~ U K E T C I L  UTq 00OTfl K C ~ T E ~ ~ U V ~ ,  &n&16fi &ival 660~0ho Va 
x~&we& i  q K~MLTEXVLK~~ ~ ~ ~ L O U ~ Y L K O T ~ T ~  pE alJT6~ Tlq o@Bahpo@aveiq 
TEXVLKC~ ~ ~ ~ E K K ~ ~ u E L ~ .  0 & P E U V T ) T ~ ~ ~  ~ P O T E ~ V E L  -yla TqV OUYKEKPL~~VT)  

nepin~ouq- T ~ V  Onapcq ~ p i ~ q q  oe~paq E ~ E T ~ V  m o  K ~ V T ~ O  TOU o~a@ouq 
Kal UTO i61o EniTI&50 ~ U T O  TOV 660 E ~ W T E ~ L K ~ V  U E L P ~ V .   AUTO^ 8a )(El- 

pi<ov~av ~ounta  e~epxopeva EK nepi~ponfiq Kal an6 ~ i q  660 nhe~p6q.~' 
0 <wypa@oq, napa q v  n p o ~ i p q q  yla ~ p s l q  Ie~prjvsq Kal uqwpbvo navi, 
ano6i6el ne im l~hq  Ta <c~p&pama~~  o~el jq.  I& a u ~ o  TO u6pi6~0 pa~pBq 
vqbq Kat oA~a60q avayvwpi<&l o Hockmann pla ~ O V O K ~ O T O  ~ E V T ~ K O V T O -  

PO. 

t q v  ayye~oypacpia ~ o v  Khaoi~dv ~povwv 6ev anavra a~qvf j  pc TO 

nAoio TOU 06uou&a. ' ~ u u ~  Il Tplfipqq E ) E w P ~ ~ ~ T ) K &  E&~L~&TLKC~; )S  (SUYXJIOVO~ 
~unoq  a~acpouq, avdppomoq yia ~mopqcq qpwi~dv npacswv TOU anw~a- 
TOU nap&A80~~0$.~~  OL K C L M L T C ~ E ~  opwq q q  pwpai~rjq enopjq epnveuaeq- 
Kav an6 Ta ouy~pova TOUS o~acpq, 6noq npo~urrre~ an6 q v  etCTaq ~ w v  
napamauswv TOU eneioo6iou ~ w v  taprjvwv ue pqpeia 6~acpopwv Kaqyo- 
plwv. 

t e  avayAucpsq cp lhq  TOU ~ u n o u  Cales an6 TO Orvietto Kal TO Vulci 
(~6Aoq 3ou-apx&q 20u a[. n.X.)" ~&oaspa opola nhoia nep~pe~p~~Chq TOU 

opcpaholi (EIK. 4) napouola7,ouv T L ~  ~ekma ieq  nepln~~eteq q q  vauapxiboq: 
TO 6Cu~p0 TOU rjpua mov anoyupvwp~vo tm6, TO n~paopa an6 n q  
I~lprjvsq, q v  n&q ps 1-11 ~ K u M ~ ,  TO vauaylo p e ~ a  q Cr)piva~ia.~~ TO nhoio 
eivai p a  ~a~6cppaK-q ~plrjpqq pwpai~oLj T U ~ O U ~ ~  xwpiq npoepP6Alo. MEW[ 
o-rlyprjq a n o ~ e k i  q v  apxalo~epq napamauq amou TOU ~unou  o~acpouq. 
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'EXEL 0cpeWOuq KaL ~p~pcpCq ~ppOh0, T U ~ L K ~  p~pdiK6 &ow VEUOV aKp0- 
moko, npwpaio uno<wpa KaL Cva ~ i 6 o q  crruhi6wv p~ av~pi<ouo~q ~ a ~ v i c q  
m o  acpham~.~' Ta ~ounta ~SCpxovral an6 ~ n i p q ~ ~ q  npoecCxov KLPC~TLO 
(oy~wnov) UE ~ p i a  ~nine6a x~ami. Enavw an6 aura 6 ~ v  6 q h 6 v ~ ~ a ~  E U K ~ L -  

vwq q <wvq E ~ ~ E ~ L O ~ O U .  

ITIS ET~OUUKLKE~ T E ( P ~ ~ O ~ O X O U ~  K ~ C I T E ~  TOU 2 0 ~  aL. n.X. an0 TYl 

Volterra pc BCpa~a an6 q v  0 6 6 ~ ~ E L a  ( o u v a q q  T L ~  IEL~~~VE~:EIK.  5, 
acp~cq o-q yq TOU nohucpqpou, A~BopoA~opoq TOU nhoiou TOU fipwa an6 TOV 

Kudwna) TO pqvoet6Cq o~acpoq acpima-rat an6 ~ o u q  yvwmouq ~unouq q q  
ouy~povqq ~~~ovoypacpiaq,~~ napa T L ~  oacpsiq ~n~ppoCq an6 q v  E M ~ V L ~ L -  
Kfi Y ~ U T T C L K ~ ~ . ~ ~  H nhhpq -Kapnuhq 0nwq KaL q ~Mqvonpsmjq np6pw- &XEL 

amt66popcpo a ~ p 0 ~ 0 h l 0 ,  iowq yLa nsp~dh~cq TUV q o ~ v ~ h v ,  KaL cpaLvopEvL- 
KC;)< pq AELTOU~~LKO Cppoho KaL ~ptooxqpo npoeppoh~o. 'Yno<wpa 6~a~pd-  
XEL oh0 TO pfiKOq TOU K ~ O U ~ ,  TO onoio L@lhoTEpa 6~a~puna pta o ~ l p a  KOU- 

n ~ h v  pe 6EppaTL~0 nepiphqpa (aa~hpa~a )  yupw an6 T L ~  onCq ~cobou. H 
powjpqq npdne! va E~XE ~ a ~ a m p w p a  ~ E ~ O ~ E V O U  OTL OL o~vrpocpo~ TOU 

06uooCa ~ E V  K U ~ ~ ~ ~ T O U V ,  E K T o ~  E ~ V  0 KClMLT&~q U ~ O V O E ~  OTL TO Wane- 
rrrapCvo [mio CXEL ~ntcpop~~oesi p~ TO Cpyo q q  ~ a x u r a q q  anopa~puvqq. 
H m ~ p C w q  TOU nq6aAiou -UE pta povov nepirrroq AaveaopCva o-qv 
nhhpq- 6~ ipe1  OTL ~ELTOU~~OUOE KaT6 T ~ ~ O T [ O  ~ ~ ~ ( P O P E T L K O  an0 EKE~VO TWV 

EM~VLK~V nhoiwv. O~wpoirvra~ napamao~~q nhoiov napw~pCvqq T E ~ O -  

hoyiaq, Ta onoia )@qo~pono~ouvrav o-qv E~poupia, o ~ a v  ~up~ap~ouoav  
OlTlV a~aT0hLKfi ~ E K ~ T  q q  MEUOYE~OU OL nohu f i p~~q .~~  H U E L ~ ~  TOV ami6wv 
KaT6 pfiK0~ TTlq KoUnamq, 6 la~plTl~6 yvhpLopa TwV (POLVLKLKC;)V nhoiwv, 
iooq napanCpne1 o-qv ava-rok~fi npoCAEuq aurwv ~ w v  o~acphv. IE TCTOL- 
ou ~i6ouq nhoio np&neL va ano608~i KaL q nhhpq 0-q  o ~ q w j  p~ q I K u M ~  
o& X ~ L V O  qyavooxqpo ay-ysio an6 TO Bo~coreale.~' 

Mta liburna (apx. Atpupvi6a) TOU pwpai~ou a u r o ~ p a ~ o p ~ ~ o u  mo- 
Aou, nohEpl~6 nhoio ~ L K ~ O U  p~yC00uq p IAAu~LKC~ ~a~apo l kq ,  avayvwpq~~ 
o Hockmann" UE yhurrro hi00 an6 uaAopa<a TOU lo" a[. n.X. p~ q o ~ q w j  T ~ V  

I ~~p f i vwv  (EIK. 6).43 Kak u q v  nsp imaq aunj OL E ~ C T E ~  CXOUV mpacp~i npoq 
q v  avriecq q q  avapcvop~vqq ~ a ~ ~ u e u v q .  H C M E L $ ~  ouv~xoljq KaTa- 
mp6pa~oq -acpou q powj oslpa E ~ E T ~ V  &iva~ opamj-, q unapcq plaq mswjq 
6~apaepaq E K T E L V O ~ E ~ ~ ~  an6 q v  rrhhpq Cwq q v  npupvq -onou o - q p i < ~ ~ a ~  
o 06uoo~aq- Kalq u n s p ~ a ~ a o ~ ~ u f i  (o~qwj) o-qv npupvq cpaivz~al OTL *av 
paCJLK6 ~apaK77lpLmlK6 ~ U T O U  TOU T ~ ~ O U  O K ~ ( ~ O U ~ .  ~ E V L K O T E P ~  O ~ W S  PEP!- 
 KC^ umspopwpai~~q naves longae -a~opq KaL nsm-flpaq- napouota<oina~ 
va Cxouv povov p a  uapa ~ounuhv, ~aeCva an6 Ta onoia ~~vouoav nspLo- 
UOTE~OL TOU ~ v o q  E ~ E T E ~ . "  TO amt6opopcpo ~oapqpa o-q p a q  TOU acpha- 
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mou &ha q v  ~mayw\ril TOU an6 q v  apxai~rj ~noxTj~~,  E V ~  TO T ~ L Y O V ~ K O  

navi snavw u q v  ~opucprj TOU psyaou tmou, (apx oicpapoq, supparum*) 
ano~sA&i ~ p j p a  q q  a~surjq and TO n. 50 p.Xm4' 

1s pia an6 ~ i q  umepo~epsq ansu~oviasiq TOU 06uaoCa ps ~ i q  
Zsiprjv~q, &va qq(pt6w~o 6ans60 TOU 2"-3" at. p.X. an6 q v  Dugga q q  
Tuqoiaqm, TO UK~(POC, TOU 6lae&T&t ~ L K ~ O T E ~ O  hoe0 u q v  nhhpq (EIK. 
7). 0 Pekary, o onoioq avayvopi<&i m o  rrhoio pia actuaria (imto~wno, 
kna~~p iaa) ,  PAdnst us am6 TOV ap~dpova." ~ ~ O K E L T ~ L  opwq p m o v  yta 
66hwva aupcpwva p& q 6 i a ~ p i ~  TOU i6iou speuvqM, acpou TO o~acpoq sivat 
onwo6rjno~~ nokp t~o ,  pxaywyi~o maioris formae 6~60pCvou ClTt sivai 
KaTaqpaKT0 -01 OTpaTlhT~q pE TtS ami6sq UTCl  la OTEKOVT~L UTO KaT6- 
urpwpa-, Kat ~ o u h ~ ~ i m o v  6iKp0T0 -~pivovraq an6 q ho<rj 6ta~acq ~ w v  
snaMrjAwv ostphv ~ w v  ~ounihv, Ta onoia rc&pxovrat an'sueeiaq an6 TO 

~LjToq K ~ T W  and sniprj~q npoecoxTj ps ~lhipavreq (napo6oq;)." ZTO sn iq -  
pov rj napaqpov q q  nhhpqq q p~xwn i~ r j  npo~oprj auv6d~~at  pc q v  ovo- 
paoia TOU nhoio~.~ '  To nspi~xop~vo Kai 0 mpoacpaipa uro pqpsio ~ U T O  

sivai c ~ v a  npoq q v  opqpi~rj 6irjyrp-q. H nqyrj dpnveuqq TOU K ~ M L T C ~ ~  - 
iowq ah5av6ptva sy~~ ip i6 ia  op6iwv yia yhurrrdq auveCo~iq~~- aMa Kai ot 
atoeq~i~Cq anai-njasiq TOU KOLVOU miq ~ O ~ U E ~ V L K & ~  pwpa'i~Cq anou~isq 
auvCpaAav o-q ps~mponrj TOU BCpa-roq a& anho ~aAaootv6 ~onio. I ~ i q  
aap~ocpayouq q q  &no>Cilq q q  Ts~papxiaq ot 8isq napapmpot o6rjyrlaav 
as nohu avaoyrl an66oq TOU ~nsiooMou. 

Ami6sq Cxouv mspsweei m o  uqeaio q q  nohurjpouq-nt8avo~ma 
nsvnjpouq-, q onoia cpdpvei TOV 06uaoCa o-q xhpa TOU llohucprjpou q v  
~oixoypacpia q q  Ot~iaq TOU IspCa Amandus (nspi TO 79 p.X.)." H napama- 
0-q (EIK. 8) sivat nohu 6~6aKTt~rj yia q v  st~ovoypacpia n o k p t ~ h v  nhoiwv q q  
pwpai~rjq amo~pa-ropiaq.~ To o~acpoq CXEL ~ u n i ~ a  Caw v~uouaa pwpai~rj 
nhhpq, npoeppohio Kat sivat ~a~acppamo. H napo6oq q p i < s ~ a t  as usipa 
~ l h l p 6 ~ ~ ~ .  An0 Ta K E V ~  p&Ta<~ TOUS fi Ta p0hlq 6iauptvop~va &nlprjKq 
avoiypma ~Crrw an6 aura avavsovo~av o adpaq m o  xhpo ~ w v  nohuapie- 
pwv sprrhv. Oi ~ p e ~ q  osipCq ~ounthv TUV ~skura iwv ~ E V  cpaivs~at ClTt E~EP- 
XOVTaL an6 ~161~6 ~ L ~ ~ o ~ ( P W ~ & V O  E ~ K w T I o . ~ ~  

nohu avaoysq sivai Kai 01 rrhhpeq 6uo nohurjpov ~ a e h q  Kai  EKE^- 
V?lq TOU 06uooCa Crnq <wypacpt~&q a~qvCq q q  KaTaOTpocpfiq TwV E V ~ E K ~  

nhoiwv an6 T O U ~  Aatmpuyovsq (EIK. 9) Kat q q  6tacpuyqq q q  vauapxi6aq 
avrimoixwq an6 TOV Eu~ou'ihivo Aocpo (6'ptao TOU 1'" at. R.X.).~~ Eqv  o~q\ril 
q q  ~a~ampocprjq Cva ptaopueiapCvo nhoio CXEL C<w VEUOV aKp0cYTbht0 
~apxq6ovta~ou ~unou. Kat 0~660  napaMaydq pap-rupouvrai yta Ta pwpai- 
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~a nhoia atmjq q q  cnoXi)q. Ami6cq ~pCpovrai an6 TO ewpa~io (KOU~TCAO) 
enavo an6 &cqpqp&vq <hvq (~caepiapou;) Kai nhrjeoq KOUIT~~V 6impunouv 
Ta rotxhpa-ra TWV nhoiwv K ~ T O  an6 atmj. Ta pa6iva acphama Bupi<ouv Ta 
TOV ~ M q v i m i ~ h v  vop iuphv  q q  @acmjAt60q.~' Ta npo~una TOUS, onoq Kat 
oi popcpdq, npdnei va ava<qqeouv o-qv ~ M q v i m i ~ r j  ~dxvrl Kai npaypa~t~o- 
T a .  H dvracrj Touq opoq ae am6 q v  ~ ~ 6 ~ M i a ~ f i - 0 u ~ 0 ~ l ~ f i  a~poacpaipa 
eivai pwpai~rj i6da." H 6papaTlKfi acia opwq an6 q v  a p e q  avacpopa m o  
Cnoq ava<rpj0q~s ~ouhaximov u q v  nepirrrwuq ~ o v  yhurrrhv o~qvhv an6 
q v  O~UUOE~CI m o  ornjhaio TOU auro~pa~opa TiPepiou o-q Sperlonga o-qv 
~uppqv i~r j  a m  pc~acu Phpqq Kai Neanokoq (Iw at. n.X.-lw at. p.X.). H 
an6 epauopa~a auy~oMqpdvq ~opqf i  npupvq TOU nhoiou pe TOV KUPE~W)- 
q npoa~oMqpCvo o-q Pam TOU xapCvou acphamou (CIK. 10) 61Kai~q ouv- 
6dmai pe TO ~nsto66io q q  pueiaqq TOU ~ck tna iou  nhoiou ~ w v  lea~qaiwv.~~ 
Avayvwpi<mai q n k u p i ~ r j  an6Aqcq TOU ey~hnou, TO avw a ~ p o  TOU nq6aAi- 
ou (o oiaq, TO xeihoq TOU o-qeaiou (~pacpqq.~ Baaei q q  opotoq~oq 
aurou TOU yhurrrou pc W a  avdoya avayhucpa &Mqvimi~hv Kai popai~wv 
~ o v w v s '  Kai q q  pobiaq ~a~aywyr jq ~ o v  ~ a M i m p h v  avayvwpi<mat a& 
a u ~ o  pta ~ptqpiohia, ehacppu acppatcro -nteavo~ata- n o k p i ~ o  nhoio 
K ~ T ' E ~ O X ~ ~ V  TOU OTOAOU q$ PO~OU Kai ~vbc~opdvwq 6qpio6pyrlpa TUV vau- 
nqyhv TOU vqaiou aurou. Xwpiq va Cxci a ~ 6 p q  ano6&ix8&i, Bcopei~ai OTL TO 

C Y K ~ ~ O ~  6iC8rr& 660 CJ&lp&q K O U ~ ~ ~ V  OTO &yKCOn0 Kat pla plfl ap&oCOq 
xapqho~epa m o  K I ~ O ~ ,  h w q  unaiviuamai Kai TO ovopa qq6' 

H napamam TOU vauayiou m o  o m p a ~ o  TOU peyapi~ou o~uqou  
6cipct TOV maapdvo imo pe TO a)(iopCvo navi Kai TOV rjpwa va ~ p a ~ a  -p&- 
hov- q AaPfi TOU nq6aAiou Kat iowq -a& ~ h o q q -  Ta 6 6 ~ i a  ~aeiapa-ra ~ o v  
auvrpocpwv-epe~hv." K a ~ a  nohu avdoyo ~ p o n o  napouata<e~ai a& pwpai- 
KO Aupo TOU Antiquarium TOU Movaxous4 Kai q ~crrempapCvq an6 q v    pi- 
~ u p i a  a~c6 ia  (EIK. l l) ,  q v  onoia ~ a ~ a o ~ e u a o e  o 06uoadaq m o  vqai q q  
KaAuqodq. O LOTO$ p& TOUS ba~~uhiouq (~poxaAi&q;) W V  KOPU(P~~ CXEL ~ 6 -  
act m a  600. To E ~ ~ K ~ L O  pc Ta ~oppCva oxoivia CXEI awpiaaesi m o  ~a-ra- 
mpwpa q q  q ~ 6 i a q ,  ouvappoapCvo an6 evwpCvouq ~oppoljq 6dv6pwv. 0 
fipoaq, ncopCvoq pe q v  nhaq  as atno, ~pa-ra pe TO apimepo xdpi q haPo 
TOU nq6aAiou Kai u$~wvsi TO 6e5i mov oupavo yia porjeeia. A m  q napa- 
m a w  ae ouv6uaapo pe TO opqpi~o xwpio, TO onoio ncpiypacpri nohu yevi- 
~a q 6qptoupyia TOU auroa)(c6iou u~acpouq, TO onoio xapatcqpi<rat wq 
q(&6ia, ~ X E L  06qyrja~i TOUS ~ E ~ ~ U U O T E ~ O U ~  epcuq~Cq,~"nwq TOV 

A~srnann,~~ va uno€IC~ouv OTL ETT~OKE~TO yia pia npoxcipq ~ a ~ a a ~ e u r j  Kai 6x1 
yia nh0i0.~' Aumuxhq q pova6i~rj o ~ q M  m o  pcyapt~o a~ucpo pc TOV rjpwa 

T@ &fly($ ~ E V  &ivai K ~ ~ O ~ O U  6 t a ~ ~ ~ l U T l K f i . ~  ME ~ c p ~ p a  m0 6&5i np0- 
maeei va ~aeqhhasi (uhtvq acpljva. Mnpoma TOU 6ta~pivovrat 6rnhoq 



n d k ~ u q  KaL pa~pl jT~pa KAipa~a Kai nq6Clh1o fi ~punav~. Ot K ~ ~ E T E ~  60~0 i  
niuw TOU ~auri<ovra~ pe q v  cukia (i~pta, urapiveq), T L ~  onoieq 6tap6pcpw- 
UE. To <fiqpa ~ E V  cpaive~a~ va anaoxoAque tb~al~dpoq, TOV n~uro q v  UKU- 

~ L K O  KQTEU~UVU~~ ~ W E L O Y ~ ~ ~ O  TOU "~ClP~lpl~Oih~ UKU(POU (n&pi TO 400 
n.X.)," o onoioq napduque q q(E6ia pe avrwno <euyoq op~<ovr~wpdvwv 
apcpopdwv (EIK. 12), 6~60pdvou OTL uqv  apxaloq-ra 6qp~oupyoljvrav npo- 
X E L ~ E ~  0~~6 iEq  yLa pmaqopdq us p ~ ~ p d q  anourau~~q an6 a6&~ouq, ocppayi- 
up6vouq Kal 6~kvouq  pmacu ~ o u q  apcpopeiq VE ~nio-rpwuq 6o~hv q v  
avw nkupa TOU nAw~ou alrrou uuouwpa~hpa~oq.~~ 

ME E ~ C L ~ P E U ~ ~  TO E ~ E L U O ~ L O  KaTaOTpOcpfiq TOU ~ T O ~ O U  OlTl xhpa 
~ w v  Aa~mpuyovwv Ta d o i a  u r~q  napauraus~q pe TOV 06uuoda eiva~ mol- 
XE~O U U ~ ~ T ) ~ W ~ C T C ~ K O .  Xpqu~p~uouv YLa q V  nhqpdur~pq TEK~~~I~WW TOU 

npOq lOT0pqDtl YEYOVOTO~ Kal T V  EUXE~&(XE~~) T a h l d  TOU. AEV ~ E ~ O U V  
KaL 01 Aiyeq neplrrrhusiq, ~a-ra T L ~  onoieq E~TE 6qAhvmat dva p ~ ~ p o  ~l l j lpa 
~ o u q  E~TE napahinovral evreAhq. r e v ~ ~ h q  anqxouv TO ~nineZjo q q  vaunq- 
Y ~ K T ) ~  ~ d ~ v r l q  TT'lq ETlO>Oiq TOU ~ ~ L K E ~ ~ & v o u ,  TO OnOiO ~ L ~ K O U ~ O U V .  'OVTaq 
opwq Kal Ta i6la ~oaprjpa~a, 6 ~ v  eiva~ ~ U V ~ T O V  va pap~uprjoouv yla q v  
nAq0hpa TOV xapCvwv T E ~ L K ~ V  yvwuewv q q  apxaloq~oq. MEW[ ~ o u q  
eMqv~ur~~ouq ~povouq uuvavrhvral u q v  yparrrrj ~nlcpavsla ayyeiwv. Ka~a  
T?'l p ~ p d i ~ f i  &llO>Oi &pcpClv<Ovral UE noMa 6la~OUpqpd~Cl ~ M L K E ~ ~ E V ~ .  

~upLap~06~  opwq UE ~oixoypacpieq pe BaAauu~vdq noAlTEkq (maritimas 
urbes) fi vaupaxi~q u q v  Kapnavia Kal q Phpq7' fi UE *T)(PL~wT&$ 0aAao- 
uoypacpieq. K a ~ a  mv uur~pq apxaloq~a oupf3oAi<ouv TO ndpaupa q v  
E ~ E K E ~ V ~  <wfi, o~av  o opqp~~oq ~8ov~oq xapampaq ~ w v  Ielpfivwv anom6 
~PI\UK&UTLKO, EUX~TO~OYIKO ~ E ~ ~ E X O ~ E V O  UTlq ETPOUUKLKE~ ~ ~ ( ~ ~ 0 ~ 0 x 0 ~ ~  

Kal T L ~  xplmtavl~dq uap~ocpayouq.~~ TdAoq, eivat ac~ouqp~iw~oq o auuvrj- 
8qq ~ponoq ~wnqhaoiaq fi q avavriuro~xia EPET~V-~wnhv UE CL~KETES an6 
T L ~  EV Aoyw napaurau~~q. H an6 T E ~ L K ~ ~  anoqq ~nt~u>Oiq ~ppqv~ ia  aurhv 
TOV T ~ h E l r r a i ~ ~  < T ~ T T ~ ~ ~ T w v  0a 6lCl~~TiUEL U T ~ ~ C ~ V T L K ~ C ,  TlTuxdq TTlq ap)(aiaq 
elpeoiaq KaL, TEALKC;)<, q q  vaurnly~~rjq. 
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HEROD'S CONCRETE BARGES AT CAESAREA MARITIMA: 
AN UPDATE ON THE RESEARCH CARRIED OUT IN AREA K 

Since 1990 Avner Raban of the University of Haifa has directed the 
study of the unique concrete filled caissons found at the end of the main 
southern breakwater of the Herodian harbour of Caesarea in Israel (Fig. 1). 
The extraordinary state of preservation of the concrete and its original 
formwork has enabled Raban and the author to reconstruct the caissons on 
paper with a reasonably high level of accuracy (Fig. 2 & 3)'. Since 1999 the 
research has taken on another dimension. Following on from the study of 
the formwork a parallel and expanding study is looking at the concrete itself. 

It has long been recognised that Roman marine engineers were the 
first to develop hydraulic concrete in the construction of harbours. This 
happened in the latter part of the Pd Century BC probably in the vicinity of 
Puteoli, modern day Pouuoli2. It appears that initially only re-active sands 
(pozzolana) from the Naples area were used, which is confirmed in Vitruvius' 
writings (30-20BC)3. Later other volcanic sources were used and even 
crushed pottery. 

If, as expected, the source of the pozzolana in the concrete in Area K 
and other areas of Caesarea's harbour can be shown to have come from the 
vicinity of Vesuvius as did the raw material for the concrete in Area G (Fig. 
I), it would have represented an incredible logistical achievement for the 
Roman builders4. The proportions of the different ingredients lime, sand, 
pouolana, and aggregate used in the concretes can be determined by 
analysing samples. If assumptions are made based on the mix described by 
Vitruvius and on estimates to the extent of the concrete in the harbour moles 
at Caesarea, then the volume of pouolana used can be calculated3. There 
are large concentrations of pozzolanic concrete in areas K, G and U. These 
sites have been described by Raban as being the remains of "construction 
islands" and were used as bases from which the breakwaters were 
extended5. The extensions were a combination of rubble, sand infill and 
double lines of segmented, staggered concrete blocks or pilae. The total 
volume of concrete used was in excess of 30,000 m3, which required 
approximately 13,000 m3 of pouolana when allowances are made for 
wastage, and probably much more if the overlaying structures are included6. 
Shipping this amount of material across the Mediterranean needed 
extraordinary logistical management and a massive investment in ships. 
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There is no documentary or archaeological evidence to suggest how this 
was achieved. It has been suggested that the large freighter wrecked in Area 
Y at Caesarea, just to the north of the Herodian harbour, was one of the ships 
bringing in construction material7. Is the lack of any archaeological evidence 
because the pouolana was either washed away during the wrecking or that 
it was simply mistaken for silts that filled the ship after its demise? Hohlfelder 
suggests that grain ships were used on the return leg from Rome; firstly, he 
argues that they had the capacity, but also Aggripa may have had an interest 
in the projects. Whether the North African grain ships were used or other 
large freighters, the practical issues involved in transporting this material by 
sea would be worthy of a study in themselves. 

In 1994 samples were taken from the concrete remains in Area K. 
These blocks were formed within single mission barges or caissons and laid 
out in a line at the end of the southern breakwate?. The first samples taken 
from this site were simply lumps knocked off the surface with a hammer and 
chisel. When analysed they did, however, reveal that the structure was 
formed in layers of differing types of concrete. A non-hydraulic lime mortar 
and aggregate mix was sandwiched in-between hydraulic pouolanic rich 
layers. The fact that the structure contained non-hydraulic material and the 
presence of un-hydrated lime with cracks radiating from hydrated particles 
indicates that the material was not placed under water. This suggests that 
the caissons were dry, and always maintained a freeboard whilst they were 
being filled''. In order to establish the boundaries of the layers with more 
accuracy and to measure the aggregate spacing a different method of 
sampling was required. In 1999, with the assistance of the University of Tel 
Aviv, core samples were taken1'. The equipment comprised a diamond 
tipped 50mm diameter, 1m long barrel fitted to an air drill as well as to a 
pneumatic hammer. The combination of the rotary drill and hammer 
enabled the barrel to be driven into the hard layers of concrete and 
aggregate as well as the very soft lime mortar. The use of a compressed air 
tool was not ideal for this application and, in future, samples will be taken 
with a hydraulically powered system. This would not suffer the power loss 
that air systems experience whilst working under water. In addition, a water 
jet would be fitted onto the barrel jet to flush over the diamond bit and 
prevent it clogging with a paste from the concrete residue. However, seven 
samples were successfully taken and analysed by the University of St 
Andrews in Scotland. These samples were from the outer layer, Core A and 
inner material, Core B. The inner mass of the middle layer had the 
consistency of a gravely clay with lumps of limestone and kurkar aggregate. 
The outer layers, however, had a much harder and consistent matrix. Two 
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types of analytical study were applied to the samples: X-Ray Diffraction 
(XRD) and Electron Probe Analysis. Core B samples contained a dominance 
of quartz and calcite material with small amounts of feldspar, clay, aragonite 
(possibly derived from shell fragments) and Zeolite. This contrasted with the 
results from the outer layer, Core A. This core contained a significant 
amount of Zeolite (probably of volcanic origin) together with Sanidine in a 
dark matrix consisting of the Zeolites Analcime and Philipsite. Some clay 
(illite) was also presentq2. The distinct chemical differences between the 
cores correlated with marked difference in appearance and texture. These 
tests and analyses confirmed earlier studies that concluded that the 
concrete blocks in Area K were a mixture of hydraulic and non-hydraulic 
concretes. However, in order to trace the pumicelpouolana back to its 
source, further analysis is necessary. Although the concentration of the main 
elements of pumice is largely similar regardless of their source, minor and 
trace elements will vav .  The trace elements could be accurately measured 
by inductively coupled plasma emission spectroscopy or, alternatively the 
signature of the individual site could be recognised with an isotopic 
analysisI3. In this way, a fingerprint database of the volcanic aggregates and 
sands can be established as a means of determining the source of the 
pouolana used. 

The methodology developed at Area K for sampling and analysing the 
concrete will be used in a study of Roman harbour concrete. The study will 
look at sites across the whole Roman Mediterranean basin from Spain in the 
west to Israel in the east. It will, hopefully, be multi-national, involving those 
few specialists who are involved in the study of Roman harbour structures 
and their engineering. The project will allow us to understand how extensive 
was the use of pouolana exported from the Bay of Naples and when 
alternative sources were substituted. It will cover the whole range of aspects 
related to the construction of concrete quays, breakwaters and moles. The 
study will be wide ranging but specifically address the following at each site; 

Why concrete structures were used in preference to other forms of 
construction 
The methods chosen for forming the concrete 
Details and proportions of the mix [sandllimelpouolana (or other 
reactive material), and coarse aggregate] 
Sources of the mix material (a data-base of source materials will be 
established) 
How did the designs change across regions and over time? 

In 1998 a survey of Area K was commenced with the intent to measure 
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and locate the disposition of the overlaying kurkar blocks and relate them to 
the concrete remains14. This would then prehaps allow proposals for the 
causes and chronology of the harbour mole's collapse to be made. In 1990 
an initial survey was carried out to establish the overall massing of the site, 
however, the results were inconclusive. 

Due to the extremely chaotic nature of the site and often-poor visibility 
and surge conventional survey methods were inefficient. A trial 
photographic survey was carried out using "PhotoModeler" software that 
could manipulate images to construct a three-dimensional computer 
model15. It had previously been used underwater by Nick Strange, and the 
Nautical Archaeology Society, on the "Mary Tavy" shipwreck in Plymouth 
Sound''. To accurately establish the framework for the images and to 
produce identifiable points on the amorphous masses, over 300 numbered 
10cm diameter yellow plastic discs were fixed to the corners of the concrete 
and kurkar blocks and 20 datum points were arrayed across the site. Nick 
Rule's direct survey method, "Web"17, was used to locate the points in three 
dimensions. Area K is approximately 40m long (north to south) and 20m 
wide (east to west) and varies in depth from 1.5m to 10m. Over one 
thousand direct measurements were taken by volunteers during a two-week 
period. Each block was individually filmed on video and still images were 
"captured" and fed into the PhotoModeler programme. The intent was to 
generate a three dimensional image of each block that could be hung onto 
the web generated model of the site. Difficulties arose in trying to identify 
common points or features from one image to another and sometimes this 
proved impossible. It was concluded that more reference points were 
needed to allow this technique to work. One method that may prove to be 
feasible is to drape a weighted net over each block during filming. The net 
would then be moved from block to block in turn. It is hoped that over the 
course of the next few seasons another attempt will be made to complete a 
PhotoModeler survey over this type of terrain. There are, of course, 
alternative methods available for surveying these structures. These range 
from measuring each element and feature individually by "hand, eye and 
tape-measure" (found to be almost impossible to use on this type of terrain) 
to very high resolution swath bathemetry sonar systems, or even the 
"SHARPS" (Sonic High Accuracy Ranging and Positioning System) as used 
on the Dokos project1'. Area K is an ideal testing site for shallow water three- 
dimensional mapping. Once an accurate remote sensing co-ordinated 
survey system is affordable and readily available on the open market 
(systems are currently available to the Military and Oil and Gas Exploration 
companies) then studies of numerous harbour sites around the 
Mediterranean could be carried out. The importance of recording these sites 
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cannot be over emphasised. So many harbour remains have already been 
lost to coastal development; time is not on our sidelg. 

During the 1998 and 1999 seasons Avner Raban conducted a study of 
the so-called "towers" at the northern end of Area K, the terminus of the main 
southern breakwater. These structures fit very conveniently with Josephus's 
description of the towers at the entrance to the Herodian harbour20. Until 
now there has been no question that they were indeed the bases of the 
towers as described by Josephus. It is now apparent that these structures 
have been severely dislodged. The east "tower" has been rotated by almost 
90" in the vertical plane and its original position cannot be imagined. 

Area K is only a very small portion, less than 1.5%, of the drowned 
ancient harbour of Caesarea Maritima, yet studies have continued there 
almost continually since 1990 and still it adds to our knowledge of Roman 
engineering and harbour design. 

Christopher Brandon 
Pringle Brandon Architects 

10 Bonhill Street 
London EC2A 4QJ UK 
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THE PATRON DEITIES OF CANAANITE 
AND PHOENICIAN SEAFARERS 

Because of the uncertainties and dangers faced at sea, mariners 
have always turned to patron gods and goddesses to help them safely 
through a voyage. The waters of the sea itself and voyaging into the 
unknown posed the largest threats and created the greatest fears for sailors; 
therefore it was critical to the seafarer to be protected from the depths and 
its guardian spirits and to seek divine guidance in navigation. The tutelary, 
or guardian deities of the mariner, as well as the physical presence of the 
ship, guarded him from the uncertainties of the water and allowed for safe 
steerage. 

Classical and modern traditional sailors typically turn to two types of 
deities for protection: storm gods who controlled the winds which could 
benefit or devastate a voyage; and gods whose attributes could influence 
successful navigation.' Similar types of deities were the main guardians of 
Canaanite and Phoenician mariners.' 

STORM GODS 

The god of primary importance to Canaanite and Phoenician 
seafarers was the storm god, Baal-Haddu, usually referred to simply as 
BaaL3 On land Baal-Haddu brought storms necessary for growing crops in 
regions dependant on rain, and it was Baal who controlled the winds which 
could either help or hinder a ship at sea." This threat posed to vessels at sea 
is portrayed vividly in a treaty between Esarhaddon, the ruler of Assyria, and 
Baal, the king of Tyre, which dates to the seventh century B. C. E.5 

The EsarhaddonIBaal of Tyre treaty confirms Assyrian hegemony 
over Phoenicia and aspects of Phoenician commerce, especially maritime 
trade in the eastern Mediterranean. Curses against breaking the treaty 
invoke punishment from different deities, including three Phoenician storm 
gods (Rev.lV.10'-13'): Baal Shamem, Baal Malage, and Baal Zaphon are 
called upon to wreck the Tyrian fleet if the king breaks his vow to his Assyrian 
overlord. The three gods would destroy the ships by causing an "evil wind" 
to rise up against them and damage the boats, and this wind would churn 
up a "strong wave," a "violent tide," which would sink the Tyrian vessels. 
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BAAL SHAMEM AND BAAL MALAGE 

The EsarhaddonIBaal of Tyre treaty is our only evidence linking Baal 
Shamem with marine storms or ships. Baal Shamem continues to function 
as a storm god in the Phoenician pantheon, but we have no other examples 
of his specific connection to the welfare of mariners.$ 

Baal Malage's only mention is in the Assyrian vassal treaty, so we 
know very little about this form of the storm god. Several studies have tried 
to reveal more about this god by looking at the etymology of his name, with 
special attention paid to the nautical sense of his power and his importance 
to sailors7 These investigations of the word "malage" present ingenious 
methods for trying to learn more about the nature of the god, yet all have 
their shortcomings. Until we have further data relating to Baal Malage, it is 
safest merely to posit that he is one of the numerous aspects or forms of the 
Phoenician storm god, clearly important to seafarers because of his potential 
to damage ships. 

BAAL ZAPHON 

Unlike Baal Shamem or Baal Malage, there is evidence outside of 
the EsarhaddonJBaal of Tyre treaty which links Baal Zaphon with specialized 
maritime worship. This evidence demonstrates that Baal Zaphon was a 
patron deities of Canaanite sailors. 

The home of the storm god, Baal Zaphon, was on the mountain from 
which he took his name, Mt. Zaphon.' Mt. Zaphon, identified with modern 
Jebel el-Aqra, is located forty km. north of Ras Shamra (ancient Ugarit) on 
the Syrian coast, and rises over 1700 m. in height. Given its proximity to the 
coast and height, Mt. Zaphon is visible from a great distance out to sea and 
was likely utilized as a navigational aid for ships coming into or leaving 
Ugarit's port at Minet el-Beida.g 

At the site of Ugarit, Canaanite sailors were dedicating stone 
anchors as votive offerings at one of the two temples on the acropolis of the 
Late Bronze Age city.'' Though we have no textual references to add further 
detail to this cultic practice, the clustering of these anchors around one 
temple and their complete absence from the second, neighboring temple 
shows a specific preference of sailors in their maritime rituals." The temple 
with the anchor votives also contained a stela which is inscribed with a 
dedication to Baal Zaphon, demonstrating that the storm god was 
worshipped in this monumental structure which has been identified as the 
Temple of Baal at Ugarit.12 The presence of both a stela offered to Baal 
Zaphon and dedicatory anchors in the same temple suggests another sacral 
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link between the storm god and Canaanite mariners. 
No other maritime votives were uncovered in this Temple of Baal at 

Ugarit. There is contemporary textual evidence, however, which shows that 
Mt. Zaphon and Baal Zaphon were represented, and likely worshipped, in 
the form of a ship. This is not an uncommon phenomenon among traditional 
seafaring societies, given the general belief that a vessel is imbued with the 
spirit of a divine guardian; therefore the ship itself, or a representation of the 
ship, becomes a symbol of its protective deity.13 

In the Ugaritic epic poem of Kirta we find evidence that Mt. Zaphon 
is compared to a "ship" (Ugaritic any). The setting in the epic is a dirge sung 
by mourning women lamenting the death of king Kirta. They sing out to the 
deified Mt. Zaphon: 

Baal's mountain weeps for you father, 
Zaphon the holy fortification, 
The ship, the mighty fortification, 
The fortification wide of span." 

The last three lines of the lament form a tricolon with repetitive parallelism 
describing Mt. Zaphon as a fortification, substituting the image of a ship for 
that of the mountain in the third line. 

Baal Zaphon, like his deified mountain, is described with the same 
West Semitic term 'any, "ship", in an Egyptian text. Papyrus Sallier IV, whose 
thirteenth century B. C. E. date is only slightly later than the Ugaritic corpus, 
lists a triad of Canaanite deities: "to Baalat, to Qudshu, to the ship of Baal 
Zaphon."ls The identification of the Egyptian word 'i-na-yat with West Semitic 
'any, "ship", was first put forth by Albright but has gained acceptance among 
some Egyptologi~ts.'~ This seems reasonable given the storm god's 
demonstrated importance to the safety of ships and mariners. 

On the way from the Egyptian delta to southern Canaan is a harbor 
site called Baal Zaphon, known to us by its West Semitic name only from 
sources from the Hebrew Bible.'' The fact that a port was named after Baal 
Zaphon is not surprising given the practice of classical sailors to dedicate 
havens to their patron divinities.'' Thus this may be taken as further 
evidence that Baal Zaphon was a guardian of Canaanite seafarers. 

Given the amalgamation of maritime evidence, E. Porada has 
interpreted the depiction of the weather god on a Canaanite cylinder seal 
from Tell el-Dab'a in the Nile delta as a representation of Baal Zaphon.lg The 
seal, found in a Middle Bronze Age level at the site, depicts the storm god 
striding across two mountains, with typical helmet, curled hair, and weapons 
in each hand [fig. I]. A bull, a companion animal of the storm god, is 
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depicted behind the deity while a snake and lion are in the register below. In 
front of the god and animals is a boat, which Porada views as under the 
protection of the striding deity; thus she tentatively identifies him as Baal 
Zaphon.'O I agree with Porada's identification of Baal Zaphon, but believe he 
is not the only patron deity shown on the seal. The serpent and lion are 
companion animals of another divinity who is a guardian of sailors, which I 
shall discuss in greater detail below. 

The Hellenized equivalent to Baal Zaphon, Zeus Kasios, is known to 
be a patron god of sailors. Kasios is honored for saving a merchant from a 
storm with an offering of a stone carving of the ship which the god 
protected." Further evidence is found on anchor stocks which were 
inscribed with Kasios's name in order to insure the god's protection when 
the anchors were dropped during a storm." 

In connection with Baal Zaphon's importance to mariners, the 
Ugaritic mythic cycle which describes Baal-Haddu's struggle with the god of 
the deified waters, Yamm, must be mentioned.= The text never refers to the 
storm god specifically as Baal Zaphon, but does relate that Baal-Haddu is 
given permission to build his palace on Mt. Zaphon, and thus is clearly the 
local god referred to elsewhere in the texts at Ugarit as Baal Zaphon." We 
have no direct evidence of the myth's relevance to seafarers. However, it 
must be reiterated that sailors fear the water and praise those deities who 
protect them from the harm of the sea. Thus Baal-Haddu's defeat of Yamm, 
whose name literally means "Sea" in Ugaritic, may have been an inspiring 
tale for Canaanite sailors who sought protection and divine intervention from 
their storm god against the constant dangers of the waters of the 
Mediterranean sea. 

LIBYAN AMMON 

Besides the three forms of the storm god described in the 
EsarhaddonIBaal of Tyre treaty, we have further examples that the storm god 
was important to Phoenician sailors. From a Roman text detailing the Punic 
wars, comes evidence that Libyan Ammon was the tutelary deity of a 
Carthagjnian warship." Ammon is specifically called the "deity of the vessel" 
(Latin numen carinae), and a statue of the god was placed at the stern of the 
ship. A Punic warrior prays to this statue for help during a battle with the 
Romans, and with the impending destruction of the ship, her navigator 
sacrifices himself to the god.26 Making a vow to Ammon, the pilot stabs 
himself, collects blood in his own hands, and pours it over the head of the 
statue of the god. 

Which Phoenician god was equated with Libyan Ammon? Earlier in 
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Silius's account, a Carthaginian sets sail for Libya to consult the oracles of 
Ammon, but in the scene of his return the same god is called by his Latin 
name, lovis, the thunder god.27 Later the god's ability to control all the 
elements of the storm is vividly described, under Jove's epithet Jupiter, 
luppiter: 

Jupiter . . . stirred up all his armory-winds and clouds and 
angry hail, thunder and lightning and black rain storms. A 
deluge of rain came down, mingled with pitchy hurricanes 
and black storms.28 

Thus Libyan Ammon, a patron of Carthaginian warships, is clearly 
one of the forms of the Phoenician storm god. He should not be confused 
with Baal Hamon, the patriarchal deity of Carthage, who is identified with 
Saturnus in Latin." 

BAAL ROSH 

A final aspect of the Phoenician storm god must be discussed, 
though we have no specific evidence connecting him to specialized religious 
beliefs or practices of seafarers. This is the "Lord of the promontory", or Baal 
R~sh.~ '  

Despite diverse attestations, almost nothing is known about the 
nature of the god. From the Annals of the Assyrian king Shalmaneser Ill we 
know that a mountain, or promontory, near Tyre was named after Baal 
R~sh.~ '  This same geographical location near Tyre is called "the sacred 
promontory" in several Egyptian lists from the New K i n g d ~ m . ~ ~  Other 
sources mentioning Baal Rosh, a Punic grave stela from the Tunisian coast, 
a Greek inscription on an altar from nearby Byblos, and a passage from the 
Jerusalem Talmud, show that the deity's presence was not limited to the 
environs of Tyre, but they reveal little of the god's function or the nature of 
his It must be noted, however, that promontory gods were of special 
importance to Greek seafarers, who venerated their patron deities by 
erecting shrines and temples in port or on the gods' sacred  headland^.^^ 

Canaanite and Phoenician sailors had similar practices, 
demonstrated by the anchors dedicated to Baal Zaphon in his temple at 
Ugarit and by the building of a temple on a promontory for the Phoenician 
"Poseidon," but we do not have the evidence connecting any coastal 
sanctuaries to Baal R ~ s h . ~ ~  However, the fact that Canaanites and 
Phoenicians held the cape near Tyre as sacred, shown by its appellation 
"the sacred promontory," is reason enough to conjecture that the "lord of the 
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promontory" was a protector of those who sailed within sight of his 
headland. This promontory could have served as a landmark and 
navigational reference, much like Mt. Zaphon farther to the north. 

MARINE DEITIES 

Two marine deities of the Phoenicians shall be discussed in light of 
their patronage of seafarers. It must be noted that these two deities, 
"Poseidon" and the god riding on a winged seahorse, have marine 
affiliations which aided sailors, but are not to be taken as late manifestations 
of the deified sea, Yamm." 

"Poseidon" 

It is clear from a number of sources that "Poseidon" was worshiped 
by the Phoenicians, although we are not sure of his Semitic identity.37 I place 
"Poseidon" in quotation marks as it is only preserved already translated into 
Greek from the equivalent Phoenician god's name; we cannot be certain 
which deity from the Phoenician pantheon the classical authors identified 
with their god who lived in the sea, and controlled earthquakes and marine 

Aegean mariners worshipped and feared Greek Poseidon, and the 
Phoenician "Poseidon" was venerated by Semitic seafarers, as is suggested 
by the following e~idence.~' 

A temple dedicated to "Poseidon" was built on a promontory by the 
sea at the orders of Hanno, the captain of a Punic fleet sent out to colonize 
the northwest coast of Africa in the fifth-fourth century B. C. E.40 The 
construction of this temple was likely a votive act to appease "Poseidon," 
perhaps to guarantee the protection of the voyage, and suggests that the 
deity was a guardian of Phoenician sailors. A later Punic periplus, recorded 
by Pseudo-Scylax, relates that this same cape had an altar consecrated to 
"Poseidon," which demonstrates the continuity of sacral concern of Punic 
mariners for the promontory and the deity.4' 

Evidence related by Diodorus further suggests that "Poseidon" was 
a guardian of Carthage's navy." A large sacrifice as prepared for "Poseidon" 
by Hamilcar, the Carthaginian commander, while his fleet of ships was 
docked in the harbor at Palermo, Sicily. The text does not clarify if this 
offering was in thanks to the god for protecting the Punic vessels in their 
voyage from Carthage to Sicily, or was performed to ask "Poseidon" to 
protect his men in the upcoming battle with the Greeks, or perhaps both. 
The rites Hamilcar was performing are not specified by Diodorus, and the 
commander loses his life during the ceremony in a sneak attack by his Greek 
enemies.43 
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A Greek mythic story is the source of our final piece of evidence 
connecting Phoenician "Poseidon" to mariners." The legendary Phoenician 
prince, Cadmus, is reported to have been sailing across the Mediterranean, 
searching for Europa, when his vessel was hit by tempests. Cadmus is said 
to have prayed to "Poseidon" for protection from the storms. In fulfillment of 
his vows made during the danger at sea, Cadmus built a temple dedicated 
to "Poseidon" when he had reached the safety of dry ground on the island 
of Rhodes and left some of his fellow countrymen to manage the sacred 
precinct. 

THE GOD RIDING ON A WINGED SEAHORSE 

A second Phoenician marine god is depicted on Tyrian coins and 
Punic clay plaques riding over the waves of the sea on a mythic, composite 
creature [fig. 2].45 This companion beast, with equine head and front legs, 
bird's wings, and sea serpent body and tail, is known as the hippokamp in 
Greek myth.46 In the Greek world the hippokamp is companion to several 
maritime gods, including Poseidon, which led Fantar to suggest that the 
Phoenician god riding on the winged seahorse is the Semitic "P~seidon."~' 
However, Betlyon calls this god simply a "marine" deity since any firm 
identification is beyond the scope of our data.48 

I believe that the "marine" deity was a benefactor of Phoenician 
mariners, because the winged seahorse, the god's companion animal, is 
shown riding along beneath ships on coinage from Aradus and Byblos [fig. 
31. More accurately, the vessels are depicted as sailing along on the back 
of the winged seahorse, a maritime version of a common Near Eastern motif 
which typically depicts deities or divine symbols riding on the backs of their 
totem animals. Accordingly, I interpret these Phoenician ships as protected 
by, or under the guidance of, the winged seahorse as the companion to the 
"marine" god. 

Phoenician ships are frequently depicted with horse-head prows [fig. 
41. These vessels are referred to in classical sources as hippoi, literally 
 horse^."^ I would read this equine prow figure as an abbreviated symbol 
of the winged seahorse, whose spirit resides in this ship type. Thus the 
"marine" god is a guardian of these hippoi and their crew, since the 
hippokamp represented by the prow figure is the divine companion to this 
deity. 
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GODDESSES AS PROTECTORS OF SAILORS 

The goddesses Asherah and Tannit both have links to the maritime 
world of seafarers. I will suggest that, similar to the deities who influenced 
winds or marine storms, both Asherah and Tannit had lunar links which were 
critical for the safety of sea voyages, as the moon was believed to affect the 
weather. 

ASHERAH 

The deity Asherah, the mother goddess of the Canaanite pantheon, 
has definite nautical attributes. One of her common epithets in the texts from 
Ugarit is "Asherah of the Sea," and the "Fisherman of Asherah" is one of her 
divine corn pan ion^.^^ These maritime aspects are interesting, but the 
goddess' importance to early navigators is linked to Asherah's celestial 
qualities. 

Asherah is represented on pendants with crescent moons in her 
headdress or riding on the moon's crescent, and Egyptian stelae show her 
with a headdress crowned by a crescent-and-disk [fig. 5].5' Identical symbols 
of the crescent and the crescent-and-disk are depicted on poles found at the 
stern end of Phoenician ships [fig. 6].52 The location of this lunar symbol of 
the goddess at the rear of vessels, the area of ships where navigators 
steered using twin rudders, suggests that Asherah's aid was being invoked 
to promote proper na~igation.~~ Our knowledge of Phoenician navigation 
techniques is very scanty, however, lunar light and the presence of the moon 
as a bearing mark are critical for night time sailing." 

The connection between the crescent moon, or the crescent-and- 
disk, and the piloting of ships is best explained if one views these lunar 
representations as symbols of the new moon. Varied aspects of the new 
moon have been "read" by sailors, both ancient and modern, in order to 
predict future weather at sea.% The prediction of upcoming meteorological 
events based upon the look of the new moon must have been crucial, as 
proper navigation and wind conditions were critical for safety and well being 
of a voyage. Thus I would postulate that Asherah's control of natural 
elements which affected conditions at sea made her patronage important to 
Canaanite and Phoenician navigators. 

Examples of the importance of Asherah to Semitic seafarers are 
additionally found in textual and pictorial sources. Egyptian coffin text no. 61, 
dating from the Middle Kingdom, says that the Lady of Byblos (Asherah) 
"hold(s) the steering oars of . . . (funerary) barks.""A Middle Bronze IIA 
cylinder seal, of Canaanite manufacture, shows two ships stern to stern with 
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the head of the goddess directly above the steering oars of each vessel [fig. 
7].57 The only crew members depicted both face the goddess, one of whom 
is the ship's navigator as he holds on to vessel's rudder. A harbor located on 
the northern end of the eastern gulf of the Red Sea is named after the 
goddess in dedication to Asherah. The port, known to us from the Hebrew 
Bible, derives its name Elat from the proper name of the goddess Asherah, 
a name used frequently to refer to the goddess in the Ugaritic texts.58 A 
Tyrian coin depicts a patron goddess standing in her ship; the tutelary 
deity's name, "Elat of Tyre," is written on the coin in Ph~enician.~' 

The Canaanite cylinder seal from Tell el-Dab'a has already been 
discussed with regard to its depiction of Baal Zaphon in an attitude of 
protection over a sailing vessel. A snake and lion are depicted on this same 
seal, in a register beneath the representation of the smiting storm god and 
his companion bull [fig. I ] .  These animals, which could also be interpreted 
as guardians over the ship on the seal, are both companions to Asherah, 
who is typically represented riding on the back of a lion with snakes in her 
hands, and is referred to as "Lioness" in a Ugaritic text [figs. 5a, 5c, and 8].w 
A lion's head is the prow figure on some of the vessels detailed on coins 
from Byblos, which may represent the protective presence of Asherah's spirit 
in these warships [fig. 3a].6' 

The Phoenician mother goddess Tannit, known mostly from sources 
in the western Mediterranean, has maritime and lunar attributes like Asherah. 
The two goddesses have been viewed as aspects of the same deity, an 
opinion which I share and I believe is supported by the following evidence.@ 
The crescent moon is a symbol of Tannit, as well as A~herah .~~  The sign of 
Tannit, a stylized representation of the goddess, is represented together with 
marine creatures, such as fish and dolphins [fig. 91. Ancient and modern 
seafarers revered the dolphin, since it was believed that shifts in conditions 
at sea or future storms could be predicted by the presence of dolphins 
around a ship." 

Tannit is the guardian of a ship represented on a Carthaginian stela, 
as the sign of the goddess is shown on top of standards at the prow and 
stern of the vessel [fig. 101. Ships, sacred parts of ships, and ship's 
equipment with sacred connotations, such as anchors and rudders, are also 
represented on sacrificial stelae with and without the sign of Tannit [fig. 9c 
and 131. From formulaic inscriptions on these stelae we know that they were 
dedicated to Tannit and her consort, Baal Hamon. Baal Hamon, however, 
lacks any connections to the sea.= Therefore, I would interpret the images of 
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ships, ships' prows and sterns, sacred anchors, and steering rudders as 
dedications to the goddess Tannit protectress of mariners. 

The consecration of port sites, islands, and headlands to the Semitic 
"Herakles," known in Phoenician as Milqart, is recorded in classical texts.66 
Coupling this evidence with the appearance of sanctuaries dedicated to 
Milqart in Phoenician port cities and on promontories important to 
navigation, Semple determined that Milqart was a guardian of Phoenician 
 seafarer^.^' Further evidence supports this identification. 

A ship dedicated to Herakles-Milqart is described in Arrian's account 
of Alexander the Great's conquest of Tyre." A war ship, depicted on the walls 
of a Carthaginian tomb in Tunisia, has the guardian figure of Milqart on its 
prow [fig. 12].69 This representation of Milqart is in his Semitic, "smiting god," 
pose, where he is shown with a beard, wearing a cone-shaped helmet, and 
holding a shield and war axe, and differs from the god's Hellenized depiction 
with the lion skin cape and club of Herakles. 

Before setting sail, Phoenician merchants are known to have made 
sacrifices to Milqart to ensure safe passage.70 Strabo records offerings made 
to Herakles (Milqart) by Tyrian mariners, with the purpose of gaining insight 
into the safety of travel at sea.71 Twice the omens were unfavorable, and the 
voyages were aborted, but the third time the signs were positive and the 
ships made it safely to found the colony of Gader, on an island off of the 
southwestern coast of Spain. In thanks to their divine protector, the group 
founded a temple dedicated to Milqart. 

Phoenician inscriptions from Carthage and Sicily mention the 
"Promontory of Milqart."72 These are reminiscent of the aforementioned 
classical sources that verify the dedication of headlands to Milqart. 

What attributes made Milqart a patron of seafarers? Milqart had 
connections to the underworld, and was a god of pestilence which affected 
the fertility of the land and crop yield. He did not have any celestial or 
meteorological qualities, however, which gave him control over winds or 
weather, like the other deities detailed above. Milqart's importance to 
mariners can be suggested from comparative evidence from equivalent 
gods in the Greek, Hurrian, and Mesopotamian pantheons. 

Herakles was known in the Greek world as the epitome of the 
intrepid traveller, and accordingly he became a protector of  voyager^.'^ His 
travels at sea are depicted on carved gemstones, which show Herakles 
crossing the waters on a raft, and are related by Pausanias in a tale of a 
statue of Herakles which originated in Tyre but came to be placed in a 
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temple in Erythrae after floating over the Mediterranean on a wooden raft." 
Greek Herakles was also known for his struggles with mythic creatures. In 
one such adventure, Herakles wrestles a fish-tailed monster, half human and 
half fish, known variously as Triton, Nereus, or Halios G e r ~ n . ~ ~  It is possible 
that Herakles was venerated by sailors as a vanquisher of sea monsters. 

Although the iconography of the fish-tailed monster was borrowed 
by the Greeks from the Near East, there are no Phoenician images of Milqart 
wrestling a fish-tailed creature.76 A Phoenician marine creature, half man and 
half fish, is represented on a sealstone and on coinage, but is always a lone 
figure [fig. 111." Could Milqart have been worshipped by seafarers as a 
guardian of travellers or vanquisher of sea monsters, like Herakles? At the 
present time this must remain speculative. 

Further comparative evidence might also help explain Milqart's 
patronage of seafarers. The Hurrian god lrshappa and Mesopotamian 
Nergal are both known as patrons of commerce, and either god is equivalent 
to Milqa~t.~' SO it is possible that Milqart, too, was a divine protector of 
Phoenician commerce, much of which was conducted over the waters of the 
Mediterranean. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Canaanite and Phoenician seafarers protected themselves on their 
voyages through the patronage of gods and goddesses from their divine 
pantheon of deities. The storm god, Baal-Haddu, whose winds could either 
benefit or devastate a ship at sea, was a guardian of mariners in several of 
his aspects. The Phoenician "Poseidon" and the deity riding on the winged 
seahorse are both marine deities who protected sailors. The specific 
attributes which made mariner venerate these deities is not known, but it is 
possible that they were hypostases of the storm god with links to marine 
winds. The goddesses Asherah and Tannit were worshipped by seafarers. 
Their ties to the new moon may have made the goddesses crucial for 
predicting future weather conditions at sea, and their divine powers seem to 
have been associated with proper navigation. Milqart, a god of pestilence 
with ties to the underworld, also guarded over sailors. Equivalent deities 
were worshipped as protectors of travellers, vanquishers of sea monsters, 
and patrons of commerce, and it is possible that Milqart was venerated by 
seafarers for equivalent attributes. 

In order to appease these sacred benefactors, sailors worshipped 
their patrons in port temples and in isolated shrines erected on promontories 
along sea routes, as well as on board ship. Vessels contained sacred areas, 
at their prow or stern, for conducting ceremonies at sea, and the ships were 
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imbued with the spirit of a tutelary god to ward off the dangers of the deep. 
Rituals were performed for these gods at transition points in the voyage, to 
ensure a safe journey: on land, both before sailing and after safe arrival; on 
board ship, while leaving and entering port; and at sea, when passing 
sacred promontories, and in times of distress. 

This evidence describes the specialized nature of the religion of 
Canaanite and Phoenician sailors. Each of these patron deities were 
worshipped on land, as well, but there they served a different set of sacral 
needs or concerns based on an individual's profession and their role or 
ranking within their society or kinship structure. 
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ROMAN FISHING BOATS AND THE TRANSOM BOW 

In the early 1960s, The Mariner's Mirror published a series of short 
editorial notes on the Roman transom stern.' Peter Marsden introduced the 
subject with the publication of a line drawing from a Roman fresco in the 
Naples Archaeological Museum. Expanding upon Marsden's contribution, 
Marco Bonino produced additional artistic examples of the Roman transom, 
and linked it to a distinct type of vessel called a horeia. Then, in what 
appears to have been the final word on the subject, Lionel Casson 
contended that, in all of the examples cited by Marsden and Bonino, the 
transom is a feature not of the stern, which carries the steering oars, but of 
the bow; thus the Roman transom stern became the Roman blunt prow. 
Thirty years ago, this topic attracted some of the very best in the field of 
ancient ship construction, and as my own recent research has focused on 
the topic of ancient fishing boats, I would like to revisit the Roman transom 
in the light of current archaeological and literary evidence. 

The line drawing published by Marsden shows a small, relatively flat- 
bottomed vessel with a rectangular transom and two oars - the steering oar 
being slung on the stern, which curves gradually upwards.' We are 
extremely limited in what we can say about the function or context of this 
boat, as Marsden describes it only as a fragment of a larger Roman fresco. 
A search for iconographic parallels yields some clues, in the form of a 
mosaic from the third century, discovered at the North African site of Uadi ez 
Zgaia.3 Here, against a background of enormous marine creatures, two 
fishermen operate a small boat that bears a certain resemblance to 
Marsden's Roman boat; it is flat-bottomed, with a curving stern and a 
rectangular transom bow. The boat is under sail and one figure steers from 
the stern while, in the bow, the other figure attempts to haul in a large fish 
hooked on the end of his line. Like this one, many of the fishing boats 
depicted in mosaics from Roman North Africa are not to scale, in that the 
artist was concerned less with the vessels than with the depiction of fish in a 
highly detailed, almost taxonomic format; while the boats themselves are a 
secondary subject, they are nevertheless an important source of nautical 
iconography from this period. 
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In his response to Marsden's note in The Mariner's Mirror, Bonino 
identified three mosaics showing boats with transoms, all from Roman bath 
complexes dated to the third and fourth centuries AD. The first, from the 
Sicilian site of Piazza Armerina, shows a Cupid spearfishing from the deck of 
a vessel that has a distinctive semicircular t ran~om.~ Though not visible in 
this image, another Cupid sits at the stern with a steering oar, just aft of the 
fish. The second mosaic, from Themetra, in Tunisia, has a protome of the 
personified Ocean at center surrounded by a sea full of small boats and fish.= 
Just below the head of Ocean two fishermen work from a partially-decked 
vessel that has a semicircular, almost triangular, transom at one end. While 
one figure line-fishes, the other figure, holding a steering oar, sits opposite 
him, with his back to the transom. The Themetra mosaic may be our best 
evidence that these small vessels were, in the truest sense double-ended; 
that is, capable of being maneuvered from either end, depending on the 
circumstance. A transom bow offered the fisherman a larger working surface 
and improved visibility, but propelling a vessel with a transom bow poses 
distinct technical disadvantages; for this reason it would have been desirable 
to put the finer entry of the stern into the waves while steering the vessel from 
the blunt end as is suggested by the Themetra mosaic. 

Perhaps the most significant aspect of Bonino's 1963 editorial was 
his association of the Roman transom with the horeia from the Catalog of 
Boats mosaic at Althiburus.' Like the boats from Piazza Armerina and 
Themetra, the Althiburus horeia has a semicircular transom at one end and 
a steering oar slung on the opposite end. The vessel is partially decked and 
carries what seem to be bundled fishing nets. I will, in a moment, address 
the use of the term horeia but I would first like to note that, in addition to the 
three mosaics cited by Bonino, we can add at least another two: one from 
Utica, which shows netfishing from the transom of a small, two-man boat,7 
and a second from a very fine fourth-century mosaic at Aquileia, Italy, in 
which one Cupid linefishes from the forward end of a small, decorated boat, 
while the other pilots the vessel with a lone steering oar.' Fishing scenes 
were popular outside the medium of mosaic, as well, as is shown by the 
depiction of a small boat with a transom bow on the discus of a Roman 
lamp.g 

Lionel Casson was the last to contribute to the series of 
commentaries on the Roman transom. Casson's observations were twofold: 
first, he maintained that, in all of the examples provided by Marsden and 
Bonino, the oars are not for propulsion but for steering, making the transom 
a feature of the bow, not the stern. Secondly, Casson hypothesized that the 
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transom had been developed in order to facilitate the loading of cargo in 
harbors where dock facilities were available. He illustrated this theory using 
two well-known sculptural reliefs from the third century A.D., which show 
merchantmen entering the harbor of Rome towing their tenders, both of 
which have transom bows.1° Casson's theory is eminently logical; the 
transom bow would have enabled a small boat to tie up flush at a dock or 
quay. Still, the majority of iconographic images show that the transom bow 
was predominantly a feature of small fishing boats. I do not want to imply 
that these small boats were incapable of performing multiple tasks; indeed, 
their versatility is reflected in a wall painting from Pompeii, which shows two 
dwarves transporting a cargo of amphoras in a small partially-decked boat 
with a transom." While one figure pilots the boat, the other hauls in what 
must be a net. The line drawing shown here dates from the late 18th century, 
and despite thorough research, I have been unable to locate the original 
image [which may no longer survive] or to determine its specific context 
within the city of Pompeii. Nevertheless, I suspect that what we are seeing 
here is a fisherman hauling in his nets, as yet another example of how a 
transom bow was well-suited for fishing. 

With regard to the written evidence, the primary importance of the 
Althiburus mosaic is that it establishes the horeia as a discrete vessel type 
and offers us a link to the literary record, where the term horeia appears in 
the works of four authors that span a period from the second century B.C. to 
the fifth century A.D. The earliest and most abundant references come from 
the comedies of Plautus, in which the poor, luckless fisherman Gripus offers 
thanks to his patron Neptune and to his healthy horeia for bringing him a rich 
catch in rough seas.I2 In the fragment of one of Plautus' incomplete plays, 
two fishermen debate about how best to punish a wrongdoer: tie him in a 
sack and tow him out to sea, or tie him to a horeia, so that he might fish for 
all eternity.13 Horeia appears again as an entry in two catalogs of boat types, 
one by Aulus Gellius in the second century AD,I4 and the other from the early 
fourth-century compiler Nonius Marcell~s.'~ By the late fifth century AD, the 
mythographer Fulgentius had included horeia in his treatise on the 
explanation of obsolete words.'' 

As regards the archaeological evidence, we have several examples 
of ancient fishing boats, including the riverine dugout Zwammerdam 1,'' the 
Kinneret boat,'' and the Ostia boat, with its unique wet well.'9 Recently I 
learned that two boats, Roman in date, were discovered in the 1980s during 
the excavation of the harbor at T~ulon.~" It is my understanding that these 
vessels were well-preserved, some 6 to 8 meters in length, and equipped 
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with transom bows situated above the waterline. The Toulon vessels, which 
are apparently undergoing conservation, are in need of recording and 
publication. Their discovery presents us with a rare and valuable opportunity 
to study. a specific Roman boat type against its iconographic 
representations; such an opportunity should not be missed. 

In conclusion, the transom bow was a distinctive (but not exclusive) 
feature of the Roman fishing boat between the first and fourth centuries A.D. 
The Althiburus mosaic provides a crucial link by naming the horeia as one, 
if not the only, type of boat with a transom. Ancient authors confirm that the 
horeia was not a cargo boat, not a transport, not a tender, but a fishing boat. 
The issue of transom stern versus transom bow is secondary; the horeia 
was, in all likelihood, an exercise in versatility - it was double-ended, so as 
to provide both a working platform for fishing with nets, lines, or spears, as 
well as a fine entry while underway. As a vessel type, the horeia probably 
represents a small percentage of ancient Roman fishing boats; they are but 
a fraction of the boats that appear in the various catalog of boats mosaics 
from Piazza Armerina, Themetra, and Althiburus. Marco Bonino believed the 
horeia to be of African origin, and while this theory is difficult to prove, it is 
worth considering the frequency with which the horeia appears amidst a 
Nilotic landscape like the one from the Casa del Medico at P~mpeii.~' 

Deborah N. Carlson 
Institute of Nautical Archaeology 

P.O. Drawer HG 
College Station, Texas 77841-5137 

* Many fine people have been kind enough to share with me their 
interest and ideas about ancient fishing. I would like to thank in particular 
Patrice Pomey, Hector Williams, George Bass, Fred Hocker, William Murray, 
Lucien Basch, and Louis Lehmann. 

NOTES 

1 Marsden 1963, Bonino 1963, Casson 1964. 
2 Marsden 1963: fig.1 
3 Foucher 1963: figs. 22, 23. 
4 Carandini/Ricci/deVos 1982: fig. 151. 
5 Foucher 1958: pl. IX. 
6 Casson 1971: fig.137.20. See also Duval 1949, a seminal work on the Althiburus mosaic, in 

which he describes the horeia as having a transom bow. 
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7 Enciclopedia Classica X.738b. 
8 Tamaro 1980: fig. 182. 
9 Walters 1914: pl. 16.527. For a lamp depicting a small one-man boat with probable 

transom bow, see Bailey 1980: pl. 10, Q858. 1 owe both of these references to the 
scrutinizing eye of Hector Williams. 

10 The Torlonia Relief and the Ny-Carlsberg Glyptothek sarcophagus appear in Casson 1971 
figs. 144 and 147, respectively. Casson also cites the small one-man horse transport' 
shown on Trajan's Column; see LepperIFrere 1988: pl.xxvi. 

1 1 Dictionnaire des Antiquites, p. 1 1 13, fig. 61 65. 
12 Rudens 910. 
13 Vidularia 138. 
14 Noctes Atticae 10.25.5. 
15 de Genere Navigiorum 13.21. 
16 Expositio Sermonum Antiquorum 15. 
17 De Weerd 1978. 
18 Wachsmann 1990. 
19 Scrinari 1979. 
20 1 am grateful to Patrice Pomey for sharing with me the facts and images of the Toulon 

vessels. J.-M. Gassend published a brief account of their discovery in Les Chasse-Marbe 
33 (1987) 60-62. 

21 Donati 1998: fig. 16. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 

Fig. 1 Small boat with a transom from an unknown Roman wall painting. (from Marsden 
(1963) fig.1). 

Fig. 2 Fishing mosaic from Uadi ez Zgaia, North Africa. Third century AD. 
(from Foucher (1963), fig. 23). 

Fig. 3 Cupid spearfishing from a vessel with a transom bow. Mosaic from Piazza Armerina, 
Sicily. Third century AD. (from Carandini et al. (1982) fig. 151). 

Fig. 4 The horeia of the Althiburus mosaic. (from 0. Hockmann (1985) fig.52). 
Fig. 5 Two men net fishing from a vessel with a transom bow. Mosaic from Utica, North 

Africa. (from Pighi et al. (1957) vol. 10, p. 738). 
Fig. 6 Fishing cupids in a vessel with a transom bow. Mosaic from Aquileia, Italy. Fourth 

century AD. (from Tamaro (1980) fig. 182). 
Fig. 7 Roman lamp showing fishing scene and vessel with transom bow. First century AD. 

(from Walters (1914) pl. 16, fig. 527). 
Fig. 8 Line drawing of a wall painting from Pompeii, context unknown. Perhaps first century 

BC-AD. From Carcani (1757) vol. 5, pl. 67. 
Fig. 9 Nilotic landscape from a wall painting in Casa del Medico at Pompeii. (from Donati 

(1998), fig. 16). 
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NAVAL TACTICS AND THE DESIGN OF THE TRIREME AT SYRACUSE 
IN THE PELOPONNESIAN WAR 

THUCYDIDES, VII, 88, 5: This event proved to be the greatest of all that had happened in the 
course of this war, and, as it seems to me, of all Hellenic events of which we have record, for 
the victors most splendid, for the vanquished most disastrous. 

The distinguishing feature of the Syracusan navy at the end of the 
fifth century BC is its surprising capacity for design and planning. Their 
expertise in shipbuilding gave rise to innovations in the technical area 
unprecedented in the history of naval architecture, as well as in the 
strategies of attack of the early military navy. This constituted a bold triumph 
of engineering technology about which the Greek historian Thucydides 
together with Diodorus of Sicily dedicates minimal but detailed information 
of a structurally-oriented nature, especially in the comparison with the 
Athenian trireme. Classical literary sources place emphasis on the maritime 
role played by Syracuse during antiquity, in peace time as well as in war. The 
Syracusans were renowned as a great naval power; they possessed a 
remarkable harbour system (Fig. 1) and were the centre of nautical 
innovations. However, it should be pointed out that there is a wide gap 
between the historical documentation and the archaeological evidence. 
Indeed, Syracuse inherited her nautical technology from her mother city, 
Corinth, by which she was founded in 734 BC. 

During the Peloponnesian War, in the late fifth century BC, the 
Syracusan navy made a number of nautical advances with respect to the 
arrangement of the prow of its galleys. The Greek historian Thucydides 
(V11,36) reports the strategy adopted by the Syracusans on that occasion. He 
stresses that it was a combined strategy made up of two tactical elements, 
'stern attack' and 'side assault'. The prow of the Syracuse trireme was, 
according to Thucydides, reduced in size and reinforced with the help of two 
longitudinal beams "anteridas". It can be readily understood that the 
embolos, thus modified, worked much better by comparison with the weaker 
Athenian prow which was still designed in the traditional manner. 

1- The design of the Syracusan trireme: shipbuilding methods and 
problems of interpretation. 

I will not discuss here the general lines of action by sea and land or 
the general approach of the warring parties. My concern will be focused on 
how the strategies adopted by the Syracusans were the product of careful 
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targeted preliminary study which sought to reveal the weaknesses and 
limitations of the opponent. 

Following the valuable advice of the Corinthian pilot Ariston (Diod., 
BH, XIII, lo), the Syracusans first established that the 'Achilles' heel' of the 
Athenian fleet lay in the fragility of the prow section and in the systematic, 
almost ritual, attacking manoeuvre of surrounding the enemy vessel in order 
to pierce it through its side. They then worked towards the total disruption of 
this sophisticated attacking action, as well as on technological innovations 
which would maximise the strength of the bow of their own fleet. 

Indeed, the new Syracusan attacking strategy lay in the optimisation 
of the technical qualities of the 'embolos'. As Thucydides wrote (VII, 36, 2), 
the bow section of the Syracusan trireme was reduced in size but notably 
reinforced and thus rendered more sturdy; equipped with a system which 
consisted of "pacheias epotidas" connected to "anteridas" of 6 cubits in 
length of which 6 cubits are extended inside and 6 protrude outside the end 
of the prow. This structural modification is also reflected in the attacking 
strategy adopted by the Syracusans which upset the old way of waging war, 
signalling a veritable revolution in the tactics of naval warfare: namely, the 
tactic of the prow-to-prow collision which would have smashed in the 
opponents' prows by driving its massive rams into the fragile Athenian 
prows. 

This was a strategic attacking manoeuvre which departed from the 
familiar technique of the 'periplous' which guarded against attack from the 
side; the Athenian ships were thus compelled to thrust backwards on their 
oars, towards land, towards the coastal interior of the port which was under 
Syracusan control. 

What is certain is that in the history of military naval shipbuilding this 
is the first case where there is explicit evidence of the use of the 'epotides- 
anteridas' solution. 

Although it may be simple to understand the rationale behind the 
workings of the prow unit devised by the Syracusans, there are distinct 
difficulties of interpretation regarding the system of assemblage of the two 
girders at the sides of the rostrum. If the reduction in dimensions of the 
'embolos' came together with the addition of the lateral 'epotides', on which 
were fixed the edged girders (clearly covered in metal, or perhaps in melted 
bronze), these must have jutted out far enough to be able to reach the 
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planks of the enemy prow, and thus strike it and tear through it, with the 
force of the collision. 

The experiments carried out in an attempt to establish the point at 
which the lateral 'epotides' were joined, as well as the angle of curvature of 
the 'anterides', raised a number of questions. Chief among these was to 
seek to determine the exact position which would have achieved the 
maximum effect in the context of the collision with the opposing vessel. 

Among the various possibilities considered, the most plausible 
answer would be that which sees them as having been mounted below the 
water-line, with a slightly pincer-like profile. This hypothesis is based on at 
least two sorts of reasons, both tactical and practical: firstly, the concealment 
of the attacking device by hiding it under the surface of the water; secondly, 
the effecting of damage to the working-hull of the opposing vessel, causing 
an immediate influx of water. Smashing in the ship's upper hull would have 
brought about no immediate negative effect. This solution seems also to 
emerge from Diodorus Siculus (BH, XIII, 10, 3.6) who has defined the 
Syracusan prow "iskuron kai tapeinon" which suggests that it was stronger 
as well as fixed on the lower point and so above the water line. Diodorus 
emphasized the Syracusan sea power in his account in the Xlll book, where, 
comparatively speaking, he wrote that " [...I when they (the Attic triremes) 
rammed, they damaged only the parts of a ship that extended above the 
water, so that the enemy suffered no great damage; whereas the ships of the 
Syracusans, built as they were with the structure about the prow strong and 
low, would often, as they delivered their ramming, sink with one shock the 
triremes of the Athenians" (BH, XIII, 10, 3). There can be no doubt that from 
this line we learn that the Athenian triremes used to damage the opposing 
vessels just on the upper hull, while the Syracusans used to smash its 
massive rams into the fragile lower hull and so under the waterline. Anyway, 
rejecting this hypothesis concerning a ram system mounted near the 
waterline or even under it, along with the ideas of Morrison (1968: 319), Mr 
Tzahos (the previous speaker at this Symposium) believes that the 
"epotides" were located on the outrigger cheeks as a sort of dual weapon 
protruding on each side of the outrigged frame. It should, however, be noted 
in this regard that there is not even a single item of iconographic or 
archaeological/monumental remains of a ram mounted on an outrigger 
cheek and that there is a huge difference between a ram system and 
anchors-bitts. The beams projecting on either side of the beak serve to 
strengthen it; it is a completely different matter which has nothing to do with 
the ram set-up in the Syracusan or Corinthian manner. 
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There is also another remark regarding the dimensions. 
Thucydides (VII, 36,2) writes that the 'anteridas', like protruding girders, had 
a length of 6 cubits extending inside and 6 cubits protruding outside. Indeed, 
this is the length necessary to surpass the rostrum of the enemy ship and 
reach the most fragile part of the prow section, to the side of the rostrum, or 
the bow planks which offered least resistance. We have ascertained that to 
achieve a functional and efficient bow set-up it would have been necessary 
for the girders to protrude by 6 cubits in relation to the line of the 'embolos', 
and that they would have been welded to an internal bracket which secured 
them to the ship to lend them greater substance. In the ramming phase, with 
the opposing vessel impaled, two possible situations might be envisaged for 
the Syracusan ships: one was to push the enemy vessel towards the shore, 
or rather towards the relevant stretch of coast; the other was to reverse 
quickly to allow the water to enter through the freshly made gashes. The 
reconstructive hypothesis of the prow of the Syracusan 'trireme' proposed 
here takes account of these observations and of the suggestions of 
Thucydides together with Diodorus Siculus (Fig. 2). 

2- Some points of comparison. 
Despite this technical advance, the new attacking bow configuration 

'epotides-anteridas' was only employed to a limited extent on this particular 
occasion; there is only one other case of its adoption, at Naupatto, by the 
mother-city Corinth and perhaps one other later case at Chios by the 
Rhodians. Indeed it is to the episodic nature of the use of this particular set- 
up of the prow section of the Syracusan trireme that we may attribute the 
almost total absence - at least up until the current state of research - of 
precise iconographic points of reference. The only reference point for 
comparison, even if at a later stage and with differing characteristics from a 
technical point of view, is a clay model of a warship, preserved at the 
Museum of Sparta (Fig. 3). 

The model, dated to between the 1st century BC and the 1st century 
AD, in addition to the "embolos", has two girders protruding from the bow 
section of the ship, placed just behind the ram and fixed more or less near 
the water-line. These seem to recall the 'concept' of the Syracusan attacking 
apparatus, but from the purely tactical point of view they do not appear to 
have been able to achieve the same devastating effect. 

Taking into consideration the previously discussed approach to 
attacking strategy of the Syracusan military navy, which was oriented 
towards prow-to-prow ramming, it is easy to comprehend how the two 
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girders fixed further back in relation to the prow itself did not fulfil any 
attacking function; only by assuming a rolling-type manoeuvre accompanied 
by a lateral assault can we then recognise an attacking potential for the 
girders which would then practically have slid all along the outrigger of the 
opposing vessel, putting the rowing system out of action. But we know for 
certain from Thucydides that the Syracusan fleet operated according to 
another plan of attack which was considered as being extremely 
unsophisticated by the Athenians, that of the prow-to-prow attack. 

Another reference point for comparison, although partial and also 
later, would be that of the so-called "Punic sister-ship of Marsala", 
supposedly a military ship of the liburnian type dated to the middle of the Ill 
century BC (Basch and Frost, 1975: 224-227). This finding in the waters of 
SW Sicily has allowed the clarification of the system of assembly of the prow 
and the ram in relation to the keel of the ship. These elements appear 
practically independent in relation to the hull: the ram, at the tip end of the 
prow, was fixed upon two protruding timber beams riveted onto both sides 
of the keel and projecting upwards the water-line (Fig. 4). Structurally, these 
protruding timbers which were joined to each other by bolts or iron nails 
were attached to either side of the sternpost forming a pair of tusks that 
curved upwards from the keel. It was conceived like a sort of "replaceable 
ram" (Basch and Frost, 1975: 225) which could be lost and afterwards 
replaced with another similar ram, rather than to remain attached to the 
enemy ship in the collision phase (Fig. 5). The equipment system of the prow 
unit of the Syracusan trireme would probably have been assembled 
according to the same structural principle, or possibly with the two 
protruding beams connected to the lower sternpost, located below the 
water-line. Indeed, both of these rams which could be either mounted or 
replaced as a whole item were conceived with a purely strategic attacking 
function and were more or less independent from the embolos. The essential 
difference of these ram structures is that in the warship of Marsala they seem 
designed as a pair of elephant tusks curved upwards, while those of 
Syracuse, also mounted below the water-line, seem designed with a slightly 
pincer-like profile. 

Finally, though this structural comparison appears as the only direct 
archaeological evidence available, it must be recognised that the only 
written source, the veracity and competence of which are guaranteed by 
genuine military experience, remains the great historian, Thucydides, who, 
having served in the early Athenian military navy, was also a general in the 
Athenian fleet. Indeed it was this that provided him with knowledge and 
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expertise concerning maritime military problems. 

Furthermore, in the later written classical sources, we can find some 
accounts of naval battles which refer to ramming under the waterline as well 
as of technical modifications aimed at a better protection of the prow section 
both above and below the waterline. A description by Polybius (Histories, 
W1,3, 1-2; XV1,4, 11-13) of the battle of Chios in 201 BC, between the 
Rhodians and the Macedonian fleets refers to a strategy of ramming directed 
towards striking the underwater part of the ships. 

Later Plutarch, in describing the battle of Actium, stresses the 
strengthened sides of Octavian's ship which were "constructed of huge 
square timbers fastened together with iron" (Anthologia, U(V1,2). 

3- Successful use and subsequent disuse of the Syracusan trireme's 
prow. 

The fact that the singular bow set-up did not find favour as a "model" 
for other military navies may be attributable to the limited spatio-temporal 
context of the war in question: that is, within the great port of Syracuse, in 
the late summer of 413 BC. 

We must also take into consideration the fact that it was easy for the 
Syracusan military navy, with the logistical support of its own shipyards in 
situ, in immediate proximity to the port, to modify and integrate structural 
elements while the routine maintenance and caulking of the hulls of the 
entire fleet were carried out; in contrast, it would not be feasible for a trireme 
equipped with a Syracusan-style bow system to deal with the high seas, and 
especially difficult for it to undertake long stretches of navigation. 

Only in the Syracusan military fleet and only in these particular 
circumstances within the internal perimeter of the great port, was it possible 
to install on the Syracusan trireme such a sophisticated attacking system. 

Nevertheless, we have also to recognise that during the battle of 
Chios, the Rhodian fleet operated an attacking approach, that of "prow to 
prow", which seems to recall the Syracusan strategy. As Polybius wrote 
"[...]they depressed the bows of their own ships, thus they received the 
enemy blows above the waterline and rendered their own blows fatal by 
inflicting their wounds below the waterline" (Histories, WI). I do not exclude 
the possibility that the Rhodian navy would be influenced by the earlier well- 
known sea-battle occurring in 413 BC and by the nautical knowledge 
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experienced by the Syracusans over the century. It should also be pointed 
out that the Rhodians themself were involved in the colonisation of Sicily in 
the late 8th century BC and that they were strictly connected with the 
foundation of Gela and Lipari with which they used to maintain strong 
relationships. It should also be underlined that both Gela and Lipari, which 
were colonised by the Rhodians, were allies of Syracuse for some time and 
that they all engaged in various naval battles together against the common 
enemy. It appears that the Rhodian navy could have taken note of the 
improvements made by the Syracusan fleet, applying the new technical 
changes to its own war-ships. 

4- Naval tactics. 
Thucydides describes the crucial moment of the attacking strategy 

devised by the Syracusan navy as a strategy carried out on the tactical 
plane by means of two fundamental components: ramming of the bow and 
lateral assault. He writes as follows:" [...]the Syracusans manoeuvre the ships 
taking care to strike with the prow, following an established strategy; 
equipped with rams, they would smash into the bow planks of the Athenian 
craft around where the line of oars stopped. But even more serious was the 
damage wreaked by those Syracusans who on small boats circled around the 
enemy trireme and darted all along the flanks, slipping under the rows of oars 
to slay the oarsmen by running them through" (Thuc.,VII, 40, 5). 

The head-on collision with enemy prows was thus only the first move 
in a more complex tactical strategy which demanded the attention of the 
prow officer (the proreus) and of the soldiers on board (epibata~) in the bow 
section of the trireme; it therefore required a phase of direct attack of an 
immediate and unpredictable nature upon the oarsmen in the first rank; this 
was carried out by small craft which would thrust themselves into the ship, 
killing the aforementioned oarsmen. 

This second decisive phase was complementary to the 'bow 
ramming' plan of attack, and was undoubtedly the most extraordinary 
tactical prowess of the Syracusan navy because it resulted in the rowing 
system of the opposing vessel being thrown into utter disarray. This meant, 
in technical terms, rendering the enemy ship completely unsteerable, 
leading to a loss of its only propulsive force and ending in an uncontrollable 
and uncontrolled tangle of oars thrashing against oars. The use of this 
manoeuvre was considered by the Athenians a 'sign of gross incompetence 
on the part of the helmsmen' while at the same time it is impossible to ignore 
the extreme logical rigour on which it was based. 
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This tactical innovation would have been impossible without the 
development of the attacking qualities of the 'embolos', and marks the most 
important moment in the evolution of naval tactics in antiquity. 

5- Defensive installations in the Great Harbour. 
The stratagems used on that occasion by the Syracusans were not 

limited to the study of naval technical and attacking solutions, but extended 
to the whole sea-going context in which the action of the great battle was 
waged, not neglecting to consider the potential offered by the sea bottom of 
the great port as well. 

The positioning on the sea bed of long pointed posts, conceived of 
as a sort of hidden artificial shallows onto which to drive enemy ships, put in 
place by underwater workers - the first divers in history used for the 
purposes of war - presupposes a detailed preliminary knowledge of the sea 
bed and therefore a considered choice of sites to be 'mined'. It therefore 
presupposes the accomplishment of accurate nautical maps accompanied 
by soundings, a veritable 'military map' with secret 'traps' into which to direct 
the enemy ships with a view to bringing about the breaking of the bottom of 
the hulls of the Athenian fleet and their allies. 

Thucydides writes that the paling was most lethal in that hidden 
beneath the surface of the water were sharpened trunks, fixed in such a way 
that the tips did not come out above the surface of the sea. A dreadful risk 
of drifting onto them with the keel: almost like shallows for anyone 
uncautious enough to run their ship onto them. But divers, mercenaries, 
swimming underwater could manage to saw these off; obviously the 
Syracusans would replace the posts. 

At this point it is necessary to address the question of how genuinely 
decisive Syracusan technical and constructive innovation was in the course 
of military history and naval architecture. 

The use of ramming and the ram was to remain the fundamental 
means of attack of the whole classical age, to the point that a military ship, 
whether Greek, Roman or Carthaginian, or of whatever other Mediterranean 
navy, would be inconceivable if not equipped with its own prow ram. And 
again are not the 'long pointed posts' fixed in the sea bed of the great port, 
to a height lower than the water-line of the trireme, perhaps a forerunner of 
that tactic which in the modern era evolved into floating mines over secret 
military routes? 
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6- The possibility of discovering remains of ancient warships in the 
Great Harbour of Syracuse. 

In the decisive naval encounter of the Sicilian expedition of the 
Peloponnesian War, in the late summer of 413 BC, the components of the 
Syracusan and Athenian fleets with their respective allies approached 200 
vessels; at the end of what was proverbially characterised by Thucydides as 
"the greatest defeat for the vanquished and the greatest victory for the 
victors" (VII, 88, S ) ,  we read, again in Thucydides (VII, 72, 1): ' "[ ...] the 
Syracusans and their allies were victorious and gathered up their wrecks and 
their dead and after that sailed home and set up a trophy[...]'', As the most 
basic rules of economy show, and as Thucydides himself explicitly indicates, 
many of the ships engaged in the conflict were recovered by the 
Syracusans, apparently to be re-used wholesale as nautical means, or in the 
worst cases to recover at least the fittings on board or to recycle the timber 
of the structure for whatever purpose, even as firewood. Thucydides does 
not want for other precise references to recovery, from which the aim of re- 
use is evident, whether of the craft or of the naval instrumentation: "[. ..] they 
recovered on the shore the remains of the Syracusan timbers [...I" (Thuc., 
V11,23,4), "[. ..] the sails and other tackle of forty triremes were requisitioned 
there, along with three other triremes that had been drawn up on shore 
[...lV(Thuc., V11,24,2). 

I do not wish here in any way to disappoint the expectations of the 
many who think they will find on the sea bottom of the great port the triremes 
of the two warring sides, but it is evident that it is impossible to find even a 
part of the entire fleet. Many exacerbating factors, three in particular, also 
conspire to appreciably reduce the potential for preservation of these early 
remains of war. First of all, intense dredging activity has been carried out 
over the years and is even now in progress, to allow ships with large 
draughts entry to the port; but fortunately, or unfortunately, this has been 
limited to a stretch which constitutes only 10% of the area of the great port. 
There remains a good 90% of the whole basin, the coastal morphology of 
which must have been quite different as well in classical antiquity, perhaps 
covering a wider area of water. 

A second aggravating factor consists in the large quantity of 
sediment that has flowed over the centuries from the Ciane and from the 
Anapo, the waters flowing out into the interior of the port; this has given rise 
to the formation of a thick layer of sediment. But if we wish to look at this 
latter aspect in a positive light we can see that this blanket of sediment, like 
a kind of cloak with a protective covering, has conserved these ships or parts 
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of them over time, saved from raids by the Syracusans aimed at plundering 
spoils of war; these would have come from ships which had been rammed 
or smashed on the underwater posts, then sank, coming to rest on the sea 
bottom of the port. However, if on the one hand this latter aspect constitutes 
a guarantee of conservation for potential remains or parts of them, on the 
other hand it constitutes a substantial limitation to underwater 
archaeological research. 

The investigations carried out in the great port in 1987 together with 
the Cooperativa Aquarius, under the direction of the Soprintendenza 
Archeologica di Siracusa, did not reveal anything that could be connected to 
the great war event which marked the end of the 5th century BC. The 
research activities, whether on the surface or at depth underwater, made use 
of a geophysical device installed on board the MV 'Enea'; a diagnostic 
instrument which, though sophisticated, was unable to penetrate the blanket 
of sediment which had potentially preserved the 'remains'. This attempt at 
investigation does not, however, exclude the possibility that more 
sophisticated geophysical research devices might be utilised, such as a 
stratigraphic spectroscope which would enable penetration through the 
sediment and retrieval of the rocky profile of the 'real' sounding, along with 
the variety of evidence deposited there throughout the centuries. 

A third aggravating factor, and decidedly the most important, 
concerns the technico-constructive aspect of the trireme, which, in light of 
the previously discussed structural elements, namely 'speed, 
manoeuvrability, and lightness', was devoid of ballast. This technically 
meant that when the ship was rammed, or put out of action by the enemy 
vessels, it could not sink because the weight exerted by the ballast - or by 
the cargo upon it - did not burden it down, as occurred in the case of 
merchant ships; the most that could occur was a 'shipping of water' through 
the leak caused by a weighing down of the ship bottom just below the water- 
line. 

Indeed, the simplest laws of physics demonstrate that wood, being 
a floating material, can only be sunk if pushed down by another element of 
a heavier weight. There is also no absence of specific references in early 
historiography from Herodotus to Thucydides to Diodorus Siculus regarding 
the fact that when subjected to ramming, such a vessel would ship water, but 
not sink, enabling it to be recovered or perhaps even to be towed back. This 
last detail in particular is extremely clear from a passage of Diodorus in 
which, in regard to the naval battle between Ptolomy Soter and Demetrius 
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Poliorcete in 307 BC., it is recorded that "[.. .] of the battleships[ ...I the victors 
towed them, full of water [...I9'. Generally, the bottom of both military and 
merchant ships was subject to rapid breaking-up and dispersion of the 
upper deck and of all its components, particularly because this type of 
vessel was not kept down by any greater force, unlike what would occur with 
the bottoms of mercantile ships which, in the event of wreckage, would sink 
beneath the weight exerted by their cargo and by their ballast. 

According to the same principle, the very idea of being able to find 
the bottom of an entire trireme is absolutely inconceivable, whilst the 
possibility of identifying the upper works is minimal, apart from in the case of 
so-called 'beached remains'. 

According to the established pratice of early sea-faring, the warships 
were in fact beached because the timbework of the bottom had to be in a 
dry atmosphere, even if for a brief period, while at the same time undergoing 
the routine process of caulking and overhaul required for the treatment of 
timber. Recent studies on this particular phenomenon of remains buried 
under the sand "in beach environments" emphasise in particular how, at the 
moment of their finding, the remains display conditions of preservation 
which are frequently better as compared with those found in underwater 
contexts, promoting a remarkable state of preservation of the hulls and 
organic material. It is clear then that the trireme was not made of wood alone, 
but it was also equipped with metal instrumentation which would definitely, 
if not recovered in advance, have swiftly plunged down onto the sea bottom 
of the great port. 

Among the accessories on board the military ships, and the trireme 
in particular, the presence of nautical equipment made of metal was 
noteworthy: from the anchors, to the runners of the sails (sails were only 
used during displacements), to the weapons borne by the crew, or by the 
soldiers on board, the 'epibatai', and the archers, the 'toxotai', and 
particularly the "embolos" armed with a ram of cast bronze, as in the well 
known case of Athlit (Casson, Steffy, 1991). The triremes of the Athenian fleet 
were further equipped with heavy metal components, the so-called 
'grappling irons' hung from the mast, set up to smash down onto an 
approaching opposing vessel. 

These observations thus orient the research towards a systematic 
inquiry aimed at the identification of the remains of the metal parts of the 
equipment on board, and of the possible remains of the planking or of the 
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hull, along the early coastal strip of the great port. 

Elena Flavia Castagnino 
University of Bristol 
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ARAB-BYZANTINE STRUGGLE IN THE SEA: 
NAVAL TACTICS (P-1 lm Centuries A.D.): THEORY AND PRACTICE 

Introduction 

Thalassocracy has been a major contributor to the establishment of 
any superpower,' a dictum well understood in our time in which we 
witnessed the spread of the American naval power from the Atlantic to the 
Persian Gulf. It is well known that a major factor, among many others, for the 
failure of Napoleon's efforts to dominate in Europe was his inability to 
understand the importance of a strong French navy to which testify his 
humiliating defeats in Abu Kir (1798) and Trafalgar (1805). 

In spite of this reality, there is an example of an empire established 
without a navy, the Arab-Islamic. The Arabs, moving rapidly, conquered 
most of the Near East by the middle of the F century. At the time of the final 
conquest of Egypt in 645 there was not a single Arab ship sailing in the 
Mediterranean.2 Astonishingly, in just a few years, Arab warships crossed 
the Eastern Mediterranean. In 649 they attacked Cyprus and a number of 
sea raids followed. The aggressive naval policy of the Arabs shook the 
Byzantines, who were taken by surprise, unprepared in front of the new 
enemy. 

A long and painful sea struggle started in the Mediterranean, which 
lasted until the 1 lth century and this time span will become the focus of this 
study. It can be divided into four periods: (a) 649 - 717; (b) 717 - 824-6; (c) 
824-6 - 965; (d) 965 - 1 l th century. It should be noted that each period had 
its own particular characteristics and it is a mistake to try to trace the general 
patterns of the naval strategy of the Arabs based solely on any of these 
particular periods or worse the later ones, i.e. the Mameluke, and even the 
irrelevant Ottoman pe r i~d .~  

The first period starting in 649 is marked more by the audacity of the 
Arabs rather than by their actual naval power. The Arabs understood the 
importance of naval power and undertook frantic efforts to construct ships 
and recruit crews.4 The person who understood thoroughly the importance 
of naval power was the governor of Syria, Mu'awiyah, who later became a 
caliph (661-680 A.D.). His naval strategy closely resembles that of the 
Japanese admiral, Sat6 TsutarB (1886-1942), who just a few years before the 
Second World War urged the Japanese authorities to create a strong navy, 
apply an aggressive policy and a preventive naval strategy in attacking the 
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enemy.= Mu'awiyah, while still a governor of Syria, constantly pressed Caliph 
'Umar 1 (634-644) to undertake an aggressive policy of naval jihad. A well 
known tradition reports that 'Umar's answer was: "Men in the sea are 
vulnerable like worms in the tree". Mu'awiyah's pressure brought better 
results with 'Umar's successor, 'Uthman (644-656), who reluctantly accepted 
Mu'awiyah's aggressive naval policy. 

While Mu'awiyah's great efforts to organize an Arab navy were positive 
and absolutely necessary, his aggressive naval jihad ended without any long 
lasting conquests. In spite of the Arabs landing on Rhodes and Crete no 
permanent conquests were secured. Worse was Mu'awiyah's attempt to 
conquer Constantinople in the siege of 674-680. Mu'awiyah's siege as well 
as that by the Umayyad Caliph Sulayman were doomed to fail because of 
the Arabs' lack of proper naval preparedness. 

The great advantage for the Arabs in both sieges of Constantinople 
was the element of surprise. Such daring actions by people who had just 
entered the field of navigation challenged the Byzantines. On the other hand, 
their courageous and well-planned defense saved them from defeat. The 
invention, in reality perfection, and use of a new weapon, the Greek fire, little 
contributed to the Byzantine success. As Clark Reynolds correctly points 
out, "it is a very human assumption that the dominant weapon should 
determine the strategy and tactics of a given period. Often this has proved 
to be a sound assumption. But just as often, strategic and tactical realities 
change, rendering the apparently dominant weapon less effective or even 
downright ~bsolete.~" 

The Greek fire being by far less than "an atomic bomb", as it has been 
sometimes labeled, had a limited and a rather psychological effect on the 
Arabs. Actually, a crude form of Greek fire, called "naft", was used by the 
Arabs in their early raids. The main causes of the two failures of the Arab 
sieges were their lack of any realistic appreciation of the strength of the 
heavy fortifications of Constantinople, their unawareness of the stormy 
waters of the Black Sea and the great disparity which existed between the 
sailors and the marines. Of course, the brave determination of the 
Byzantines, strengthened by their religious fervor, to defend their city cannot 
also be denied. Byzantine iconography depicts this Christian devotion 
attributing the victory to the divine protection of Constantinople. 

Concerning the walls of Constantinople, none of the weapons of the 
time and those of the following centuries could prove good enough for any 
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serious damage. Through the Byzantine Empire and the Near East, castles 
as that of the Crac des Chevaliers in Syria witness their irresistible 
fortifications. It is only the use of gunpowder launched by Mehmet Il's 
canons which proved destructive in 1453, a time that the capital was only a 
faint image of the old glorious capital and its resistance was in general 
minimal. It is characteristic how the Syrian admiral Ghulam Zurafa (originally 
Leo of Tripoli) in 904, sailing from Asia Minor, was tempted to attack 
Constantinople, but realizing the danger this experienced sailor just passed 
by and continued towards Thessaloniki.' 

Concerning the weather conditions and the stormy waters of the Black 
Sea and the Aegean, the ignorance of the importance of these factors 
brought heavy losses to the Arab fleet. Finally, the lack of coordination and 
spirit of cooperation between the Christian sailors and the Moslem marines 
during this period is clearly manifested in the desertion of a large number of 
Christian sailors in the second siege (716-717) who embarked the small 
boats, attached to warships, and surrendered to the Byzantines.' 

The impact of the Greek fire should be examined only within the frame 
of the greater inability of the Arabs at this period to use the proper means of 
naval warfare. One more century would be needed for them to acquire the 
expertise required. Their early conflicts with the Byzantines at sea did not 
manifest any such naval expertise. Even in their spectacular success in the 
famous battle known as Dhat as-Sawari in 655, as has been shown by the 
present author, the most rudimental rules of naval warfare were grossly 
neglected by both parties, partly because of the Byzantines' underestimation 
of their enemy.g The two fleets faced each other the whole night before their 
engagement without any plan. No projectiles were thrown between each 
other, either with arrows or stones launched from special machines. Even in 
the previous periods this was the typical way of starting an engagement by 
destroying parts of the enemy ships and eliminating some of the enemy 
fighters. Ibn al-Manqali reports that in such cases the helmsman was the 
target, an easy victim because of his conspicuous post on the poop deck 
and suggests ready replacements.1° 

No ram was used by any ships of either party. Since boarding practice 
required great skill, the Arabs found an easier solution; they managed to tie 
their ships to those of the enemy and thus they changed the naval warfare 
into land warfare. 

To sum up, in the naval battle of Dhat as-Sawari we notice the 
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following astonishing facts. None of the two parties took into consideration 
the wind or any suitable position for their fleets. The warships, being a 
developed form of the early, one-banked, swift dromon described in 
Procopius (middle of 6m c.)," were most probably double-banked, carrying 
heavily armed marines. The victorious Arabs captured no enemy ships as 
they did in other later naval engagements.'' Actually, a real success of the 
Arabs could be achieved only with fewer losses of their own ships and 
marines. 

Similar grave mistakes, as noticed above, were repeated by the Arabs 
in their two sieges of Constantinople, which were doomed to fail, mainly 
because of their inexperience in mobile naval warfare. The lack of mobility 
and maneuverability explains the Arabs' inability to cope at that time with the 
Greek fire as well as with all the other naval weapons of the time. A full 
development of the Arab naval power was reached at the turn of the ninth 
century. By that time the Arabs had also developed important merchant 
fleets, criss-crossing on the one hand, the Mediterranean from Alexandria to 
Spain, and on the other the Indian Ocean from the Straits of Bab al-Mandab 
to India and China. The interrelationship between merchant and war fleets is 
easily understood and was a very important factor for the development of 
any navy in medieval times. 

The second period (717 - 824-6) of the Arab-Byzantine struggle in the 
Mediterranean can be characterized as a period of constant organization of 
both Arabs and Byzantines. The latter organized a special fleet in 
Constantinople and a number of thematic fleets which undertook the 
defense of the islands.13 

The third period (824-6 - 965) can be considered without hesitation as 
that of Arab thalassocracy. Taking advantage of favoring circumstances, the 
Arabs conquered Crete (ca. 824-6) and started the conquest of Sicily in 826, 
completed in 902.14 The conquest of Crete was achieved by a split group of 
the Andalusian Arabs supported by the Egyptian navy, the second by the 
Aghlabid Arabs of North Africa. It is at this period that the typical warship 
known in Byzantine sources as "dromon" and in the Arabic as "shini" is 
used. The combination of Byzantine and Arabic sources leads us to certain 
rather clear indications about the structure of the dromon-shini and its 
function. Unfortunately, while an increasing number of shipwrecks of 
merchant ships are continuously discovered in the Aegean Sea, no 
shipwrecks of warships dating from the period of Arab-Byzantine struggle 
have been found. The warship of Marsala in Sicily dates from the earlier 
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period.'The merchant ships usually sink vertically and have been preserved 
in this position by their cargo, mainly amphorae.'' In contrast most of the 
warships are either burnt, destroyed or captured.'' 

Concerning the structure of the dromon-shini of this period, the reader 
will find a number of useful relevant pictures in the appendix of the present 
article. The following two remarks can be added. Concerning the masts and 
sails, I believe that at least until the middle of the loth century the Byzantine 
dromon had mainly one big mast at the center of the ship and one or two of 
the supplementary ones in front and in the rear, smaller in size. Most 
probably, during the naval battles - as it happened in the Greek and Roman 
periods - the big mast was lowered and one or two of the supplementary 
masts were used. R. H. Dolley's view that there were two or three big masts 
seems to be correct only for the later period.'' But his remark that the 
forecastle was between two masts seems valid if we take into consideration 
that the other masts were only supplementary. 

Concerning the second remark, it should be repeated here that the 
Byzantines deliberately concealed many elements in the military manuals for 
the fear of foreign intelligence. Actually revealing information to foreigners 
was a serious crime for which capital punishment was applied.lBln contrast, 
the Arabic war manuals were never restricted with such considerations. 
Thus, al-Manqali offers the following practical informati~n:~~ "The knives of 
the soldiers can be placed hidden in their shields, or attached to their hands 
or in their boots. The first is recommended for marines. Marines should also 
be careful to avoid putting their swords in the middle of their belt as it is the 
most common practice". Of course, even foot soldiers could carry the 
swords on their shoulders, but this was rather unusual. More interesting is 
Ibn al-Manqali's reference to the use of non-accepted lethal weapons. He 
reveals that there is a poisonous liquid which can be thrown against the eyes 
of an enemy marine which will immediately blind him. He further reports that 
such means are avoided by pious Moslems but somehow we get the 
impression that he indirectly approves of such means.21 

Another factor that should be mentioned before I proceed with the 
concrete examination of the naval tactics is the selection of the crew 
members for the Arab and Byzantine warships. This is an important factor for 
the successful application of any naval tactics. The prevailing conception, in 
general, in modern times is the rough treatment of captives and/or convicts 
who, half-naked, moved the oars or worked in the sails under the whip of a 
tough master. Of course, this is the reality in later times of navigation in the 
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Mediterranean, but far removed from the reality which existed at the time of 
the Arab-Byzantine struggle (7h-12m c.). Even in earlier times the crews of the 
navies were never treated in such a way. In the Athenian navy with a few 
exceptions, no slaves were used and the navy people enjoyed great 
respect." During the early Roman period the members of the crews of the 
fleets were mainly peregrini and a number of liberated slaves.23 It should be 
mentioned here that a letter dating from the Pd c. A.D. reveals that during this 
century to serve in the Roman navy was considered very honorable. A 
certain Sembronius, writing to his son Gaion, in great grief reproaches him 
for not enlisting in the navy and threatens to disown him as a son if he does 
not do so in the future.24 

By the tenth century in both the Byzantine and Arab navies the most 
skilful were enlisted in the navy. This appears clearly in the texts of Leo VI 
and Qudama Bn Ja'far. Qudama's text is more explicit since he repeats that 
even the oarsmen (al-qadhafin) were selected among the best.25 

Concerning the concrete naval tactics in both manuals the main types 
which appear in both texts are three. However, before proceeding to these 
naval tactics which are suggested in the Byzantine and Arabic manuals of 
war, it is necessary to present the general principles that dictated the naval 
strategy of both Arabs and Byzantines. 

A general principle applied through the ages, which I have repeatedly 
emphasized, was "caution before any serious naval engagement and 
retreating in front of superior enemy forcesnz6, on account of the brittle and 
expensive nature of the ships. Even in contemporary times this principle is 
partly applied, because of - as Reynolds points out - "the biggest expense 
in ships, which are costly to build, arm, supply, keep up and repair."" Of 
course, in special cases when a situation is such that risky naval operations 
are the only way to act this principle has not been followed. 

Such precaution did not mean inaction but was replaced by sudden 
and unexpected movements as it appears in the historical sources. A glaring 
example is the ruse used by the Byzantine admiral Ooryphas, who 
ingeniously dragged his fleet over the isthmus of Corinth and surprised and 
routed the Arab fleet." 

Both Leo VI and Ibn al-Manqali - in his work Al-Adillatu - describe 
the most common naval arrangements used in naval battles of oared ships. 
Syrianus (6'h c. A.D.) suggests - point missed in the above authors - that 
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these dispositions of the fleet should not be applied before the engagement, 
but only after the enemy approaches in order to surprise him." 

FORMATIONS 

The most common type of formation is the concave crescent 
formation, which appears almost identical in both the texts of Leo VI and Ibn 
al-Manqali's Al-Adillatu. Ibn al-Manqali does not report Leo VI in any of his 
descriptions of formation in this work- in contrast to his general practice in 
Al-Ahkam. Most probably he took into consideration the text of Leo VI along 
with other sources. 

Concave Crescent F~rmation:~' 

The text of Leo VI describes it as follows (5 50, Dain, 28): 

n 0 T k  pkv pqvoet6Oq O ~ O V  ~ ~ ~ L K U K ~ ~ O U  T ~ ~ L V ,  T O ~ S  pkv aMouq 6popwvaq 
evesv K ~ K E ~ ~ E V  oiov ~ 6 p a ~ a  Ttva ij Xsipaq ~ a i  paAlma kv T@ a ~ p q  npo- 
ay0VTaq T O ~ C  ~ ~ K L ~ W T ~ P O U ~  Kai p&i<oVaq. kv 66 T@ K O ~ ~ V  TOO f i p l ~ ~ ~ h i -  
ou oiovsi Tlva K&@ahfiV ~ f i v  m v  k v 6 o ( o ~ q ~ a  8 m s  n a v ~ a  nsp~o~ons iv  ~ a i  
~ L ~ T ~ T T E L V  ~ a i  ~ L O L K E T V  ~ a i  s'i nou 6si 6oqeeiaq knt~oupeiv pse'hv av 
6olihq klli T O ~ T ~ )  E ~ K ~ L P O ~ V T W V .  TO 6k ClXflpa TO pTlV~&tdkq ytV60ew 
8 m s  T O ~ C  kpn in~ov~aq  nohspiouq Cv~oq a n ~ ~ h & i & ~ e a l  ~ f l q  ~ u ~ A h a s w q .  

Other times your order must have the shape of half-moon, resembling a half- 
circle. You will put the rest of the dromons on both sides like horns or hands, 
at the edges the strongest and biggest ships will be placed while at the 
middle of the half-circle your excellency will be placed at the head, in order 
to watch everything around and to give orders and administrate and to run for 
help wherever this is needed using the proper dromons that are available. Let 
the formation be half-moon, so that the enemies that attack you will be 
trapped in the internal part of the half-circle. 

Ibn al-Manqali, Adillatu, p. 247. 
Translation: Another time. Let your ships be lined up next to you towards the 
right and left. And the commander will be in the middle (literally in the place 
of the heart) in order to watch everything and to supervise and to order 
whatever is needed to be done and whatever he watches close to him to 
become weak, in order to be able to offer his assistance.. .And we mention to 
you the formation of half a circle in order to encircle the enemy.. . 
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Column and Line Abreast (ahead) Formation: 

Although both the Greek and Arabic texts start with the "concave crescent 
formation", the fleets sail before any engagement in "column formation", one 
after the other, trying to keep the same distance and the same speed 
between them. From this "column formation" the fleet moves into the "line 
abreast formation". Both the Arab and Byzantine fleets use the line abreast 
formation described by Leo VI and Ibn al-Manqali. 

Leo VI (§51, Dain, 28) 
n o ~ k  6k napa~a(stq ~ a ~ h  pC~wnov Cn' ~Oesiaq 80-r~ xpsiaq K ~ ~ o u C J T ~ ~  

Cnmirrrstv ~ o i q  nohepoioiq ~ a ~ h  npopav ~ a i  6th TOO nupoq TOV u~cphv~v 
Cpnupi<stv ~ a q  CKE~VWV vaOq. 

Translation: Other times place your fleet in line abreast formation in order, 
when it is needed, to attack your enemy with bows and to burn their ships 
with the Greek fire [launched] by the siphons. 

Ibn al-Manqali (Adillatu, p. 247) 
Translation: Other times, let yours ships be in the line abreast formation until 
the occasion of attacking the enemy ships with bows appears and you will 
launch the Greek fire against them. 

It should be noted that in this formation the ships approach the enemy with 
their prows facing their own. This formation usually precedes the concave 
crescent formation. 

Tactical Concepts or Supplementary Suggestions 
Ibn al-Manqali and Leo VI present some similar tactical concepts which 
cannot be classified along with the formations because they are of minor 
importance. They are the following. 

Leo Vl's text (952, Dain, 28) 

~ O T C  6~ ~ a i  siq 6ta$opouq pspi<soeat napa~u(stq i j ~o t6uo  ij ~ p e i q  ~ a ~ h  
T ~ V  n o u o ~ q ~ a  TQV irnb ak 6pophvwv. Kai ~ i j q  ptaq napa~acswq aup6a- 
Aoucqq fi aMq ~ ioneos i~at  ~ a ~ a  TQV nohspiwv ij6q CprtercAsypCvwv ij 
ontaesv ij ~ a r h  nheupav ~ a i  6th ~ r i q  60q0siaq ~ i j q  CneheoOaqq 
K ~ T ' C ~ O T Q V  h~ i l Iw0 lV  0i noh6ptot TOO TOVOU. 
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Translation: Divide your fleet into more than one unit, i.e. in two or three 
series according to the number of the dromons you have under your orders. 
While one unit engages the enemy, the other will attack the enemy who will 
be involved in fighting from the rear or from the side and thus, thanks to the 
assistance of the second dispatched unity, the power of the enemy will be 
weakened. 

Ibn al-Manqali (p.248) 
Translation: On another occasion divide the naval force into two parts or three 
according to the number of the ships you have. And while the first unit attacks 
the enemy and it is involved with it, the other unit attacks [the enemy] from 
behind or the sides. 

Another Concept: Leo VI (954, Dain, 29) 

"AMOTE 6C tiL'6AacppOv ~ a i  TaXivav 6pophvwv U U ~ ~ ~ M O V T W V  al j~oiq ~ a i  
llp0Oll010U ~ ~ v O V  $Uy&iV, K ~ K E ~ V W V  &V T n  ~ L ~ € , E L  K O ~ O U  ~ C V O V  Kai 6la<o- 
pCvwv pCv, PI) ~a~aAap6avov~wv 6C TOCIS cpeOyovraq, ij ~ a i  ~ w w v  ~ 4 q  
auvs~eiaq Cmo~epvopCvwv, E~epoi uou 6 p 0 p ~ v ~ q  a~ono l  ~ a i  avnenau- 
pCV01 KaTh TOV K ~ T ~ O K O ~ ~ W V  i)~pfiUavT&q Clipfi00lJUl~ C ~ ~ T O ~ S  0, &i Kai 
6uva~a  TOV CxBpOv nhoia napeABsiv, iqOuaq TLC Toiq auB~v~mCp01q 
6nlT~8n. 

Translation: Another time you will get engaged with the enemy with light and 
swift dromons which will pretend that they are retreating and while the enemy 
starts being tired of pursuing and will be in a hurry without catching the 
retreating ships or if some of the enemy ships are detached from the main 
part of the fleet, other dromons will attack the proceeding ships and capture 
them or side passing the strong ships they will attack the weak with crews 
who are rested and relaxed. 
Ibn al-Manqali (p. 248) 
Translation: Other times you will attack them with light ships and they will 
pretend retreating and when the enemy ships are dispersed seeking the 
enemy.. . they will attack them suddenly with other ships and when the enemy 
oarsmen are tired, you send against them the crews of the ships who have 
rested and if possible you side pass the strong ships [of the enemy] and you 
hit the weak. 

A number of other suggestions concerning naval warfare appear in the 
Byzantine and Arabic naval manuals. These sources emphasize the 
importance of having well trained and dedicated sailors and marines. They 
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describe the warships, their equipment and the arms of the marines. It 
should be noted that, as has been already been mentioned in this article, the 
Arabic sources offer us more illuminating details. Thus, while in both 
Byzantine and Arabic sources the use of Greek fire launched by machines 
as well as the fire bombs filled with combustibles are reported, the Arabic 
sources offer us details about the various types of the composition of the 
Greek fire with designs and even a detailed description of protective fire- 
proof  garment^.^' 

The most valuable author on naval warfare, a real mine of information, 
is Ibn al-Manqali. In his work, Ahkam, he declares arrogantly that he knows 
the work of Leo VI and even more." More important, Ibn al-Manqali is a 
military man and in contrast to Leo VI his information is concrete and 
practical. In his work A1 Adillatu ar-Rasmiyyah, without mentioning the name 
of Leo VI, he reports some of his suggestions completing them with 
explanations and additions. Thus, not only he suggests - along with Leo VI- 
that the lower deck of the ship should be used for the less courageous 
members of the crew, but he also adds that the wounded should be placed 
there. Moreover, he informs us that every warship should include four 
medical experts specializing in the treatment of wounded and their proper 
dietetic no~rishment.~~ 

The Byzantine and the Arabic sources also report the use of naval 
intelligence. Both suggest that when their fleets approach the enemy land, 
scouting and spying ships must be sent forward. Moreover, Leo VI and Ibn 
al-Manqali suggest that scouting marines must be sent to the enemy land, 
but none of them describes how these commandos will operate. Such 
information appears only in the 4th century war manual, Epitoma Rei militaris, 
written by Vegetius." 

Conclusions, Gradual Change of the Byzantine and Arab Geopolitical 
Naval Thought 

The Arab navy appears immediately after the main Arab land 
conquests in the middle of the 7m century. In the first period (649-717), the 
Arabs applied, in general, the naval policy of aggressiveness. They 
defended their coastline with a chain of fortifications equipped with an 
elaborate alarming communication system and simultaneously they 
undertook a series of constant raids against the Byzantine islands trying with 
their maritime "jihad" to complete their terrestrial expansion. The Byzantines 
taken by surprise reacted initially without any concrete and systematic plan 
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and lost control of the Mediterranean Sea. Maritime trade between 
Byzantines and Arabs was reduced to a minimum. 

The two suicidal atternpts of the Arabs to conquer Constantinople 
without any proper naval preparedness, underestimating the impregnable 
walls of Constantinople, and the Byzantine superior naval technology in 
addition to the brave resistance of the Byzantines, mark the end of their futile 
atternpts to acquire any permanent conquests during this period using their 
naval power. 

The peak of the Arab-Byzantine struggle was reached in the gm-1 lm 
centuries. By that time the Arabs developed important merchant fleets in 
both the Indian Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea. Numerous Arab 
freighters, taking profit of the monsoons, carried cargoes of wood, pepper, 
silk and other products from India, China and beyond. Ships of the various 
Arab states crossed the Mediterranean and experienced Arab sailors 
embarked on their warships. Meanwhile naval training was intensive as 
manifested in the Arab naval treatises, which report by far more details than 
those of the Byzantines including descriptions of various forms of the Greek 
fire and methods of defense against its use. 

Simultaneously, the Byzantines systematically organized their 
patrolling of the sea with their thematic fleet. Their naval technology 
developed but little information can be found in their succinct naval treatises. 
In the first half of the 9Ih century there was a temporary retreat of the 
Byzantine supremacy in the Sea resulting from the strong development of 
the Arab navy and the interior political troubles, mainly the revolt of Thomas 
(821-823). By the end of the loth century the Byzantines regained their naval 
supremacy in the Aegean Sea and a new start in the Arab-Byzantine naval 
relations. Maritime trade between the two superpowers of the time was 
intensified replacing the naval confrontation. Byzantine merchant ships 
visited the Egyptian and Syrian ports while the Arab ships sailed through the 
ports of Asia Minor to Constantinople. A glaring example of the change of the 
geopolitical conceptions of the two naval powers of the time is clearly shown 
in the shipwreck discovered in Ser~e Liman, in present day Anatolia of 
Turkey. This merchant ship sailed freely around the port of Alexandria and 
the Syrian ports with a cargo of glass reaching the Byzantine ports in Asia 
Minor, where it was sunk in a storm. The ship's identity had puzzled the 
specialists who for a long time could not discover whether it was an Arab or 
Byzantine vessel.35 Maritime trade had replaced the Arab Byzantine naval 
warfare. 
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At this time the Arabs were guided by one central government with its 
capital in Damascus. But they used separated naval centers, mainly in 
Alexandria and Damietta of Egypt, Tyr and Acre in Syria and Palestine and 
Tunis in North Africa. Their fleets closely cooperated keeping their 
independence and we occasionally notice certain frictions. Thus, a Greek 
inscription dating from 710 reports a complaint by the Egyptians, because 
some of their well trained sailors remained in North Africa at the end of a raid 
against the Byzantines instead of returning home.% 

At the turn of the Sth century after a period of intense naval 
preparedness by both sides, we reach the peak of the Arab-Byzantine 
struggle. It is only at that time that the Arabs acquire complete naval 
preparedness based not only on special military training but also on a 
theoretical approach to naval warfare as their war manuals reveal. During 
this period, which can rightly be called "the time of Arab thalassocracy", 
certain external factors greatly contributed to the success of the "maritime 
jihad". Of course, external factors had always been important for the Arab- 
Byzantine naval warfare. Thus, the period of unrest following the murder of 
Caliph 'Uthman (656) and the rule of 'Abd al-Malik (685-705) arrested the 
Arabs' naval activities temporarily. On the other hand, the end of Heracleius' 
reign (+641) and the second rule of Emperor Justinian 11 (705-711) had 
devastating results on the effectiveness of the Byzantine navy.37 

Nevertheless, the period of Arab thalassocracy was greatly enhanced 
by two important events of which the impact, especially of the first, was 
overwhelming. This was the revolution of Thomas (821-823). The Byzantine 
sources describe extensively the destructions brought by Thomas' revolt 
and the great upheaval in the Byzantine navy caused by him. Actually, most 
of the fleet sided with him and Thomas with many ships dared to attack 
Constantinople. Most of his ships, belonging to the thematic fleet, were 
destroyed by the fleet of Con~tantinople.~ Thus, the Aegean Sea was left 
open, completely unprotected. It is this vacuum, as explicitly stated by the 
Byzantine sources, that enabled the Arabs to conquer Crete.39 The exact 
date of the Arab attack cannot be determined, but there is no doubt that it 
followed the havoc brought to the Aegean by the revolt of Thomas. 

Of course, in spite of this vacuum, the Arabs could not have 
conquered Crete without their well-equipped warships provided by the 
Egyptians. The Egyptians had repeatedly raided and even tried to conquer 
Crete without success. An Arab inscription found in Tsoutsouros of Crete 
(dating from the year 715 A.D.) bears witness to these attacks4'. Moreover, 
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even after the Arab conquest of Crete a constant flow of military supplies was 
sent by the Egyptians in exchange for Cretan products. 

The element of hazard does also appear in the Arab conquest of Sicily 
although to a lesser degree. The Arabs had raided this island already from 
the seventh century, but they decided to conquer it only in the ninth century. 
Actually even at this period they hesitated, fearing the Byzantines' might. The 
revolt against the central government of the governor of Sicily Euphemius 
and his proposal to the Arabs for an alliance opened the way to the conquest 
of Sicily in (826-902). During the long struggle of the Aghlabids of North 
Africa to secure the final conquest of this island numerous small scale naval 
battles took place in which the Arabs demonstrated competence and naval 
efficiency. 

The situation was overturned at the end of the tenth century when the 
Byzantines reconquered Crete. After a number of previous futile attempts by 
the Byzantines, Nicephorus Phocas organized a formidable fleet equipped 
with excellent weaponry and a large number of well trained soldiers. The 
meeting of all the units of this fleet in Phygela coming from various places of 
the Empire was an admirable task difficult to be accomplished even in 
modern times. Again, of course, the element of hazard played an important 
role since none of the other Islamic states came to the assistance of the 
Emirate of Crete, but this time naval preparedness was the main factor of 
success. 

The eleventh century period of symbiosis dominated the maritime 
activities of Byzantines and Arabs. The trade relations between the two naval 
superpowers of the time increased greatly and the literary sources as well as 
the shipwrecks reveal a freedom in the movements of the Byzantine and 
Arab merchant ships in the ports of the Eastern Mediterranean. 

By the twelfth-thirteenth centuries the rise of the maritime Western 
states had overturned the balance of naval power in the Mediterranean. New 
technology in the construction and equipment of ships appeared, warships 
had now multiple heavy masts with overhanging castles. The ram 
reappeared over the waterline as a supplementary weapon and canons 
loaded with gunpowder eventually replaced the previous war machines. 
Along with these innovations, which developed in the 14m and 15* centuries, 
an important change was to be noticed, the replacement mainly of well- 
chosen sailors and oarsmen by slaves. Hordes of slaves living under 
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despicable conditions were now embarked on the warships mainly as 
oarsmen, changing drastically the way of naval warfare. 

New naval strategies appeared, and the Arabs and Byzantines were 
no longer the main protagonists. The Eastern Mediterranean ceased to be 
the center of naval activities until the appearance of the Ottoman navy. In the 
Middle and Western Mediterranean, the Italian city-states and Spain 
emerged as the new protagonists in navigation and eventually the Atlantic 
Ocean opened a new chapter in maritime history. 

V. Christides 
Professor of Arab Civilization 

University of the Aegean, Rhodos 
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APPENDIX 

The Development Center of Oinoussai-Aegean Sea kindly permitted us to reprint here 
some pages concerning Arab-Byzantine navigation as well as the relevant pictures published in 
the book Byzantine and Arab Sailing Ships, Athens-Oinoussai 2001. 

The book was published on the occasion of the exhibition of Arab-Byzantine Navigation, 
which took place in connection with the 8'" International Congress on Graeco-Oriental and 
African Studies on July 5-9 2000, on the island of Oinousses. In this exhibition were presented 
models of Arab and Byzantine warships and merchantmen. This was the second effort by the 
Institute for Graeco-Oriental and African Studies to reconstruct such models. The first had been 
undertaken by the Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement of Science (KFAS). (See Sailing 
Ships of the Mediterranean Sea and the Arabian Gulf, volumes I and II, Athens 1998, 2000.) It 
was accomplished with the help of Dr. Y. Al-Hijji and financed by KFAS. 
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The second effort to reconstruct models of Arab and Byzantine ships was accomplished 
by the Institute for Graeco-Oriental and African Studies with the cooperation of the Development 
Center of Oinoussai-Aegean Sea. A third limited exhibition of the reconstruction of two models, 
i.e. a dromon-shini and a galea, will be presented in the gh International Congress on Graeco- 
Oriental and African Studies, which will take place in Neapoli Laconias on June 26-30, 2002. 

The most difficult reconstruction was that of the dromon, the typical average warship of 
the Byzantines corresponding to the Arab shini. Unfortunately, all the reconstructions to be 
found in museums are faulty. The length of an average dromon was 130 feet (39.62 m.) 
according to R. H. Dolley', while J. H. Pryor estimates it at 30.625 m.2 Of course, we must 
remember that the ships of this period were not precision-built to standard specifications like 
the ships of today. The Arab equivalent of the dromon was the shjnj, although the term was also 
used for the Byzantine XEA~V~LOV,  a word which after the gh century was synonymous with 
dromon. 

The dromon - shhi, at least from the middle of the 7m century, has heavy weaponry 
amidships, sacrificing speed for more efficient fire powering in launching heavy stones and 
liquid fire. The ram- the main weapon of the Greeks and Romans - is abandoned and reappears 
after the 14m century above the water line as a supplementary weapon to the cannon (Fig. I). 
This explains why the ram is omitted in the reconstruction of the dromon in the Oinousses 
exhibition (Fig. II), although it does appear prominently in the reconstructions of dromons in 
certain museums, for example the War Museum of Athens. In addition to the dromon 
reconstructed by the team of Oinousses, a miniature dromon was made by Christos Spanoudis 
(Fig. Ill), in which the siphon was properly placed below the q~eu60~6Ttov (a wooden shed). 

In the Oinousses reconstruction of the dromon the wood-castle, called ~ u M K ~ U ~ ~ O V  in 
the Greek sources and bourdj in the Arabic, is placed under the main mast. It was slightly raised 
above the bulwarks, made of beams and protected by a planked deck. Inside the wood-castle 
was stationed a unit of well-armed marines (Urpariclna~, Ar. djund or muqatila). 

The position of the wood-castle is not clearly indicated in the original Greek text of the 
Naumachica of Leo VI. Fortunately, an Arabic translation of the relevant passage leaves no 
doubts about the exact position of the wood-castle, stating explicitly that it was situated below 
the main mast (taht) or next to it (ghamb). Therefore some drawings by modern authors or 
reconstructions in which the wood-castle is shown hanging from the mast, cannot be accepted. 
lconograhic evidence on a medallion of Doge Pietro Candiano of Venice actually corroborates 
the testimony of the Arabic sources. 

In the Oinousses exhibition the reconstructions of two functional war machines by N. 
Orphanoudakis, based solely on Arabic literary and iconographic evidence, clearly demonstrate 
the validity of the Arabic sources, which contain more detailed information concerning naval 
weaponry than the Byzantine ones (Figs. IV, V). 

The first is a reconstruction of a machine for launching Greek fire by hand, known as 
zarraqa, Greek xe~poaicpov. The reconstruction is based on information derived from Arabic 
manuscripts. The second is a small-scale reconstruction of a war machine for launching fire 
arrows. Ibn al-Manqali (Mangli) offers the valuable information that, in addition to the warships 
equipped with heavy fire launching machinery, there were other smaller ones for launching fire 
arrows. In the course of systematic research I was fortunate enough to discover a drawing of 
such machinery, which was used by Orphanoudakis in his reconstruction of the machine for 
launching fire arrows. 
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NOTES 

1 R. H. Dolley, "The Warships of the Later Roman Empire", Journal of Roman Studies 38 
(1948), 48. 

2 J. H. Pryor, "From Dromon to Gallea. Mediterranean Bireme Galleys A.D. 550-1300", The 
Age of the Galley, ed. J. S. Morrison, London 1995, 105. 
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GARB0 TIMBER 

Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to highlight a special aspect in preparing 
timber to build hull skeletons (carved construction technique) that makes 
such wood particularly flexible and strong, while also saving a significant 
amount of materials. The use of such timber (legnamen ad garibum) can be 
considered an important technological characteristic of shipbuilding by the 
Genoese and by others. 

Skeleton timber 

From Genoese documents we know that three different types of timber 
were indispensable to build the skeleton, the planking and the masts of a 
medieval vessel. Each of the three parts was obtained from trees in a 
different ecological area. The skeleton was made from the deciduous oak 
that, in Liguria, can be found up to a height of about eight hundred to one 
thousand metres above sea level. Beech (Fagus sylvatica), a tree that prefers 
more humid environments and heights generally above five or six hundred 
metres, was used mainly for the planking. The fir (Abies alba), coming from 
environments and altitudes similar to or higher than those for the beech and 
from very few areas in the Genoese environs, was used for the masts and 
the lateen yards. The exceptional development of Ligurian shipbuilding 
during the middle ages is perhaps also due to the fact that in the Republic, 
or in its immediate surroundings, it was easy to find the raw materials 
(timber, iron, hemp, etc.) and the necessary technological know-how was 
available to be able to use such materials. 

Among the oaks, three basic trees were used to make the hull skeleton 
that, to a certain extent, is the critical part of the vessel. In the written 
documentation these three trees: Quercus pubescens, Quercus petraea and 
Quercus robur, are mentioned with the single generic term of rovere (oak). 
On the contrary, the other Ligurian oaks (including Quercus ilex, Quercus 
cerrus, Quercus suber), were not considered very important for shipbuilding. 
In this presentation we will examine the use of the first three trees, since the 
others were used sporadically or in a very limited manner. The timber used 
for the skeleton, that almost always came from oaks, was known as garbo 
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timber. The same trees were also used to prepare the best planking, for the 
bottom work. 

The garbo and garbo timber 

In 1807 the French government requested the local administrators of 
western Liguria to prepare a series of reports focusing on the marine 
economy, with the possible objective of implementing such an economy. A 
reply by the mayor of Savona was that1 

Savona, 1807: ... i t  is not possible to establish the price of the 
aforementioned timber that depends on the nature, shape, size and thickness 
of such wood, since in this area pieces are used that are naturally adapted to 
the construction, while in other places the timber cut from large trees is not 
always as strong.. . 

and it was specified that each piece had a price that varied because it was 
not the result of shaping, after cutting, of a larger trunk but made from timber 
that was trained naturally (pieces adapted naturally to the construction). 

For the parts that form the frame of a medium to large-sized vessel (from 
the larger lembi, to the saettie and galeoni, up to the barche and nav~) oak 
trunks were needed that were identified not only according to three 
dimensions (length, breadth and thickness) but also five (length, breadth, 
thickness, form and curvature). The curvature shapes the hull and can be 
defined with the technical term "garbo" that has at least two main meanings: 
in fact, the garbo method is a hull construction system based on the gradual 
reduction of the main garboard strake, while the garbo timber (ad garibum, 
as indicated in the documents prior to the 16th century) is the wood trained 
for the hull skeleton. 

We can use a document that explains how the proportions of a Ligurian 
vessel must be correctly defined. This document is a construction contract 
from the year 1500 in which a shipwright promises to build a barcha with a 
length of 20 goe (about 15.00 m)2 

Genoa, 14 August 1500: ... sub illamet forma, garibo, latitudine, longitudine 
et altitudine prout et sicut dictus Johannes dedit eidem Jeronimo et sociis 
garibum magistris pro faciendo lignamina in boscho ... 

The builder must know the garbo of the various frames in advance and 
look for the corresponding timber. The shipwright can't venture into the 
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forest and thus must rely on the woodcutters to find the raw material: the 
shipwright gives them the garbo (in this case with the meaning of shape) that 
is needed. It's more than likely that timber measurements were rather 
standardised: the width and the thickness of the first futtock or a second 
futtock for a medium-large vessel (longer than 20-25 metres) were generally 
squares with a length of one palm on each side (about 25 cm). Nothing says 
we can't assume that even the garbo (understood as the bending angle) was 
standardised and known to woodcutters who worked for the shipyards on 
the Ligurian Riviera. 

Giving the garbo to trees 

But the most interesting aspect is how the garbo timber was obtained. In 
theory, we might imagine that woodcutters wandered through the forests 
with the shapes provided by the shipwrights until they found trees with the 
proper curvature. But bent trees are few and far between and sometimes far 
from each other, which of course leads to the relative transport problems. 
Instead, it is easy to bend oak trees when they are young, i.e. to give the 
garbo to trees, monitoring their growth until they are cut and, among other 
things, trimming them on a regular basis. 

Apart from some Venetian, English and North American handbooks from 
the end of the 18m - beginning of the lgth centuries, in Liguria (at Rossiglione, 
province of Genoa) there is a manuscript from 1754 that includes several 
drawings with instructions for training the trees so that they acquire the 
shape of the skeleton of the vessels. These are long-term forest projects: it 
was necessary to train very young trees, at the most three to four years of 
age, and wait at least fifteen to twenty years before they reached the required 
diameter. 

Diego M~reno ,~  the first person who studied the manuscript, posed the 
problem concerning the age of such forest methods and provided a series 
of indications that, in his opinion, predated them to the late middle ages. His 
indications included the rules of some statutes (Albisola, 1389; Rossiglione, 
circa 1550; and here we also include Savona, 1404)4 in which the term 
alevare was used expressly to refer to the oaks of some forests. But there are 
also much older documented information that may predate the growing 
practices of oaks for naval use. 

Two documents from Portovenere from the 13'h century are particularly 
important if analysed from this point of view. Some persons promised to 
supply timber for the skeleton of a vessel? 
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Portovenere, 28 October 1259: Gullielmus Podenqolus, Belleronus de 
Carpena et Guerinus de summo Vigo promittunt ... dare omnem cotvamen 
sive lignamen unius legni cubitorum triginta unius, bonum et sanum, videlicet 
materas garibatas, in plano de parmis novem et dimidio ... 

What is particularly surprising is the use of the term matera garibata (madieri 
garibati), in other words first futtocks that had been given the garbo: but 
naturally or artificially? The use of the past tense should refer to an action 
that was already carried out, and thus artificial in my opinion. A reasonable 
hypothesis is that when garbo was used with reference to timber from 
tigurian forests artificial bending was involved, applied to a young tree. In 
the Genoese area, the first mention of the term garbo known today dates 
back to 1248 when, for the first crusade of St. Louis IX, king of France, it is 
promised? 

Genoa, 10 January 1248: ... galeam unam ea longitudine et altitudine et de 
illo galibo et de omnibus ipsis ad dictam galeam pertinentibus ... 

Since this forest method produces results only from one generation to 
another, giving the garbo to oaks created at least two main practical 
problems. The first was that the conservation and use of the timber and the 
garbo forests could be guaranteed only by very restrictive local laws. There 
are various examples of rules governed by statutes. In addition to remarks in 
the statutes of Rossiglione, Albisola and Savona about forests that were 
raised or cultivated, a specific paragraph from 1661 about the Taggia forest 
 state^:^ 

Taggia, 8 June 1661: ... that whoever is found cutting garibo timber di calce 
(at the bottom) or cima (at the top) will be fined ... fifty to one hundred lire and 
from two to five years in prison . . . 

The same sentence makes reference to two different types of garbo, one 
applied to the off-shoots at the base of a tree (di calce) and one to the tips 
(di cima). As we know from other sources, the oak trunks for naval use and 
construction were cut at the base, but the stump was never uprooted so that 
off-shoots would grow. That's because a tree grows faster from the off- 
shoots than from the acorn. The term pullulare (to make off-shoots) was 
already used in 1260 for trees from the Orsara forest, at what is now the 
border between the communities of Giusvalla (Sv) and Pareto (Al), to be 
used to build galleys. 

The second subject of economic-social interest refers to the fact that thc 
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garbo prepared one year will be used twenty or thirty years later. Therefore, 
this implies major conservatism of naval construction that seems to hand 
down the same construction proportions and the identical bending angles 
for the frames from generation to generation. 

The term garbo appears frequently in the 13m century Genoese notary 
documents, and always in relation to the skeleton of vessels and with the 
usual lexical ambiguity between the construction technique and the 
characteristic bending of the timber. The question that is raised is what 
meaning was used first? Is a known construction technique based on the 
garbo (reduction of the main garboard strake) or, given that naturally trained 
timber was the best material, did the construction technique originate from 
this type of timber? What came first, the technique or the material? There is 
no doubt that, at least in Liguria, they are very similar to each other: this is 
considered to be an important archaeological criteria that can be easily 
verified by carrying out excavations on shipwrecks. 

The oak forests (1 0th- 12th centuries) 

As we already mentioned, the basic tree used to build a ship's skeleton 
consisted of three types of deciduous oak that were already indicated and 
described in the medieval and post-medieval documents with the generic 
term of rovere-oak (ruper, robur, etc.). Considering the cutting system that 
avoided uprooting the stump, we can also assume that the planting of oak 
forests, at least of those belonging to the local communities, of which a large 
part is still today well preserved, is probably very old. There is not much 
Genoese documentation relative to the naval constructions from the loth to 
the first half of the 12th century, but the documents that have been preserved 
do mention the term rovereto8 with a certain frequency. In the same 
documents the collective plant names always refer to cultivated trees 
(especially fruit trees, like chestnut forests, apple orchards, or fig trees, etc.). 
Therefore, the oak forest, at least at first glance, would seem to be cultivated, 
and thus quite different from the generic term of woods, forest or nemus, that 
is also used, 

Therefore, it is likely that when the written documentation mentions an 
oak forest, it refers to a cultivation of trees that may also be used for naval 
constructions (perhaps even for the garbo). In the Ligurian tradition, there 
are only sporadic indications that acorns were used for food and, in any 
event, those mentioned came from other types of oaks. 

Even if we don't know when the garbo was introduced, we can state with 
confidence that the timber coming from trained trees was one of the real 
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strengths of the naval constructions because it saved money, given that very 
little raw material was wasted, and it guaranteed that the wood would be 
more flexible and stronger. Forest and construction technology interacted as 
far as timber for the garbo was concerned already in the middle of the 
medieval period, during which naval constructions were highly specialised. 
However, we don't know to what extent they were the result of old 
knowledge or revolutionary discoveries, that in any case are prior to the 13" 
century, at least for what concerns the written documentation available 
today. 

The coat of arms of the Savonese family della Rovere, that gave the 
church two popes, between the end of the 15"' and beginning of the 16" 
century (Sixtus IV and Julius II) is a curious example and an indicator of the 
idea that the oak tree is quite different from a wild tree. The family's shield 
depicts an oak whose branches are bent in a rather unusual way, but that 
does not seem to be very different from the garbo di cima described in the 
previously mentioned seventeenth-century document. It almost appears as 
if the oaks known by the Ligurians are those that were garbate to make the 
skeleton of the vessels. Presently, the practice of giving the garbo is still 
known only by a very few people. 

Conclusions 

The timber for naval use came from different ecological areas, and often 
far away, and required different forest technologies. In the territory of the 
Republic of Genoa, the right situation had arisen, that is similar to only very 
few other Mediterranean areas, in which all possible variations of such 
requirements existed together within a radius of a few dozen kilometres. 

In addition, there were old and well-documented contacts between 
specialised labour on the coast and those who worked in the forests for the 
supplies with the greatest added value. There were different professions that 
were used to interacting and maintaining relations within what was already a 
modern context that resembled more of an industry than the image of 
medieval handicrafts that we might normally imagine. 

Since there were techniques such as giving the garbo to the oaks, we 
must assume that there were real forest cultivation systems and a 
continuous search for and protection of the raw materials for naval use. This 
strengthens the idea that the naval constructions, as well as the private ones 
described in this report, were part of an integrated economic system, with a 
precise division of labour, that involved a large number of people. 

Since the middle of the medieval period shipwrights were not the only 
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ones who built vessels. There was also a large group of artisans and each 
had a specific task: from raw material suppliers, transporters and storage 
men, to the actual builders. A shipyard can be already be considered an 
industry in the modern sense of the word. 

One of the most difficult things is how to recognise artificially trained 
wood in a wreck. In my opinion artificially trained wood have less knots than 
naturally trained wood because people, every year, cut new shoots in trained 
trees. But it is necessary to have more informations about this argument. 

In addition to all the previous observations, it is felt that the garbo given 
to the oaks made it possible to supply the best material available during the 
middle ages and to use a technology that, beyond the construction 
techniques, was truly excellent and one of the discriminating factors 
between the most important historical naval traditions (that had created an 
economic and technological integration with the forest activities for 
centuries) and those that began to emerge. 

Furio Ciciliot 
Centro Studi Attivita Marinare-Centre for Seafaring Studies 

via Guidobono 3813 
171 00 Savona-Italy 

* Acknowledgements: to Richard Barker and Brad Lowen, for trained 
woods in United Kingdom and U.S.A.; to Mario Marzari, for trained wood in 
Venice; to Gaudenzio Paola, for botanical information but, naturally, 
incidental mistakes are all mine; to Francesco Murialdo for the Della Rovere 
coat of arms; to Pierino Falco, for practical information about giving the 
garbo. In another article, different and complementary to this one (F. Ciciliot, 
(41 legname da garbo, secoli XIII-XVIII>>, Navis, 1, Venezia 1999, 77-86), more 
documents about garbo timber are presented. Translation by Terrence 
Agneessens. 

NOTES 

1 Cerisola 1968: 124. 
2 Gatti 1975: 49. 
3 Moreno 1982. 
4 Archivio di Stato di Savona (ASS), Statuti del 1404. 
5 Falco Pistarino 1955: 61. 
6 Belgrano 1859: 32. 
7 Martini 1955: 50. 
8 Pavoni 1997: passim. 
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Rossiglione handbook, 
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ON WORKING THE PIRAEUS SHIPSHEDS 

A proposal to reconstruct an ancient trieres Zea shipshed has given 
some urgency to resolving questions about the operation of these sheds and 
their slipways. The purpose of this paper is to add to what has already been 
written about them so that the reconstructed shed may accord as far as 
possible with the mechanics of manipulating triereis in and out of the water. 

It is understood that the proposed reconstruction of a shipshed is 
intended to house Olympias, the reconstruction of a trieres, which is based 
on evidence mainly from that same period as the sheds. A shed and the ship 
together would make a particularly fitting monument to the sea power of 
ancient Athens because there can be little doubt that the shipsheds were as 
necessary to sustaining that power as the ships themselves; it was essential 
not only to keep unsheathed hulls of warships out of the water as far as 
possible to keep them clean and free of teredo, but also to protect the ships 
from sun and rain to extend their lives. The cost of the sheds, though high, 
must have been considered to be economic in maintaining a fleet of 
warships. 

Our knowledge of these sheds comes mainly from the hurried 
rescue excavation carried out in 1885 by Dragatsis' and whose findings were 
drawn by Dorpfeld. In the short time at their disposal those excavators did 
remarkably well but there are gaps in their evidence which have raised a 
number of questions which remain with us in the absence of excavations of 
shipsheds in Zea since 1885. 

Though not without her shortcomings, Olympias has proved herself 
by trial to be as seaworthy as her proportions allow and has given good 
indications of being very close to the original. Blackman2 has already 
considered some questions about the sheds and slipways: the number of 
men needed to haul ships up the slips; the friction between keel and 
groundways and lubrication; coatings for bottom planking; the use of timber 
on stone slips; the length of the slips and the operations carried out on ships 
in the sheds. It is therefore appropriate now to consider in more detail how 
such a ship could have been manipulated in a Zea shed. 

The essential operational questions are: 
1. As triereis would have been unstable when supported on their keels out 
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of the water, how were they supported laterally in the sheds? 
2. At what point did triereis become stable as they entered the water from 

the slip? 
3. How far below the water level must the slips have extended? 
4. How could the ships have been hauled up and down the slips? 

The writef has reviewed the hazards of launching ships and some 
of those affecting triereis in particular. In this paper, further work by the writer 
on the mechanics of launching (and equally, of hauling up) Olympias on a 
reconstructed slipway is reported. This work, by hydrostatic and structural 
calculation is corroberated by 1/25 scale model experiments, has first re- 
examined the lateral support of the ship while being moved on the slip and 
some details of moving the ship, then the point during launch or hauling up 
when the bow lifts from the slip, then the point at which the ship is neutrally 
stable and finally where the after end of the keel would leave the bottom of 
the slip as the ship floats free. 

Lateral support in the shed 
To keep the ship upright when out of the water, the hull shape of a 

trieres makes some form of lateral support essential. It could be provided by 
a sliding cradle under the hull, as has been suggested, or by sliding 
supports on each side, or by the pillars of the shed. Support is needed until 
enough of the ship is in the water to give her at least neutral stability. The 
support must also allow the ship to hinge about the after end of the flat keel 
(called the after cut-up, or ACU) as the bow lifts; it must therefore extend aft 
in the ship as far as the ACU. 

The length of a trieres would call for a cradle (or the extent of two 
cradles) to be at least 15m long to provide sufficient vertical support 
longitudinally. There is no mention of such things in the literature which, if 
they existed, is strange because they would have been large and important 
pieces of equipment. While it is likely that triereis were floated on to and off 
wheeled trolleys functioning like cradles at each end of the Corinth diolkos, 
the extra height and length of underwater slip needed, the depth of water 
and the rocky bottom of the Piraeus harbours make the use of such vehicles 
there most improbable, and handling a cradle, even if contrived to float at a 
suitable waterline, under a hull while afloat would be cumbersome 
manoeuvre for a ship as long as a trieres. A cradle would have to have 
timbers passing under the keel raising the necessary height of the roof of the 
shed. It would also add substantially to the mass to be hauled up and down 
the slip. Support of triereis by cradles is not therefore an attractive 
hypothesis even though it is the normal method employed today with 
generally shorter ships on usually open slips. 
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The writer had previously advocated the use of sliding supports on 
each side of the ship, placed at the ACU. This paper advances the 
proposition that triereis were supported laterally while being moved on the 
slips by the pillars themselves. 

Stone pillars of the dimensions given by Dragatsis with lateral 
connection at the roof which they support can each withstand horizontal 
forces at the level of the main rail of Olympias up to safe lower limits of 1 
tonne in the case of the roof ridge pillars 7.3 m high and of 0.7 tonne in the 
case of the shorter roof valley pillars 5.5 m high. These limits neglect the 
stabilising effect of any thrust in them from the weight of roof bearing upon 
them (being a timber structure, the roof could bear unequally upon its 
supporting pillars, particularly upon the ridge pillars). These limiting loads 
are those needed to cause uncemented joints between drums nearest to the 
ship's rail to open and form a hinge. The lateral force required from the roof 
structure is in both cases only 0.2 tonne. Friction between pillar drums would 
be sufficient to prevent sliding except possibly in the case of any short and 
so light drums under the capital which may have to be pinned to ensure 
against sliding under the lateral roof force. 

The total lateral force needed to hold up Olympias on the slip varies 
with the clearance between her outrigger rail and the pillars. If the clearance 
were 10 cm, a quite practicable amount, the total force would be 0.7 tonne 
(Fig. I),  a force which the eight tall pillars or the 12 short pillars next to the 
parallel length of the outrigger could most safely provide, even if owing to 
lack of alignment or ship deformation only a few of them are actually in 
contact with the ship. The pillars would probably have had softwood rubbing 
pads set into them at the level of the outrigger rail and in the case of 
Olympias the pads on the pillars should protrude from the stone by about 25 
cm. When the ship was secured in the housed position, she would probably 
have been wedged upright on shores, leaving the whole of the bottom clear 
for access for repairs, scraping, rubbing down, caulking and recoating, all of 
which operations would have been important for her good future 
performance. All things considered, and given the known existence and 
details of the stone pillars, their use to support the ship when being launched 
or slipped seems simplest and most likely. 

Moving the ship on the slip 
The hauling teams on each side of the ship, 70 men in each, pulling 

on each side of a rope in pairs could provide the required pull of 7.5 tonnes 
in heaves to haul the ship up the slip. Secure footholds would however have 
been essential and this demands with some certainty that the 2.5 m wide 
rocky-bottomed spaces between the masonry slips were boarded over firmly 
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and provided with cross-battens to form footholds, as proposed in Fig. 2. If 
unobstructed, there would be just enough space for such teams to work. 
They would mostly stay in the same place, each man at his foothold, coming 
forward on the rope after each heave. The hauling force would be about 4 to 
5 tonnes to start the ship up the slip and haul her until, at the point called 
bow lift when launching, the flat keel settles on the slip. During further travel 
up the slip the hauling force will rise to about 7.5 tonnes when the hull is 
clear of the water and the whole mass of the ship is supported on the 
greased groundway. At the housed position the hauling force needed would 
be increased, owing to the unavoidable obliquity of the pull from the ram to 
leading blocks, placed to give a fair lead for the teams (and which could 
have been secured to pillars), by 12% to 8.4 tonnes, or 60 kg f. per man. 

The force needed to move the ship down the slip with the same 
coefficient of friction would be only 2.5 tonnes, which could be provided by 
50 men. A small party on a check rope round a bollard at the head of the slip 
to control any motion between heaves would be needed in both cases, but 
particularly during the later stages of launching when the force needed to 
move the ship will become small. 

The proposed timberwork and the timber groundway presume some 
fixings into the stone slips. No such fixings were reported by Dragatsis, 
whose report' understandably contains few details of that kind. It is however 
very difficult to believe that no timber was used in connection with the slips, 
and if it was it must have been secured to the stonework somehow. 

Bow lift 
In considering launching (or, in reverse, hauling up), the longitudinal 

equilibrium of the ship as she enters (or leaves) the water is determined by 
her mass, position of her longitudinal centre of gravity, buoyancy, the 
longitudinal position of the centre of buoyancy (LCB), and the longitudinal 
position of the After Cut-Up of the keel, the ACU. In Olympias when the bow 
starts to lift to the increasing buoyancy, she hinges at the ACU which is at 16 
Station (Fig. 2); the hinge point then moves aft a little as she rolls on the 
upcurving after keel. The bow will lift off the groundway when the moment of 
the ship's mass about 16 Station is equal to the moment of the buoyancy 
about the same point. The 1/25 scale model experiment (Fig. 3), described 
in the Annex, corroborated previous hydrostatic calculations4 that bow lift 
occurs when 16 Station is 6.5 m from the point where the groundway's 
sliding surface enters the water (GEW). The position of bow lift will of course 
be sensitive to the actual mass of the ship when launched. 

The upthrust acting at the hinge point when the bow lifts will be 
about 15 tonnes, a concentrated force which could cause lubrication to 
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break down and the ship to stick on the ways. Lubrication in that region of 
the groundway is therefore particularly important and it may be advisable for 
the groundway to be of softwood to spread the length crushed and so 
reduce the pressure on the lubricant to a value under which it will remain 
effective. The well-rounded curve of the keel at the ACU is helpful for that 
purpose. Greasing that part of the groundway before a launch would be 
possible because it lies under the ram when the ship is in the housed 
position. The lower 11 m of the groundway need to be able to withstand the 
moving concentrated load which diminishes to something less than 10 
tonnes at the bottom end of the groundway. 

The sagging bending moment on the hull is at its maximum during 
launch at bow lift. Owing to the ACU being so far from the stern, this bending 
moment is fortunately only about 22 tonne rn, whereas if the ACU were 
further aft it would be greater. This is a point of importance from the point of 
view of the working and consequent leakage of the hull in service. 

The point of neutral stability 
The ship will continue to need lateral support as she travels down the 

slip until she has acquired, through buoyancy, neutral stability at least. If she 
is supported by pillars, these must therefore extend far enough down the slip 
to support the after end of the outriggers until she can stand up by herself. 
This may determine whether Dragatsis (or was it Dorpfeld?) was right in 
surmising that there were 13 ridge pillars though only 12 were actually 
excavated (on one slip only) and although at its lower end only the 12th ridge 
pillar is level in plan with a valley pillar on the other side of the slip. Like the 
point of bowlift, the point of neutral stability will move on the slip with the 
height of the mean water level and also with the tide. The mean water level 
at Piraeus in the fourth-century BC is not known but it is believed to have 
been 0.4 m above the level in AD 1885. The tidal range is now between 10 
and 28 cm. Hydrostatic calculation gives the ship neutral stability when 
supported at the ACU when the draft at ACU is 0.48 m, while the model 
indicated that point to be when the draft is 0.57 m. The upthrust on ACU in 
that condition is about 10.5 tonnes. The point of neutral stability naturally 
varies according to where the ground support is applied to the ship, and 
experiments with the model showed how it moves along the rising after keel 
as the depth of immersion of the pivoting point varies (Fig. 4). The results 
from the model have there been converted into metres in the ship. The 
positions of the ship along the slip at those drafts naturally depend upon the 
slope of the slip underwater and this does not seem to have been measured. 
If the slope were to continue underwater at 1 in 10 (and it was reported by 
Dragatsis, in somewhat vague terms, that the slips continued some way into 
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the water), those positions would be 4.8 and 5.7 m from where the 
groundway entered the water (GEW), but if the slope were to increase below 
water the sloping after keel might cause the ship never to touch any 
underwater part of the slipway. No underwater slip would then be necessary, 
contrary to Dragatsis' observation that the slips continued into the water and 
Dorpfeld's indication, in his plan only, of such extensions by dotted lines. If 
he had extended the slips in his profile, even if conjecturally, he would have 
had to give them some particular slope, simply to draw any line at all below 
the water. That he did not draw anything indicates that he did not know what 
the slope was. 

The dry length of the slips and ancient sea level 
At this stage of this investigation we meet the different sea levels 

shown by Dorpfeld in his drawings. In his profile the stone slip meets the 
waterlevel at the axis of the 13th ridge pillar, 42.52 m from the back wall of 
the shed, whereas in his plan the line showing the water's edge wanders 
rather casually and unconvincingly across the whole array of slips. It crosses 
the top end of a firmly drawn piece of the portside edge of the slip1 at 36.1 m 
from the back wall, and near ridge pillar No.11. The difference of 6 m or so 
between those distances could be reconciled if the water's edge in plan 
referred to a level 0.6 m lower than the surface of the slip, but as the rocky 
bottom between the slips shown in section in the profile is irregular, the 
waterline shown in the plan is either meaningless or the mean dry length of 
the slips is only 36.1 m long, 0.7 m less than the length of Olyrnpias. 

Certainly the slips and sheds would have been no longer than they 
had to be, but could Olympias be housed in such a short shed? It is unlikely 
that the stern would have been drawn up so far as to touch the back wall; 
even a 2 m separation, to give a reasonable passage for men and materials 
across the top of the slips from one to another, would require her ram to 
extend 2.7 m over the water and imply a barely sufficient length of shed to 
accommodate the hauling teams about 35 men long when the ship is 
nearing the fully housed position. The backs of the leading men in those 
teams could not be nearer to the tip of the ram when housed than 6m, 
assuming ropes looped round the ram and spread aft through leading 
blocks on tails secured to pillars No. 10. Pairs of men could probably not be 
spaced closer than 0.9 m along the ropes, so the backs of the end pair of 
men would be at least 6 + (35~0.9) = 6 + 32 = 38 m, which would only just 
fit in. Protection of the vital ram structure from rain and sun would by normal 
rules call for the roof to have an angle of elevation from the base of the tip of 
the ram of 45 at least. By that minimum criterion, the roof would be 2 m too 
short if it ends at ridge pillar No. 12. A dry length of 36.1 m should therefore 
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be rejected. It is therefore assumed that the mean dry length of the slipway 
when it was built was 42.1 m. If further evidence arises to correct that level, 
detailed dimensions in what follows will have to be corrected also. 

The end of the groundway relative to water level and Pillar No.13 
The whole matter of the controlled entry of the ship into, and her exit 

from, the water has to be considered and it is much affected by the long rise 
in the keel leading to the overhanging stern. That long rise aft slopes at 
about 10 to the keel amidships, little more than the slope of the slip to the 
horizon. If the timber groundway ended at ridge pillar No.13 and it was 0.25 
m deep (or high), a likely figure, the floating ship would touch at about the 
same time both the end of the groundway and the stone slip if the slip 
continued underwater at its slope above water for a length of 6 m. The top 
edge of the end of such a groundway would be 0.23 m below the assumed 
fourth-century BC water level. In being launched, the ship becomes neutrally 
stable when 17 Station is just past ridge pillar No. 13 (Fig. 2) and is 
supported on the end of the groundway there with an upthrust of about 5 
tonnes. At 17 Station the breadth across the outriggers is the full breadth of 
the ship, so the pillars would at that point of the ship's travel would cease to 
be needed as lateral support and so there would be no need for any 
additional pillar No.14; the required supporting force would have been 
decreasing from 0.7 tonne (for a pillar-to-ship clearance of 0.1 m each side) 
at an accelerating rate as the ship entered the water to zero at the point of 
neutral stability (Fig. 5). 

Bringing a trieres in to the slip 
We have thus far discussed and arrived at some critical features of 

the shed and slip needed for launching and hauling a trieres up the slip 
which conform to the available archaeological evidence. There is also the 
need to be able, as a practised routine, to bring the ship afloat stern first to 
the slip before hauling her up the slip. Harry Tzalas has usefully considered 
the important matter of manoeuvring triereis in Zea harbouf and how they 
may have been lined up to enter sheds. Ships would then have to be guided 
more exactly on to the groundways. One has to allow for side winds blowing 
the ship off-centre to some extent and it must be expected that there were 
guides in some form to funnel the stern with accuracy, as hauling began, on 
to the centreline of the slip and so on to the groundway. 

Once again it is found that the shape of the stern of a trieres helps 
slipping, and in this case enabling alignment to occur. As soon as the ship 
has been hauled, floating, far enough for the after end of the outrigger, which 
is strongly supported by the threnus beam across the hull, to be past the first 
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pillar of the shed, No.13 (Fig. 2) the ship can be allowed to rub if necesary 
against the pillar to bring the ship nearer the centreline of the slip as she is 
pulled aft. The next guide could be at the end of the groundway in the form 
of stout timbers sloping up from each side of the groundway at about 30 to 
a height of 0.5 m (or 1 cubit) above the stone slip. These would catch the 
sloping keel of the ship, which would be increasingly constrained, as the 
ship is hauled in, to slide down whichever timber it was rubbing upon, 
towards the middle until the keel landed on the end of the groundway itself 
0.23 m below the water (when at its assumed mean level). At that point the 
stern would be held by mooring lines, possibly secured to some pillars or 
bollards, and some bow lines would be rigged and heaved upon as 
necessary to align the ship more accurately for hauling up the slip. 

To prepare for hauling, two 40 mm diameter ropes each two ship- 
lengths long with bights at one end could be looped over the ram and led 
back up the slip on each side through leading blocks as already described. 
It is proposed that hauling ropes were secured to the ram so that it should 
be near hauling height and be attached to the ship as far forward as possible 
to reduce its obliquity near the end of the haul up the slip. The hauling ropes 
could have been discarded hypozomata; the diameter of 40 mm is more than 
is necessary as regards strength but it would give a good hand-grip for the 
haulers. 

The slips underwater 
Dragatsis reported in 1885 that the slips extended some distance 

underwater but did not take any measurements, and none have been made 
since. With the proposed ending and depth of immersion of the timber 
groundway, the ship would scarcely touch any stone slipway further 
underwater, which raises the question 'Why did they extend underwater?', or 
doubt must be cast either upon on the groundway arrangement proposed 
here, or upon Dragatsis' evidence. The slips may not actually have gone 
underwater so far as Dragatsis indicates because they would by optical 
refraction between water and air have appeared to be longer than they 
actually were; for instance, an underwater length of 6m would look as if it 
were about 10 m long to someone standing on the slip near the water's 
edge. Would an apparent 10 m have been described as 'some distance'? 
Another point arises from the necessity for all the underwater part of the 
groundway, about 4 m, and its supporting and fixing sleepers to be portable 
and rigged in place only when needed for use; otherwise they would be 
quickly consumed by teredo and that was unlikely to have been tolerated by 
the ancients. It should also be borne in mind that it is necessary to restrain 
the keel in contact with the slip from sliding away from the middle line while 
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the ship is being supported laterally by horizontal forces. It is therefore 
necessary for the keel to be on (and in) a laterally confining groundway from 
a point below the water and it is desirable that that point be as near the 
waterline as possible. To provide handling space for rigging the necessarily 
heavy timbers and ballasting and locking them in place, the slip should 
extend say 3 m beyond the end of the groundway. A 3 m length underwater 
might look like 4 m but would that be recorded as some distance? Practical 
alternative proposals on this point to achieve better accordance with 
Dragatsis, even though his wording is vague, would be most welcome. 

Conclusions 
This discussion about working the Piraeus sheds and slipways to 

house triereis leads to the following particulars for a practicable 
reconstruction which would accord with the findings of Dragatsis and 
Dorpfeld: 

1. the shed should have 13 roof ridge pillars on one side and 20 roof valley 
pillars on the other; 

2. the sliding surface of the timber groundway should enter the mean 
water level 1.7 m beyond the axis of the 13th ridge pillar, that is, 44.2 
m from the inside face of the back wall of the shed; 

3. underwater parts of the groundway and supporting timbers should be 
portable to avoid attack by teredo; 

4. the bottom end of the groundway should have vee-timbers to guide the 
rising after keel on to the centre of the groundway when slipping a 
trieres ; 

5. the bottom 12 m of the groundway should be capable of carrying a 
concentrated load of 15 tonnes at the top of that length, diminishing 
to 10 tonnes at the end of the groundway; 

6. the space on either side of the stone slip would be boarded over and 
firmly secured to transmit a hauling force of 4 tonnes on each side, 
and have cross-battens to firm footholds for hauling teams of 
35 pairs of men; I 

7. hauling ropes could be discarded hypozomata; 
8. pillars should have greased softwood rubbing blocks set into them at 

the height of the main outrigger rails of the trieres, and equidistant 
horizontally from the middle line of the groundway 0.10 m more than 
half the overall breadth of the ship, the blocks on the two seaward-end 
pillars being rounded to receive the stern-end of the rails and to 
extend over the range of their heights when the ship is afloat at all 
states of the tide: 
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9. the underside of the roof structure at the middle line of the groundway 
throughout its length must be clear of the aphlaston of the ship. 
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ANNEX 

Experiments with 1125th scale model of Olympias 

The object was to find: 
1. the immersions of points of support from the ground, bearing on 

various positions on the after keel, at which the ship was neutrally 
stable; 

2. the height above water of the ACU when the bow lifts from a 1 in 10 
slipway; 

3. the upthrusts at the ACU at various points of travel while pivoting about 
ACU. 

The model, made in 1983 to demonstrate the appearance of the 
reconstructed trieres, was shaped to an earlier proposed hull form of which 
that of Olympias is a not very different development, except that the keel in 
Olympias is deeper by 0.2 metre (8 mm in the model). Its main dimensions 
and displacement volume are close to those of Olympias on 1125th scale. It 
was therefore thought that some hydrostatic experiments could provide 
some useful indications about some critical stages of launching and slipping 
Olympias to corroborate previous hydrostatic calculations4 and also to 
explore conditions for neutral stability. 

The experiments were made with the rig shown in Fig. 3, where the 
model was in a trough containing adjustable levels of water and a pivot point 
(attached to a brick on the bottom of the trough) to engage with the keel as 
desired. The model was heavier than its scaled displacement, so, by means 
of a calculated weight and a lever suspended over the model, a constant 
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upward force was applied to the model at a calculated point, to make the 
effective mass and effective position of the model's centre of gravity correct 
for the scale of the model. The displacement was also corrected to allow for 
the use of fresh water in the trough for floating the model. The upthrusts at 
ACU were measured by applying an vertical upward force above the ACU by 
means of weights in a balance set on a stool over the trough. To obtain 
approximate measures of the thrust of the ship on pillars, vertical battens 
were placed on either side of the model in the plane of the pivot and the 
correct distance apart to represent pillars with rubbing pads. Measurements 
of the model's draft were taken fore and aft. 

To simulate the ship's travel down the slip without moving the ship 
in the trough, the model was placed with its ACU (16 Station) on the pivot 
and its forward keel supported at the slope of the slip. Water was added to 
the trough in stages and the height of waterline relative to pivot, drafts, 
upthrust at ACU, and weight on one outrigger needed to cause the model to 
roll from one 'pillar' to the other, measured at each stage. 

The results are shown in Fig. 5, where the upthrust at ACU and the 
force on pillars are plotted against ship travel. The model bow lifted at the 
same travel as previously calculated, after allowing for the shallower keel of 
the model. The measured upthrusts at ACU were about 8% higher than 
calculated (at bow lift only) but followed a reasonable curve to zero at the 
point where the model floated free. Measurements of force on pillars were 
more difficult because as it diminished to zero as the ship moved to the 
upright position, the starting value was thus not easy to identify; readings 
were plainly too low, but though the measurements are unreliable, the 
manner of their variation with travel is clear. The force on pillars varies by 
calculation with clearance on each side of the ship between pillar and 
outrigger as shown in Fig. 1. 

To find where ship stability becomes neutral as the position of 
support from the groundway is moved along the after keel and the 
immersion of the support to give neutral stability is found, the pivot was 
moved under the ship, its longitudinal position noted, and then the water 
level adjusted until the model appeared neutrally stable when upright. The 
points and their immersions so found are shown in Fig. 4. These points are 
laborious to calculate with any accuracy so the model determination is 
useful; immersion of ACU at neutral stability was calculated to be 0.48 m 
while the model indicated (full scale equivalent) 0.57 m. These points are 
critical to the position of the ship where support from the seaward-end pillars 
becomes necessary. 
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Fig. 3 Slipway, groundway, shipshed and position of ship 
at bow lift and at neutral stability 

1 

Fig. 5 Experimental Rig 

Fig. 4 Pivot points of neutral stability 
along after keel and their 
immersion 



NEW FINDS FROM PHTHlOTlS 

The title of this paper is misleading since the artefacts presented are 
not at all new. They were simply unknown findings from the past which did 
not draw the attention of the archaeologists, and they are simply new for the 
science. 

Reorganizing the store-rooms of the Archaeological Museum of Lamia 
we discovered two forgotten antiquities which I think would be interesting for 
the specialists engaged with ancient maritime activities to be aware of. 

They both come from Phthiotis but their exact finding conditions are 
unknown. The only information we could obtain from the old catalogues is 
the place of their provenance. 

The first artefact is an anchor like item.' (Fig. 1). From its form it could 
be thought to be a loom-weight. It is made of well fired clay, it is triangular 
with rounded corners and on top has a fairly wide hole, showing that the 
artefact was hung by a thick string or rope. It measures 225 centimetres in 
height and it weighs 1.700 grms. 

On one side a male name in genitive is twice scratched after it had 
been fired. One of the inscriptions is worn out, while the other is very clear. 
The fact shows to my opinion that it was worn out because of continuous use 
and it became necessary to repeat it. The name is UONAIOY and the 
genitive implies that he was its owner. 

The artefact as said above has a usual form of anchors as we know 
them from many places of the East Mediterranean2. It also looks like a loom- 
weight. However it could not serve as an anchor because it is light for such 
a use, nor could it be a loom-weight being too heavy for this purpose. On the 
other hand if it had been used as a loom-weight the name on it should be 
female, since we know that weaving was a task of women. 

Taking into consideration the shape, the weight and the provenance I 
propose to call it a fishing-weight. The place it comes from is Xenias, 30 klms 
northwest of Lamia. Xenias today is a very fertile plateau but in antiquity it 
was a lake, 5 meters deep with marshly coasts, rich in fish according to 
ancient literary sources3. Its shape and weight can be traced among the 
fishing-tackles so far known4. Since however this weight has been found at 
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the area of a lake, it is probable that it served for fishing in sweet waters. 

The second antiquity presented is a miniature black-figured 
amphoriskos (Fig. 2) said to be found in Lamia.= It can be dated to the 
archaic period, more precisely to the end of the sixth century on the base of 
parallel examples.= Apart from the fact that it is the first and only so far known 
black-figured vase found in Lamia, its shape is unusual for the period. It has 
for the moment no meaning to be engaged with the shape since it goes 
beyond the scope of this meeting. 

On the belly zone between the handles, on either side, two scenes of 
the myth of the killing of the Minotaur by Theseus are depicted. On one side 
Theseus is ready to slaughter the Minotaur in the presence of the goddess 
Athena, protectress of the hero. The building on the right end of the scene 
obviously suggests the Labyrinth. On the other side a ship is represented 
sailing to the left as the sail and the position of the rowers, facing opposite 
the prow, show (Fig. 3-4). The scene describes the trip of Theseus to Crete. 

The surface of the vase has been damaged but the main 
characteristics of the myth are visible. 

The ship is both sail and oar propulsed. The rowers are sitting on deck 
a little deeper from the rail on banks in the hull. The ship obviously has no 
deck.' The person astern should be the steering man while the one near the 
prow must be the captain. 

Unusual and rare but not unknown in ship iconography and in the 
archaic period itself is the existence of two balustrades on both ends of the 
ves~el .~ The ship has a ram and an upright high stem, characteristics found 
on war-ships. But our ship has another feature that to my knowledge has not 
till now been observed on ships of every kind. The stern does not curve 
upwards and inwards, as it does usually but it is concave forming a small 
ram-like protru~ion.~ 

Above the balustrade astern a curving inwards device is depicted 
which otherwise could be seen as the end of a curving stern. This curving 
part ends to something like a flowing drapery or rather to a pattern like a 
bunch of leaves. Similar rendering of the upper end of sterns can be seen on 
some of the ships of the period and above all on the ship of Theseus from 
the well known Franqois-vase on which the same myth is represented. 
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The above described antiquities' contribution to our knowledge of 
maritime activities is not revolutionary as the Kynos' ships were but they add 
two more small and of course not fatal pieces to the puzzle of ancient 
nautical history, and that was the purpose to join the 7 International 
Symposium on Ship Construction in Antiquity and present this paper, apart 
from the author's desire to meet colleagues again. 

Fanouria Dakoronia 
7, Kariotaki street 

111 41 
Athens 
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Stephanus of Byzantium, Euvia. Apollodorus of Rodos, 1, 68. R.E. IX, A2, 2177. 
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The vase has been registered in Lamia's Archaeological Museum catalogue. 
For example the Attic dinos in Louvre Museum No C11248 (Lucien Basch, Le Musee 
lmaginaire de la Marine Antique, Athenes 1987, 208, fig. 430). 
The ship coincides with the Classe A according to the classification of Basch (Basch, loc. 
cit. 206-21 1). 
See note 3. 
Perhaps a stern-ram as Prof. Olaf Hoeckmann suggests (Hoeckmann in this volume). 
Basch, loc. cit. 204-205, fig. 425. 

FIGURES 

Fig. 1. An anchor-like item from Xenias (fishing weight?) 
Fig. 2. Amphoriskos. 
Fig. 3. Detail of the ship's representation. 
Fig. 4. Plan of the representation. 
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FURTHER FINDS FROM KYNOS 

Kynos tends to become a phenomenon for an archaeological site 
because it is the only place that furnished us with so many samples of 
ancient ships of the Late Bronze Age period. 

To prove it one needs only to think that between the Vth Symposium 
in Nafplion (1993) and the one in Lamia (1996), that is in a period of three 
years, seven more examples of ships, either models or vase-paintings, have 
been found in Kynos'. 

Under the reserve of a more elaborate publication of the whole 
relevant material from Kynos, in the limited space of a paper, apart from 
presenting the pieces, only a few comments about the most interesting 
elements of them will be made by the author. 

The first find to be presented is a part of a clay model of a flat- 
bottomed boat (Fig. 1-3). The preserved piece belongs to the amidship part, 
the bow and stern missing. Flat bottom models are not unknown during the 
Bronze Age2. The example of Kynos shows that the flat bottom of a model 
does not necessarily imply that it represents a craft without keel, since the 
keel as well as the ribs or beams on the inner side of the hull are all indicated 
by red coloured stripes. On the outside of the hull along the port side and 
the starboard side two wide parallel red stripes suggest perhaps the planks 
or other structural detail or they are merely decorative. 

Two holes on both sides near the flat bottom were not intended for 
suspension. Such holes are rare on models and when they occured, as for 
example on the well known model from Maroni-Cyprus, are near the 
gunwale; they are small and numerous and are interpreted as suspension 
holes3. But this is not the case of the Kynos' model. 

The Kynos model has only two holes, one aft and one fore, and to my 
opinion were used to fasten wheels with the help of wooden or metal bars. 
That is, the model was a toy (Fig.4)4. From ancient literary sources5 we learn 
that children used to play with ship models. The proposed identification of 
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the model as a toy is also supported by the presence of a clay wheel found 
near the model . By accepting this function for the above discussed model, 
Kynos has proven a source of surprises since, according to the examples 
known so far, nowhere else has been found a toy of this form dated at the 
LH lllC period. 

The next piece, not impressive but still didactic as far as ship 
construction is concerned, is also part of a clay model of the ship, which can 
be identified as the dead wood knee of a stem post or of a sternpost (Fig. 5- 
6) .  

Such devices we find in ancient models both astern and at stem 
implying that they worked either as cutwaters6 or as protectors of the hull 
when crafts were beached ashore stern to or stem to7. Both ways of 
beaching have been ascertained8. 

Since usually by coloured stripes or lines the ancient craftsmen 
rendered structural parts of the ships I think that it is not impossible if we 
interprete the dark brown stripe along the edge as a metal sheathing. 
Sheathing parts of the hull with metal, especially lead, is a practice known 
from the traditional ship-building in the Aegean and it is also given by the 
ancient literary sourcesg. A metal band along the outer side of the keel and 
of the angle of the post would protect the wood when the ship was hauled 
up ashore. 

The third piece is a sherd from the lip of a crater (Fig. 7). A helmsman, 
holding a steering-oar with a loop at its end, suggests that here the aft part 
of a sailing ship is represented. The end of the sail-yard can be seen above 
the head of the helmsman. The piece is presented for statistical reason since 
it increases the number of the vases with ship representations. 

The next new find from Kynos is a very small sherd, from a pictorial 
crater also, on which one can distinguish a caricature of a warrior with the 
same attitude and armature as on the other already known representations 
from Kynos itself (Fig. 8)''. 

The warrior looks as if he is standing not on a deck but somewhere in 
the hull, as the rail or bullwark behind him suggests. In other words, against 
what it is ascertained until now by the other examples from Kynosl1 this ship 
should be undecked, the type of craft that Thucydides called <<acppanov>,l2 
or perhaps the type that Homer describes as hollow <<~oihat>, a<<yAacpupab>I3. 
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The above conclusion is supported by the next sherd from Kynos 
again. 

On this sherd (Fig. 9) the aft part of a rowing-ship is represented, of a 
very low hull indicated only by a thick black stripe. The vertical lines rising 
above the gunwale should be considered as thole-pins against which the 
oars were worked. There is no indication of a deck, nor of a rail or a bulwark. 

Representations of ships with thole-pins rising free from the hull are 
not unknown in the iconography either of the Bronze Aget4 or of the 
Geometric periodt5 and the fact gave birth to the theories that the ships 
described by Homer as hollow were undecked, something that Thucydides 
also supported by writing that the ships which sailed to Troy were undecked 
(<aqpa~~a>>'~. 

Now based on the examples known so far from Kynos we can support 
that both types of war-ships were in use during the Late Bronze Age, decked 
and undecked. 

The thick stripe extending from the hull downwards should imply a 
steering oar. Similar rendering of steering oars can be found among the 
representations of ships of the period". 

Another ambiguous ship due to her partial preservation shows an 
angular low hull, a rather high stem or stern and many oars (Fig.10). We 
obviously have here an oar-propelled galley, again a war ship. 

Above and parallel to its gunwale a thick line or rather a stripe is 
pictured, the reserved space between being filled with a continuous wavy 
line, or semicircular lines, like festoons. To my opinion this band implies a 
bullwark, in other words a longitudinal plank or screen for the protection of 
the rowers behind1'. According, then, to this interpretation the thick 
horizontal stripe on top of the festoons should be the deck. However, 
comparing it with the other examples known so far from KynosIQ this 
interpretation creates an anomaly since on those the bullwark under deck is 
pictured at a certain distance from the gunwale and not immediately above 
it. 

The idea that every semi-circle perhaps represents the back of a rower 
on the basis of the famous Thera ship where the backs of the paddling crew 
form a similar wavy linez0 cannot be taken into consideration since only four 
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such semi-circles are represented against eight oars. Thera's ships, 
however, give us a good example of a decorated bullwark placed 
immediately upon the gunwale2'. 

At a distance above the bullwark another construction is pictured with 
vertical lines framed underneath by an horizontal band. It is not possible to 
know how the top of this construction was. It is sure, however, that it begins 
from the stem-or stern-post. None of the details of the ship pictured is 
decisive to conclude whether the preserved part is a stem or a stern. The 
above-described construction could be a platform protected by a palissade, 
called by the ancient writers ~ ~ i ~ p \ o v ~ ~ . "  Such constructions existed both fore 
and aft on ancient shipsn, either of the Mycenaean periodz4 or of the 
Geometric onez5. Closer observation however shows that this construction is 
rather long compared with other similar ones pictured on ships of the above 
mentioned periods. The evidence so far available from the iconography of 
ships can not permit us to say whether this part of the ship is a second 
bullwark, this one under deck. 

Another problematic device on this ship is the crescent-like small 
protrusion drawn at the angle where the post joins the keel. Undoubtedly it 
is not a ram. It is perhaps a kind of extension of the keelm. Several forms of 
protrusions at the bow or at the stern, none of these similar to the discussed 
example of Kynos, have been attested on many Bronze Age ships." All of 
them, no matter how long they are or what they look like, are interpreted as 
devices useful to stand the shock of beaching ashore or of a head seam, 
being also helpful to pull the ship ashore and fasten her by a rope". Since 
then beaching ashore stern to was the most usual way30 this protrusion could 
imply that the preserved part of the ship represents the aft. Nevertheless 
beaching bow first was not unknown in ancient times especially at speed 
when attacking coastal settlements or enemf' so that it is not impossible to 
support that we are dealing with the fore part of the ship. 

The questions put forth by this example will remain unanswered until 
hopefully the good Lord of Kynos reveals to us the joining sherd or sherds 
with the ship's missing part. The writer of this contribution, however, on the 
account of the direction of the oars is for the stern being represented on this 
sherd3'. 

Ships in antiquity did not serve only purposes of war. So Kynos, apart 
from the numerous war-ships it provided us, offered us the example of a 
small sailing boat, part of which is pictured on a sherd, again from the lip of 
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a Mycenaean pictorial krater (Fig.11). 

Preserved are the mast, a backstay and a forestay and one of the boat 
extremities which rises well above the gunwale or the deck, if there was one. 
The standing figure between mast and stay by facing to this end perhaps 
suggests that we are dealing with a stern33. It has no decoration and it looks 
like an upwards and outwards turning sternpost. 

Between stern and mast the distance is obviously small to 
accomodate more persons than the one standing on deck holding an oar 
rather than a steering oar. Sail and yard are not pictured and that means that 
the boat is moving somewhere in a port, the person on deck trying to 
manoeuvre the boat to beach her or to tie her. Similar actions are still familiar 
until today to the sea-men of the Aegean area and of Kynos itself. So the craft 
pictured here is perhaps a fishing-boat or a ~kaiki,, like the one on Skyros' 
stirrup-jar, which is also interpreted the same way and presents enough 
similarities with this find from Kynos as far as the stays are ~oncerned~~. 

Fishing as an occupation of the inhabitants of Kynos is attested by 
other finds as well, such as fishing hooks, lead weights for the nets, fish- 
bones, shells. Fishing played an important role for people of the settlements 
lying ashore all over the Aegean coasts until today and it is more than 
obvious that the suitable craft for this activity would have been used. 

Fanouria Dakoronia 
7, Kariotaki street 

Athens 111 41 

NOTES 

1 Informations about the excavation of Kynos and the earlier finds one can find in the 
proceedings of the previous Symposia (TROPIS II, TROPIS Ill, TROPIS IV and TROPIS V) 

2 Harry Tzalas, Problems in dating a new Cypriot Ship model, TROPIS IV, 507-515, figl-2. 
Awid Goettlicher, Materialien fuer ein Corpus der Schifkmodelle im Altertum,l978, 315, 
No 313314. Taf. 24. Heleni Palaiologou, Aegean Ships from the 2nd millenium 
B.C.,TROPIS 1, 217-228, fig. 1-4 

3 Lucien Basch, Le Musee imaginaire de la marine antique, 1987, 73. 
4 A. Goettlicher, loc. cit. 10. 
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MARITIME SPACE AND NIGHT-TIME SAILING 
IN THE ANCIENT EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN 

Introduction 

A number of studies of late have been devoted to establishing the 
navigational parameters of ancient maritime activity in the Eastern 
Mediterranean.' They endeavor to expand our knowledge of ancient trade 
routes and colonial activity by explaining the environmental constraints 
under which these mariners operated.' Although these studies are major 
contributions to the way in which we view the ancient maritime environment, 
some of the conclusions reached by such approaches attribute to the 
ancient mariner the same state of navigation knowledge that was presumed 
more than fifty years ago, such as that expressed by A. Thomazi in 1947: 
"Ancient peoples were mediocre sailors who were so afraid of the sea that 
they took every possible opportunity to travel by land. They would never sail 
at night unless they absolutely had to. As a general rule, as soon as the sun 
went down they returned to the closest shore, beached their ships, and 
would not set out again until the next morning; thus they had no experience 
in plying the open seas."3 Although Thomazi's view is perhaps an extreme 
one to the student of ancient seafaring today, its tenor is still echoed in many 
nautically related histories and archae~logies.~ 

The present study takes its cue from S. McGrail's seminal paper, 
"Navigational Techniques in Homer's Odyssey," published in the Tropis 
~er ies.~ McGrail deduced a set of non-instrument, wayfinding techniques 
used by the ancient Greeks through a detailed look at Homer's Odyssey. He 
demonstrated that ancient Mediterranean mariners were cognizant of the 
spatial relationships of distant lands and had developed navigational 
techniques to reach their destinations safely.= Not only were they capable of 
sailing the open seas and at night, but they did so deliberately - a view at 
total odds with Thomazi's. Here I expand on McGrail's study to address the 
question of visibility at sea, and thus its effect on how we define 'open sea' 
navigation in the Mediterranean. Deserving exploration also are the various 
techniques of celestial navigation employed by ancient mariners. 
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The Mediterranean: How 'open' is the open-sea? 

The Phoenicians of the eighth and seventh centuries BC, in their 
effort to secure markets and metal sources and to establish colonies, forged 
a network of sea-lanes which crisscrossed the Mediterranean from east to 
west. To be sure, Classical sources cite them as being the inventors of 
open-sea navigation, a stance further reinforced by the discovery of two 
eighth-century BC Phoenician shipwrecks in the open sea 48 km off 
Ashkelon, Israel.' Given their reputation, the notion that they sailed from one 
end of the Mediterranean to the other without losing sight of land still 
persists. M. Aubet, in her book The Phoenicians and the West, claims that 
"in favourable weather conditions, with very few exceptions, the coast or the 
mainland is visible from any point in the Mediterranean. From a map of 
theoretical visibility, taking in all the coasts of the Mediterranean, it is clear 
that there are very few parts of the sea from which at least a mountain or a 
high coastal range cannot be seen. This is especially true along the whole 
northern coastline of the Mediterranean and along the African coast in the 
west."' Aubet computed the height of each major mountain or mountain 
range and the curvature of the earth to arrive at a range of 'theoretical 
visibility' (known in nautical parlance as 'geographic range') during 
"favourable weather".' Thus, because of the high elevations of mountains 
along the northern Mediterranean littoral, Aubet's map displays only a 
narrow corridor of open sea (= land not visible) between Crete and North 
Africa; also, all the islands of the Aegean archipelago lie within sight of one 
another; and Cyprus is visible from the mainland coasts to the north and 
east. 

Geographic range, however, is only half the equation. To determine 
the actual range of visibility, meteorological conditions must be taken into 
account. Figures obtained from U.S. Naval Weather Service publications are 
revealing, for they indicate that sea-haze is a constant limiting factor in 
determining visibility in the summer in the Eastern Mediterranean.'' The 
haze, for the most part, is natural - the product of three factors: 
predominant winds, dust, and static pressure. From May to September (the 
ancient sailing season) predominant winds, such as the etesians in the 
Aegean and the khamsin in Egypt, blow with enough force to inject a 
considerable amount of dust and sand into the atmosphere. This dust is 
held down at the lowest stratum of the atmosphere - the one where ships 
do their business - by a moderate high-pressure system with isobars 
remaining relatively unchanged throughout summer. Roving weather fronts 
are rare during summer, and therefore there is little air circulation. 

Table 1 indicates frequency (expressed as a percentage) of varying 
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visibilities in 12 regions of the Eastern Mediterranean observed from May 1 
to September 30, 1854-1969. The regions are divided as follows: North 
Aegean (Region 24), South Aegean (25), Crete (26), Benghazi (27), Rhodes 
(28), Central Levantine Basin (29), Alexandria (30), North Cyprus (31), South 
Cyprus (32), Nile Delta (33), Beirut (34), and Port Said (35). Visibility in these 
regions is computed in nautical miles (nm) and is split into three categories: 
visibility more than 2 but less than 5 nm; more than 5 but less than 10 nm; 
and 10 nm or more. 

According to Table 1, the sky of every region of the Eastern 
Mediterranean is affected by diminished visibility.I1 The average occurrence 
of 10 + nm visibility in the Mediterranean during the sailing season is 74.2%, 
otherwise expressed as three days out of four. In the Aegean (areas 24, 25, 
26), however, visibility does not match the rest of the Mediterranean: here 
there is only a 54.35% occurrence of 10 + nm visibility. This means that land 
of any elevation which lies 10 nm distant cannot be sighted one day out of 
two during the summer. Furthermore, visibility around Rhodes (28) and 
Beirut (34) falls below the Mediterranean average, perhaps owing to local 
phenomena. The rest of the Eastern Mediterranean, in contrast to the high 
relieflmoderate visibility of the Aegean, experiences excellent visibility all 
summer. But because of the very low relief of their shores and adjacent 
hinterlands, especially in eastern Libya, Egypt, and along stretches of the 
Levantine littoral, the coast comes into view only six to eight nm out, thereby 
offsetting the advantages gained by clear skies. How open, then, is the 
'open sea'? And what areas should be considered as such? That there are 
large expanses of blue water in the Mediterranean, contra Aubet, is clear in 
Figure 1, which is a chart of visibility adjusted for meteorological factors. The 
results are interesting. 

It would appear at first glance that navigation in the Aegean was 
rather simple; islands and headlands are copious and lofty, distances are 
not inordinately long. Indeed it is generally considered the perfect laboratory 
for early seafaring with its numerous 'stepping stones'. However, a century 
of weather data indicates that even this relatively small archipelago, due to 
restricted visibility, houses large areas of sea within which land is out of sight 
for significant periods, especially in the central and southern Aegean, the 
crossroads of ancient trade routes. Navigation between islands and coasts 
often placed ships in waters devoid of landmarks, even in cases of relatively 
short crossings, such as between the mainland and Rhodes, or between 
Lesbos and Euboea.I2 Consequently, as a general rule, the complexity of 
local navigation practices emulated that of interregional, open-sea 
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navigation practices, such as those exercised on longer passages between 
Crete and North Africa or between Egypt and Cyprus (see below). Thus we 
should consider as 'open sea' much of the Eastern Mediterranean, including 
significant areas of the Aegean. 

Overnight voyages: The literary evidence 

Voyages were not necessarily planned to maintain in sight coastal or 
insular landmarks, and open sea voyages sometimes involved passages 
requiring more than a day to complete, whether intended or unintended. 
Fortunately, there is a body of literature which contains such direct 
references, and in sufficient quantity to dispel any doubt that many passages 
intentionally involved several days of nonstop sailing. Odysseus, for 
example, understood that the Nile lay quite a distance south of the Aegean, 
for he states to his loyal swineherd Eumaeus: 'Setting out from broad Crete 
on the seventh day, we began to sail easily with the North Wind blowing 
strong and steady, as if we were sailing downstream. Therefore no harm 
came to my ships, but we sat unscathed and free from sickness, and the 
wind and helmsmen kept the ships on course. On the fifth day (rrcpmaioi) 
we came to fair-flowing Aegyptus' (Od 14.252-258).13 In Thucydides' 
Peloponnesian War we read that Kythera, an island in the south-west 
Aegean, was a 'landing place for the merchant ships from Egypt and Libya' 
(Thuc. 4.53.2). This passage, if made directly from Libya, is at least 200 nm 
in length, assuming there was no stop at Crete; if there was, then the voyage 
would measure 150 nm. At one point in the same war, two Spartan triremes 
arrived in Sicily from Libya, a voyage of 'only two days and a night' (Thuc. 
7.50.1). The Augustan writer Strabo states that 'the voyage from Samonium 
(a cape in north-east Crete) to Egypt takes four days and four nights' (TET- 
T@WV r jp~pdy); and the voyage from Cyrenae in North Africa to 
Criumetopon in south-central Crete is 'two days and two nights' (duciv 
r j p ~ p 8 v  ~ a i  V U K T ~ V  rrAoOq) (Strab.10.4.5). We read of an extended 
voyage in Lucian's Navigium (6.7), in which he describes a ship's troubles on 
its way from Egypt to Rome with a large cargo of grain: 'The captain said 
that after they left Pharos (Egypt) under a weak wind, they sighted Acamas 
in seven days. Then as it blew against them from the west, they were carried 
abeam as far as Sidon. From there they encountered a strong storm and 
came through Aulon to Chelidonenses on the tenth day.'I4 Acamas is a 
mountain and cape in south-west Cyprus, a distance of over 250 nm from 
Pharos, and one well out of view of the Levantine coast. 

In addition to these specific mentions of multi-day voyaging in 
antiquity, there are even more specific mentions in Classical Period texts of 
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sailing at night. In one case, Herodotus has the Greek fleet await the arrival 
of the Persian fleet, 'and then, after midnight had passed &&r&rc&ira vuma 
pCoqv), put to sea to meet the ships that were sailing round Euboea' (Hdt. 
8.9). In another, Xenophon tells us that 'the Paralos (state ship of Athens) 
arrived in Athens at night (vumoq)' with a report of the disaster at 
Aegospotami in 405 BC (Hell. 2.2.3). Strabo explicitly states that the 
'Sidonians ... are philosophers with regard to astronomy and arithmetic, 
having begun with practical calculations and with night-time voyages (vumi- 
rrAoiaq); each a concern to the merchant and ship-owner' (Strab. 16.2.24). 
These three sources, in addition to Thucydides, Lucian, Arrian, and 
Heliodorus, among others, mention night-time sailing with remarkable 
frequency, practiced either for tactical reasons, or to catch early-morning or 
late-evening breezes, or simply because the voyage required three or four or 
more days to c~mplete.'~ 

Navigation stars and evidence of wayfinding techniques 

The next obvious question concerns the type of reference system 
employed when sailing at night in an age without instruments: How did 
ancient mariners maintain a course in the absence of landmarks? 

To begin exploring several possible answers to this question, I take 
a passage from the Argonautica, the epic poem of Jason and his crew by 
Apollonius Rhodius in the third century BC. When Jason began the trek 
back to Thessaly from Libya, it required two days to sail the 300 nm of open 
sea to Karpathos, whence they proceeded to eastern Crete, presumably a 
well-known landmark.16 'After spending a night there, they drew water and 
embarked, intending first to proceed under oars beyond the height of 
Salmone (Cape Sidero). Then, immediately, while running over the depths 
of the Cretan Sea, night began to frighten them, the night they call the 
Shroud (~arouAa6a); on that fatal night neither stars nor sparkling moon was 
visible; but black chaos had descended from heaven, or some other inmost 
darkness had arisen from the depths of the earth' (Ap. Rhod. Argon. 4.1692- 
1 698). 

Eventually they reached Anaphe - Thera's neighbor to the east, a 
crossing of only some 60 nm. It is important to emphasize here that this 
distance is only a fraction of the distance from Libya to Karpathos. What was 
the difference between that large stretch of open sea and this relatively short 
passage? It must have been the fact that the sun had set on the Cretan Sea 
when the sky was thick with clouds. Thus it would seem that the so-called 
'Shroud' was not necessarily unique to the Cretan Sea, but is instead a 
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phenomenon applied to any situation involving open-sea navigation under 
cloudy skies, a rarity during Mediterranean summers. The upshot is that 
without any stars to steer by, the Argonauts were totally without reference.'' 
We might conclude from this passage, therefore, that stars and other 
celestial phenomena were used as points of reference for these night-time 
crossings. Again, literature reinforces this view. 

Of all ancient texts, one short passage in Homer's Odyssey (5.270- 
277) lists nearly all the navigation stars and constellations employed in 
antiquity. Upon building his raft, Odysseus set sail and 'watched the 
Pleiades and late-setting Bootes, and the Bear, which is also called the Wain; 
it circles where it is and keeps an eye on Orion. It alone has no part in the 
baths of Ocean. The beautiful goddess Calypso advised him to keep this 
one on his left as he sailed over the sea.' The Bear is the constellation most-. 
often mentioned in nautical contexts and goes by many names: In Greek, it 
translates as Arktos and Helice (or the Helix), and sometimes Axis; in Latin it 
is known as Ursa Major (used in this paper); and in English it is called the 
Wain or Big Dipper, both groups of which are asterisms of the con~tellation.'~ 
The Pleiades are a deep-sky cluster consisting of exactly one hundred stars 
within the constellation Taurus; it is famous for its seven stars which were 
known as the 'seven sisters' in mythology, although in truth there are only six 
visible. Bootes, known also as Arctophylax and the Plow, has as its brightest 
star Arcturus. And Orion is one of the most prominent constellations in the 
Mediterranean night sky; its several high-magnitude stars make it simple to 
locate. Approximately five hundred years after the Homeric poems were 
compiled, Apollonius tells us in the Argonautica that 'on the sea sailors from 
their ships looked to Helice and the stars of Orion' (3.744-746). While he 
may have been following Homer's epic tradition, his audience was expected 
to understand the existence, if not the usage, of these essential navigation 
stars. 

Of all these constellations, only Ursa Major and Ursa Minor were 
circumpolar (Fig. 2). Homer, who, like Apollonius, mentions only the larger 
of the two bears, says that it 'alone has no part in the baths of Ocean,' 
meaning that the constellation somersaults all night long around the celestial 
north pole, never touching the horizon. Owing to precession, the north 
celestial pole in antiquity was not occupied by Polaris as it is today, but by 
Kochab, the brightest star in Ursa Minor.Ig By at least the Classical Period a 
distinction .between Greek and Phoenician sailors and their preferred 
constellations began. According to the third-century BC writer Aratus, 'In 
order to steer their ships, the Achaeans on the sea take their mark by Helice 
(Ursa Major), whereas the Phoenicians cross the sea trusting in the other 
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(Ursa Minor or Cynosura). But Helice, appearing clear at earliest night, is 
easily recognized; but the other is small, yet better for sailors; for all of her 
stars wheel in a smaller orbit; by her, then, the Sidonians sail their ships' 
(Arat Phaen. 37-44) 

Ovid (d. AD 17), too, who may have read Aratus' poetry and 
therefore may have borrowed his impressions, perpetuates this distinction 
between Achaean (Greek) and Sidonian (Phoenician) sailors: 'You two 
beasts, great and small, one the leader of Grecian, the other of Sidonian 
ships' (Tr. 4.3.1-7). So too does Silius Italicus, who wrote his epic poem 
Punica only a few years after Ovid's death: 'By observing the stars do we 
navigate across these valleys, for daylight confuses the path; and over the 
vast fields does Cynosura (Ursa Minor), that constellation most faithful to 
Sidonian sailors, lead the traveler who sees himself always in the middle of 
the plain' (Pun. 3.662-665); and later in the same epic, the Punic navigator 
Bato is described as having 'great skill to contend with the fierce sea and 
outsail storm winds; nor could Cynosura, no matter how obscured its course, 
escape his faithful watch' (Pun. 14.453-464).20 

The constellation Orion also has a long history in ancient Greek 
literature, being first mentioned in Homer, but also in Hesiod's Works and 
 day^.^' Its different rising and setting episodes (e.g. heliacal rising, cosmical 
setting), along with Arcturus and the Pleiades, seem to have been used 
primarily as an indicator or benchmark of agricultural activity or as 
harbingers of the sailing season's beginning and ending." By the third 
century BC, Aratus, like his contemporary Apollonius, describes Orion as a 
time-keeping reference, but also adds to it the function of navigation star. He 
remarks that the 'sailor on the open sea can mark the first bend of the River 
(Eridanus) rising from the deep, as he watches for Orion himself to see if he 
might give him any hint of the measure of the night or of his voyage' (Phaen. 
728). 

Exactly what is meant by 'the measure ... of his voyage'? To be sure, 
concepts of direction were far more different in antiquity, with perceptions 
based on lateral views as opposed to plan views based on the maps and 
charts of today. However, since these stars were easily recognized and 
employed often, it would have been obvious to the mariner that as one 
traveled north, or toward the North Wind (Boreas), Ursa Major ascends 
higher and higher in the sky, and vice versa as one travels south; this 
constellation, for instance, rotates well above the horizon in Black Sea 
latitudes, while just south of Crete it dips its feet just slightly below it. And 
perhaps the Phoenicians realized early on, from constant observation and 
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widespread voyaging, that Ursa Minor was a more-accurate indicator of the 
north celestial hub than its larger sibling. In any event, the correlation in 
antiquity between a star's altitude and one's geographic position, as first 
suggested by McGrail, is reinforced by congruent passages in Pliny and 
Arrian:" Pliny relates how the envoys from India 'marveled at the new sky, 
the Great Bear and the Pleiades, and they told us that in their own 
region ... Canopus, a large and luminous star, shines on them at night' (NH 
6.24.87). And Arrian, in his description of Nearchus' voyage to the Persian 
Gulf, has Alexander the Great's admiral state that 'some of the stars they had 
seen in the sky up to this point were completely hidden, while others 
appeared low down towards the horizon; and those which had never set 
before were now seen both setting and immediately rising again' (Ind. 25.4- 
8). 

Perhaps the most obvious reference to this method of position 
reckoning, however, comes from Lucan's Civil War, in which a helmsman 
tells Pompey how he intends to navigate to Syria: 

'the never-setting pole star (Axis), which does not sink beneath the 
waves, brightest of the twin Bears, guides the ships. When I see this one 
culminate and Ursa Minor stand above the lofty yards, then we are facing the 
Bosporus and the Black Sea that curves the shores of Scythia. Whenever 
Arctophylax (Bootes) descends from the mast-top and Cynosura (Ursa 
Minor) sinks nearer to the horizon, the ship is proceeding toward the ports 
of Syria. After that comes Canopus, a star content to wander about the 
southern sky, fearing the North. If you keep it on the left [as you sail] past 
Pharos, your ship will touch Syrtis in mid-sea (in medio aequore)' (Bel. Civ. 
8.174-184). 

These passages, then, make it obvious that the northern (and 
sometimes southern) circumpolar stars were used as a means for 
determining a.) orientation and b.) crude geographic position. The ability to 
gauge relative position north or south of some reference point is, of itself, 
significant. But aside from obtaining a rough estimate of a star's altitude on 
the mast-top, as in Lucan's description above, the limitations of such a 
technique lay in the fact that there were no known instruments capable of 
measuring correctly the altitude of stars. Nor does there appear to have 
been a means of demarcating an east-west position, a problem that plagued 
mariners until after Columbus' day. Thus, only to a certain extent could they 
derive their position by such techniques according to a 'mental chart' of 
relative geographic position: a night-time arrival in the neighborhood may 
have been attainable, but finding the correct address was an altogether 
different matter.24 For this a specialized knowledge of local geography was 
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required. 
A third wayfinding technique, however, that of star-path steering, 

deserves exploration. Ethnological studies have shown that the Polynesians 
developed a navigational system encompassing both an intimate knowledge 
of weather and a considerable familiarity with stars and their rising and 
setting azimuths.25 Thus equipped, they regularly sailed without compass 
between 50 and 200 nm at a time. They knew the direction of their 
destination by following a series of star-risings or settings, memorized in 
sequence, along a particular bearing, or 'star path.' Destinations did not 
necessarily lie directly along this path, and sometimes stars abeam were 
employed when those forward were obscured by cloud; only the most 
convenient and well-known stars were used. Winds and currents also 
affected their course, and to compensate, they steered by keeping the star- 
path on either bow; the navigator, much like Lucan's helmsman above, 
simply used parts of the rigging to keep himself in alignment with the stars 
associated with his destination.*= 

For example, in Figure 4, a Polynesian ship is steering north by 
northwest, keeping the Great Bear in line with the Main Brace to starboard 
and Capella in the shrouds. Over the course of the evening, Capella will rise 
too high to be useful and the navigator will switch to another star which rises 
on the same or similar bearing. Evidence exists that indirectly supports the 
theory that ancient Mediterranean mariners understood and employed a 
similar system of star-path steering. 

Of the constellations we have encountered so far in ancient texts, the 
majority lies in the north: Ursa Major, Ursa Minor and Bootes. Orion and the 
Pleiades, however, are different: because their rising and setting azimuths 
in Mediterranean latitudes lie at due east and west respectfully, their zenith 
altitudes change imperceptibly with changes in latitude. Therefore when 
Aratus says that 'he watches for Orion himself to see if he might give him any 
hint of the measure of the night or of his voyage' (Phaen. 728), he meant that 
Orion's stars, being so prominent in the night sky, were used to steer by, 
especially when they were close to the horizon. By keeping the northern 
stars on his left, Odysseus was steering eastward toward Orion, the object 
of Ursa's gaze, and the Pleiades." And indeed these constellations fit the 
model of a Polynesian 'star path.' For along an approximate bearing of 090" 
(due east) rose a series of high-magnitude stars, one after the other, 
throughout the night during the months of summer (Fig. 4a-c):" 

1. Altair in Aquila (mag. 0.76) 
2. Deneb in Cygnus (mag. 1.25) 
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3. Alpheraiz in Pegasus (mag. 2.07) 
4. Pleiades (mag. 1.2) (cluster of 100 stars) 
5. Aldebaran in Taurus (mag. 0.87) 
6. Betelgeuse in Orion (mag. 0.45) 
7. Procyon in Canis Minor (mag. 0.40) 
8. Regulus in Leo (mag. 1.36) 
9. Alphard in Hydra (mag. 1.99) 

For Orion and the others to be used effectively as guides on this 'star 
path,' however, required not only a knowledge of their rising and setting 
bearing, but also a realization that they rise obliquely to the horizon; within 
two hours of Orion's rising, for instance, it ascends 30 degrees and shifts 30 
degrees south of east. Thus, in order for the navigator to steer a true easterly 
course, he would have been forced to transfer his reference from star to star 
along that path once they reached a certain altitude. (The Polynesian 
practice was to shift to another star once it rose approximately 15" above the 
horizon, although east-west constellations, such as those listed above, could 
be used much longer.) And while these stars served to indicate due east, 
they also denoted west by their reverse (or 'back') bearing, much as 
landmarks were certainly used upon departure. Thus were all four quarters 
of the sky represented, sufficient enough for the mariner to steer more 
oblique courses by maintaining a star's position in relation to the ship's 
rigging, as in Figure 4 above. 

Conclusions 
A detailed study of empirical weather data has shown there to be 

more areas of 'open sea' in the Eastern Mediterranean than previously 
acknowledged. To be sure, an estimation of visibility is fruitless without 
taking into account meteorological information. And therefore the 
presumption that ancient mariners could sail anywhere in the Mediterranean 
with land continually in sight is erroneous, even in the case of the Aegean. 

In the absence of reliable winds in open seas, ancient mariners 
required a reference system by which to maintain course. Well-known winds 
and the sun's position fulfilled this role during the day. And at night, stars 
and celestial phenomena, once their movements became understood and 
predictable, served to guide the mariner. Ancient sources drop useful tidbits 
here and there attesting to such practices: We know, for example, that 
Greeks, Phoenicians, and Romans correlated the altitude of the pole star 
with geographic position north or south of some reference point. We know 
equally well that ancient mariners steered by the stars, whether keeping 
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them ahead or abeam or on points in between. That they steered by 'paths' 
of star risings and settings remains speculation, although this line of inquiry 
may lead to more discoveries in ancient sources. Above all, we can firmly 
reject any notion that ancient peoples were "mediocre sailors" who "had no 
experience in plying the open seas" and "would never sail at night unless 
they absolutely had to." 

Dan Davis 
Institute of Nautical Archaeology 

PO Drawer HG 
College Station, Texas 7784 1 

USA 

NOTES 

* This paper is derived from research compiled for my M.A. thesis on the 
development of navigation in the ancient eastern Mediterranean (Texas 
A&M University). I would like to thank Shelley Wachsmann for his 
comments and critiques on the original. I am deeply indebted to William 
Murray, who commented on and greatly improved the final version. 
Abbreviations are taken from Liddel, Scott and Jones ', A Greek-English 
Lexicon and the Oxford Classical Dictionary. 

1. Georgiou 1993: 353-364; Broodbank 1993: 315-331; 1989: 319-337; Lambrou-Phillipson 
1991 : 1 1-20; BroodbanWStrasser 1991 : 233-245; Altman 1988: 231-237. 

2. See Murray 1987 and 1995. 
3. As cited in Rouge 1975: 12, n. 4 (A. Thomazi, Histoire de la navigation, "Que sais-je," 43 

119471, 23). 
3. See most recently A. B. Knapp 1997: 155; Negbi 1996: 614; this is also the undertone of 

Hirschfeld 1996: 
610-61 1 and to a lesser extent Aubet 1987: 133-166. We read in the Oxford Companion to 
Ships & the Sea 1976: "So far as it is possible to reconstruct the distant past, all the earliest 
navigation was purely coastal, ships relying entirely on visual contact with the shore. For 
several thousands of years after man first ventured to sail on the sea there were no aids to 
his navigation; no compass or other navigational instruments, no chart or map, no means 
of measuring distance at sea. The ships of this earliest period crept around the coasts, and 
if they were blown out to sea by storms, or hidden from the sight of the shore by fog, they 
were lost until again they sighted the coast." Similarly, Johnstone (1980: 81) speaks for the 
whole of prehistory when he states that "the usual practice was to beach the ship at night. 
This is confirmed by the absence of any means of cooking aboard the fourth century BC 
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Kyrenia merchant ship excavated from the seabed off Cyprus." 
4. McGrail 1996: 31 1-320. 
5. Wachsmann (1998: 295-301) explores navigational knowledge and techniques utilized 

during the Bronze Age. 
6. See "Search for Phoenician Shipwrecks," in Biblical Archaeology Review 25.5 (1999: 16). 
7. Aubet 1987: 142. The idea that mariners could see long distances because one peak was 

visible from atop another - despite the premise that the ship is at sea level - is the theme 
in McCaslin 1980: 106 and throughout Semple 1931. 

8. Aubet's map is taken from Schiile 1968. For these numbers to make sense, we need to 
know first that the higher the elevation of the observer or the observed, the more distant 
the visibility, according to a mathematical formula. At the top of a ship's mast, say about 
7 meters, the horizon lies 5.6 nm away. If the observer's height is doubled to 14 meters, 
then the horizon retreats to 7.9 nm, and so on. It follows, then, that if the observed object, 
such as an island or a mountain, has any elevation, it can be seen from further away if 
visibility is unlimited. Aubet, like Semple (supra n.3) fifty years earlier, uses this convenient 
formula to compute her map of theoretical visibility, but makes the mistake of excluding 
meteorological factors. McGrail qualifies his mention of theoretical visibility by adding 'in 
good weather' (McGrail 1987: 278 and table 14.1); so too does Agouridis (1997: 16-17). 
For tables computing distance to the horizon and geographic range, see Bowditch 1981: 
Tables 8 and 40. 

9. Georgiou (1993: 361-362) discusses visibility in the Aegean during summer months. 
10. The numbers of observations varied among these regions from approximately 200 to 2,000 

during May over a 115 year period, 1854-1969. The resultant numbers agree well with my 
own personal experience acquired at sea in the Aegean 1995-1999. 1 found that haze often 
limited visibility to two or three nautical miles for a week at a time. The averages taken from 
Synoptic Table 1 1  were derived as follows: each observation was broken down by hour 
(0000 & 0300; 0600 & 0900; 1200 & 1500; 1800 & 2100) and divided into six stages of 
visibility. These lower three stages - < 112 nm, 1/2< 1 nm, and 1 <2 nm - I discarded 
because of their rare frequencies, which rarely amount to 0.3 %. Next, I averaged each 
region's daily percentage for each of the three visibility categories and placed these figure 
on Table 1. Variations in visibility can sometimes be seen over the course of a day, but 
these hour-to-hour variations are minute by comparison with those that occur day to day. 

11. For example, Menelaus deliberated whether to cross the open Aegean or take the coastal 
route (Homer, Od. 3:165-175). 

12. Though Homer has a propensity for exaggeration-witness the 17 days (&ma 6i ~ai 
di~a) he spent sailing to the land of the Phaeacians (Od. 5.278) -five days is a realistic 
time-frame for an Aegean-to-Egypt voyage, especially with a predominant north-west wind. 

13. Chelidonenses is modern day Cape Gelidonya on the Mediterranean coast of Turkey. A 
Late Bronze Age shipwreck excavated here in the 1960s foreshadows Lucian's comment 
(see Bass 1967: 14-16). A voyage from Cyprus to eastern Egypt maris vasti transverso is 
recorded in Lucan 8.460-466. 

14. See also Hdt. 8.6-9; Thuc. 1.48, 3.49. 3.81, 3.91, 4.31, 4.42, 4.53, 4.120, 6.65, 7.50, 8.41, 
8.101, 8.102; Xen. Hell. 1.1.11, 1.1.13-16, 1.6.24-29; 2.1.32-2.3; Dem. 50.20, 56.30; Xen. 
Oec. 21.3; Diod. 13.39.1; Strab.lO.5; Luc., Nav. 8-9, Peregrinus 43, Toxaris 19; Arr., Ind. 
23.4, 25.4-8, 27.1, 29.1, 38.6; Hel. Aeth. 5. 

15. This assumes an average speed of 6.25 knots over 48 hours, which is doubtful given the 
presence of a headwind the entire way. Cf. Od. 5.278. 

16. LSJ9 S.V. ~rnouhaq refers to a fragment [433] of Sophocles that also uses the term with the 
noun vu€,. An episode similar to that experienced by the Argonauts is described in Ovid's 
Tr. 1.2.22B36. 

17. The term 'asterism' denotes a group of stars within the larger constellation, distinguished 
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primarily by their brighter luminosities. 
18. Precession is a shift over time in the position of stars relative to the viewer and is caused 

by a very slow wobble in earth's rotation, much like a child's top begins to wobble as it 
slows its spinning. It occurs because earth's center of gravity does not coincide with its 
center of rotation, the equator - due mostly to the gravitational bulge at earth's midriff, but 
also because earth is tilted 23.5 degrees from the ecliptic. As a result, the north celestial 
pole, as a celestial coordinate, describes a circle in the north sky approximately every 
26,000 years resulting in a uniform shift in the position of the constellations as viewed from 
earth. Every so often a star wanders into or near the position of the north celestial pole as 
viewed from earth: in antiquity, Kochab @ Ursae Minoris) was the brightest star fitting this 
description; even so, it was still a significant distance away spinning in a tight circle 7" 
away. Today Polaris (a Ursae Minoris) fulfills this role. 

19. See also Manilius, Astro. 1.294-302 and Diogenes Laertius, Thal. 1.23. Diogenes credits 
Thales with the discovery of Ursa Minor and a work on nautical astronomy, now lost. 

20. Hesiod, Op. 598, 609, 615, and 619. 
21. See Dicks 1970: 13, 34-38 and references there. 
22. See also Strab. 10.2.12; Ovid, Tr. 3.10.9-14; and Nonnus, Dion. 40.284-291. 
23. For the concept of a 'mental chart' in navigation, see McGrail 1987: 277. 
24. Lewis 1972: 82f. The term 'azimuth' is used to describe the horizontal direction of a 

celestial object, and is measured clockwise from (in this case) 000" (true north) through 
360". 

25. Lewis 1972: 94-97; 1 believe that comparisons between ancient Polynesian navigation 
systems and those employed in the ancient Mediterranean are relevant and productive. 
For while it is true that the Polynesians could sail hundreds, if not thousands, of miles over 
open ocean and hit their mark consistently, their inter-island voyaging was normally 
confined to their respective archipelagos where islands are regularly spaced between 50 
and 200 nm apart (see Lewis 1972: 4-6, 85-94). 

26. The Pleiades and Hyades were located either within or very near the constellations of 
Taurus; their rising and setting were objects of mention in ancient texts. See for example 
Alciphron, Letters of Fishermen 10 and Callimachus, Epig. 20. 

27. In addition to this convenient alignment, there are others that correspond to known sea 
routes in antiquity - namely those between Egypt and Cyprus, which would require using 
circumpolar stars (forward and reverse bearings), and between Crete and North Africa 
using constellations on the ecliptic (although cf. Lucan 8.172-176). 

28. Lewis 1972: 97-98. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 

Table 1 Percentage frequency of visibility (in nautical miles) in Mediterranean regions from 
May 1 to September 30, 1854-1969. Figures derived from the U.S. Naval Weather 
Service Command (Summary of Synoptic Meteorological Observations: Mediterranean 
Marine Areas, Volumes 7-9, Washington D.C. 1970). 

Fig. 1 Author's map of visibility in the Eastern Mediterranean adjusted for meteorological 
factors. Note that the diagonal lines indicate areas of visibility which regularly drop 
below 10 nm, and the hatched lines denote areas with more significant reductions in 
visibility due to local conditions. Map by Dan Davis. 

Fig. 2 The northern constellations as seen from Crete (ca. 500 BC). Note the proximity of 
Kochab (no. 2) to true north (00O0), as opposed to Polaris (no. 3) today. Sky map by 
Dan Davis. 

Fig. 3 Method of 'star-path steering' employed by Polynesian navigators. Drawing after Lewis 
1972: 91, fig. 14. 

Fig. 4 Steering stars that fall along bearing 090" over the course of the night during summer 
in the Eastern Mediterranean, ca. 500 BC. Sky maps by Dan Davis: 
a. 1 = Altair, 2 = Deneb, 3 = Alpherap. 
b. 4 = the Pleiades, 5 = Aldebaran. 
c. 6 = Betelgeuse, 7 = Procyon, 8 = Regulus, 9 =Alphard 
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Table 1 

Percentage frequency of visibility (nsutical miles) in Mediterranean regions from May 1 to 
September 30, 1854-1969. 





SITTING ON THOLES, OFFERING ANCHORS: 
SOME CHALLENGES OF INTERPRETATION IN ANCIENT EGYPTIAN 

NAUTICAL ICONOGRAPHY 

Pharaonic Egypt provides some of the most explicit iconographic 
evidence we have from the ancient world regarding the construction and 
use of watercraft. The scenes are detailed and lively, peopled by sailors and 
passengers and stevedores; men pull the oars, direct the helm, raise the 
yard. In the end, of course, these images are not boats. They are material 
reflection of what the artist thought of a boat and its crew and its cargo, 
filtered through the haze of artistic convention, the constraints of the 
medium, and the artist's own skill and effort and intent. Therefore, 
iconographic evidence cannot be taken at face value but must rather be 
examined critically, keeping foremost in mind not only the subject at hand 
but also the art. Two examples - one long a subject of debate, the other 
not - will illustrate some of the challenges confronting those attempting to 
reconstruct watercraft on the basis of iconography. 

Several Middle-Kingdom tomb paintings feature craft provided with 
a single rudder mounted at the stern and typically, but not always, fitted with 
a mast (fig. 1). One of these boats appears in Theban Tomb 60 (fig. 1.A), 
which belonged to an official named Antefoker and dates to the reign of 
Senwosret 1 (1971-1926 BCE). When Norman Davies and Alan Gardiner 
published the tomb in 1920, they described the action of the crew as follows: 
"The men stand . . . [and] seem . . . to be pushing the oars against a bent 
thole pin, like a gondolier; but this would give the wrong direction to this 
craft. They are really pulling, but the pins have been placed on the wrong 
side of the oars."' 

Although Davies and Gardiner anticipated that the loom of an oar 
would be rigged aft of its tholepin, oars rigged forward of tholepins are found 
in the ethnographic r e c ~ r d . ~  Closer examination of fig. l.A does, 
nevertheless, reveal discrepancy of a different sort: the artist inconsistently 
overlapped hook-shaped objects and legs, which is especially noticeable 
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when comparing the two rowers marked by arrows in fig. 1.A. Visually 
inaccurate relationships between objects is common in Egyptian art. For 
example, the boat in fig. 1 .A is towing a funerary barge, the stern of which 
appears in fig. 2. On the barge, the artist has impossibly interwoven one 
steering oar among stanchions and stern, an "error" not unique to this 
scene.3 Another typical artistic lapse, demonstrated by every figure here 
with the exception of fig. 7.A, is the absence of oar loops or grommets. 

Other apparent discrepancies result not from artistic oversight or 
carelessness but rather from the conventions with which the Egyptian artist 
worked. These were based essentially on the concept of objects, not their 
appearance; that is to say, the artist made no attempt to recreate the illusion 
of three dimensions in two and instead drew things as he knew them to be 
rather than as he saw them to be. Of these conventions, which are many 
and ~omplex,~ only one is critical here. 

Fig. 3 illustrates two representations of the head of Osiris, the 
Egyptian funerary god par excellence. The crown consists of a conical 
helmet. Two feathers, which in the statuette (fig. 3.A) flank the helmet, in the 
relief (fig. 3.8) appear to be mounted at front and back. The horns, which 
emerge straight from the sides, in the relief are shown curving to front and 
back. It is in this way that the Egyptian artist could render an object or 
element of an object that would, in three dimensions, be perpendicular to the 
viewing plane.' 

Gardiner and Davies relied upon this fundamental convention when 
they interpreted the objects as tholes. Fifty years later Bjorn Landstrom 
advanced their interpretation one step further and reconstructed the objects 
as outriggers to facilitate the use of oars aboard a shallow boat (fig. 4).6 
More recently Dilwyn Jones has followed suit.' 

The Egyptians facilitated the use of rowers aboard such watercraft 
by another means. In fig. 1 the rowers are standing, but in other scenes we 
see rowers working seated (fig. 5). Sometimes they rise to make the catch 
and sit back again through the drive to finish the stroke.' Ordinarily this is 
done from thwarts, but where necessary raised rowers' benches appear in 
scenes (fig. 5)' and models (fig. 6). 

Some of these benches are, when seen end-on, hook-shaped (fig. 
6.B-E) and bear a remarkable resemblance to the objects in fig. 1.A. 
However, are they in fact the same objects? After all, Egyptian drawing 
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conventions would require that an artist depict tholepins in exactly the 
manner that we see in fig. 1. Therefore, despite knowing that there are 
indeed seats of this shape as evidenced by the models in fig. 6, and that the 
scenes in fig. 5 are representations of them, more evidence is needed to 
decisively conclude that the objects in fig. 1 are not tholepins. 

That necessary piece of evidence appears in fig. 1 itself. With the 
exception of fig. 1.B, which is ambiguous, there is never a hook-shaped 
object aft of, namely, in front of, the rower nearest the stern. Without 
exception, there is always a hook-shaped object forward of, that is, at the 
rear of, the rower nearest the bow. The association is clearly not between 
the objects and the oars but rather between the objects and the rears of the 
rowers. 

These objects are not, therefore, tholepins that curve outboard. 
They are, instead, broad benches whose seats curve back, like those in fig. 
6. Two major factors misled Davies and Gardiner and the researchers who 
have followed them: 

The absence of oar loops. This left open the possibility that they might 
not be in their usual place along the sheerstrake but instead at the ends 
of the hook-shaped objects. 
The apparent association between the hook-shaped objects and the 
oars. This association, however, as evidenced by the association 
between the objects and the rowers' legs, is ambiguous and 
inconsistent. 

We must, therefore, remove tholes from our repertoire of 
reconstructions of pharaonic Egyptian watercraft. 

Unlike Middle-Kingdom tholes, the triangular objects with rounded 
tops found at the bows of boats in many Old-Kingdom tomb scenes (fig. 7) 
have long inspired contention. Ernest Assman unwittingly began the debate 
in 1913 by proposing that the Egyptians made offerings of conical loaves of 
bread (and wine) at the arrival and departure of  vessel^.'^ Fifty years later, 
when Honor Frost noted that stone anchors found in the Eastern 
Mediterranean, including Egypt (fig. 8), are essentially triangular when seen 
en face, researchers began to identify at least some of these objects as 
anchors." 

Unequivocal examples of bread loaves of this shape abound (fig. 9). 
They appear, for example, in baking scenes (fig. 9.A), with their bell-shaped 
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molds (bedja) (fig. 9.B)I2 and on stands before the deceasedI3 or in rows of 
offerings14 (fig. 9.B). 

Unequivocal examples of anchors are considerably less common. 
Generally accepted as anchors are the object at the bow of one of the ships 
from the temple of King Unas (fig. 10) and that from the similar - but 
contested - scene from the temple of King Sahure. The confusion 
regarding the latter arose because in the line drawing of the scene published 
by Ludwig Borchardt the hole does not appear,I5 a point R. L. Bowen, Jr.I6 
immediately raised after Frost published her drawing with the hole.'' 
Substantiating Frost's claims,I8 a photograph published more than twenty 
years later by Lucien BaschIg confirms that the hole does indeed exist. 

The identity of the objects at the bows of other boats remain to this 
day the subject of considerable controversy. 

The arguments from both sides are long and complex, 
encompassing the practicality of anchors in Nile mudz0 and ultimately 
extending to the question of whether or not the ancient Egyptians ever went 
to sea.'' These two questions are beyond the scope of the current paper, so 
it will not be necessary to comment upon them here. The two major points 
and counterpoints at issue here are: 

The pro-bread group contends that the Egyptians offered bread of this 
shape by itself in non-nautical contexts; the objects on the boats are 
examples of this practice in a nautical context." 
The pro-anchor group contends that bread alone is not attested to as 
an offering and that the evidence used to support the use of bread in 
association with the arrival and departure of vessels comes from non- 
Egyptian sources." 

The pro-bread group contends that there are no hawser holes on any 
of these objectsz4 except for the examples from the funerary temples of 
Unas and Sahure. 
The pro-anchor group contends that the lack of hawser holes is 
unimportant, the result of artistic oversight or ign~rance.'~ 

The first point and counterpoint are based on the function of the 
objects, focusing on the use of unambiguous loaves of bread in offering 
scenes and how bread is treated in that context. As such, they are 
secondary and will be examined (here only briefly) after formal 
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considerations. 

The most troubling formal point for the identification of these objects 
as anchors is the lack of a hawser hole. However, as the "tholepins" have 
served to demonstrate, the omission of a detail is not the strongest basis for 
an argument. More useful would be another positively indicative (or 
contraindicative) detail. 

Leaving aside images and turning to the actual objects, what 
distinguishes a loaf of bread from a stone anchor? Aside from the hawser 
hole and of course the material used in their creation, the actual shape of the 
objects. Anchors are flat-sided, bread is conical. Unfortunately, in Egyptian 
two-dimensional representations a flat-faced object cannot be told from a 
round-sided one, even as an object curving backwards cannot be told from 
one curving towards the viewer. Once again we must look for another clue. 

Even the finest bas relief was intended, ultimately, to be painted, 
which would provide texture and other such detail that the carving itself does 
not suggest.= All too often the painted surface no longer survives, making 
it imperative to remember that often what one is viewing is not the complete 
and finished work. The loss of the intended surface has caused difficulties, 
for example, with regards to the interpretation of the ships of the Sea 
Peoples at Medinet Habu, with human bodies strangely woven in and out of 
portions of the 

Fortunately, many tombs do retain at least some of their original, 
painted surfaces. Among them is the tomb of Kaiemankh at Giza (Dynasty 
VI), the burial chamber of which is decorated in painted plaster (not relief) 
and which has among its scenes two sailing boats with the objects in 
question positioned at the bows. The register below the boats depicts 
ducks, geese, and pigeons. Below this is a variety of offerings, including five 
conical loaves of bread, which, to balance the composition, the artist placed 
atop their baking molds. In the photograph published by J~nker,~' one can 
see that the artist painted each loaf yellow, "browned" at the top (as if from 
baking) by means of vertical brush strokes in the same reddish-brown paint 
used to outline it. This detail is confined neither to this scene nor to this 
tomb.29 

He did exactly the same to the objects at the bows of the boats (fig. 
1 I).~o 
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This presents us with two possible interpretations. Either: 

Egyptian artists committed two simultaneous errors: one is the 
omission of the hawser hole from virtually every representation of an 
anchor;31 the other is that the artist of Kaiemankh's tomb either painted 
anchors in exactly the way he painted loaves of bread (i.e., without 
hawser hole and with brown top)32 or he (erroneously?) painted loaves 
of bread in place of anchors. 

or: 

the Egyptian artists deliberately painted loaves of bread aboard these 
boats. 

The first interpretation, that the objects are anchors, requires the 
acceptance of a remarkable number of omissions of detail and at least one 
case of transference or misidentification by the artist. 

The second interpretation, that the objects without holes are loaves 
of bread, raises only the question of why these are at the bows, which is not 
a trivial issue. It calls for further examination, but for now33 only a brief 
restatement and slight expansion of what others have proposed is offered: 
the boats in these scenes are not engaged in ordinary journeys. 
Accompanying texts indicate that these vessels are going to the "West", 
namely, the nethe~world,~~ which was also known as the Field of OfferingF, 
which were symbolized by bread,36 which appears as a single, uncut conical 
loaf placed alone on a reed mat in the hieroglyphic sign hetep ("altar", 
Gardiner sign list R 4)37 and as a single, uncut conical loaf held alone in hand 
in the hieroglyphic sign imi ("give", Gardiner sign list D 37 and D 38).38 

However, regardless of the precise reason why these objects appear 
at the bows of the boats, regardless of whether or not the Egyptians ever 
used stone anchors in the Nile or ever went to sea, the fact remains that what 
the Egyptian artist painted are loaves of bread. 

Egyptian forms of representation, although conceptual, can be 
misleading, for it was the Egyptians' concepts, not our own, that we see in 
two dimensions on the walls. Very easily artistic convention, carelessness, 
unfamiliar cultural practices, as well as state of preservation, can put us 
astray from seemingly straightfonvard issues. We must continually question 
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interpretations, even our own, in the face of evidence both new and old. This 
is the only way to reach beyond the art to grasp, however loosely, the 
physical reality that surrounded the artist and influenced his work. 

Noreen Doyle 
50 Dresden Ave 

Gardiner ME 04345-2613 
USA 

NOTES 

DaviesIGardiner 1920: 20 n. 1; emphasis in the original. 
*In the Mediterranean today boats are always rowed with the oars forward of the thole* 
(Coates 1993: 49). 
E.g., (Old Kingdom) BlackmanIApted 1953: pi. XLIII; (New Kingdom) Davies 1927: pl. 
XXVI; Weeks 1998: unnumbered color plate. 
For an in-depth and overall examination of these conventions, see Schafer 1986. 
Cf. Schafer 1986: 107, 116. 
Landstrom 1970: 84, 85 figs. 255-257, 87 fig. 265. 
Jones 1995: 48, pl. VI. Jarrett-Bell (1930: 11-12) likewise thought these objects to be 
tholes. 
Boreux 1925: 319-24, Jarrett-Bell 1930. 
Boats of this type also appear in the tomb of Khnumhotep at Beni Hasan (Newberry 
1893-94.1: pl. XXIX). For another scene from the tomb of Amenemhat (besides that 
here, fig. l.B), see Newberry 1893-94.1: pl. XVI. 
Borchardt 1913: 149-50. 
Frost (1963: 9) first cited the depiction on the Causeway of Sahure. Tombs later 
explicitly identified as having depictions of anchors include those of: Akhethotep (Frost 
1964; Nibbi 1975: 38; Nibbi 1984: 254-255 fig. 3); Ti (Nibbi 1975: 38; Nibbi 1984: 253 fig. 
2; Nibbi 1997 46 fig. 6); and Kaiemankh (Nibbi 1975: 38). 
E.g.: ~ ~ r o n / ~ a u m a s / ~ o ~ o n  1939: pl. WI (tomb of Ti; also Bxrta 1995: 24 fig. 3; Nibbi 
1997: 46 fig. 7; Basch 1994: 223 fig. 5); Morgensen 1921: 38 fig. 36 (tomb of Kaemremt; 
also Basch 1994: 223 fig. 6). 
E.g.: Nibbi 1997:54 fig. 13a (tomb of Shepsi); Harpur 1987: 400 plan 57 (tomb of 
Rakhaefankh); Harpur 1987: 398 plan 48 (tomb of Kainefer); Harpur 1987: 415 plan 89 
(tomb of Itti); Basch 1994: 223 fig. 4 (stela of Nes-henu). 
Junker 1929-55.4: pl. XVI (tomb of Kaiemankh); Harpur 1987: 461 fig. 30 (tomb of 
Hetepka), 470 fig. 58 (tomb of Nefer), 530 fig. 188 (tomb of Pahenwikai). 
Borchardt 1913: pl. 12. 
Bowen 1963. 
Frost 1963:4 fig. 1. 
Frost replied that this figure had been drawn from a photograph .in the archives of the 
Science Museum* (Frost 1964: 242). 
Basch 1985: 454 fig. 1. 
Frost (1979: 146) and Basch (1985: 457) question the practicality; Nibbi (1984: 260-61; 
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1997: 43-45) upholds it. Earlier (Nibbi 1975: 39-40) she suggests that the nautical 
application of these stones could have been for purposes other than mooring. 
For a summary of arguments and bibliography for the view that the Egyptians did not go 
to sea, see Nibbi 1997. References to Egyptian seafaring abound, but for a recent 
overview see Wachsmann 1998: 9-38. 
Basch 1994: 222-23. 
Nibbi 1975: 39, Nibbi 1997: 4549. 
Frost (1964: 242) reported <<pin-head. sized holes in the reliefs from the tomb of 
Akhethotep at the Louvre, but Basch's reexamination of the scenes, and additionally 
those of Ti and Mereruka, revealed no such holes (Basch 1985: 459-60; Basch 1994: 
221-22). In later publications, Frost acknowledges that similar objects, from another 
tomb, are more likely to be one of the loaves of bread that are sometimes confused with 
anchors,, (Frost 1979: 146). 
Nibbi 1975: 38, BakrINibbi 1991: 8 n. 24. 
Baines 1986: 9. 
For examination of this difficult scene, and solution to the anomalies presented by its 
current condition, see Wachsmann 1981, Wachsmann 1982, Wachsmann 1998: 163-75, 
317-19. 
Junker 1929-55.4: pl. VII. 
For another scene in the tomb of Kaiemankh with bread so painted, see the black-and- 
white photographs in Junker 1929-55.4: pl. XVII. For color photographs of bread so 
painted in the tomb of lrukaptah at Giza, see Siliotti 1997: 134-35 figs. B, C, E, F. 
Cf. Junker's photograph of these boats (1929-55.4: pl. VII), in which one can clearly see 
that both objects are painted in this manner. In his own painting of the rightmost of these 
boats, Landstrom (1970: 40 fig. 104) omitted this detail. 
If this is to be considered a convention, the inclusion of the hawser holes in the 
representations of the Sahure and Unas ships is noteworthy. 
There is nothing about anchors themselves that would have inspired the artist to paint 
such a detail. 
The author plans to explore this and other issues raised in the bread-or-anchor debate 
in greater detail in another paper. 
Harpur 1987: 83. 
Lesko 1991: 119-20; Bxrta 1995: 30-31. 
Wilkinson 1992: 162-163, 206-207. 
Gardiner 1957: 501. The bread in R 4 takes on several forms, most being beveled at the 
base, but some, as those seen in Junker 1929-55.3: 167 fig. 29 and Junker 1929-55.5: 
69 fig. 16, are not. 
Gardiner 1957: 454. 
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Fig. 1 
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Boats. A: Tomb of Antefoker, Theban Tomb 60, Dynasty XI1 (Senwosret 1, 1971-1926 
BCE). From DaviesIGardiner 1920: pl. XVIII. B: Tomb of Amenemhat, Beni 
Hasan. Dynasty XI1 (Senwosret 1, 1971-1926 BCE). From Newberry 1893-94.1: pl. 
XIV. C: Tomb of Sehetipibre, Karnak. Dynasty XII. Dynasty XI1 (Senwosret 1, 1971- 
1926 BCE). After Vandier 1969.1: 915 fig. 344, 1. 
Stern of a funerary barge. Theban Tomb 60 (Antefoker), Dynasty XI1 (Senwosret I, 
1971-1926 BCE). From DaviesIGardiner 1920: pl. XVII. 
Osiris. A: Bronze statuette. Third Intermediate Period (1070-712 BCE). After 
D'Auria/Lacovara/Roehrig 1992: 239 no. 198. B: Relief, temple of Seti I, Abydos. 
Dynasty XIX (Seti 1, 1306-1290 BCE). From Erman 1894: 226. 
Reconstruction of the boat in fig. 1 .A by Bjorn Landstrom. After Landstrom 1970: 85 
fig. 257. 
Boats with rowers' benches. A: Tomb of Djehutihotep, El Bersheh. Dynasty XI1 
(Senwosret 111, 1878-1841). From Newberry n.d.1: pl. XVIII. B: Tomb of Sarenput I, 
Elephantine. Dynasty XI1 (1991-1783 BCE). After Vandier 1969.1: 913 fig. 342. 
Wooden model rowers seated on benches. Middle Kingdom (2040-1640 BCE). A: 
From Reisner 1913: 69 fig. 256. B: From Reisner 1913: 12 fig. 50. C: From Reisner 
1913: 47 fig. 165. D: From Reisner 1913: 33 fig. 129. E: After Glanville, 1972: 40 
fig. 39c. 
Boats with triangular object at the bow. A: Tomb of Ti, Saqqara. Dynasty V (Izezi - 
Unas, 2388-2323 BCE). After ~ p r o n l ~ a u m a s l ~ o ~ o n l ~ o n t e t  1939: pl. XLIX. B: Tomb 
of Kaemremt, Saqqara. Dynasty V (2465-2323 BCE). From Morgensen 1921: 18, fig. 
11. 
Stone anchor from Wadi Gawasis. Dynasty XI1 (Senwosret 1, 1971-1926 BCE). After 
Wachsmann 1998: 261 fig. 12.1 1. 
Conical loaves of bread. A: Bakers. Tomb of Ti, Saqqara. Dynasty V (lzezi - Unas, 
2388-2323 BCE). After Bxrta 1995: 24 fig. 3. B: Pottery mold (bedja) for baking 
conical loaves of bread. Dynasty V (2465-2323 BCE). After Bxrta 1995: 22 fig. la. 
C: Offerings. Tomb of Hetepka, Saqqara. Dynasty V - VI (Unas - Teti, 2356-2291 
BCE). After Harpur 1987: 461 fig. 30. 
Bow of boat. Causeway of Unas, Saqqara. Dynasty V (Unas, 2356-2323 BCE). After 
Wachsmann 1998: 14 fig. 2.5. 
Bow of boat. Tomb of Kaiemankh, Giza. Dynasty VI (2323-2150 BCE). After Junker 
1929-43.4: PI. IV. 
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LES FOUILLES SOUS-MARINES DU CNRS A ALEXANDRIE (EGYPTE) 
I- LE SITE MONUMENTAL DE QAITBAY 

Les fouilles du Centre d'Etudes Alexandrines du Centre National de 
la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) a Alexandrie ont commence il y a une 
dizaine d'annees. Les premieres recherches ont porte sur des chantiers 
terrestres. II s'agissait d'operations de sauvetage urbain, la ou les 
promoteurs detruisaient des immeubles vetustes pour y eriger des tours 
modernes. Depuis 1992, nous avons procede a une vingtaine de fouilles 
d'urgence aussi bien dans I'habitat de la ville antique que dans les 
necropoles1. 

Les fouilles sous-marines ont commence en automne 1994 et nous 
en sommes donc actuellement a la huitieme campagne (fig. 1)'. Chaque 
campagne de fouilles comptant entre 4 et 6 mois de fouilles par an, si nous 
mettons tous ces mois de fouilles bout a bout, nous totalisons I'equivalent 
de plus de quatre annees de fouilles a ce jour. Les equipes varient d'une 
annee sur I'autre, en fonction de nos objectifs et de nos moyens financiers. 
En moyenne, les equipes comptent une quinzaine d'archeologues 
plongeurs, mais durant certaines campagnes, notamment en 1995, ce 
chiffre a plus que double. Ce sont donc maintenant plusieurs dizaines de 
milliers d'heures de travail sous I'eau qui ont ete realisees jusqn'a 'presenf. 
Cependant, comme on le verra a ce jour, les recherches sont loin d'gtre 
terminees. 

En realite, nous menons de f a~on  concomitante plusieurs fouilles 
sous-marines de nature differente. La concession attribuee a notre equipe se 
situe a I'exterieur du port oriental d8Alexandrie, depuis I'extremite nord du 
cap Lochias a I'est (la moderne pointe du Silsileh) jusqu'a I'ouest du fort 
Qaitbay. Au pied du fort Qaitbay, nous fouillons un site monumental 
compose de plus de 3.000 blocs d'architecture et de sculpture, tandis que 
dans les zones situees plus loin au large, nous avons trouve toute une serie 
d'epaves de bateaux grecs et romains (sur la fig. 1, voir les indications 'QB1' 
a 'QB4'). Dans les pages qui suivent, je vais essayer de faire un point rapide 
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sur le seul site monumental qui git par 6 a 8 metres de profondeur sur le 
flanc oriental du fort de Qaitbay. Nous resewerons a la prochaine reunion du 
groupe de notre ami Harry Tzalas I'occasion de faire le point sur la fouille des 
epaves grecques et romaines. 

Le site monumental au pied du fort Qaitbay 

Les circonstances de la fouille 

Le site monumental immerge au pied du fort de Qaitbay etait deja 
connu par les voyageurs des siecles passes et avait fait I'objet d'une 
exploration par le pionnier de I'archeologie sous-marine egyptienne, Kamal 
Abou el-Saadate, au debut des annees 1960 ; puis ce fut Honor Frost, qui 
executa une mission d'expertise pour I'UNESCO en 1968 et publia la 
premiere etude sur le sujet, avec toute une documentation graphique4. 

En septembre 1994, les Autorites igyptiennes m'ont demande 
d'intervenir, alors que 180 blocs de beton moderne etaient jetes sur le site 
antique. Nous avons alors decouvert a notre tour cette zone immense qui 
s'btend par 6 a 8 metres de profondeur sur une superficie de 1,25 hectare. 

L'aspect du site 

Le site est compose de plus de 3.000 pieces d'architecture antique. 
Le chiffre ne peut Qtre precise, car chaque nouvelle campagne apporte un 
grand nombre de blocs nouveaux, que ce soit parce que nous les 
decouvrons peu a peu en deplaqant les couches superieures au moyen de 
ballons gonfles a I'air comprime, mettant ainsi au jour les couches 
inferieures, soit parce que nous enlevons les blocs de beton moderne : la 
derniere operation de ce type a ete effectuee en janvier 2001, permettant 
d'enlever 145 blocs, de beton moderne de 20 tonnes chacun qui 
encombraient encore le site antique (fig. 2). 

La carte que nous avons pu constituer comprend a ce jour 2.635 
blocs : ils sont topographies et, pour la plupart, dessines et photographies. 
On mesure I'ampleur du travail qui reste a fournir. 
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Les methodes utilisees : la topographie sous-marine par onde 
acoustigue 

Les archeologues qui procedent aux fouilles de sauvetage sont 
soucieux d'economiser leur temps en recourant aux techniques nouvelles 
qui ameliorent leur efficacite. Ce souci est encore plus present lors des 
fouilles sous-marines, mQme si I'apparition d'une nouvelle technologie peut 
susciter des engouements sans lendemain. Cette curiosite nous a pousses 
a experimenter des methodes de releves topographiques par station totale 
Leica visant une bouee que les plongeurs plaqaient le mieux possible, au 
moyen d'un lourd lestage, au-dessus d'un point immerge ou en plaqant un 
GPS sur le pointeur de la mQme bouee. L'utilisation d'un GPS differentiel 
nous donnait une precision theorique de I'ordre du centimetre, mais la houle 
frequente dans ces eaux, sauf par le vent du sud malheureusement trop rare 
a Alexandrie (de I'ordre de 30 a 40 jours par an), entrainait des erreurs 
recurrentes qui nous ont ramenes vers la methode traditionnelle de la 
triangulation. Cette operation (dont I'invention revient aux geometres 
alexandrins de I'epoque de Ptolemee II !) presente toutefois I'obstacle de la 
lenteur. Une solution semble avoir ete trouvee au cours de I'annee 2001 
avec I'achat, grace a un mecenat specifique5, d'un nouvel outil, I'Aquametre 
(fig. 3). Developpe par la societe PLSM, cet appareil immerge permet des 
mesures acoustiques. Sous I'eau, it mesure la vitesseldistance entre un 
pointeur et une base fixe dont I'on connait la position en 3D, donnant les 
nouvelles positions du pointeur mobile. Les donnees enregistrees sur 
disquette aboutissent a une cartographie automatique d'une precision 
centimetrique lorsque le pointeur se trouve dans un rayon d'une dizaine de 
metres de la base. Plusieurs pointeurs (16 au maximum, avec une mesure a 
la seconde pour chacun) peuvent 6tre utilises en m6me temps. L'utilisation 
de ce nouvel outil pendant les campagnes de printemps et surtout 
d'automne 2001 autorise a mettre quelque espoir dans la fiabilite et la 
rapidite de ce nouvel outil qui sera peut-6tre d'un usage courant et banal 
pour les archeologues sous-marins d'ici quelques annees. 

La subsidence 

Plusieurs indices montrent que le site se trouvait hors d'eau dans 
I'Antiquite. Ainsi des debitages ont dir avoir lieu sur place, comme 
I'indiquent les cavites creusees par les coins des carriers voire les dechets 
de debitage que I'on retrouve sous plusieurs blocs. D'autre part, les 
scellements metalliques encore en place montrent qu'un certain nombre de 
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pieces d'architecture appartiennent a des monuments qui se dressaient a 
cet endroit dans I'Antiquite. 

L'enfoncement remarquable du site - de I'ordre de 6 a 8 metres - 
que constatent les archeologues est explique par les geomorphologues par 
une subsidence particulierement importante dans la region. Alexandrie est 
affectee par le jeu des plaques tectoniques avec I'enfoncement de la plaque 
africaine sous I'Europe et la region egeo-anatolienne, au niveau de la Crete 
et de ses environs. Par contrecoup de cette activite sismique, Alexandrie 
s'est enfoncee d'une maniere que revelent une vingtaine de carottages 
effectues dans la baie : il s'agirait d'un phenomene, non pas progressif, mais 
violent, dont I'un des episodes les plus importants a eu lieu a la fin du Vleme 
siecle apres J.-C." 

Les monuments pharaoniques 

D'autres pieces du site sous-marin sont remarquables, par leur 
forme autant que par leur chronologie : il s'agit d'une trentaine de sphinx, de 
5 obelisques, d'une demi-douzaine de colonnes papyriformes. Ces blocs 
sont en granite d'Assouan, en quartzite, en calcite, en grauwacke et la 
plupart portent des inscriptions en langue egyptienne : ces hieroglyphes ont 
ete dechiffres directement sous I'eau par des egyptologues-plongeurs de 
I'lnstitut franqais d'archeologie orientale (IFAO-Le Caire) et du Conseil 
SuprQme des Antiquites (SCA), inaugurant ainsi une nouvelle specialite que 
Champollion n'aurait pas imaginee, I'egyptologie sous-marine ! Ces 
specialistes nous apprennent que ces pieces portent les noms de pharaons 
fort eloignes dans le temps, depuis Sesostris Ill (Xlleme dynastie, XlXeme 
siecle avant J.-C.) jusqu'a Psammetique II (XXVleme dynastie, Vleme siecle 
avant J.-C.) (fig. 4-5). Ces mQmes inscriptions nous enseignent que ces 
offrandes proviennent du venerable sanctuaire du soleil a Heliopolis (au 
nord du Caire moderne). Detruit par un violent incendie, il servait, comme 
nous I'apprend le geographe grec Strabon (vers 25 avant J.-C.), de carriere 
aux Ptolemees puis aux Romains qui y prelevaient ici un sphinx, la un 
obelisque pour decorer leur nouvelle capitale. Ainsi, ces consecrations 
pharaoniques ont abouti a Alexandrie, pour servir dans la maqonnerie des 
nouvelles constructions (comme le montrent des sphinx equarris du site 
sous-marin, dont on reconnait parfois avec ma1 la forme originelle) ou au 
decor de la cite, ornant des places publiques ou la faqade des temples, 
comme I'Arsinoeion ou le Cesareum, selon les descriptions de Pline 
I'Ancien7. La presence de ces pierres 'errantes', emprunts a un sanctuaire 
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pharaonique, ne changent en rien I'histoire de la cite fondee par Alexandrie 
le Grand en janvier 331 avant J.-C. Elles sont tout au plus une indication sur 
le decor pharaonisant de certains quartiers de la capitale. 

Les statues colossales 

Parmi les blocs remarquables se distinguent des statues colossales 
en granite d'Assouan (fig. 6)'. Aux six bases en pyramide tronquee qui se 
trouvent sous I'eau correspondent les fragments de six statues. Plusieurs de 
ces fragments statuaires ont ete retrouves durant la derniere campagne 
(telle la main a gauche de la fig. 6), apres I'enlevement des blocs de beton 
moderne en janvier 2001. 11 s'agit de trois statues masculines et trois 
feminines : trois Ptolemees en pharaon, trois reines en Isis, trois couples 
royaux representes par des effigies de grande taille, plus de 13 m pour le 
couple le plus grand, une dizaine pour les deux autres couples. 
L'identification de ces Ptolemees est en cours. Ils ont ete retrouves pour 
ainsi dire in situ, en contrebas de leurs bases, regroupes par paires et ils 
devaient Qtre eriges au pied du Phare d'Alexandrie. 

Monuments in situ et monuments rapportes 

L'etude patiente des monuments in situ permet aussi de distinguer 
ceux qui ont ete apportes d'autres endroits de la ville. II s'agit principalement 
de fOts de colonnes qui ont servi de renforcement du site, sujet a de 
frequents tremblements de terreg ou a des tsunamis, des raz de maree, 
comme celui qui a frappe Alexandrie le 21 juillet 365 apres J.-C.1° . Un savant 
de Bagdad, Abdel Latif, visita Alexandrie en 1200-1200 et, selon ses mots, 
<< J'ai vu aussi sur les bords de la mer, du c6te ou elle avoisine les murailles 
de la ville, plus de quatre cents colonnes brisees en deux ou trois parties ,> 
.. .etc. 

A cette premiere indication sur la presence de pieces en place sur le 
site s'ajoute un constat sur les blocs d'architecture : ainsi des dizaines de 
scellements ont ete retrouves et sont en cours d'etude". Ces agrafes 
metalliques en fer ou en bronze enrobees dans du plomb maintenaient des 
blocs deux a deux, de mQmes que les goujons verticaux. Le fait que des 
blocs aient conserve en place leurs scellements, que I'on trouve des 
associations de plusieurs blocs par I'emplacement des cavites de 
scellement (position, ecartement, taille), indique que ces blocs se trouvaient 
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en place et n'ont pas ete apportes d'ailleurs. 

Une porte monumentale a pu ktre reconstituee par Isabelle Hairy, 
architecte plongeuse en charge de I'etude architecturale du site, et elle 
presentera ses resultats au cours de la prochaine reunion de Tropis. Elle a 
pu reconstituer jambages, linteaux voire dalles d'une porte monumentale de 
13 metres de hauteur, avec des blocs dont le poids depasse les 70 tonnes. 
Cette porte, dont on ne peut encore preciser la relation spatiale avec les 
statues colossales voisines, appartient a un monument important. 
Rappelons le seul temoignage d'lbn Iyyas, chroniqueur du regne du sultan 
mamelouk Qaitbay : il indique par deux fois dans son texte que le sultan se 
rendit du Caire a Alexandrie en 1477 << pour biitir une forteresse sur les 
ruines de I'ancien Phare .. L'un des buts des campagnes futures sera de 
continuer ces anastyloses virtuelles, surtout dans la zone situee juste au 
contrebas du fort Qaitbay et de distinguer les elements qui pourraient 
appartenir au monument qui s'elevait a cet endroit durant la periode antique. 

L'avenir du site sous-marin 

A I'heure actuelle, nous avons mis a terre une quarantaine de blocs 
d'architecture et de sculpture (fig. 7). Ces objets ont sejourne sous I'eau 
pendant plusieurs siecles et ils doivent recevoir un traitement adequat des 
leur mise en contact avec I'air. Un processus de desalinisation a et6 mis en 
place et ces sphinx, ces statues et ces obelisques ornent maintenant le 
musee en plein air du site archeologique de K6m el-Dick. Cependant, le 
grand nombre de blocs immerges a conduit a une reflexion sur I'avenir du 
site sous-marin. II a paru d'emblee qu'il serait difficile, en temps comme en 
moyens financiers, d'etendre ces mises a terre des pieces architecturales a 
I'ensemble du site et qu'une autre solution devait Gtre trouvee : le CSA a 
donc decide la mise en valeur d'un parc archeologique sous-marin. A part 
des exceptions justifiees par un raccord avec un fragment deja mis a terre, 
aucun bloc n'est desormais preleve sur le site immerge. Les visiteurs sont 
acceptes, avec location d'equipements de plongee a travers des clubs 
prives de la ville, pour des promenades sous contr6le des autorites 
archeologiques. A I'avenir sont aussi prevus des bateaux a fond transparent 
qui permettront au non plongeurs de decouvrir ce site saisissant, facilement 
visible par beau temps puisqu'il git a faible profondeur, 6 a 8 metres au 
maximum. 

Pour obtenir des nouvelles regulierement mises a jour sur le 
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developpement des fouilles sous-marines sur le site de Qaitbay, on peut se 
reporter au site web <www.cea.com.eg> 
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NOTES 
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Service 1812, Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS). 

1 Je renverrai a la bibliographie sur les fouilles terrestres qui est donnee chaque annee dans 
les rapports publies dans le Bulletin de Correspondance Hell6nique (= BCH) : voir en 
dernier lieu le BCH 124 (2000), p. 548-570 et plus particuli&rement p. 570. 

2 Voir la bibliographie citee A la fin de cet article. 
3 Les donnees exactes seront detaillees dans le volume en cours de publication Pharos 1 (J.- 

Y. EMPEREUR ed.), ~tudes alexandrines 9, IFAO, Le Caire, A paraitre en 2002 (desormais cite 
Pharos 1). 

4 H. Frost, -The Pharos Site, Alexandria, Egypt*, IJNA 4 (1975), p.126-130. 
5 Don de la societe France Telecom R&D en mai 2001. 
6 Cf. 1'6tude de Chr. Morhange et J.-Ph. Goiran dans Pharos 1 et BCH 123 (1998), p. 560- 

566. 
7 Pline I'Ancien, Histoire naturelle, livre 36, § 67. 
8 Cf. J.-P. CORTEGGIANI, u La m&che de Ptolemee m, Historia thematique, 69, janvier-fevrier 

2001, p. 18-19. 
9 On trouvera une liste des tremblements de terre dans J.-Y. EMPEREUR, Le Phare 

d'Alexandrie, collection Gallirnard/D~couvertes n0352, 1998, p. 106-107 et MOUSTAFA 
ANOUAR TAHER, 'Les sbisrnes A Alexandrie et la destruction du Phare', Alexandrie medievale 
1, ~tudes alexandrines 3, 1998, p. 51-56. 

10 Cf. F. JACQUES et 6. BOUSQUET, 'Le raz de rnaree du 21 juillet 365 . Du cataclysrne local a la 
catastrophe cosrnique', MEFRA 96 (1984), p. 423-461. 

11 Cf. I'etude de M. El Amouri dans Pharos 1. 

Les resultats des fouilles sous-marines du Centre d'~tudes Alexandrines 
seront publies dans la serie Pharos, au sein de la collection des ~tudes 
alexandrines, aux presses de I'IFAO au Caire. Le premier volume est 
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actuellernent sous presse. Pour la bibliographie antecedente, on pourra se 
reporter provisoirernent a un volume et a toute une serie d'articles : 

Volume : J.-Y. EMPEREUR, Le phare d'Alexandrie, Paris, Decouvertes Gallimard, 1998. 

Articles : 
J.-Y. EMPEREUR, w~gypte : Le site du Phare d'alexandrien, Archeologia 311, 1995, p. 30-33 ; 
idem, .On a retrouve le Phare d'Alexandrie !n L'Histoire 187, avril 1995 ; idem, *Alexandria : The 
Underwater Site near Qaitbay Fortn, Egyptian Archaelogy 8, 1996, p. 7-10 ; idem, .The Discovery 
of the Pharos in Alexandria>,, Minerva 7,1, 1996, p. 5-6 ; idem, -Raising Statues and Blocks from 
the Sea at Alexandrian, Egyptian Archaelogy 9, 1996, p. 19-22 ; idem et N. GRIMAL, ~Les  fouilles 
sous-marines du phare dlAlexandrien, CRAl 1997, p. 693-713 ; J.-Y. EMPEREUR, ~ L e s  fouilles 
sous-marines du Phare d9Alexandrie=, Afrique et Orient 6, sept. 1997, p. 2-8 ; idem, 
<<Alexandrie engloutie et sauveen, Musearr 76, nov. 1997, p. 95-98 ; J.-P. CORTEGGIANI, ccLes 
Aegyptiaca de la fouille sous-marine de Qaitbay-, Bulletin de la Societe fran~aise d'Egyptologie 
142, juin 1998, p. 25-40 ; J.-Y. EMPEREUR, .Diving on a sunken city., Archaeology, MarchIApril 
1999, p. 37-43 ; idem, << Underwater Archaeological Investigations of the Ancient Pharos n, in 
M.H. Hassan, N. Grimal et D. Nakashima (eds), Underwater archaeology and coastal 
management : Focus on Alexandria, Coastal Managements sourcebooks 2,2000, Paris, Unesco, 
p. 54-59 ; IDEM, n Le phare d'Alexandrie w, Les fabuleuses d6couverres du XXe siecle, Dossarch 
259, 2000, p. 144-150 : J.-P. CORTEGGIANI, c< La meche de Ptolemee B,, Historia thematique, 69, 
janvier-fevrier 2001, p. 18-19. J.-Y. EMPEREUR, * DBcouvertes recentes A Alexandrie >>, in Greek 
Archaeology without frontiers, Athenes, 2002, p. 13-20. 
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Fig. 1 : Carte dlAlexandrie, avec indication du fort Qaitbay et des epaves en cours de fouille. 
Carte N. Martin, archives CEA. 

Fig. 2 : Enlevement des blocs de beton qui avaient ete places sur le site sous-marin en 1993. 
Cliche A. Pelle, archives CEA. 

Fig. 3 : Mesure topographique au moyen de I'Aquametre, appareil de mesure acoustique 
sous-marin. Le pointeur a lecture directe est place sur le bloc a topographie. Cliche A. 
Pelle, archives CEA. 

Fig. 4 : Une base de I'un des deux obelisques du pharaon Seti ler. Le pharaon fait une offrande 
aux divinites d1H61iopolis. Quartzite. Remonte A la surface en 1995, ce bloc est expose 
au musee de plein air de K6m el-Dick. 

Fig. 5 : Moulage sous-marin de I'autre base d'obelisque du pharaon SBti ler. Ce bloc est reste 
dans le site sous-marin. Cliche A. Pelle, archives CEA. 

Fig. 6 : Statue colossale d'un Ptolemee en pharaon. Granite dlAssouan. Hauteur 10,05 m. 
Dessin St. Rousseau, archives CEA. 

Fig. 7 : Levage d'un sphinx de Ramses 11. Cliche J.-P. Corteggiani, archives CEA. 
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LES DlEUX OLYMPIENS ET LA MER: 
LE CAS DE LA MESSENIE ET DE LA LACONIE 

Cette communication a pour objet d'exposer dans ses grandes lignes 
- en I'attente d'une publication exhaustive - les conclusions d'une these 
de doctorat' portant sur la religion des marins grecs, vaste theme aborde par 
Dietrich Wachsmuth2 il y a plus de trente ans mais peu developpe depuis. 
Nous avons limite notre recherche aux dieux olympiens honores dans le 
monde grec dans un contexte maritime. En effet, celles-ci - bien plus que 
les figures marines telles les Nereides ou Triton qui se manifestent plut8t 
comme des figures folkloriques - reqoivent de veritables manifestations de 
culte de la part des gens de mer. L'espace geographique concerne 
comprend les mer de la Mediterranee - pour reprendre la formule de F. 
Braude13 : (( Non pas une mer, mais une succession de mers >, -, le Pont- 
Euxin et les autres eaux frequentees au gre des periples coloniaux ou 
commerciaux. Toutes les sources ont ete sollicitees (archeologiques, 
iconographiques, numismatiques, epigraphiques et litteraires), selon une 
large chronologie afin de prendre en compte le principe du conservatisme 
des traditions, caracteristique du milieu maritime. 

Cette recherche a abouti a des resultats significatifs. La presence des 
dieux olympiens est beaucoup plus importante qu'on ne pourrait le croire 
dans les milieux maritimes, et celle de Poseidon moins essentielle. Mkme si 
les traditions ont dO parfois justifier et expliquer une telle intervention, il 
ressort cependant une coherence des cultes et prerogatives marines avec la 
personnalite divine de chacun des dieux. Nous I'examinerons plus en detail 
avec I'etude de la Laconie et de la Messenie. 

Avant cela, il convient de definir ce que nous entendons par ((culte 
marin,,. II s'agit d'une manifestation cultuelle, etablissant un raport entre une 
divinite et la mer, entendue au niveau geographique et au niveau des 
activites humaines maritimes, dans toute leur diversite (grand large, rivage, 
promontoires, ports, navigation, pQche, etc.) Les criteres de reperage d'un 
culte marin sont les suivants : 1) la topographie : le culte s'exerce dans un 
lieu a caractere maritime dominant (port, plage, bateau, promontoire) ; 2) 
I'onomastique : les epicleses ou epithetes poetiques evoquant un lien entre 
la divinite et la mer; 3) les actes : sacrifices, prieres, ex-voto invoquant la 
divinite en liaison avec un contexte maritime. II est important de signaler que 
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I'expression de ((culte marin. n'est pas exclusive : si a un endroit precis ou 
dans une circonstance precise, la divinite est mise en relation avec I'univers 
marin, par ailleurs I'essentiel de son culte (dans le sanctuaire ou sous 
I'epiclese en question) peut relever d'un domaine different (tres souvent 
I'initiation ou la fecondite). 

Les pratiques religieuses s'adressant specifiquement aux divinites 
olympiennes sont tres variees. Suivant le rythme et I'ambivalence des gens 
de mer, il convient de distinguer celles realisees a terre et en mer. Sur la terre 
ferme, de nombreuses inscriptions de prieres ou dedicaces sont gravees a 
I'interieur de sanctuaires ou au contact de la mer a I'air libre, par exemple 
sur la roche d'une ile ou d'un port naturel. Des ex-voto sont egalement 
consacres aux dieux, notamment des bateaux sous des formes diverses. 
Nous en avons recense au total une centaine (des embarcations reelles, des 
modeles reduits, des parties de navires, des representations figurees, des 
bases en forme de proue), essentiellement pour les epoques archaique et 
hellenistique, concentres particulierement sur certains sites. Outre les 
bateaux, les sources litteraires, epigraphiques et archeologiques montrent 
que I'on consacre des ancres, selon une pratique assez courante qui 
remonte en Orient au llle millenaire avant notre ere. A ce jour, une trentaine 
de cas peut Qtre comptabilisee ; c'est sans compter tous ceux non identifies 
comme tels. Les dieux olympiens se voient egalement offrir du materiel de 
pQche (hamesons, filets, rames, ...) ou des poissons et coquillages. Enfin 
des fetes celebrent les dieux dans un contexte marin : en particulier les 
chars-bateaux d'Athenes ou de Smyrne, qui au moins a I'epoque 
hellenistique sont clairement mis en relation avec la mer. 

Sur le bateau, les pratiques cultuelles consacrees aux divinites 
olympiennes sont egalement variees. Outre les libations et prieres a bord 
dont temoignent les sources litteraires, il porte de nombreuses marques de 
religiosite. A travers le decor, une representation ou une evocation du dieu 
(par son nom, son attribut) peut figurer en differentes parties du bateau. En 
effet, mQme s'il ne semble pas exister sur les embarcations grecques de 
<<figure de proue,, dans le sens ou nous I'entendons, des symboles ou 
images divines peuvent se trouver - au moins pour I'epoque hellenistique 
- a I'avant : sur le parasemon, sur le stolos et mQme sur I'eperon (comme 
I'a montre I'eperon d'Athlit4). Par ailleurs, la poupe est le lieu ou les Grecs 
imaginent - dans les recits, peintures ou monnaies - la divinite prendre 
place, comme si elle dirigeait la route de I'embarcation. C'est sans doute la 
qu'etaient placees les statues emmenees a bord mentionnees par les textes, 
de mkme que la siylis placee a la poupe pouvait porter le nom d'un dieu. A 
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bord, les deux galeres geantes hellenistiques de Hieron de Syracuse et de 
Ptolemee Philopator allaient jusqu'a comporter un petit temple consacre a 
Aphr~dite.~ Autre moyen d'attirer la protection de la divinite sur le vaisseau : 
le baptiser de son nom. Les noms theophores de bateaux sont attestes pour 
['Antiquite grecque, mais en ce qui concerne les divinites olyrnpiennes par 
une epiclese seule. Derniere pratique observee, celle de la consecration de 
la ou des ancres a bord, par I'intermediaire d'une inscription ou d'un decor. 
Le rapprochement opere entre les inscriptions des ancres et les noms des 
bateaux ne permet pas d'identifier les uns avec les autres. En revanche, a 
I'epoque hellenistique, des rapprochements sont possibles avec les 
elements de decor du parasemon et de la stylis : peut-gtre pourrait-on 
supposer une correspondance entre le jas et le decor religieux du bateau, 
tous deux places sous la ou les mgmes divinites tutelaires ; par ailleurs, il 
pourrait exister une correspondance entre le nom du bateau et le decor du 
stolos. D'une maniere generale, I'ensemble des documents se referant a la 
presence du sacre a bord montre que souvent, il n'y a pas une seule divinite 
attachee au bateau mais plusieurs, comme si I'on cumulait les references 
divines afin d'attirer sur soi le plus possible de protection. Parmi ces 
protecteurs en mer, notons la quasi-absence de Poseidon, qui n'apparait ni 
dans le decor naval ni sur les ancres ni dans I'onomastique navale grecque. 

Apres les pratiques cultuelles, il convient de s'attacher aux 
sanctuaires maritimes. Parmi les zones riches en ce type de sanctuaires, se 
trouve celle constituee par la Laconie et la Messenie, qui s'avere assez 
representative de I'ensemble de la geographie religieuse marine (fig. 1). 

Athena est honoree en relation avec la mer en plusieurs lieux. 
Pausanias6 mentionne entre Asopos et Boiai un promontoire appele Onou 
Gnathos (aujourd'hui ile Elaphonissos), caracterise par un sanctuaire 
d'Athena ne comportant ni toit ni statue. Sa fondation est attribuee a 
Agamemnon ; a c6te se trouve le tombeau du pilote de Menelas Cinadon. 
Plus au Nord, le Periegete voit sur le promontoire de Brasiai (aujourd'hui 
Plaka) quatre statues, identifiees comme les Cabires accompagnes 
d'Athena.' La deesse est egalement veneree a Mothone avec I'epiclese 
d'Anem~tis.~ La legende lui attribue en effet une action apaisante sur les 
vents violents qui ravagerent la region, ce a la suite d'une invocation de 
Diomede. Enfin, sur le promontoire Coryphasion de Pylos, se trouve un 
hieron consacre a Athena Coryphasia, non loin d'un sanctuaire de Ne~tor .~  
Ce cap se situait vraisemblablement au nord de Sphacterie, a I'entree de la 
baie.I0 L'ensemble de ces temoignages montre une Athena veneree sur des 
promontoires, souvent sur une hauteur que distinguent de loin les 
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navigateurs. Ceci n'est pas sans evoquer le culte de I'Athena poliade, 
dominant I'acropole de la cite. Autre caracteristique du culte dlAthena 
marine : sa mise en relation frequente avec un heros (ici Menelas, Nestor, 
Diomede), lui attribuant un caractere d'anciennete. La deesse n'a pas 
forcement besoin de temple : une statue, un autel peuvent suffire. Ses 
epicleses appartiennent a des toponymes littoraux, ou renvoient A une 
signification precise en relation avec la navigation. Athena Anemotis calme 
les vents ; ceci est a rapprocher d'une autre Athena : Aithuia", car I'aithuia 
(sorte de mouette) annonce selon Elien" les vents violents. De maniere 
generale, la deesse preside a I'art nautique et assure les vents favorables. 

Le culte marin de Zeus se manifeste dans la moitie Sud du 
Peloponnese a Epidaure Limera. Sur le port se trouve un naos de Zeus 
SBter; le port - anse portuaire reputee pour ses bons fonds13 - est parfois 
designe sous le nom du dieu.14 Ce sanctuaire rappelle celui de Zeus SBter 
au Piree.'Ves deux cas cachent I'essentiel du culte de Zeus pratique par 
les gens de mer : il se manifeste en tous lieux, sans besoin de sanctuaire 
bien consacre au dieu. Les sources attestent de nombreux ex-voto ou 
sacrifices offerts apres une traversee reussie, et des invocations prononcees 
avant ou pendant la navigation. Le nom de Zeus est celui le plus atteste sur 
les ancres emmenees a bord ; il apparait egalement sur une stylis.16 Zeus 
protege la navigation en procurant une meteo favorable - ce qui corespond 
a son statut de maitre du ciel -, un parcours et des escales aisees. 

Aphrodite est particulierement honoree dans I'ile de Cythere. C'est 
la premiere terre qu'elle aurait rencontree apres sa naissance dans la mer.17 
PausaniasI8 insiste sur I'anciennete du sanctuaire, qui aurait ete fonde par 
Enee lors de son periple nautique vers I'ltalie.lS Tout marin se doit d'y rendre 
des devotions, avant ou apres le franchissement du cap Malee.'" La deesse 
possede par ailleurs un temple a Caenepolis, implante sur le rivage meme." 
Les deux cas se situent pres des deux finisteres perilleux du Sud du 
Peloponnese, pres des caps Tenare et Malee. Cela renvoie a une Aphrodite 
SBzousa, qui preside aux eaux calmes. Cette epiclese n'est pas sans 
rappeler le port de Zeus Seter, non loin de Cythere : les deux divinites 
apparaissent d'ailleurs conjointement sur une ancre de plomb." La deesse 
aime particulierement les iles, ou se trouvent ses sanctuaires les plus 
anciens, et les plages d'ou elle peut contempler la danse des flots. 

Dans I'Hymne homerique a Apollon Delien," le dieu detourne les 
vents afin d'inflechir la course des commerGants cretois vers le golfe de 
Corinthe, leur faisant passer sans encombre le cap Malee, le cap Tenare, 
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doubler Pylos et naviguer jusque Crissa. Un voyage identique d'un vaisseau 
de Ptolemee S6ter est attribue a I'action d'Apollon." Par ailleurs, Apollon 
possede un temple a I'extremite du port nature1 de Zarax (auj. Limani 
Geraki).25 La localite littorale d'Epidelion lui est egalement consa~ree.~~ La 
tradition rapporte a ce sujet qu'un xoanon fut porte a cet endroit par les flots 
depuis Delos, suite au sac de I'ile par Mithridate. Au cap Malee, le dieu 
recevait un culte, dont I'epiclese est incertaine : une mention peu claire 
evoque un Apollon Li thesio~,~~ et a Sparte on honore un Apollon Maleates ou 
Akritas.= Enfin a Corone, sur le littoral a 80 stades de la cite, se trouve un 
sanctuaire dlApollon Corynthos (guerisse~r).~~ La tradition fait remonter la 
statue de culte aux Argonautes ; on y a retrouve par ailleurs de nombreux 
petits ex-voto de bronze, dont des hame~ons ou outils de pg~he.~O Les 
sanctuaires dlApollon marin se situent sur des promontoires, ports et 
rivages, toujours tournes vers le grand large de faqon a dominer un large 
littoral et un vaste espace maritime. Le dieu protege les hommes et les 
bateaux, lors des navigations c6tieres. II a une action positive, menant les 
hornrnes - ou des objets - vers une destination precise. 

Si Apollon regne au cap Malee, le cap Tenare est le territoire de 
P~seidon.~' Son sanctuaire consiste en une simple grotte, situee sur une 
anse laterale du cap. II possede par ailleurs une statue dans le port de 
Nymphaion, pres du cap Malee.32 L'image du dieu est associe a la violence: 
ainsi en temoigne la tradition selon laquelle le dieu ravagea la ville de 
Tenare, apres que des ephores aient arrache des suppliants de son autel." 
Ce caractere violent du dieu explique qu'il soit aussi peu present sur les 
rivages. Plus craint que venere, on I'implore afin qu'il ne dechaine pas les 
flots de la mer. Poseidon est souvent mis en relation avec Apollon, qui tend 
a prendre sa place. 

Artemis, particulierement honoree a Sparte, I'est aussi en relation 
avec la mer, par rapprochement avec Di~ tynna.~~ Le sanctuaire spartiate 
d9Artemis Orthia a livre notamment des ex-voto navals du Vlle s. a.C. : la 
celebre plaque d'ivoire ciselee representant le depart d'un navire, et deux 
reliefs de plaque calcaire figurant des bateaux." A Boiae, la tradition attribue 
la fondation de la cite a Artemis S6teira36 : celle-ci aurait conduit les colons 
du Sud du Peloponnese par mer jusqu'a cet endroit en leur indiquant ou 
s'installer. La cite de Las possede pour sa part un sanctuaire d'Artemis sur 
une p ~ i n t e . ~ ~  Sur le territoire d'Epidaure-Limera et sur celui de Teuthone, se 
trouvent deux sanctuaires d'Artemis, sans doute equivalente a une 
Di~tynna.~~ Dans ses cultes anciens, Artemis marine est honoree sur les 
promontoires et les rivages, le plus souvent en relation avec un golfe ou une 
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anse. Elle protege ainsi les mouillages ouverts sur le large et le littoral. Elle 
se montre meneuse de navigation lors du processus de colonisation et 
particulierement liee a la navigation spartiate, comme le montre la fondation 
de Lyctos en Crete, menee a I'instigation de Spartiates et sous la protection 
de la dee~se.~' Celle-ci se manifeste alors apres la traversee jusqu'en Crete 
par deux signes : I'oubli de sa statue et la perte de I'ancre a bord. 

Dionysos est honore a Brasiai4': selon la tradition, c'est la qu'echoua 
le coffre dans lequel il etait enferme avec sa mere et c'est la que le recueillit 
ln6. Cet episode explique le nom de la cite selon Pausanias, d'apres le verbe 
signifiant << Qtre rejete par les flots >> . Le culte de Dionysos marin est lie au 
contact intime avec I'element humide, mais calme. Dionysos est par ailleurs 
un dieu navigateur, que I'on represente volontiers au fil de I'eau. 

Ce tour d'horizon des cultes marins des divinites olympiennes en 
Laconie et Messenie revele quelques absences : celle d'Hera, dont le culte 
se developpe particulierement dans le processus de colonisation archaique 
vers I'Ouest. Ares et Hephaistos, ici comme ailleurs, ne reqoivent pas de 
culte marin, la guerre sur mer etant associee a Apollon ou a Poseidon. Les 
traces d'Hermes sont difficiles a suivre : honore dans des grottes ou des 
endroits isoles, recevant des ex-voto perissables, son existence dans la 
religion marine grecque n'est quasiment perceptible que dans I'Anthologie 
Palatine. 

Les sanctuaires marins sont de divers types : sanctuaires etablis et 
construits, statues ou autels a l'air libre, ou simplement lieux consacres. 
C'est que le culte marin peut se rendre partout, mQme a bord. Dans leur 
grande majorite, ils se situent dans un endroit maritime << strategique >> : 
promontoire, anse offrant un port naturel, zone dangereuse par ses courants 
ou ses vents, point de passage pour une traversee. La repartition de ces 
espaces consacres le long des c6tes montre aussi le caractere actif de la 
religion des marins grecs, qui consacrent et baptisent un lieu qu'ils 
decouvrent depuis le large d'apres les caracteres ou la personnalite 
attribues a une divinite : ainsi par exemple les caps dangereux ou finisteres 
a Apollon ou Poseidon, tandis qu'autour les lieux d'arrivee apres le difficile 
passage sont devolus a Aphrodite et a Zeus. Par ailleurs, tout sanctuaire 
peut recevoir une offrande de navigateur : a I'interieur des terres, ou mbme 
dans un sanctuaire consacre a une autre divinite comme c'est le cas dans 
d'autres regions. 
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Au Nord de Pylos, c'est le vide - hormis I'ile de Protee connue pour 
ses inscriptions d'euploia d'epoque romaine qui ne donnent aucun nom de 
divinite." En fait, la faqade occidentale du Peloponnese ne comporte plus de 
sanctuaire marin jusqu'au golfe de Corinthe. La navigation antique qui 
suivait le littoral du Peloponnese depuis I'Argolide semble changer a Pylos, 
pour atteindre directement Olympie ou le golfe de Corinthe. L'emplacement 
des sanctuaires repond a des navigations de cabotage, succession 
d'escales et de promontoires a doubler depuis la mer. Les sanctuaires 
servent alors d'amers, indiquant aux marins I'endroit precis ou ils se 
trouvent. Les periples nautiques et les descriptions des geographes 
montrent que les sanctuaires et lieux consacres ponctuaient les c6tes du 
monde grec, traqant ainsi des itineraires balises pour les navigateurs. 

Annick Fenet 
1 1, rue d'Alsace 

Saint-Germain-en Laye 
78 100 France 
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LEAD WEIGHTS FOR BALANCING WOODEN GEAR OF HELLENISTIC 
SHIPS: FINDS FROM THE CARMEL COAST, ISRAEL* 

Introduction 

Underwater surveys carried out along the Israeli coast in recent 
decades have revealed numerous shipwrecks, and cargoes and artifacts 
associated with ancient ships. Among the finds two groups of lead artifacts 
are of interest. These objects will be described, and their possible use in 
ancient maritime activities will be discussed below. One group is comprised 
of five lead bands bent into cylinders which were found at Neve Yam (fig. 1). 
Another assemblage comprises four elongated bars of trapezoidal cross- 
section, which were recovered from the northern bay at Atlit (fig. 1). Nail . 
holes found at the sides of the bands, and negative impressions of 
woodcarvings in the bottoms of the bars indicate that both groups of artifacts 
were fixed to wooden objects. 

The sites and the archaeological context 

The lead bands were discovered about 120 m off the Neve Yam shore, 
at a depth of 3.5 m. The wreckage site is partly protected by a submerged 
kurkar (eolianite) ridge. Other wreckage assemblages recovered from the 
area indicate that the site may have been used as an anchorage in historical 
times'. Along with the lead bands were also found bronze nails, a bronze 
bell, several bronze coins of Ptolemy II (late 2'"' century BCE), two lead 
cooking pots and several lead fishing weights2. This assemblage and the 
lead bands were probably from the same wreck. 

The lead bars were recovered in the northern bay of Atlit about 150 m 
off shore, at a depth of 5 m. The bay is partially protected by a small island 
and a submerged kurkar ridge. The site does not provide a safe shelter in 
heavy storms. In this area were found many remains of shipwrecks and 
cargoes, including bronze nails, silver coins of Ptolemy II (late 2'"' century 
BCE), bronze handles of small objects, stone stocks of wooden anchors, 
and a unique bronze battering ram (3'd-2"d century BCE)3. The lead bars most 
probably belonged to the same context as the silver Ptolemy coins4. 
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The Neve-Yam assemblage 

Four of the bands were bent into cylinders (figs. 2: a, b, c; 3: a, b, c, 
d) while the fifth had a wavy shape (figs. 2: e; 3: e). Two of the bands bore 
Greek inscriptions (figs. 2: a, b; 3: a), probably referring to names. The 
inscription AAc (figs. 2: a; 3: a) seems to be an abbreviation of Alexander, or 
Alexandrin, or Alexes, etc. The second inscription APXAN (fig. 2: b) is 
probably a name or an abbreviation of the name Archeion5. The weights of 
the bands varies vary from 1.1 to 2.625 kg (Table I). On the lateral sides of 
four of the bands are found square holes for nails (figs. 2: b, c, e; 3: a, b, c, 
el. 

Table I: Weights of the Lead Objects (kg) 
Item ref. a b c d e 
Bands 2.625 2.350 1.100 2.050 1.950 
Bars 8.6 7.5 10.8 8.3 

The Atlit assemblage 

The bar-shaped lead objects (figs. 4: a, b, c, d) have a trapezoidal cross 
section with a small concave cavity on the top (fig. 5: a, b, c, d). This cavity 
may have resulted from post-casting shrinkage due to solidification. One bar 
has one pin-extension on either side (figs. 4: a, 5: a) and another has only a 
single pin on one side (figs. 4: b, 5: b). Two of the bars have a pin-extension 
on one side and also a tongue-shape extension at the corner of the bar (figs. 
4: c, d; 5: c, d). On the bottoms of the bars negative impressions of 
woodcarving are visible in the bottoms of the bars (figs. 5-6: a, b, c, d). 

Discussion 

The nail holes on the lateral sides of the bands and the negative 
impressions of woodcarving at the bottoms of the bars suggest that they 
were used with wooden gear. It seems reasonable that the lead objects 
presented above may have been part of the hull or movable gear of ancient 
vessels. The cylindrical shape of the bands, and the nail holes (figs. 2: b, c, 
e; 3: a, b, c, e) at the lateral sides, indicate that these artifacts were nailed 
onto rounded wooden poles (fig. 7). We may suggest that the bands could 
be added to the looms of rowing oars, as balance weights (fig. 7). This 
assumption is supported by an ancient text written by Athenaeus, where he 
described the construction of a forty-banked ship by Ptolemy Philopator of 
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Egypf. The author wrote that the longest oars (probably the thranites) 
"carried lead on the handle and were very heavy inboard, were yet easy to 
handle in actual use because of their nice balan~e'~. This passage clearly 
indicates that lead weights were used on the handles of the oars and not in 
them. 

In Book 11.93, Thucydides mentions that each oarsman "had to carry 
his oar, cushion and oar-loopv8. When describing the gear of a trireme, Amit 
M., relying on an ancient textg, said that thirty perineos-oars were carried on 
the board the vessel. These oars were carried as spare gear and used to 
replace broken ones, or to be handled by non-rowers in an emergency1'. We 
may suggest that the wavy-shaped band (figs. 2: e; 3: e) found along with 
the cylindrical bands might indicate that such weights were also carried on 
board as spare gear. It seems that when a rower had to balance his oar band 
weights were nailed around the loom. Such weights were modular and could 
be added or removed to achieve a good balance (fig. 7). To identify his 
weights the oarsman probably inscribed his name on the band, and from 
then on it became part of his possessions, along together with the oar, the 
cushion and the oar-loop (strap). 

The use of lead weights for balancing rowing oars was well attested 
by the Olympias trials in 1988". During the trials it was observed that the oars 
had to be balanced by inserting lead into the looms12. However, inserting 
lead into the looms may have had some disadvantages: 
1. The cast lead could not be removed in order to readjust the balance of 

the oars. 
2. The cavities of the cast lead weakened the loom. If the lead had to be 

removed the oar either had to be remodeled (probably shortened) or 
replaced13. 

The use of lead- band weights was more efficient (fig. 14), as they 
were not only modular and removable (fig. 7) but they only slightly 
weakened the oars. 

Counter-weights for the steering gear 

The lead bars under discussion may have served as cores or weights 
for wooden objects on board a ship (steering-oars, rudders or wooden 
anchors). The morphology of wooden anchors with lead cores is well 
known.14 (fig. 8: a). Negative impressions of chisel marks in the wooden 
grooves are found in the bottoms of such stock cores (fig. 8: b). The cores 
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were cast into trapezoidal grooves, as seen by their cross-section. A 
solidification groove appears in the top surface of the cast lead. The one- 
armed anchor from the Ma'agan Michael ship (c. 400 BCE) is a perfectly 
preserved example of a wooden stock with lead cores (fig. 9)15. The lead 
bars discussed above are different in shape from the lead cores of wooden 
anchors. These objects have two kinds of lateral extensions close to the 
bottom: one is a pin-shaped (figs. 4: a, b, c, d; 5: a, b, c, d), and the second 
is a tongue-shape extension at the corner of two bars (fig. 4: c, d; 5: c, d). 
We may suggest that these bars were used as counteweights on steering- 
oars of ancient ships (fig. 10: a, b). The bars were probably cast into wooden 
grooves made in the blade of the steering oar (fig. 11: a, b, c). It may be 
assumed that the blade was made of two wooden plates (fig. 11 : a) attached 
to each other by mortise-and-tenon joints or other fittings. Before the plates 
were attached, a trapezoidal groove and the pinltongue extensions were cut 
in each plate but in opposite directions (fig. 11: b). Judging by the shape of 
the bars, we may deduce that after the plates were attached the grooves in 
the second plate were deepened by irregular chiseling (fig. 11: c), as 
attested by the negative impressions in the bottoms of the bars (figs. 5-6: a, 
b, c, d). The lead casting may also have strengthened the wooden plates in 
addition to the other joints. 

The lead bars under discussion could also have been used as weights 
or cores in the wooden stocks of wooden Classical and Roman anchors. 

Lead weights and their contribution to the hydrodynamics of the 
steering gear 

The hydrodynamic forces affecting a steering oar, whether ancient or 
modern, are similar. Three major forces that act upon a rudder are the 
buoyancy, water flow (lift+drag) and gravity (fig. 10: a). There are also lateral 
forces and turbulence, which act on the blade, but they are not relevant to 
this discussion. One of the methods of overcoming the forces that act to lift 
the submerged steering oar is a tackle that passes through the upper quarter 
of the blade and then to the gunwaleI6. However, we assume that additional 
weights to the blade may have reduced the buoyancy and the lift + drag 
forces, and there was no need for other methods of support. Our assumption 
is related to composite steering oars, where the blade is inserted into a 
groove made in the lower part of the shaft. In ship iconography there is at 
least one example where bands surrounding the blades of steering oars may 
be interpreted as lead weights. On the starboard blades of the famous lsis 
ship" (mid- 3a century BCE) a network pattern is depicted on the upper and 
lower parts, as well as along the axis of the blade (fig. 12). Two thin strips are 
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depicted on the blade of the port side steering oar. Lawrence V. Mottle 
suggested that these bands reinforced the fixing of the blades to the shafts. 
Remains of concretion, found on the fragments of the steering oar of the 
Kyrenia ship, were also referred to by Mott as remains of such reinforcement 
of the bladeslg. 

During the Olympias trials it was observed that the rudders had to be 
weighted. Lead strips were added around the lower part of the blades (fig. 
13). The network pattern on the starboard rudder of the lsis (fig. 12) may 
indicate lead bands used as counter-weights similar to those on the 
Olympias rudder blades (fig. 13). The lead bars discussed above, and the 
results of the Olympias trials, support our suggestion that lead weights were 
needed for balancing the rudders of ancient ships. 

Conclusions 

The use of the late Pd century BCE lead objects presented above can be 
summarized by the following statements: 

1. The lead bands are very well suited to be used as modular and/or 
removable weights on the oar looms for counterbalancing oars. 

2. The inscribed names on two of the bands may indicate that band 
weights were personal property similar to the oar, cushion and the oar- 
loop (strap). 

3. The lead bars were most suitable for use as counterweights cast into the 
blades of the steering oar, probably of merchant vessels. 

Zaraza Friedman 
The Leon Recanati Institute 
for Maritime Studies 
University of Haifa 
Haifa 
Israel 

Ehud Galili and Ya'acov Sharvit 
Marine Archaeology Branch 

Israel Antiquities Authority 
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NOTES 

1 Galili, Shamit and Shifrony, 1998: 35. 
2 Galili and Shawit, 1999: 100. 
3 Casson, Steffy and Linder, 1991: 3, 66. 
4 Galili and Shamit, 1999: 99. 
5 Liddell and Scott, 1991 (reprint): 121. 
6 "The ship was four hundred and twenty feet long (c. 138.6 m); from the top of the sternpost 

to the water line it measured seventy nine and half feet (c.26.24 m). It had four steering- 
oars, forty-five feet long (c.14.8 m), and the oars which are the longest measured fifty- 
seven feet (c.18.8 m)"; Deipnosophistae V.203-204. 

7 Athenaeus, Deipnosophistae V.203-204. 
8 Thucydides (Peloponnesian War, 42918 BCE) made this reference, when the 

Peloponnesians planned to raid Piraeus. Each oarsman had to carry his own gear while 
crossing the Isthmus to reach the forty ships anchored at Nisaea, the harbor of Megara. 
This is one of the ancient texts, which prove that a trireme had as many oars as oarsmen; 
Rhodes, 1988: 262. 

9 Amit, M., 196514, n. 4 .  
10 ibid., n. 5. 
11 Coates, Platis and Shaw, 1990: 49, fig. 29. The oars of Olympias launched in 1987 were 

heavy, weighing 12.3 kg, and the force needed to keep the blade out of the water was 
very high. To reduce it, in the 1988 trial, the oar-handles (looms) were counterweighted 
with lead; Morrison, Coates and Rankov, 2000: 216. 

12 Coates, Platis and Shaw, 1990: 49, fig. 29. 
13 In a trireme the oars were divided into four categories: thramites, zygites, thalamites and 

perineos. The last group consisted of the spare oars, to replace the broken ones or to be 
handled by non-rowers in emergency; Amit, 1965: 14. 

14 Haldane, 1986. 
15 Both arms of the stock were hollowed and each separately filled in with about 22 kg of 

lead. The stock is affixed so that its weight lies on the arm side of the axis of the shank as 
is required for anchors of this type; Rosloff, 1991: 224, fig. 2. 

16 The Torlonia relief; Mott, 1997: 12, fig. 1.2; Casson, 1971, fig 144; Basch, 1987: 465, fig. 
1038. 

17 Lucian, Navigium 5, described the lsis ship in detail. The illustration of this ship appears 
on a fresco dated to the middle of the 3d century BCE; Basch, 1987: 495, fig. 1130. 

18 Mott, 1997:43. 
19 ibid. 

* We wish to thank Baruch Rosen for his useful remarks and John 
Tresman who edited the article. 
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Fig. 3: The lead bands 

Fig. 4: The lead bars 
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Fig. 6: Negative impressions of woodcawing 
in the bottoms of the lead bars 

Fig. 7: Suggested reconstruction for the use of the lead bands 
as counterweights on rowing oars 
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Fig. 8: a. Lead core of a wooden anchor stock 
b. Negative impressions of woodcarving on the bottom 

of a lead core 

Fig. 9: One armed wooden anchor from Ma' agan Michael, c. 400 BCE 
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Fig. 10 Suggested use of lead bar weights in steering oars with the 
main forces affecting the oar 
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Fig. 1 1 : Reconstructed stages of the Fig. 12: Detail of the lsis ship 
grooves used for casting the steering oars 
lead bar weights into the 
steering oar blade 

Fig. 13: Lead band surrounding Fig. 14: Kead band surrounding the 
the blade of the Olyrnpias loom of the Kyrenia oars 
rudders 





THE MARSALA PUNIC SHIP IN PLASTER : 
A MEMORIAL EXHIBIT 

Your past support in connection with the Punic Ship prompts me to 
bring to your attention the creation, in Marsala, of a permanent display 
which, by using plaster casts, focuses on the vessel's two most significant 
aspects: its shape and the writing on it. 

It will be remembered that, 13 years ago, in 1986, the HlPNT petition 
to the Sicilian Government joined two other petitions from France and Great 
Britain, all three protesting against the surreptitious dismantling and 
scrapping of material relating to the Ships excavation, which was at that time 
being prepared for display in Marsala, in a building expressly expropriated 
to become "The Punic Ship Museum". 

Even before that, progress had not been smooth. Twelve years earlier, 
in 1978, the delicate newly treated timbers, fresh from the treatment-tanks, 
had had to be put straight into this building, which was then in a derelict 
state. The floor was wet, so the larger timbers were quickly moved into a 
metal framework reproducing the vessel's calculated lines. Even so, rain and 
dust still fell onto them through the building's worm-eaten roof, so a huge 
plastic tent had to be erected over the partially reconstructed stern. 

This tent also served as a shelter for organic matter from the 
excavation: animal bones, samples of plants from the dunnage and of 
corroded powdery lead sheathing, as well as timbers from related wrecks, 
including a part of the ram from another wreck which was only sounded, but 
which also bore Phoenicio-Punic lettering. Twenty one years later these 
things probably still survive, although they have been neither cleaned nor 
displayed museographically. 

But reverting to the 1970s: preparations for eventual display had been 
started outside the tent. For example: a two-sided structure had been built 
with a concave side to hold small finds, while its convex side provided a 
surface on which to reproduce the recorded pattern of the vessel's lead 
sheathing. Another major exhibit was a full-scale replica of the "Sister Ship's" 
ram, to be accompanied by the single ram-timber that had been raised, 
together with measured drawings and photographs of the ram which had 
been made underwater. 

The display items remained safe for 8 years, then orders came to 
scrap them. But the workmen charged with the destruction were from 
Marsala, so they hid the dismantled exhibits in a disused cinema. 

When the Sicilian Government heard of the affair, and after the three 
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foreign petitions had been delivered to them, the Assessore Bene Culturale 
(that is to say the official responsible for cultural matters to the independent 
Sicilian Parliament) ordered (and I quote) that "the Punic Ship be put back". 
Like so many other people, he used this collective description to cover all 
that pertained to the 5 seasons of excavation at sea, together with the 
structures that had been built to display it. 

He also realised that after 9 years of neglect in unstable atmospheric 
conditions things must have deteriorated (indeed even the modern metal 
supports had rusted and sagged dragging down the treated wood they had 
supported). So he also ordered that international experts should be called in 
to advise on repair, reconstruction and museographic display. 

This order was quickly carried out and estimates submitted by 
specialists who included: the museographic architect Alan Irvine; the naval 
architect Austin Farrar, and Danish technicians under the respective 
Directors of the Danish National Museum at Roskilde (Ole Crumlin- 
Pedersen) and the National Conservation Laboratories (Kirsten Jespersen). 

Their advice and their estimates were accepted, and the Sicilian 
Parliament duly paid the money into a Sicilian account. But those appointed 
to administer the account locally simply failed to claim the money, so after 3 
years it automatically reverted to the state. 

Since then, so I am told, a new scheme involving direct contact with 
Danish technicians is being mooted. Let us hope that after nearly three 
decades of difficulties, it will succeed where other solutions have failed. 

Depite all this, important aspects of the Ship are sure to be 
remembered in Marsala through the small private display that I am 
announcing. The origin of its contents is amusing: it results from the fears 
and misgivings I suffered at the beginning of the excavation, in 1971, after 
some of the ship's most significant timbers had been raised, but before I had 
come to know the people of Marsala and the efficient infrastructure of the 
town's trade in wine, which eventually permitted the building of a 
conservation laboratory. 

In 1971, the Sicilian authorities had ordered a rescue-excavation, 
because the movement of a sand-bank had both revealed and endangered 
the Punic Ship's stern-post, to the extent that winter storms were likely to 
have carried it away. Once excavation started, red maple-wood timbers and 
yellow pine-wood planking were revealed looking good as new, and to our 
astonishment, they bore Phoenico-Punic calligraphy that had been painted 
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with a small brush. But the main interest was obviously architectural, for the 
stern-post and keel plus 5 floor-timbers and 2 garboard strakes were in situ, 
thus providing a basis for deducing the hull's shape. 

The problem was how to make adequate records of such intricate 
three dimensional relationships, for the standard photographs and drawings 
seemed inadequate, especially since I could not - at the time - even imagine 
the possibility of conserving the original wood locally. 

I remember sitting by the sea at the end of the season, outside the 
disused barracks which had been lent to the expedition, pouring sea-water 
(for there was no freshwater) over the rubber mattresses that protected the 
large and recently raised timbers. The barracks were at least one hour's 
drive from Marsala, over rough ground and then over a pot-holed secondary 
road. A journey that had had to be made most evenings in order to take films 
into town to be developed. During these expeditions I often saw funerals 
going into the big church, and gradually heard about local customs. 
Although the dead were buried within 24 hours, there was a long-standing 
tradition of posthumous portraiture. This involved using the defunct's best 
clothes and getting some kind of record of his, or her face: perhaps a 
sketch - a photo - or a death-mask. 

Eureka! death-mask-makers must have the secret of non-destructive 
plaster-casting. They must know how to keep the temperature of the plaster 
down and what resist to use so that it could be removed from delicate 
organic matter (in the event, the resist turned out to be soft green-soap). To 
cut a long story short: the vital timbers were eventually cast in plaster. 

Later, after the mission had acquired a patron and new member: Dr. 
Pietro Alagna, its logistic problems were solved. Thanks to him chemical 
conservation was assured. The plaster casts then began to look rather silly, 
nevertheless a use was found for them. The original colours of the woods 
and some of the painted signs were reproduced onto them, then they were 
lent to the local secondary school, together with other records, to serve as a 
"Mini Museum" which allowed the children to follow the course of the 
excavation. 

Once the ship's real timbers got their Museum (or so we optimistically 
thought) things changed again. The School needed the "Mini Museum 
Room" for other things, so the casts were put into the newly vacated 
conservation laboratory. There they remained until last year, when that 
space too became needed for other purposes. On hearing this, my reaction 
was to have the casts thrown away, but others thought differently. Once 
again, Dr Alagna generously solved the dilemma. 
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The Pellegrino Wine Establishment, which he directs, has 
monumental (and spotlessly clean) halls which were originally built to house 
the pyramids of giant oak barrels wherein traditional Marsala Wine is 
matured by using the "Soleras system". Today, other wines are also 
produced in a mechanised and more up to date part of the establishment, 
so that the traditional halls have tended to become a show-place visited by 
tourists as well as clients* They are so spacious that they already house a 
collection of exquisitely painted, traditional Sicilian carts and to this will be 
added the casts of the Ship's stern which have once more become a 
precious record of the original. 

Given the firm" long-standing patronage, there is a kind of poetic 
justice in the Stabilamento Pellegrino becoming a safe haven in which "the 
Punic Sh ip 'han  find its last rest. The casts are accompanied by 
photographs of the painted signs and of the wood's original colours (as they 
appeared undenvater, before oxidisation darkened everything) as well as 
site-plans; a short account of the history of the excavation and a bibliography 
(which can be consulted in the Municipal Library). The names of those who 
either patroned or participated in the excavation are also listed. 

Honor Frost 
31 Welbeck St. 

London W1 



PRELIMINARY ANALYSES OF ARCHAEOBOTANICAL MATERIALS 
FROM THE NINTH CENTURY A.D. SHIPWRECKS OF BOZBURUN, 

TURKEY AND TANTURA LAGOON, ISRAEL 

The recovery and analysis of plant remains from the Bozburun 
Byzantine shipwreck off the southwest coast of Turkey and the Abbasid 
period shipwreck found at Tantura Lagoon, Israel have revealed 
archaeobotanical assemblages that identify 1) materials used to make 
ropes, baskets, and matting, 2) plant-derived cargoes and provisions, and 3) 
the possible geographical origins and/or travel routes for the ships and 
cargoes. Plant materials recovered include fruits, seeds, pollen, phytoliths 
(silica-bodies), and epidermal tissues. Preliminary analyses indicate that 
these botanical assemblages are significant and valuable for the 
interpretation of human activity in the contexts of ninth century A.D. 
subsistence, trade, and economy in the eastern Mediterranean basin. 

The archaeobotany of shipwrecks has a short history, yet in only 40 
years the sub-discipline has developed techniques that extract some of the 
most significant archaeological data recovered from underwater sites. C. 
Haldane has chronicled the major macrobotanical investigations of ancient 
Mediterranean shipwrecks, while E. Weinstein has reviewed several projects 
that illustrate pollen analysis (palynology) applied to shipwreck 
archaeology.' The French excavation of the Roman shipwreck at Madrague 
de Giens, the British excavation of the tenth century A.D. Clapton logboat, 
the Bronze age Uluburun shipwreck near Kas, Turkey, and the American 
excavation of the Betsy, an eighteenth-century revolutionary war vessel, are 
among the most productive and comprehensive archaeobotanical 
investigations of shipwrecks.' In this regard, the preservation, recovery, and 
identification of pollen, phytoliths, epidermal tissues, seeds, and fruits from 
the Bozburun and Tantura Lagoon projects represent significant 
contributions to shipwreck archaeobotany. 

Materials and Methods 

Archaeobotanical investigations of the ninth century A.D. shipwreck 
sites of Bozburun, Turkey and Tantura Lagoon, Israel included the collection 
and analysis of sediments, seeds, fruits, and artifacts of botanical origin. The 
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collection strategy for sediments targeted all microscopic plant remains, 
including pollen, phytoliths, cystoliths, starch grains, epidermal tissue 
fragments, and fibers. The techniques used to collect these sediments 
followed established methods for identifying environmental pollen 
assemblages, as well as new techniques developed by the author and 
others for the recovery of cultural assemblages from artifacts and from the 
hulls of ships3 Macroscopic plant remains such as seeds and fruits were 
recovered directly from the sediment matrix of the site and from amphoras, 
using Rotation techniques established by Weinstein during the excavation of 
the HMS Betsy and by Pulak and Haldane at Uluburun, together with new 
techniques.' Additionally, rope and basketry were recovered in quantity and 
with sufficient preservation to allow an identification of the parent plant 
material from which each artifact was made. 

Methods of collection and analysis of microscopic and macroscopic 
plant remains diverge from the moment the excavation begins. Microscopic 
remains are assumed to be present in sediments, regardless of their 
provenience. Therefore, sediments recovered from the inside of artifacts, in 
contact with the hulls of the ships, from the site sediment matrix, and from 
the modern terrestrial environment were collected in sufficient quantity to 
allow for the recovery of pollen, phytoliths, and other components, each as 
a separate sample. These were packaged for subsequent processing and 
analysis in a laboratory setting. The macrobotanical components, however, 
were collected and analyzed in the field to the extent that taxonomic 
identifications were possible, leaving a minimal amount of analysis to be 
performed in the laboratory. When performing flotation in the field to analyze 
the contents of artifacts, the entire contents of every artifact were sieved 
using a series of progressively smaller screen sizes, ranging from five to one 
millimeter. In addition to the samples retrieved from the screens, all 
remaining material floating on the surface of the catch basin was collected, 
as were samples (usually 20 milliliters) of the remaining sediment in the 
bottom of the basin. 

Sediments collected for analyses of microscopic plant remains were 
reduced using a series of chemical and mechanical treatments designed to 
remove all unwanted mineral and organic components. Lycopodium spp. L. 
tracer spores were added to the samples during chemical treatment to 
ensure that abundances and concentrations of pollen were original, and not 
due to a loss of pollen grains during the processing stage. Additionally, 
samples of botanical artifacts such as rope and basketry were analyzed for 
the presence of pollen, and for diagnostic phytoliths and epidermal tissues. 



PRELIMINARY ANALYSES OF ARCHAEOBOTANICAL MATERIALS 
FROM THE NINTH CENTURY A.D. SHIPWRECKS OF 

BOZBURUN, TURKEY AND TANTURA LAGOON, ISRAEL 

The Bozburun Shipwreck 

The Bozburun Byzantine shipwreck was found near the entrance of 
the bay of Selimiye, Turkey, on the southwest turn of the coast (Fig. 1). The 
ship was constructed in the style of a merchant vessel and carried a primary 
cargo of over 1,000 amphoras (Fig. 2), 970 of which were sufficiently intact 
for analysis, and are being studied in detail by Christine Powell.' Greek 
graffiti on many of the containers, the style of their manufacture, the location 
of the site, and dendrochronological analysis of the hull suggest a ninth- 
century Byzantine context6 The majority of amphoras appear to have held 
wine. In addition to the amphoras, other items of potential archaeobotanical 
value were recovered, including eight ceramic jugs (Fig. 3), nine ceramic 
pots, two copper jugs, three glass goblets, one oil lamp, fragments of plates 
and bowls, and rope.' 

The amphoras were of 4 major classes, with volumes ranging from 
eleven to fifteen liters, similar to the capacities of the small type 2 amphoras 
from the seventh-century Yassi Ada shipwreck.' Among the 456 whole 
amphoras with contents at Bozburun, 410 were analyzed, and 332 produced 
seeds and other visible organic material. Sixty whole amphoras were 
stoppered, and 23 of these contained seeds. Table one presents a 
representative sample of the recovered assemblages of seeds. Though the 
majority of amphoras were un-stoppered, 316 of these also contained seeds. 
Fortunately, at least one stoppered container representing each of the four 
classes was recovered, and seeds were present in the majority of amphoras 
with graffiti. Red, pulpy liquid was poured from two stoppered amphoras, 
and purple, pulpy, organic sediment (lees) was found in both stoppered and 
un-stoppered amphoras. Grape seeds were the most abundant seed type 
found, ranging from 7,585 in a single amphora, while several contained only 
one grape seed each. One hundred and eight un-stoppered amphoras did 
not contain seeds. If the amount of grape seeds in wine were a measure of 
refinement, the Bozburun cargo was quite diverse. 

Grape seeds were the most abundant type in amphoras, both in the 
number of containers that they occupied, and by the shear quantity of seeds 
overall. Grape seeds occupied 297 of the un-stoppered amphoras and were 
the primary contents of the two stoppered jugs. Olives (Olea sp. prourn.] L.), 
were next, occupying 22 amphoras, followed by Pistacia sp. L. (terebinthus 
type), which were present in 18 amphoras, but always accompanied by 
grape seeds. 

Class 1 amphoras (Fig. 2) dominated the site, representing 929 of 
the 970 discrete containers reco~ered.~ Of the 302 un-stoppered amphoras 
with organic contents, 298 were of the Class 1 category, as were all but one 
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of the 23 stoppered amphoras that contained seeds. The "in-situ" stoppers 
themselves included three that were ceramic, but the remaining 57 were 
cambium, or bark, of Pinaceae family trees. Parallels for Class 1 amphora 
types are known from medieval sites in Turkey, but also Greece and Italy for 
the same period, as well as from kiln sites in the Crimea for the ninth and 
early tenth centuries.1° 

The majority of Class 1 amphoras did not have graffiti. Unmarked 
(complete) amphoras comprised 20 of the stoppered and 235 of the un- 
stoppered Class 1 containers with organic contents. Thirteen unmarked 
amphoras were still stacked in rows, probably as they were in the hold of the 
ship. 

One of the well-stoppered amphoras with red liquid (Lot 9042) also 
contained six grape seeds (Vitis vinifera L.) and a small, possibly immature, 
bean fruit (Fabaceae family)." Pliny, in the first century A.D. text Natural 
History, notes that wine was made from carob.12 Other notable plant remains 
from unmarked, stoppered amphoras include four that held only liquid (no 
apparent sand, etc.), two with grape "skins" in addition to grape seeds, and 
3 with Pistacia sp. fruits (L.) accompanying the grape seeds. Pedanios 
Dioscorides, born in Anazarbus in Cilicia, describes medicinal drugs in the 
years 60-78 A.D. In this work, De Materia Medica, he states that Pistacia fruits 
were used to flavor wine.13 A few un-stoppered amphoras contained olives, 
grape seeds, and Pistacia fruits (Lot 8802) together in the same container. 
Comparatively, four amphoras from the seventh-century Yassi Ada 
shipwreck also contained both grape and olive seeds.I4 

One unmarked, un-stoppered Bozburun amphora contained 917 
grape seeds (Lot 2298). Another un-stoppered amphora (with a symbol 
similar to a reversed " K )  contained 1,575 olive pits (Lot 2175). Still another 
unstoppered amphora contained 58 Pistacia fruits (Lot 1946). All three were 
recovered from the area of the stern. Most unmarked, un-stoppered 
amphoras, however, contained less than 10 seeds, usually of grape. Hocker 
suggests that the provenience of the amphora with 1,575 olive seeds near 
the stern may indicate olives as a shipboard ration, while Haldane, citing 
several medieval documents, suggests that shipboard diets usually 
excluded  olive^.'^ A compromise may be that olives were consumed 
onboard the Bozburun vessel, but by members (or passengers) other than 
the lower-class crew. Regardless of their intended use, they probably 
represent something other than a beverage. 

Graffiti found on Class 1 amphoras includes Greek letter 
combinations such as AN, ElllS, TE, AE, AEON, and NlKlTAS and a symbol 
that can be interpreted as a tree. Amphoras marked AN and TE represent the 
most numerous categories of containers with graffiti, and were the only types 
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that frequently contained seeds. The only amphora marked AN that was 
stoppered contained 4 grape seeds and 1 Pistacia fruit (Lot 8862). Nineteen 
un-stoppered AN amphoras had a range of grape seeds from 192 to a single 
seed, while 1 contained no seeds. Like some of the unmarked amphoras, 
nine amphoras marked AN were also still stacked in recognizable rows. One 
stoppered amphora with graffiti type TE contained 35 grape seeds (Lot 
8665). Nine un-stoppered TE amphoras contained grape seed quantities 
ranging from 63 to a single seed. An un-stoppered TE amphora produced a 
single almond (Prunus Amygdalus sp. [Tourn.] L.). 

Amphoras marked TE, AEON, and with the "tree" symbol were 
represented in the seed assemblage by only one amphora each, and those 
contained only grape seeds. An un-stoppered amphora marked TE had two 
seeds, while an un-stoppered amphora marked AEON, contained 423 grape 
seeds (Lot 1434). The "tree" symbol is known from contemporaneous sites 
in Greece and the Crimea.16 An un-stoppered container at Bozburun with this 
symbol contained 195 seeds. Amphoras marked NlKlTAS and EnlS did not 
contain seeds, but an amphora marked EfllF contained 94 grape seeds. 

Hocker suggests that the graffiti represent ownership, and, in the 
case of graffito type AN, possibly even a passenger onboard the ship." A 
similar interpretation of ownership is suggested by van Doornick for 
amphoras found with the seventh-century Yassi Ada shipwreck, and 
amphoras of the eleventh-century Serqe Limani shipwreck, some of which 
were clearly marked AEON.'' It is worth noting that Byzantine commerciarii 
and warehouses are known to have existed at least until the eighth century 
as evidenced by lead seals.l9These institutions may have evolved into more 
privatized organizations in the ninth century, which facilitated the purchase 
of agricultural produce by "middlemen". 

The other three classes of amphoras are represented in the seed 
assemblage by a total of only five containers (less than 100 total for the site), 
and these only contained grape seeds. A stoppered Class 2 contained 7,585 
grape seeds (Lot 10205), which was the highest count from the site. The 
extremely high quantity of seeds may indicate the former presence of grapes 
or raisins. According to Pliny, grape "bunches" (technically, "panicles") were 
stored in jars, grapes were preserved in must, and raisins were soaked in 
wine.* Columella also mentions grapes stored in must, and putting grapes 
in jars that were sealed with stoppers and pitch." An un-stoppered Class 2 
amphora held a single grape seed. It may be significant that the Class 2 
amphoras have significantly larger mouths than the other classes, which 
could be an exception concerning the loss of seeds by water currents, etc. 

There were only two stoppered Class 3 amphoras, and neither 
contained seeds, but 17 grape seeds were found in an un-stoppered Class 
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3 container. Parallels for Class 3 amphoras are known from Crimean kiln 
sites and from the southeastern Crimean coast.* The only stoppered Class 
4 amphora did not contain seeds, but two un-stoppered containers held 12 
and 15 grape seeds. 

The range of grape seed quantities in un-stoppered amphoras is 
similar to stoppered amphoras, and the upper range of seed quantities of 
grape. Olive, and Pistacia in un-stoppered amphoras is well beyond 
statistical probability for contamination. It is also possible that a secondary 
"in-situ" condition exists, meaning that intrusive elements, if present, 
originated from the ship itself, and not from the environment. The amphoras 
at the Bronze Age Uluburun shipwreck contained many small, inorganic 
artifacts, described by Haldane as originating from the ship, and entering the 
amphoras during the shipwreck's disintegration." Additionally, Haldane 
conducted an experiment in which an un-stoppered amphora full of seeds 
was left on the seafloor for three months. Only a loss of a few seeds was 
observed; no new seeds arrived. 24 The comparative time scale, however, 
may be problematic. Environmental and biological causes for the loss of 
amphora contents were probably a factor at Bozburun, but probably only for 
the upper levels of amphoras, which, for the most part, were not intact. If a 
few seeds were lost in the lower levels of intact amphoras, it is not likely that 
the interpretation of, say, 20 grape seeds as the contents of an amphora will 
be dramatically different from the presence of 30 grape seeds. 

An un-stoppered amphora contained a degraded pinecone (Pinus 
sp. [Tourn.] L.), two contained a cypress cone (Cupressus sp. Tourn. ex. L.), 
two contained oak acorn cupules (Quercus coccifera sp. [Tourn.] L.), one 
contained a degraded sweet gum fruit (Liquidambar sp. L.), and three 
contained almonds. The site sediment matrix also contained all of these, but 
they could represent intentional additives. Pliny notes that wine was made 
from "fir-cones" and parts of cypress trees.= Two almonds were also found 
in amphoras at the eleventh-century Ser~e Limani ~hipwreck.'~Neuberger, in 
Technical arts of the Ancients, notes that almonds were added to wine in 
antiq~ity.~' 

In addition to plant remains, small fish vertebrae were present in two 
stoppered and 11 un-stoppered amphoras. An un-stoppered amphora 
contained 4 vertebrae, and one of the stoppered amphoras was marked 
TIMOQL. In Natural History, Pliny states that allex, or sediment of garum, was 
made into a be~erage.~' Casiano Baso's sixth century A.D. study of ancient 
Greek agricultural practices, Geoponica, cites a contemporaneous recipe 
from Bithynia, on the southern coast of the Black Sea, for the addition of two 
parts wine to one part fish sauce (garum).%A modern "fish wine" is also 
produced in Turkey today. 
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Two of the eight intact jugs were still stoppered. One jug contained 
2,680 grape seeds, five whole grapes, and two Pistacia fruits (terebinthus 
type), while the second stoppered jug contained 3,362 grape seeds and 
fifteen whole grapes. The jugs were found near the stern, and are suspected 
to be part of the ship's rations, as were jugs of similar volume found in the 
same relative locations on the seventh-century Yassi Ada ~hipwreck.~' Pollen 
assemblages from the two stoppered jugs included Vitis (grape) and mint 
(Lamiaceae). The amount of mint family pollen (compared to the local 
environment) suggests that spices were added to the contents of the jugs. 
Medieval Arabic authors mention the use of syrups made from raisins and 
other fruit, and the use of "sweet-sour" sauces and fruit juices as marinades 
for meat by the Sassanid Per~ians.~' Pliny mentions wine made with wild 
mint, making the use of mint in condiments a pos~ibil ity.~~ 

Preliminary analyses suggest that the majority of seeds found inside 
both the stoppered and un-stoppered amphoras represent original contents. 
Aside from the well-known economic types (grapes, olives, Pistacia, etc.), 
passages from Natural History indicate that plant sources for wine and wine 
additives encompass seeds, fruits, flowers, and fibrous tissues of many 
woody and herbaceous species, though it is possible that seeds such as 
Althea sp. [Tourn.] L. (hollyhock, etc.), Euphorbia sp. L., Poterium sp. L. 
(thorny burnet), Rumex sp. L. (curly doc), Vitex sp. Tourn. ex. L. (chaste tree), 
and a single seed that resembles Aizoaceae Tetragonia sp. L. 
(mesembryanthemum family) are intrusive, even for stoppered containers, 
representing accidental inclusion during the functional life of the amphoras. 
The extreme view would be that spaces between the stoppers and the 
mouths of the amphoras were as much as two millimeters at times, which is 
larger than the dimensions of most of the seeds mentioned above, and that 
the seeds therefore are post-submersion intrusive elements. 

Thorny burnet seeds were also present in amphoras of the seventh- 
century Yassi Ada shipwreck, causing van Doornick to speculate on the use 
of this plant as dunnage, as was the case with the Uluburun ~hipwreck.~~It is 
possible that thorny burnet was used in this manner at Bozburun, but there 
were no large, herbaceous caches found among the amphoras. Other seeds 
suspected to be intrusive include Vitex (also known as the "chaste" tree), 
though it was familiar to the Greeks and Romans, is known for its medicinal 
use, is a source for yellow dye, and supposedly has the ability to subdue 
sexual  appetite^.^^ 

Pollen assemblages from Bozburun were recovered from within 
containers, from the sediments in contact with, and in proximity to, the hull, 
3nd from the modern environment (Table 2). One of the well-sealed 
amphoras containing red, pulpy liquid (Lot 9042) and another stoppered 
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amphora with purple, organic sediment (Lot 3569) contained high quantities 
of Vitis (grape) pollen. This is not surprising, but it is significant, because Vitis 
is an insect-pollinated plant, therefore not producing large amounts of 
pollen. Vitis pollen is rarely found in environmental assemblages; when it is 
present, the quantities are extremely low (Lot 8220). When Vitis pollen 
occurs in quantity, it indicates a concentration of grapes and/or grape vine 
derivatives. The deposition of Vitis pollen can be from the process of making 
wine from grapes alone, but Pliny also mentions the addition of two pounds 
of wild vine flowers to a jar of must.35 

Several amphoras contained large quantities of pollen from plants 
other than grape. Pollen of the Cupressaceae family was abundant in two 
well-stoppered amphoras (Lot 9042 shown; Lot 8466 not shown), which is 
uncommon, due to the fragile, thin-walled nature of these pollen grains, 
which usually results in poor preservation at best. It is possible that this 
pollen type preserved well due to the protected, and formerly acidic, 
environment that promotes pollen preservation. Pollen of this size, shape, 
and with a lack of ornamentation on the surface of the grain represents trees 
that include cypress (Cupressus sp. Tourn. ex. L.) and juniper (Juniperus sp. 
Tourn. ex. L.). The abundance of this pollen type probably indicates the 
addition of flowers or other parts of these plants to wine (three un-stoppered 
amphoras contained a cypress cone), and in fact Pliny notes that wine was 
made with cedar, cypress, and juniper shrubs, and from the flowers of other 
herbaceous plants." 

It is also possible that these merely represent an exposure of the 
wine to open air during the flowering season of Cupressaceae trees, 
common in the eastern Mediterranean and Black Sea regions3' If the 
presence of this particular pollen type represents "background" vegetation 
and exceptional preservation, then it may not be accurate to compare these 
relative abundances to assemblages that represent environmental records in 
antiquity. Stoppered amphora 8466 also contained a large quantity of 
cultivated grass pollen (cerealia), which may represent an additive as well. 

Lot 10 1 10 represents pollen from a very large amalgamation of pitch, 
probably spilled from a container, recovered from the hull. In analogy to the 
abundance of Pistacia sp. L. pollen in resin samples from the Bronze Age 
Uluburun shipwreck, the abundance of Poterium pollen suggests that some 
part of the thorny burnet shrub, such as the papery fruits, may have been a 
principle component of the pitch found at Bo~burun.~' The same argument 
can be made for the abundance of non-cultivated grass pollen present in the 
pitch, though the evidence is not as strong. Other pollen present include 
types not found in other archaeological samples, such as beech (Fagus sp. 
L.) and walnut (Juglans sp. L.). The environmental pollen assemblage in the 
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pitch may indicate a particular geographical region, as was the case with 
resin from Roman containers analyzed by Pons, and later, Arr~ba.~' The 
natural properties of pitch make it a good pollen "trap" that protects the 
grains from environmental degradation, and isolates pollen trapped during 
the pitch's liquid state from subsequent contamination. In the laboratory, a 
50 milliliter piece of pitch was reduced to 20 milliliters by removing the outer 
layers, ensuring that the "core" had no surfaces in contact with the site 
sediments or seawater. 

Pitch was also present on the inside rims of the mouths of many 
amphoras, and was the sealing agent for those that remained stoppered. In 
a few cases pitch was found at the bottom of an amphora, but appeared only 
to have dripped down when a stopper was sealed, and did not uniformly 
coat the inside. 

In addition to plant remains, the majority of stoppered amphoras 
also contained small amounts (less than 100ml) of sand, clay, and 
pulverized shell fragments that entered through spaces between the stopper 
and the amphora mouth, though the two well-stoppered amphoras 
contained only liquid, grape seeds, and purple, organic sediment. The un- 
stoppered amphoras held their seeds within a matrix of sand and clay that 
at times completely filled the amphoras. 

Several un-stoppered amphoras contained stratified sediments 
composed of gray, clayey layers covering a purple organic layer in the 
bottom of the amphora. Pollen from the clay layer was typical of the site 
sediment matrix, while the purple organic sediment was dominated by grape 
pollen. This provides evidence of wine in otherwise sterile containers. 

Some of the intact, un-stoppered amphoras were observed to be 
dwellings for octopus, and were probably homes to many other marine 
animals, right up to the time when the amphoras were removed from the site. 
The contents of these amphoras showed a pattern, which consisted of many 
crab and other shell fragments, and sediment with a distinct texture and 
odor. Crabs are known to be the favorite food of the octopus.40 Ferrari and 
Adams discuss the effects of marine life on shipwreck sites concerning the 
burial, stratigraphy, and stability of site  sediment^.^' 

At Bozburun, the contents of these amphoras were interpreted with 
caution, though most contained seeds and other macrobotanical 
components that were typical of both type and quantity found in other 
amphoras. Bioturbation attributed to octopi probably only occurred on the 
top of the accumulated sediments within the amphoras, and the seeds and 
other original contents were mostly undisturbed, held in the very bottom of 
the sediment matrix that served as the floor of the octopus den. Evidence 
exists that shows a preference of octopi to occupy cavities, although 
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Cephalopoda spp. are known to bury themselves in sediment." J. Cousteau 
reported that octopi were found inside almost every Greek amphora from a 
shipwreck in the Mediterranean off the coast of Marseilles." Inside the 
amphoras, they found pieces of ceramics, pebbles, and shells. 

The short-term approach to this issue for the Bozburun materials has 
been the avoidance of pollen analysis of sediments from amphoras that have 
large quantities of shell fragments, except for comparative purposes. 
Sediments from two amphoras representative of this condition were 
analyzed. 

Sediments from the remaining artifacts revealed patterns that were 
similar to the modern pollen assemblages for the site sediment matrix and 
for the region, including high percentages of Pinus and the Rosaceae family 
shrub Poterium (thorny burnet), both common on the rocky cliffs 
surrounding the inlet. The abundance of Poterium and Pinus in stoppered 
amphora 10304 illustrates the variations in "stoppered" states, in this case 
poorly stoppered with a dominance of environmental types, judging from the 
similar abundance of pine pollen and others in the site sediment matrix. The 
similar texture and color of sediments suspected to be bilge mud to the site 
sediment matrix, together with its abundance of pine pollen indicates that it 
is probably post-depositional, and not actual sediments that accumulated in 
the bilge during the functional life of the vessel. The same conclusion was 
drawn by Branch when analyzing the suspected bilge sediments of a tenth- 
century logboat from London." 

In the absence of bilge mud and caulking, containers become the 
only source of environmental pollen assemblages that may be 
contemporaneous with the functional life of the ship. The only containers that 
do not possess pollen assemblages similar to the site sediment matrix are 
the well-stoppered amphoras. Yet these contain assemblages that mostly 
reflect their contents, rather than a typical environmental "signature". Seven 
stoppered amphoras contain Pinus, Quercus, and Poterium, and six of these 
also contain Olea. The two that contain Ceratonia sp. L. (carob) do not 
contain ChenopodiaceaelAmaranthus sp. L (goosefoot). Presently it is not 
clear whether these assemblages are useful for the identification of regional 
vegetation. The overall species composition does not conflict with modern 
or ancient local assemblages up to 3,200 years old."5 

Three comparative sediment samples were collected for pollen 
analysis. A modern environmental sample (8220) composed of 
approximately 20 "pinches" of sediment was collected from points along the 
roadside in Selimiye, the nearest town'to the archaeological site.48 Samples 
8331 (clay) and 8332 (sand) were taken directly from stratified layers of the 
site sediment matrix. The dominance of Quercus in the terrestrial sample 
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versus Pinus in the underwater sediments may reflect the modern (and 
ancient) dominance of pine trees on the slopes opposite of the bay of 
Selimiye, and on a small peninsula on the Selimiye side of the inlet, versus 
the presence of oak in the town of Selimiye itself. The layers of sediment 
onsite were stratified, and therefore are significant for the environmental 
pollen assemblages they contain. The pollen assemblages suggest that the 
regional vegetation has not changed significantly in the last 1,100 years. 

Rope recovered from the Bozburun shipwreck (Fig. 4) revealed 
deposits of plant silica, or phytoliths, that identify the parent plant material as 
palm (family Arecaceae) (Fig. 5), known for its use in rope making in 
antiquity." Hourani, in Arab Seafaring, states that rope was made from the 
coconut palm in the Medieval period in the Maldives and Laccadives 
(modern Lakshadweep) in the south Arabian Sea and north Indian 
Ocean.@Cell patterns from epidermal tissues of the Bozburun rope (Fig. 6) 
resemble those typical of the Chamaedoroid sub-family (after Tomlin~on).~~ 
This sub-family does not include the genera of well-known types such as 
date palm (Phoenix sp. L.), coconut palm (Cocos sp. L.), or Doum palm 
(Hyphaena sp. L.). However, the classification by Willis places Chamaedorea 
and similar types in the same sub-family of Ceroxylloideae, which does 
include coconut palrn."O 

The Tantura Lagoon Shipwreck 

The Abbasid period shipwreck at Tantura Lagoon, Israel, 
approximately twenty-five kilometers south of Haifa between a series of small 
islands and the coast (Fig. I) ,  has a fast-modeled hull that suggests 
something other than a large cargo vessel."' Oil lamps associated with the 
shipwreck, combined with the site's location, point to a ninth-century 
Abbasid Caliphate context.52 Significant archaeobotanical materials 
recovered from the site include a gourd, two well-preserved woven fibrous 
artifacts (matting and a basket), extremely well preserved rope, caulking, 
and sediments suspected to be "bilge mud", which contained pollen, 
diagnostic plant epidermal tissues, and seeds. 

One of the most interesting botanical artifacts found was a small 
yellow-orange gourd, which had three equally spaced holes around the rim, 
probably for the attachment of string." 

The artifacts composed of fibrous plant tissue were well preserved at 
Tantura Lagoon. The basket and matting (Figs. 7 & 8) both displayed 
epidermal tissues with stomata and cell arrangements typical of sedge 
(family Cyperaceae) (Fig. 9), known for similar utilization since the Bronze 
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Age, especially in ancient Egypt." Rope from Tantura Lagoon was also well 
preserved (Fig. 10). Stomata and cell patterns of the rope's epidermal 
tissues are difficult to identify, due to the lack of definitive shapes and 
elements (Fig. 11). The rope may be constructed of rush (family Juncaceae), 
owing to its comparatively uniform and "plain" appearance. The rush family 
is known for possessing strong fibers, but not cited by Lucas specifically for 
the manufacture of cordage.=The Arab geographer Al-Muqaddasi, in a 
Medieval text, states that rope was imported from Amman.56 

Caulking was well preserved at Tantura Lagoon, but it is covered 
with a substance that obscures the fibers, cell patterns, and/or phytoliths, 
making a quick identification difficult. Hourani notes that a mixture of pitch or 
resin and whale oil was used in conjunction with "dusur", translated as "from 
the wood of date palm", in the Medieval period." The presence of such 
substances follows known practices for waterproofing ships.58 

The analysis of rope, matting, and basketry using phytoliths and 
epidermal tissues are expedient techniques, and are not intended to be a 
substitute for fiber analysis (using transmission electron microscopy with 
cross-sections of isolated plant fibers). It is evident, however, that these 
methods are useful for quick assessments, and were first used in shipwreck 
archaeobotany by Joan du Plat Taylor, Sir George Taylor, and Charles 
Russell Metcalfe himself during the analysis of fibrous materials from the 
Bronze Age Cape Gelidonya shipwreck, excavated by George Bass in 
1960.59 

Sediments found between the keel, frames, and planking, or "bilge" 
area contained small quantities of economically significant seeds (Table 3). 
Cucumis sp. (Tourn.) L. (melon), Juglans sp. L. (walnut), Olea (olive), Prunus 
sp. (Tourn.) L., or plum, etc., Rubus sp. (Tourn.) L., or blackberry, etc., and 
Vitis (grape) are all familiar foods. Coriandrum sp. (Tourn.) L., or coriander is 
known for its use as a spice and condiment. Bilge mud sample 11 109 
contained the most seeds, and was in proximity to the Prunus seed (sample 
1106), the intact, bag-shaped amphora (sample 11075), and the oil lamp 
(sample 11085), which also represents the most abundant seed 
assemblages for the site. Included in these assemblages were two "skins" 
(exocarp) of olives, which are not usually preserved. These samples were 
located near the narrow end of the hull remains, away from the middle of the 
ship. This may be significant for the interpretation of human activity onboard 
the vessel. 

The contents of the bag-shaped, intact amphora represent the only 
occurrence of a degraded cultivated grass seed and an Apiaceae (carrot 
family) seed from the site. Together with the presence of grape and melon 
seeds, this assemblage represents plants used for food and spices. The 
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contents of the oil lamp are suspected to be intrusive for the artifact, but 
represent a secondary "in-situ" situation in which seeds onboard were 
trapped by the lamp as the ship sank. 

Hourani, in A History of the Arab Peoples, states that the diet of the 
well-to-do in Medieval Arab cities consisted of mostly fruits and vegetables, 
including grapes. Meats were seasoned with spices, and wine, although 
forbidden by the Qur'an, was consumed.@' Al-Muqaddasi mentions raisins, 
nuts, and plums as imports for other parts of the Arab world from Syria and 
Pale~tine.~' 

Pollen from the bilge sediments was abundant and well preserved, 
as demonstrated by the concentration values at the bottom of table 4. 
Sample 11082 had such a high concentration of pollen that it was processed 
a second time to confirm the results. Herbaceous types were the most 
abundant, including Artemisia sp. L. (sagebrush), ChenopodiaceaelAmaranthus 
(goosefoot, etc.), and Caryophyllaceae Paronychia sp. (Tourn.) L. In addition 
to pollen, the bilge sediments contained considerable quantities of plant 
epidermal tissue fragments and loose fibers, suggesting that these 
sediments do in fact represent actual bilge deposits. Grape pollen was 
present in organic rich sediments (sample 11201) in proximity to the walnut 
(Juglans) shell fragment found in the bilge area of the ship. 

One of the significant differences between the bilge mud and the 
modern environmental samples is the presence of Poaceae (grass), both 
cultivated and wild. The relatively high quantities of grass pollen may 
indicate a presence of some form of grass on the ship. Greig notes that the 
presence of both of weed grass and cultivated grass pollen suggests the 
purposeful importation of hay.e With the exception of grass pollen, the 
overall assemblages from the bilge mud samples are not significantly 
different from the local vegetation. The environmental assemblages found on 
the Tantura Lagoon shipwreck are very similar in species composition to 
those of stratified layers in cores that correspond to the ninth century, but 
also modern assemblages, which is not contradictory, since the regional 
vegetation has not changed significantly in 1,100 years.63 In fact, the term 
used to describe pollen assemblages for as far back as 4,500 years is 
"Re~ent" .~~ Additional supporting evidence for the identification of these 
sediments as "bilge" include its gray, clayey appearance and the large 
quantity of microscopic, fibrous material present in the sediment. The 
sediment matrix for the site is, conversely, brown sand, which contains little 
or no fibrous remains. 

Grass pollen (Poaceae family) was also prevalent in the matting 
(sample 10211), in the highly processed organic material, which may be 
manure (11041), in the Abbasid oil lamp (11085), and in the caulking 
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(1 1196). An analysis of pollen from a seventeenth-century ship's moss 
caulking revealed pollen which represented a particular regional vegetation 
assemblage of France.& Pollen from caulking at Tantura Lagoon may also 
be an accurate indicator of regional vegetation. If so, it suggests that the ship 
was used primarily (or most recently) off the coast of a region similar to 
modern-day Israel, which is not inconsistent with the interpretation of the 
ship's use based upon the hull remains. 

In addition to grass, the higher quantity of Pistachio (Pistacia) in the 
ship's caulking is notable. Although Pistacia is often found in sediments as 
a "background" or general environmental type, and is abundant in the 
modern terrestrial samples ("Tel Dor" and "Beach"), the relatively high 
quantity here may represent the use of terebinth resin in the caulking 
process, due to the absence or minimal presence of Pistacia in the bilge 
mud and other artifacts. 

Conclusion 

The archaeobotanical assemblages reflect the differences in 
function for the two ships. The cargo ship, or "merchantman", found at 
Bozburun was carrying over 1,000 amphoras, the majority of which probably 
contained wine. The variation of graffiti among the amphoras that probably 
represents ownership, combined with the sheer quantity of items suggests 
that this assemblage represents a commercial venture, interspersed with 
onboard rations of olives, grapes, and condiments. The Bozburun ship and 
cargo fit nicely into the framework of long-distance exchange as described 
by Tomber, and exemplify several aspects, including the relative 
abundances of amphoras to other ceramics onboard during a commercial 
trip, and the fact that amphoras are indirect indicators of economies driven 
by agriculture, and it is therefore their organic contents that are the 
comm~di ty .~  More extensive analyses of the variation that exists in the 
quantities and types of seeds, pollen, and other archaeobotanical 
components, both among and between groups of amphoras delineated by 
such variables as the presence or absence of graffiti, graffiti types, style of 
manufacture, and spatial analyses of the cargo in the ship, may reveal more 
subtle aspects of viticulture and maritime commerce in the Byzantine 
Empire. 

The Tantura Lagoon shipwreck is one of the few sites, if not the only 
site, known to have actual "bilge" sediments. Amphoras, though, appear to 
be less significant for the Tantura Lagoon shipwreck, and it is less clear what 
purpose this ship served. From an archaeobotanical perspective, the most 
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significant seed assemblages were found in the bilge area, and represent a 
substantial range of known food plants and spices, though in far smaller 
quantities than in the Bozburun assemblages. It is possible that these 
represent intrusive elements not contemporaneous with the hull. Tantura 
Lagoon does hold the remains of at least seven ships and associated 
botanical remains, which place it into the category of sites discussed by 
Parker, and require consideration concerning stratification and 
contamination, but the archaeobotanical assemblages do not conflict with 
what is known about the common diet for peoples that occupied the 
territories of the Abbasid Caliphate during the ninth ~entury.~' 

Although the preliminary analyses of these archaeobotanical 
assemblages have produced significant results, it is probable that 
discoveries will continue, as extensive examination reveals more subtle 
patterns and relationships among the artifacts and the plant remains that still 
occupied them 1,100 years later. As demonstrated by the Bozburun and 
Tantura Lagoon excavations, archaeobotany has established itself as a 
necessary component of shipwreck archaeology. 

L. Dillon Gorham 
Palynology Laboratory 
Dept. of Anthropology 
Texas A&M University 
College Station, Texas 
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Table 1. Seed Assemblages from the Bozburun Shipwreck. 

Fabaceae 1Acacia -t y pe) 
Malvaceae (ma- type)  
Pistacia (tefebinthus-type) 
Potmum (Sarcopotmum) 
Rumex 
Fabaceae (Tritblium-type) 
Vitex 
Viis rinifera 
indeterminate 

Total seeds* [ 61 351 51 821 71 2981 51 1071 71 75851 

Unstoppered Amphoras 

~ o t l  1434 1 1946 1 2175 1 2298 1 8802 1 9142 1 9369 1 9638 1 100291 101771 

Cupressus sp. 
Malvaceae (Althea-type) 
Olea europea 
Pistacia (ternbinthus-type) 
Poten'um (Sampoterium) 
Quercus 
Aizoaceae Tetngonia-type 
Vitis vinifera 
indeterminate 

Total seeds' 1 4231 581 15751 9171 2021 3811 2011 4331 101 2851 

" Quantities represent total minimum of individuals (MNI) 

Table 3. Seed Assemblages from the Tantura Lagoon Shipwreck 

Bilge mud Miscellaneous 

~ample~l1011~11061~11106~11108)11109) ~11045~11046~11075~11085~ 

Apiaceae 
Capsella- type 
Cmandrum 
Cucumis 
Juglans 
Olea europea 
Poaceae 
Prunus 
Rubus 
Vitis vinifera 
Indeterminate 

Total seeds' 

*Quantities represent minimum number of individuals (MNI). 
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Table 2. Pollen Assemblages from the B o z b u ~ n  Shipwreck. 

Archaeological Environmental 

~otl3569 1 8498 1 9042 1 91 82 1101 101 103041 Bilge 1 1 8220 1 8331 1 8332 1 
Arboreal pollen 
Alnus 
Carpinus- t y pe 
Ceratonia 
Cupressaceae 
Fagus 
Fraxinus 
Juglans 
Liquidambar 
Olea 
Pinus 
Pistacia spp. 
Quercus spp. 
Rhamnaceae 
Ulmus 

Total arboreal pollen 

Non-arboreal pollen 
Apiaceae 
Artemisia 
Asphodelus 
Asteraceae (Heliantheae) 
Asteraceae (Liguliflorae) 
Asteraceae (Ambrosiaceae) 
Cannabinaceae 
Centauma -type 
ChenopodiaceaelAmaranthos 
Cyperaceae 
Ericaceae 
Fabaceae 
Lobelia -type 
Menfha- type 
Plantago 
Poaceae 
Poaceae (Cereal type) 
Ranunculaceae 
foterium (Sampoterium) 
Vitis 
Other 

Total non-arboreal pollen 

lndetenninate 
Unknown 

Total pollen 
Total tracer spores 
Sample quantity' 
Concentration(grains1mlorg) 

'Samples 8220, 8331, 8332, 8 8498 are in grams, all othen are in millilien. 

1791 801 131 501 201 241 

51 01 
161 211 8 

1611 151 801 25 

31 111 31 4 
41 111 61 28 

5 

247 
40 
20 

6978 

210 
136 
10 

4169 

246 
200 
5 

5560 

207 
30 
24 

7763 

207 
60 
15 

6210 

206 
210 
20 

1108 
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Table 4. Pollen Assemblages from the Tantura Lagoon Shipwreck 

Bilge mud Miscellaneous Environmental 

samp1e[110721 11082 1 i i io811 i0211 l110~11110851111~ j11201~~~BeacT ;J  
Arboreal mllen . . - -. - - . - . . - . . 
Betula 
Casuarina 
Ceratonia 
Citrus 
Cupressaceae 
Olea 
Pinus 
Pistacia spp. 
Quercus spp. 
Rhamnaceae 
Rosaceae 
Other 

Total arboreal pollen 

Non-arboreal pollen 
Alisma -type 
Apiaceae 
Attemisia 
Asteraceae (Heliantheae) 
Asteraceae (Liguliflorae) 
Boraginaceae 
Centaurea -type 
ChenopodiaceaelArnaranthu 
Cirsiurn -type 
Cyperaceae 
Ericaceae 
Fabaceae 
Mentba type 
Myrfos -type 
Pafunychia -ty pe 
Plantago 
Poaceae 
Poaceae (Cereal-type) 
Polygonurn 
Ranunculaceae 
Rumex 
Sampoterium (Poterium) 
Silene 
Typha/Sparganiurn- t ype 
Urtica 
Vitis 
Other 

Total non-arboreal pollen 

Indeterminate 
Unknown 

Total pollen 
Total tracer spores 
Sample quantity (ml) 
Concentration (grainslml) 



LE SIEGE DE SYRACUSE ET LES MACHINES D'ARCHIMEDE ET DE 
MARCELLUS 

En 214 av. J.-C., Hannibal qui a commis le crime de ne pas marcher 
sur Rome apres Cannes, ravage I'ltalie du sud (sauf les villes grecques, car 
il se presente comme le champion de I'hellenisme contre Rome). Mais il 
pietine quand un coup de tonnerre s'abat encore sur I'Urbs. Syracuse, cette 
riche et immense cite (a la mort du tyran Hieron, ami pendant 54 ans des 
Romains) et la Macedoine de Philippe V entrent en guerre, cette derniere 
avec sa fameuse phalange qui n'a pas encore rencontre la legion. Le 
spectre de la triple alliance Syracuse1 Carthagel Macedoine accable Rome. 
Mais en ce qui concerne la Macedoine, I'affaire tourne court. Philippe V n'a 
pas de flotte mais une flottille de 120 pentecontores pour passer le canal 
d'otrante avec, entasses dedans, ses soldats lourdement armes. II suffit aux 
Romains d'un detachement de quinqueremes pour leur faire faire demi-tour. 
Sans cela, la force de choc de la phalange (40 000 fantassins avec des 
piques de 6 metres) encadree par I'armee ultra-mobile d'Hannibal, aurait pu 

defoncer B les legions. Reste Syracuse qui est aussi une ville grecque par 
excellence, avec a sa t6te le celebre Archimede charge de la poliorcetique. 

Syracuse, qui avait resiste aux Atheniens lors de la guerre du 
Peloponnese, est une ville immense, mais son enceinte est encore plus 
demesuree et aux trois quarts vide d'habitants. Ceux-ci sont concentres sur 
ses deux ports. L'enceinte englobe le plateau des Epipoles, verrouille par 
une forteresse, I'Eurylee, construite apres le siege des Atheniens par Denys 
le tyran et renforce par Hieron qui, ami de Rome, laisse neanmoins 
Archimede ameliorer les defenses de la ville. II va donc perfectionner 
I'Eurylee. Archimede est sur beaucoup de points un precurseur de Vauban : 
I'Eurylee est protegee par une triple barbacane en triangle pour casser ou 
faire glisser les boulets ennemis. Chacune des barbacanes se couvre I'une 
I'autre d'archeres et de catapultes, et est separee par un large fosse qui 
permet la mobilite des troupes amies. Enfin se trouve la grande batterie, 
bgtiment en hauteur, muni de catapultes geantes et protegees. Comme 
d'apres les ruines, nous savons qu'entre elle et le parapet du dernier 
rempart, il y a environ 200 metres, cela nous donne une idee de la portee de 
catapultes reputees precises (illustration nOl).  Les canons de Mazarin 
laisses a Louis XIV en 1660, portaient avec plus ou moins de precision a 200 
- 300 metres.. . . 

Syracuse etait donc quasiment imprenable par terre. C'est pourquoi 
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un des deux consuls, qui dirigeait en fait les operations globales, Marcellus, 
decida d'attaquer le mur de mer proche de la ville. Marcellus n'avait que 50 
quinqueremes, une autre partie de la flotte romaine avait ete envoyee contre 
la macedoine, comme nous I'avons vu et une autre partie encore en 
Espagne. 

Polybe ecrit : - Les Romains deciderent d'attaquer d'une part avec 
des forces terrestres du c6te des Epipoles, d'autre part avec des forces 
navales, la ou le rempart borde la mer. ,> Munis de mantelets, de projectiles, 
de tout ce qu'exige un siege, mais ils avaient compte sans la valeur 
d'Archimede.. . 

<G Archimede avait prepare a I'interieur de la ville aussi bien pour 
s'opposer a une offensive par la mer, des moyens tels que les defenseurs 
ne seraient jamais pris au depourvu, ils auraient une parade toute pr6te a 
n'importe quelle action de leurs adversaires. Appius, consul, pourvu de 
mantelets et d'echelles, entreprit de les appliquer au mur qui aboutit aux 
Epipoles du c6te de I'est ; mais ce fut un fiasco tant la position etait forte. 
Pour sa part, Marcellus, son collegue dirigeait contre le port ses 50 
quinqueremes, pleines chacune d'hommes armes d'arcs, de frondes et de 
javelines, qui servaient a refouler les defenseurs des creneaux. >> 

Mais ce qui nous interesse ici particulierement ce sont les huit 
quinqueremes depourvues de rames, les unes a droite, les autres a gauche 
et accouplees par leur flanc degarni. Sous I'action des rames du flanc 
exterieur, elles amenaient pres du rempart ce qui fut appele M sambuque B. 
Celles-ci btaient des engins du type suivant : on prepare une echelle dont la 
hauteur est celle du mur, quand I'echelle est dressee; on en blinde et abrite 
chaque c6t6 avec des cuirasses tres hautes et on couche I'echelle a plat ou 
se joignent les flancs des navires accouples, de faqon qu'elle depasse de 
beaucoup les eperons de proue. (( Au sommet des mbts sont fixees des 
poulies avec des cordes. Alors, quand vient le moment de s'en servir, les 
cordes qui sont attachees au sommet de I'echelle, sont tirees au moyen des 
poulies par des hommes qui se tiennent a la poupe. Ensuite, grAce aux 
rangs de rames exterieurs, les navires approchent de la terre et on essaye 
d'appuyer ces engins contre le mur. Au sommet de I'echelle se trouve une 
plate-forme protegee de trois c6tes par des mantelets ; quatre combattants 
y montent pour affronter les defenseurs des creneaux qui s'opposent a 
I'application de la sambuque. Quand elle est en place, et que les attaquants 
dominent le rempart, ils enlevent les mantelets lateraux et montent sur les 
courtines ou les tours. Les autres les suivent par la sambuque, 1'6chelle 
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tenant solidement aux deux navires grice aux cordes. Cet appareil merite 
bien le nom qu'il a requ ; quand on a procede au levage, la silhouette et son 
Qchelle qui ne forment plus qu'un ressemble a une sambuque (instrument 
de musique de forme triangulaire) ,>. 

C'est I'echelage medieval toujours sans artillerie mais appuye par des 
javelots et des archers. 

Les Romains comptaient bien se porter contre les tours avec cet 
Clquipement. Mais Archimede avait prepare des engins pour toutes les 
distances de tir : de loin, quand leurs vaisseaux approchaient, ses balistes 
et ses catapultes les plus puissantes les endommageaient, provoquant de 
I'embarras et du desarroi puis, quand la portee de ces armes devenaient 
trop longues, il en utilisait de plus petites, successivement en fonction des 
nouvelles distances, causant une telle confusion qu'il arrQta completement 
leur elan et leur avance. 

Finalement Marcellus fut contraint d'attaquer furtivement a la fin de la 
nuit. Mais quand il fut dans I'angle mort des armes, pres du rivage, un autre 
dispositif qu'Archimede avait mis au point contre les combattants 
embarques, les attendait. II avait fait pratiquer dans les remparts jusqu'a 
hauteur d'homme des ouvertures tres rapprochees, larges d'une main 
environ du c6te exterieur ; il avait poste la a I'interieur du mur des archers et 
des scorpions qui tiraient sur ces soldats embarques, les mettant hors de 
combat. 

<< II y avait encore des machines qui Iichaient contre les Romains des 
pierres capables de faire evacuer la proue par les combattants et en mQme 
temps faisait descendre un grappin de fer attache a une chaine. Par ce 
moyen, I'homme qui dirigeait le matereau, effectuait une prise de faqon a 
saisir le navire par la proue et le soulevait. Quand cela se produisait, certains 
bateaux tombaient sur le c6te, d'autres mQmes se retournaient, la plupart 
plongeaient dans I'eau. Marcellus etait mis en difficulte par tout ce que lui 
opposait Archimede et il voyait que les defenseurs repoussaient ses 
tentatives en lui causant des dommages et en se moquant de lui. ,> 

Ces descriptions si precises et si vivantes de Polybe sont dues, ne 
I'oublions pas, au fait qu'il etait lui-mQme un grand specialiste de 
poliorcetique. Notre effort a ete de reconstituer au mieux par le dessin ci-joint 
(illustration n02) cette fameuse sambuque et les contre-ouvrages 
d'Archimede sur le mur de mer.' Nous presentons egalement en contrepoint 
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les illustrations ( no 3, 4 et 5) de la traduction du XVllleme siecle faite par 
Folard.' 

A la fin Appius et Marcellus se replierent dans leur camp et tinrent 
conseil avec les tribuns et on decida a I'unanimite d'essayer toutes les 
possibilites sauf la prise d'assaut de Syracuse. Pendant les huit mois qu'ils 
tinrent la cite assiegee, ils n'oserent plus jamais essayer une prise d'assaut. 
Ils estimaient que la famine serait le meilleur moyen de reduire les assieges 
vu leur nombre. Leur flotte bloquerait le ravitaillement du port et I'armee celui 
de la ville. Comme ils ne voulaient pas neanmoins rester a ne rien faire, 
Marcellus prit un tiers des troupes pour attaquer les partisans de Carthage 
a travers la Sicile . Cela n'empscha pas une armee carthaginoise de liberer 
Agrigente en 212. Toute la Sicile grecque tombait entre les mains de 
Carthage. Lors de la campagne suivante, Marcellus s'empara des abords 
exterieurs de Syracuse. Bomilcar intervint avec 160 navires sans rien faire ; 
en 21 1, il revient avec un convoi de 700 navires de charge protege par 130 
navires de guerre mais il refusa a nouveau la bataille ; il se contenta de 
bloquer la forteresse de Tarente. Cette ville etait occupee par Hannibal mais 
sa forteresse continuait a Qtre tenue par les Romains et bloquait I'acces du 
port. Du coup, la mQme annee Syracuse tomba mais Tarente tint jusqu'en 
209 . II est evident que I'important etait Syracuse et que I'incurie de Bomilcar 
avait fait echouer cet enjeu capital. 

A Syracuse, comme dans I'affaire des Macedoniens, I'absence de 
<< sea power >> des Carthaginois fut determinante. Hannibal, qui se montrera 
bon marin a la bataille navale de Side en 190 av JC, ne pouvait pas Qtre 
partout - en outre ses deux freres combattaient en Espagne - et le souvenir 
des desastres navals de la lere guerre punique avait tetanish les 
Carthaginois. 

Malgre le genie dlArchimede, le defaut structure1 de Syracuse etait ses 
remparts demesures, ce qui permit la prise par surprise des Epipoles un soir 
d'orgie. Quand Hannibal marcha sur Rome pour faire lever le siege de 
Capoue, le vieilles murailles de Servius Tullius (les sept collines) etaient 
bourrees comme un ceuf et gardees de toutes parts. 

Alain Guillerm 
30 avenue Rene Coty 

75014 Paris 
Laboratoire dlArcheologie et d'Histoire Maritime 

SorbonneICNRS 
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Introduction 
Widespread underwater archaeological remains in the eastern 

Mediterranean have been investigated for more than 40 years now by the 
Institute of Nautical Archaeology (INA). In large part due to their studies, we 
have an underwater map of this region and knowledge of its maritime trade 
and ship construction technology from the Bronze Age to the Byzantine 
Period. Recently, the author of this paper, who has visited every museum 
along the Turkish coasts from Trabzon to Antakya while writing her thesis on 
the Byzantine amphoras of 11th to 13th centuries1, has realized the 
importance of the Marmara region and the Marmara Sea (Propontis), as a 
passageway between the countries of the Mediterranean and the Black Sea, 
and has begun an archaeological investigation of its maritime commerce. 
Discovering first the production place of one of the most circulated types of 
Byzantine amphoras at Ganos, an important monastic center in medieval 
times on the northwest shores of the Sea of Marmara2, she then continued 
her research underwater with the aim of finding the wrecks of ships that had 
departed northward and soutward from Ganos3. 

The CamaltiBurnu I Wreck, dated to the 13th century, was one of 16 
archaeological sites discovered around the Marmara Islands (Fig. 1). It has 
been chosen to be excavated for several archaeological and historical 
reasons. As inheritors of the Roman world, the Byzantines had the privilege 
of ruling over immense areas of the sea. Written sources convey plenty of 
information about the usage of these waters as naval or commercial routes. 
Compared with the written documentation, the present archaeological 
evidence is not as abundant. So far the only archaeological material related 
to Byzantine maritime activities that have been investigated and studied 
consists of three wrecks excavated by INA around the Anatolian coasts, 
namely, the Yassiada I (7th century), Selimiye (9th century) and Serqe Limani 
(1 l th  century) wrecks4. 

Carnalti Burnu I Wreck 
The aim of this paper is to provide a brief report on the excavation 

seasons so far carried out on the Camalti Burnu I Wreck, preliminary 
comments on the findings, and an historical context for the wreck. 

The wreck is located on the northwest coast of Marmara Island in a 
bay approaching Cape Camalti, just over 30 m. south of the rocky shore. The 
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ship's cargo, spreading over an area of 44/45 meters to 17/18 meters, has 
settled in three pockets at depths between 20 and 32 meters on the sloping, 
sandy bottom. The main cargo consists of Giinsenin type IV amphoras, 
which were among the last ceramic transport jars used in Byzantine sea 
trade before they were replaced by wooden barrels" At about a depth of 
20m. are the small-sized Type IV amphoras, while at a depth of about 25 m. 
there is a group of medium-sized amphoras. Further down, at about 32 m., 
are large amphoras, of which the location seems to be where the hull itself 
had come to rest. During two short field seasons of 11 September3 
October, 1998 and 22 July-19 September, 1999, our small team of 
volunteers established ourselves at a building at the harbor which was given 
to us by the Mayor of the island6. This building, a two-storey structure with 
an area of 310 square meters on either floor, was transformed into a base 
with diving, restoration and conservation facilities. 

In two years, 510 dives (not counting visitor dives) have been made. 
Each dive spends 28 minutes on the site in the morning and 18 minutes in 
the afternoon, with 7 minutes of decompression at 3 meters. 

During the first two seasons, we concentrated mostly on the deepest 
(largest) deposit of amphoras. A grid system was established by dividing this 
area into 2-meter squares, and 19 datum points were put around the site to 
measure the location and map objects on the wreck. In keeping with an INA 
tradition, the amphoras were tagged with labels reading AAA, AAB, AAC, etc. 
Eight location measurements have been taken for each of the amphoras: a 
measurement to the mouth and bottom from each of four datum points 
whose directional locations from the amphora differed as much as possible7. 

Ceramic findings: 
Type IV amphoras constitute the main cargo of the ship. Among 64 

amphoras raised, 16 of them intact, we have a wide range of the sizes (47 to 
80 cm. high) and capacities, filled with water up to the base of the neck (17 
to 115 Its.). The different capacities of the amphoras, (Fig. 2), may be 
multiples of some standard unit of capacity, as are the capacities of the 
Byzantine amphoras from Serqe Limani, but more accurate capacity 
measurements must first be made before any reliable conclusions about this 
are possible. 

Giinsenin Type Ill amphoras have also been found (Fig. 3), and a 
number of flat bottomed-jars (Fig. 4), which we think also belong to the 
cargo but possibly carry some commodity other than the main cargo. An 
organic analysis of the contents of the ceramic containers, especially the 
amphoras, that I hope will be ready for the next Tropis conference, will tell us 
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more about the nature of this trade8. During a brief sondage that was carried 
out in two squares in 1999, we started to find various ceramic wares besides 
those of the cargo (Fig. 5a, Fig. 5b)'. 

During a preliminary examination of the contents of amphoras, some 
fragments of broken pottery, likely stoppers, were also found. One of them 
that I would particularly like to mention was found inside a flat-bottom jar (a 
sub-type of type IV). This flat-bottomed type amphora would not have been 
a part of the cargo, but for the use of the crew. Seeds from this jar, grape 
seeds, are different from the seeds found inside the cargo amphoras. The 
other interesting fact is that the pottery fragment also found inside the 
amphora was a body fragment of a Ganos-type amphora (Fig. 6). These 
findings raise the question whether our ship made a stopover at Ganos to 
take someGwine (although we don't have evidence of Type IV amphora 
production at Ganos, wine was obviously being produced at the 
monasteries), or had called at some port to which the Ganos amphora had 
been exported. 

Anchors: 
On this wreck have also been found, to date, four broken anchors (two 

visible 'Y' shaped). About 17 m. away from the cargo amphoras and these 
anchors, thirty anchors, a mixture of types 'Y' (15) and 'T' (1 1) were found1'. 
Prof. F. Van Doorninck Jr., who has taken a good and thougthful look at 
drawings of the anchors done in situ, has come to the following 
 conclusion^^^ : 

"Since all the anchors seem to have the same type of teeth set at the 
same angle to the arm, it is not all likely that they have to do with an 
anchorage, since in that case one would expect to find at least a few anchors 
of an earlier or later design. It would seem, then, that they belong together 
and probably either to this ship or to some other vessel. The largest anchor 
(Fig. 7)I2appears to be of the same size as most anchors on the Glass Wreck 
(Serqe Limani). All the others (in the drawings) are definitely smaller, 
although we don't yet know exactly the size of the anchors lying right on the 
site. However, it seem pretty certain that if the ship used any of these 
anchors, then it probably wasn't any larger than some 30 tons capacity, and 
no ship of such a small size would have used anywhere near the number of 
anchors found. A ship of 400 to 500 tons capacity might have used around 
30 anchors (including spares and heavier sheet anchors to be used in 
storms), but they would have been much, much larger as well. No ship 
would normally use such a range of sizes as are represented by the drawn 
anchors. The smallest-size anchor (Fig.8)I3 would not have worked well, if at 
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all, since the shank is not long enough to permit the stock to be able to easily 
come to rest flat on the seabed thereby forcing one of the teeth into the 
seabed (this is known as canting). I suspect that this anchor's shank had 
been broken and hastily repaired with a piece of the shank missing. (There 
was an anchor on the Glass Wreck to which this had happened). A number 
of other anchors are broken. It will be interesting to see whether or not they 
were already broken before the shipwreck. If they were, we would have the 
solution to our puzzle: the ship (or some other vessel) was carrying as one 
of its cargoes broken anchors in a range of sizes, to be repaired or used as 
scrap iron"14. In a study of the Glass Wreck anchors in the forthcoming first 
volume of the final excavation report, Prof. Van Doorninck mentions Carnalti 
Burnu I wreck anchors and says that "It is intersting to note that some of the 
anchors apparently associated with this wreck are cruciform anchors that 
differ in design from cruciform anchors of earlier times in that their teeth are 
of the same general configuration and are set at the same angle relative to 
the shank as are those of the "Y" shaped anchors on the site"15. The new 
anchor findings at Camalti Burnu I wreck, then, appears to raise the terminus 
ante quem of one type of cruciform anchor to 13th century. During the 2000 
campaign we aim to recover several of the anchors, as well as excavate 
many of the amphoras and enlarge the sondage16. 

Historical context 
We are in a period in which the thousand-year Byzantine empire, 

which may not have thought its end was coming, was hard pressed around 
Constantinople by the Slavs from the north, the Italian colonies from the 
west, and the Turks, who had already captured most of Anatolia, from the 
east. The Byzantines had already been fated to share the Mediterranean 
since the 7th century with the Arabs, although there was a period of 
resurgence and prosperity from the 9th to the I lth century. From the 12th 
century, however, the effective presence of Italian merchants once more 
diminished Byzantine maritime activity and naval power in their own waters. 
Thanks to the commercial privileges given by the Byzantine emperors, Italian 
merchants, especially the Genoese in Pera, established a sort of monopoly 
over shipping, including in the Black Sea through Caffa and other Black Sea 
ports. They were even renting their ships to Byzantines who wished to 
continue their own maritime commerce. 

The enormous decline in the seaports occupied by Byzantines in 
thel3th century compared with those of the 1 l th  century shows clearly this 
historical trend. We hope that the Carnalti Burnu I Wreck will make a modest 
but important archaeological contribution to our knowledge of this period of 
profound change in Byzantine maritime history. 
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The route of the Camalti Burnu I wreck is not clear, mainly because the 
production centre of Gunsenin Type IV amphoras has not yet been located. 
Following the model of Ganos, perhaps we should look at some of the other 
monastic estates around the Sea of Marmara, especially those with good 
clay deposits on the shoreline. 

The project was planned for seven years, concerning, first five years 
the field work, last two years, conservation and the display of the objects in 
the Local Fishery Museum at Marmara island which is in the process of being 
established''. 

Assoc. Prof. Nergis Gunsenin 
University of Istanbul, 

Vacational School of Technical Sciences 
Underwater Technology Programme, 

Avcilar Kampusu, 34850-Istanbul 
Tel+fax : 90 212 229 93 29 

gunsenin@boun.edu.tr, www.nautarch.org 

NOTES 

1. Les amphores byzantines (Xe-Xllle siecles): typologie, production, circulation d'apres les 
collections torques, Universite Paris I (Pantheon-Sorbonne), Paris (1990), Atelier national 
de reproduction des theses de Lille Ill. 

2. About Ganos see N. Gunsenin, -Ganos: Centre de Production d'Amphores a I'Epoque 
Byzantine. Anatolia Antiqua 11, Paris (1993), p. 193-201 ; -Ganos : resultats des campagnes 
de 1992 et 1993., Anatolia Antiqua 111 Paris (1995), p. 165-178; P. Armstrong-N. Gunsenin, 
-Glazed pottery production at Ganos~>, Anatolia Antiqua 111, Paris (1995) p. 179-201; 
N.Gunsenin-H. Hatcher, -Analyses Chimiques Comparatives des Amphores de Ganos, de 
I'ile de Marmara et de I'Epave de Ser~e Limani (Glass Wreck)., Anatolia Antiqua V, Paris, 
(1997), p. 249-260; N. Gunsenin, -Le vin de Ganos : les amphores et la mem, Eupsychia, 
Melanges Offerts a Helene Ahrweiler, Byzantina Sorbonensia, Paris, (199%). p. 281-288; 
-Les ateliers amphoriques de Ganos a I'epoque byzantine., Production et Commerce des 
Amphores Anciennes en Mer Noire, I'Universit6 de Provence, (1999), p. 125-128. 

3. About Marmara Sea underwater research, see N. Gunsenin, ~Recentes decouvertes sur 
I'ile de Marmara (Proconnbse) a I'epoque byzantine : 6paves et lieux de chargement., 
Archaeonautica, 1411998, Paris, (1999), p. 309-316; .From Ganos to Ser~e Limani: Social 
and economic activities in the Propontis during Medieval Times, illuminated by recent 
archaeological and historical discoveries., The INA Quarterly, 26.3 (1999):18-23. 

4. For the latest interpretation of the 7th-century Yassiada ship and bibliography, see F.H. van 
Doorninck, Jr., "Yassiada Wrecks", in Encyclopedia of Underwater and Maritime 
Archaeology, ed. J.P. Delgado, London, (1997), pp.469-471. For the Selimiye (Bozburun) 
Wreck, see The INA Quarterly 22.1 (1996): 12-14; 22.3 (1996): 16-20; 22.1 (1996): 3-8; 25.2 



(1998): 12-17; and 25.4 (1998): 3-13. For most recent information and bibliography on the 
Ser~e Limani Wreck, see F.H. van Doorninck, Jr., "The 1 lth-century Byzantine Ship at 
Ser~e Limani: An Interim Overview", in Sailing Ships of the Mediterranean Sea and the 
Arabian Gulf, vol. 1, ed. C.G. Makrypoulias, Athens, (1998), pp.67-77. 

5. For the typology of the amphoras, see ~Recherches sur les Amphores Byzantines dans les 
Musees Turcs*, V. DEROCHE et J.-M. SPIESER ed. Recherches sur la C6ramiques 
Byzantine Suppl. BCH XVlll (1989), p. 267-276 and Gijnsenin, 1990. 

6. We owe very much to the continuous support of the Marmara Municipality from the 
beginning of our underwater research at the region. 

7. Starting from the 2000 field season, we are using the Web program developed by Nick Rule 
for the Mary Rose Project. This program allows us to derive extremely accurate three- 
dimensional positional information for artifacts on the sea-floor using relatively simple tools. 
It was used successfully at Bozburun excavation and,throught our friendship and mutual 
collaboration with INA, given to our team by George Bass to whom we owe much for the 
2000 field season of Camalti Burnu I excavation. For the Web program, cf. David A. 
Johnson & Micheal P. Scafuri, "Riding a New Wave: Digital Technology and Underwater 
Archaeology", The INA Quarterly, 22.3 (1995): p. 16-20. 

8. 1 thank Dr. Cheryl Ward on the behalf of INA who is working on this matter. 
9. Pieces of wood were also found which, although not in situ, should belong to the ship itself. 
10. Four unidentified. We are sure to find more as the anchors spread over a rocky slope and 

most of them were covered by big shells and starfishes of the Marmara Sea. The anchors 
which lie about more than 100 meters parallel to the cargo amphoras, give the impression 
that the ship, finding itself in difficulty, tried weigh anchors before sinking to the bottom of 
the sea floor. 

11. I thank very much Prof. Van Doorninck for bringing his valuable knowledge on this matter. 
12. Done in situ , till now. 
13 Ibid. 
14. Whatever our conclusions may be, the replication and study of these anchors will be very 

interesting and important. It is though an on-going mutual project with our team and Prof. 
F. van Doorninck Jr., on the behalf of INA, by which we hope to obtain useful results for 
anchor chronology and metallurgy. 

15. For further details see, George F. Bass, Sheila Matthews, J. Richard Steffy & Frederick H. 
Van Doorninck Jr. ed al., Serqe LimanG An Eleventh-Centu~y Shipwreck, Volume I, "The 
Ship and its Anchorage, Crew and Passengers", Texas A&M University Press, in press. 

16. A more detailed article will appear including also the 2000 field season in Anatolia Antiqua 
IX (2001). For the latest information on the continuing excavation see: www.nautarch.org. 

17. The idea of this museum is to keep the archaeological findings in their original place and 
encourage the habitants of the island(s) to bring also their ethnological material that shows 
the maritime history and tradition of the region. 
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A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE ST"-CENTURY AD HULL 
FOUND NEAR BOZBURUN, TURKEY 

The 9''-century AD Byzantine shipwreck off the southwest coast of 
Turkey was shown to George Bass during the first Institute of Nautical 
Archaeology (INA) survey in 1973 by a sponge diver named Mehmet A'kin, 
from the nearby town of Bozburun (Figure 1). The gradually sloping site 
consisted of a low-lying amphora mound, approximately 20 m long and 8 m 
wide, at a depth of 26 to 36 m. The site was monitored in 1982, 1990, and 
finally in 1994 in preparation for the excavation that began in 1995. Although 
the majority of the four seasons spent on site, from 1995 to 1998, consisted 
primarily of the survey and recovery of approximately 900 amphorae, the first 
substantial hull remains were uncovered in 1996. 

The remains uncovered in 1996 consisted of portions of three 
starboard planks, one port plank, a section of the keel, three floor timbers, a 
portion of the inboard stringer, ceiling, and possibly a small part of the 
keelson. More hull material was uncovered in the 1997 season, and the 
complete excavation and recovery of the hull was accomplished in 1998. All 
of the recovered material, which makes up approximately 30 to 40 percent 
of the starboard side of the hull, is currently desalinating in temporary 
storage tanks at the INA headquarters in Bodrum, Turkey (Figure 2). There 
is enough preserved material in storage to provide information concerning 
the design and construction of the keel, floor timbers, futtocks, planking, 
ceiling, two starboard stringers, and perhaps a keelson. At this time, 
however, only the keel, ten floor timbers, and three starboard strakes have 
been studied in detail; the conclusions drawn in this analysis are, therefore, 
based primarily on that material. 

The analysis of the hull remains is currently in its initial stages. 
However, even prior to the hull's recovery it was evident that a detailed study 
of its remains would add valuable information to an understanding of 
shipbuilding techniques and concepts during the early Medieval period. In 
the four hundred years from the early 7"' century AD to the early 1 Im century 
AD, distinct changes in hull construction in the eastern Mediterranean 
occurred. Unfortunately, there are only two completely excavated and well- 
documented shipwrecks that can be examined to document those changes. 
The first shipwreck was excavated near the island of Yassiada in western 
Turkey, and is dated to ca. AD 625', while the second shipwreck in southern 
Turkey, from Serqe Limani, dates to ca. AD 1025.' The hull from Yassiada 
exhibits one of the last phases of the mortise-and-tenon shipbuilding 
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technique that was common throughout the Mediterranean for at least the 
previous two rr~illennia.~ The earlier forms of this technique employed the use 
of mortise-and-tenon joints in the hull planking to provide a great deal of 
integral strength to the planking itself, negating the need for strong framing. 
In later adaptations of this technique, notably on the early 4m-century AD 
shipwreck also recovered near Yassiada4, the mortise-and-tenon joints in the 
planking played a diminished role in the overall strength of the hull.5 By the 
early 7 century AD, as seen in the Yassiada wreck from ca. AD 625, the 
mortises and tenons were playing a negligible role in the strength of the hull, 
and were instead being used to align the planking of the ship as it was 
assembled prior to the completion of the framing.6 A similar method of 
construction and use of mortise-and-tenon joints is also documented by the 
early Th-century AD shipwreck from Fos-sur-Mer, off the south coast of 
Fran~e.~ In contrast, three 10th-century AD shipwrecks off the coast of 
France, Agaf, BataguieP and Plane CiO, and the 1 lth-century AD shipwreck 
off the south coast of Turkey, Serqe Limani, exhibit no mortise-and-tenons 
joints in their construction. Additionally, in the Serqe Limani shipwreck, a 
method of determining the design of the ship employing the use of a linear 
measurement was in place." 

The hull material from the Sih-century AD shipwreck at Bozburun is 
valuable as it begins to fill a four hundred year gap in the knowledge of 
shipbuilding construction in the early Medieval period. Presumably, the use 
of mortises and tenons in the hull planking disappeared at some point in 
those four hundred years, and conversely, the preconceived system of 
assembly evident on the ship at Ser~e Limani appeared. The hull material 
from Bozburun, as it begins to fill the technological continuum from Yassiada 
to Serqe Limani, may begin to answer how these changes occurred. 

The keel of the Bozburun ship, made of oak, is a flanged beam keel 
roughly T-shaped in sectioni2- measuring approximately 15 cm sided on the 
interior face, 18 cm sided on the exterior, and 29 cm in molded depth along 
most of its length (Figure 3). The preserved remains of the keel are 
extensive. A 2.28 m long preserved portion of the stem was affixed with a 
keyed hook scarf to a straight keel, of which 7.2 m of an originally 7.4 m long 
piece was recovered. A 2.5 cm diameter bolt passed through this hook scarf, 
securing it in place. The remains of the after flat scarf attaching the keel to 
the sternpost, also secured with a 2.5 cm diameter bolt, are still evident. A 
nearly 3.5 m portion of the sternpost has been preserved. In addition to the 
two bolts passing through the forward and after scarfs, another bolt, also 2.5 
cm in diameter, passes through the keel, approximately 50 cm forward of the 
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bolt in the after scarf. No other bolts are noted in the keel, stem, or sternpost. 
The curves of the stem and sternpost are preserved, and, as approximately 
12.25 m of the keel, stem, and sternpost assembly has been recovered, it 
may be estimated that the ship was 15 to 16 m in length (Figure 4). 

There is no rabbet in the true sense of the term, but instead a flange 
along either upper edge of the keel. The garboard abuts the undersurface of 
this flange, and nails and treenails affix the strake to the keel. Measurements 
indicate that the flange was originally only 1.5 to 2.0 cm deep, and the angle 
between the garboard and the vertical axis of the keel appears to vary 
between 70 and 80 degrees (Figure 3). At no point does the garboard 
appear to be perpendicular to the keel. 

Of the preserved remains of 32 to 33 floor timbers, floor timber 1, the 
midships floor timber, and floor timbers A through E were made of oak 
(Quercus sp.), while the remaining floor timbers were made of pine (Pinus 
brutia) (Figure 5). Twelve futtocks of both oak and pine were also recovered, 
although in some cases an oak floor timber is not paired with an oak futtock. 
For example, oak floor timber A appears to be associated with a pine futtock. 
Of the seven oak floor timbers, the three catalogued (floor timber 1, the 
midships floor timber, and floor timber A) averaged 14 to 15 cm molded, and 
were approximately 12 cm sided. The pine floor timbers varied more in 
dimension, primarily due to their frequent use throughout the ship. Floor 
timbers 9 and L, for example, were 18 cm molded and 14 to 16 cm sided, 
while floor timber M was 22 cm molded and 17 cm sided. 

From figure 5, it appears that all of the futtocks at the midships frame 
and forward are arranged forward of their associated floor timber, and aft of 
midships, aft of their associated floor timber. However, it should be pointed 
out that of the approximate 32 floor timbers excavated, less than half of those 
had a preserved futtock. In addition, among the futtocks preserved, no 
fastenings or joinery occurs that would associate them to a specific floor 
timber. Thus, while it may be tempting to foresee a possible precursor to the 
framing pattern evident on later Medieval vessels, the evidence to support 
such a conclusion, at this point in the research, is sparse. 

In general, there does not appear to be a uniform pattern in the 
spacing of the floor timbers along the length of the keel. In some cases, the 
floor timbers are approximately 30 cm apart, in other places more than 40cm 
apart, regardless of the floor's material or location along the keel. All of the 
floor timbers appear to have been affixed to the keel with only one iron nail. 
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Current evidence indicates that the nail shank tapers from approximately 
Icm square, to 4 to 7 mm square where it penetrates the keel. 

All of the surviving hull planking is oak. The strakes catalogued thus 
far average 2.5 to 4.0 cm in thickness regardless of their location in the hull. 
The garboard, with a length of 8.6 m, is the longest single plank catalogued 
so far. Generally, the planking appears to have been affixed to the framing 
both with treenails that averaged 1.3 cm in diameter, and nails that were 4 to 
7 mm square. In fact, those two methods of fastening are the primary 
methods found throughout the hull, although a consistent pattern of their 
arrangement has yet to be determined. No mortise-and-tenon joints have 
been found in the hull planking. 

The hull material from Bozburun, as it sits chronologically halfway 
between the Yassiada and Serqe Limani shipwrecks, does not exhibit any 
characteristics that diverge from the patterns established by the earlier and 
later wrecks. Its general design and size is comparable to both hulls, and it 
does not appear to employ anachronistic features in its construction. 
Nonetheless, during the study of this material, certain features appeared that 
were unexpected, and will certainly begin new lines of inquiry. 

The material choice in the construction of the hull was initially the most 
obvious feature. The Bozburun hull was built with an oak keel, seven oak 
floor timbers, approximately 25 pine floor timbers, and oak planking. This 
widespread use of oak throughout the hull is not unique, the 4'h-century AD 
ship Fiumincino F was reportedly built entirely of oak, as was the Contarina 
vessel from AD 1300.13 What makes the Bozburun hull distinct is the 
contrasting use of a softwood (Pinus brutia) for the majority of the framing 
material. 

Additionally, in seven locations along either edge of strake 7, oak 
dowels averaging 1.2 cm in diameter and 5 to 10 cm long were driven into 
the inner and outer edges of the strake. At present, there does not appear to 
be a pattern to their placement. Examining the inboard edge of strake 7 from 
the bow, a single dowel is located between floor timbers J and K, G and H, 
3 and 4, and under floor timber 5. Along the outboard edge of strake 7, one 
dowel is located between floor timbers I and J, and a pair are under floor 
timber A (Figure 6). This is a feature reminiscent of that seen on the material 
from Bon Porte, where the dowels, similar to those bf Bozburun, are driven 
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into the plank perpendicular to the edge.I4 However, the Bozburun planking 
does not exhibit any evidence of a similar system of lacing along the plank 
seam. 

While strake 7 does contain these seven dowels along its edges, an 
examination of the outboard edge of strake 6 and an initial examination of 
the inboard edge of strake 8, does not reveal any corresponding dowels or 
dowel holes. As there are no corresponding dowel holes in strakes 6 or 8, 
strake 7 appears to be reused. However, it may still date from the grn century 
AD, and hint at the use of edge joining methods in the Mediterranean as late 
as that period. Two dendrochronological samples have been taken from this 
strake, as well as numerous others from the rest of the planking. That data 
should reveal the age of strake 7 as well as determine if it may be 
contemporaneous with the planking around it. 

Finally, there may be the use of various proportions of a set linear 
measurement in the construction of the Bozburun ship, a system similar to 
that used on the Serqe Limani vessel. The set linear distance used on the 
Serqe Limani hull was a length of 32 cm, a close approximation of the 
Byzantine foot, which was multiplied or divided to determine various 
dimensions of the hull. In the Bozburun hull, it appears that instead of a 
standard length of 32 cm, a length of 34.5 cm was employed. For example, 
the overall length of the straight portion of the keel is 7.41 m, which divided 
by 34.5 cm results in 21.5 of these lengths (Figure 4). The length of 34.5 cm 
may appear to be a common denominator, but there are two other pieces of 
evidence that may indicate the use of a set length to achieve a preconceived 
hull design. 

First, in a system similar to that documented on Serqe Limani, the aft 
face of the midships frame in the Bozburun hull was located at a point that 
was equidistant from either end of the straight portion of the keel (Figure 4). 
Second, on the bow face of the midships floor timber, there is a vertical 
scribe mark located where the hollow for the garboard ends. The distance 
between that scribe mark and the beginning of the turn of the bilge is 
approximately 1.03 m, a distance when divided by 34.5 cm, results in three 
of these set lengths. (Figure 7). 

Although it seems that the 34.5 cm length is a set measurement in use 
for certain characteristics of the ship, more work remains before the extent 
of its use will be understood. For example, it is still unclear how the angle at 
the turn of the bilge was determined, and whether other floor timbers also 
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exhibit a use of the 34.5 cm length. Moreover, although this ship is between 
the antiquated tradition of edge joining in hull planking, and the more 
modern method of mensuration evident on Serqe Limani, this material is not 
necessarily a confluence of two traditions. As the origins of this hull are 
presently unknown, and the factors that led to its design and construction 
are unclear, it may be assumed that it represents a link in the evolution of 
hull construction in the eastern Mediterranean. Unfortunately, until more 
research is accomplished, the complexity of that evolution will not be clear. 

Matthew Harpster 
Mr. and Mrs. Ray H. Siegfried Fellow, 1998-1999 

Institute of Nautical Archaeology 
P.O. Drawer HG 

College Station, Texas 77841 -51 37 
USA 
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Fig. 1 The location of the site along the Southwestern Turkish Coast. -by Brian Jordan 
Fig. 2 The hull fragments in situ. -by Dr. Fred Hocker, Kendra Quinn, and Matthew Harpster 
Fig. 3 The midships section at floor timber 1. Although only the keel, floor timber, garboard, 

and strakes 6 and 7 have been catalogued, the treenails found in the floor timber 
presumably pass through all of the planking. The dashed lines indicate missing or 
questionable material. -by Matthew Harpster 

Fig. 4 The keel. The upper view is of the interior face of the keel and the interior face of the 
midships floor timber, to illustrate the placement of the midships frame. The lower 
view is of the starboard face of the keel, the fore and aft scarfs, and the three bolts 
passing through the keel. -by Matthew Harpster 

Fig. 5 The floor timbers and the keel. Only the keel, and floor timbers 18, 16, 15, 14, 9, 1, 
midships, A, L, and M have been catalogued. -by Matthew Harpster 

Fig. 6 Two of the seven dowels driven into the edges of strake 7. These two are located on 
the exterior edge under floor timber A. -by Matthew Harpster 

Fig. 7 The midships floor timber, illustrating the location of the scribe mark on the bow 
face. -by Matthew Harpster 
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STERN RAMS IN ANTIQUITY ? 

It is generally accepted that ancient vessels .built or temporarily 
commandeered for fighting at sea, as a rule were equipped with a ram, 
which is a rather general term. ' In its strict sense it should, and will here be 
applied only for bronze weapons meant for piercing or crushing the hull of 
an enemy vessel, calling wooden projections at the bow and eventually the 
stern, "spurs". As to the construction of ancient rams, there are accounts of 
remarkably expensive "chalkomata" (literally, "brazens") in the Athenian 
naval records of the 4* century BC,* a contemporaneous find of a huge 
bronze ram with three horizontal prongs, from the sea off Athlit in I~rael ,~ a 
few later finds of the three-pronged type or in the shape of animals' heads, 
the latter ones likely to have crowned upper rams (pr~embolia)~, and a 
multitude of Greek and Roman representations showing two- or, 
predominantly, three-pronged, or blunt "box-like" bronze rams.The former 
type generally ceasing in the century AD.data, however, only is imbedded 
into a wide field of representations in several media, stretching from c. 1200 
BC through to the end of Roman Antiquity, in the 5* century AD. Rams or 
spurs, excepting the "Liburnian ram",' frequently are shown as straight 
extensions of the keel at the bow.' 

The pictorial evidence makes us think that the origin of the ram proper 
have been extensions of the keels at the bow, without specially shaped or 
reinforced ends, and hardly meant for attacking other ships. Such 
representations already are to be found in Mycenaean vase paintings,%nd 
on two of the Sea Peoples' ships in the Ramses Ill relief from Medinet Habu 
in Egypt, celebrating his victory in 1186 BC (Fig. l,2).' On one Sea People 
ship the diminutive "keel extension" is situated in the stern. This might have 
been inspired by massive extensions at either end of Late Bronze Age 
warships in the Levant, as can be deduced from an earlier terracotta model 
from Byblos in Lebanon (fig. 1 ,l).1° Here, however, it seems uncertain if the 
projections emerge from the ends of a straight keel clearly indicated on the 
inside of the floor, or if they are peripherally fastened to a keel rounded all 
over. In spite of this doubtful construction, the massive extensions with 
vertical ends, already might have been meant for attacking other vessels, by 
crushing rather than piercing their sides. A Late Assyrian fresco from Til 
Barsip, dated to the 8Ih century BC, finally shows the earliest unambiguous 
ram." This is a straight keel extension sheathed with bronze. Its end not 



being preserved leaves open to conjecture if its "working edge" was 
equipped with chisel-like prongs for piercing an enemy hull. 

Most sources refer to bow rams, or predominantly, spurs. But there 
also are pictorial ones indicating what seem to have been similar projections 
at the stern. There are a few representations from the Bronze Age but they 
all refer to cutwaters or similar appurtenances rather than ramming devices." 

In the 8m century BC, short keel extensions are shown on two 
terracotta models of slender oared boats from Etruria (Fig. 1 ,4).13 Their high 
stemposts crowned by what seem to be birds' heads, remotely recall the 
Sea Peoples' boats (Fig. 1,2). This calls to mind the old question still 
unresolved if the Tursha tribe among the Sea Peoples, may be the ancestors 
of the Tyrsenoi = the Etruscans. We are on safer ground when recollecting 
that Pliny (n.h. V11,56.209) calls the ram an Etruscan invention. The later 
pictorial evidence is somewhat ambiguous, but this should not distract from 
the fact that both early Etruscan (Villanovan) models, which on account of 
their sleek proportions, and oarports in their sides, can be identified as 
warships, at either end feature some element which might have formed 
ramming devices. 

From then on there exist more representations of what, in my opinion, 
may positively be considered stern spurs unless rams, or chins. Aegaean 
Greece until now contributes only one late 6'h century Attic black-figure vase 
painting of a stern spur.'4 

Another early source is the engraving on an lllyrian bronze vessel of 
the 5m century BC, from Nesactium on the peninsula of lstria in the 
northernmost Adriatic (Fig. 1,5).'Wowever badly preserved it is, it is obvious 
that the engraving shows an oared warship (likely an lllyrian pirate vessel) 
engaged in close combat with an opponent now missing, to the right of it. 
Javelins are flying to and fro, and warriors on a deck unless it is a narrow 
central corridor, run toward the bow, of which only some isolated fragments 
are preserved, for boarding the enemy vessel. At the stern (left) there is 
preserved a vertical line aft of the rounded sternpost which implies the 
existence of a stern chin, showing, in my opinion, that the vessel was 
capable of attacking its opponent by its stern. 

Taking into consideration that skirmishes among lllyrian pirates and 
Etruscan ships will have been commonplace in the Adriatic, there is a 
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chance that the Nesactium boat's vertical stern (?) ultimately derives from 
Etruscan stern-spur ships, in a modified tradition of the early models (Fig. 
1,4). Alternatively, the uncertain outline of its stern might relate to the 
transom sterns of the earlier Picene logboats shown on stelae from Novilara 
(note 15), but this appears less likely in view of the keellstern outline being 
shown curving upward in the Greco-Punic way. 

Leaving this open, the Nesactium drawing certainly renders an lllyrian 
vessel of the northern Adriatic. After a lacuna of 300 years, in the southern 
Adriatic there turn up lllyrian tribal coins of the Daorsoi and other tribes, 
succinctly depicting small warships with their oars arranged at one level of 
oarports, the keels of which either protrude at both ends from under the 
stemposts and sternposts (Fig. 1,6),16 or such an extension at the bow is 
combined with a protruding angular chin at the stern which eventually could 
double as a ram.'' Alternatively, William Murray in an oral communication 
suggested that chins and wooden spurs without a metal ram might have 
functioned in a defensive manner for keeping attackers at a distance which 
would impede boarding. We shall come back to this question later. 

These lllyrian vessels may be thought to have been identical with, or 
similar to, the warship type of liburnian, which by its name is related to the 
lllyrian pirates' tribe of the Liburni.I8 

While the lllyrian coins never depict anything but blunt keel 
extensions, an Etruscan relief on a cinerary urn from Volterra in Tuscany, 
also dated to the 2nd century BC, shows a bronze ram with three prongs of 
the type predominant among the reliefs from Volterra (Fig. 1,3).19 Only one 
end of the hull, with a rudder and the helmsman facing away from the high 
sternpost, is represented, which at a first glance might make us think that a 
bow with a bow rudder is shown. There indeed are a few representations of 
bow rudders on Volterran urns, but there the bow helsmen face toward the 
bows, thus making sure that Fig. 1,3 actually shows a stern. '"The three- 
pronged ram issuing from the curved sternpost is therefore a stern ram. Most 
of the other features of the vessel, however, conform to late Etruscan 
warships of what may be called the "Volterra type". 

At the same time unless somewhat earlier, the relief on a pottery mug 
from Pontic-Greek Phanagoria on the north coast of the Black Sea shows a 
two- and a three-prongued ram at the ends of an oared vessel, implying that 
such offensive weapons were not then confined to the Etruscans.*' 
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Taking into consideration that all urn reliefs from Volterra refer to 
Greek mythology, and a few clearly embody fantastic traits apparently 
added by sculptors who seem to have thought them appropriate for ships of 
a mythical past, the source value of Fig. 1,3 might be doubted. On the other 
hand, the stern ram recalls the keel extensions at the stern of the models of 
the late 8th century BC, presented earlier, making us think that this very 
feature in the much later Volterra relief is better than mere artist's fancy. 

When looking for eventual sources, more than one offer themselves. 
To start with, J.W. Hagy puts forward that two 4'h century representations of 
Etruscan or Italiote-Greek trieres, seem to show rams attached to their 
sterns." The pictorial evidence, however, is inconclusive. If trieres in Italy had 
been equipped with stern rams this would imply that in Italian waters trieres 
applied battle tactics different from those in the Greek, and eastern 
Mediterranean world, as to which any written evidence is wanting. 

There may be added a fine Siciliote-Greek terracotta model from a 
mid-3rd century burial at Milazzo in NE Sicily (Fig. 1,8). 23 It features a short 
keel extension at the bow and what seems to be a small somewhat triangular 
stern projection peripherally fitted (in what may be called the Etruscan 
fashion) to the keel which bends upward for forming the sternpost in the 
traditional Greek (and later, Roman) way. Both lines of evidence seem to 
imply that stern rams were known to the ltaliote and Siciliote Greek from the 
3rd century BC onward. There are, however, no firm arguments yet for 
discerning if the tactic of ramming by the stern had been induced by lllyrian 
models, which may have become known to the Siciliote Greek by Syracuse's 
naval activities in the Adriatic, or had been transmitted by the Etruscans, or 
formed an independent invention. 

I prefer to think that Fig. 1,3 testifies to some direct information about 
lllyrian stern-ram ships. It either may have reached Volterra via one of the 
Etruscan seaports on the Adriatic, or been caused by the Romans' eventual 
use of liburnians already in the Td century BC.24There exists a relief of a 
vessel with a massive box-like ram at the bow, and a rounded chin at the 
stern, on a votive altar commemorating the transfer of the goddess Cybele 
from Asia Minor to Rome, in the Td century BC (Fig. 1,7).*= The relief however, 
was executed in the 1" century AD, and it is unknown if it faithfully 
reproduces an earlier original or was independently conceived by its artist. 
The latter idea is supported by a round-roofed hut for the helsman being 
shown, which is a feature unknown in the Sd century BC but well attested 
during the Imperial Age, and the square shape of the ram. What is certain is 
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that the vessel carrying the enthroned goddess, miraculously being hauled 
upstream by the priestess Claudia all on her own, for its stern chin is similar 
to those interpreted as liburnians, on some lllyrian coins (Fig. 1, 6) while 
differing from the Siciliote-Greek terracotta model (Fig. 1,8), and Roman 
standard warships of the time. It might give an idea of how 
Octavian/Augustus' liburnians at Actium had looked (see below). 

The same perhaps applies to a mosaic of an unmasted boat with one 
blunt and one pointed spur at its ends, at a villa of the 1%' half of the 4" 
century AD on the river Tellaro in Si~ily.'~ It cannot be excluded, however, 
that it combines the example of contemporaneous warships with symmetric 
concave stems (see below), with traditional Roman types of spurs. 

Unambiguous evidence of liburnians in Roman navies is first 
presented in the written accounts of the Civil Wars of the later I* century BC, 
but never is it stated that they had rams at both ends." Their day of glory was 
the battle of Actium in 31 BC, in which Caesar's heir Octavian, the later 
emperor Augustus, and his friend, Agrippa, made admiral already at 
Naulochus in 36 BC, routed the combined fleets of Antony and his spouse 
the queen of Egypt, Cleopatra. Octavian is said to have favoured the light 
lllyrian vessels, as opposed to his opponents' predilection for large 
battleships of Hellenistic tradition. As to their ramming potential, the 
liburnians' skippers were unwilling to ram for fear of breaking their ships' 
rams or spurs on the stout hulls of the enemy's battleships. This on the one 
hand suggests the Actium liburnians' rams or spurs were as weakly 
constructed as those on the lllyrian coins, and on the other confirm that the 
latter in principle were meant for scuttling enemy ships in spite of not being 
armed with bronze rams. The source, however, leaves open if they also had 
been stern rams or chins. 

There may now be summed up that there exists a pictorial tradition of 
warships featuring either thin keel extensions at both ends or one at the bow, 
and an angular stern, in the Pd century BC. The bulk of these sources is 
connected with lllyrian tribes, and is likely to refer to liburnians. The latter 
type was introduced into the Roman navy in 36 BC, at the latest. 

The battle of Actium put an end to war at sea in the Mediterranean until 
AD 323. The Imperial fleets stationed at Misenum and Ravenna, however, 
continued to exist, and were augmented by a growing number of Provincial 
fleets." The latter regularly consisted of liburnians which in the Imperial fleets 
also were well represented. The type became as prominent as to lend its 
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very name to warships in generals3' But intriguingly enough, among the 
countless warships e.g. on Hadrian's coins, there is not a single 
unambiguous one featuring a stern ram or chin. 3'This might be caused by 
the fact that at that time Roman fleets in the Mediterranean had no 
opponents more serious than pirates. If these vessels were called by the 
name of liburnians, as appears likely, the type was modified at the expense 
of its earlier lllyrian traits. The number of pictorial sources for the latter is 
restricted in comparison, some documents as e.g., a glass seal (Fig. 2,1) 
being of indifferent q~ality.~' But the lllyrian component nevertheless survives 
for long. 

A warship with short "keel extensions" is shown on a coin by Domitian 
(Fig. 2,2).33 Its heraldic composition will at a first glance cause a bit of 
hesitation if it actually means a ship, but the goddess Minerva on its deck, 
with her sacred animal the owl in front of her, makes sure that the peculiar 
image does not show a two-handled drinking bowl but rather, a warship. 
Symmetry of both ends extends to the long upper spurs, making sure that a 
stern spur of lllyrian type is shown. The image is particularly noteworthy for 
having been issued by the Imperial mint at Rome, giving it an official 
character. So, there seem still to have existed liburnians of the original lllyrian 
type, in an Imperial or some Provincial fleet, besides the ubiquitous 
"modified" version with its traditional Roman appearance. The concept of 
symmetric stems still being alive at this time is testified to also by a pleasure 
craft shown near a villa, in a fresco of the Villa San Marco near Stabiae. 34 

As to provincial contexts, there exists a local coin issued by the city of 
Dor in Israel for the empress lulia Domna in c. AD 217 (Fig. 2,3). 35 It is 
remarkable for clearly showing a long keel extension at the stern, supporting 
the notion of the original lllyrian version of the liburnian still existing in local 
ambients in the Eastern Mediterranean. 

Later, in c. AD 296 coins by the Britannic usurper emperor Allectus 
(Fig. 2,4-5; cf. note 35) show vertical sterns which might be taken to come 
rather close to the angular chins of the much earlier boats on lllyrian coins 
(Fig. 1,6), the votive relief for the priestess Claudia, from Rome (Fig. 1,7), or 
a 1' century glass seal (Fig. 2,l). Such vertical sterns, however, would not 
have been capable of piercing an opponent ship's hull. Taking into 
consideration that Allectus had to defend Britannia against the inroads of 
Saxon pirates most of whom will have assaulted England in large logboats " 
it can be thought that vertical sterns had proved efficient in toppling such 
primitive vessels. A genetic connection with the much earlier boat from San 
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Marco appears unlikely. 

Another coin image of Allectus (Fig. 2,6) presents a marked horizontal 
projection issueing from the stern which bends upward in the traditional 
fashion of Mediterranean warships. This image, in a way, might demonstrate 
even more clearly than the other ones, that Allectus seems to have been 
conscious of one or the other way of giving warship sterns a potential of 
serving as ramming devices, if need arose. This projection is too high above 
the water-line for having been efficient against logboats. It rather might have 
been directed against Roman warships. Constantius I indeed managed to 
invade Allectus' realm in Britannia (only by chance without a sea battle 
against Allectus' fleet), and to re-incorporate it into the Late Roman Empire. 

The 4th century produced several images of stern-chin warships on 
coins celebrating real or pretended naval feats of Late Roman emperors or 
empresses (Fig. 2,7-9)."The vessels as a rule are somewhat stylised but 
there can be no doubt that they thoroughly differ from e.g., Hadrian's 
"modified liburnians" with their elaborate bows, and sterns raised in elegant 
curves. As opposed to them, on the late coins the keels and gunwales are 
strictly horizontal. Stemposts as well as sternposts tend to being straight, 
rising at an obtuse angle. Stylised animal or birds' heads may be found 
either in the bow, or at both ends. A single boat (Fig. 2,8) displays long 
straight keel extensions as on the coin from Dor (Fig. 2,3). On another vessel 
(Fig. 2,9) the emperor Constans, holding the Christian Chi-Rho standard the 
labarum, and a phenix, has himself steered by a winged Victory. The motif is 
common at the time, but it is singular that the vessel has a short pointed spur 
in the stern, which must not be confused with Victory's steering oar. Both 
images suggest that the tradition of lllyrian stern spurs still was alive unless 
reviving in the 4'h century. 

In some cases the high stems form gentle concave curves at either 
end.38 In other words their lower ends slightly turn outward, eventually 
allowing their being used for ramming in spite of the absence of real metal 
rams. Stems and sterns being strictly symmetrical might make us ask if not 
mere symmetry as a pictorial principle was intended. But this may be 
dismissed for the reason that in most images the rudders are unambiguously 
shown, at the sterns. 

These concave stems hardly can directly be derived from the early 
liburnians' thin keel extensions, whereas there exists some connection with 
the angular stern chins of some. As to the general features of these Late 



Roman warships, their type seems ultimately to go back to vessels depicted 
on coins of the Gaulish usurper emperor Postumus, and in particular, the 
Britannic rival emperors Carausius and Allectus, of the late 3''' century AD 
(note 35) which feature similar straight keels and gunwales, and thin stems 
and sterns. Kienast suggested that Constantine I owed his victory over the 
old-fashioned triremes of his opponent Licinius at the Dardanelles, in AD 
323, to his using the battle-proven North Sea type.3s 

Some late coin images of the 4th century (Fig. 2,7), commemorating 
Constantine (note 35), establish this connection just as well as the examples 
presented before. However peculiar they look, the indication of oars makes 
sure that warships are shown. In view of this, their exotic twin vertical 
"stemposts", horizontal railings intersected by angular lines, and protruding 
square ramming devices come remarkably close to such features of the 
boats on countless coins of the Gallic usurper Postumus, struck at Cologne 
by c. AD 260.40 

Two late Roman representations stem from Christian contexts. The 
first is a mosaic from a church of the 5m or 6'" century at Hulumen in E Turkey, 
showing a boat with a sail, oarports, a straight keel, and symmetric high 
stems and pointed chins at both ends. Pekary calls the boat a camara, 
which was a Black Sea type the rudder of which could alternatively be set at 
the stern or the bow. Since no details are indicated there cannot be stated 
more than a rather general resemblance of the earlier concave-stem boats 
on coins (note 35). 

For the sake of completeness there is to be mentioned that Tacitus 
(Germ. XLIX, 2) relates that the Teutonic tribe of the Suiones, on the Baltic, 
had paddled warships with "prows for landing at both ends", as also may 
have been the diagnostic feature of the Black Sea camara. We may imagine 
the Suionic vessels were more or less like the Iron Age boat from Hjortspring 
in Denmark featuring at its ends not ramming devices but a kind of 
projecting runners for pulling it onto the shore. 

The other Christian image, a fresco in the burial vault of lady Vibia at 
Rome, is markedly different both from the mosaic in Turkey and all coin 
images.42 Both ends again are symmetric but they incorporate prominent 
pointed spurs which merge with the curved stemposts. In spite of its martial 
appearance, the boat is a fishing craft since two men are busy hauling in a 
net. But there should be noted that some fishing craft in late Roman mosaics 
from North Africa also feature pointed bows, like warships." This invites UF 
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to think that the shape of the boat in Vibia's vault also might reflect the one 
of contemporaneous warships, but I do not know any parallel from coins. In 
spite of this the fresco confirms that symmetric rams at either end were 
known at Rome not only in the heroic context of Imperial propaganda as 
expressed by coin images, but also in the peaceful ambience of Christian 
iconography. The motif seems to have been widely known, and understood. 

At the same time, two ships in the 'world map' mosaic from Madaba 
in Jordania display angular sterns." Both unambiguously are merchantmen, 
implying that at that time stern projections formed a common feature. 

This calls to mind that the Romans credited the goddess Minerva 
(Greek Athena) for inventing the "two-prowed ship" (navis biprora).* In my 
opinion, it is more likely to have been a vessel with spurs at both ends rather 
than a catamaran with two prows and sterns side by side". Anyway the 
source makes think that such vessels were more numerous in the Roman 
world than the relatively few pictorial sources suggest. 

Concave stems in the bows and the sterns, understood as blending 
features of spurs, and chins, becoming more numerous than before, in the 
4th century, suggest that their introduction was caused by some special 
combat tactic against specific opponents. In the case of the stern chins on 
warships of the British usurper Allectus, in the late 3rd century, and again in 
the 4'h century, they may be thought to have been large logboats of 
Germanic raiders which could be foundered rather than sunk by metal 
'piercing rams' (note 37). The classic battle formation of line abreast seems 
likely to have been replaced by the concept of an irregular melee in which 
the option of attacking by the stern would have formed an advantage, even 
if it might have been directed against Roman warships (fig. 2,6). The same 
is already suggested by lllyrian liburnians of the Hellenistic period featuring 
stern rams, or chins. At any rate it seems to be significant that both kinds of 
specially shaped sterns date from periods which saw active, however 
informal, fighting at sea, as opposed to Hadrian's many images of warships, 
from a peaceful period. 

This makes us think that stern projections on warships may be 
accepted as having been conceived as weapons, either offensive or 
defensive, no matter if they really can be called rams, spurs, or chins (note 
1). From this point of view the accounts of the battle at Actium deserve 
special attention for making sure that lightly constructed bow spurs (at 
Actium perhaps armed with bronze rams) were meant for ramming. This 
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makes us think that similar stern projections were conceived for the same 
purpose, as the few earlier pictorial documents of metal rams at the sterns 
suggest. At the same time it is seen that this very model of warships 
specialised for combat in an informal melee against primitive opponents, 
now and then also was transferred to contemporaneous merchantmen, on 
which they might have served as mimicking weapons for deterring pirates. 

Olaf Hijckmann 
Taunusstr. 39 

D-55 1 18 Mainz, 
Germany 

NOTES 

1 There might be distinction between real bronze rams with three (rarely, two) prongs, or 
box-like without any prongs, and wooden spurs without metal heads. 

2 Morrison & Williams 1968, 280.- Casson 1971, 85 note 5.43. 
3 Raban 1981,290 fig. 5.- Casson, Steffy et al. 1991 passim.- Hockmann 1985, 108 fig. 84.- 

Morrison & Coates 1996, 222 no. 22 + fig.- Baatz & Bockius 1997, 26 fig. 
4 Three-pronged: "From North Africa", Fitzwilliam Mus., Cambridge (Nicholls 1970-71,85 fig. 

14.- Gottlicher 1978, 82 no. 491a; pl. 39, 491a.- Basch 1987, 408 fig. 866).- Provenance 
unknown, Deutsches Schiffahrtsmuseum, Bremerhaven (Murray & Petsas 1987, 104 fig. 
58).- "From the sea off the Corinthian Gulf", Archaeological Mus., Piraeus (Steinhauer, this 
volume, 709 sq.).- Prov. unknown, British Mus., London (Brailsford 1966, 71 fig. 37,1).- 
Bronze model, prov. unknown, Berlin (Moll 1929, pl. B IX 26).- Boar's head apparently for 
a ram, Genua (Frost 1975, 226 fig. 37).- Shark-like monster, "From the sea off the 
Corinthian Gulf": Kalligas 199116. 

5 (e.g.) Basch 1987,355 fig. 734-736; 387 ff. fig. 808 AD-F.H; fig. 809-812; fig. 814-818; 419 
f. fig. 900-902; 427 ff. fig. 960-963. - Roman, c. AD 40, Mainz-Weisenau: Hockmann 1997, 
200 fig. 5,2. This seems to be the latest well-dated source known for three-pronged rams 
on contemporaneous Roman warships.- The very latest representation is a relief on a stela 
of AD 14112 from Athens (Athens 1989, 194 sq. no. 86 + fig.). Since it refers to an ephebes' 
boat race practiced since the 5th century BC, the old-fashioned ram of the boat may be 
inspired by the hallowed traditional character of the event, unless even being an old object 
preserved for being fitted to each generation of the later raceboats (for the re-use of rams 
on new warships cf the Attic arsenal files [note 21. 

6 To quote some instructive examples: Punic 'Sister Ship' sunk in the battle of the Aegatian 
Islands near W Sicily in 241 BC (Basch 1975 passim; Frost 1975 passim; Frost et al. 
1976181, 265 sq.; Basch 1987, 413 fig. 886-887).- Etruscan tomb relief from Bologna, 5th 
century BC (Hockmann 1985, 50 fig. 35; 1997, 199 fig. 4,1).- Reliefs of Danube warships 
on Trajan's column at Rome, AD 113 (Casson 1971, fig. 127-128; Basch 1987, 446 sq. fig. 
978 sq.; Hockmann 1985, 120 fig. 108; 1997,200 sq. fig. 5,4; 6,l; Morrison & Coates 1996, 
248 no. 45 + fig.).- Gem, 1st century AD (Hockmann 1997, 198 fig. 3 3 . -  Silver model by 
Kerdon, Levant, AD 12011 (Basch 1987, 456 fig. 101 I).- Coin of Hadrian (Hockmann 1997, 
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198 fig. 3,3).- Relief of trireme 'Sol' from Frencq, N France, 3rd century AD (loc.cit. 203 fig. 
7,2.- Pekary 1999, 72 F-12).- Coin of Constantine the Great (Hockmann 1985, 120 fig. 105). 
To review the wide chronological, and geographic range of known specimens (d. Basch 
199116) by quoting a few: Relief from Karatepe, SE Turkey, c. 700 BC (Casson 1971, fig. 
79.- Basch 1987, 249 fig. 526).- Gold pendant, Saitic Egypt (Basch 1987,335 fig. 719-720).- 
Archaic Greece (Gottlicher 1978, 37 sq no. 172; pl. 39: 172; 66 no. 351; pl. 26: 351; 68 no. 
362-363; pl. 27: 362-363.- Basch 1987, 221 fig. 460. - I think that a large terracotta model 
found in the sea off Sparta's naval base at Gytheion, by Basch presented as Imperial 
Roman, should in my opinion be dated Archaic: Basch 1969; 1987, 432 sq fig. 936 sq.- 
Hockmann 1985, 97 fig. 67.- Morrison & Coates 1996, 238 no. 37.- Bronze model serving 
as a lamp, from the Erechtheion on the Acropolis of Athens, 4th century BC [?I (Hockmann 
1983, 408 fig. 6.- Basch 1987, 229 sq. fig. 477).- Imperial Rome: Casson 1971, 146.- Frost 
1975, 213 sq.- Relief on tombstone from Cologne, 1st century AD (e.g. Hockmann 1983, 
p1.87,2; 1986, pl. 51,3; 1997, 200 fig. 5,3; Pekary 1999, 28 Dk-49).- Later amber relief from 
Cologne (Hockmann 1997, 201 fig. 6,2). - In a Berlin private collection there is being kept 
a bronze ram casing with a flat vertical edge, similar in its silhouette to the Cologne relief, 
of unknown provenance but likely to have been found somewhere in SE Europe, to be 
published by me.- Tiritaka, Crimea, 5th-6th century AD (Emetz 1995, 137 fig. 5). 
Casson 1971, fig. 28-29.- Hockmann 1985, 42 fig. 16.18-20.- Basch 1987, 142 sq fig. 298 
A-C. 309; 150 sq. fig. 315.317.- Wachsmann 1995, 29 fig. above. 
Casson 1971, fig. 61: 'N. 1'.- Hockmann 1985, 45 fig. 21.- Basch 1987, 68 fig. 124-126.- 
Wachsmann 1995, 29 fig. below; 30 both figs. 
Hbckmann 1985,45 fig. 22.- Basch 1987,67 fig. 122. 
Bass 1972, 56 fig. 9.- Hockmann 1985, 108 fig. 81.- Basch 1987,308 fig. 649. 
The feature is first shown on an Early Minoan terracotta model from Crete, later 3rd 
millennium BC (Basch 1987, 123 fig. 276). Basch (68 fig. 124.126) recognised it on one of 
the Sea Peoples' ships in the Medinet Habu reliefs. Since the home of the Sea Peoples 
seems to have been somewhere around the Adriatic (Lehmann 1985, 45), this eventually 
might be the earliest source for Adriatic stern ram ships (d. notes 14-16). It however, 
precedes their later, trustworthy sources so far as to make me leave them aside in the 
present paper. 
Model (a): e.g. Gottlicher 1978, pl. 35,469: Hagy 1986, 224 fig. 3 K; Basch 1987, 401 fig. 
843. - Model (b): Nastasi 1992, 77 + fig.; Jannot 1995, 785 fig. 5. 
Dakoronia, this volume p. 279 sq. 
Mihovilic 1993 passim.- Hockmann 1997, 193 fig. 1,l.- As to the Picene boats from 
Novilara: Bonino 1975, 14 fig. 3.- Hockmann 1985, 49 fig. 30.- Basch 1987, 405 fig. 860. 
Bonino 1975, 17 fig. 6 B.- Kozlicic 1980181, 174 fig. 3,l; 4,l.- Jurisic 1983, 11 fig. 7 a.c.- 
Hockmann 1985, 117 fig. 101; 1997, 193 fig. 1,2. 
Kozlicic 1980181, 174 fig. 3,2; 176 fig. 6,1.3.- Hockmann 1997, 193 fig. 1,3. 
Casson 1971, 142.- Frost 1975,215.- Hockmann 1997, 194. 
Brunn 1870, pl. UOO(V11,3.- Moll 1929, pl. B lllb,26.- Hockmann 1985, 51 fig. 36; 1997, 203 
fig. 7,l.- Basch 1987, 410 fig. 874 C (calling the image an artist's mistake).- Pekary 1999, 
310 I-V 26. 
Moll 1929, pl. B Illa, 12; B Illb, 24.- Berlin 1988, 335 sq. no. D 5.26. On six other Volterran 
urns are seen men with a shouldered rudder, in the position of the bow which itself is 
concealed by persons standing in front. 
Peters 1982, no. 12.- Koselenko-Kruglikova-Dolgorukov 1984, 257 pl. 85 no. 5.- Pekary 
1999,336 RUS-1. 
Hagy 1985,244; 247 fig. 40. 
Venezia 1996, 661 no. 3 I-V. 
Panciera 1956, 132 sq.- Frost 1975, 215.- Murray & Petsas 1987, 134 sq.- Morrison 1995, 
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134 sq. 
25 Naumann 1983, 286 sq.- Hdckmann 1985, 117 fig. 102; 1997, 195 fig. 2,l.- Pekary 1999, 

274 Rom-M 5. 
26 Voza 1973, 176 sq., pl. 59.- Pekary 1999,302 I-T 6. 1 did not manage to identify the boat in 

the over-all photograph of the mosaic, nor is it mentioned in Voza's description. 
27 Morrison & Coates 1996, 171.- Hockmann 1997, 196 sq. 
28 Murray & Petsas 1987, 134 sq.- Hijckmann 1997,202 sq. 
29 Starr 1941 passim.- Casson 1971, 141. As to liburnians in both Imperial fleets see Casson 

1971 (in the 1986 ed.), 356.451 .- Morrison & Coates 1996, 172 sq. 
30 (Vegetius, chapter 37): Baatz & Bockius 1997, 15 (Baatz); 41 (Bockius). 
31 Coins of the type RIC 113 might eventually show a vertical angular stern, but the evidence 

is inconclusive. 
32 AGD 1-2 (1968), 224 no. 21 14. 
33 Ringel 1984, 32 no. 26.- Hockmann 1997, 193 fig. 1.5.6; 195 fig. 2,2. 
34 Croisille 1969, pl. 54 fig. 7.- Pekary 1999, 300 I-S 3. 
35 Sources for Fig. 2: 1 d. note 30.- 2 Ringel 1984, 32 no. 26.- 3 RIC 55 var.; Munuentrum 

Koln, Aukt. 47, 1983, no. 1316.- 4 Munuentrum no. 1316.- 5 Robertson 1978, pl. 6462.- 6 
Meshorer 1985, 16 fig. 23; Stern 1994, 265 fig. 182.- 7 Robertson 1982, pl. 65, P.R. 1.- 8 
Bernhart 1926, pl. 22,5.- 9 Robertson 1982, pl. 65,34. 

36 As to such logboats: Hirte 1989. 
37 Bernhart 1926, pl. 22,5 (Helena).- Bastien 1967, 159 no. 106-1 11 (Magnentius, struck at 

Trier).- Robertson 1982, pl. 65, 10.15.18 (Constans Aug., AD 337-340, Trier); pl. 65,34 
(same, Rome); 65, P.R. 1.3 (Populus Romanus, after Constantine's death [highly 
informative for showing vertical stems on top of squarish 'box-like' rams like the bow rams 
of countless emissions by Postumus in AD 260, at Cologne, so connecting the 4th century 
coins with earlier Rhenish types], Constantinople); 6651 (Constans Aug., Siscia c. 348- 
350); 67,8 (Constantius II Aug., Trier 348-350); 67,25 [?I (Constantius II Aug., Arles 337- 
340); 67,34 [?] (same, Rome 347-8); 68,53 [?] (same, Siscia 347-8); 74, C.G. 2 (Constantius 
Gallus, Rome 351-49); 84,39 [?] (Valentinian II, Constantinople 378-384); 84,41 [?I (same, 
Nikomedeia 378-383); 84,46 (same, Nikomedeia 378-383 [to be noted, the bow is round !); 
86,55 (Theodosius I, Antioch 379-383).- Ringel 1984, 82 no. 119 (Constans).- Hbckmann 
1997, 207 note 18. 

38 (e.g.) Robertson 1982, pl. 65,15.22.26.34; 66,51; 67,8; 68,45.53; 72,12 (to quote clear 
examples only). 

39 Kienast 1966, 138 sq.- Hockmann 1983, 431 ; 1985, 133 (etc.). 
40 (e.g.) Hockmann 1983, pl. 92,3; 1985, 120 fig. 107; 1986, pl. 52,4.- Basch 1987, 491 fig. 

1126. Allectus (e.g.): Hockmann 1983,426 (literature), pl. 93,7-8; 1985, 116 fig. 98.- Basch 
1987,491 fig. 1128. 

41 Pek-ry 1985, 123 fig. 19; 1999,374 TR-12. 
42 Ferrua 1971, 50 fig. 1 1. 
43 (e.g.) Casson 1971, pl. 137, 10.1 1.15-17.- Pekary 1984.- Hdckmann 1985, 63 fig. 52, 

10.11.15-17; 73fig. 65.- Basch 1987, 488 f. fig. 1112 sq.- Pekary 1999, 96 GB-9.10.11; 280 
Rom-M 28; 344 ff. TN-lb.21c.26.31.35.36.38.52.70.72. - In a mosaic from 
Constantine/Tunisia an erote hauls a harpooned large fish towards a warship with sail 
unfurled and a concave stempost, which according to its oars being arranged in groups of 
three, is a trireme (Gauckler 1910, pl. 26.- Pekary 1999, 84 F-59 ["myoparo ?"I). 

44 Donner 1977, 82 fig. 50; 136 fig. 102. - Another masted merchantman (?) with a peculiar 
pointed bow and a low stern chin is shown on a 2* century AD tombstone from Bari (de 
luliis 1983, 150 no. 4, pl. 99,2.- Pekary 1999, 152 I-B 1). 

45 Hyginus, fab. 168,2; 277,5. My thanks are due to H. Konen for pointing out the source to 
me. 
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46 Abstractly there might exist some connection with accounts of Late Roman "twin-stern" 
vessels (ploia diaprymna; a?phipry?nos [?I) on the Lower Danube, which Romanian 
scholars suppose to have been rounded at either end (Zahariade & Bounegru 1991/4,37.- 
Bounegru & Zahariade 1996, 69). In my opinion this also might refer to prams with 
symmetric ramp-like bows and sterns. An interpretation as catamarans, though, cannot 
positively be dismissed. The type had been invented in the Hellenistic period for 
constructing huge battleships, as Casson found out, and also seems to have been applied 
in building a 'floating palace' on the Nile for Ptolemaios IV (Caspari 1916). 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1 Earlier representations of stern rams. 1 Model from Byblos, Lebanon (ca. 1200 BC).- 
2 Relief, victory of the pharaoh Ramses Ill over the Sea Peoples, from Medinet 
Habu, Egypt (after 1186 BC).- 3 Urn relief from Volterra, Etruria (2* cent. BC).- 4 Model 
from Tarquinia, Etruria (am cent.BC).- 5 Engraving on lllyrian bronze vessel 
from Nesactium, Croatia (5m cent.BC).- 6 Tribal coin of the lllyrian Daorsoi (2* 
cent. BC.- 7 Votive relief from Rome, the priestess Claudia hauling the ship of Cybele 
up the Tiber (executed in the I *  cent. AD but possibly basing itself on earlier originals 
now lost).- 8 Siciliote-Greek model from Milazzo, Sicily (3d cent. BC). Not to scale. 

Fig. 2 Roman Empire: Stern rams or chins on a Late Republican seal and lmperial coins. 1 
Glass seal, prov. unknown (In cent. BC). 2-9 Coins: 2 Domitian (AD 89/90).- 3-5 
Allectus (London, c. AD 296).- 6 City coin of Dor, Israel, for lulia Domna (AD 217).- 7 
Memorial issue for Constantine I (Constantinople, AD 330).- 8 Helena the wife of 
Julian the Apostate (Rome, c. AD 360).- 9 Constans (Constantinople, AD 348-350). 
Not to scale. 
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Fig. 1 Earlier representat~ons of stern rams. 1 Model from Byblos. Lebanon (ca. 1200 
8C) - 2 Relief, the pharaoh Ramses' Ill victory over the Sea Peoples, from Medinet Habu, 
Egypt (after 1 186 BC).- 3 Urn relief from Volterra, Etruria (2nd cent.BC).- 4 Model from 
Tarquinia, Etrurra (8th cent.BC).- 5 Engraving on lllyrian bronze vessel from Nesaclium, 
Croatia 15th cent.BC).- 6 Tribal coin of the llfyrian Daorsoi (2nd cenl.BC.- 7 Votive relief 
from Rome, the priestess Claudia hauling the sh~p of Cybele up the Tiber (executed In the 
1st cent.AD but possibly basing itself on earl~er originals now lost).- 8 Siciliote-Greek 
model from Milazzo, Sicily (3rd cent.BC). Not to scale. 
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Fig. 2 Roman Ernp~re: Stern rams or chins on a Late Republican seal and Imperial coins. 1 
Glass seal, prov. unknown (?st cent.BC). 2-9 Coins: 2 Dsrnitian (AD 89/90).- 3-5 Allectus 
{London, c, AD 2961.- 6 City coin of Dor, Israel, for lulia Dornna (AD 21 7j - 7 Memorial 
issue for Constantine I (Constanttnople. A 0  330).- 8 Helena the wife of Julian the Apostate 
(Rome, c. AD 360).- 9 Constans (Constant~nople. AD 348-350). Not to scale. 





THE SEWING SYSTEM IN THE MA'AGAN MIKHAEL SHIP 

Introduction 

The following paper summarizes the results of a research on the 
sewing technology that was employed in the hull construction of the ancient 
ship from Ma'agan Mikhael. The shipwreck was found in 1985, 70 meters 
from the shoreline off Kibbutz Ma'agan Mikhael, which is located 30 km 
south of Haifa, Israel. It was buried under the sand in shallow water. C14 and 
ceramic analysis date the ship to about 400 BC. It was a small merchantman, 
approximately 13.5 meters long (Linder 1992; Linder and Rosloff 1995; 
Kahanov 1996). 

The ship was constructed shell first, using mortise and tenon joints. 
After the hull was completed, full frames were attached to the hull by means 
of double clenched copper nails (Kahanov et al. 1999). In addition to these 
two methods of joinery, a third system of fastening hull components was 
applied - sewing. The ship was sewn at its bow and stern as evidenced by 
the archaeological finds (Steffy 1994: 40-42; Kahanov 1999). Sewing was 
used to tighten the planks to the central elements. This was apparently an 
additional means of reinforcement and not a method used to connect the 
planks or frames. At the edges of the' sewing assemblage towards 
amidships, the garboards were sewn to the keel and the knees. The second 
strakes were sewn only to the knees. The third strakes were sewn to the 
knees and their outward edges to the end posts (see figure 1). 

Figure 1. The sewing system at the bow (drawing J. Rosloff). 

The archaeological evidence 

Analysis of the nearly 400 sewing holes found in about 30 
components of the vessel's hull remains revealed the following information. 

Tetrahedral recesses that appear as triangles on the surfaces were 
chiseled along the upper margins of the central components (the keel at its 
two edges, the knees, and the end-posts) and in the planks on the opposite 
side of the seam with the central elements. The bases of these triangles were 
parallel to the seam. The recesses were used as guides through which the 
sewing holes were drilled. They were carried out in vertical pairs: the lower 
hole in a pair through the central structural element and the outer plank, 
while the upper hole in a pair, through the plank alone. 

The two hole cavities met each other in a > or < shaped pattern, as 
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one views the vertical aspect, with an average angle of 24" (see figs 2 and 
3). 

Figure 2. The pairs of sewing holes on the internal plank surface. 

Figure 3. Schematic sketch of the sewing pattern in the vertical aspect. 

The meeting point of the holes was usually within the thickness of the 
plank itself. If, however, the holes were exposed as separate drillings on the 
outer surface, a low groove was made in the plank to keep the ropes 
recessed below the surface (see fig. 4). 

Figure 4. External surface of a sewn plank. 

The average relevant dimensions were as follows: 

The side length of the triangles: 1.65cm. 
The diameter of the sewing holes: 6.26mm. 
The distance of the triangle bases from the seam: 1.1 em. 
The distances between the centers of adjacent holes: 4.5cm. (see fig 
5). 

Figure 5. Average sewing tetrahedral recess dimensions. 

Remnants of sewing ropes were found, but no complete pattern 
survived. The ropes were twisted from Ruscus fibers. Their diameter was 
about 3.5mm. Wherever the sewing ropes were preserved, two ropes were 
identified in the holes. 

The knees 

The knees were apparently connected after completion of the shell, 
before the frames were installed. They were connected to the end posts and 
the keel by means of (only) two copper nails. Although it would seem logical 
to do so, the end-post scarfs were not reinforced by the knees. The planks 
were sewn at the bow and the stern, with the knees serving as the main 
component of the sewing system (see fig. 6). 
Figure 6. The knee and sewing rope remnants (photo I. Grinberg). 
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The sewing pattern 
As no complete sewing pattern survived, there are a few technical 

details which are as yet difficult to ascertain. They are: 

1. The exact pattern of sewing. 
2. Whether or not there was any kind of bandage or lath between the 

ropes and the wood. 
3. To what height or to which strake the sewing system extended 

upwards along the end posts. 

Based on parallels found in the Mediterranean, and combined with the 
archaeological evidence, we suggest that the sewing pattern exhibited a 
double X ("XX") pattern when looking from above, while four hidden ropes 
reinforced the components laterally (see fig. 7). 

Figure 7. Suggested sewing pattern (drawing: C. Brandon). 

The ropes were threaded through the cavities, tightened and secured 
in place by tapered pegs. The pegs sealed the sewing holes and locked the 
ropes in place to avoid unraveling, thereby minimizing any possible abrasion 
and allowing the ropes' burden to be increased as well. The breaking 
strength of such a rope is approximately 70 kg. Four ropes that formed the 
system, had a total breaking strength of about 265 kg (considering the 
angle). This load is similar to the shearing strength of the oak treenails that 
secured the tenons, which is about 275 kg. Thus the ropes had a significant 
role in the reinforcement of the ship structure. 

Evidence of sewing in the end posts survived up to the edge of the 
timber remains, which corresponded to a height of three strakes. From the 
strakes remains there is evidence that the fourth strake to port side was also 
sewn, but only to the end post. Thus, the archaeological evidence does not 
provide sufficient information to determine whether all the strakes, or only 
the first three or four, were sewn to the end posts. Based on these clues, 
combined with parallels from similar wrecks, we may cautiously conclude 
that all the strakes in the Ma'agan Mikhael ship were sewn at their extremities 
to the end posts. 

Based on other examples from antiquity, where the sewing system 
survived, as well as similar examples from modern vessels, it may be 
suggested that the sewing was done above a band or longitudinal laths. 
Since no such remnant was found on this wreck, this cannot be confirmed. 
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The purpose of sewing 

The sewing holes were drilled into the hull through tenons, damaged 
treenails, crossed seams and connections (see fig. 8). 

Figure 8. Sewing holes in a tenon. 

The same is so in the tetrahedral recesses that continued over seams 
and damaged treenails. The impression left is that the work was 
accomplished while ignoring the existing hull construction. The hundreds of 
holes that penetrated the shell, significantly increased the danger of leakage. 
All this was done in the most vulnerable parts of the ship - the bow and the 
stern. When trying to understand the logic behind the sewing system and in 
the craftsmen's minds, it may be assumed that this technique would never 
have been employed if the shipwrights had not been convinced that these 
risks and subsequent damage would be well compensated for by the 
increases realized in the ship's integrity and strength. 

Parallels 

Sewing traditions from all periods and from all over the globe are 
evident from archaeological finds, existing vessels, and from written and 
iconographical material, as well. Similarities to the sewing system that 
survived in shipwrecks of the Mediterranean exist in the Arabian Sea, Africa, 
and the Indian Ocean. 

Six shipwrecks with sewing techniques and other elements similar to 
the Ma'agan Mikhael ship have been found in the Mediterranean. Two, 
almost identical, were found in Marseille: Place Jules-Verne 7; and Place 
Villeneuve-Bargemon 1 (Cesar 1). They were sewn at the bow and stern, 
using the tetrahedral holes technique, and all the strakes were sewn at their 
edges to the end posts (Pomey 1995, 1999). The other four are: Gela, Jules- 
Verne-9, Bon Porte, and Giglio (Panvini and Riccardi 1993; Freschi 1991; 
Bound 1985, 1991; Joncheray 1976; Pomey 1981). All were sewn by the 
tetrahedral holes technique, but the sewing had a broader function in those 
hulls. The archaeological evidence of these sewn ships points to a special 
shipbuilding tradition that spread in the Mediterranean during the 6th 
through the 5th centuries BC. Evolution of the tradition, its stages of 
development, as well as that of specific constructional elements, can be well 
identified. 
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The construction tradition 

P. Pomey, the director of the Marseille wreck research, who bases his 
arguments on the archaeology and history of Marseille, concluded that the 
ships were constructed in a Greek tradition, that originated in the Aegean 
Sea. Both the investigators of the Giglio and Gela ships support like theories. 
Pomey further suggests that the origin of the Marseille ships was in the 
shipbuilding tradition of the Phocaeans who established Marseille. The close 
similarities between the Ma'agan Mikhael ship and the Place Jules-Verne 7 
and Place Villeneuve-Bargemon 1 (Cesar 1) ships suggest that the Ma'agan 
Mikhael ship was constructed according to the same tradition. Additional 
evidence supporting the Eastern Greek shipbuilding tradition can be 
assumed by the close similarities in construction between the Ma'agan 
Mikhael Ship and the Greek ship from Kyrenia (Stew 1994: 43, note 22). 

Despite the additional information about the source of the 
construction tradition, we are still searching for the origin of the Ma'agan 
Mikhael ship and her ports of call. 

Another question that may be asked regarding the shipbuilding 
tradition of the Phoenicians is whether it may have had any influence on our 
subject, and if so, what that influence might have been. Other wrecks that will 
hopefully be discovered in the future will contribute to solving these 
questions. 
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ON THE FORM OF MYCENAEAN SHIPS 

Knowing that according to the Homeric Epic ships from our home 
town in Korinthia have sailed to Troy under Agamemnon (8574-577), we 
were motivated to form an interdisciplinary team in order to study 
Mycenaean ships. We soon found out that more information could be 
derived from the available data than it was widely believed, but still many 
questions remained open. So despite the lack of an excavated wreck, we 
came to the idea of the reconstruction of a Mycenaean ship (eikosoros). We 
realized that the study, with the prospect of constructing a vessel that will be 
able to sail to Troy and the shipbuilding process itself, can illuminate more 
aspects of our subject, can lead to safer conclusions and can integrate our 
up to date knowledge about Mycenaean ships. 

The aim of this paper is to present the methodology and the results 
of the research on the form and the types of the Mycenaean ships of the 
LHlllC period. The sources of information are representations of ships, 
mainly the LHlllC and B vase paintings, models and engravings, but also the 
Geometric and the earlier Bronze Age and written data: that is the Linear B 
tablets, the Homeric poems and later texts. 
The research has addressed the serious problems of the sufficiency and 
reliability of the available data. Thus for the study of the ship representations 
the following methodology was employed: 
1. The thorough study of the general pattern of the Mycenaean ship 

representations and of every single part of them in order to determine 
their characteristic form. 

2. Technical studies and experiments in order to clarify the form as well as 
the function of certain elements of the ships. 

3. The comparison between the LHlllC representations and the earlier 
(Early Cycladic, Theran, Minoan) and the later, Geometric, ones for the 
same reason. 
For the study of the written data the process was the following: 

The Homeric epic is the main written source of information on the 
ships that participated in the Trojan War, though the question arises whether 
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the epic refers to Mycenaean or to Geometric ships. The content analysis of 
the epic lead to the taxonomy of the information, of which the consistency 
was first examined through internal checks. This was followed by the 
etymological analysis of the terms and the comparative study of the relevant 
references in the Linear B and the later texts. This whole process resulted in 
the synthesis of the form and the function of the parts of the Homeric ships. 
These results were then compared with the information that derives from the 
Mycenaean and the Geometric representations in order to test to which 
ships they refer. 
The most essential results on the form of the significant elements of the 
Mycenaean ships will be presented briefly within the comparative schema: 
Mycenaean representations, Homeric epic, Geometric representations .' 

THE KEEL 
The Mycenaean representations show that the ships had a keel. On 

the models (Kynos A,B, Fig. 20,21) the keel is indicated with a painted line 
or a clay zone along the internal bottom of the hull or with a protrusion on 
the external surface of the bottom of the model (Mycenae, Fig. 23).2 In the 
Homeric poems the existence of the keel is mentioned many times (~130, 
q252, p421, p422, ~278)  and in the Geometric representations there is also 
a keel. 

On some Mycenaean representations there is a protrusion at the 
stem as an extension of the keel. We believe that this is not a fighting ram for 
the following reasons: 
a. It doesn't occur in the ships that are recognized as warships, like the 

ships represented on the Kynos sherds (Fig. 2,3) and the Enkomi crater 
(Fig. 22). 

b. The upper end of the stem that extends forward above the sea excludes 
its use as a fighting ram. 

c. The length of this protrusion is too short for ramming. 

A ram is not mentioned in the Homeric epic. 
On the contrary in the Geometric representations there is a longer and more 
massive protrusion being thus more proper for a ram or for its predecessor. 
It has to be investigated whether the presence of this protrusion on the 
Mycenaean ship representations unified with the bow (Late Cypriot askoi, 
Akropolis, Kynos models and vase paintings, Fig. 13,12,20,21,2,3) or not 
(depictions from Tragana, Asine and Gazi, Fig. 1,5,19) is due to 
constructional reasons, as one of the major problems of ancient shipbuilding 
was the stable connection of the bow to the keel and/or is due to the 
improvement of the seaworthiness of the vessel. 
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THE BOW 
In the Mycenaean representations the stem post is rendered almost 

vertical to the keel, wide and big. The Homeric word <<o-r&ipq>> (P427-428, 
mepeoq: solid, stable) can refer to this characteristic stem post. Due to the 
massive ram the stem of the Geometric ships doesn't have the same shape 
but the stem post is still vertical to the keel. 

In the Mycenaean representations the upper end of the stempost 
protrudes above and in front of the cutwater bow. Its shape is complex, 
convex and concave with or without an internal bow and has been 
characterized as bird head. In all the vase paintings it has a row of small 
protrusions on its upper surface and in the models zones of lines. The 
scholars have made many assumptions for its interpretati~n.~ G. Korres has 
shown that the akrostolion is clearly distinguished from the bird insignia, 
which are present on the bows of the Enkomi, the Tragana ships (Fig. 22,l) 
and on some Geometric and later ship representations. 
In the Homeric poems there are no references to animal-shaped ends. The 
epithets that refer to the ends of the bow and of the stern are <<opeo~paipa- 
ow> (with standing horns, 13, T344), <<~opovia~>> (with curved upper ends, 17 
references) and probably <<apcpi&A~oahv~ (with curved ends, 19 references), 
On the Geometric representations there is a similar but lighter construction, 
turned to the inside of the ship, that also corresponds to the Homeric 
epithets. 

The interpretation of this part of the ship is rather puzzling. What is 
derived from the representations are its huge dimensions (very wide 5% of 
the length of the ships and high as the examples of Kynos, Tragana, Asine, 
Skyros vase paintings show, Fig. 2,3,7,1,54) and its V-formed shape with the 
edge at the bow (akrostolion from Kynos, Kynos A, Oropos, Mycenae, Asine 
models, Fig. 7,8,9,11). The height, the position and the form (even the 
position of the dotted row) are remarkably similar on the Tragana, the Kynos 
and the Skyros representations (Fig. 1,6,4). Regarding the major problem of 
the stability of such a high stem, whose end protrudes in front of the vessel, 
when confronted with the strong Aegean winds, we assumed that apart from 
its aesthetic formation, it should in no way hinder the sailing but rather 
facilitate it6 
This raised bow construction can be traced back to the Early Cycladic 
representations. It has been a question for decades whether this is a bow or 
a stern and it seems that the data alone cannot give the answer.' S. Bisiotis 
and C. Govotsos of our team using the aid of the technical studies and the 
modeling experiments concluded that: 
1. According to the laws of physics, when the wind blows, a raised 

construction on the one side of an object tends to turn it, so that the high 
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end always stands at the front side of it and the wind blows behind it. The 
raised construction of both the Early Cycladic and the Mycenaean ships, 
no matter which side of the ship is placed (bow or stern), turns the ship 
so that it always stands at the bow, while the wind blows behind it. 

2. The resting moment arm is increased in the Mycenaean ships by the V- 
shaped raised bow construction and the protruding vertical surface at its 
top (the akrostolion). The same effect is achieved in the Early Cycladic 
by the raised bow construction and the stern protrusion. 

3. The raised bow construction alone propels the ship taking the position 
of a jib, given the fact that the sail could not be used with a relatively 
strong wind (over 4-5 Beaufort). 

4. If there was not this high bow, the wind would turn the boat so that the 
hull lies parallel to the waves. Then the waves would overflow it and it 
would be in the danger of sinking.' 

These rules of aerodynamics have a wide application in sailing even today, 
by the use of the jib, the butterfly setting jibs and the rotating mast that pull 
the boats. 
This bow construction could be in the position of the Homeric <<~&(rrov &cpoA- 
KaLov,,. In the relevant topic (5350) a prisoner escapes from the <<~cpohKa~ov,> 
of the beached ships, while the crew was dining at the beach. As the ships 
were beached stern first, the best way to escape was the bow. The word 
~~&cpoA~alov~~ etymologically means pull behind, which is exactly its function 
in the Mycenaean ships.' 

Consequently, apart from its aesthetic form (may be animal head) 
the raised bow construction had a very significant use, absolutely essential 
for navigation in the Aegean waters. 

THE STERN 
In the Mycenaean representations the curved sternpost raises to a 

lower height than that of the stem. In the epic it is mentioned that during a 
fight at the Greek ships ashore Hector held the <<acpAaarov,> twice with his 
hands and he tried to cut the <<a~pa  ~opuppa,, (upper decoration) (0704, 
0716-717). Consequently the height from the keel to the upper sternpost 
can be determined at about 2 meters.'' 
Similar forms of the sternpost occur in the Geometric representations. 

THE IKRlA 
In the Mycenaean representations the ships have a fore and aft 

platform with balustrades above the level of the gunwale. The aft deck is the 
position of the helmsman and of the handlers of the brails (as it is shown on 
the Tragana and the Kynos A depictions, Fig.l,2) and the fore deck for the 
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warriors (Kynos ship representations, Fig. 2,3,6) and the anchors (Tragana 
depiction, Fig. 1). 

The warriors on the Kynos paintings stand at a different level than 
that of the oarsmen. Do they stand on a full deck? This assumption cannot 
be supported. In the Homeric poems the bow and stern ikria are mentioned 
many times (~229, v73-75, P415, 0285, ~414) but never full decked ships. 
This is compatible with the information from Thucydides (A10) about the 
absence of full decked ships at the time of the Trojan War. 

As the possible central or lateral corridors are not depicted on the 
side view of the ship representations, their probable existence has to be 
concluded from other indications. It has been suggested that the semicircles 
represent the torso of the oarsmen. If their heads are hidden behind the 
screen, then the warriors can only stand on a central and not on lateral 
corridors. We believe that they do not render human beings". Lacking any 
indications of the human character, these semicirculars repeat the shape of 
the side view of the shields. We have come to the conclusion that there were 
side corridors because of two different references in the epic: the woman 
that was struck by Artemis (0478-479) and the sails during a storm (~410- 
41 1) fell directly into the bilge. This wouldn't be possible if there was a 
central corridor. The side corridors are necessary for the handling of the 
brails, particularly when the loose-footed brailsail is used. They also facilitate 
the movement of the crew from bow to stern. 
In the epic the stern ikria, that should be wide enough for Odysseus to sleep 
on (v73-75), is the position of the captain (~414). 
In the Geometric representations there are also ikria at the bow and the 
stern. There are also similarities in the position of the warriors. 

THE HULL 
The hull of the Mycenaean oared ships is elongated1* and characterized 

by a zone of vertical and horizontal lines between the bow and the stern. This 
has been interpreted as: 
1. Oars. However in the representations the oars are clearly distinguished 

from these vertical lines with oblique parallel lines that transect the hull 
(as the examples of Kynos A and C, Phylakopi vase paintings show, Fig. 
2,3,15). 

2. Crossbeams and rowing thwarts. This converges with the Mycenaean 
pictorial style where the side and the overview are not shown together.13 

3. Stanchions. They are necessary for the support of the gunwale and the 
side corridors and they also have the role of interscalmia. On the Kynos 
vase paintings, where the rendering of the ships is more realistic, the 
hull, the zone of the stanchions where the oars are attached (also 
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tholepins?) and the screens are clearly distinguished. l4 

In the epic the ships are often characterized as <<noAuKAqiat~~ (with many 
tholepins, u382, 874,175, H88, 0239, N742, 063, W248) which corresponds 
to their characteristic picture. 
In the Geometric representations the zone of the vertical lines exists. 

THE ROWING EQUIPMENT 
The number of oars in the Mycenaean representations (9-26) can 

correspond to 20loared (a280, 6778, P212, 6669, A309) and 50loared 
galleys (8719, 837) of the Homeric poems. The double decked or two- 
banked ships first occur in the Geometric depictions. 

The rowing thwarts are not shown in the Mycenaean vase paintings 
and cannot be recognized with certainty in the models. In the Homeric 
poems the word <<<uya>>, which is used for the rowing thwarts (199, v21-22) 
means the connection between two parts, thus showing that the thwarts 
connected both sides of the hull as crossbeams. According to the epic they 
should leave enough space for a fastened prisoner underneath (199). 
In some Geometric representations the oarsmen, the benches and the 
supporting stanchions are depicted. 

THE STEERING OAR 
In the Mycenaean representations a large oar with a triangular end 

is positioned at the stern and angled to the back. 
Were there one or two steering oars? In the vase paintings only one 

is shown. But this could be due to the Mycenaean pictorial style, where only 
one of a pair of similar is represented or a small part of the hidden second 
(probably on the Asine ship, Fig. 5).15 The two zig-zag lines behind the ships 
(Tragana, Gazi depictions, Fig. 1,191) could mean the traces of the steering 
oars in the waterl6. The existing mechanism for their manipulation has to be 
further investigated. 
In the Homeric poems the existence of a steering oar is assured with the 
words ~<r[q66Aiov>>, <<~6r[q>>, <<nq6ov>> (~255, ~270,  y281), <<olrjiov>~ (1483, 
i540), <<otrjia>> (~217, T43). Although in most cases the singular is used, the 
crucial verse where the use of plural indicates the existence of two steering 
oars is the p217.17 
In the Geometric representations both one and two steering oars occur. 

THE MAST 
In the Mycenaean representations (Tragana, Kynos, Asine, Skyros 

vase paintings, Enkomi engraving, Fig. 1,2,5,4,14) a single mast almost 
amidships that raises a little higher than the stem is depicted. It has a circular 
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brail at its top, is embedded in a maststep and is supported by fore and back 
stays. In the Homeric epic there is also a single mast, standing in an <<LOTO- 

nC6rp (maststep, ~50-51, ~ 1 6 2 ,  ~179 )  and ((peoo6pq,, (P424, 0289), 
supported by <<~ni~ovo>> (backstay, ~423) Kat <<npo~ovouq,> (fore stays P425, 
0290, A434) and recumbened in an <<l(rr060~rp, (A434). The reference that 
when it fell it struck the captain's head (~409-412), gives a height of, at least, 
half the length of the ship. 
The Geometric representations give the same evidence. 

THE SAIL 
On the ship representations (Asine, Kynos, Phylakopi vase 

paintings, Encomi engraving, Fig. 5,18,17,14) the sail is rectangular, made 
from many pieces and hanging from a crossjack yard. It is the type of the 
loose footed brailsail, different than the boom-footed of the Minoan and the 
Theran ships''. In the epic the words <<&ni~p~ov,, (crossjack yard, ~254,  &318), 
<<urr&pal,, (halyards, ~ 2 6 0  that are also indicated on the Tragana and the 
Kynos A depictions), < < K & L W ~ ~  (sailropes ~260), <<no6~q,, (sheets, ~32 ,  ~260, 
b426, 0291) assure the existence of the loose footed brailsail, that also 
continues in the Geometric period. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The thorough and comparative research of the sources supported 

by technical studies and experiments leads to the following conclusions: 
A. According to the ship representations: 
Obviously they are not accurate representations, but they are a 

description of the characteristic parts of the ships and a narration of their 
action (ships sailing, fighting, parading). Thus the artist had to render the 
essential characteristics of the ship in order to be recognized by the viewers. 
Consequently the study has shown that, although they come from different 
sites and different artistic styles or represent different types of ships, there 
are clear similarities in the general pattern and in the rendering of the 
essential parts of the ships (in most cases and in their analogies- 
dimensions), that also distinguish them from the earlier and the later ships. 
Most of the representations concern oared vessels, warships that are easily 
recognizedqg. Although there are obviously many types of ships, due to the 
lack of data it is not easy at the moment to support a further systematic 
taxonomy of the Mycenaean ships in more types. 

B. According to the written data: 
The study came to the conclusion that the information on the ships 

from the Homeric epic, as far as it can be tested by the archaeological data 
(LHIIIC and Geometric) is compatible with the LHlllC ship representations. 
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Is it also compatible with the picture of the Geometric ships, given the 
similarities? 
The criterion is the reference to the innovative elements of the Geometric 
shipbuilding in the Homeric epic: that is, the ram, the steps at the bow and 
the stern, the so-called "eyes" at the bow, the double decked or double 
banked ships. These are not mentioned in the epic. Either due to a 
systematic effort to avoid the reference of the Geometric innovations or due 
to the reliability of the oral tradition for the communication of the history at a 
time when writing was not widely practiced, the above conclusion remains. 

C. According to the technical studies and experiments: 
They clarified the form and the function of particularly significant 

parts of the ships and their continuity from the Early Cycladic period. They 
also proved the necessity of an interdisciplinary approach to this subject and 
of the continuation of the research through further experimenting and 
constructing. The study of the archaeological and the philological data by 
also determining the dimensions lead to the designing of a 20loared 
Mycenaean warship and to the construction of an 1/10 scale model for 
navigational experiments. 

We intend to proceed in the construction of a Mycenaean ship in full 
scale, capable to sail to Troy. This will not be a replica or a copy. It will be 
the product of a SYNTHESIS of the available data supported by relevant 
technical studies and experiments, the reliability of which will be constantly 
controlled by: 
1. The consistency to the archaeological and to the philological data. 
2. The use of LHlllC tools and shipbuilding techniques or at least 

principles. 
3. The endurance and the seaworthiness of the ship under construction. 

We believe that this process will give answers or possible alternatives to 
some of the remaining open questions. 

Dr. D. Kamarinou 
Notara 137 

20400 Xylokastro, Greece 
e-mail: kamarinu@otenet.gr 

* We thank Prof. S Wachsmann, Dr. 0. Hoeckmann, Prof. Y. Kahanov and 
Dr. M. Wedde for their comments and particularly Prof. J. Morrison who 
accomplished his last visit to Greece, in Xylokastro, and spent some days 
discussing these matters with us. 
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The abbreviations follow the system of the American Journal of Archaeology. 
Since new evidence has answered old problems and has changed views, 
the references focus on the contradictory views of the recent writings and not 
on the earlier ones. 

NOTES 

The Mycenaean ship representations that are mentioned in this paper are to be found in 
the list below of the LHlllB and C ship representations. The Geometric representations are 
to be found in the known relevant publications (Kirk 1949, Basch 1987, Morrison /Williams 
1968 etc.) 
The chronological parallels of the Egyptian ship representations show the introduction of 
the keel at a time synchronous to the Mycenaean (Landstroem 1970:70) and the Ulu-Burun 
wreck has revealed the remains of a keellprotokeel (Pulak 1999: 216-217, 223-224). 
Although earlier studies (Morrison/Williams 1968: 7) supported the existence of a ram on 
Mycenaean ships, the revealing of new evidence threw more light on this question and the 
more recent literature excludes the use of the protrusion as a fighting ram (S. Wachsmann 
1998: 157-158, L. Casson 1994: 51, F. Dakoronia 1987: 120, Korres 1985: 179, 
Palaeologou 1985: 222). 
Some scholars (Wachsmann 1996: 539-573) recognize an animal head (bird head) figure 
at the upper protruding end of the stempost, for which there are archaeological parallels in 
the Greek art (Sakellarakis 1971). F. Dakoronia (1987:118-120) believes that the dotted row 
indicates a leather cover of the stem and G. Korres (1985: 187) investigates whether this is 
a rotating part, whose evolution can be traced in the LHlllB and C ship representations and 
whether it is a boat, ladder or it is related to the Homeric "efolkaion". 
Korres,1985: 180-181 
As Steffy (1998:23) states "Ships and boats were always the means to an end, and usually 
that end was profit, convenience, security or victory. It is important that we understand this 
practical explanation for the existence of watercraft. Far too often they are placed on 
historical pedestals that tend to segregate them from fact, which clouds accurate 
interpretations of their true value to society. Ships and boats were merely objects used to 
accomplish specific ventures-nothing more, nothing less." 
Since Tsountas (1899:91) first published the "frying pan" vases and claimed that the high 
extremity is the stempost, the discussion went on through the two different views. This is 
clearly shown in Johnstone's article (1973) and in Basch (1987: 87-89). 
The role of the steering oar/s in the Mycenaean and of the oars in the Early Cycladic ships 
under these conditions has to be further investigated, since the optimum would be to avoid 
sinking, to continue sailing and above all to the desired direction. 
We are tracing this origin in the word -(pCLhl(T1qn, an element that according to Polydeukis 
(Onomastikon A85-93) is adapted to the bow, of uncertain etymology for the scholars till 
now. We thank Prof. Mary Lefkowitz for her comments. 
Morrison and Williams(1968:47), based on the same evidence, also estimate it to 7 feet. 
The principles of abstraction in Mycenaean art and the personal stylistic preferences of the 
Kynos crater artist have to be taken into account when interpreting the scene. The aim of 
the abstraction of the forms in ancient Greek art is to simplify the details of the narration 
and to limit them to the most essential and indicative so that the viewer recognizes the 
object and reads the story. Although this is the probable position of the oarsmen, as the 
oars are attached to the stanchions, the semicircles lack any indication of their suggested 
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human character (Wachsmann 1998: 132, Dakoronia 1987: 119). This exaggerated 
curvature of the human body is not explainable. If they are oarsmen at the end of their 
stroke, why do not they incline backwards as it is realistic and occurs in the parallels of the 
geometric abstracted representations of oarsmen (see Basch 1987: fig. 338,354,356,353, 
357, 358, 384, 385, 386)? 
But the most valid comparison is to be done with the work of the same artist. The Kynos 
crater artist includes in his paintings whatever is essential in order to recognize a 
helmsman, a warrior and their act. The most close parallel to the role and the act of the 
oarsmen is the helmsman (Wachsmann 1998:132, Dakoronia 1987:119). But he differs in 
three crucial points from the suggested oarsmen: Very short but crucial lines show the 
most indicative characteristic, his arms handling the steering oar. The shape of his torso 
inclining forward is realistic. While most semicircles of the "oarsmen" narrow and often end 
before the base of the stanchions, his torso narrows only a little and continues to his fleshy 
legs. 
But the main argument against this interpretation is given by the second sherd of the same 
crater, showing a ship eraldic (bow) to the first (Fig. 16). The semicircles on both ships 
have the same direction. It is obvious that the shape of the body leaning forward and 
inclining backwards cannot correspond to semicircles of the same direction. 
On the other hand the semicircles seem to repeat the form of the side view of the shield. 
There are examples of protective covers (askoi, bags, leather screens, shields) on that part 
of the hull. There are parallels that show shields at the sides of the ships (bireme from the 
palace of Senacherib, British Museum, Basch 1987: fig:379) and particularly at the position 
of the oarsmen (attic hydria, 6m c., Louvre E735, ivory plaque from the Temple of Orthia 
Artemis of Sparta, National Museum of Athens, metope from the Treasure of Sikyone, 
Delphi, see in Basch 1987: fig. 460, 506, 504) and under the gunwale (vase painting from 
the Akropolis, National Museum of Athens 251, bronze fibula from Boeotia, Berlin 31013, 
see Basch 1987: fig. 377,404). But it must be noted that in all known examples the shields 
are rendered in front view. 
The representations are compatible with the reference in Thucydides about the long 
ships of the Trojan war (A1 4). 
The Mycenaean vase paintings known till now (Vermeule/Karageorgis1982) show that 
there is not any example of such a representation. 
S. Wachsmann (1998: 131-132, 155) after studying the available data came to the 
conclusion that this zone of stanchions (that resembles a ladder lying horizontally in its 
side) is characteristic for the Mycenaean ships. 
VermeuleIKarageorgis 1982, Gray 1974. 
Korres 1985: 199. 
Since the evidence does not lead us with safety to a conclusion, we experimented with full 
scale traditional Greek sailboats on the use of one and of two steering oars for the steering 
of the vessel. Our first experiments have shown that the steering of such a vessel with one 
oar is possible. If this is also the case for the Mycenaean ships, the probable function of 
the two oars not only for the steering but for the facilitating of windward sailing has to be 
further investigated. 
Wachsmann 1998: 142 fig.7.29. 
Some scholars (Basch 1987) recognize in the Skyros and in one of the Hyria engravings 
merchantmen due to the shape of their hull. 
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19. Ship on the side of a larnax from Gazi, LHlllB (after Alexiou 1972: fig.1) 
20. Kynos terra-cotta model Ab and c, LHlllC (after Dakoronia 1996: 165 fig.l,2) 
21. Kynos terra-cotta model B, LHlllC (after Dakoronia 1996: 165 fig.3,4) 
22. Ship scene on a Mycenaean amphoroid crater from Encomi, LHlllB (after Wachsmann 

1998: fig.7.28) 
23. Fragment of a terra-cotta boat model from Mycenae, LHlllC (after Wachsmann 1998: 

fig.7.43). 
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ROMAN BRONZE LAMPS IN THE FORM OF A SHIP 
FROM THE TERRITORY OF SERBIA 

In the period of Roman domination navigable rivers of the Serbian 
Danube area were of great importance in military and economic respect. 
Contrary to this there is a scarce number of objects with representations of 
ships found in museum collections, which is doubtlessly for the most part a 
result of insufficient investigation of the territory, and especially of major 
military fortifications and city centres. Objects described in this paper do not 
originate from archaeologically investigated sites but represent chance 
finds. 

From the territory of Viminacium, the largest urban settlement in 
Upper Moesia and an important military centre, originates the front part of a 
Roman ship made in the technique of casting in bronze, the preserved 
fragment of which is 15cm long (fig. 1). The prow is of convex shape; the top, 
slightly bent to the inside, ends in a realistically shaped eagle's head. Bird 
feathers run down to the height where two parallel horizontal ribs are visible. 
The ship had a rostrum, the end of which is modeled in the shape of a duck's 
head. Behind the duck's head, on both sides of the rostrum, there are plastic 
representations of Greek letters: letter L on the left side and Y on the right 
side of the ship. The letters could be the initials of the craftsman who made 
this object. The profiled upper rib of the deck is preserved only close to the 
prow. There is nothing on the preserved fragment of the ship to indicate that 
the upper surface was closed, that is, that the deck existed. From the keel 
the sides of the ship rise at sharp angle. An extremely narrow hull shows that 
it was a warship designed for quick action. 

The preserved fragment has no elements to allow any definite 
conclusion on whether it was a lamp in the form of a ship or only a model of 
a ship. The object could not stand by itself because of the sharp end of the 
bottom, which suggests the first hypothesis that it was a lamp designed to 
be suspended. 

The remains of the bronze ship were found on the site of Eair where, 
according to the authors who studied the topography of Viminacium, the 
central part of the civil settlement was situated1. Archaeological research has 
not been carried out, but some elements allow some hypotheses to be made 
with greater certainty. At the same site from which the ship originates, an 
altar was discovered, with the inscription mentioning nautarum quinquenalis 
who contributed 2000 sestertia for the restoration of Neptune's temple 
(restaurationem templi Nept~ni)~. The high quality of manufacture and the 
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dimensions (length of the ship was doubtlessly over 40cm), as well as some 
analogous examples3, indicate that the object could have been connected 
with the remains of the temple, namely that the ship was a votive gift to the 
deity to which the temple was dedicated. Probably both the altar and the 
bronze vessel, irrespective of whether it was a model or a lamp, were 
situated in the temple to Neptune. 

Although only partially preserved, this object shows a high quality of 
manufacture and solid knowledge of ship lines. On the basis of stylistic 
features, shape of rostrum (single pointed ram) and historical 
circumstances, manufacturing of this ship could be dated to the beginning 
of the 2nd century AD, the period of Trajan's military campaigns in the wars 
against the Dacians. It is the historical moment which allows and supposes 
navigation of a warship of the Roman fleet on the Danube, but also the 
happy ending for this period of turbulent events could have been the cause 
of placing this votive object. 

From the municipal territory of classic Naissus there originates a 
completely preserved bronze lamp modeled in the shape of a minor vessel 
(fig. 2)'. Its lenght is 12.5cm, and its height together with the figure is 9cm. 
The prow is modeled in the shape of ram's head and is completely adapted 
to the function of a lamp. Its upper part contains a circular opening for pulling 
through the wick. The disc is rectangular, lined with a plastic rib, and in the 
middle of it there is an applied standing figure of a legionary who holds a 
stern oar in his right hand, and with his left hand supports a helmet at the 
plumage of which the remains of a ring used to hang the lamp can be traced. 
A rectangular opening for pouring oil is situated beside the left foot of the 
soldier. The stern is convex, with the top bent to the inside of the vessel. 
Details of the soldier's face and details on the stern are summarily modeled. 
On the basis of analogies with paterae the handles of which end in ram's 
heads, this lamp is dated to the 3rd century. 

Here it would be interesting to mention the inscription on funerary 
stele of a navy recruit of the legiae VII CLAUDIA, also discovered in Naissus, 
on the basis of which the conclusion can be made that a certain number of 
soldiers was trained to serve on ship, namely that legionaries were recruited 
to serve in the fleef. It is possible that the owner of this bronze lamp in the 
form of ship was one of them. 

Workshops for manufacturing objects of metal on the municipal 
territory of Naissus are confirmed in historical sources in the period of the 4th 
century, but had doubtlessly existed even before that; it is indicated by 
numerous and various material with local traits from the antique necropolis 
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of Naissus6. This lamp should be linked to one of these workshops. 

A lamp modeled in the shape of a ship with ten fire openings was 
discovered by accident on the site of Mezul, on the occasion of agricultural 
labour, when two of its fire openings and the prow area were damaged . The 
lamp was cast of bronze, with the weight of 4.875kg, length of 41.5cm, width 
of 23cm, height of 17cm, and it could contain 0.5 litres of oil7. It is modeled 
in the shape of a ship with a wide hull and a semi-roundish keel from which 
convex prow and stern areas are distinguished (fig. 3). The prow ends in two 
plastically profiled rings, while its top is horizontally levelled in the same way 
as in the stern part, which is somewhat higher than the prow. On the upper 
surfaces of the prow and the stern there are holes which show that the ship 
was originally decorated with some of the traditional ornaments. The prow 
area is connected with the upper edges of the deck by two bars with incised 
paralel grooves. One of the bars is broken, while the other one preserves 
remains of the ring and the chain which were used for hanging the lam'p. The 
form of merchant ship of the type <<corbita)) is broken by the rostrum situated 
too high, almost at the level of the upper edge of the deck. It is modeled in 
the shape of a sea-monster from whose jaws the head and torso of a man 
stick out. In the middle of the ship a bench is placed transversally, with the 
hole in the middle, through which the mast, not preserved today, protruded. 
The bench in the stern area of the ship is a little slanted and some elements 
indicate that there could have been a figure of a helmsman fixed to it. On the 
right external side of the ship the stern foot with a round enlargement at the 
upper end is preserved. On it the remains of the ring and chain for hanging 
can also be found. An element of probably identical shape was situated on 
the left side of the ship as well, but it has been broken off. Most probably the 
ship had no deck. Five pentagonal fire mouths are situated on both sides of 
the ship. 

The location of the rostrum, almost at the level of the upper edge of 
the deck, as well as its shape, indicate that it represents an artistic detail 
used to present a segment of the story about the prophet Jonah. The 
moment in which the sea-monster cast up Jonah from its belly is 
accompanied by scenes with sea animals in shallow relief on the sides of the 
ship: dolphins devouring little fish and cuttlefish. In favour of the opinion that 
the lamp shows a segment of the mythological story of Jonah are two 
representations from relatively close territories, where the ship also 
represents the central element: on the plate from Podgoricas and on the so- 
called Jonah's sarcophagus discovered in Belgradeg. 

On both sides of the prow and stern area of the ship from Mezul 
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there is the inscription: In domu dei Termogenes votum fecit. The inscription 
indicates that the lamp was a votive monument of private character. The 
letters of the text paleographically belong to the 3rd - 4th century, so the fact 
that the dedicator is recorded only by his first name was the result of general 
changes in the system of Roman nomenclature in the Late Empire1'. The 
term <<domus,, for church occurs frequently only in Asia Minor and Syria, 
which probably indicates the origin of the dedicator himself1'. The fragment 
of the story of Jonah and the mention of God's temple indicate the period of 
early Christianity and connect this lamp with cult practise of the period in 
which it was made. 

A similar lamp from Rome, but with four fire openings, dated to the 
second half of the 3rd century, is also of cult character'', while the specimen 
from Berlin is only roughly dated to the 4th - 5th centuryI3. Ship 
representations of similar shape occured on tombstones and sarcophagi of 
the 3rd century, but also on the coins of Diocletian and Maximilian of the year 
30614. To this approximate period, the second half of the 3rd and the very 
beginning of the 4th century, the lamp from Mezul can also be dated. We 
consider that it was manufactured in some of the workshops active on the 
municipal territory of nearby Viminacium15. The dedicator Termogenes, who 
ordered its manufacture, probably belonged to Syrian diaspora, the 
existence of which in Viminacium was assumed on the basis of epigraphic 
mon~ments'~. 

Two money hoards, dated to the years 247 and 250, discovered on 
the same site, open the possibility that the lamp had been hidden in the time 
of Decius Trajan's persecutions of Christians1'. However, the lamp could 
have been linked with the remains of the building, that is, the temple where 
it had been originally placed, since numerous remains of building material 
from the Roman period were discovered on this site. Nevertheless, 
considering that archaeological excavations have not been carried out, both 
hypotheses remain open. 

Gordana Karovic 
Institute for the Protection of Cultural Monuments of Serbia 

Beograd, Serbia 
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SEAFARING BETWEEN JUDAEA AND ROME: 
JOSEPHUS FLAVIUS ON HEROD'S TRAVELS AT SEA 

The Roman conquest of Palestine in 63 BCE and the creation of the 
province of Judaea opened for its inhabitants larger horizons also in the 
maritime field. Ships and navies had a growing effect on the coast of the 
Levant since the Hellenistic era, but their activity was mostly confined to local 
or regional events and conflicts. We know less than expected about 
seafaring in Palestine in a large, Mediterranean, context, perhaps because 
Greco-Roman writers were not so inclined to focus on maritime themes in 
the history of the country. 

Information on maritime activities in Roman Judaea since the first 
Century BCE derives mainly from various literary sources originating from 
inside and outside the province. We still lack archaeological evidence on the 
nautical history of Palestine of the type and importance of the Athlit Ram and 
the Ma'agan Michael Wreck. These two major underwater discoveries of the 
1980s in Israel have added fundamental knowledge on ships, trade and 
naval warfare between late Persian and Hellenistic periods (5'h to 3rd Cen. 
BCE). 

This paper deals with two specific accounts of King Herod's travels, as 
seen by Josephus Flavius, who remains the principal ancient source for 
maritime and nautical aspects of Roman Palestine. The descriptions of 
Josephus are examined from a historical and literary perspective: on the one 
hand, as information relevant to maritime routes and seafaring practiced 
between Palestine, Asia Minor and Italy, and on the other, as part of 
Josephus' style, reflecting his perceptions of King Herod and his leading role 
in the relations between Judaea and Rome.' 

The two journeys discussed below belong to a period of struggle for 
political power during the generation that followed the conquest of Pompey. 
During that period, Herod became gradually convinced that personal ties 
with Rome were an indispensable condition for improving his own status and 
that of his kingdom. 

The Journey to Rome (40-39 BCE): 

Herod's first documented travel at sea dates to 40 BCE, and is situated 
by Josephus after the Parthian invasion and the dramatic family conflicts 
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which end with the imprisonment of Hyrcanos II and Phasael, his brother. 
Disappointed by the unwillingness of Malchus, king of the Nabataeans, to 
support him financially, Herod decides to leave the country in the direction 
of E g y ~ t . ~  

The main stages of his journey can be briefly outlined in their 
chronological order. Advancing along the southern coast of Palestine, Herod 
stops at Rhinocorura (modern El-Arish) and Pelusium, two coastal cities and 
ports situated along the continental and maritime route that connected 
Palestine and Egypt. Though delayed for strange reasons <<by the ships 
anchored,, in the port of Pelusium, Herod manages to embark a ship and sail 
to Alexandria, where even Cleopatra is not able to stop him from continuing 
immediately towards Rome.3 

The preliminary stage thus contains basic nautical information on the 
sailing conditions between ports and sites of the <(southern route. that leads 
to the principal part of the journey. The text says that in Alexandria Herod 
boards a vessel going to Asia Minor, despite being in a hurry to leave for 
Rome. It can be suggested that the reason for the change was simply the 
lack of an available and suitable ship going directly to Rome, as well as bad 
weather conditions in winter. This means that even the major port of 
Alexandria, a focal point of sailing routes, could not offer or ensure regular 
vessels to all destinations, including Rome. The ship in question makes its 
way to the Pamphilian coast,4 where it is dramatically saved from a 
threatening storm and arrives at Rhodes. In the last part of the journey, 
Herod orders the building of a trireme for himself, crosses from Rhodes to 
Brundisium, and continues by land to Rome, to meet An t~ny .~  

The geographical and nautical details of the itinerary brought by 
Josephus seem on the whole reliable, and correspond to what is generally 
known about routes and sailing experiences of the p e r i ~ d . ~  However, one 
should remember that the main objective of Josephus is not to inform his 
readers about exact nautical conditions of the voyage between Judaea and 
Rome. He is rather concerned with showing Herod as the leader who built 
up his political image and career through his presence and direct contacts 
in Rome. 

In fact, during his meeting with Antony, Herod refers to the risks and 
difficulties he had encountered on his way as a convincing argument of his 
persistence in maintaining the loyalty to Rome. More than just a courageous 
traveler, Herod wishes to prove himself as an ally and a future leader.'The 
visit to Rome proves a success, and brings a quick recompense: during the 
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short stay, Herod receives the supreme recognition of the Senate and is 
declared King of Judaea." 

Josephus also makes mention of the journey back from Italy to Akko- 
Ptolemais, chosen as port of destination due to Herod's affairs in the Galilee. 
The decision to land there probably points to the predominant status of 
Ptolemais as the principal maritime city and port of Northern Palestine.' 

The Journey to Asia Minor (14 BCE): 

The second detailed account of Herod's sea travels1° is set in the 
context of the consolidation of power and his building projects throughout 
Judaea, in the first place the Temple in Jerusalem. During the concluding 
phases of the construction of the harbor at Caesarea Maritima, Herod lives 
through one of the most intense moments of his career as ruler and builder. 

The beginning of Book 16 of the Jewish Antiquities tells of the warm 
hospitality and honors bestowed by Herod on Marcus Agrippa, a close 
colleague. The festivities he arranges include, among others, visits to 
Jerusalem, Caesarea and the royal fortresses. This is a prelude to Herod's 
forthcoming journey, as well as to the special relationship he establishes 
with Agrippa's heirs and the Roman emperors several decades later.'' 

Despite his desire to stay longer and enjoy the hospitality offered by 
Herod, Agrippa is obliged to sail quickly to lonia, as winter is approaching. 
This emphasizes Agrippa's - and other leaders' - knowledge of the limited 
sailing possibilities, especially during the winter journey from Palestine. 
Herod, on the other hand, can permit himself to postpone his departure, and 
prudently waits for spring." 

A look at Josephus' detailed account of Herod's voyage reveals 
several interesting facts: the journey begins at the islands of Rhodes, Kos, 
Lesbos, and Chios, where, delayed by the northern winds, Herod decides to 
use the opportunity to donate resources for public institutions. His wish to 
appear as supporter and benefactor to cities and populations of the Jewish 
Mediterranean Diaspora evidently adds a significant dimension to the entire 
trip.13 

The second part of the journey leads Herod to the Northern Aegean 
and via the Bosphoros to the Black Sea,14 as far as Sinope; the reason for 
choosing such an exceptional route is explained by Herod's desire to meet 
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Agrippa. For Josephus, this is yet another occasion to praise Herod for 
having made the effort of travelling by sea, and through this expressing his 
loyalty and friendship to Agrippa. 

For the last part of the journey, instead of returning from Asia Minor by 
sea, Herod and his company decide to travel by land across the provinces 
of Paphlagonia, Cappadocia and Phrygia.15 The change of itinerary is not 
explained and seems to be related to Herod's intervention in the problems 
of the civic status of the Jewish communities of lonia.16 The way home 
passes by sea from Ephesos to Samos and to then directly to Caesarea in 
Palestine." 

Josephus, Herod and the Sea 

These two detailed accounts of Herod's travels at sea suggest several 
points of discussion concerning Herod in general, his political motivations, 
and his historical image, as understood and presented by Josephus. 

The texts convey the relative importance attached by the historian to 
the maritime factor in the career of Herod, a dominant sovereign in Greco- 
Roman Palestine. Josephus had no particular interest in dealing with 
nautical affairs or with technical questions of seafaring. On the contrary, his 
personal experience at sea was quite traumatic, if we credit his story in Vita 
(The Life) about the shipwreck in the Adriatic from which he was saved.'' We 
should recall that Josephus' expressed aim was to write about the Jewish 
people, and to draw the necessary moral lessons from the encounter and 
conflicts with its rivals. His special interest in the background and causes of 
the Jewish war against the Romans led Josephus, the military commander 
and engaged historian, to admire the personality and achievements of 
Herod the Great. 

Indeed, Josephus saw in Herod the leading figure of his age, one who 
embodied the characteristics of an optimal ruler and statesman. The 
historian and his main hero shared a similar cultural identity: both were 
Jewish leaders inspired by Greek and Hellenistic values, as stated by 
Josephus himself in the epilogue to his major work.'' Both also developed 
pro-Roman views that became a decisive element of their careers.20 

Embarking on his trips, Herod fully experienced the challenges of 
sailing along the maritime routes that connected the eastern provinces of the 
Mediterranean, Asia Minor and Rome. For Herod, as well as for his 
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descendants Archelaos, Marcus Agrippa and Herod Antipas," travel at sea 
transformed the geographical and nautical adventure into a repeated 
practice of political engagement vis-a-vis the Roman Empire. 

In effect, Josephus tried to focus attention on the success of a Jewish 
ruler who cleverly chose from an early stage to cooperate with Rome, the 
dominating power of his world. Josephus also provided an example of the 
opposite strategy from a later date: the fall of Jaffa (67 CE) is a famous story 
where the initiative to oppose Rome at sea ended in total destruction and in 
a large number of victims. According to Josephus, Jaffa's destiny was 
determined simultaneously by the forces of nature - winds, waves and 
rocks - and by the superiority of the Roman fleet." 

In conclusion, one may define the "maritime affinity" of Herod in terms 
of awareness of the role of shipping, seafaring, trade and transport and as 
part of his political, economic, and cultural attitudes. The marine motifs on 
the coins of the Herodian dynasty probably reflect a similar consciousness 
of the importance of ships and seafaring as part of political power in the 
Roman Mediterranean." 

The presentation by Josephus of Sebastos, the prestigious harbor of 
Caesarea Maritima, can be considered from a similar perspective. In size, 
investment, as well as in military and economic significance, Sebastos was 
an imperial project, unrivaled at least in the Eastern Mediterranean. 
Josephus' reliability as the unique literary source for its construction was 
confirmed, long ago, by the archaeological excavations in Caesarea. In the 
beginning of the detailed description in Jewish Antiquities, Josephus 
associates the dimensions of Herod's harbor with the memorable Piraeus? 
and not with Alexandria or Ostia. Piraeus is a remote reminder, but for the 
Greek and Hellenized readers of Josephus it is still a model of the port that 
ensured the Athenian thalassocracy four centuries earlier. The harbor of 
Sebastos is essentially a technological achievement of Herod that suits his 
glory and contribution to the destiny of his country. Beyond that, it combines 
with the travels at sea to emphasize Herod's correct political and economic 
choices in the maritime sphere of action. 

Nadav Kashtan 
Recanati Institute for Maritime Studies, 
University of Haifa, Mt. Carmel 31905 
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THE SHlP RENDERINGS OF THE NORDIC BRONZE AGE - 
DIFFERENCES AND SIMILARITIES 

WITH SHlP RENDERINGS OF THE MEDITERRANEAN 

Bronze objects and rock carvings of the Nordic Bronze Age have 
yielded thousands of ship pictures, probably the largest prehistoric .ship 
register,, of the world. Ships on rocks are found in many parts of Denmark, 
Sweden and Norway, though in Denmark not so numerous as in the other 
Nordic countries, since larger suitable rock surfaces are only found on the 
Baltic island of Bornholm. Elsewhere in Denmark glacial erratics were used. 
The number of ship renderings on bronze objects are generally much lower, 
in Denmark however higher than the number seen on the rocks. The ships 
on bronzes - for instance on razors, knifes and neck-rings - have their 
main distribution in Denmark, where more than 800 ships are known from 
420 bronze objects (Kaul 1998). Far less numbers are known from Sweden 
and Northern Germany. 

The ship pictures of the Nordic Bronze Age may represent a number 
of vessel types, from small boats to larger ships (Coles 1993). Even though 
the ship renderings of the Nordic Bronze Age are rather simplified or 
stylised, they are always seen in profile, and it seems apparent that we can 
speak of some basic characteristics which change through time. Since most 
of the ships of the Mediterranean are also shown in profile it seems possible, 
at least on a certain level and referring to certain features (even though the 
construction technique itself could have been very different), to make some 
comparisons between Nordic and Mediterranean ships of the Bronze Age 
and (early) Iron Age. 

There are good reasons to conceive the Nordic ship renderings on 
bronze objects as divine vehicles for the transport of the sun over the 
heavens. We are thus dealing with pictures related to religion and 
cosmology (Kaul 1998). On some of the complex rock carving ships, 
religious rituals seems to take place, whereas more simple renderings of 
ships could be seen as religious and/or social symbols. It is interesting to 
compare the iconographic evidence for the ship's role in cosmology, religion 
and ritual of the North with evidence from the Mediterranean area particularly 
Egypt, and some basic concepts of the ship being the conveyor of the sun 
seems to be noticeable in larger parts of Europe during the Late Bronze Age. 
However, we shall here go no further along these lines, but restrict ourself to 
analysing the outline of the ships proper admitting that, even though we are 
in many cases dealing with renderings of ships related to a divine or supra- 
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human world, these ship images still reflect a Bronze Age reality. 

It is obvious that the Nordic ship renderings on bronze objects are 
very closely related to the renderings pecked into the rocks - the style is the 
same and the details are quite often identical. It is the design of the stems 
and the keel extension that demonstrate these basic similarities, and it is 
specifically the shape of these parts that forms the basis for making a 
chronological sequence of the Nordic ship representations (Glob 1969; Kaul 
1998). The ships on bronzes - on typologically datable objects - are of 
crucial importance for understanding the chronological sequence of the 
ships; but also a few ship renderings in stone contribute positively in making 
up such a sequence, when being related to dateable grave finds. A 
chronological scheme demonstrates this development from the beginning of 
the Nordic Bronze Age 1700 BC till the end of this period around 500 BC, 
where it is the stems and keel extensions that form the basis (fig. 1). It 
should be noted, however, that the sequence was in reality not as rigid as 
seen in the scheme, where each period of the Bronze Age has its typical type 
of ship. The succession was more floating, and a certain overlap and 
longevity of the ((types,, must be considered. 

A bronze sword found at Rerrby on Zealand from c.1600 BC (first half 
of the Nordic Bronze Age period I) carries the earliest datable Bronze Age 
ship rendering of the North (Mathiassen 1958). The ship shape is 
characterised by high stems turning inwards, a horizontal and pointed keel 
extension fore and a ((sausage-shaped,, stabiliser aft (fig. 2). The inclining 
lines indicating the crew, mark the sailing direction thus distinguishing what 
is fore and aft. This early ship type with its characteristic horizontal (or almost 
horizontal) keel extension is found on the rocks in Denmark, Sweden and 
Norway (see fig. 1, 14-1 5)(0stmo 1990; Kaul 1995; Kaul 1998, 73-79), and 
those ships sharing this peculiarity should be placed - by analogy to the 
well-dated Rnrrby ship - in the same period, that is period I of the Nordic 
Bronze Age, and probably parts of period II (for absolute dates, see fig.1). 

The horizontal keel extension fore soon began to turn upwards, a 
development completed in our Late Bronze Age (1 100-500 BC) with highly 
raised keel extensions, sometimes higher than the decorated stems 
themselves, sometimes having an almost vertical upper part. The stabiliser 
aft does not change much through time. It continues the keel line as a very 
short, horizontal and often rectangular excrescence. It is seen on Late 
Bronze Age ships on bronzes as well as on the rocks, when the rendering is 
sufficiently detailed (fig. 3). 
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During the same time as the keel extension of the prow began to turn 
upwards, around or perhaps a bit earlier than 1300 BC, the inturned prow 
itself (being an extension of the gunwale line) gives way to a horse-headed 
prow, which continues all the way through the rest of the Bronze Age. Often 
the ship carries a horse head both fore and aft, but in certain cases, mostly 
from per. V, 900-700 BC, there is a horse head fore and an inturned spiral 
aft. Generally the horse head follows some stylistic changes: in the 2nd half 
of per. IV (1000-900 BC) the muzzle began to end in one or two curves, an 
<<ornamental,> development continuing in per. V (900-700 BC), where the 
horse head and its neck is curling, the muzzle itself terminating in a spiral. It 
is evident that the ships on the bronzes and the ships on the rocks follow the 
same development, and that the style is the very same. The curled horse 
head terminating in a spiral can be seen to be indeed very similar on the two 
media of art (fig. 4 & 5). 

Around 1000 BC also bird-headed stems came into fashion, reflecting 
influences from the south: the bird-sun-ship (Vogel-Sonnenbarken) 
phenomenon detectable in Central Europe and the Mediterranean area. The 
aquatic bird's head on a curving neck (a swan?) became particularly popular 
as handle on razors of per. IV (1 100-900 BC), and if considering the Nordic 
razor as being a symbolic image of (half) a ship, then this bird had quite 
some impact on the ship iconography of that time (Kaul 1995, 66-68). The 
aquatic bird stem seems to continue all the way through the Nordic Bronze 
Age, the venerable Nordic horse-headed stem thus competing with the 
foreign birds (perhaps both had the same symbolic values). 

It is apparent that there is a chronological overlap between different 
stem forms, but an assessment of style and shape of the animal head, and 
the height of the keel extension seen on the background of a larger number 
of well datable ships can constitute a general chronology as shown on fig. 
1. However, this does not mean that all rock carving ships can be securely 
dated. Many ships are simply too undistinguished in their shape, not 
displaying traits of chronological significance. 

Some Late Bronze Age ships - as those recently found at Lensbjerg 
on the island of Bornholm - are not carrying an animal head on the stem, 
but the highly raised fore keel extension reveals a Late Bronze Age date, 
further documented by the similar rock carving ships from Hjortekrog in SE- 
Sweden (Widholm 1998, 71 ff.), intimately related to a cairn with a grave 
dated to per. IV of the Bronze Age (fig. 6). 

The employment of the ship iconography (both on bronzes and rocks) 
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terminates at the end of the Nordic Bronze Age, c. 500 BC. The ships on 
bronzes demonstrate that the shapes of the ships of per. V continues into the 
last period, per. VI (700-500 BC), though a simplification of the ship design 
occurs. But on a few rock carvings, mostly in Bohuslan, Western Sweden 
(for instance the Litsleby site, see Kaul 1998, 104-105) and in Stjrardalen, 
North Trrandelag, Norway (Sognnes 1993; Sognnes 1999) are seen some 
ship representations which display features of the shaping of the stems and 
the hull that fall outside the typological developmental series indicated in fig. 
1 - ship representations which can not be parallelled with the well dated 
ship images on Bronze Age bronzes or related to grave finds. These ships 
display special characteristics as follows: they are symmetrical, the hull 
being slightly curved, the keel extension and the stem (being the extension 
of the gunwale line) run almost parallel with each other, and the keel 
extension is now only slightly raised. It seems thus possible on the basis of 
the ship typology that these rarely occurring rock carving ships probably 
belong to the time after the Bronze Age (Kaul 1998). 

This seems to be confirmed by the important Pre-Roman Iron Age find 
at Hjortspring, Southern Jutland, though from outside the main rock carving 
areas. Here the Danish National Museum in 1921-22 excavated a large 
offering of war booty in a small bog, the largest object being a 21 m long 
(war) canoe, designed for a crew of about 22 armed men. We shall not 
discuss the many interesting technical details of this boat here (see 
Rosenberg 1937 & Rieck 1994), except to emphasise that its profile 
resembles strikingly the profile of several of the ships from Litsleby and 
associated rock cawing ships (fig. 7). The many paddles found together with 
the Hjortspring boat show that it was propelled forward in the same way as 
the Bronze Age rock carving ships. On the other hand, the Hjortspring boat 
is equipped with a couple of steering oars and this seems to be a feature 
which was practically unknown among the Bronze Age rock carving ships. 
The Hjortspring find is dated to c. 350 BC. Some of the ships of precisely this 
type are actually employed with steering oars, as seen for instance in a 
number of cases on the recently published rock carvings of the Askum area, 
Bohuslan, and from Stjrardal (fig. 8) (Bengtson 1998; Sognnes 1993 & 1999; 
Coles 1993), indicating that it was after the Bronze Age (after 500 BC) that 
the steering oar came into use. 

Quite recently a substantial work of experimental archaeology has 
resulted in a full scale accurate copy of the Hjortspring boat, made with 
(<original>, tools and materials, and the Danish Center of Maritime Research 
is currently conducting test navigations. Albeit provisionally, the 
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observations from the boat Tilia's maiden voyage in the summer of 1999 
could be of interest in this connection. It turned out that this boat has 
surprisingly excellent sailing abilities. She is easy to manoeuvre even for an 
unskilled crew and glides smoothly and gracefully through the waters (fig. 
9). She accelerates rapidly, and it is possible to turn Tilia quickly on a very 
narrow perimeter. It became clear that it is primarily the crew, and the ability 
of the crew to follow the commands of the captain, that makes it possible to 
turn the ship, whereas the steering oars were secondary in manoeuvring her 
(just as her almost contemporary Olympias). Thus the steering oar seems to 
have a quite limited usage for turning, and was probably primarily used as a 
sort of stabiliser for more or less straight navigation. These observations may 
explain why the ship renderings of the Bronze Age show no steering oars: 
Such were not required when the ship had a vertical stabiliser aft, to be used 
for keeping the course. Since the typical ship from the centuries after 500 BC 
were of symmetrical design, there was no room for a particular stabiliser aft, 
and a steering oar became more necessary in that period as a substitute for 
the stabiliser. By means of experimental archaeology it is thus possible to 
give a reasonable explanation for the introduction of the steering oar in the 
North; the observations made in this respect support the chronological 
evidence, and we are able to extend this sequence into the lron Age. 
However, it should be noted that some of the much earlier ships seen on 
frescoes from Akrotiri on Thera carry both a steering oar and a stabiliser aft, 
demonstrating that the use of these two navigational devices in the 
Mediterranean do not necessarily exclude each other (Marinatos 1984, 56- 
57; Basch 1987, fig. 257-258); a stabiliser aft seems also to appear much 
later, among the Bottians in the last centuries BC (Basch 1987, 129-130). 

We have now shortly followed changes of ship profile through the 
Nordic Bronze Age and parts of the Pre-Roman lron Age (c.1600-300 BC): 
from a horizontal prow (keel extension) with high and inturned stems 
continuing the gunwale lines, into raised almost vertical prows (keel 
extensions) where the gunwale lines continue into animal heads (often 
stems adorned with horse heads). A horizontal projection of the keel line aft 
was a quite common feature through the whole of the Bronze Age. In the 
Pre-Roman lron Age the animal head adornments disappeared, and the 
gunwale line and the keel line continued into parallel protrusions. The 
horizontal projection aft also disappeared, and steering oars took the place 
of this stabiliser. 

How does this Nordic sequence of ship (stem) shapes correlate with 
ships as depicted in the Mediterranean area. Is it possible to find or establish 
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some basic differences or similarities? (For illustrations of early Greek ship 
typology/chronology, see also M. Wedde's contribution in the present 
volume of Tropis). 

Firstly, it should be noted that in the Late Bronze Age of Scandinavia 
(1100-500 BC - corresponding with the Iron Age of the Eastern 
Mediterranean) it is the prow with its elevated keel extension which bends 
upwards and often marks the highest point of the ship, and it is astern that 
we find the horizontal projection in the waterline. In the Mediterranean the 
horizontal projection in the waterline is part of the prow, and it is astern that 
we find the highly protruding decorated parts (though the earlier ship 
frescoes from Akrotiri on Thera show the stem being the highest elevated 
part). From a superficial view of the ship renderings the profile of the ships 
are very much alike; however, it must be realised that it is the prow that 
seems easiest comparable with the aft, and that the ships in the 
Mediterranean - if making this comparison - <sailed backwards,, when 
compared with Nordic ships, or vica versa. A fact that the leading Danish 
archaeologist S. Muller has commented upon as early as in 1897, when 
dealing with misunderstood attempts to parallel Nordic (Bronze Age) ships 
with Classical, Mediterranean ships and to derive the Nordic ones directly 
from the Mediterranean (Muller 1897, 400). When considering this, it 
becomes clear, that the shipshape, as documented by the ship images, is 
rather different in the North and in the Mediterranean: The prow is 
horizontally penetrating the waterline in the South, the prow is bending 
upwards in the North. 

Apart from this backward-foward difference, basic differences are that 
in the North mast and sail were totally unknown, and the steering oar seems 
unknown until c. 500 BC (see above). 

When looking at the early group of Nordic ships (as the ship on the 
Rrarby sword) we meet the horizontal and pointed prow in the waterline, and 
this stem form is a characteristic feature of the Mediterranean. However, 
while the Nordic stems of this form seem to be restricted to the period 
around 1700-1400 BC, the characteristic <<ram,> (later fitted with a metal point 
becoming the most important naval weapon) is in the Mediterranean found 
from the 12th century BC and onwards, though some very few renderings 
may be earlier. In other words, the horizontal ram-like extensions in the 
South and in the North are not from the same period of time and are just or 
hardly overlapping, this feature being earlier in the North than in the 
Mediterranean. This ram-like extension is seen on a sarcophagus from Gazi 
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on Crete (c. 1200 BC), on a vase from Milo (1200-1 100 BC), on a pyxis from 
Tragara near Pylos (1200-1 100 BC), on a vase from Asine near Naufplion 
(1200-1 100 BC), and on a group of ship-shaped rhyta from Cyprus (Basch 
1987, 150-151 & fig. 298, 307, 309, 313-16 & fig. 318). A picture of a ship 
from Anemospilia, Crete, from around 1700 BC seems to show a ship with a 
horizontal keel extension and an upwards turned stem (Basch 1987, 105 fig. 
F18). On the other hand, depictions of Mycenaen warships in battle do not 
show this ram stem, and the type of Mycenaen sea battle depicted does not 
include ramming, the ship being a platform for throwing spears or shooting 
arrows (Dakoronia 1999). 

Later, on Geometric pottery (and later) this projection became very 
common. Similar extensions can be seen on ships represented on the so- 
called Cycladic pans, but it is uncertain whether they are at the fore-end of 
the ships (Basch 1987, 84-85; Vichos 1987; Wachsman 1998, 71-76). They 
may just as well be a kind of stabiliser at the stern. A similar projection can 
be seen on ships on Minoan seals, but here, too, there are problems with 
respect to what is fore and what is aft. Particularly the problem of the highest 
point of the ships being either at the prow or astern has been widely 
discussed as to the ships depicted on the Cycladic pans. If we accept the 
most elevated parts being astern, then the ram-like extension fore seems to 
be much earlier in the Mediterranian than in the North. However in the case 
of the Early Bronze Age ships seen on the Cycladic pans, I would be in 
favour of the highest point being the prow and the lower almost vertical end 
being a sort of stabiliser aft, the inclination of the strokes representing the 
crew demonstrating the sailing direction. Furthermore I find the straight- 
forward navigational arguments of Lambrou-Phillipson interesting and 
convincing, when considering this matter. When ships (without a substantial 
keel) are moving under wind power, they had to have high sterns to avoid 
being swamped by waves coming from astern. By contrast, when they 
moved against the wind under human propulsion, they had to have high 
prows to prevent swamping by waves coming from afore. This means that 
high prows are most suitable for moving under oars or paddles against the 
wind, while high sterns are most suitable for moving under sails with the 
wind (Lambrou-Phillipson 1999, 253-254). Since the ships of the 3rd 
millenium BC on the Cycladic pans do not show clear evidence of sails, their 
primary means of propulsion were by rowing or paddling, thus suggesting 
that it was the prow which constituted the highest part of the ship. When the 
sail came into common use the ship shape then quite practically .turned 
opposite>>, the highest point being astern, making a general ship building 
tradition along another line. Following this line of argument - this form of 
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logic - it is also possible to explain the aforementioned difference between 
ship renderings around the North Sealthe Baltic Sea and ship renderings of 
the Mediterranean, where the ships in the Mediterranean seem to <<sail 
backwards,, when compared to Nordic ships. In the North mast and sail did 
not come into use in the 2nd and 1st millenium BC, and therefore it was 
practical and logical to have the highest part of the ship afore - just as with 
the earlier ships on the Cycladic pans without sails: the Nordic Bronze Age 
ships and the ships on the Cycladic pans share the common feature that 
they were propelled by rowerslpaddlers and therefore they also share the 
high prow, low stern. In this case we can find an explanation of differences 
and similarities North-South not in cultural derivation, but in practical logics. 

If we accept that the Anemospilia ship rendering is from around 1700 
BC, then ships with ram-like extension at the prow occur at the same time in 
the North and in the Mediterranean, or else this feature was to be seen earlier 
in the North. Could there be a connection? - We might consider this type 
of ship to be a Nordic <<invention>, that spread to the Mediterranean area 
where it later acquired great significance, or we could see this as parallel 
developments, where some contacts did exist, or we can consider this as a 
coincidence, where there were no connections at all between two 
independent developments. At any rate, soon the evolution of the ship 
profile in the North took another path, with the upturned keel extension fore, 
a development which is rarely seen in the Mediterranean, though perhaps 
with the exception of a rock carving ship from Thera, which has been dated 
to the 7th century BC. Here we can see a ship with a stem with a bird's head 
bent backward and a keel extension that curves smoothly upwards (Basch 
1987, 247 &fig. 521 B). 

As mentioned above, just after 1100 BC the (aquatic) bird-headed 
stems came into fashion in the North, here revealing a sort of international 
fashion related to the iconography of the aquatic bird (of the urnfield culture). 
Ships with (aquatic) bird-headed stems are known from the Mediterranean 
on ships related to <<The Sea People>>, but is also found on a sherd from 
Tiryns belonging to period LM Illc, around 1100 BC (Matthaus 1980; Kaul 
1998, 282-283; Wachsmann 1998, 163 ff), so this stem form seems to have 
had a (<sudden>> emergence all over Europe around the time of the collapse 
of the Mycenaen culture. 

The horse-head stems is a particular feature of the ships of the Nordic 
Bronze Age, probably going back to c. 1300 BC, with their most pronounced 
appearance around 900-700 BC. The horse's head stems do not seem to 
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occur in the Central European ship iconography. This feature thus should be 
regarded as a Nordic phenomenon and an expression of a Nordic tradition 
which would probably also have been reflected in the appearance of the 
ships in the real world. As early as in Scandinavia it is hard to find illustrations 
of ships with horse heads. The head of a pin found in a grave from Kirrha 
south of Delphi, dated to LH I (c. 1600 BC), is in the shape of anthitetic 
animal protoms which form a boat-like figure (Matthaus 1980, 320-321). It is 
possible that in this pin we should recognise a representation of a ship with 
out-turned horse heads at each end (fig. 10). If we assume that it is actually 
a rendering of a ship of this form, it is earlier than any known horse head ship 
in Scandinavia. A couple of small (cultic) boats from (late) Minoan seals carry 
horse heads astern (Basch 1987, 105, fig. F 12 & F 13; Wachsmann 1998, 
112-113). The question may be asked whether the animal head that 
decorated the stem of a ship painted on a Minoan LM Ill b sarcophagus from 
Gazi (c.1200 BC) is necessarily a bird's head (Wachsmann 1981, 210 & fig. 
18). The marked stylisation makes an identification difficult, but its shape in 
combination with some strokes at the top of the head which might represent 
a mane, led Basch to admit the possibility of it being a horse head (Basch 
1987, 145). There are also a couple of pictures of ships on Late Helladic-Ill c 
pots from Phylakopi and Skyros (Wachsmann 1981, fig. 14 D & E) which 
may have been decorated with a horse head and an interned stern (c.1100 
BC). Even though these examples may demonstrate the existence of horse 
heads decorating the prows, this feature is certainly not predominant among 
the Greeks, and the design of their ships looks very different in the pictures. 

Later, at the edge of the Greek world we find a ship representation on 
a stele from Razlog in SW Bulgaria, whose stems and the associated 
pictures look quite foreign in comparison with Greek pictures and perhaps 
more Nordic in concept (Hansel 1969, 63 ff.). We see a ship with animal- 
head stems at each end, and the animal stems have slightly forward-pointing 
ears, a feature familiar with Nordic representation of horses (fig. 11). With the 
ship is linked a sun-image and a zigzag-line, as well as S-shaped symbols. 
All these features correspond with Nordic iconography, and it might suggest 
some connections between the North and the Mediterranean area in a wide 
sense as to ship design and adornment. Unfortunately this stele is difficult to 
date, and the find circumstances uncertain. Hansel suggests a dating to the 
8th or 7th century BC, perhaps earlier (Hansel 1969, 65-70). On an Italian 
stele of 7th century BC from Novilara on the Adriatic Sea there is a ship with 
a stem in the shape of a horse head (Hagy 1986, fig. 10; Hansel 1969, Abb. 
4). But the head projects far out in front of the ship, not very similar to the 
Nordic ships and the aft stem carries no adornment. A razor from Bologna 
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from the 8th century BC has a ship representation with a backward-bent 
stem which ends in an indeterminable animal-head (Hagy 1986, 223 & fig. 
6). It is significant that this stem bears two pairs of legs, just as do the few 
horse head stems from the Nordic Bronze Age. Here we can see an 
interesting point of similarity between the ship iconography of the 
Mediterranean area and that of Scandinavia at the same period and on the 
same type of object, a razor. 

If we go beyond the Mediterranean, to Mesopotamia, a larger number 
of ships or boats with prows decorated with beautiful horse heads are 
known. They are seen on a part of the bronze covering of the doors of 
Salmanassar Ill's (858-824 BC) palace in Balawat, on reliefs from Sargon Il's 
(722-705 BC) palace in Khorsabad and from Assurbanipal's (669-626 BC) 
palace in Kuyundjik. Some of the ships have horse heads both fore and aft, 
whereas others have a horse head fore and an upturned stern, not very far 
from the Nordic principle. Basch argues that we are not at all dealing with 
Assyrian ships, but with Assyrian renderings of Phoenician ships or river 
boats, and that these ships depicted here should be related to a 
Mediterranean ship building tradition, being early examples of the later well 
known Phoenician aHippos>> - horse-ships (Basch 1987,305 ff.; see also A. 
Trakadas in this volume of Tropis for further discussion, and illustrations). 

When the Phoenicians moved westward their <<Hippos>> became well 
known all over the Mediterranean and perhaps further, and from the West, in 
Spain comes a small rendering from the 7th or 6th century BC of a boat with 
stems terminating in a horse head (Basch 1987, 308). Phoenician transport 
vessels from the 3rd and 4th centuries BC had a curved bow ending in a 
representation of a horse head and a stern culminating in a fish-tail or an in- 
curving spiral (Bartolini 1988, 74). A few of the Nordic representations of 
horse-headed ships on razors from 900 to 600 BC are constructed in 
generally the same way: with a horse head adornment at the prow and an 
in-curved or spiral-shaped stern. Even though there seem to be a 
chronological overlap between the Nordic horse-ships and the Phoenician 
ones, and some similarities can be observed, we must realise the 
considerable structural differences between them (and there are no eye 
motifs on the Nordic ships). We should not necessarily see any link between 
the Phoenician ships in question and the Nordic ships, the latter seemingly 
having a longer tradition of horse head stem adornments than the 
Phoenician ones. A few glimpses of earlier horse-headed ships may 
however suggest a tradition of such ships in the Mediterranean area before 
the Phoenicians. The horse head seems to demonstrate rather independent 
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traditions of ship building in the Baltic area and in the Mediterranean. On the 
other hand some connections or interactions between these areas should 
not be totally ruled out, as suggested by the Razlog ship, though it seems 
too far-fetched to suggest that the Phoenician <<hippos>> as such should 
derive from Nordic ships. 

When looking at the outline of the ship, its keel extensions and stem 
adornments, it thus seems apparent that we are dealing with separate 
traditions and internal developments in the North versus the Mediterranean 
area. This however, should not exclude the possibility of occasionally 
interactions between the two areas, since more or less direct connections 
between the Mediterranean area and the Baltic area must have existed 
during larger parts of the period in question. It is also worth noting the 
<<internationalisation>) of the ships adornments as demonstrated by the 
occurrence of the aquatic bird heads on the stems around and after 1100 
BC. When returning to the horse heads (and other traits) it is not impossible 
that the similarities are merely the result of chance. On the other hand we 
should not exclude that these ship representations produced at both ends of 
the European theatre may reflect some common ideas as to what a stem and 
a ship ought to look like in spite of differing construction traditions. 

Flemming Kaul 
The Danish National Museum 

Copenhagen 
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THE SHlP RENDERINGS OF THE NORDIC BRONZE AGE - DIFFERENCES AND 
SIMILARITIES WITH SHlP RENDERINGS OF THE MEDITERRANEAN 

ILLUSTRATIONS 

Fig. 1: 

Fig. 2: 

Fig. 3: 

Fig. 4: 

Fig. 5: 

Fig. 6: 

Fig. 7: 

Fig. 8: 

Fig. 9: 

Fig. 10: 

Fig. 11: 

Diagram showing the chronological/typological development of Nordic ship 
renderings. Left, datable ships; right: ships on the rocks which can be dated by 
analogy to the ships (stems) shown to the left. All the ship renderings shown in the 
left column are from bronze objects from Denmark and Northern Germany, exept 
nos. 2 and 3, which are rock carvings on grave slabs related to graves to be dated 
to late per. II or early per. Ill graves (Kivik and Sagaholm, Southern Sweden). All the 
ship renderings in the left column are rock carvings from Denmark and Southern 
Norway. Drawing: Leif Hammelev, The National Museum of Denmark. 
The 6,7 cm long ship representation on the sword from Rsrby, Western Zealand, 
Denmark. Note the highly elevated incurved stems, the horizontal prow, and the 
*sausage-like* stabiliser aft, the prov being at the left. The Rsrby sword's ship image 
forms a fixed chrononogical basis for what a ship rendering from the earliest part of 
the Bronze Age looks like, photo: The National Museum of Denmark. 
Typical Nordic Late Bronze Age ship, from Lovisen, Bohuslan, Sweden. Note the 
highly elevated keel extension fore, the very short horizontal keel extension astern 
and the horse headed stem. Rubbing by G. Milstreu, Tanums Hallristningsmuseum. 
Detail of a razor from Melby, Northern Zealand, Denmark, showing a horse headed 
stem, where the head is curled, the muzzle terminating into a spiral curl. Note also 
the vertical keel extension. Photo: F. Kaul. 
Detail of a rock carving ship from Bro, Bohuslan, Sweden, with a horse head of 
similar shape and stylisation as seen on fig 4, though here astern. Photo: F. Kaul. 
Ships without stems with animal heads, on a recently found rock cawing at 
Lensgird, Bornholm, Denmark. They carry a high keel extension fore and a short 
horizontal keel extension aft. Photo: F.Kaul. 
The profile of the Hjortspring-boat and drawing of a similar ship depicted on the 
Litsleby rock carving, Bohuslan, Sweden. Drawing: Leif Hammelev, The National 
Museum of Denmark & after Marstrander 1963. 
Pre-Roman Iron Age boatsfships of Hjortspring type with steering oars, from Askum 
15:1, Bohuslan, Sweden, and from Bjarngord II, Stjsrdal, North Trsndelag, Norway. 
After Bengtsson 1998 and Sognnes 1999. 
The exact replica of the Hjortspring-boat, Tilia, on her maiden voyage in June1999. 
Photo: F. Kaul. 
The head of a dress-pin from a grave at Kirrha, Greece, c. 1600 BC, may perhaps 
be looked upon as a rendering of a symmetrical ship. After Matthaus 1980. 

A 1,6 m high stele of marble from Razlog, SV-Bulgaria, carry a ship rendering with 
horse headed stems, which in some respects can be compared with Nordic Bronze 
Age ship renderings (and Nordic Bronze Age iconography). After Hansel 1969. 
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H HflElPRTlKH flPOIZTOPIKH NAYflHrlKH, 
ZAN AOETHPIA 

TOY APXAIOY EMBOAOOOPOY IlOAEMlKOY flAOlOY 

1 .- To YEVLKO oXljpa TOU apxaiou eppoAocpopou nokpt~ou nhoiou, (onwq TO 

yvwpi<oUp& pE q p ~ ~ ( ~ f i  q q  T ~ ~ ~ K O V T O ~ O U  fi ~EV~~KOVTO~OU) ,  paq EXEL 

yivei ~ o a o  OLKE~O hm& an6 noMouq xapaqpi<e~ai avenicpuAaKra, oq ecai- 
~ E T L K ~  ~opqo Kai 6popcpo.-AV opwq TO napaqpfiaoupe qu~paipa, 8a &a- 
n~mhooupe eniaqq O T ~  npo~ei~ai  yia dva ~ W o v  nepiepyo Kai a p ~ e ~ a  aou- 
vrjeimo o~acpoq, pc dvroq 6iapfiKq aouppmpia (wq npoq q v  nhhpq Kat 
q v  npupq TOU) Kai TOU onoiou ~ L ~ X ~ O V L K ~ ,  6ev ouvavrape ~avdva napo- 
pot0 vaunqyt~o npoqyoupcvo fi E ~ ~ K O A O U ~ O .  (EIK. 1) 

2.- A u T ~ ~  q aoupp~pq popcpfi, pe q v  unepuqwpdq, AEm, ~Aacppia oupa 
q q  npupqq Kai q v  oupnayfi, iqupfi, papeia ~ecpahfi q q  nhhpqq, eivai 
nt8avo~epo va 6iapopcphBq~e oav ecdAiSq ptaq ~piaipqq apxi~fiq ~ e p i ~ f i q  
avay~atoq~aq, Kai 6x1 aav pia eku0ep~l miypiaia aia8q~i~f i  enlhoyfi TOU 

npoimopi~o13 vaunqyou, (o onoioq npocpavhq 6ev ~ L C ~ E T E  q v  dlVeaq fi q v  
nohurdkta TETO~WV enlhoyhv). 

3.- Ecpoaov q uno8eq a m  eivai oom?), 8a npdnsi, pdaa an6 pi6 avri- 
mpocpq epsuq~ i~ f i  nopeia (uqv ouoia pi6 E P E U ~ T L K ~ ~  K Q T ~ ~ U O ~ )  npoq TO 

anh~a-ro TE~OAOYLKO napsA8ov TOU auy~&~pip&vou ~l inou nhoiou, va pno- 
pouv va avipeu8ouv Kai evronio8ouv oi ~a- raa~~uami~dq anapxdq TOU 

(6qAa6fi o <<yevapmq>> TOU), ~aehq  Kai 01 T E ~ L K E ~  fi 6Ahq napap~~poi, q q  
6iapopcpwmjq TOU. 

4.- ZE pia TETOL~ ava<rjqaq, q CMEiqq ouoiami~hv npw~oyevhv eupqpa- 
TOV, (nou 8a C6ivav uqqAfi pepaioq~a m a  oupnepaopa~a paq), ~aeima 
avay~aia q v  enimpa~euq piaq ~vaMaKri~fiq pe806oAoyiaq ~pr~eipoyvw- 
pov~~fiq npoadyyiqq TOV O ~ O L W V  6ia8doip0v ~ O L X E ~ O V ,  hme @aa an6 
mdpea cpuai~a 6ebopdva va avaauv8doou pe TO <q~oupevo. AqAa6fi q v  
npoimopi~fi vaunqyi~fi acpeqpia, nou ~ a ~ d u q a e  avanocpsutcrq a m  q v  
aCJup&~pq 6iapopcpwq TOU ~ p p ~ h ~ c p d p ~ u  K U ~ ~ C ~ T O U  llohEptK0~ nAoiou 
q q  apxaioq~aq. 
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5.- To "y~vCBAto neptpCIMov" TOU auy~~~ptp6vou ~unou nhoiou, npCnet va 
~onoeeqe~ i  UE pta ~noXlj, onou q nsptmaotamj ~pr juq an6 TOV avepwno, 
~Cmowv ~uxaiwv ~nmhEovrwv avrt~~tpdvwv (q.~opphv), avru~aeima-rat 

Kal ~ ~ O T ~ K T L K ~ ,  pE pt6 U K O ~ L ~ ~  Kai U U U L ? ~ ~ C ~ T ~ K ~ ~  <~va~nr)ytK?j>> 6pao-q- 
p toq~a,  (o-qv nto anhlj ~ a i  npw~oA~ta popcpfi qq )?  onou o ~oppoq K O ~ E T ~ L  

nhCov, ~aeapi<mat, ~ a i  o u p ~ ~ a i  mo v~po, an6 TO ~ p l j o - q  TOU. (EIK.2) 
Auro npCnst va apxto~ va ouppaivst, ~anou o-q M~oohtBt~fi ~noXlj, nohu 

npiv -rrlv 9q ~Ats-ria n.X. (o~av nhdov CXOU~E ban~mwpCvq, u u q p a ~ t ~ f i  
vaurt~lj 6pauqptoq~a, pe q pmacpopa oqtavou an6 q Mljho mo Opaxet 
ApyoAi6oq). 

6.- 0 napanavw npoa6toptapoq, paq 8 6 ~ ~ 1  Kat TO rrhaiolo q q  6taeCotpqq 
TOTE TEp~h~yiaq, nou napCxet mov av0pwno uno~unh6q/anha rpyakia 
Kat paot~6/cpuot~a u k ~ a ,  onoq: nCTplvcq at iv~q fi ~ E ~ C K E I ~  Kal papcba, 
@JhEia Kat po~houq, 6dppma, tpavreq lj a>(otvta, cphoya Kat T ~ ~ O T E  n~ptoo- 
T E ~ O  an' ama (EIK.3). 

7.- Eivat 6tantmwpivo OTL mov ~uplirspo EMa6t~o xhpo, avC~a0ev ouva- 
VTapE 600 apK&Ta 6la(p0p&TtK6 (all0 nhEupa$ KhipaT0~ KaL popcpohoyiaq) 
n ~ p t p ~ o v r a ,  6qh. dva H ~ E ~ ~ W T L K O  1 Aaot~o Kat &va 
N ~ u ~ ~ T ~ K o / M E u o ~ & ~ ~ K o .  - I T 0  ~ ~ E L ~ C O T ~ K O  ~ E ~ L ~ C I M O V ,  TO 0n0i0 K U ~ ~ W S  paq 
&~6~Clcp&f3&1, EIltKpClTo~v U U V ~ ~ ~ K E ~  up6ov K E V T ~ O E U ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ K E C , ,  p& &VTOV&~ 

ppo~orrrho~tq, pwpaAia 6aolKfi phao-qar) Kat ljpspouq 1 npoma~~upd- 
V O U ~  U ~ ~ T L V O U ~  mipouq, 6qha6rj hipvsq Kat ~ohnouq. (EIK.4) 

8.- M'aura Aotnov Ta ukK6 KL &pyaA&ia Kat <hvraq p&oa mo ouy~&~ptp&vo 
<<cp~wxo acp~njpto neplpCIMov>>, Cnpsns o avepwnoq va ~ntvol jo~t Kal 6qpc 
oupyqast Ta n p h ~ a  TOU mhoup~va>>. MCoa UE ~ o o o  msva neptehpta, ot 
~ntAoyCq TOU ljoav avrimotxa neptoptopdveq, Cwq ~(anohlirwq npophCqc 
pEq*. ETUL, ~ T ~ o ~ o u ~ E  Va B~wpfiooup~ q 6 o v  U ~ O X ~ E ~ T ~ K ~ ,  6Tt 01 UUYKE- 

K ~ L ~ E V E ~  U U V ~ ~ ~ K E ~  euvoqoav lj Kat ~nCpaAav q 6tapopcpwar) ~voq  ~i6ouq 
"qnetpw~t~rjq vaunqyt~fiq a>(oAljqv, (~vrshhq 6lacp0p~ll~f i~ an6 q v  avri- 
motM q q  vqotw~~~l j ) .  H <<oxohlj>> a m  Cxovraq o-q 6ta8~cnj q q  acpeovq 
n p h q  an0 p&yaa 6aCf1~6 6Cv6pa, E ~ ~ u < ~ ~ L < E  E U K O ~ C ~  V V  <<~p i~ l pq  
nkuotpq pa<a>> an6 Cva Kat povo popaAaio ~oppo, (xwpiq va ~ivat ana- 
pa iwo va ouvapyhost nsptoo~~pouq), ~ v h  ~ n c ~ u y ~ a v e  Kal ~ n a p ~ r j  cuma- 



H HflEIPQTIKH IlPOIETOPIKH NAYflHrlKH, EAN AOETHPIA 
TOY APXAIOY EMBOAOOOPOY flOAEMl KOY nAOlOY 

Brta yia TO ouvrjeoq rjpepo u6hivo nep~pWov xprjcqq TOU nhEoup~vou 
q q .  ETOL cpaivrrat noAu nieavrj q npo~ipqaq an6 vwpiq, u q v  ~a - rao~~u r j  
m ~ v w v  o~acphv an6 aupnaysiq ~oppouq, 6qAa6rj Movo~uAov, Kai 0x1 

1 ~ ~ 6 t h ~  (EIK.5). 

9.- I q p a v r ~ ~ a  motx~ ia  nou ~vtquouv a& p~yciAo nimruoup~ paepo, q v  
napanavw npoodyyiq, ano~~houv: 

a) Eva npocpavdq yAwuui~o ~mciAoino, nou paq6tdawos TO auvacpdq p~ 
*v ~ a ~ a a ~ ~ u r j  TOU Movo~uAou ~wotoAoyt~o nspi~xoprvo q q  ovopaaiaq 
TOU. -np~K&tTat ~ 1 6  q MSq, "ZKAOOZ" (EK TOU EK-IKAOON I) IKAflTON), 
nou m0 ~ ~ E L ~ ~ T ~ K o  nEpip&0~ ~ ~ O t p ~ n ~ t E i  0 ~ T E ~ E O E M ~ ~ ~ T I T ) ~  Hoi060~ 
o ~ a v  avacpEprrat a& nhoia, n~piypacpovraq h a t  TOV ouotami~o ~ p o n o  
KClTaoKE~fiq pE E K O K ~ ( P ~ ~ ,  TOU YEV&~~)Q~ TWV nh0iwv q q  Hn&lp~TiKfiq 
Naunqyi~rjq ZxoArjq. -E6h aSi<&i va ~niaqpave~i  OTL o Atyaton~Aayiqq 
Opqpoq, a n o ~ a k i  TO nhoio: "NAYt", (EK TOU NEn - NEOYIA = ~nthCw- 
~nihcouaa). 
p) Eva a~opq  ~piaipo ~ O L X E ~ O  yia q v  i6ta unoe~aq, a n o ~ e k i  q ~ a ~ a v o q -  

cq EK pEpouq paq,o~i m a  nhaiola piaq npw~oyoqq ~upiwq ~pocpoauME- 
K T L K T ~ ~  ~otvwviaq, dva dEoup~vo 6 ~ v  pnopsi va ~ i va t  ~ i 6 0 q  avaqu>Ci)q rj 
aBAqqq aMa povo ompa p~~acpopaq q q  ~ 6 0 ~  ~i60uq ( K U ~ Y E T L K T ~ ~  fi 
Aqmpi~rjq), "hEiaqY' TOV ~ n i p a ~ v o v r ~ v  TOU, ~ a e h q  Kai "~pyak io "  unoomjpt- 
cqq ouvacphv Ent6p0piKh~ 6pauqp io~~ j~ov .  1'auro TO poAo ~ i v a i  aurovoq- 
TO OTL nto an060TtK6 pnopouaav va ~ivai, povo Ta m ~ v a - ~ n i p ) ~ q  yprjyopa 
Movo~uAa Kat 6x1 ot ppa6unhoeq zxE6i~q. (EIK.6) 

10.- 0 OUYKEK~L@VO~ T ~ l l 0 ~  ~ ~ ) ( & T u ~ o u  ~EOU~EVOU, 000 Kt av ~ ~ O T E ~ O E  

q v  ~a-raMqAo~epq "acpmjpia E ~ I A o ~ ~ ( '  yta TO nepipWov TOU, oav npw- 
~oyovo K ~ T ~ O K E U ~ O ~ ~  nou *av, ~ v u w p h w v ~  dva nhrjeoq ano a v ~ n a p ~ ~ l -  
&q Kat k t ~ o u p y i ~ d q  a6uvapi&q, p& nto qpav r t~ r j  q v  dAA&i$q npomaoiaq 
TOV ~niPa-rhv TOU, ud ~ 6 0 ~  ~i60uq nhrjypa-ra, an6 TOV ~ a i p o  rj an6 ~ o u q  
avrmciAouq TOUS. Kai onwq n h a  auppaiva, oi av~nieupq~eq rj o6uqpCq 
~ a ~ a m a a ~ t q  ~ i v a i  amdq nou 6ivouv ~ i q ~ p o  mov avepwno va P E A T L ~ ~ E ~  q 
8 d q  TOU, E~EAiaaovraq q v  TEpohoyia TOU. Au-rdq oi a6uvapi&q, a n o ~ d k -  
oav TO ~ O V C I ~ ~ K O  iowq aopapo ~ i q ~ p o ,  6qptoupyiaq npaypa~i~hv nhoiwv 
(EIK.7). 

11 .- H npoacpopo~spq Aucq m o  napanavw npoPAqpa npomaaiaq, ~ o o o  
an0 llhUp6$ ~ ~ o T E ~ o ~ ~ T ~ K ~ ~ T ~ ~  000 Kai TEp~Kfiq Eu~ohiaq, KaTap>Ci)v 
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cpaivrral anieavo va f i~av 6Mq, an6 q v  s y ~ a ~ a m a q  svoq si6ouq sAa- 
cppaq npoaf3sqq npocrra~sm~~fiq nspicppacqq, (p&xp &va AOYLKO uqoq 
navw an6 q v  ~ounaomj TOU Movo~uAou). As60)1Cvov ~ w v  nepioplop&vov - 
&wq avunaprcrwv- ~ U V ~ T O T T ~ T W V  ~ano~aq popcpfiq Q~Aoupyi~fiq TEXVT\~, rival 
cpuau~o va xpqa~ponoufieq~av wq ~a~6MqAa / 61aOCo~pa uh~~a ,  ~upiwq 
su~apn-ra SuAlva pap616 (nou 6Cvovra~ su~oha prratu TOUS), snl~ahupp&- 
va pC 6&ppa~a (no6 ano~ehouv TO apxalo~spo avrlpahlml~o u k ~ o  mov 
~oapo). Evaq TCTOLO~ "cppaqq", EKTO~ an6 qpavru~fi avapaep~q q q  
npomaoiaq TOV sn~pa~hv TOU MovocuAou, sivat pdpato OTL snhpens ~ahu- 
~ & p q  6 1 & u ~ & q q  TOU xhpou, npoacp&povraq su~&p&la E ~ W T E ~ L K ~ ~ ~  ava~pb- 
pavuqq oplop&vwv avrl~&lp&vov, onwq q. onhwv. (EIK.8) 

12.- Onola6fino~s npoma~sml~fi  nepicppacq, syna~sqp6vq q v  Kouna- 
an) EVO$ povo~uhou, 6sv 61aedTsl ac lon lq  Kal aveemt~fi omjplcq, av iJ&v 
anom)asl iqupa 6 0 ~ 1 ~ 6  spsiopa-ra. IltBavhq p&aa and q 61a61~aaia 
60~1pfiq Kal Aaeouq, EYLVE K ~ T ~ V O ~ T O  OTL K ~ T ~ ~ A O T E ~ E ~  ~ 1 6  m & p & ~ w  
q q  nepicppatqq aumjq, fioav 01 a~paisq (EKTO~ <hvqq ~wnqha~hv), TIE~LO- 

x&q q q  flhhpqq Kal q q  flpupqq TOU pov6Q~Aou. KaTa q v  ava<fiqq 
K ~ T ~ M ~ A u v  OTtlplypdrrwv, &ival ~ O Y L K O  KalT01~ cp0p6 Va ~ o K ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ K E  Kal Va 
U ~ O ~ E ~ ~ ~ K E  q &cfiq 6la~acq: (EIK.9). 

a) ITO npwpaio - K ~ W  xov6po- ~pfipa TOU ~oppou TOU povo<uAou, acpq- 
vh0q~e m&psa, ~crra~opucpq Ao~oq, nou su~oha pnopsi va ~amlaeei ps q 
<<ZT&ipa>>, (qv onoia 6lae&~&1~60& cuhlvo o~apo. 

p) Z ~ V  npupq, ~ E V  X ~ E ~ ~ U ~ T ~ K E  K ~ V  lTp60efiKll ~ U ~ L V O U  ~ O ~ X E ~ O U ,  d d 6  I'l 
hm / &uKaplTl"tl KOPU(P~~ TOU K O P ~ O U  TOU ~ O V O ~ U ~ O U ,  AUY~D~T\KE, np6$ Ta 
navw, avahappavovraq TO p6Ao TOU yvhplpou paq <<n060m6paTOq>> 

13.- IlkovCtcqpa q q  neplypacpopevqq bdrratqq, ano~sh i  q IlpoCvraq 
q q  6Aqq ~ a ~ a a ~ s u f i q  (Prestretching),nou q q  npoa6i6~1 cpuo~~fi avro>(il Kal 
~Aam~~oqTa .  r ~ a  va baqpqeei aumj q npoCvraq, sival anapaiqq p a -  
cu no6omapa~oq Kal msipaq, n Ijrtapcq evoq povlpou a>(o~v&v~ou svraTTj- 
pa, nou pnopei va avayvwplo0ei aav np66popoq TOU p s ~ ~ n s l ~ a  
aYno<hpa~oq>> ~ w v  apxaiwv nhoiwv. -An6 TO 6~apopcpwpdvo p'amo TOV 

~pono ahpa TOU MovocuAou, q v  Z~sipa q q  nhhpqq, TO Yno<wpa, q v  
npoq Ta navw ~apqq  (~ponfi) q q  npupqq, &xoups pi6 ol~sia d ~ u p u ~ f i  oqq, 
nou paq 6ivsl fi6q pe aacpfiv~ta q v  E L K O V ~  TWV npaypa~wv ITOU a~ohoueq- 
aav, m6 m p a  TOV nhoiwv.. 

14.- Maq siva~ ayvwmo, av q sy~crramaq q q  npoma~sm~~f iq  nspicppa- 
cqq, OUV&~~&~Y& anhhq fi ~ 0 p & i  Kal Va 06fiyrlo& q U ~ O X ~ E W T ~ K ~ ~  p&Tapohfi 
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TOU ~ p o n o u  ~wnqhaoiaq TOU povo~uhou, opoq eivat atto napaqpqqq ,  
0Ti: 

a) 0 nahaio~epoq ~ p o n o q  ~wnqhaoiaq, sivat ~ a ~ a  ysv i~r j  napa6oM 
amoq q q  e k u e ~ p q q  TAPEOllAOIAE (PADDLING). Kai cpaive~ai OTL npiv 
an6 q v  npooefi~q q q  nepicppacqq, q n p o w q  ~ w v  povocuhwv eca~ohou- 
0ouae va yivs~at p~ TOV ~ p o n o  au-ro, acpou 6sv unrjpce ~avdvaq aopapoq 
Aoyoq ahhayilq TOU. 

$) Mcra q v  ~ y ~ a ~ a m a q  opwq, ptaq onoiao6rjno~e npoma-remi~fiq 
nepicppacqq m o  povocuho, Bewpei~ai a6uvaq q sea~ohou0qq Konrlha- 
oiaq pe TOV nahqo ~ p o n o  Kat cpaive-rai o ~ i  povo q poxhi~fi ~wnqhaoia 
(ROWING), pnopouoe nMov va ecpappooesi actontma Kat a n o ~ e k o p a ~ t -  
Ka, avapoa an6 Ta avoiypa~a ~ q q  nspicppacqq. -Mnopei ptAtma va sni- 
qpaves i  OTL UE p a  ~ h o ~ a  nspirrrwq, ot ~a~a~opucpeq  pap601 q q  nepi- 
cppacqq, nteavhq Asi~oupyrlaav wq YnopoxAta Kwnqhaoiaq (=o~ahpoi) Kat 
~ L E U K O ~ U V ~ V  rj sveappuvav, q v  npooappoyfi TOU ~ p o n o u  ~wnqhaaiaq, an6 
PADDLING a& ROWING. (EIK.lO). 

15.- Tqv npoavacpepesiaa apxt~f i  cpaq 6~apopcpwqq TOU Movo~uhou, 
u n o ~ e w ~ i ~ a  a~oAou0qoe ~ a n o i a  mtypfi, pia s n o p ~ q - n a p a ~ c r a p q  cpaq 
Ecdhtcfiq TOU oe ~ a v o v i ~ o  nhoio. ME npocpavdq ai-rio, q v  a u c q q  ~ w v  peye- 
Bhv q q  ~otvwviaq nou e~unqpe~ouoe TO nhoio ( K ~ L  ~ w v  avrimotxwv Pioti- 
K ~ V  avay~hv  q q ) ,  eivai pdpato OTL ~ ~ O E K U L ~ E  Kai q a v a y ~ q  ~ ~ ~ d k q q  
6 u a ~ o A o ~ ~ p w v  anomohhv an6 amo. Enopdvwq q P s A ~ i w q  TWV tnavomj- 
TUV TOU OTOUq T O ~ E L ' ~  ~ u ~ T ) o T ) ~  Tqq X W ~ ~ T L K O T T ~ T ~ ~  TOU, EV~O)(UOT~C, TOU nhq- 
phpa~oq  TOU Ka i  avapaeptqq q q  aetonhoiaq TOU, a n o ~ d k a a v  povo6po- 
pq Enlhoyfi. AUTO U~TOX~ IEWTLK~  0 6 ~ y & i  OTtlV TEXV~~T?~  a u c q q  TwV 6~amaae- 
h v  , ~ a ~ a p h v  wq npoq TO nha~oq  Kai uqoq ~ w v  nhEuphv TOU, (hme va 
~enepaoeouv oi nepiopiapoi peydeouq q q  ~ o l h o q ~ a q  TOU povoE,uhou). H 
&V TO p&Tacu P E ~ T ~ o ~  TOV ~ U V C T C O ~ T W V  q q  c ~ h o ~ p y t ~ f i q ,  & T I & T ~ E ~ E  l?l 
6iapopcpwq cuhtvwv npoaeq~hv (pa6ep~hv) navw m o  i p o q  q q  Kouna- 
m q .  Aoyw &AA&tqqq pe~ahht~hv  KapCPthv ( ~ O U  fiTav ~UU&U~&TO,  TIavaKpi- 
Po, pq avahhatpo yia q v  snofi uht~o), amdq oi  cuhiveq npooefi~eq apxi- 
<ouv va mepshvovrai uq B C q  ~ o u q  wq n p o d ~ ~ a q  TOU ~ l i rouq,  pe q p o q  
6taedoipq TOTE pdeo60, <<Aeoipa-roq 1 Paqipa~oq,, TOUS, pc qotvta. 
(EIK.ll). 
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rj aauvapia, yta va uuv~xtuBsi am6 pe oAo Kat neptuoo~~p~q e n m q k q  
npooerj~eq, hme TO ~ h o q  va yivcrat oao Xpeta<e~at K ~ B E  cpopa, paelirepo 
Kat rrha-rlirepo. -To yeyovoq OTL 6Cv unrjpxe ~avCva &i60$ UKEAETOU mo 
apxt~o povoQ~Ao   at enopivoq ~ E V  unrjpxe Aoyoq va TOV E~BKTE~VOUV euo- 
T E ~ L K ~  Kai napWqAa p& Ttq np008fiK~q TUV l l k ~ p h v )  6qptoupytl~~ RpOU- 
noedoetq yta avamuqq TOU o~cicpouq (HULL), povo pe enCtrraq TOU E~WTE- 

~ L K O U  neptpArjpa~oq. -Au~rj a~ptphq q T E ~ L K ~  acpeqpia, n~meuoupe OTL 

CllTET&kCJ& TOV K U ~ L O  AOYO ClvamLJCllq TIlq t6~0TlJ~qq K ~ T ~ u K E u ~ U T ~ K ~ ) ~  

T E ~ L K T ) ~ ,  nou mo xwpo q q  apxaiaq vaunqyt~rjq eivat yvwcnfl oq "SHELL- 
FIRST". 4 u a t ~ 6 ,  ano q mtyprj nou TO ~ l i roq  apxi<et va 6lapopcphve~at pe 
Cuhtveq npooerj~eq, q ~a~aa~euamtta) P a q  TOU nAoiou 6qAa6rj TO apxt~o 
povoQ~Ao, napapCvet pev oq motxeio q q  60prjq, aMa unopa8ptopCvo 
m o v  acpou o pohoq TOU neptopi<&~al o'alrrov q q  ~pont6oq (EIK.12). 

17.- MCua an6 q ouy~e~pty~vq 6ta6t~aoia eSCAt<qq, TO a>Ci\pa q q  
y6mpaq TOU rrhoiou, (nou eivat 6eopeupCvo va avarrrux8ei ~ a ~ a  prj~oq Kat 
E ~ W T E ~ L K ~  TOU ~oppou q q  Tpontdaq), 6Cv CXEL rrsptehpta va 6tapopcpw8ei 
os T ~ ~ O T E  6Mo, &no$ an6 pia 6ie6pq bmoprj cqVn. -H W q ,  8eopq~t~a 
E V ~ E X O ~ E V ~ )  6tapopcpoq nou 8a at[<& va &peuVr)8ei, 6qAa6rj q KaplIuhq 
6~a~oprj"U", Bewpei~at an6 E ~ ~ L ~ E T L K ~  aniBaVr) Cwq a6uvaq, yta ~ o u q  ecrjq 
Aoyouq: 

a) Eivat avCcptq q 6tapopcpoq apcpillkupa o u p p ~ ~ p ~ ~ r j q  61rrhrjq Kapu- 
h0qT0q q q  yampaq ( ~ O V  K C X ~ K O ~ U ~ ~ O  Kal OTO 6taprjK?l 6<0va TaUT0Xp0- 
va), xopiq q porjeeta evoq UKE~TOU,  oq o6qyou q q  ~a-rao~curjq. 

p) Eivat apdpato, OTL r j~av &ntBupqnj pta ~krota 6tapopcpoq, nou Ba 
6qptoupy060~ nap&v&py&t&q Kat ~ U O K O A ~ E ~  m v  ~a8qpeptM npaKTL~rj 
avCAKuqq/~a8CAKuor1$ TOU rrhoiou kwpiq TO tqupo "CA~u0po" nou npo- 
P&L q ~pontq, uq 6tapopcpoq "V"). 
-H napanavw unoB&q (6ta~oprj yampaq "V" Katoxt "U"), evtqucrat qpa-  
v r t~a  an6 TO m p a  TOU yvomou Aupaptou / povrCMou rrhoiou, q q  
A~ponoAqq. (EIK. 13). 

18. Qq ~ o u q  pCaouq apxai~ouq ~povouq, TO EppoAo unapxet ma rrhoia, 
aMa Wq ( ( K ~ T ~ C Y K E U ~ U T L K ~ ~  boukia* Kat 0x1 ~ K O V ~  cjnh0. 0 1  ClvapETpfi- 
aaq q B6Aaaoa, Cxouv q popcpfi ns<opaxiaq (an6 Ta ~a~amphpa-ra). 
(EIK.14). Oa pnopouoape va unoBCooupc OTL iuoq ~petaoBq~e ~Cmotoq 
T~~aiOq/a6&~10~ ~etptopoq ~ppoh~opou, npoqavhq pe 8capa~~~Cq ouvCnec 
eq (PUBLOT) TOU E~POALUBCVTO~ nhoiou). Eva TCTOLO ouppav, eivat PCpato OTL 

8a 06qyouo& oe U U V E L ~ ~ T O ~ O ~ ~ ~  evoq vdou poAou yta TO CppoAo oq 
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<;Onhou,, KClL ( ~ u u L K ~  am0 fiTClv ~ ~ K E T O  yt6 Va ~ ~ O ~ O A O ~ ~ ~ O E L  0hEq TLS TEXVL- 
~ & q  Kai T ~ K T L K E ~  EcEhicElq nou paq ~ i v a i  yvour&q an6 L O T O ~ L K ~  urolx~ia 
&ov. 

19- Kaes TEXVOK~C~TIK~~ ~ P O U E W L ~ ,  O(PE~&L  Va <<am0 - ~ ~ L o ~ o ~ E ~ T ~ L ~ ~ .  KL 
am6 pnopsi va y i v ~ l  aclon~ura, povo av 608ouv ~ a ~ a c p a - r ~ ~ ~ q  a n a ~ a s i q  
OT0 Ecfiq K ~ C ~ U ~ K O - T ~ ~ ~ ~ O  &phl?lvCl, TIOU agopa TO nh0i0 q q  E K ~ O M ~  paq: 

a) ME ~ E ~ O ~ E V T )  q V  T E X V O ~ O ~ ~ ~  TTlq &llo)(liq TOU, K ~ T ~ U K E U ~ < E T ~ ~  ; 
$) K ~ - ~ ~ u K & u ~ u ~ & v o  p'amo TOV ~pono,  A E L T o u p y E i ; 
y) Ao~~pa<op~vo <<a& a ~ p a i ~ q  ~pr jo~~q, ,  E n L $ L h v E L ; 

-ria Ta 600 n p h a  ~pomjpa-ra, xopiq t 6 ~ a i ~ ~ p q  ~nl~~~pqpa-rohoyia, pno- 
poup~  va &xoup~ pta ~ E ~ A L O T L K T ~  ~a~acpa-rl~fi a n a v q q  

20.- To ~ p i ~ o  ~ p h q p a  opoq, agopa T L ~  ouv&ns~~q nou pnopsi va ~ntg6pei 
o ~p$ohtupoq, 0x1 uro nhoio nou TOV 6&xrrat, aMa navo o'amo TO i61o nou 
TOV npaypa-rono~~i. KL am6 y ~ a ~ i  TO <<ZOKD> pi* ~CToiaq npoo~pouqq ~ i va t  
nohu p~y6Ao Kal8a pnopouo~ va anop~ i  ~ a ~ a u r p o g ~ ~ o  a ~ o p q  Kat yLa TO 

~n i~ t0Cp~vo  nhoio. K ~ L  TETOLO opoq 8a pnopodo~ va ~ ~ n s p a c r r ~ i  povo av 
TO &p$0h0 ~ E V  ~ ~ O T E ~ O U U E  llp008ET0 OTO~XE~O, aMa fiTav E V U ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ & V O  

uq ouvoh~~fi 60pfi TOU nhoiou, ~a-ra ~ p o n o  hare oi 6uvap~lq TOU &p$ok- 
opou va 6taxCovra~ o'oAoKhqpq q v  ~ a ~ a o ~ ~ u f i ,  Kal va Clljv ~movhvovra~ 
q p e ~ a ~ a ,  gop~i<ovraq povo q v  neplofi q q  nhhpqq. 
-AUTO aKpl$hq UU~$~~VEL, pE q V  K C ~ T ~ ~ K E U ~ C J T L K ~ ~  6lhacq TOU nh0i0~ q q  
E K ~ O M ~  paq Kal aUT0 TO ouy~e~p~pdvo (XOLXE~O, ~ E C O ~ O ~ ~ E  TO qpavrc 
KOTE~O K~LI -T~~LO 0p86TIlTaq q q  ohqq npooCyy~qq (EIK. 15). 

nhoiapxoq An. KoI[Ipqq - N' 
Kavdpq 2 

Xohapyoq, 155 62 
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AN EARLY A n l C  TRIACONTER 

From Phaleron the western Attic coast extends fairly regularly in a 
southeasterly direction. After some 15 kilometers this regularity is broken up 
by a series of headlands that project into the Saronic gulf, giving the 
coastline a more sinuous configuration (Fig. 1). The first two headlands, 
Kavouri streching westward and Vouliagmeni southward into the gulf, have 
long been well known for their seaside resorts and marinas. Beyond 
Vouliagmeni three less prominent and undeveloped headlands, collectively 
known as Puntes, point southward into the sea. They are popular as 
secluded bathing spots and for the picturesque quality they add to the view 
out into the gulf. Asocpopoq noo~t6hvoq, the coastal road to Sounion, 
passes just inland of Puntes. To the north of the highway, the ground rises 
gently to form the low ridge known as Bourtzi. On this ridge a group of some 
20 to 30 rock-cut inscriptions, though but a very short distance from the 
highway, have escaped discovery until now. The total number is not certain 
because of the difficulty of reading the badly weathered texts. The rock is a 
low grade of marble that tends to outcrop as level shelves in large and small 
expanses. The inscriptions are carved in random places, and it was not 
always the best or largest outcrop that was chosen for inscribing. 

In addition to the inscriptions, there are engravings of ships, persons 
and other objects, and it is on one of these that we shall focus today. It is 
located on Bourtzi, a mere three-minute walk from the highway above the 
middle Punta. Here a small, flat area of exposed rock carries the engraving 
of a ship 23 centimeters in length. In Figure 2 the patch of rock with the 
engraving is just right of center; the largest Punta is in the background. The 
engraving is quite schematic (Fig. 3)', showing the outlines of a long sleek 
hull with a straight keel and a prow ending in a boar's head ram. The boar's 
eye is rendered by a dot, and the ram is separated from the hull by a single 
line, presumably representing the edge of the bronze sheathing that covered 
it. The top of the stem is blunt, and there is a short parapet protecting a 
raised foredeck. The stern is difficult to discern. It is not clear whether it was 
plain or decorated. The vessel is propelled by a single row of oars with 
triangular blades. Twelve oars are shown on the starboard side; they are 
attached to tholepins sitting on top of the gunwale. Steering was done by 
means of a pair of long oars mounted on the stern quarters. Details such as 
wales, stanchions or a railing are not depicted. Nor is there any indication of 
rigging. 
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Surrounding the ship is a fragmentary inscription. The beginning, 
unfortunately, is not decipherable with any certainty, but the end can be read 
clearly as TEV T P L ~ K O ~ E P O V .  TWO features aid in determining the inscription's 

.date: the layout of the text and the forms of the letters. The layout is in the 
boustrophedon manner. The text begins above the ship, running 
orthograde. As it curves around the ship's stern, the letters reverse direction 
to close reading retrograde. This distinctive text arrangement is commonly 
used in Attic inscriptions of two or more lines until around 540, after which it 
becomes increasingly rare (Threatte 1980: 52-57). The letter forms are also 
fully in accord with a date in the 6th century. Nus balance on one leg that is 
a high vertical, rhos have pointed loops, qoppa is used instead of kappa. 
The nu and rho engraved here are standard Attic forms throughout the sixth 
century, while qoppa becomes uncommon after 550 (Immerwahr 1992: 151, 
155-157). Still, we would make two observations in urging a slightly later date 
for the inscription: first, it was not found in the city of Athens where the 
majority of texts that provide the basis for constructing a chronology were 
found. Inscribers living in the countryside could have been behind the times 
in adopting styles of writing that were evolving in Athens. Secondly, the 
lettering is not spidery but fairly uniform in size and coursing. This way of 
forming letters is much more at home in the second half of the sixth century 
than the first. We should thus allow the entire half century of 550-500 B.C. as 
the dating range for the inscription. 

Whatever the specific date of the inscription, its main value lies in the 
fact that it names the type of ship that is depicted, a triaconter. Until its 
discovery, the earliest mention of triaconters in Greek occurred in 
Herodotos. How much farther back the history of the type extends is not 
known. Maritime historians generally believe that it existed well before the 
time of Homer and Herodotos (e.g. Casson 1974: 44-45). This is based on 
the dubious statements of Herodotos (4.148) that triaconters were used in 
the Bronze Age colonization of Thera by the Minyans, and of Plutarch 
(Theseus 23.1), who names the ship of Theseus as a triaconter. It is also 
generally held that it is only by chance that triaconters are not specifically 
mentioned in the Homeric poems, where fifty-oared ships occur several 
times. This may well be correct, though it must be stressed that mention of 
a 30- or 50-oared ship in an early context does not imply the early existence 
of the formal ship types known later as triaconter and penteconter. 
Furthermore, there is iconographical and textual evidence from the Bronze 
Age that thirty-oared ships existed at that time. A Middle Minoan seal of 
unknown provenience, now in the Ashmolean Museum, shows a ship with 
15 oars (Basch 1987: 101, fig. C l l ) ,  which implies the presence of thirty 
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oarsmen, and a Linear B tablet from Pylos (Py An12) lists 303 rowers 
assigned to Pleuron which may have been the crew of one ship. We have no 
evidence, however, that these vessels, even if rowed with thirty oars, were 
already called triaconters in the Bronze Age. 

The inscribed example on Bourtzi, while not providing decisive 
evidence for the type's earliest history, does at least show that the triaconer 
had a past by the time Herodotos wrote. We can now securely push back 
written documentation of the type by roughly a century before his time. This 
chronological context puts our engraving in good pictorial company among 
a number of ship depictions on Attic Black Figure vases of the latter 6th 
century that are believed to be triaconters because of the number of oars 
shown and the general similarities of the shape of their hulls (cf. Morrison 
and Williams 1974: pls. 14ff). Since these similarities now extend to a 
contemporary example that is labelled a triaconter, it seems safe to conclude 
that all these vase depictions show triaconters. Thus the new engraving from 
Bourtzi and the related depictions on Attic Black figure vases establish that 
at least by the late 6th century the triaconter had been invented as a formal 
ship type and was sailing the Greek seas. 

A feature complicating this view of the triaconter's history is the fact 
that the Bourtzi ship is shown with only 12 rowing oars, not the requisite 15 
for one side of a triaconter. However, variations in the number of oars are 
also found among the vase depictions mentioned above (cf. Oakley 1994). 
At times the correct number of oars is shown, but at others there are as few 
as 12 or as many as 17. Surplus numbers could be explained as attempts to 
show some of the rowers on the far side. Vessels shown with fewer than 15 
oars could reflect real situations in which ships put to sea without their full 
crews. It must also be acknowledged that the painters may not always have 
painted with exactitude or were not even intending to depict a specific ship 
type. In the case of the Bourtzi ship, since it is specifically labelled a 
triaconter, inattention to ship type must be ruled out. We would conclude 
that the engraver either did not pay close attention to the number of oars or 
else intended to show a triaconter without its full crew at oar. 

Finally, we consider the engraver. It is possible that he was a sailor. 
This section of the Attic coast is rocky but does include some sheltered 
coves which could have provided temporary shelter for ships during times of 
rough seas. Our engraver may have been a crewman from a vessel that 
stopped here to wait out a strom. It is also possible that the engraver was a 
landsman, habituated to seeing ships pass by these points. Whoever cut the 
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depiction of the ship, he was not alone in engaging in rock-cutting activity. 
As mentioned earlier, a number of other ancient engravings are cut in 
various places on Bourtzi and Puntes. Among these are at least four other 
ships of different types and inscriptions which state that the inscribers were 
shepherds or goatherds. In no instance is a shepherd or goatherd inscription 
found in association with a ship, but there is at least the possibility that all the 
engravings, including the triaconter on Bourtzi, were made by herders who 
whiled away their time as their animals grazed. We would point out that this 
does not exclude the possibility that the Bourtzi ship engraver had some 
close experience with ships, since he clearly knew the hull's shape, even 
those parts that normally rode underwater and were not visible from land. 
Alternatively, he could have known theses features by simply observing 
other representations, since the engraved hull that he has left us is of a 
standard iconographic type. 

Yet, was the handiwork of whoever made these engravings merely the 
result of passing whims? On the island of Delos, Lucien Basch had 
discovered dozens of ship depictions, mostly scratched into the stucco of 
house walls. As Delos was very much a seafaring community, Basch 
interprets the act of depicting ships there as expressing a wish for a safe 
voyage or thanks for one completed (Basch 1973; 1987: 371-382). Could our 
ship be explained in a similar way? This does not seem to us likely. Bourtzi 
is a rocky, uninhabited area of Attica suitable for the grazing of sheep and 
goats but not very near to any ancient habitation or sanctuary site. If our 
engraving were a dedication related to a sea voyage of the engraver, we 
would expect it to have been cut near a sanctuary rather than, as here, in the 
open countryside. We also believe that we can rule out the possibility that for 
the engraver this ship was a symbol of power, which is one of the 
suggestions proposed for some ship graffiti at the other end of Europe, in 
areas of Scandinavia (Le Bon 1995). By the late 6th century, the 30-oared 
ship had long been surpassed as ship-of-the-line by those with 50 oars and 
by trieres. Triaconters were not used simply as light dispatch vessels. They 
were not ships of status or power when our engraving was cut. 

Our inability to read the initial part of the inscription is also an 
impediment to a full understanding of the engraving. If the complete text 
turned out to be a line of poetry, then the ship could be seen as illustrating 
part of a poem.2 Or if a simple statement of fact, such as (<so-and-so made 
the trianconter)), it becomes an informal graffito, cut by one with some time 
to spare. With a wide panorama of sea before him, the engraver could see 
all manner of ships sailing the Saronic gulf. This would provide him, and 
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others, with their subject matter. The natural rock and idle time, both in 
plentiful supply, would have provided the inspiration for making the 
engravings. Perhaps our engraver dreamed of sailing adventures. Whatever 
the reasons that prompted him, luck has provided us with the opportunity to 
glimpse an artistic predilection of someone who gazed to sea and felt the 
urge to cut what he saw onto the bedrock at his feet. 

Merle K. Langdon and Aleydis Van de Moortel 
American School of Classical Studies 

54, Souidias Street, Athens, Greece 

NOTES 

1. The drawing represents work in progress. It is hoped that further study may reveal 
additional details. 

2. In another oral presentation of this find, we raised this possibility in suggesting that the 
beginning of the inscription might be a form of the verb ava~podo. The text could thus 
refer to pushing the ship from shore. Grave uncertainties in the reading of the letter traces 
in the first part of the inscription force us to leave this conjecture unprinted in the present 
text. 
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A SWEDISH MONHPHZ 

Entering Statens Sjohistoriska Museum in Stockholm, one will see 
two remarkable boats in the entrance-hall. They are identical but for their 
prows, that represent a wild boar's head and a dolphin's head. After those 
they are called Galten (or Vildsvinet, both words meaning: the wild boar), 
and Delphinen (the dolphin). They were built by the famous naval architect 
Frederik Henrik af Chapman (1721-1808) for King Gustav 111 (1746 - 1792) in 
1787 (Lundstrom, 1966). We shall here give our attention to Galten. (fig. 1) 

King Gustav Ill was rather unusual. He made himself, by means of a 
bloodless 'coup', an absolute king, waged many wars and was sometimes 
present at naval battles in his yacht, the 'Amphion', but he was greatly 
interested in the arts and wrote plays. The period of his reign is generally 
considered to have been one of great jollity, chiefly in consequence of the 
'chronicle' songs by the unofficial Laureate Carl Michael Bellman (1740- 
1795), but it was also one of misery, and, as we said, war. Gustav himself 
was, symbolically, shot at a masked ball in 1792. This event, via the French 
playwright Eugene Scribe, became the plot for Verdi's opera; Un Ballo in 
Maschera. The censors in pre-Garibaldian Italy were evidently afraid that 
shooting at a king might give somebody ideas, and banned the libretto. 

At that time the Swedish navy had several high-ranking officers that 
were able to do better things than fighting. The most remarkable one among 
them was perhaps Carl August Ehrensvard; writer, draughtsman (might be 
called an early surrealist), galley-admiral, designer and a friend of 
Chapman's. 

Galten. Length 10 rn., beam 2.90 m., height stern ornament 3.20 m., 
height bow ornament 2.70, height from keel to top of 'deckhouse' 1.80 m. 8 
oars. 4 forward, 4 aft of deckhouse. (Lundstrom, 1966, p. ?). The hull is 
rather flattened and seen from above, looks almost like a treeleaf, clinkerbuilt 
and quite graceful. The overall effect is rather spoiled by the thing like a 
roofless railway-compartment, with plush seats, probably designed to 
separate king and commoner. Then there is the intrusive rudder, let down 
through a rudder-trunk. Most striking are stern and prow, where the 
prolongations of the stemposts, though reinforced by iron bars, look very 
much like an aphlaston and an akrostolion, seen through rococo eyes. The 
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boar's head hides the stempost and is not really a figurehead in the 'modern' 
sense; the nose is at about waterlevel. This resembles the way in which 
painters of Attic black-figured vases, around 500 b.C., showed the whole of 
a warship's prow as a stylised boar's head, the ram being the nose (fig. 2). 
This is surprising, as the interest in this art-form dates from much later. Mr. 
Peter von Busch, director of the Marinmuseum at Karlskrona (Busch, 1981, 
p. 23) and Mr. Ulf Cederlof, chefsintendent of the Nationalmuseum (private 
letter) understandably points at the Roman finds known in the 18th century 
and the interpretations thereof (private letter). Among these, boars' heads on 
ships are rare. There is a relief (fig. 3) of uncertain date, showing a tripartite 
ram with a boar's head above it, in the place of a proembolion (Stuart-Jones, 
1912, pl. 61, fig. 102). Of this there is an accurate drawing in Rafaele 
Fabretti's book De Columna Traiani Syntagma (Rome, 1683), at the bottom 
of page 115, with a notice that it was then to be found in the church of San 
Lorenzo fuori le Mura in Rome. Something very like this relief turns up, in the 
litteral sense of the word, in a welter of classicoid debris, painted by Louis 
Jean Desprez (1743-1804) to celebrate a victory of Gustav Ill's navy (fig. 4). 
The tripartite ram has become shapeless. The painting hangs in Finland's 
National Museum in Helsinki (Wollin, 1936, p.129, fig. 99). Mr. Cederlof drew 
my attention to Montfaucon's 'reconstruction-drawing' of Duilius' column, a 
lost monument with ram-trophies in Rome. (Montfaucon, 1719-1722, pl. 
CXIII). Montfaucon's phantasies owe some things to the afore-mentioned 
relief and some similar ones in the Museo Capitolino (Stuart-Jones, 1912, PI. 
62. figs. 105 & 107), with other animals heads, but they are so fanciful, that 
it takes nothing but nautical sense not to imitate them. 

If the idea of Galten came from a Greek vase, the question is, how? 
The king made the grand tour and showed considerable cultural curiosity 
while in Italy. Moreover, he took along Johan Tobias Sergel (1740-1814), a 
sculptor, as such rather 'smooth', after the fashion of the time, but also an 
original and witty draughtsman. Also he learned his trade in Italy, and he had 
a pupil; Johan Tornstrom (1743-1828), who worked full time at the naval yard 
in Karlskrona, sculpting many figureheads, including those of Galten and 
Delphinen (Busch, 1981, pp. 23-24). Mr. Cederlof informed me that Sergel 
never drew a Greek vase, nor even a ship, though he designed some 
figureheads (Nikula, 1933, p.152). The most likely candidate is Ehrensvard, 
he went on the grand tour and had read the pioneer German 'antiquary' 
Winckelmann (Ehrensvard, 1916, 1, p. 60). In Catania he visited the 'cabinet' 
of prince Biscari (I, p. 35) and he bought some 'Etruscan' vases (I, p. 36). In 
the British Museum Mr. Dyfri Williams showed me the huge catalogue of the 
Biscari collection; no boar nor ship. As to the vases Ehrensvard bought, Mr. 
Cederlof wrote to me that they are an absolute mystery; lost! 
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That Galten and Delphinen are meant to be 'classical' is moreover 
indicated by the fact that the 'compartments' were decorated with oval 
wooden shields, on which scenes from Greek mythology were painted 
(Lundstrom 1966). A strange modern statement is that because Chapman 
owned Chinese watercolours and other pictures representing Chinese ships 
(Busch, 1981, pp. 23,24,26), Galten had to be Chinese (Harris, 1989, p. 97). 
This is the more astonishing because Mr. von Busch had unearthed the 
head- and tail end, both obviously Chinese-inspired, of a third sloop, built by 
Chapman and Tornstrom (Busch, 1981, passsim, photograph on p. 25). 
Harris mentions this vessel on his page 103. Delphinen, with her akrostolion 
(not identical with Galten's) and her aphlaston, was clearly meant to be 
'classical' too, though dolphins, in antiquity frequently depicted accompany- 
ing ships, never had to serve symbolizing ships, perhaps because of their 
negative sheer. 

When a non-nautical person sets out to design a classical ship, the 
result can be surprising. It is certainly so in the case of the aforementioned 
painter and architect Desprez, who designed an antique city for Gustav Ill, 
with ships (Wollin, 1936, p.149. figs.132 & 133). Neither city nor ship (fig. 5 
and 6) ever left the drawing-board. 

En route to the symposion, the author visited the National Historical 
Museum in Athens, and noticed that the desire to provide a king with 
classical water-transport did not end with Chapman. In this museum the 
prow of a 19th century "Basilikos akatos" had been preserved. On either side 
it showed a three dimensional eye, and, under the figurehead, a romantic 
eagle, a small, decorative wooden three-pronged ram. 

For help and information, the author thanks Mr. Peter von Busch, Mr. 
Ulf Cederlof and Mr. Dyfri Williams. 

Louis Th. Lehmann 
Koestraat 158 

10 12 BW Amsterdam 
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THE MYRINA SHIP RE-EXAMINED 

Because of its geographical location, Lemnos has always been at 
the crossroads of sea routes, its coasts offering many havens and landing 
places. Thus, it is not surprising that Lemnos was related very early to myths 
describing sea travels and adventures, such as the Argonauts' expedition, 
while material evidence attests overseas contacts since the end of the 
Neolithic period.' Besides, an important sanctuary of the Kaveiroi, who, 
among their other qualities, were also sea divinities, existed since the eighth 
century BC on the northern coast.2 The Kaveirion is located opposite to the 
island of Samothrace, overlooking the sea and the route of the ships coming 
from the North and East 

The present main port of the island's capital, Myrina, on the western 
coast, is a natural harbour that has been used in various periods, sheltering 
ships from the northern prevailing winds. The headland of Kastro, consisting 
of volcanic rocks (dacites), located between two bays, dominates this port 
(height: ca 115 m). The island's landscape consists otherwise of flat land 
and low hills.= 

The Kastro also bears rock-cut features and carvings. Later 
structures have destroyed a large number of these features, as on the 
northern part of the peninsula, occupied by the Medieval castle. The area 
was visited at least since the Geometric period, and possibly before that. 
The remaining rock-cut features are located, according to a preliminary 
survey, on various altitudes. These features may be isolated or combined, 
and they consist of: 1) cavities of various dimensions, wells and conduits, 2) 
flights of steps, 3) rock-cut <<rooms>> or <<platforms>>, 4) niches and 5) rough 
incisions (engravings), mostly on vertical surfaces of niches and walls or 
floors of ~~rooms~~/plat f~rms.~ 

One of the engravings, at approximately 12 metres above present 
sea level, has been briefly presented in the 3rd Symposium of Ship 
Construction in Antiquity (1989).' It has since been traced, photographed 
and studied in detail, in the framework of a broader study of the whole rock- 
art area. started in 1998. 
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The ship represented by this carving (figs. 1 and 2) is incised on the 
vertical surface of a rock-cut feature consisting of a stepped, double niche, 
and oriented towards South-East. The upper right part of the same rock, 
over the engraving, is also shaped in small steps. At the same time, the 
niche constitutes the exterior side of a rock-cut angled structure, part of a 
<<room>> resting on the flank of the hill, its open part facing the sea. The 
vertical carved surface is 3,60 m long and 1,02 m high (maximum 
dimensions), and the breadth of the horizontal surface in front of the 
engraved panel varies from 0,20 to 0,80 m. Because of the erosion, it is very 
difficult to distinguish the lines, and sometimes natural breaks or flaking off 
of the rock surface are muddled up with man-made carvings. 

The recent tracing (fig. 3) and study of old archival material revealed 
further elements. It appears now that the engraving is up to 2,10 or 2,30 m 
long (depending on the inclusion or not of some elements on the right-hand 
extremity), and up to approximately 1,00 m high. There are 9 or 10 horizontal 
lines carved at intervals of 4,5-6 cm, and 12 certain oblique lines -oars- at 
intervals of 7-8 cm; three oars cross one to three lower horizontal lines. The 
lines are 1-2 cm deep and 1-3 cm wide. The horizontal lines are curved 
upwards towards the right end. There are some traces of vertical lines on the 
left end of the engraving. Some further small linear segments, roughly 
perpendicular to the horizontal lines, crossing the spaces between the latter 
may be due to natural erosion. Other elements, such as two more or less 
rectangular, oblong cavities (fig. 4, M and N), up to 8 or 9 centimetres long, 
4,5-5 cm deep and 2-3 cm wide, have no clear connection to the engraving. 

On the left end, <<oar>> 1 (fig. 4) is visible on old photographs, looking 
like a steering oar, as it is not situated under the hull, but laterally to it. Such 
an incision could not be identified on the carving, and might also be an 
accidental mark. <<Oar>> 2 is very short, but its direction is only slightly 
diverging from the direction of the other oars. As it seems to start from the 
lower end of the ship's hull, it might represent a steering oar, if we consider 
this end as the stern. If, on the contrary, the lowermost horizontal line did not 
stop at point XX, but had initially continued till <<oar>> 2, a possibility rather 
difficult to admit, then the latter would be part of the hull. It seems less 
obvious to consider <<oar>> 2 as an early precursor or a <<primitive,> form of 
ram6, as the short horizontal projection on the Tragana ship7, because of its 
shape and downward direction. Otherwise, at the present state of our 
knowledge, nothing permits to suggest the existence of a real ram here. 

Moreover, on the left part of the carving, some surviving traces as 
well as old photographs show an important horizontal <<projection>> (A-8 or 
A-C) higher up on the ship extremity, and approximately at the same height 
as the upper horizontal lines. It is oriented outwards, and recalls either the 
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(dish emblem,, or projecting decoration on Early Cycladic boatss or the stem 
appendage, sometimes animal- or bird-shaped, in particular on Late Bronze 
Age ships.g The approximately vertical extremity of the ship here seems, 
nevertheless, much lower than the usual .high end>> of the Early Bronze Age 
ships, unless the upper part of the stem-post disappeared, or there was not 
enough space for it, as the superstructures had also to be carved over the 
gunwale. However, if there had been an upper part originally, the 
appendage would be located on the middle of the stemlstern-post, not on 
its top. The part of the hull (B-E-G-F-C and possibly D) contiguous to the 
projection may represent astern- or stern-structure, similar to the Late 
Bronze Age <<forecastle,>,Io or the strengtheninglenhancement of the Early 
Bronze Age high extremity. 

The uppermost horizontal (<line,>, preserved till point J, consists of a 
series of crescent-shaped elements. Such arc-shaped traces almost fill the 
left-hand (preserved) part of the carving, over the horizontal lines, starting 
from points H and K on the left. It is however true that the available space on 
the left part of the rock extended higher than on its right part. The arcs might 
represent cargo, superstructures or even rigging (of an unstepped mast?), 
which would not be in use, since the ship was represented under oars, 
rather, than members of the crew or passengers. In any case, there would 
not have been enough available space on the rock for a mast and sail to be 
carved. 

It is uncertain whether the horizontal line immediately under the 
crescents continued on the destroyed part, to the right of point 0. It is a 
matter of conjecture if the following lower lines were initially joined to the 
traces visible to the right of the destroyed part, till points P and Q, or even 
further to the right, where the surface of the rock has also disappeared. The 
same happens concerning the lines ending on points R, S, T, U and V, 
which could have stopped there or continue towards the right. The lowest 
horizontal line (V-XX) probably stops at one third of the distance (XX) from 
the left end of the ship. Some traces discernible on old photographs do not 
permit to affirm that it continued till the extremity. Could this irregular outline 
mean change of direction, such as observed on hulls of Early Cycladic ships 
on <<frying pans.? A further change of direction of at least the four lowest 
lines (((ripple-) is apparently shown at a short distance from the right end, 
just before they turn upwards to form the right end of the ship. There would 
be space enough for a last oar towards the right end, but nothing is left of it. 
This absence may be consistent with the fact that the change of direction of 
the hull lines starts from this point, in order to form the right hull extremity: 
an oar could not be used so close to the ship end. 

The right end of the representation is heavily eroded. As it has 
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already been said, it could be reconstructed 
a) with all the lines continuing upwards to the right of points P, Q, 

S(?), T, and U, possibly also V and X, forming a curved stern, 
or, 
alternatively, 

b) the hull may have ended at these points, forming a more or 
less vertical extremity (as on the left end), of which the 
.closing>, vertical lines would have disappeared. 

In both cases, there would have been an oblique projection to the 
right, apparently not belonging to the hull itself, and consisting of two linear 
elements, XI-X (if not X'-X-Y, forming then a very long line), and possibly Z1- 
Z, or of three elements (including V or V"- W) in case b). The short line ZZ 
is uncertain, and W should be natural. The projecting lines might be 
interpreted as a steering oar of a curved or a rectangular stern (such as on 
Late Bronze Age and later ships), or as a <<keel extension,, or <<forefoot,, of an 
Early Bronze Age ship. 

In any case, the ship has an angled, vertical left end, with a 
horizontal elaborate projection high above the keel line, a curved or vertical 
right end with one or more oblique linear projections (or perhaps one 
double-lined projection) and approximately 24 oars. This possibly meant a 
thirty-oared ship, attested since the Bronze Age and during the historic 
periods. The keel line would be straight, unless the lowest line interruption 
suggests, by <<artistic convention,,, an Early Cycladic type keel. Being rowed 
would not exclude the possibility of having a mast with sail and rigging, even 
if those were used occasionally. Oared ships suggest fast and light vessels, 
used in particular in piratical or military expeditions." 

The ship is relatively deep, but not with exaggeration, as might be 
thought at first, since the upper left part does not represent elements 
belonging to the hull, but rather superstructures, as it appears to be the 
case. The first impression of the representation is that it is a <<raftwl2, because 
of the parallel lines, which might represent lashed trunks. However, the 
shape of its ends and other elements seem to exclude this. It is also a fact 
that the surface of the rock chosen, higher on the left-hand part and lower 
on the right, is adapted for the representation of such an asymmetric image. 
Parallel lines are present on the Dramesi incised ships, but they are vertical; 
otherwise, one of the Dramesi ships, with vertical ends, also has a stem 
decoration and a short oblique projection starting from the lower angle of 
the stem.13 

Would the horizontal parallel lines, rather exceptional in prehistoric 
ship iconography, represent the planking, although usually this is not 
considered necessary? Could this perhaps mean that the boat represented 
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here was a sewn boat made of laced planks? This is a very early practice,14 
attested by Homer and continuing well into the Archaic period,15 but it 
cannot be argued convincingly that such a method of construction was 
meant to be represented in the present case: the vertical short lines which 
could represent lashings may be due to erosion (see above). Such parallel 
lines, frames or planks are rarely represented in historic periods16, for 
example on the Aristonothos vase,'' on an hydria painting, possibly 
representing Argo and the Argonauts,'' or on Etruscan ware, depicting 
Dionysos and the Tyrrhenian pirates,lg as well as on a scene representing 
Kaveiroi aboard a ship.20 

Although in its present condition only a slight part of the initial 
engraving is preserved, it must have been quite impressive, given its 
dimensions, the deep relief and its location visible from the port.21 It could 
not help the approaching boats as a sea-mark, since it is rather 
indistinguishable from the surrounding rocks, covered now by different 
kinds of lichens, and could be seen only from a short distance from the 
water. Besides, it is turned towards the inner port and not the entrance of the 
harbour, certainly not the open sea. It might at the most be used as a 
landing signpost helping to moor safely. In the beginning of this century, 
sailing boats were put ashore to be repaired exactly underneath the 
engraved niche, which was situated in the outer part of the port, while small 
boats moored in the inner port, called now <(small harbour,,." 

Nevertheless, the significance of the island as an important stop of 
sea routes has already been stressed," and the ship motif near the coast 
seems meaningful in this connection. As a matter of fact, besides practical 
utility, symbolic value can also be attributed to prominent landscape 
features, such as a rock" enhanced by carving niches and incising images. 
Since prehistoric times, ship graffiti are well-known ex -v~ tos .~~  Some Early 
Bronze Age ship representations on stone plaques are known from the 
island of Naxos (Korfi t'Aroniou) in the Cyc lade~,~~ not to talk about the ship 
graffiti of historical periods, as on Delos.'' Ships have been engraved on 
walls of temples and large stone blocks, such as at Malta Tarxien (probably 
3d millennium BC)," dating mostly from the Late Bronze Age (probably 13th- 
12th c. BC), as in Kiti~n,~O or Dramesi. Several ship engravings have been 
found on the cliffs of the Carmel Mountain range in Israel in a coastal area, 
at a distance of 3 km from Tel Nami and the anchorage site associated with 
it and they date from the last part of the 13th century BC.31 

The Kastro ship could therefore attest a ritual related to the sea.32 The 
type of the ship can be approached to Bronze Age parallels, including 
examples incised on stone slabs, dating mostly of the end of the 
Mediterranean Bronze Age. Some of these graffiti of boats (of different types 
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than our example) have been attributed to the Sea  people^.^^ However, its 
date cannot be proved indisputably, as there are still open questions 
concerning the destroyed parts, as well as because of the lack of dated 
contexts. 

Even if the particular engraving in the Myrina port had some specific 
meaning by itself, it is not isolated nor incised on a natural rock. It is located 
on a vertical surface of a stepped niche on the side of a carved complex." 
Besides, even if the symbolic, cult or ex-voto hypotheses are retained, a 
number of rock-cut and carved features on the Kastro do not exclude 
profane use, and Lemnos' lack of water could explain the cavities, conduits 
and wells. These rock-cut features suggest possible relationships with the 
sea, the landing places of the harbour area and water c~l lect ion,~~ but they 
may not be limited to them. Their complexity and state of preservation, 
added to the fact that we cannot yet consider them in their exact cultural 
context, does not permit any global interpretation hypotheses for the 
moment. Nevertheless, evidence presents common traits through the 
centuries in the same area, implying, among other things, navigation, a 
harbour, ships' arrivals and departures. The on-going systematic study of 
these important remains should, hopefully, help some pattern emerge that 
will shed light on their interconnections and possible functions and 
meanings. 

Christina Marangou 
Rue du Bailli 95 

1050 Brussels 
Belgium 
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Fig. 1 The Kastro ship from the South (photograph by T. Marangos in the 1950s; cf. 
Marangou 1995: 318, fig.7). 

Fig. 2 The Kastro ship from the South (photograph by the author, 1999). 
Fig. 3 Tracing of the ship cawing (1999-2000). In grey: natural traces; in outline: natural 

breaks or areas of heavily eroded or peeled-off surface. 
Fig. 4 Tentative reconstruction, based on tracing and photographs. In grey: natural traces; 

in outline: natural breaks or areas of heavily eroded or peeled-off surface; grey 
lines: reconstructed parts; discontinuous grey lines: uncertain reconstruction; dotted 
areas: destroyed zones. 
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